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 FOREWARD 
This is the final volume of the Perennials Saga.
Well, that was what I had hoped this would say, but the story has
gone beyond my ability to fit it in one reasonably sized final volume. I
just want to go on record once again as saying that this story grew
far beyond its initial conception and became something much longer
and more difficult to write than expected. Because of that, there are
minor inconsistencies here and there, something that might be fixed
with a future edit, but hopefully they don’t detract from the
experience as a whole.
As far as the tetralogy goes, I’d say each volume has a different
theme or flavor. The first volume was about discovery, growth, and
the gathering of allies. The second was one of trials, doubt, and the
expansion of conflict. This third volume is one of splintering,
divisions, separate tasks, and the extremes one goes to when faced
with failure. The fourth will be the conclusion, of course.
Truthfully, this volume is a lot like the second, only I hope that you
have some surprises. There are a few new characters, but I’ve tried
to keep them to a minimum, even as I’ve fleshed out the world of the
Broken Crown that much more, both historically and culturally. The
characters visit some places that were previously only mentioned in
passing.
I hope you enjoy this third volume in the perennials series. It’s the
longest thing I’ve written to date, and one of the hardest. I look
forward to completing the series in volume four, although you’ve
heard that before.
 COMMENTS 
There are a lot of matters and factors, both extraneous and
important, covered in the Appendices. Some might be spoilers if
you’re not careful in how much you read prior to or during your
reading of this or the previous volumes. Be forewarned. Recall also
that they use a different measure of time, so you may want to brush
up on your Perennials time and calendar system before reading.
For those of you familiar with the previous two volumes’
appendices, I want to inform you that I’ve shifted some material
around, added quite a bit of new content, and just generally changed
how the information was arrayed. I wanted to combine some things
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that needed to be together and expand other areas. I hope that the
new arrangement is more logical and concise. Some tables and
other things didn’t make the cut, but might appear on the website or
in the next volume.
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PROLOGUE
May I be as strong as the oak, but as supple as the willow.
May I be as changing as the winds, but as timely as the rains.
May I be as relentless as the sun, but shifting like the progression of
Saysuhns.
And may I find myself to be:
As constant as the evergreen, yet changing like the passage of night
and Dee.
- Kerathi Flower-Enchanter’s Mantra
th

 Sayvensdee, the 17 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Illias marched into one of the many dimly lit subterranean vaults of
Lower Cenalium, flanked by a dozen of his officers, each of which
escorted in a pair or a trio of leashed Kerathi adolescents. The
adolescents were all girls and all were in the early stages of puberty,
as per Corydon’s requests. Illias grunted as he took another glance
at the girls he’d been given babysitting duties over. The misgivings
clear on his face. This was not what he’d trained so hard for, not this.
Generals had better things to do, or they should have.
Corydon had his murky moments, his inexplicable impulses that
more than bordered on madness. Yet he’d been more normal as of
late – until this request had come. The untimely request had
interrupted the conquest of the Kerathi Westlichreich, as the western
islands of the Kerathi were known. After Trounedlag, the Aurean
invasion force, spearheaded by the Lost Ones Soldiers, had
branched out into three forces. Each force had rolled from one island
to the next, mercilessly pillaging and burning their way through one
clan village after another. Then they’d had to change tactics just to
collect a sampling of young Kerathi girls from across the isles, each
somewhere around thirteen to fifteen Yarres of age. Sure, when the
death toll was mounting quickly, it was easy to spare a few girls from
the quick trip to Nelius’ House of Endless Rooms, but it was
disquieting and distracting to have to go about such a thing when
there were much more important things to be done. Still, Corydon
must have his reasons, Illias had decided. Reasons didn’t always
amount to explanations though, not when dealing with Corydon.
Illias turned his attention back forward, to the end of the chamber,
where Corydon stood waiting, apparently deep in conversation with
his constant shadow, Linnea. Although, how the two could even
converse was beyond him, since Linnea had never uttered a word in
his presence. The woman had supposedly been struck dumb after a
botched poisoning job Corydon had administered himself, but he’d
deigned to keep the woman around anyway. Surely there was more
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to it than that, but Illias wasn’t one to ask, and Corydon certainly
wasn’t one to offer details about his personal life.
Corydon glanced over at the approaching group, alerted by the
echoes of their footfalls. His face lighted up enthusiastically when he
saw them. More than likely, Illias thought, it was the specimens
they’d brought which he was more interested in seeing than the
officers or the general himself.
Illias waved off his men and approached Corydon alone. Corydon’s
few Guardians, nearly hidden in the shadowy recesses of the
chamber, remained in their positions as the two approached and
clasped hands in a fashion as warm and friendly as the two could
summon. Neither was a warm individual. Putting them together only
made that fact all the more apparent.
“You seem well. Success befits you.” Corydon offered after looking
searchingly into his General’s eyes.
“Losses are fair, but not so bad as they could be.” Illias replied
evenly. His mind was still dwelling on the latest series of battles.
Business was always better than small talk.
“And the Lost Ones Soldiers? How do you find them?”
“They’re fierce and strong. I’ve not seen so many soldiers continue
to fight after taking their death wounds. They back each other up
perfectly, too. I’d guess that more die from lucky shots than from
actual engagements.”
“Gandahar’s blessings on the Lowlanders are troublesome. He is
but one of the Gods that will fall before this is all done. I’m sure
Cainel guides their hands as well. He, too, shall fall into obscurity
and nothingness when all of his sons are dead and gone.” Corydon
said confidently, a secretive smile turning up the corners of his lips.
Illias grunted. “May that be sooner rather than later then, because
we will run out of soldiers if we must continue like this.”
For a moment, Corydon looked distracted, as if listening to
something that only he could hear. He seemed to nod, and then his
eyes refocused on the man across from him. Illias missed none of
this, being a man used to sizing others up. It didn’t bode well for his
master’s mental state.
“Perhaps we’ll have another thousand soldiers ready for you before
the middle of next Munth.” Corydon offered helpfully. “The limiting
factors are the transports to get them where you need them. I’ve
been reading your reports, and we’re running out of boats faster than
soldiers, and soldiers will do us no good if we can’t get them to
battles.”
“I’m working on that problem. I’m closing on one of the last naval
strongholds of the Kerathi. We’ve taken boats where we could, but
I’m hesitant to drive too deeply at this stronghold, because it lies in
the Östlichreich. I’d like to have defeated the western isles before
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hitting the eastern, lest I bring them all down on us.” Illias replied.
“One bad loss could seriously stall our progress.”
“Then don’t have any losses.” Corydon replied curtly, as if his
command could be followed easily.
Illias bit back an irritated reply. As if it were truly as simple as that. If
that were all it took, the Kerathi would have buckled under long ago.
Linnea had wandered up beside Corydon and was staring openmouthed at the collection of frightened Kerathi girls Illias had
assembled. For a moment both of the men just looked at her, and
both noted what seemed to be recognition arrive for a scant moment
on the woman’s face. Then, as suddenly as the expression had
arrived, it left, and the vacant look returned. The distraction had
served to turn the conversation from the war effort to the matter at
hand, and that was what they were doing here with nearly thirty
young Kerathi girls. Something edgy had penetrated the room,
lending the proceedings with a strong feeling of fate being changed.
Corydon spoke first, filling the pregnant air once more. “I see you’ve
accomplished the task I set you about.”
Illias nodded. “Well, one of the tasks you’ve set me about anyway.
Killing a world full of people is going to take a bit more time than
capturing a few defenseless girls.”
“Yes, but the two might very well be more connected than you
realize.” Corydon intimated.
“Do tell.” Illias requested, falling in beside his master as he walked
over to the girls to inspect them more closely.
“Do you remember Genero’s folly? The girl who escaped he and
you both?”
“How can I forget?”
“It is well you have not forgotten, for she has certainly not forgotten
either. I have an inkling that her importance was perhaps
understated before. She is worth more than we could have known,
for she seems to be a confluence of forces beyond measure.”
“Sir?”
“She’s been touched by Gods, surrounded by fortune and chance
that work in her favor, and she’s protected by not only the peoples of
the Broken Crown but also by one of the Land’s Children.”
“The Land’s Children? You mean the Ox-Man?”
“Yes.” Corydon answered, pausing to frown at a particularly homely
Kerathi girl that had been rather well abused on the trip to Maethlin.
He shook his head in distaste before continuing. “The Ox-Men are an
unknown force in this conflict, and unknowns are something I care
little for. That one of them should save her time and again makes me
wonder more and more about them. I’ve begun researching them
more in depth, and yet they remain a mystery to me. There just isn’t
enough information about them.”
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Illias glared at the officer holding the woman’s leash, promising the
man a beating later for having damaged the goods he was supposed
to deliver. Rather than let Corydon dwell too long on the one girl,
Illias redirected his master to what might have been the healthiest
pair in the whole lot. “So what do these girls have to do with the OxMen, or Anthea?”
“So you remember her name?”
“It’s etched in my mind. She’s gone beyond our reach and has
disappeared, but she and her pet cow killed my brother, if you don’t
remember.”
“Ah, yes. Leander. He was brave but ultimately stupid.” Corydon
pronounced, enjoying feeding the fires of Illias’ heart that flashed
brightly in the man’s eyes. He knew Illias would not turn his anger on
him, his master, but would focus it on easier targets instead. Surely a
hundred more Kerathi would die painfully for just that one remark.
Powerful men hate to be reminded of failures and losses, even if
they were not ones of their own making. “Well, Anthea was half
Kerathi, yes?”
“Of course. She’s the only Kerathi and Aurean mix ever born,
right?”
“Yes, and what better way to find a girl like that than to make a
compass that can point her out?”
“A compass?” Illias repeated lamely, unable to see the connection
yet.
“Yes, a compass. We have her mother here, Linnea, and a lot of
Aureans. What I have in mind is to use the same processes we use
to make Dark Aureans to turn one of these girls into as near a match
for Anthea as possible.” Corydon explained, delighting in the way the
Kerathi girls squirmed uncomfortably when they came under his
scrutinizing gaze. He spoke in High Elegian, but they didn’t have to
understand what he was saying to know it wasn’t something
pleasant.
Illias crossed his arms and frowned. Clearly Corydon didn’t want
these girls for anything like some of his men, himself included, had
imagined. Corydon had an entirely different reason for wanting them,
one connected with his fascination for Linnea. “What good will all of
that do us? So what if we make these girls more like Anthea?”
“It’s only a theory, but I think that if any survive the treatments,
they’ll either be gifted with some of Anthea’s abilities, which we could
use to our advantage, or they’ll be drawn to Anthea. Like magnets,
they’ll attract one another. When they find each other, we can deal
with Anthea, or have our compasses do it for us.”
“I have my doubts.” Illias admitted.
“That’s why you’re killing things and I’m trying to make new things,
Illias. Do you realize how many failures Anthea’s father and I had
before we finally succeeded with the Dark Aurean process?”
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“I’d rather not know, seeing how many of our converts don’t live
through the process, even as refined and perfected as it supposedly
is. If all of the converts survived, I’d have overrun the Kerathi by now.
I’ve seen the pit where the failures are disposed of, and it is no small
hole in the ground.”
Corydon chuckled, and the dark noise reverberated throughout the
chamber, filling it. As he did, he waved to someone who stood
unseen, and the light level rose. “It wouldn’t do much for morale or
general health to keep the dead in Lower Cenalium. Besides, I think
of it as a purifying process. The chaff, the garbage, the weak…
they’re all discarded and only the strong remain.”
Illias listened halfheartedly. He was more interested in looking at
the equipment spread about the vaulted room, which came into view
as the light level increased. There were rows of man-sized cages, a
Dark Aurean transformation blood tank with all the required hoses
and fittings, as well as a series of tables to strap patients down onto.
There were other things, too, things Illias didn’t recognize, and didn’t
really want to know about. Most interestingly though, was a small
windowed room that had been lit up and recessed into one of the
walls. It was filled with at least a hundred plants, and what looked
like a young girl’s possessions: clothing, combs, furniture, and the
like.
Corydon followed his General’s eyes to the room, noting what he
was looking at. “Ah, you see that. Do you know what it is?”
“Perhaps…” He really didn’t know, but he had some inkling that it
was somehow related to Anthea.
“Those are Anthea’s things. They’ll help in the attuning process.”
“You seem to have things well in hand.” Illias remarked, unwilling to
question further about what would happen. He was eager to be gone
from the place. Somehow it seemed foul, unlike the war he waged.
War was more honest in that it was life or death, victory or defeat.
This was just strange. “I should leave you to your experiments and
get back to the war, where I can better be of service to our cause.”
Corydon caught Illias by the forearm. When he was sure he had the
larger man’s complete attention, he spoke. “Do not fear what I do
here any more than you fear what you do. They are one in the same
in that they advance our cause, only we go about things differently.”
“I don’t fear it. I just don’t know it, Corydon. You don’t ask a blind
man to paint, so don’t ask a soldier to understand what you do. I will
defer to your wisdom in these matters.” Illias said evenly, breathing a
little more easily when Corydon’s hand lifted from his arm. He
couldn’t take his eyes off the darkness that seemed to swell around
his master’s person, an almost palpable murk.
“This is just the next step, Illias. You and I, we’re the edge of the
blade that cuts through life. We are creating the future of our people
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with every step we take. Do not fret for our losses. They are the cost
of salvation.”
“I understand.” Illias replied. “And I am honored to be your partner
in this, if a lesser partner to your greatness.”
“We all do what we can.” Corydon replied, motioning to his men to
take the Kerathi girls from the officers who kept them. When that was
done, Corydon regarded Illias once more. “Continue your conquests.
I will deliver another thousand soldiers in a Munth. Make do with
what you have until then, and do not give the enemy any time to
gather their forces and learn to defend properly. Keep them offbalance and they will fall like poorly-constructed towers.”
Illias nodded. “It will be so.”
“Go quickly then, for there is much you must do, even as I must do
much here. You are my hands in the world, going where I cannot go
and doing what I cannot.”
Illias bowed and turned on his heel, taking only the briefest of
passing looks at the Kerathi girls getting herded into their cages
before he turned on his heel and left, taking his men with him. He
expected it would be the last time he’d see any of the girls, and it
bothered him not at all if he didn’t think about the gruesome ways
they’d die. To kill a man with any number of weapons was one thing,
but to make the girls suffer through some strange processes they
were not meant for, only to die in ways that horrified even him, that
wasn’t something he wanted to imagine.
Neither Illias nor Corydon saw the way Linnea stared at the girls or
how transfixed she was by the re-creation of her daughter’s room
before the technicians took her and strapped her down to draw blood
from her once more. Her blood was the key to the project, the kiss of
change or death.

Iago cleared his lungs, or at least attempted to. The poisons
coursing through his system had delved deep into his body, and they
circulated through each of its systems. His heart struggled to beat
regularly, likely surrounded by a growing amount of scar tissue, and
his lungs were often filling with watery mucus that he had to painfully
clear each morning. That was assuming he even slept anymore.
More often than not it was easier to doze for a short time and just
avoid the whole fitful period of rest followed by the maintenance of
coughing that was required after the viscous fluids accumulated
during his slumber.
Tahirah III, the deposed Empress that he kept as his captive,
frowned at a particularly violent set of coughs followed by hoarse
retching and the spitting of expelled lung fluids. She sat in her gilded
cage, now on a thin linen cushion, surrounded by rolls of parchmentstyle paper she was using to hold every note she could make about
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Aurean poisons and poisoners. She knew quite a lot about both, a
prerequisite in Elegian politics.
“Have you taken your antidote?” Tahirah asked dutifully, more out
of etiquette than actual concern. She cared little about the suffering
of the man who was her captor, except for his continued life. His
suffering was fine, even desirable, but his death was not, since it
would also mean hers. No one would keep her alive after his death.
Iago glanced over at her with jade eyes that had turned to a more
yellowy color in recent Waykes. “When did you become my keeper?”
He rasped.
“Forgive me for showing undue concern over a man I loathe.”
“Did that loathing begin before or after I started showing these
unattractive signs of poisoning?” He asked, a gurgling laugh
escaping his raw lungs as he indicated the lesions and scars on his
hands, neck, and face.
Tahirah III’s hand unconsciously went to her crooked nose, a nose
broken in her capture that hadn’t been properly set, and so it had
healed crooked. “It probably started about the time you tore out my
nipple ring and broke my nose.”
“I love that you can maintain your sense of humor. It adds such
flavor to our exchanges.”
“I guess when the threat of the axe falling never goes away, one
learns to just say whatever one wants, because you can have me
killed whether I say what I think or not. It really doesn’t matter
anymore.”
“And yet I could punish you for such impudence.”
“How?” She challenged him, staring at him with her dark eyes that
looked ever so much healthier than his rheumy ones. Yet even if his
eyes were clouded, his mind was still sharp.
“I could summon a legion of bored Guardians to amuse themselves
with you.”
“I’m sure they’d be repulsed by a foreign woman, and besides, what
would harming me accomplish for you? You’d still be in the middle of
your schemes, wracked with poisons that perhaps only I can help
you determine the nature of.”
“There is that.” Iago mused, squinting at some missives from spies
in Cenalium. His eyes narrowed at accounts of a Kerathi woman
near to Corydon. That was something puzzling indeed.
“What is it?” The former Empress asked.
Sometimes the two of them talked about the ongoing plots he was
involved in, and that at least was interesting for her. She had no
other diversions except her conversations with Iago, other than the
recent addition of the parchment and pen she’d been given after he
finally decided it was a waste of his precious time to transcribe the
list of names, poisoners, poison ingredients, and everything else she
could share. So while she hated the man, she found his mind sharp,
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his plots detailed and interesting, and on top of all of that, she found
Aurean politics a fascinating change from Elegian ones.
“You’d not understand.”
“I forgot, I’m but a pretty bird to sing to you from her beautiful cage.”
She finished her mocking reply with a slight whistle and a smile.
“Are we being facetious?” He looked to be somewhere between
curiosity and irritation.
“That or poetic.” She quipped. “You decide.”
“These are reports that I’ve had smuggled back to me from spies
deep in Corydon’s fold.”
“And what do they say?”
“They say he has a Kerathi woman with him, a most curious
woman. She’s been wounded in the mind or struck dumb, but he
keeps her around. She’s something of a mother figure and icon for
the religion he’s formed for his abominations.”
“His abominations… I never really understood that. What is so
abominable about his men?”
Iago snorted. “Ours is a pure race of the sun, existing in the light.
This is something he’s perverted with his experiments, decreasing
their need for the sun and making them into something not Aurean
and not Lowlander. These resulting half-breeds are the same sick
creatures he uses in his surprisingly successful war on the Kerathi.”
“So you hate the differences he’s made or their apparent strength?
If they can defeat the Kerathi, they must be doing something right,
even while the ‘pure’ Aureans are trapped on these mountaintops,
ruling over an empire of rocks, dexterous goats, and strong-winged
birds.”
“See? I knew you’d not understand. I might as soon ask a fish to
climb out of the sea and start walking for me.”
“I understand the need for purity. Many criticized how much I
interacted with the other races, saying the Elegians were the mother
race of all the Broken Crown, one that should be kept pure from the
taint of outsiders. That never made sense to me, in that the outsiders
should have come from our stock if we were truly the mother race.
Yet, there is strength to be gained from hybridization.”
“If we were meant for hybridization, we’d be able to breed with
Lowlanders. We cannot for a reason. It has only occurred once, and
that in itself is a mystery.”
“Nature finds a way. Okapi said that once.” Tahirah III said
solemnly. “The bard Rehan also said that love remakes our natures
so that we can accommodate our other half.”
“Famous quotations and childish Lowlander sentiments don’t
change the reality of the situation.”
“Offer another explanation then.” She bid him.
“I cannot.” Iago admitted. “Not yet. That doesn’t mean there isn’t
one though.”
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“Change offers a chance for the opportunistic to exploit the unwary.
If Corydon is keeping a Kerathi woman around, there is a reason.
She is perhaps the key to all he has done. Corydon’s machinations
are but a part of your problem.” She held out and offered to him a
sheaf of papers detailing her latest thoughts and intuitions on the
poisons used against him. “Maybe this can help with your other
problem.”
“And you help me only to preserve your own life?” Iago asked,
shuffling over to take the papers from her.
“That, and to get a chance at seeing my usurper fall. I’ve included
some herb mixes in there that can alter the timing of my successor’s
menstrual cycle. They can be used in conjunction with my previous
plan, the one where we attune her Sandcat to her menstrual blood’s
scent. With any luck, it could spell an end to her within a few
Munths.”
“It’s just up to me to see it get done and figure out how to deliver
the concoctions?”
“They’re included only for your amusement and for the satisfaction
of my imagination. Do with them what you will. They were still fun to
think up.”
Iago thumbed through the papers absently, stopping here and there
to read some of her notes. The information she’d been feeding him
for the last few Waykes had been being checked and researched by
his spies on Elegius, and so far all she’d offered him had checked
out. They had a few possible avenues to search down, ones that
might bear fruit if he was diligent enough. He’d already tortured and
killed many of his own servants and some other officials as well,
those who knew about the secret passages or who might have had
contact with outsiders. He was a man willing to go long distances to
preserve himself.
“Would that you were Aurean and not my enemy.” He said
breathlessly after another coughing fit shook his thin frame. He
stooped over and held onto the edge of his desk even after the fit
had passed.
“Why is that? Is it lonely being at the top?”
“I’m not one who needs people.” He retorted. “Dependence breeds
in weakness.”
“Yet you need my help.”
“Don’t overestimate your value to me.”
“And don’t underestimate my value to you, either.” She replied.
“Now how about some more paper?”
“Perhaps later.” Iago replied after a short hesitation. He didn’t want
to get in the habit of giving her what she wanted when she wanted it,
even if it might help him. “I’ve got to peruse these and also prepare
some more intelligence information for the Empress to exchange for
another dose of the antidote. I’ve other matters to attend to as well,
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since the Grand Helion is out and about stirring up support and he’s
left the city to me. I’ll get back to you when I have time for such
diversions.”
Tahirah III grinned. Despite being a captive, she was making
herself indispensable to the man. If she kept at it and solved his
poison problem, he’d be eating out of her palm. The cage she was in
was becoming less apparent with each Dee.

Favian marched at the head of a modest formation of nine Dark
Aureans. He was one of many patrols that were as much a show of
force for spies within the city as a method of keeping the regular
Aurean citizens of Cenalium in check. At any one time there were
between ten and thirty groups like his patrolling the inner and outer
city, though the inner city was usually silent anyway.
The inner city was the seat of governance and religion, filled with all
the splendors and grandeur due to the Aurean people’s first
Grancitta. But even sparkling towers, colorful banners, and the
polished surfaces of statues and the stately kept gardens could not
hide the fact that the entire Grancitta was under military arrest.
Cenalium was being ran and policed by one that many regarded as a
usurper, though none would rise against him. The commoners in the
outer city were policed heaviest, and the rich were unwilling to risk all
to revolt, hoping that they could wait out Corydon’s stay as regent in
the Greater Helion’s place. Corydon’s men made frequent showings
of force in the Inner city regularly just for appearances and as a
reminder to officials, many of which had families that Corydon kept a
close watch over, that things were still firmly under his control.
Religion might have inflamed the people into revolting, but the
religious power of Cenalium had been beheaded with the death of
the Voice of the Firmament. Agents circulating among the populace
were constantly on the lookout for any who spoke strongly against
the regent. There were signed documents from the deposed Greater
Helion that had ‘transferred’ power to Corydon for the duration of the
unrest within the city, but no one really believed them. Surely the
signatures had been coerced, many had said, but the strongest of
those voices had all been quelled. That didn’t change the opinions of
the people, despite the fact that they were unwilling to say such
things. After all, hadn’t it been Corydon’s men who had distributed
the propaganda that had caused all of the strife? Hadn’t it been his
men who had preached from street corners and from meeting halls,
spreading the poisons that were currently strangling the life out of
Aurean society?
There were still a few who resisted, either in small groups or as
individuals. Favian was one of those, though he prayed no one else
knew. His was a good disguise though. He’d went through the
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treatments, he’d made the changes, and now he hunted those who
should have been his allies, all in the name of protecting his own
cover, so that his own defiance might add up to something greater
than the combined efforts of those he betrayed.
Favian’s group took a left turn down a narrow gap between two
imposing crystal towers colored milky ivory with the slightest hints of
amethyst, and then they continued across a narrow causeway that
led to another cluster of towers that had crisscrossing walkways
running like a spider’s threads between them. Despite the beauty of
the morning, punctuated regularly with flocks of Aaren’s beloved
mountain birds flitting between rooftop aviaries, the city of Cenalium
was not beautiful. It might look beautiful, but it certainly didn’t feel
beautiful, and the harsh repression that hung in the air dampened
hearts and disallowed the fostering of any appreciation for what the
city had to offer aesthetically. For Favian, this was just a part of his
task. He didn’t expect to love this city, and if those who had once
loved it and had laughed in these very lanes could not do so any
longer, well, that was but a small portion of the suffering Corydon
had unleashed on the Aurean people as a whole.
He frowned to see businessmen and their customers make
themselves scarce when a guard patrol passed near, or mothers
hush their children and hurry past them with eyes lowered and heads
down, so as to avoid too much notice. Still, it was their job to
question people on occasion, so Favian waited patiently while one of
the other members of his group ran through the typical roster of
questions with a terrified clerk running messages for this company or
that one. It was always the same answers, rarely with deviations that
would indicate those they questioned as spies or as being involved in
any foul play. No, if there were spies about, they were more careful,
like he had to be.
When the questioning was finished and the pale-faced and
frightened clerk was on his way again, they moved on once more.
They passed from one manicured area to the next, skirting along the
wall that marked the border of the inner and outer city, eventually
stopping at a dispatch station. The dispatch station was a multiplemethod communication installation at the top of a modest tower
whose stairs they’d just climbed. Within were a dozen men
transcribing messages for officials, translating notes and numbers
into either electrical pulses sent down wires to the next station or into
patterned flashes of light sent by mirrors to more distant posts where
wires had not been or could not be strung. Still other messages
would be committed to paper and hand delivered, or would be sent
by bird.
It was the birds that Favian was interested in, as these were what
he used to send his messages to Iago usually, though he was careful
not to ever depend too heavily on any one method of sending
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messages. Patterns in behavior allowed counterspies to detect his
activities, and at the same time, to deviate too much from
established behavior was to indicate something was amiss as well. It
was a delicate balance he had to strike.
He nodded to Cira, the attendant who took his reports after every
patrol, and exchanged pleasantries that were a mere cover for their
actual conversation. While their outward conversation was about
unimportant matters, his patrols, or her work, hidden within their cant
were details of their operation, that being spying for Iago.
He’d discovered Cira by accident really. She’d been working one
Dee when he’d come in from a patrol, and something she had said
caught his ear. He’d ventured over to speak to her, and test by test,
he’d drawn out of her that she was indeed one of Iago’s spies. There
had been signs, countersigns, and a dozen verbal responses from
each before he’d been able to determine that they truly worked for
the same side. Of course, there was always a chance that she was
just a really good counterspy, and he was being allowed to feed her
information just so Corydon’s agents could see what Iago’s men
found worth reporting on within Cenalium, but he was fairly certain
she was the real thing. In spying, there was never a perfect level of
certainty. Doubt was the way of life for men in his position. Yet if
doubt was the way of life, then information was the currency of
exchange.
Todee, like any other Dee, he engaged in their small talk, which she
listened to with moderate interest, all the while transferring his
information into duplicate and triplicate for transportation on carrier
bird, which would likely go to Tibusin, Choraeyn, Durenia, or any
number of Menocittas within the jurisdictions of those Grancittas.
From there it’d go by any number of methods to Aetheline, though
not necessarily in a direct fashion. It’d be a Wayke or more, possibly
a Munth before it reached Iago’s desk. The actual information
contained on the messages would be indistinguishable from regular
messages sent to the other Grancittas and Menocittas to help
coordinate the flow of information and spy activity, incite revolts, or
plan extractions of more sympathizers. To an untrained eye without
the key to the message, the message would be mean nothing more
than what it said at face value. To those who had the key and new
what to look for, the message was rife with information.
This particular message described the roles of females in
Corydon’s organization. It had long been clear to Favian that the
soldiers were predominately men, on account of their physical
attributes making them more effective warriors. Yet there were a lot
of woman coming to join the cause, and he needed to know where
they were going and how they were helping the war efforts.
What he’d determined so far, from extrapolating every bit and piece
of information he could innocuously draw out of people he met by
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chance or on purpose, was that many women didn’t survive the
transition process. Something about their bodies gave out more
easily than men’s bodies did, so many were carefully carted out to
pits on Maethlin, were they were buried en masse. Those that did
survive tended to serve as mothers for the next generation of Dark
Aureans, as servants, pilots, and communications officers, or in other
less physically rigorous activities that could still advance Corydon’s
cause. This meant a lot of women were spies, too. This still didn’t
account for all of the women coming into Cenalium, as some ten to
twenty percent were unaccounted for. Digging as carefully as he
could, he had begun to determine that some experiments were going
on and that a large number of women were disappearing for that
reason, but their bodies were unaccounted for as of yet. They were
either being carefully disposed of or there was a large deposit of
women, living or dead, somewhere in Cenalium or elsewhere on
Maethlin. Favian imagined that many were being worked like blood
factories that were milked for the vital fluids necessary for the
transition. They must be hidden in some unknown areas of Lower
Cenalium, but as of yet, he hadn’t found them.
Cira met his eyes for a moment as he finished his report, and then
shyly looked down. She wasn’t exactly comely, strong, or even that
brave looking. Yet she possessed enough intelligence and courage
to do what she did. Favian shook his head slightly, wondering how
such an idealist had gotten into Iago’s employ. She was the sort of
woman who would die for a cause, something like Licia had been,
yet stronger. He had felt that way about her from the first, because of
the way she’d put herself out there at risk with everyone who had
come into this office. She’d left that first verbal invitation hanging out
there for anyone who might recognize it, be they well-intending or
not.
Maybe she’d just been lonely, Favian thought to himself as he bid
her goodbye. The slightest sparkle of hope that entered her eyes
every time he saw her once more seemed to beg for companionship,
no matter how tenuous it was. The tie between them was slight at
best, and yet she clung to it with hope and it seemed to fuel her
efforts. As for him, he’d helped a friend throw herself off a bridge
when she’s suffered too much to go on, and Corydon’s men had
killed his other two companions. That was his own personal reason
enough to hate Corydon, and that didn’t even count what the man
had done to his people as a whole.
With his jaw set and his eyes ever searching for the one piece of
the puzzle that might spell an end to Corydon, Favian marched with
his patrol back to their barracks to wait for the next time they were
needed. As he walked, he couldn’t help but keep his mind from going
back to Licia, then to Cira, and then finally to the strange Kerathi
woman who was Corydon’s constant companion. Women were at
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the center of everything it seemed. They were the ones who moved
men into doing things. Certainly they were key to all in his life at the
moment, as his motivations, his partners, and his goals.
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CHAPTER 75
The seas are deep because they’re the soul of the world. We but
see the surface, but with our hearts and minds we must look deeper,
for that’s where the truths are hidden. Learn from the whales, which
dive deep to see all there is in the soul of the world. All that is worth
knowing is deep…
- Excerpt from Pekelo’s ‘Wisdom of the Whales‘
th

 Noinsdee, the 19 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Makan panted heavily, backpedaling and twirling the narwhal tusk
he wielded as something between a stave and spear. Sagira’s
yataghan knives, unbound and as sharp as ever, clinked noisily off
the curled shaft of the weapon, finding no purchase. As fast as the
weapon was moving in his hands and the very way in which it was
shaped, it denied weapons a bite into it, though it could tug a knife or
sword from an unready hand. Like hardened and treated wood, it
was as near to steel as anything not metal could become.
Sagira grunted and threw herself at the Mueran once more. For the
moment, he was not a lover or even a friend – he was the enemy. As
she attacked from Makan’s left, Rolf swung in with his saber from the
right side. Makan deflected the saber and caught Rolf across the
wrist, fluidly sliding between the two, while Sagira’s attacks carried
her past him so he could deliver a strike to the back of her knee.
With Rolf disarmed from the arm-numbing blow to his wrist and
Sagira dropped onto one knee that left only Nishan as an immediate
threat.
The Rumani’s eyes flashed golden as he waited for the attack,
forcing Makan to go on the offensive, lest he give the other two
enough time to recover, which would put him at the disadvantaged
side of a three on one. Nishan knew that defense was Makan’s
strength and aimed to use that against him, but Makan had been
working for a Munth on his offense, and he was no slouch in that
department either. Already he heard Sagira regaining her footing to
get back into the fray, so Makan darted forward, thrusting the tusk
ahead of him like a spear extension of his own arm. Nishan tried to
slip past the weapon, but found Makan’s knife waiting for him. Onehanded, the spear whirled about and nearly caught the Rumani
across the temple; he ducked just before he was clouted across the
skull and tried again to get at the Mueran with his claw-like Kerambit
knives, only to find that once more the man’s knife was waiting for
him.
Gritting his teeth in frustration, Nishan opened his eye’s future sight.
Where before he’d had to alternate eyes and his future sight had
been a constant thing, he’d been gifted with the ability to control the
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ability just a couple Waykes back, a gift from the waking God Uman
he suspected. Blood poured into the irises of his eyes, the vehicle for
which prescience was delivered. He renewed his attacks, aided by
the knowledge of where the Mueran would move and how he would
react. Except Makan knew when he saw those red eyes that he had
to do exactly what he didn’t want to do, or the Rumani would know
right where he’d be. He knew he had to move faster and more
unpredictably than the other man could keep up with, even as Rolf
and Sagira tried to return into the whirlwind of blades and spears.
A heavy sheen of sweat covered the combatants, and powdery
snow kicked up all around them, a cloud that obscured Tuari from
their sight as he slid into battle with a bloodstained spear, the same
that had killed Siarnak. The grey-marked Nanuq had been the avatar
of a God, likely Rishalt. Of that, Tuari was sure. Somehow it felt like it
was his duty to carry on with the weapon as a badge of what he’d
been through, and the blood that stained it might have empowered it
somehow, or maybe it was just a trick of the winds and weather that
made the snow cling to Tuari. It might have also been some
collaboration of Yenis and Kaneitha that swathed him and made him
almost unseen, like an intangible but interfering ghost.
Rolf suddenly found a saw-edged Uleaut spear swinging at his
face. He caught the brunt of the force with a bracer of Aurean metal
he’d fashioned for his left arm, not that it stung any less for having
metal between him and the spear. Rolf didn’t spare time for a wince
or even a yelp of pain, because that would have spelled his end.
They weren’t playing anymore. This was as serious as it got, and
even if the Uleaut boy was smaller and younger, it didn’t mean that
he was a novice with his spear, and he was Cainel-damned hard to
see sometimes. Rolf retaliated with his saber, hacking at the center
of the white cloud that marked Tuari, and then he hurriedly parried
an attack from Sagira, who had switched sides once more.
Like so, the tides of battle shifted. Rolf was suddenly in a desperate
two on one situation while Makan and Nishan tested each other with
audible grunts of effort and savage cries of war. Rolf backed up,
giving ground as he fended off Sagira with both his long knife and
saber, but his eyes searched for Tuari, who had disappeared again.
He didn’t have to wait long for Tuari to attack again. Only a
backhanded block that caught both Sagira’s Elegian knife and
Tuari’s Uleaut spear saved him.
Tuari didn’t attack a third time though, because he had shifted off to
attack Nishan, who was still facing Makan’s sweeping attacks and
impenetrable defense. That left Sagira to face Rolf alone, and her
dark eyes were resplendent with the energy of her fierce effort. The
two of them were well matched. She was graceful yet strong, while
he was powerful and learning to be more cautious with his moves
even if he would never be as graceful as she was. And if she was
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perhaps a bit better than him in up close combat, none could match
him from afar. His abilities as a marksman were untouchable by
Makan’s spear-throwing ability or Nishan’s knife tossing.
As they squared off to go at each other once more, like two angry
dogs who hadn’t had enough fighting, a blast of cold rocked them,
dropping Rolf to a knee, knocking Sagira back a few paces, and
sending Tuari sliding past them on his back toward the edge of the
iceberg. Rolf forgot his weapons and dove after the boy, catching
him about the ankles. Being slick as the chunk of ice was, Rolf
thought he might tumble off with Tuari, but they did not. His mass
was enough to slow down and stop the much smaller boy’s descent
without carrying them both over the edge. Sagira helped them up,
and dusted off Tuari, who grinned weakly as if dazed.
Rolf cast a glance back at what had been the center of the
disturbance, which neared on an explosion. Nishan was crumbling
ice off of his coat, but his feet and legs were still anchored in a mass
of ice, like he was some frozen creature from Hectoyarres past
escaping from an icy coffin that could no longer hold him. Makan
alternated staring at the spectacle of Nishan and at the tusk in his
hands. The carvings Nantai had wrapped around the entire length of
the tusk, visions of many whales and of the seas both frozen and
not, glowed with a bluish coolness.
“What did you do?” Sagira asked, looking at Makan with a lover’s
mixture of pride and worry.
“I think a better question is how.” Rolf interjected before Makan
could reply, which wasn’t hard, since the normally stoic Mueran was
at a loss for words. “Also, can you do it again? That’s quite a feat.”
“How about we discuss this after we help me out of this?” Nishan
requested in irritation. “My feet are cold.”
Tuari watched with wry amusement as Makan and Rolf chipped the
Rumani’s legs out of the ice. His near brush with a swim in the cool
waters after he had nearly been flung off the iceberg had not fazed
him. Nelius stalked the frigid lands of the Uleaut people, working in
concert with Yenis’ unforgiving breath to steal the lives of the
unwary. Death was always just a bad Dee away, waiting just outside
their Apuyyaq houses, and their light-hearted views of near death
experiences or bodily injuries reflected that. He was still watching
with amusement when Anthea arrived, though he didn’t let Nishan
see that amusement to clearly.
After a brief nodded hello to the Uleaut boy, she regarded the
curious scene with great interest. “What happened?” She asked.
Tuari looked at her once more, noting how tanned and vibrant she
looked with her silvery hair flashing in the wind under the middee
sun. Surely she’d just come from tending her flowers, as she always
had a glow about her after looking after them. “Makan froze Nishan’s
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legs to the iceberg, and he’s not pleased about it. I think that his
pride was more wounded than his body.”
“I heard something that sounded like an explosion. I almost thought
we were under attack, but after the sound there were no more
noises. I came to investigate nonetheless.”
The rush of water past their feet followed startled exclamations from
their companions. A cloud of steam rose around Nishan’s damp legs
and feet.
“What happened?” Anthea demanded for the second time in less
than a Mynette.
“The ice melted suddenly.” Makan offered apologetically, finally
speaking. “It appears there are some latent abilities in this holy gift
that I must master.” He indicated the spiral narwhal horn.
“It’s about time the old man got something useful.” Rolf teased,
nudging Makan and grinning. “The rest of us all have something from
the Gods.”
“You’ve said little of your ‘gifts,’ Rolf.” Sagira returned, moving to
Makan’s verbal defense.
“They’ll be made apparent in due time.” The Kerathi promised, his
beard shifting as his mouth curled into a wider smile. “There are
things I need and things I must do first, and then you’ll all see.”
Makan flicked the tusk back and forth in his hands, pointing it away
from them all and whispering to himself as he did so. He paused for
a moment to look up at Rolf. “What are these things you need, Rolf?
Where might we find them?”
“Not on an iceberg, I’ll tell you that much. Perhaps in Aynglica I can
find what I need.”
“Aynglica is far away.” Nishan commented, shivering a bit in the
cold as he wrung water out of the legs of his breeches, which had
been soaked when the ice had melted so suddenly.
“Maybe not so far as you might think.” Anthea replied, pointing out
to sea.
All eyes swept past her arm to the horizon, where a dark shape
plied the seas. They could see sheets of gray strung from several
thin masts, which looked like needles swaying on the horizon. The
graying, angular sails were turned their way and the ship was closing
on their position.
As realization settled in on everyone, it was Makan who spoke once
more. “That’s a Mueran sail plan!“ In his excitement, he flicked the
tusk spear in his hands once more, causing another rush of cold air
as another pillar of ice, flash frozen from vapors in the air, formed
where he’d pointed. He and the rest of them stared at what he’d
done.
“Surely Yenis has provided.” Tuari announced brightly, his dark,
round face smiling reverent as he touched his opposed palms
together.
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“Yenis or Marceaupo?” Makan asked, carefully lowering the tusk. “I
would think Marceaupo, since we’re on her seas and we’re closing
on the Mueran Belt, although the stars of late seem to indicate we’re
closer to Far Muera.”
“Any God or Goddess who helped is due my thanks.” Sagira
remarked. “I’m not against thanking any that claims this as their
doing.”
And just then, Bedros’ footsteps faltered and then stopped. The
thrum that had been the rhythm of their lives for a Munth came to an
end. The pulse, that had become as known to them as their own
heartbeats, was gone and done with. They all felt saddened, as if
something integral had been denied them.
“This leg of our journey is at an end. We must prepare to
disembark.” Anthea announced, but they were needless words. They
all knew them before they were even spoken.

Anthea waited at the edge of the iceberg, with the deep blue waters
lapping at her feet. She stood a half step in front of her party as their
representative, though Makan was standing very near to her. He was
clearly the one who would be speaking, but she felt it important that
the Muerans know that she was of importance, too, or else they
might assume she was just some lost little girl.
Admittedly, it would be hard to believe that she was the leader of
this group. If there was any leader at all in their party, she was it,
though she’d not been making a lot of decisions of late. It wasn’t the
solid and experienced Mueran, the seasoned Elegian war leader, or
even one of the two young men, each of which looked capable of
being a leader if taken in the right light. The only two people that
looked less a leader than her were Tuari, who was clearly young,
and Bedros, who most would assume had no way to communicate
with the others, let alone lead them. Yet looks weren’t everything.
She knew none would think from just looking at her that she’d
battled her way across the Broken Crown, had killed to protect
herself and had lost people important to her. They’d not realize that
she’d seen more than many would in two lifetimes, and she was just
beginning her path. She had a long road ahead, a road that
promised more bloodshed, pain, and possibly vengeance.
Vengeance, wasn’t that what this was all really about anymore?
She’d stopped wishing for her father to be alive some time ago.
Perhaps it had been during the long Munth on the iceberg, or maybe
it had been even before that. So her father was dead, her home had
been lost to her, she’d been hunted and hurt, and now she wanted it
to be over and ended. Only it didn’t end for her with a handshake
and a hug. It couldn’t end like that for her and it wouldn’t for the
others who had suffered alongside her. Too much had happened,
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and someone had to answer for all that had been done. With luck, it
would all end if she simply cut the heart out of the beast: Corydon.
Life wasn’t always fortuitous though, so she expected the heart to be
well hidden behind a wall of humanity she’d have to cut down just to
get to it. Life and fate were going to exact a death toll. The Gods had
started this wrecking ball swinging, and it wasn’t going to stop until it
broke a few things – perhaps a lot of things.
“I’d have thought you’d be wearing a smile at being rescued from
this frozen home of ours instead of that morose expression.” Sagira
remarked, squinting in the fading sun to look at Anthea closely.
Anthea glanced at the woman who was a sister to her in heart if not
in blood. “So would I. Except, play time is over now. Business is at
hand.” Her eyes swept to Rolf, who met her gaze as his hand
unconsciously went to his chest, where the purple Racheneid mark
was hidden under his clothing.
“They near.” Makan announced, shouting out a greeting in the
Mueran dialect of Lower Elegian.
Lower Elegian was a complex tongue because of its many dialects.
The Kerathi had two, one for the western isles, the Westlichreich,
and another for the eastern isles, the Östlichreich. The Rumani
spoke a bland, universal trading dialect of Lower Elegian, but they
also maintained their private language, Rumman. The Aynglicans
had as many as ten dialects of Lower Elegian, but they were rather
similar except for inflection and tone, so most people who could
speak one Aynglican dialect could be easily understood in by any
who knew the others. The Muerans, perhaps because they’d never
been completely conquered by the Elegian Empire, had maintained a
lot of their original island-speak as slang and everydee vocabulary.
The end result was a language that varied extensively, especially in
terms of cultural vocabulary, from region to region and island to
island. Every race had a different vernacular, but the basic rules and
words were the same.
The Muerans called back to Makan in thickly accented syllables,
and while most of them could pick up bits and pieces of the
comments that quickly went back and forth, they couldn’t follow
completely. They all looked to Makan for an explanation as the
conversation finally hit a lull.
“What was all that?” Rolf asked.
Makan smiled. “It was small talk and a little good-natured ribbing.”
“Oh?” Sagira said with a smile of her own. “Do tell.”
“They were teasing me about having a less than conventional ship.
They also made light of the strange crew I keep aboard. That was
before I told them I wasn’t the captain.” Makan replied with a slight
grin, which widened as he added, “They also wondered how we’d fair
in the Tauwhawhai Race.”
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“Which is what?” Rolf asked, earning a head bob of agreement from
Tuari, who was curious about the same thing.
“It’s a long race that starts at the island of Mehitte and loops around
Far Muera before ending back at Mehitte. They’re joking that we’d
not do well with this iceberg.”
“Muerans have a very dry sense of humor for a nautical people.”
Sagira remarked, her anticipatory smile fading when the Mueran joke
was not up to her standards.
Anthea nudged Makan to get his attention. “They’ll take us where
we need to go?”
Makan nodded. “We’re near Far Muera, as I suspected. We’ll go
there first, and then find a boat willing to take us where we want.
These folks are not heading very far into the Broken Crown, being
Far Muerans.”
Rolf scratched at his reddish beard. “What’s the difference between
Muerans and Far Muerans?”
“Wildness.” Nishan interposed as he thoughtfully stared at the
approaching ship, now close enough that they could all see the crew
of about a dozen working the lines and devices of the ship.
“He’s right.” Makan admitted. “Being that they were never
conquered by the Elegian Empire due to their remoteness and
ferocity, they maintain a strong and violent sense of independence.
They live through the harshest storms this world sees, and their
lifestyle reflects it. They are great Oceanwalkers, who travel the
Inner and Outer Seas. Only the Deepcrossers are wilder in nature,
which is why these Far Muerans here accepted me immediately,
being that I have spent great amounts of time out in the open seas
and they consider me to be an Oceanwalker. Were I just one of the
Muerans who plied the Inner Seas, they’d probably have come by for
a laugh and then left us here.”
“So people who purposely don’t try to get away from awful storms
are respected? Wouldn’t it just be easier to avoid them?” Rolf asked.
Makan touched his palm to the crown of his head. “Birthed from
Fallu, those of us with true hearts cannot be parted from the nature
of his home.”
Nishan nodded. “A man’s nature is shown by his determination. The
nature of the Mueran people is one of diligence and persistence. In
that, we Rumani are not dissimilar from them. Both of our peoples
have persisted long trials.”
Rolf looked ready to launch a disrespectful comment of a
disparaging nature, but strangely a look from Tuari silenced him. It
was not that the boy looked at him, but rather that Tuari looked upon
Nishan and Makan with both understanding and respect. The
Uleauts endured trials perhaps beyond what either the Rumani and
the Muerans faced, and yet the boy respected these other peoples
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for it. How then can I disrespect them? Such thoughts cowed his will
to argue with Nishan.
And so, when the Mueran ship pulled up, Rolf was quick to offer his
hand to those who would come onto the iceberg to look around.
Instead of making little of the differences he knew existed between
him and the Muerans or the others, he observed and tried to
determine why they were different and how those differences
benefited them. He examined the odd sail plans, the interesting, yet
very open ship design of the transformable catamaran vessel. Rolf
also found that the Far Muerans, dark and squat people with even
denser muscle mass and broader chests than Makan, greeted him
warmly and with interest.
These people were curious about the company their fellow Mueran
was keeping, and they were curious about exploring the iceberg,
which were rarely seen this far north in this size. Surely it held some
special nature, they’d decided, and wanted to see what it was that
allowed it to come so far without melting. So Rolf went with the Far
Muerans as they roamed the iceberg, explaining how they had been
surviving off of seal meat they’d stored up and off of fishing, which
Makan and Tuari excelled at. They were most intrigued by Anthea’s
flowers; they were something that they’d never seen on an iceberg
before, and likely never would again. Anthea showed them off
proudly, even as she was carefully preparing them for transfer to the
Mueran ship. Bedros’ careful fingers aided her, a sight that amazed
the Muerans, who had never seen an Ox-Man before, let alone one
who could apparently communicate with an Aurean and work so
deftly with his heavy hands.
The others, Nishan, Makan, and Sagira, were off readying
themselves for the trip, moving what remaining supplies remained to
the other ship. Some would be in payment for the services rendered,
while others would help sustain the oversized crew as it headed to
Far Mueran islands. Rolf had little to move himself. All he needed
could be slung over his shoulder or was safely locked in his head.
Makan and Sagira, likewise, had little to move. So, they were all
ready before Anthea, who oversaw the gentle transfer to as well as
the subsequent cautious storing of her floral labors on the
catamaran.
By nightfall, they were all saying goodbye to the iceberg, though
none said such a lengthy farewell as Bedros, who stomped out a last
rhythm that connected him once more to the herds in the Broken
Crown. White-Hoof and One-Ear would be lost to him for the duration
of his boat ride, just until he could set his hooves on firm land again.
From the apex of the shrinking iceberg, no longer sustained by the
Ox-Men magicks he had been working, he keened a loud and sad
farewell to the piece of the icy land. The dust that had been sprinkled
across the iceberg had come from the mat of grasses and soil that
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Crooked-Tail had ran upon to reach him and restore him. It had had
been witness to his rebuilding and his survival, and it was hard to
leave. He felt attached to it, but he knew he must leave it.
When his hooves left the ice and stepped onto the teak wood of the
Mueran vessel, severing his link to his herd, he stayed close to
Anthea. For that first night, he used his bulk and body to warm her
when darkness’ shivers came over her. In the cold of that first night,
she was the only real herd he had left, she and her companions.
That was something worth holding onto tenaciously.
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CHAPTER 76
The methods of war may change even if the results do not…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
st

 Einsdee, the 21 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Illias frowned at the large map of the Kerathi Clan Islands tacked up
on the wall of his stateroom in his own personal Flier. The current
Flier had recently replaced the one that had been downed during the
Trounedlag attack. That one had been rebuilt, but Illias wasn’t a man
to tempt being shot down twice in the same Flier. It was just bad luck
any way he looked at it, and Gandahar wasn’t exactly on their side in
this war.
A multicolored series of arcs and crosses dotted the Westlichreich,
evidence of his battles against the Kerathi thus far. Each one
represented different battles where they’d had varying levels of
success or interesting developments in the war as a whole, the latter
of which there were many. Illias stared mostly at the marks
representing changes in Kerathi strategies and the notes scratched
in next to them. After looking at them for a long time, his eyes
unfocused and he began to see an overall pattern in strategic
changes that mirrored, to an extent, the advances of his men. That
could be chalked up to chance, or it could mean something more. All
of it seemed to start at Trounedlag though.
Illias’ mind went back to that battle, the first and perhaps most
decisive battle of the conflict to date, other than the massacre that
accompanied the taking of Maethlin. After Trounedlag, Illias had
never again amassed all of the Aurean forces, choosing instead to
spread them out for more surgical strikes. You don’t use a
broadsword on what you need a scalpel for, even if he had done so
that for that first demonstration to put fear and despair in the bellies
of the Kerathi. Or at least he had attempted to do so, though the
Kerathi hadn’t gotten the message. Managing this campaign he had
learned about the dangers of concentrating one’s forces, and while
he was being more careful than ever, he still had losses. His losses
had only worsened since Trounedlag, and he had a sinking suspicion
it had something to do with the bearded man he’d impaled and
staked to the ground with his sword. Torgny had been his name, and
it was not a name that Illias would forget.
Torgny had escaped from him once, jumping from a treetop after
flinging an axe at Illias’ Flier. He had thrown an axe, no less. It was a
token gesture, but one with a strong message. Such a defiant nature
had only been echoed in his final breaths, when, even wounded as
he was, he’d crawled over and had tried to put an end to him. Illias
snorted. The man hadn’t even had any legs at the time, and he’d
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tried to kill him. The man’s defiant nature seemed to have rushed out
from that battle when they’d burned Trounedlag that Dee, and the
Kerathi had been more cunning ever since. Each side had changed
tactics a half dozen times already, and there would likely be more
changes as the war progressed and grew more brutal.
The Kerathi had begun anticipating his bombing runs, and they’d
acquired Aynglican siege engines capable of lobbing projectiles up
and destroying Aurean Fliers at heights of several hundred Mayters.
This meant they’d had to start bombing from higher up, which
translated to greatly decreased accuracy. To combat this challenge,
they’d started bombing at night, aiming at concentrations of lights
and fires within the city. The Kerathi had been quick to respond to
this tactic by either extinguishing all lights within the city during the
night, or setting up decoy cities and lights away from real
settlements. The decoys could get bombed with no harm done to the
real cities, and only a minimal loss in materials. To defeat this
strategy, Illias had made it official practice to have a lone recon Flier
swoop by first to check to make sure the cities were real before the
bombing commenced, but that had given the Kerathi time to
evacuate or set up traps for the bombers. So, all things considered,
the bombs had become demoralizers and shock devices to dislodge
too deeply entrenched defenders, but they were not an end-all
answer.
There’d been other changes, too. With each battle, news had
spread and the successful methods to combat the attackers had
spread with the news. Strategies were exchanged and ideas tried.
Illias had tried killing the swimmers and the men in camouflaged
canoes who carried the news, but carrier birds carried news, too, and
it was impossible to police the air and prevent birds from flying
between the islands even if they could destroy most of the human
dispatches. He had requested some mountain kestrels for such a
purpose, but they would be some time in coming, and they’d have to
make do until then. Even that would not solve the problem. Training
aside, a few dozen kestrels could not stop all the passenger birds
flying over the Westlichreich.
All in all, the Kerathi were proving to be very strong adversaries, if
only because they thought nothing of sacrificing everything just to get
rid of their attackers. On one such occasion, they’d filled the town
with enough explosive oil to take out the Fliers and the attacking
ground soldiers when the town went up in a great rumbling blast. The
resistance soldiers hadn’t fled either, even though they must have
known the explosion was coming. There were no signs up until that
point – it had been a perfect sacrificial trap. Thankfully, most of the
communities weren’t willing to go to that extreme, or they’d lose a lot
more men even as the Kerathi blew themselves up. To prevent
another such happening, they’d begun sweeping east, leaving
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behind islands they knew to be well prepared for their attack,
something they’d determined from intercepted dispatches.
All of this put them, currently, at the brink of invading the
Östlichreich. There were a few scattered island settlements left in the
Westlichreich as well as the forts on the Northern Fringe, but nothing
was left that could field a serious resistance. Counting the ones on
Maethlin, twenty-eight Kerathi cities of varying sizes had fallen, along
with an estimated sixty thousand people, and something like four
hundred vessels. The Östlichreich was more densely populated and
better ready to repel their attack, though, as it was the more settled
region compared to the wilderness of the Westlichreich.
It was this next step into Kerathi lands that Illias was currently
overseeing and planning, all the while wondering what sort of
resistance news had reached the islands ahead of their arrival. He
was tempted to bypass the island of Fulajyd entirely, but if he
bypassed it, he would risk getting close to Gevaud, where Aureans
who didn’t sympathize with their cause might interfere if they decided
Illias and his men to be a threat. And yet Fulajyd was such a major
piece of Kerathi real estate. Not only was it perhaps the largest
island the Kerathi held, but it was also a key go-between land
between the western and the eastern clans. This very importance
made the large island more crucial for him to take even as it made
Fulajyd more critical for them to hold. That was why he was so deep
in contemplation about how to go about the attack.
If he did everything just right, he would be crushing the backbone of
the Kerathi people, effectively ending their ability to muster a
sizeable force. Before that, he had to draw out more of the Kerathi
and lead them into thinking Fulajyd would be a make or break
situation for them, a sort of last-ditch effort. Once they decided that
to lose that island would mean their utter ruin, they would move
everything into place to hold it at all costs. That would make them
that much easier to destroy, and he knew his Lost Ones soldiers
would excel at the massed combat, more so than in the small
conflicts they’d fought thus far. Massed combat was where their
cooperation would shine the most brightly.
Illias stared at the map awhile longer, and then it came to him in a
flash of brilliance. A broad smile crossed his face as he looked at the
island of Relcivyk, which lay in the concave cusp on the western side
Fulajyd. It would be there that they would attack. There, they’d break
pattern and establish a real base. They’d begin defending it and
gathering forces and supplies, as if it were the staging grounds for an
attack. Then, when the Kerathi had gathered because they thought
they would finally get a chance to attack a settlement of their
otherwise hit and run attackers, Illias and his army would vanish and
strike at the unguarded ports around Fulajyd. That would leave them
stranded without boats and trapped on Fulajyd, where it would truly
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become a do or die situation for them. And to sweeten the deal, Illias
planned on having that extra thousand Lost One soldiers Corydon
had promised. Those extra thousand would mean the end of the
amassed forces on Fulajyd.
Corydon’s general laughed as he wrote out specific orders for his
three forces, each of which would play a part in baiting in the Kerathi
for the kill. After all was said and done, the Kerathi would be a
carcass ripe for Aynglican knives to finish gutting, and he would turn
his eyes and his men on the Elegians. It was all too beautiful he
thought as he hummed another little song he’d made up for this part
of the campaign, another symphony for suffering.

Iago chuckled in amusement as he looked at the device arrayed
before him. A mess of coils, bulbs, levers, and a set of Aurean
batteries, it was rather impressive looking even though it wasn’t
doing anything. A trio of trusted smiths and technicians manned the
device, men who normally specialized in matters related to Fliers,
Aurean batteries, and arc-lances.
The three men were somewhat unique in that they were
theoreticians and engineers all in one. They would think of an idea
and then experiment and build their ideas all on their own, instead of
contracting out to get the manual labor done. In some ways that was
best. One had an infinitely better understanding of a machine when it
was built with your own two hands rather than assembled by
someone else from blueprints you made for them. So this trio had
conceptualized this device based on an idea they’d had to solve a
problem Iago had presented them, and then they’d constructed a
machine to do what he wanted and they were now ready to
demonstrate its use for him.
The demonstration was no mean feat, as wreckage strewn about
the mountain clearing indicated. In fact, the task he’d set these men
about was of such importance and dangerousness that he’d
contracted these men to do it in one of the Menocittas near
Aetheline, an industrial settlement named Cevallius, instead of
Aetheline proper. It was a short enough ride by Flier, but not one
Iago took lightly with his health being what it was.
Iago leafed through a veritable book of details, diagrams, and
schematics while the men readied themselves and a Flier took its
position. He did so in the modest comfort of a viewing booth that had
been set up to protect him from any possible shrapnel that might be
strewn about if something went wrong, or if something went terribly
right, as he hoped it would. The booth wasn’t a bad idea either,
seeing how the window was scored in three places and its corner
had melted and scorched, testaments to earlier failures in the
project. He grinned to see the marks though, because he knew his
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men must have something to show him, something that did much
better than the damaged booth and the scarred terrain around them
seemed to indicate.
Tired of looking at the makeshift manual, Iago set it aside and set to
rubbing salve into the lesions that had spread from his hairline and
scalp down onto his forehead and cheeks. The poisons were
progressing through his system faster than the combination of the
antidote and Aurean medicines could deal with. Such things wouldn’t
stop him from his work, though. A dull hum that resonated through
the entire mountain clearing made him put the medicine away and go
back to watching the demonstration, which the smith-technicians
signaled was commencing.
As he watched, a recon Flier came up over a lip of the jagged edge
of the ridge that ringed the bowl-shaped depression they were in. It
fired a brief burst of arc-lance fire over the head of the technicians
who stood on their humming device of coils and machinery. To
Iago’s great interest, the bolt of arc-lance fire curved downward
toward the device, though it ultimately missed the coils and trio of
bulbs projecting upward from the machine’s core on poles that
looked not unlike like stalks of corn. The air crackled excitedly as the
device was pushed up to a higher energy level. The next time the
Flier fired, it was a longer burst, a burst that hooked down to meet
one of the coils of the machine. It sizzled loudly, sending the energy
out into the other two bronze-colored bulbs, which connected a
triangular circuit that slowly fizzled away as the energy was absorbed
into the massive batteries at the base of the machine. The Flier fired
a third time, this time for an extended burst, as if it were trying to
burn down a sizeable building or ship. Even as the Flier twisted back
and forth to rake its fire around the clearing, the ribbons of arc-lance
fire twisted around to reach the now-glowing bulbs at the end of the
device. The energy was trapped, converted, and then stored in the
device to power its mechanisms. When the Flier broke off its attack,
one of the technicians sent a heavy blast trailing after it as a warning
shot. The device was more than a collector, having arc-lances of its
own to return fire with.
Iago choked out a raspy but loud laugh, imagining how the device
might be used to great effect against Corydon, and he rushed out to
meet the technicians and congratulate them on their success. He
had only just left the booth when he heard a sizzling pop that filled
the air with the acrid smell of ozone and the even less pleasing odors
of a dead technician, one that had been burned alive in a matter of a
Saycund.
Frowning and holding a handkerchief to his nose to block out as
much of the smell as he could, Iago stepped over to the two
surviving technicians, who were nervously trying to determine what
had killed their partner. Iago let his curiosity get the better of him
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after the machine stopped humming, and stooped to examine the
corpse. The charred body looked no more pleasant than it smelled,
but amid the charred remains there was a single flash of something
shiny. Iago poked at the shiny object with a pen he’d knew he’d want
to dispose of later, and a shiny ring rolled out, one Iago suspected to
be made of the same materials as the Aurean lances and the coils of
the device.
“Be careful wearing any conductive metals around the device.” Iago
warned the two remaining technicians, who regarded him with a sort
of morose fascination. “I can’t have either of you die foolishly like
your friend here. I need you to put these devices into full production.”
“Sir, we need more tests before we can be ready. We lost a man
todee, and he helped us make the machine. I’d hate to think what
would happen if unskilled laymen tried to use the machine.” One of
the surviving pair protested.
Iago grunted, but refrained from saying that he hardly cared if the
machines blew up and took half an army with them, just so long as
they served their purpose. It’d be the Elegians who lost the men
anyway. He’d merely lose a few men he sent along to operate the
devices, men who were little more than trained monkeys to him.
“I agree with my colleague.” The second technician chimed in
worriedly. “This was merely a demonstration. In a Munth, perhaps
two, we can have this one perfected.”
Iago glared at the pair of them as best as he could, but his eyes
were a bit glassy these Dees, and he had a hard time making out the
details of their faces. Inventors were notorious perfectionists, and he
couldn’t let these men delay the use of these machines in the war.
Their timely delivery was of the utmost importance. “Where better to
test them than in the field? I want half a dozen as soon as possible.
Make half of them smaller and more portable and start training
people who can service and operate them. They don’t need to know
more than the basics.” Iago paused to make sure they realized who
they were talking to, and then added in his most serious tone, “We’re
working on a deadline here, my esteemed savants. If you can’t get it
done in a timely fashion, I’ll turn the project over to someone who
can.”
“I see.” The indignant one replied slowly, clearly unhappy and yet
smart enough to realize what it’d mean to say no. He glanced first at
the dead member of their trio and then at his living partner, who
shrugged in acceptance before they both nodded. It was better to
continue working than lose control of the project.
“I expect to begin picking up the machines within two Waykes. I’ll
take the first as early as possible. After that be ready for mass
production.” Iago ordered, taking one last look at the dead technician
before walking off. He had things to do back in Aetheline, and he
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couldn’t spend all Dee on such pleasant diversions as devices meant
to kill many of his enemies presented him.
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CHAPTER 77
The elements will seemingly conspire against the sky spirit and the
Marked One. Patience will be a hard lesson for the sky spirit, but if
she does not learn it, she will only make things harder in the end.
Her nature may turn dark. Yet if the pair continues to look ahead,
their eyes will see true. However, even true sight will not allow the
sky spirit to see the coming betrayal before it happens…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘Destiny of the Forgotten’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 23 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Anthea wiped sea spray from her face for what must have been the
hundredth time in less than an Ouer. Her hands gripped what passed
for a railing on the Mueran catamaran. The Mueran vessel was not
conventional in terms of ship design. Its railing and rigging had been
designed in a minimalist fashion, as the vessel was piloted more by
feel and by skilled hands than by mechanisms. This is not to say that
the ship didn’t have all the necessary parts or the ability to control it
with the slightest of crew, but you would have to be a seasoned
veteran on the seas and experienced with that specific type of ship to
be able to do it.
So Anthea clung to a brief expanse of tropical wood that had been
polished by sun, hands or feet, and salty water, watching the waves
swell around them. They were waiting for the latest in a seemingly
endless series of storms to subside so that they could make landfall
on the largest island of Far Muera, one called Kunoeha. During the
last Dee she’d seen the island a few times, a looming dark mass on
the horizon, prominently crowned by Mount Loakea. The mountain’s
high promontory had been a sparkling dazzle of white that glittered
like a diamond amidst the storm, reflecting what rays from the sun
could manage to penetrate the storm. Now, though, the mountain
and its impressive peak were not visible.
“Are you alright?” A voice called, distinguishable as Makan’s
fatherly voice even amidst the wind and the crashing of waves.
“I’ll live.” She shouted back, grinning at him reassuringly. She didn’t
feel like grinning, but she made the effort to comfort him.
He smiled back as he came to grasp the railing beside her. “A
flower needs rain as much as sun.”
“I think I’m getting a couple Munth’s worth of rain to make up for all
that time in the snow.” She grumbled loudly.
Makan nodded, and she marveled to see how at ease he looked
even though the ship was bobbing strongly on the waves in an up
and down and side to side fashion. The ship might ride smoothly on
the waves, but a big storm was a big storm even for Muerans. The
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crew worked quickly, using carefully honed skills and natural instincts
that only Yarres on the seas could create.
“You’re at home here.” She remarked, glancing at Bedros, who, at
the back of the vessel, was anything but at home.
The Ox-Man met her gaze briefly, nodding to let her know he was
fine even if disconnected from the land. He looked queasy. Most
assuredly this was not the best setting for him, but then he’d never
been comfortable on any boat before.
“I may be home, but home is not my place. Worry not, for I travel
with you, Anthea.”
“Thank you.” She replied, but she couldn’t help wonder if it was
really her he traveled with or the Elegian woman in their group. As
soon as the thought came into her mind, she regretted it. He’d never
shown anything less than devotion, and she was wrong to doubt him.
“Really, thank you.” She repeated.
Makan pointed toward the back of the shape, where others were
strapped down or huddled in the netting that was webbed between
the hulls of the ship. “I’m going to see to the others. Rolf is not well,
despite the effort he makes of showing he is.”
“Perhaps its time for me to still this storm.”
“I won’t tell you it is or isn’t the time for such a thing. Only, consider
what effect the calming of this storm might have elsewhere. A storm
abruptly ended here will have repercussions elsewhere. Judge
wisely, lest you bring harm on others. Do not overdo things.”
Anthea nodded, staring out into the storm once more as Makan
went about seeing to their companions. While her hands held fast to
the hull, she wished she could call upon an enchantment to still the
storm. Yet she recognized Makan’s wisdom when he suggested that
she not use an enchantment unless she had to. The more she
changed, the greater the backlash. It might also draw unwanted
attention to them. When she thought about it, every time she had
done something, there was a reaction that heightened the danger
around them.
Resigning herself to the will of the Gods once more, she let
Marceaupo toss them about and Aaren blow at them around for a
while longer. They’d survived worse before, and with a less
experienced crew. It had to end… sometime.
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CHAPTER 78
A plant needs rain as much as it does sunlight. Man is the same as
these simple plants, and yet more. Man needs a purpose as much as
sustenance. To be without either is to not live…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘The Way of Things’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 24 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Chione, the Left Hand of the Empress, was overseeing the
mobilization of the Elegian forces gathering in the port of Banwha on
the Gulf of Royals, forces that were to engage the Aureans. Banwha
lied just north of the Bay of Seals, though it had a broad canal that
connected the Bay of Seals to the Gulf of Royals, north to south. Her
counterpart, Aziza, the Right Hand of the Empress, was likely busy
at the same moment; she would likely be in Jhiza taking care of
matters relating to domestic defense and not organizing offensives.
While Aziza had studied the masters of defense and entrenchment,
Chione had studied every historical text on all of the major battles
and many of the minor ones that had occurred in the Broken Crown
– all that had been committed to written history anyway.
Her features were severe, aggressive, and predatory. To any who
saw her, her dark skin stretched over an angular chin and
cheekbones called to mind an ebony spear. The planes of her face
were hard and her body was slender, if filled with a wiry strength and
rigid determination. Eyes the colors of ripe coffee beans were set
beneath her narrow slitted eyelids. Yet if she was ebony, her
costume was anything but. It was bright, bronze, and pure. A cape of
deep violet hung about her shoulders, with a wide left hand picked
out on the back in threads of bronze.
A very functional if decorated mace with silver detailing hung at her
hip, and a short-hafted poleaxe was slung over her shoulders. These
weapons, deadly though they were, weren’t the greatest weapons in
her arsenal. Her greatest weapons were assembling in dozens of
ships below. They weren’t the galleys that the Kerathi favored, or the
great cogs and brigantines of the Aynglicans, but the swift,
triangular-sailed dhows of Elegian design. They’d all been painted a
sea grey-blue, and the sails they would hoist would be of a similar
color. Metal and other easily noticed objects would be draped in cloth
or covered in dull oils or paints, all to avoid detection by the Aureans.
Interspersed among them were some ships that hadn’t been prepped
that way, a few decoys and sacrificial lambs to safeguard the whole
by drawing attention away from the larger fleet.
The forces she commanded now, but a portion of her larger army,
would start north todee, heading for the naval island fortress at
Qinor, where they’d split into two groups. The western group would
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head for the western part of the Northern Fringe, landing west of
Maethlin on the great, curved island that held Tibusin, an Aurean
Grancitta, as well as a few reportedly surviving Kerathi settlements.
The eastern group would head for the Kerathi islands east of
Maethlin, where they were to engage, stall, and delay the Aurean
advances into Kerathi lands. Theirs would be the more dangerous
task, but not necessarily the more important one. While they were
fighting there, the western group would be establishing a base of
operations hidden in the mountains of the Northern Fringe, aided by
Aurean purists who hated what the Heretic of Cenalium was doing.
Chione grunted disapprovingly. There was no love lost between the
Elegians and the Kerathi by any means. In fact there were many who
wanted to see the Kerathi fires extinguished from the Broken Crown.
The Aureans moving down out of their mountains was bothersome
and indicative of greater troubles to come if their successes came
too easy. They’d always kept to themselves before, other than minor
interferences in politics and affairs of the other races. Their
interferences now were simply not acceptable, not when the Empire
was the next likely target.
Her attention was drawn to an approaching man of a most definitely
un-Elegian sort, a man who was disembarking from a large Aurean
Flier that had just landed nearby. She grunted a second time and
crossed her arms to keep them from straying to the mace swinging
anxiously at her hip. The weight of the weapon was reassuring, even
if it was not in her hand and ready to dash out the brains of the
foreigner. Likely it wouldn’t come to that, but she hadn’t become the
Left Hand of the Empress by being incautious.
The Aurean man was to be her advisor in matters of tactics,
intelligence, and coordinating of attacks with Aurean forces. Her lips
curled up into a disgusted sort of smile as he bowed and introduced
himself. Aureans overdid things with manners sometimes, and
Elegians knew manners better than any, so they could tell when it
was being overdone. Yet she knew it was just a show. Surely
Aureans thought they were better than their Lowlander counterparts,
or they wouldn’t live in such seclusion to avoid Lowlanders. And you
don’t stare down on your lessers from your high mountaintops and
then come down and exchange pleasantries.
“I am Dacian. I have come from Iago, whom I’m sure your Master
has spoken of.” The tall, silver-haired, silver-eyed man announced
with a smooth nod, indicating she should likewise introduce herself.
Chione chewed her lip as she considered the man’s impertinence.
“I am Chione, Left Hand of the Empress Sanura II, She Who Walks
Among Us As a Goddess Incarnate. I am an extension of will of the
greater being, the fist that crushes opposition, the hand which wields
her knife, and the sword that strikes down her enemies.”
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“Well enough.” Dacian replied with a thin smile. Then, as if his
introduction had been sparse in comparison, he reprised his earlier
words, “I am a spy, a tactician, and most importantly a man loyal to
the Aurean nation and their true leader, the Grand Helion, who is
served by my beneficent master, Iago.”
“Have you come alone, Dacian?” Chione asked a bit hopefully,
even though she’d already heard there were to be more of his kind
coming along. Indeed, even the large Flier seemed to indicate more
than a single man, but there was always wishful thinking. It was just
hard to trust
“I have not. I have come bearing gifts, some of which should go
with your eastern group, and some with the west.” He grinned when
she frowned darkly at his reference to her attack plan, one that had
been kept mostly secret, except from the highest echelon of leaders
within the Empire. “Don’t look so surprised. I have friends in high
places, and I don’t just mean the mountains.”
She didn’t chuckle at his joke, even if he did. “Fair enough. Now
you will brief me on what you have brought, how many, and the uses
of each thing or specialist accompanying you. I would know all that
you mean to do and be about.”
“Of course.”
“I trust that this is not a problem?” She tried to remember her
manners, even if she wasn’t used to being nice when asking men to
do something. He was foreign though and didn’t understand how
things worked on Elegius.
The Aurean shook his head. “It was expected. While I report to
Iago, I am to assist you in all ways that advance the causes of the
Aurean-Elegian alliance.”
She was surprised how quickly he got down to business. These
were dirty deeds they were about to join into, Aureans killing
Aureans, Aureans killing Kerathi, and Elegians killing anyone they
could in accordance with the Empress’ wishes.
Dacian took her down to a series of crates and a large device on a
cart being offloaded from his Flier. He began instructing her in fluid,
concise details about what he and his men would be doing, and what
their part was to be in either group; he did so in a fashion that
impressed her, because of his very logical and complete thought
processes as well as his great understanding of her plans. By the
time they’d finished and he’d answered all her questions and she his,
the boats were loaded and it was time to set out. They had only to
disperse the Aurean contingent to their respective boats and load
their equipment with them. That was a small matter compared to the
army they’d already loaded up.
By the seventh Ouer, they were setting out from the sprawling
mudbrick structures of Banwha and the sun bleached docks of the
northern port. Chione stood at the prow of the lead vessel, one with a
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figurehead of a great fist sculpted into the front of it. Dacian was at
her side, chatting about interesting tactical ideas and theories based
on previous patterns of Aurean attacks, something infinitely
fascinating to her, since they’d had little information thus far on the
successes and failures of the Kerathi in battling the Aureans. Despite
her initial misgivings, she found herself liking the man, even if he was
a man and an Aurean on top of that. He also knew when it was time
to be quiet and leave a woman to herself, which he demonstrated
skillfully by taking his leave just before she would have asked him to
do so herself.
Alone and at forefront of her forces on the eve of their launching,
she said a silent prayed to Juria, whose voice in the world the
Empress was. She kissed her fingertips and touched them to her
temples. Then, for good measure, she said one to Furestes, the God
of peasants and laborers. It was to those sorts of humble folks, the
very people Furestes watched over, that she had come been born,
back before coming into prominence due to her skills with arms and
her tactical senses. No matter how high one rose, it didn’t do to
forget one’s roots, however low they might be. That was why she
kept a token of both the Goddess Juria and the God Furestes on a
necklace beneath her breastplate and tunic.
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CHAPTER 79
Far Muerans are a fierce bunch. They have to be. Like barnacles
they cling to their rocky islands, taking what sustenance and wood
they can from them, only to launch once more into the tumultuous
seas that batter at their homes. The weather influences their very
natures, making them as unpredictable and temperamental as the
weather, and as changing as the winds.
They have always been a breed of Mueran separate from those of
the Mueran Belt, if only because the weather and living conditions
make them harder, stronger, and more durable. Only the best
survive, and the battling forces of Marceaupo’s fury and Tulis’ anger
claim even some of the best. None can stand the power of a God’s
Storm. You can only flee before it and hope to ride it out in the
fringes. To bear the brunt of it is to tempt Nelius…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘Of the Ocean People’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Anthea hadn’t expected it would take another three Dees before
they could land, but it had anyway. Every time she’d wanted to pluck
a flower from its accompanying thin patch of soil that it was being
tossed around the boat in, she’d hesitated. She would think of
Makan’s words about using her powers to push them ahead faster,
and she’d give up on that course of action. Due time was the phrase
of the Wayke, in that they would land in due time. Perhaps it was the
long wait they’d endured that had made the landing all the more
pleasant, if still rough.
They’d sailed up toward Kunoeha that morning, when it the waves
had lightened only slightly when compared with those of the
preceding Dees. Along the shore, they’d found a berth that only a
Mueran would have noticed or even dared to approach. Anthea and
her group, Makan aside, hadn’t even really known what they were
doing. One Mynette it had looked as if they were going to smash into
rocks, and the next sails had dropped and a shore crew had
appeared, readying all manners of gaffs, hooks, and harnesses.
Guide rails had dropped down into the water, and the two crews had
skillfully guided the craft up onto them, the guide rails fitting the
catamaran’s multiple hulls with great precision. From there the teams
had utilized each toss of the waves to lever the ship completely out
of the water with a complex set of pulleys and levers. In fewer than
ten Mynettes, the ship had been moved to a place where it rode high
on a bed of black stone, out of the path of all but the worst waves –
waiting for its release into the sea once more.
“It’ll stay there until after the Faestivul, after which they’ll shove off
once more. Were they to leave it in the water, it would be dashed
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against the stones and broken to pieces within the Ouer.” Makan had
informed them all, alleviating any confusion they’d had after the ship
had been pulled up as if for dry dock repairs.
They hadn’t even been given a chance to adjust to stepping on the
first piece of real land they’d come in contact with since Aetheline’s
Great Stairs. They’d hastily been handed their things, carefully
distributed in increments they could carry, and then they’d been
hurriedly escorted inland and uphill, for to do one was to do the
other.
The island of Kunoeha was essentially just one big mountain, a
dormant volcano named Loakea, and anywhere you stood on the isle
you were standing on part of the mountain, even if it was just at its
foothills. Being that it was Far Muera and not any of the more
civilized places of the Broken Crown, there were no cobbled roads,
paved streets, or even decent wagon trails; instead there were rough
hiking trails that led up to rough and mostly unadorned caves
situated around groves of greenery and fronded palms.
Walking up the trails had been a challenge after spending so many
Dees on the roiling seas, and a Munth or riding an iceberg before
that. The land didn’t move right, and legs trained to carefully place
feet onto boat planks, which were constantly changing orientation
with the tossing waves, had trouble working on land that didn’t act
like what they were used to.
“How do you feel?” Anthea asked Rolf, out of concern as much as
because he was the one next to her on the path.
“Let’s just say I don’t want to eat fish again… ever.” He mumbled.
“Or seal.”
“Fair enough, but I don’t think they’ll have much else to eat here. I
don’t see any cattle or big farms.”
Rolf shook his head and pointed at a flock of birds that wheeled
around overhead, squawking loudly. “Where there are birds, there
are eggs. I will eat eggs.”
“Eggs do sound good.” Anthea admitted, more than willing to shift
away from the Uleaut diet they’d been forced to live upon for Munths.
“There will likely be a feast in a few Dees, with more than just
eggs.” Makan offered, speaking loudly over his shoulder as he led
the way up the mountain trail.
“Why?” Rolf asked.
“The Faestivul of Coming Growth.”
Rolf stopped walking for a moment. “Really? What Dee is it?”
“Sechsdee, the twenty-sixth.” Sagira answered, adding helpfully,
“We’re in the Munth of Mud.”
“I know what Munth it is.” Rolf grunted in an irritated fashion,
tugging at his beard. “It’s just that the Dees come and go and I can’t
always keep track exactly.”
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Bedros grunted too, a louder and deeper noise than Rolf’s, but his
was not for the same reason. Everyone, the Far Muerans included,
looked at him when he began making noise. The Ox-Man threw back
his head and raised his arms, prancing at bit as his hooves clicked
loudly against the dark rock.
“It’s fine.” Anthea reassured them. Then, to allay any mistrust the
Muerans felt, she translated for the Ox-Man, “He’s just happy to be
on solid land.”
“He and me both.” Rolf remarked. “Though I’ll never be so happy as
when my stomach stops tossing like the seas and I can get a real
meal in me. I’ve not had cooked meat in so long that I forgot what it
tastes like.”
“Then perhaps you should stop flapping your jaws and continue on
to the caves ahead?” Nishan said boredly, casting his eyes ahead of
them. “They’re not far and I can smell cookfires.”
Rolf didn’t respond to the barb. Instead he pressed forward with
renewed vigor, pushing the Far Muerans to move faster. Their legs
were shorter than his, and the Kerathi covered ground, even
unfamiliar ground, faster than they could.
In this, Rolf unwittingly played into Nishan’s hands, because he had
wanted to separate the Kerathi from Anthea, so that he might have
her to himself, even if it was only for a few Mynettes. He watched her
as she walked, not needing to look ahead because his blood-filled
eyes could see the future, and he knew where to place his feet
before he’d even done so. Anthea blushed under his watchful gaze,
turning to meet his eyes after a Mynette. As she opened her mouth
to say something, she stumbled, and he caught her by the wrist to
hold her upright. Her pulse quickened, hammering against the skin of
her inner wrist, making waves that resonated throughout his
fingertips.
“Why do you look at me so?” She questioned him in a whisper, her
violet eyes searching for answers in his golden ones, from which the
blood drained since they were stopped.
“Because I can, and because I want to.”
Anthea cautiously looked about, but saw that it was safe. Tuari
looked briefly, curiously at them, but he was more interested in the
informative speech Makan was giving to him and to Sagira, who had
a hand on his arm. Bedros was still snorting and stamping happily to
be on solid land again, and Rolf was charging ahead in search of
cuisine that was more pleasing for a Kerathi’s palate. In other words,
they were basically alone, even amidst the procession of Muerans.
“I want to spend another night in your arms.” Anthea admitted,
speaking low so that her words wouldn’t carry.
“And I want to have you in my arms.” Nishan replied, looking about
the island, admiring the welcome change of scenery, a mix of deep
green palms and other tenacious tropical trees that clung to the
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basalt island, splashing a thousand shades of green around them. “I
don’t know if Rolf will allow it unless we get him full of food and off to
sleep.”
“Then lets hope for a pile of meat and eggs, because I’ve not been
able to sleep well since those nights back in Uleaut lands. For a
Munth on the iceberg we were unable to be alone. I had no rest, no
comforts, no time to feel needed or wanted.”
“Except when you’re around your flowers.” Nishan corrected,
pointing at the collection of overgrown herbs, flowers, and plants
they both carried.
“That’s not the same. That’s the warmth of something that depends
on me for survival, like a pet or a baby. With you it’s different. That’s
the mutual need of two people for each other.” When the words were
said, they felt true, but it surprised her that she’d been able to say
such a thing to anyone.
“I know what you mean.” That was all he said. He understood.
The caves welcomed them shortly after, and while Rolf had already
ingratiated himself with some locals who had food, as the bits of
cooked egg in his beard attested to, they were all welcomed with
curiosity if not open warmth for the company they traveled in –
Makan’s.
They were shown into surprisingly light and warm caves that were
not drafty, because of heavy mats of woven palm fronds that hung
periodically throughout them, allowing fresh air to pass while cutting
down on the winds that would have otherwise swept through
unchecked. Similar, though thinner and more decorative woven mats
had been secured against the walls of the caves to soften their
appearance. Many of the walls and passages had been hand-carved
and smoothed to give them a more uniform shape, without the
wicked protrusions that natural caverns had that could wound the
unwary. Scented rushes on the floor absorbed excess moisture
collecting and dripping from the ceilings, and kept the chambers
smelling nice. Mattresses of fresh grasses were provided for them to
sleep on, but Bedros chose to eat his instead, surprising their hosts,
who had never entertained for an Ox-Man before.
Muerans were not a demanding people. With so much time spent in
the solitude of the seas, they learned to leave each other in peace,
even on those rare occasions that found them gathered on land. So,
basic courtesies dispensed with, they were left to see about their
business and get rest. There was, however, a promise of meetings
with revered Deepcrossers and respected Oceanwalkers that were
expected to arrive in the next few Dees for the Faestivul.

Evening came upon them rapidly, and they were kept busy settling
in, getting fed, checking and maintaining their dwindling supplies and
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resources of equipment. Then there was making friendly with the
natives, too. For their part, the Muerans were friendly enough,
though it was the adults more than the children who were most
curious about them, which was the opposite of the way the Uleaut
people had been. In the cold south, it had been the children and
even the dogs that had taken to the foreigners first, but here it was
the broad-chested, dark-complected men who wanted to meet them,
as well as a few of the raven-haired, round-faced, black-eyed women
who were their mates. They managed to make themselves known in
very unimposing and unassuming ways, coming to offer food or drink
and then staying after delivering their gifts, so that they might share
them with the outsiders who were guests on their windswept isle.
By eighth Ouer things were winding down, and the Far Muerans
were retiring to their own respective caves to bed down for the night.
They left behind coconut shells filled with burning oils that could be
hung from hooks on the ceilings of the caverns that could be used to
light their rooms – heat wasn’t a problem. Anthea’s room, one she
would theoretically share with Sagira but would likely share with
Makan and possibly Nishan as well, was brightly lit with nearly a
dozen of the lamps. The men’s room had only a pair to see by, which
gave off faint halos of light in their expansive room.
Rolf was off making fun with the locals, who appreciated his gusto
and like of drinking, even if the local drinks were not something he
was used to. His hearty openness appealed to the strong-natured
folk, even as Anthea’s own quieter demeanor or Tuari’s shy curiosity
seemed strange to them. Tuari had never seen so many people
before, so his reaction was entirely normal. Makan was at home, of
course, and Sagira did well with him. Nishan was the sort of man
who made himself comfortable no matter where he was. He didn’t
need anyone, but he did well with other people, so he had already
found his niche. Bedros, Tuari, and she were the only real outliers,
but she had her plants and her companions, so she would be fine for
their stay here.
Her plants were in another chamber, and it had taken some effort in
getting them resettled and happy after being uprooted and tossed
around on a boat for several Dees. Still, with her gentle
encouragement and her fingers in their soil, wilted blooms had firmed
and bent stems had straightened. Mineral-laden island waters, fresh
sea air, and a home outside of the heavy winds after many Dees of
stormy grey had done them well.
Anthea was supervising her plants when Nishan came for her. She
couldn’t feel his approach even if she noticed his approach by the
way he blocked some of the light as he moved. Even had she been
turned in such a way that she had not seen the shadows he cast,
which seemed slighter than they should have been, she’d have felt
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his intrusion as he crossed the light, as if he was walking across the
hem of a dress she might have been wearing.
Nishan’s arms swept in from behind, clasping together in front of
her waist as his mouth sought out her neck, perfectly located a few
Centis lower than his own, so that his bent head found it easily. She
melted against him, biting her lip softly as she felt his lips against her
carotid, which seemed to hammer in her flesh as loudly as a
blacksmith’s hammer falling on an anvil. Regretfully, the moment
finished for her as quickly as it had begun, when Nishan retreated
and stood at a respectful distance, admiring her handiwork with her
plants.
“A mother always sees to her young before herself.” He remarked
with a soft smile.
“I’m as much of a mother as they could have, and yet not a true
mother. They are wild things of individual natures. They would do as
they would on their own. I merely guide them to a different uses and
specific purposes.”
“And a mother doesn’t do that with real children?” Nishan asked.
“I suppose she should or would.” Anthea admitted.
“Then we agree about that, but do we agree about one more
thing?”
“What’s that?”
He cast a sideways look at her, his eyes glinting with humor. “That
you should lay beside me tonight and that I should put my arms
around you, despite what grumbling Rolf might make about it
tomorrow.”
She grinned mischievously despite, or perhaps because of her
imaginings of Rolf’s complaining. “We’re in agreement.”
“Good. I’ll see you later, then. It wouldn’t due to bed down too soon.
We’ll have to wait until after Rolf and the others are asleep before we
can make our rendezvous.”
“I’ll be waiting.”
He nodded and strolled off causally, as if he had no serious
thoughts in his mind about her and she wasn’t a consuming
presence at all. She was still smiling about his manner when Sagira
cleared her throat behind her. Anthea looked over at the older
woman, who had a contemplative look on her face.
“What is it?” Anthea asked. “You obviously want to say something.”
“I only want to urge caution, dear one.”
“Dear one? You sound like Makan. His manners are rubbing off on
you.”
Sagira chortled in a less than girlish fashion. “Perhaps so, but know
that I consider you when I offer this advice. No matter how sweet or
kind he is, you can’t know him for certain. These matters we are
about are deep, and his devotion to you is for his reasons, not
yours.”
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“So you’re saying don’t fall in love, right?”
“I’m saying don’t fall in lust.” Sagira corrected her.
Anthea frowned slightly. “Don’t get me wrong, because I appreciate
what you’re doing, but what’s wrong with him just thinking I’m special
and making me feel comfortable?”
“But how is it exactly he thinks you’re special? Is it because you’re
precious to him? Are you the plug for the emptiness in his soul? Or
are you just the next reason to get a bulge in his pants and the latest
warm body to put arms around?”
“Sagira! Really!” Anthea cried out, covering her mouth after she
realized just how loudly she’d reacted to Sagira’s unexpected
comments.
“Well, you just don’t know a lot about how men think. Be careful,
Anthea. There are things about that you can’t afford to lose sight of,
not for the most comforting arms, the prettiest set of eyes, or the
tenderest of hearts. I’m not sure Nishan has any of those, which
makes his appeal that much more dangerous when you’re doing the
will of the Gods.”
“I don’t want to call you hypocritical, but what about you and
Makan? Why can you seek solace and refuge in his arms, but
Nishan is not a viable option for me?”
“That is what it is, and we are what we are.” Sagira replied vaguely.
She sighed when Anthea’s expression was less than believing and
tried to explain further. “We are not the leaders of this group, and
neither of us will allow our affections to distract us from the greater
purpose. It’s too easy to get distracted from the great things moving
about you. If you find one who is right for you, I will be among the
first to congratulate you, but I think Nishan has much about him that
we do not know. Until you know all of what he is, like I do with
Makan, do not accept him fully into your heart or your bed. There is
too much at stake.”
“I will think about what you’ve said, but I sort of promised to let him
hold me tonight.” Anthea quietly admitted.
Sagira nodded, as if it were nothing at all for the two of them to do
such together. “That’s innocent enough, or can be. Beware the allure
of handsome men with mystery about them, Anthea.”
“I’ll be careful. I know you mean well, so thank you for caring about
and watching over me.”
Sagira stepped over and gave her a brief hug, which was not overly
sweet or even awkward, just sisterly and warm. “Good night, I’ve got
someone to meet.”
“Give my warmest to Makan for me.” Anthea bid Sagira with a grin
as the woman turned to depart.
“You bet I will.” Sagira whispered conspiratorially as she left,
leaving Anthea alone to wait for Nishan’s return.
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And, despite the warnings, Anthea was not hesitant to let Nishan
slide under the blankets with her to hold her while she slept. He
would do no more than she asked, and that was all she’d asked for –
it was enough.
Maybe it was that she felt so safe, or maybe it was that she slept
better than any other time when she was with him. Whatever the
reason, she did not regret what she did, even as she kept Sagira’s
warnings in mind. She wondered, as she drifted between waking and
sleeping, what she would do to protect him if it ever came down to it.
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CHAPTER 80
Maybe I should have had children, because I wonder who will carry
on my tasks after me? My work is so broad that I fear I can’t finish
within my lifetime. Yet could I really trust even my own children to do
what must be done? Perhaps I am the only one who could ever do
that which we do now. Duty is a lonely, but rewarding burden…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 30 of Mud, 769 A.E. 
Corydon’s boots sounded loudly down the passageway. Once, this
passageway had been filled with boulders and large amounts of
rubble, all cleared away now. Only fine dust and loose gravel
remained to be ground beneath the soles of his feet. Here and there
moisture had dampened the walk enough to deaden the noise,
leaking in through cracks that ran to the core of the mountain.
Linnea’s feet dragged ungracefully at his side as she hurried to
keep up with him and the shadow of the Lost Ones’ semi-tangible
collective being that none but the two of them could see or interact
with. It was a mystery to him still that the simple-minded Kerathi
woman could see or at least detect the presence of the whispering
being. The Lost Ones had told him once that it was his desire to look
beyond and to question everything, as well as his treatments to
become a Dark Aurean, that had opened him to their thoughts. How
then was it that a Kerathi who couldn’t even dress herself and who
hadn’t had any of the Dark Aurean treatments able to see them?
He cast a questioning glance at the women he might have once
loved, which he still covetously guarded as his own, even if he’d had
to betray a friend and poison her to get her. She shuffled along
lackadaisically, with no seeming thoughts on her mind except to
watch the pebbles bouncing in the wake around her swinging feet.
“What is it that troubles you?” The voices whispered, emanating not
so much from the shadowy figure beside him as coming from thin air
and slipping in his head without being uttered aloud.
“Matters of state, matters of the past, matters of the future… take
your pick.”
“But what of the matter at hand?”
“The Kerathi girls?” Corydon offered.
The shadow seemed to rumble excitedly. “This is a most
unprecedented experiment. We wonder what good can come of your
attempt to remake, even in a poor image, what was born of forces
unknown.”
“You keep talking about forces unknown.” Corydon grumbled,
clicking his tongue critically. “As far as I can see, the forces in the
world are few. There are men like me doing things to bring about
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change and events they wish for. There are the Gods both dark and
good, as men who revere and fear them would classify them. Then
there is the wild darkness you represent, the offset to the Gods, and
perhaps the world itself is not without powers of its own. Beyond
these, there are no powers worth reckoning.”
“How can you explain the mixed girl then? Anthea is more than the
sum of her parts. She has the blessings of the Gods, the ambitions
and will of men, and the aid of the world itself. Still, she has gone
beyond any of these. The greater being of Fate, not that puppet
known as Gandahar but something more, seems to twist events in
her favor.”
“So we’re going to twist right back with a perversion of her nature.
We’ll wring the life out of fate itself for trying to deny us what we
would have. We’ll make a polar opposite of Anthea.”
“Can you do it in time?” The Lost Ones whispered anxiously.
Corydon stopped in his tracks, turning to face the shadow. “Why?
What do you know?” He demanded, his jaw tightening along with his
fists.
“She has returned to the Broken Crown. We know of her presence;
only, we know not where she is located. Wherever it may be, it is not
yet near. Not yet.” The Lost Ones confided, sounding more nervous
than ever.
This was enough to make his mind begin whirring with the
possibilities. He would have to contact his spies in the furthest
corners of the Broken Crown. Questions sprung up in his mind,
branching with even more questions that he would need time to
consider and put into perspective. One, however, needed immediate
answering. “How do you know of her presence?”
“We fear a ‘fatal tie’ has been made between the girl and
ourselves.”
“A fatal tie?” Corydon repeated, not liking the sound of it. He started
walking again, perhaps a bit hurried. It was as if he subconsciously
thought that by moving faster he could escape the haunting imagery
the idea of a fatal tie brought to mind.
“We’ve been connected by the greater powers of fate. Like two
males of many of the lowland species of animals, we cannot abide
the existence of the other.” The shadow explained.
“She’s female.” He pointed out, if just to nitpick at the shadow’s
analogy.
“Yet the analogy is not inaccurate. How many species do you know
of that will not allow for two females or two males in the same
space?”
“Too many.”
“Like so, we cannot exist in the same world as her. We will meet, do
battle, and destroy each other. Two opposing entities, we are
inexorably drawn to each other.”
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“Moths to flames, they will burn each other to pieces.” Corydon
intoned severely.
In a strange show of curiosity, the shadows asked, “What is that?”
The passageway’s crystal pods darkened in reaction to their brief
display of intensity and feeling.
“A passage from something Dorjan the Seer wrote. He was a
Rumani savant, a prophet and madman cursed to see the future of a
doomed folk.”
“Perhaps he spoke of our intertwined fates.”
“If so, it is all the more reason to hope for my success in what I do
here.” Corydon replied as they entered the chamber where his
experiment was taking place.
As a welcoming cue, a pair of tortured screams issued forth to
coincide with his arrival. The room seemed to darken with the arrival
of the Lost Ones, but Corydon was unafraid of the dark; so long as
Linnea was with him there was nothing the Lost Ones could do to
him.
Corydon glanced around speculatively before continuing. “I have
found that any prophecy is but a warning, a path that can be averted
if the right amount of force is applied at the right time. The difficult
part is determining when this fulcrum moment is, for if a single man
can divert a boulder from its final destination with a small nudge at
the beginning of its journey, it will take a hundred men to do the
same further down the line.”
“And in this case we look for not a single man to divert fate, but a
single girl.” The shadows whispered encouragingly.
“Like so.” He agreed, moving toward the cages where women
writhed in agony.
His eyes saw past the horrors of skin sloughing off, of hair and
teeth falling out, and of bodies becoming bloated bags of water. He
saw through all of the suffering to the beauty of what he was doing
with these girls. He was making them into more than their simple
existences would have allowed. He’d given each a chance to
become a compass, a homing device that would lead him to the one
stumbling block he could determine to be in his path. His other
enemies, all of the others, would fall if she did. It might be costly, but
they would win out as long as his deceased friend Orestes’ daughter
was done away with.
It was a great irony that Anthea’s own mother, Linnea, was being
used to create that which would ultimately destroy her. The mother’s
blood being used to destroy her own offspring, it was an amusing
concept. After all, half of Anthea’s blood had come from Linnea, and
the other half had come from the betrayed father, Orestes. Betrayal
would doom the unnatural family.
Corydon smiled to himself despite the few girls that were already
dead and the others that were clearly dying, because amidst it all, a
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few were pulling through still. He was most pleased to see that the
one girl, the battered and bruised homely girl who had come to his
attention before, was one of the stronger ones who looked to survive.
Perhaps it had been that defiance that he’d seen in her eyes before,
but something had told him that she was going to be hard to kill.
She’d fight through just to spite him, where others would give up
rather than be part of his experiments. Indeed, he saw those very
things in some of their sickly eyes just then, the will to die rather than
become his tools. Her, though, she was a fighter. She would kick and
scream and fight for every last Mynette of her life until Nelius took it
from her.
“What is this subject’s name?” Corydon asked one of the
attendants, who were busy offering pain-dulling drinks to the women.
He did not miss that the woman in question had just refused the offer
of relief from the agonizing pain she must have been suffering
through. “And why does she not take what you offer?”
The attendant, a narrow-faced man with a pointy nose, shook his
head. “That one, she goes by Synnove, or so I think I heard the
others call her. She’ll take no succor from anyone. I think she wants
to face it all alone, with no aid. Even the others don’t seem to know
what to make of her.”
“Move her to a separate cage…” Corydon waited for the man to
supply his name.
“I am your Transition Assistant Biagio, sir.”
“Move her to a separate cage, Biagio, and see to it that she doesn’t
die, because your fate may well be tied to hers.”
The man swallowed audibly and nodded very reverently. He
immediately took off in a near run to clear a cage for Synnove, but
Corydon was unconcerned with the details. He went instead to meet
the girl whom his hopes might very well rest.
“Your name is Synnove?” Corydon asked, using Lower Elegian,
something he’d been brushing up on as of late out of necessity. His
research demanded it.
“What of it?” She asked, clearly pained to speak.
“What does it mean?”
“Sun-Gift.”
Corydon threw his head back and laughed, a laugh echoed by the
shadows beside him. “A more fortuitous name could not have been
picked for you. The irony is simply too sweet.”
“Yes, I’m sure my name is quite amusing in this Maletos-forgotten,
festering hole. Nelius take you.” She rasped, her voice hissing
through teeth gritted against pain.
“I’m sure he would if he could, but it is not my time yet, unlike that of
some of your friends.” He sighed contentedly and looked at Linnea
who stood lamely at his side, casting her curious gaze at the replica
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of her daughter’s room cut into the wall. “Tell me, why is it you refuse
the medicines they offer?”
“I think they’ve put enough of their filth in me, and I’d not want to
deaden myself with more of it.”
“It would be like so.” He said with a smile, admiring her spirit.
“Perhaps your defiance will keep you alive. Know that I wish for the
best for you in this, Synnove. My hopes may ride on you.”
“I will live, fear not. Only, it won’t be to serve you. It will be to
destroy you.” She replied acidly, her words inadequate to express
the hate in her expression.
“Do your best.” He bid her. “Your will can sustain you even when
your body wishes to give out.”
“I tire of talking to you. I do not wish to speak to my captor.” She
said, turning over as quickly as her sore joints would allow.
Corydon nodded and waved over another technician, who would
assist Biagio in moving her to a better cage. “Stop giving the pain
medicines to the others.” He ordered.
“Sir?” The second technician looked surprised.
“It slows their healing down. They can’t fight to survive when their
bodies are weakened with those drugs. Let them suffer if it means
more will survive. We’ve lost too many already. Wear earplugs if you
must deafen their howls of pain.”
Biagio nodded. “It will be as you say.”
Corydon nodded, smiling and waving cheerfully at Synnove, who
pointedly ignored him, not that it was hard to forget him with the
suffering she was enduring. It didn’t bother him though; he had much
to do back in Upper Cenalium, so he grabbed Linnea by the arm.
“Come, woman, this is no time to be staring with a gaped mouth at
the replicas of the past.”
Yet Linnea didn’t want to budge. She shook off his arm and stared
at the room despite his command to do otherwise. Her hand lifted
and then clenched into a fist. Her mouth contorted into an expression
that was half a smile and half a look of terrible loss.
He grabbed her again, and firmly pulled her away from where she
looked so intently upon the replica of her daughter’s room. “I said
come, Linnea. We’ve work to do.”
Reluctantly, the woman began to follow, though it seemed as if she
cast a mournful look at the cages filled with her countrywomen,
women who all looked at her with disgust for aiding the enemy.
Corydon scowled at them all. They couldn’t possibly understand the
nature of his relationship with him.
“Continue the treatments. Throw out the dead.” He ordered coldly to
Biagio and his fellow Transition Assistants, marching out with Linnea
in tow.
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CHAPTER 81
Harsh lands don’t lie, and harsh seas offer no mercy. May the both
of them sustain our spirits and keep us true to Fallu’s will…
- Excerpt from Pekelo’s ‘Wisdom of the Whales’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee One of Five, 769 A.E. 
Rolf lamented that they were once more they were victims of traffic.
Traffic was coming to the island and not going away from it. So he
made the best of the situation, enjoyed the seasonable warmth, the
rain, the rest, the food, and the company of some Muerans who
could drink rather fiercely. They mightn’t have been Kerathi, and it
certainly wasn’t any alcohol a Kerathi could recognize, but to a man
a long time away from home his heart felt as if they were kin and his
guts reacted to the alcohol the same as if it were the mead he’d
grown up on.
Kelii, his main drinking partner and tour guide of the island for the
last few Dees, was at his side as always. The pair had been almost
inseparable and almost never sober since Rolf’s arrival, but the darkfaced man was not flapping his jaws about everydee nothings, as
was his normal habit. Instead, his dark little eyes were narrowed
even further as he regarded the approach of a cluster of wizened old
men who were making the switchbacks up the mountain even as the
two of them watched.
Rolf grunted to see his companion so serious, took a swig of
Waikuluna, and then folded his arms across his chest. “Who are
they?” Rolf asked, trying to ignore the burning sensation that rode in
waves across his palate and down his gullet. “Obviously they’re of
some importance from the way you look at them, but still…”
“They are Deepcrossers.”
“Those are Oceanwalkers or something?”
“No. Oceanwalkers travel widely across the Inner and Outer Seas.
Deepcrossers start from Far Muera and head east until they arrive at
the western side of the Broken Crown.”
Rolf guffawed. Clearly the man knew little of geography, despite
being a sailor. “How can one end up west of here if he goes east?
You’ve had too much Waikuluna, my friend.” To illustrate the point,
he thrust the corked gourd at the shorter man for a swig.
Kelii took a powerfully deep draught, corked it, and handed it back
after wiping his mouth with his forearm. “You are mistaken, Kerathi.
Never forget that we travel widely on all the seas of the world, and if
these men say they have crossed beyond Marceaupo’s waters and
have come around the world, it is so.”
“But you can’t go one way and accomplish the opposite.” Rolf
protested.
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The Mueran man, a Yarre older than Rolf despite looking younger
for his small size, sighed. “Rolf.” He said quietly.
“Yes?” Rolf inquired after taking another swig.
“Turn right once. Then return to your original position and turn left
three times. See if it does not accomplish the same.”
Rolf frowned but did as he was asked, and he lost the gourd of
Waikuluna to Kelii’s nimble fingers during his turns. As he finished he
stood ready to reply some criticism of the exercise he’d just gone
through, but found he had little to say except, “Oh.”
“Like so, it is that you can run around the world and end up west of
where you begin if you travel east, or vice versa. These men have
rounded the world and come up on the other side.” Kelii
demonstrated this by tracing a finger around the gourd. His finger
started on the east, disappeared behind the gourd, and then came
out on the west side.
The two of them resumed looking at the approaching men, all with
grey hair that hinted at their true ages, since Muerans did not go grey
until they were quite venerable. It said great deals about their
seafaring prowess that they’d managed to reach such an age while
plying the seas like they did.
“They are revered then?” Rolf asked.
“The Nohoheleu are the most experienced Deepcrossers among
our kind. They have seen all manners of wonders of the seas. They
are closest to Fallu’s heart. They are beloved of the waters.” Kelii
said proudly, with his chin lifted into the salty air as he touched his
palm to the crown of his head. “It is said that if they fall from their
boats, the fish push them back aboard, and if they are thirsty, they
may drink the salty water from the seas without harm, for the salt will
crumble out of their pores Mynettes later.”
The mere comment of being thirsty drove Rolf to borrow the gourd
from Kelii. “It’s said that the first Kerathi, Egil, could kill any animal
with his bare hands and that he could walk through fire. He and his
wife, Elin, had thousands of children. While I’d like to believe all of
this, it seems unlikely. So it likely is with your Noho-whatever guys.
Their reputations are exaggerated I’m sure.”
Kelii’s face folded into a pugnacious frown. “Know that I would not
insult your elders with such doubts, Rolf. I pray you do not do the
same to mine.”
“My apologies, friend. I mean only that I take legends to be just that,
legends. Until I see more proof, I have trouble believing, even after
all I have seen.” He replied. Then, to appease his Mueran friend, he
said, “Take no offense from a man without the faith to trust in the
reputations of others without evidence, Kelii. It is my own doubt, and
not any supposed falsehoods on their parts, that my behaviors
demonstrate. Now your skin may be darker and your face is not
bearded, but I feel the fierceness of your heart as if you were my
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own kin, born with Cainel’s touch on your strong arms. Let us not
have my careless words come between us.”
Kelii nodded seriously and did his best to empty the gourd filled with
Waikuluna when it was offered to him once more. He tipped it back,
closing his throat and keeping the fluid in his mouth until Rolf could
do the same. At once, they gulped down the fermented Mueran
concoction and coughed merrily as it burned all the way down.
All offenses forgotten, Kelii pointed at the Nohoheleu. “Let us go
meet them, as I’m sure they will wish to meet the girl who leads your
group. She is most fascinating, that one, and perhaps it was she that
drew them to Kunoeha.”
“How would they know of her arrival? We’ve been here but a few
Dees.”
Kelii grinned. “The seas talk, friend, as do the winds that push
them. You need only learn to listen.”

As Kelii had predicted, Anthea and the others of the settlement had
gathered to meet the men and women of the Nohoheleu. This was
no mean crowd either. In preparation for the Faestivul of Coming
Growth, the population on Kunoeha had burgeoned from a few
dozen to hundreds or maybe even a thousand over the last few
Dees. There was a brief and revered silence as the group of fourteen
men and women, the greatest living Deepcrossers of the Mueran
people, entered the palm tree shaded courtyard. Their feet made no
noise as they stepped across the square flagstones that lined the
floor of the depression that would house this meeting. Collectively,
they came to a stop near where seats had been prepared for them,
standing in a colorful row, a veritable spectrum of the sea’s colors.
Anthea and the others of her party were standing opposite the
Nohoheleu, waiting to sit after the respected elders of the Mueran
people had seated themselves. Rolf hastily stole through the crowd
of Far Muerans to join his party. He offered no explanation to Kelii,
who would doubtlessly understand why he had to go. Others were
less understanding, and he was gifted with some annoyed looks as
he hurried past people, unintentionally pushing or elbowing a few of
them as he went. He slid to a stop beside Nishan just as the
Nohoheleu seated themselves on wicker-like basket chairs that had
been woven from raffia palm fibers.
Nishan briefly smirked at him as he seated himself, which was
probably meant as a secretive jab about how he was spending his
nights with Anthea. Rolf ignored the Rumani as best he could, taking
his seat when Anthea did. Matters at hand were more important than
Nishan’s flaunting. Then he waited. There was a dead silence after
the Far Muerans seated themselves in rings that enclosed the
Nohoheleu and Anthea’s group like human walls.
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“The waters boil with news of your coming.” One of the Nohoheleu
spoke in a voice that alternated between booming and tremblingly
weak. He or she, as it was hard to tell, was clad in Seaskins of
almost pure white, which clung to their bony frame as if it were actual
skin and not clothing. It might have been, too.
“Truly, your coming is most interesting.” Another of them agreed,
this one with tinkling crab claws in her long white hair and greystriped black Seaskins. “You are at the center of the matters that
now shake and rattle the entire Broken Crown in increasing
magnitudes of violence. Even those of us who wish to stay apart and
live alone on the seas cannot avoid the repercussions of what you
and your enemies do.”
“I am sorry that we have bothered you.” Anthea offered meekly.
“Know that we only search to do the will of the Gods and set things
aright. There are wrongs that must be accounted for, and none of us
wished to be set on this path.”
“Is it not always so? The Gods choose those who least expect it,
and they do it at the most opportune times. Yet your tasks are
greater than any of us may face.” The one with crab claws in her hair
replied understandingly.
“What wisdom can you offer us then, you of the Nohoheleu?”
Makan asked. “What do the waters say for Anthea and us? What
does Fallu’s voice tell you, elders?”
“This one has seen Fallu.” Yet another of the Nohoheleu whispered,
but in such silence as the crowd around them offered, it could be
heard. Perhaps his voice had been strengthened from Yarres of
shouting over the roar of wild seas so that even his whispers could
be heard easily. Or perhaps it was because of the striations along his
neck that seemed to indicate gill tattoos – if they were tattoos –
made it impossible for him to speak loudly.
“I have.” Makan admitted.
“Then why do you close your ears to what he speaks now?” The
one with crab claws in her hair spoke with a rich tone of regret. “You
have been given the tooth of one of his favored sons. Few could say
such a thing, not even one of us could make that claim.”
Emotions boil across Makan’s normally even face. Makan
swallowed hard and worked to master himself before replying. “I
have listened!” Makan said finally, drawing a look of support from
Sagira. “I have tried to open myself to all that may come to me. He
needs only speak and I shall obey.”
“Your heart is clouded with affections for the Empress’ child,
instead of focusing on the message of the tooth.” A previously quiet
member of the Nohoheleu said critically. This one had hair that was
thin, short, and plastered against her scalp with a crust of salt. If she
had been pretty once, she was a statue of will now, and beauty had
melted away with the Yarres to leave an iron creature that seemed
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as if the seas would never break her. She turned her sea-grey eyes
and her frown toward Sagira, though she was blind and could not
see. At least, she could not see with her eyes, even if her outward
manner seemed to indicate otherwise.
“My love is not a weakness. Nor is it a distraction. I will do all I
must, even if it means my end.” Makan declared confidently.
“It may very well require that.” The blind Nohoheleu with the grey
eyes replied.
Makan nodded in agreement. “So be it.”
“But what of his question? What indeed does Fallu say to us?”
White Seaskins wondered aloud, in their alternating loud and quiet
voice. “He says that we are to help you on your journey north. You
will build support there, amongst the other peoples.”
“What of the Mueran folk? Will they help in the future when
everything is put to the test?” Anthea asked, showing her own
determination when her voice did not quiver or tremble in the least.
“Fallu’s children will do their part, girl. Do not question our nature to
do what must be.” A wrinkly old man in tan Seaskins answered for
her. He grinned toothlessly and ran his fingers across the leathery
hides he wore. The Seaskins were mottled and rough looking, like a
stingray’s back. “While the oceans remain, so shall the Muerans, and
we shall let none who would defile the names of our Gods abide long
beside us.”
“Yet the defilers are far from here, and it will take time to gather
Fallu’s children.” The companion and perhaps son of the elder in tan
hides said respectfully, clasping the wrinkly man’s even more wrinkly
hands in his comparatively smooth ones. Perhaps he was even the
son of the other, since they resembled each other. He was the
youngest of the group, perhaps only a Decayarre older than Makan.
His Seaskins were green, resembling layers of kelp carefully dried
and wrapped around him.
“We, too, have a long road before us. The sooner we are on our
way, the better.” Anthea announced, earning nods of agreement
from her companions.
Crab-clawed hair made a loud tongue clicking noise and shook her
head, causing the claws to tinkle gently. “Do not be too soon in
leaving safe haven. One never knows how long it will be before calm
waters return once they have been left behind.”
Anthea nodded knowingly. “I feel it will not be until the end, and I
would be done with this.”
“Ends bring pain.” The blind, grey-eyed one warned them. Her
voice was foreboding and dire.
Anthea thought for a moment, struggling to find an adequate reply.
She locked gazes with the blind Nohoheleu. She sensed the
woman’s intent attention on her, and knew this to be a test.
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“Ends are necessary for bringing about new beginnings.” Anthea
replied hopefully.
To her pleasant surprise, this reply brought with it almost startling
cries of laughter and joy from the Nohoheleu. They sprang up from
their chairs as if they were young men and women, and not
venerable samples of their race. Even the salt-encrusted woman
among the Nohoheleu, the one who resembled an iron statue,
moved with a grace unimaginable of someone who had spoken so
stiffly before. Fluid, rhythmic sounds of Mueran drums and sorts of
island flutes sprung up from nowhere. Anthea stood slowly,
accompanied by Makan and Sagira, and then Nishan and Tuari.
At that point, as if on cue, the Far Muerans left their seats and
melted into a mix of limbs and torsos. Surely there was a rhyme or a
reason, a pattern to it all, but it was hard to tell. The mass of
Muerans, with foreigners floating among their dance like the flotsam
of a broken vessel listing helplessly in the middle of a sea, danced
erratically but beautifully.
Nishan, being graceful, melted into the mix, one less piece of
flotsam. Anthea had a feeling that Makan would have blended in
immediately had he not been working at getting Sagira to dance.
Even Tuari seemed natural at this sort of a thing, which was not so
dissimilar from some of the dances of the Uleauts. That left her and
Rolf standing there feeling foolish. Rolf just watched everything going
on around them, while Anthea tried and failed to emulate the
Nohoheleu. It was an organic dance, without pattern, Anthea realized
at length. Everyone was moving in constantly changing patterns, like
the waves of the seas themselves. It was only when she stopped
trying to follow the examples of those around her and gave in to her
own impulses that she was able to join in.
Rolf, being already half drunk and a bit confused about the whole
exchange, cut his way out of the crowd. He quickly located Kelii, who
was not far from the Waikuluna that was being passed around with
some regional fruits that had been opened and fishes that had been
flayed open for easier eating.
After a few more deep gulps of the alcoholic beverage, he returned
to the tangle, not so much like a fish caught in nets as he had been
before. His eyes caught occasional sight of his companions now and
again, but for the most part he had no worries of their safety. They
were unconcerned about him, too, enjoying themselves with lost
abandon. This was the calm before the coming storm, a storm that
might consume them all. It was good to let go of those worries one
last time, even if only for a short time.
Only Bedros stayed clear of the jumble of Muerans and visitors.
The Ox-Man watched as artistic representations of baby whales
were paraded about. Parents proudly carried their children around on
their shoulders, wearing costumes like creatures from the sea. After
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all, the Faestivul of Coming Growth was one about growing, birth,
and family. In a culture where many did not live to adulthood, every
child was valued property of the people as a whole.
Yet the celebrations made Bedros all made him more keenly aware
of his solitude amongst the group. He needed his herd, and still they
would push him to do what would destroy the Landdeaf. Somewhere
he had to find a middle road, so that he could protect Anthea and his
people.
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CHAPTER 82
There are few ports in the Broken Crown that can even attempt to
compare to the size and trading volume of the sprawling docks of
Jhiza. Some chose beauty over sheer trading volume, like the ports
of Rummas and some of the greater cities of Aynglica. The Kerathi,
ever preferring the functional to the beautiful, have done little in the
way of making memorable port cities. As with all things, there are a
few exceptions. The underdeveloped natural harbor of Relcivyk,
which lies on the western side of Fulajyd, is a port of great natural
beauty, with dazzling rock walls shouldering away the winds and
making the waves surprisingly calm in port.
If the Kerathi had applied their normal developmental and industrial
practices to that harbor, practical if unaesthetic practices, I feel it
would have been made less than what it is now. Perhaps they felt
the same way, and even they would not lift their clumsy hands in fear
that it would destroy what is there.
If only they showed as much restraint in other cases…
- Excerpt from Edvard Farsail’s ‘Ports and Vessels of the Broken
Crown’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee One of Five, 769 A.E. 
The fortifying of Relcivyk was coming along well, even if it was
turning out to be more work than anticipated. That was partly due to
weather, but mostly due to a lack of manpower that was associated
with defending the base camp from Kerathi marauders. More than
half his men
As badly as they’d beaten the Kerathi back in the initial landing, Illias
had hoped they’d have been a little cautious about approaching, but
it seemed to have had the opposite result.
“Like poking a hornet’s nest.” He mused, staring at the latest batch
of casualties from both sides, each heaped into piles.
That pile of dead enemies was three to four times as large as that
of his men didn’t matter. It was the principal of the thing. In small
engagements, the Kerathi tended to have a better kill ratio than in
large engagements, where the Kerathi were butchered wholesale,
often at rates of ten to one. One Kerathi had been as lucky as to kill
six of his men before being taken down. He had come alone, too.
Dark purple stains across the particularly successful Kerathi warrior’s
chest proclaimed some sort of blood oath called a Racheneid, or so
he’d managed to determine after torturing a few captives. More and
more of the purple-stained men had started arriving, apparently
survivors of other raids who had sworn to spend their life hacking up
as many Aureans as they could get near. They fought with berserker
rage, with no intentions of living past the moment of their attack.
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Casualties were unavoidable, but the suicide missions the Kerathi
were launching were getting obnoxious and draining. He had
expected more recon and fewer soldiers with death wishes. From the
beginning he had told his men to let the occasional spy get by, just
so they could return to report to the men on Fulajyd and tell them
what was happening. If they looked underpowered or as if they were
digging in, it might rouse the Kerathi into their first attempt at a real
offensive since the burning of the vengeance fleets off the coast of
Maethlin. The enemies would come to him in an attempt to exact
some revenge, and that was what he wanted.
They would come to him, and he’d gladly crush what might very
well be their last real mustering of forces. After that, the Kerathi
would be crippled and ruined. The Westlichreich had almost
completely fallen, and the lion’s share of the Östlichreich would be
crushed with one decisive blow. All of this would happen with under
a thousand casualties, not that he’d exactly fought by conventional
methods. Conventional methods meant predictable strategies that
could be defended against. He’d been pushing back the savages
with weapons they couldn’t match and strategies they couldn’t
combat, though they’d done their Cainel-damned best to try.
Patience wasn’t something he excelled in, even if he realized it was
a necessity. However, the delays in their attack didn’t exactly work in
his favor or against him either. While it gave them more time to
recover and gather men, it also made it closer to the deadline by
which Corydon had promised him another thousand men. With
another thousand Lost Ones Soldiers, he’d have no problem dealing
a lethal blow to Kerathi, mortally wounding them and leaving them for
the greedy Aynglicans to finish off.
Sighing at the waiting game he was forced to play, Illias strolled
away from the pile of casualties, leaving them to the men who would
did holes to put them in, lest they all become ill from diseases that
accompanied dead bodies – Lost Ones or Kerathi they were the
same in that they rotted.
He walked to where a modest Kerathi fortress was being retrofitted
into a more Aurean style, which meant one of infinitely more
defensible qualities. Crenellated battlements were being added,
earthen ramparts had been built up around the modest structure,
trees had been cleared in a wide swath to allow for better sight lines
for arc-lances, and a hundred other things had been done. There
would only be a token force left on the island, and they’d have Fliers
to escape with, but they had to make a show as if they planned to
stay here for real. So, every available man was pulling shifts
alternately patrolling the island and assisting the building processes.
At least these were things that nearly every man here had done back
on Maethlin, so it was nothing new to them. Like a well-oiled
machine they labored and patrolled. They did more in a Wayke than
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the Kerathi had done in Saysuhns and Yarres. They cut no corners
and did everything well, because appearances were most important,
and if they didn’t do things just right they would tip their hand.
Even the harbor was part of the trap. The harbor was narrow and
had hardly been developed by the Kerathi. It had a modest set of
docks at best, docks sheltered by the tall face of a granite bluff. The
bluff had been untouched before, as the Kerathi seemed to admire
the veins of quartz and minerals that veined the rock, but Illias had
pounded metal stakes into the wall and had ran plank ways out over
the water. Arc-lances had been set up to defend the harbor from
incoming boats, while protecting their Aurean boats that had been
pulled up into neat rows along the modest beach. And even if they
made a great showing of defending the boats rather heavily, they
were not the only boats he commanded. In fact, most of his boats lay
hidden on an isle to the west of their position, where minimal crews
stood ready to row them out to meet him. He needed only to give the
signal and they would come. It most certainly wouldn’t do to be
trapped on the island if the Kerathi attacked and managed to destroy
his token fleet. Surely they would try in an effort to trap them on
Relcivyk.
Illias clenched his fists anxiously. He was ready to get things
moving, but the Kerathi were off gathering and celebrating the
Faestivul of Coming Growth. Surely there would be great discussions
amidst the gathering. They would speak of the Aurean threat that
was so near to their homes. They’d get heavily drunk, make great
boastful claims, and then charge in to do away with their enemies.
They’d done so before, during the Faestivul of Coming Cold.
Gathering and speaking thus had been the spark that lit the
smoldering fires of Kerathi pride and rage, igniting an inferno of
bloodlust. They’d launched their fleet at Maethlin, dedicated to the
retaking of Maethlin and the smiting of their foes. Their rage had not
been destroyed with them. It carried on in the spirit of their people,
even after the Darksight Outlooks had boiled the seas and reduced
the fleet to a collection of smoldering hulls.
Schooling himself to patience, he smiled when he realized that
even if he and his men did not celebrate now, they would celebrate
soon enough. When the Kerathi had all been burned and
slaughtered, his own Faestivul would begin. Only it would not be one
that celebrated birth and life – it would be one of fire, destruction,
and the failure of the Kerathi people.
Some things you just have to wait for, no matter how hard it might
be. What he was waiting for would be a thing of beauty, a beauty
quite different from the beauty of the island that he was defacing to
set his deadly trap.
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CHAPTER 83
Seemingly trivial events can have catastrophic consequences…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee Four of Five, 769 A.E. 
“You’re not celebrating?” Tahirah III, former Empress of the Elegian
Empire, asked her captor, who was currently squinting over the latest
set of reports from his informants. She hadn’t known exactly what
Dee it was until she’d begun hearing celebrations over the past three
Dees. One nation or another, they all celebrated the Faestivuls, if in
different ways.
Iago cast a blurry-eyed look over at the gilded cage of his pet
Empress and grinned foully. His face was covered with sores,
evidence of the spreading of the poisons that still worked throughout
his body, slowly ruining organs and flesh as they went about their
work. “Have I much to celebrate about? What life and birth and
coming growth will I be experiencing? For me, every Dee is not
another gift from Thuraish, but rather the taunting of the grave from
Nelius.”
“Come now, has the great Iago given into self-pity?” Her lips curled
into a scornful smile that he couldn’t see with his failing eyesight.
“Pity? Hardly. Contemplation, definitely.” He returned to his
perusals, as if he was done speaking to her, but she wasn’t quite
ready to be done. Once he got involved in his papers, it might be
Ouers before he noticed her again.
“How about the search for the poisoners? Has my information
helped?”
Iago dabbed at his dry, cracked lips with a handkerchief before
answering. “In fact, it has led me to a few possible answers. By
determining which poisoners had been done away with, some clearly
as sleight of hand and misdirection, I’ve narrowed it down to seven
potential poisoners. As I said, some were likely not involved, so I’ve
but to look at my symptoms, what we learned from what was left over
on the dart that poisoned me, and the antidotes I receive.
Considering those things, I can get a better idea of the regional
poisons and specialty poisons that were used on me.” He breathed
heavily at the end of his explanation, wheezing through his sore
nostrils.
“Hrm.”
“What?” Iago demanded irritably when she didn’t say anything
further.
“Well, it occurred to me just now that perhaps everything you’ve
endured has been a lie.”
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“How so?” His reports were forgotten just now, and he attention
was placed quite raptly upon her.
“It’s probably nothing.” She remarked demurely, laying back and
relaxing as if it was she now that was done with the conversation.
“Don’t just sit there acting stupid. Tell me.” Iago barked at her.
“I’d need to know what was in the dart and the antidotes to see if it’s
just an unfounded suspicion.”
He scowled and began rifling through piles of papers on his desk,
coming to a sheaf of important notes that he had to sort through
before he shuffled over to her in a hunched manner and thrust the
papers through the cage bars. “Take it.”
She sat up and took the papers, careful to do so slowly. She let her
eyes fall on him, careful not to show revulsion at how the poisons
had scarred him thus far. Her hand trailed gently across the blistery
skin of his hands. “You are in great pain.” She offered gently.
Iago cackled and hurried back to his massive desk, putting himself
far out of touching range. “Worry not about me. Pain alone could
sustain my body’s life, even if I had no reason to go on, which I
assure you I do.”
“Yes, revenge and ambition. Only now you’ve become too scarred
to ever take the Aurean throne yourself. What was it called? Grand
Helion? Clearly that had been on the list of things to do…”
“Ahhh, yes. Perhaps it was.” He admitted. “Well, I always prefer
working from behind the curtains, pulling the strings of my puppets
while making myself an unclear target for enemies.”
“My successor knew quite clearly who and where you were though.”
Tahirah III remarked, eyeing the lists of known ingredients and
properties of both the poison and the antidote.
“Even the best have occasional mistakes.” Iago acknowledged.
“And perhaps my rival’s general has made one.”
“How do you mean?”
“General Illias has stopped his pattern of burning and destroying to
set up a defensive perimeter on a small island name Relcivyk, one
intended to look like the staging grounds for his invasion of the
Östlichreich of the Kerathi Clan Islands.”
“Intended? It’s a trap for the Kerathi then?”
“Clearly.”
“How is this a mistake on his part? It’s misdirection and he’ll attack
elsewhere. He’s baiting them in to destroy them, or he’s honestly
consolidating his gains. In any case, it is not a bad strategy.”
“Conventionally it is not a mistake, but in this case it is. His mobility
made him impossible for us to trap him and attack. The Elegian
forces that have been sent to delay and hinder his conquests can
now catch up to him.”
“I would think that they would be destroyed as they break upon his
defensive works. I’ve heard the casualty reports from the Kerathi-
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Aurean engagements, and they most certainly don’t seem to be in
the favor of the Elegians if they attack.”
“The odds are much more in their favor than you may realize. They
will be an element of surprise, one that will level the playing field
when the Kerathi attack. The Aureans will expect to only face the
Kerathi.”
“You mean to use the deaths of our enemy’s enemies, the Kerathi,
as a distraction for your own counterattack.” The Empress reiterated.
She was completely aware of how war worked, and had ordered
similar actions herself, but she had been lucky enough to avoid war
on a large scale during her reign.
“It’s a matter of timing, but I feel that even if the timing isn’t perfect,
either the Aureans will be driven back or they will be wounded
enough to stall their advances. It will prolong the Kerathi’s inevitable
demise when Illias has to call more soldiers away from Maethlin.”
Iago became visibly excited to the point of having difficulty breathing
as he considered the prospect of causing his nemesis trouble.
Tahirah III listened quietly, weighing her own feelings on the matter.
Kerathi lives were of little matter to her, except that they buffered her
own people from Aurean attacks. She certainly wouldn’t shed any
tears for any Aureans that died, but Iago using Elegians disgusted
her. The man would kill thousands to accomplish his goals.
“The less men they have in their safe haven the better for when we
attack. Clearly we can’t kill them very easily on Maethlin and
Cenalium. Only away from there are they vulnerable.” Iago
continued, having caught his breath. “But enough about that. What
do those reports tell you?“
They told her a lot, but how much or what she was willing to say,
she wasn’t sure. As she had long expected, Iago was a victim of a
compound poison, a particularly nasty combination, but one that
required additional doses. Even incomplete and somewhat
inaccurate, she could get an idea of how the ingredients in the
antidotes were feeding one of the poisons while slowing another.
She wagered that the antidotes were never exactly the same. No,
Sanura would alternate which of his symptoms would be worse for
that Wayke or Munth of the dosing until they’d wrung every bit of
information and use out of the man. It was a bold and very
dangerous plan.
“Well?” Iago asked again. “You seem to have something to say,
and I’m more than happy to have it whipped or beaten out of you. Or
we could go back to the empty cage with food, drink, and bathing on
random intervals.”
“That’s not necessary.” Tahirah III replied coolly. She’d grown
attached to working with her papers and having something to do.
She wanted no part of the boredom that had tortured her before, not
that she would ever let him know how much it meant to her to have
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something to do in all her idle time, something other than plot her
revenge and think of ways to help Iago hurt her betrayer.
“Good. Truthfully, I’m not that pleased when you stink and lay in
your wastes because there’s no pot for you. It distracts me from my
work, even with my sense of smell being what it is now. There is little
succor from your stench when you’re not bathing.”
She ignored his comments and replied in another line to get his
mind of such things. “Your nose and lungs may be fine this Wayke,
but worse later. You’re on a variable poison.” She decided to take a
little poetic license in naming his condition.
“Variable poison.” Iago repeated in not quite a questioning tone,
probably because he didn’t want to appear ignorant about something
that she claimed existed that he knew nothing about.
“Your symptoms will rotate. Unless you get the perfect antidote in
the right dosages, you can’t get better. Your body will just keep
breaking down until you can’t go on. One Dee, likely soon, this
poison will kill you.” She explained, omitting the fact that the
antidotes were part of the poisoning process. Although, they would
help with whatever symptom was currently the worst, if only to make
another symptom spring up as the next most troublesome one.
“Perhaps with help and facilities, I could help with the antidote. I have
ideas, but they are hard to act upon from in here…”
Iago sat still for a long moment after hearing what she had to say.
Then he began drumming his fingers on the desk. When he stopped
that, he reached into his desk and pulled out the cracked mirror that
had once been his own personal test.
Before he’d used to look himself in the eyes a few times a Dee to
test his own resolve. He’d liked to see what his eyes told him about
himself. Now when he pulled back his hood and looked at himself in
the dim light, he could barely recognize himself. Watery sores
covered his face, and even his stringy, dull hair couldn’t cover the
mass of scars that had formed across his scalp, where the
symptoms of his poisoning had manifested first. His jaws were tight
in the corners where the muscles were hardening around the joints,
and his ears were mottled grey and red, much like his nose. He
coughed out a laugh, gritting his teeth as a wave of fiery pain rode
through his body.
“Iago?” She called over to him.
“Things are going to get messy, Empress.” He growled fiercely.
“What will you do?”
“The Empress’ Sandcat is going to start playing rough, Corydon’s
general is going to get some nasty surprises, and I’m going to try
something to rid myself of this cursed poison.” He closed his eyes
and tossed the mirror aside. It crashed on the floor and sent silvery
shards sprawling across the polished floor. “Soon, the Grand Helion
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is going to appoint a new Voice of the Firmament. He’s someone you
might know.”
“The Voice of the Firmament? Is that not the head of your people’s
religious life?”
“Yes.”
That was a wonder to her. It was a marked difference from Iago’s
usual routine of playing from the sidelines. “You would be it?”
“I would be preaching for the purge of our kind, a burning away of
the rot that eats at the heart of our people. Do I not look the part?”
He asked, laughing with a rasp.
“No have ever looked more like the tortured voice of the Gods than
you.” She assured him.
“I’m glad we’re in agreement.” Iago announced cheerfully, standing
stiffly. “Now I need you to keep working on that antidote, making
notes for my chemists to examine and antidote mixtures for them
test. I will still need it for what I have planned. I may be gone for a
few Dees while I undergo treatment. If I don’t return, I regret you’ll be
put to death and our collaborations will be at an end. That would be
regretful.”
“I am, strangely, beginning to enjoy our talks as well.” She admitted,
putting on her most earnest look. She couldn’t afford for him to die
just yet, and a kind word said at the right moment might mean a lot to
him.
“I’ll have paper sent in. I expect something when I return. Do not
disappoint me.”
“Have a blessed Faestivul.” She bid him with a wave and a
mischievous grin as he opened to doors to leave.
“Ahhh, yes. You too. Try to enjoy your cage and the peace away
from my raving for a few Dees.”
The doors whispered shut behind him, and the former Empress,
now a captive in a cage for nearly two Munths, was left to her own
thoughts.
Iago seemed to have a plan that would require her antidote, but not
for himself. Perhaps it was another test for her. She fretted over how
to maintain her usefulness to him if he was able to heal himself
without her aid.
Would he truly become the next religious leader of the Aurean
people? Perhaps she could be of some assistance to him in that
function somehow. After all, the Empress of the Elegian people was
also a mother figure and intermediary between the people and their
Gods. One way or another, she had to stay alive long enough to see
Sanura II dealt with. If she could get to Iago, too, that would be a
bonus.
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Iago’s smooth-soled shoes scuffed across a walkway that ran
between two of the more modest towers situated toward the eastern
periphery of Aetheline. He was flanked on either side by a trusted
servant in dark robes of a very standard Aurean sort, which meant
slim in design, modest in cut, and without too much decoration even
if they were of tastefully chosen fabrics. They were schooled to say
nothing unless bidden and they wordlessly offered him help only
when the strong winds threatened to topple their master over. His
legs and balance were not what they were – he had the poisons of
Empress Sanura II to thank for that.
From his vantage point atop the walkways he traversed as he did
his best to hurry toward a waiting Flier port, he could have seen
much of both the inner and the outer cities of Aetheline. He might
have looked upon the inner city, a circular collection of towers and
domes housed within a ten Mayter barrier wall that ran around its
periphery. Then there was the outer city, a crescent-shaped section
of residences and businesses that butted up against the northern
side of the inner city’s walls. Past the inner city’s tall wall and beyond
the outer city’s shorter walls he could have seen the mountain path
of the Great Stairs that led beyond the crystal gates of Aetheline if he
wanted to. The largest staircase in the world led to the foot of the
mountains that crowned the Crooked Ridge, where the Inner Seas
lapped at their roots.
Had he looked at the Inner City behind him, he could have seen the
Observatori Delsolluna, the great observatory with its massive lens
eye pointing into the cloudless skies, or needle-like Colonnadi
Dignitae stabbing proudly into the sky, topped with a glistening egg
of crystal that the Grand Helion inhabited when he was not on his
Tournea Observatori. Even the Aviaries of Aaren would have been
visible if he had chosen to cast his gaze beyond the geodesic domes
dedicated to each of the Grancittas. He’d never cared for the
Aviaries though, because they looked disquietingly like a bizarre
honeycomb of godlike proportions, each careful chamber holding
some variety of bird from across the Broken Crown and even a few
rare species from beyond. Perhaps most striking of all the sights that
he could have taken in were the mountains that ringed the city of
Aetheline, both a protective barrier and a picturesque backdrop for
life. Yet he looked at none of these things, or if he did he did so
without seeing.
It wasn’t even that his clouded eyes couldn’t partake of the beauty
around him, but rather it was that his mind was not looking for such
distractions. He was focusing entirely on what he planned to do next.
He would board a small Flier and make the best possible time to
another Menocitta on the Crooked Ridge. Only this time he was not
going to investigate the progress of any Antipode Devices to combat
Corydon with. He was going for emergency treatment, not one of a
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modern and technological sort, but a purging process of an ancient
and nearly forgotten kind.
Stiffly, with a man supporting his right arm, he made his way up the
narrow stairwell that would take him to the top of the broad tower he
was ascending, on which six small Fliers of the recon variety waited
for use. It was one of nine such locations in the city, and all but three
of the nine were in the inner city. This particular launch site was a
place of frequent dispatches, and besides just doing general
scouting and patrol missions, these small Fliers were used mostly to
convey messages of great import from one Grancitta to another or to
take three or fewer passengers from one location to the next. Even
with swifter options available, there were some messages that just
couldn’t be trusted to anything but hand delivery by sworn couriers.
He supposed, as he reached the windswept surface of the Flier
platform after emerging from the hood of the stairwell, that he could
have taken a more discrete path out of the city. Yet leaving by such a
mundane method with no baggage would leave his enemies within
and without the city guessing about what he was doing. If there were
any spies watching at this particular moment or any informants that
managed to hear about his departure from some of the men working
at the moment, they would likely be puzzled by his behavior. Spies
were the least of his concerns, with his body aching as it did and with
the poisons hurrying to speed him on the way to Nelius’ House of
Endless Rooms.
At least he didn’t need to wait for the Flier to be readied or the crew
to be found. It was a small comfort, that. Already there was a pilot
waiting for him, and he only had to walk over and board the vessel.
Before boarding, he took a brief glimpse around the broad,
undecorated landing area, wondering how long it would be before he
could return. Three more Fliers sat ready for use, but were currently
unmanned. There was little else to see on the platform besides the
Fliers and the simple shelter at the edge of the platform that housed
waiting pilots and the porters who would handle the loading and
unloading of Fliers. He paused to see who would see him leave, but
there were few enough people to see him off: only his two servants,
the already-bribed landing site supervisor, and an errand boy he’d
sent running ahead of him to pay and make sure the pilot would be
ready and waiting upon his arrival. He smiled grimly and pulled
himself up into the waiting passenger chamber of the Flier. It was
certainly not spacious or plush, but it would do.
“Where would it please you to go, sir?” The pilot asked. As of yet he
was unaware of their destination. He wouldn’t have had a chance to
tell anyone something he didn’t know.
“Thracaeum.” Iago answered, watching his two men shut the hatch
behind him.
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“Thracaeum?” The fair-haired pilot echoed in surprise, blinking
twice. “That’s a good haul from here, in contrary winds and there’s
nothing there.”
It was an odd and uncommon destination for certain, being that
there truly was little there, but he had his reasons to go there.
Thracaeum was located on the shores of Lake Silicia, the highest
lake in all of the Broken Crown. That’s where he planned to go, to
visit the priests who lived beside the Mirror of Haestos, as the lake
was also known. “I am well aware of where it is located. Please
proceed. You have been adequately paid for such a journey.”
“Aye. It will take some time to get there, depending on the moods of
Aaren’s prevailing winds.” The pilot informed him, blowing a breath
into cupped hands in homage to the God whose winds he’d soon be
playing in. “So sit back and relax.”
Iago shook his head ruefully as the pilot went about his job, that
being to lift off and pilot the ship toward its remote destination. He’d
not been relaxed since he’d taken that dart in the neck a Munth and
a half before. Perhaps this treatment he would undergo might finally
free him of that anxiety. His head would clear and he’d be able to get
back to planning with Tahirah III.
He started and sat up straight, though it was no fault of the pilot or
the winds buffeting the craft as they began their journey. It was the
fact that he was anticipating his continued work more with his
captive, the former Empress, which had surprised him. Usually, he
wasn’t the sort who enjoyed working with others. Perhaps he’d found
a kindred soul. That was an almost laughable possibility, except that
laughing hurt.
After a few Saycunds, he eased back into the rough cushions of the
chair and let the agony coursing down his spine drag his mind away
from such concerns. His last thought before he cast off into a state
more accurately described as unconsciousness than sleep, was that
it would be amusing to see what Sef and his Mistress thought about
him missing a meeting and thus his dose of antidote. Perhaps they’d
think he was dead, that he was trying his own antidote, or that he
was trying to go without the antidote. Whatever they thought, it would
make them anxious, and that was all the better for him.
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CHAPTER 84
If we were born from the frozen tears of our mother, why is it we still
feel the cold so acutely? Did the waking into sentience bring with it
the realization that we could suffer and be cold? Perhaps all beings
are invincible until they realize that they are not. With realizations
come limitations…
- Excerpt from Ezhno’s ‘The World is Still Blue’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee Five of Five, 769 A.E. 
Tuari watched what was for him a particularly interesting exchange
between Far Mueran children. While he was of a size with them, he
was older than them and dressed differently, even if he was not still
wearing the heavy coats he had worn in Uleaut lands. Yet in some
ways these younger children seemed older than him, because of
what they were going about. The pair of young, deeply-tanned Far
Mueran boys were competing for the affection of a dark-haired, doeeyed girl of about ten Yarres of age. Or so it seemed, yet she held a
strange fruit that may have been the prize or a token of affection she
would bestow upon the winner. The actual competition entitled
balancing on one’s toes, standing on a water-slicked stone, while
taking turns whipping knuckle-sized pebbles at the other to see who
would fall off first. Apparently the loser would abandon the girl to the
winner, but Tuari was curious to see how that actually worked out, as
a simple challenge could not make feelings for another disappear.
The entire affair, the yelps from stinging pebbles included, was
quite interesting, since his folk seldom had overt competition for a
female. Usually a man was judged by his contributions to the camp.
A man who hunted well, could carry much, and was nimble of hands
and sure of feet was strongly desirable. These traits would hopefully
produce babies of great survivability, and any woman would gladly
make a child with a man of such abilities. So, the notion of two men
competing in a seemingly pointless game for a girl who appeared too
young to have babies was supremely fascinating in that it had no real
function other than exercise, a practice for adult challenges. It was a
futile play of children, yet it had deeper meanings, meanings of
territoriality and breeding that the children might not even know other
than subconsciously.
From the stone on which he sat, the Uleaut boy grinned widely as a
particularly well-thrown pebble from the smaller boy struck the larger
one across the bridge of the nose. The larger boy’s eyes snapped
shut as he emitted a howl of pain and pinwheeled his arms round
and round to keep his balance. His tenuous perch maintained, he
hurled his stone of retribution with great force, and while it struck his
opponent and managed to trip him off his perch, the thrower also
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toppled from his perch from the force of his throw. They were both on
the ground, and the boy had defeated himself even in victory.
Tuari clapped his hands and laughed, for it was a good show. The
act drew three pairs of eyes, two irritated and one surprised. While
the two boys looked less than friendly, the young girl smiled warmly
at him, and he felt his heart flutter like it used to when Istas, perhaps
the prettiest girl back in his home camp, had favored him with one of
her innocent looks. Even their eyes were a bit similar, when he
thought about it.
“The snow crab laughs at us.” The larger boy remarked haughtily.
“It was a well-played game, and I was happy to see such sport, for
my people have nothing like it. I mean no offense.” Tuari smiled.
“Maybe we take offense.” The smaller of the two Far Muerans
replied. His dark eyes showed that he had indeed taken offense for
being laughed at.
“Then pray forgive me, for none was intended.”
“Maybe the snow crab thinks he’s better than us and can play our
game with more skill than either of us. Perhaps his pointy feet claws
will hold to the rocks where ours cannot.” The larger one of the pair
said, laughing louder at his own joke than his rival did.
Tuari frowned. “I have never seen a snow crab, but I will take it that
it is not a pleasant creature. I offered my apologies, and you have
refused to take them. It seems I should leave now, in search of more
hospitable company.”
Seeing that their making sport of the foreign boy was coming to an
end, the younger tried to get one last taunt in, so as to not be
outdone by his companion. “He speaks quite properly for a snow
crab. I wonder what mystery of the sea allowed him to come to
speak so. And where are his other legs? I always thought crabs had
ten legs.”
As Tuari turned to leave and ignore the boys’ taunting, he caught a
disappointed glimpse from the young girl, and stopped in his tracks.
“A snow crab I may be, but what does it make you if you are
defeated by one? What is lower than a snow crab? In my lands I
would likely name you an Ugruk, for the seals are loud of voice and
all but defenseless when a true predator comes to claim them as
meat. They can only run away from a challenge.”
The young girl laughed mirthfully, hugging the fruit she held in the
crook of her arm so that she could clap encouragement. Clearly, she
liked being in the center of three boys fighting over her even more
than when there was just two.
“You are now afraid of the snow crab?” Tuari asked scornfully. He
did a strange sideways walk and made a pinching gesture with his
hands. He knew what a crab was, after all, even if he’d not heard
specifically of a snow crab. His people ate them from time to time,
though it was rare that they found them.
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The boys just stared at his strange behavior, and then looked at
each other in surprise. Before they could reply, Tuari dumped his
waterskin on a particularly slick looking and peaked stone that came
nearly to his waist. Then he stooped and picked up three stones
before scaling the rock and perching on it one-footed. If his words
had caused the boys to stare in inaction, his actions did not. The pair
quickly grabbed stones of their own and climbed back onto their
rocks.
“You may go first.” Tuari bid them. “Work together if you would, and
then fight each other if you can defeat me.”
The larger boy took the invitation and threw what was perhaps a bit
too large of a stone for the rules of the game. Tuari caught it against
his palm right in front of his left cheek, grinning at the stinging feeling
that illustrated how hard it had been thrown.
“You can’t catch it!” The boys protested.
“I can and I will. Feel free to catch mine, if you can.” Tuari teased
them, hopping from one foot to the other atop the ridge of his rock.
He pocketed the oversized rock in case he needed it later.
The younger boy threw his stone next, but it missed as Tuari
stooped and pretended to adjust the laces of his boots. Again this
drew protests from his rivals, but he didn’t listen, because the girl
was laughing merrily. Suddenly, he stood up and flicked his stone at
the older and louder of boys. The stone hit the boy right square on
the top of his foot. The boy’s eyes widened in pain and he hopped up
off the rock, grabbing his foot in both hands to rub out the pain. Only,
he’d forgotten for that split Saycund what he was doing and where
he was, so when he came down on his other foot, his heel skidded
across the wet rock and sent him tumbling. Tuari, the girl, and even
the younger boy laughed at the way the older boy went sprawling
after landing awkwardly on his neck.
Just for good sportsmanship, Tuari took the younger boy’s next
stone on the forehead before retaliating with a stone that nicked his
attacker’s left ear. Even though it hurt the boy and bright red blood
started dripping from the narrow cut, Tuari’s challenger kept his
footing. He was angry, but took a breath before he cast his next
stone, lest he repeat the older boy’s mistake from their previous
match. He sent his next stone hurtling at Tuari with some force,
striking Tuari on the hip, right on the ridge of the bone. It stung
fiercely, but Tuari kept his footing with only small difficulty; Yarres on
the ice had made him surefooted if nothing else. His next stone, the
last of the three he’d chosen, hit the other boy right on the chin and
sent him toppling backward and off his stone.
Tuari executed a small spin and then jumped down off his stone to
claim his prize. By the time he’d walked the dozen steps over to the
girl, the older of the two boys had stood again, and was not looking
happy after being made to look so foolish.
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“Snow crabs can’t win without cheating, I see.”
“Your feet and reflexes betrayed you, not me. Don’t blame another
man when you fall of your own volition.”
“You cheated!” The boy insisted.
“She doesn’t see it that way.” Tuari replied, graciously taking the
fruit she offered to him with a coy smile.
That was the last straw for the irritated boy. With a cry of childish
rage, he bull charged at Tuari, his arms spread wide to wrap the
Uleaut up and bear him to the ground. Except he never got to Tuari.
He had forgotten that Tuari still held the older boy’s large stone that
he’d caught with his hands and pocketed. The stone came out and
whistled through the air to sting the boy between the legs. The stone
struck with an audible thwack that was echoed when the boy’s face
and hands struck the ground a pace short of Tuari’s feet. Groaning in
pain, the boy curled into a ball.
“A snow crab I may be, whatever that is, but the Uleaut are serious
about such challenges. Know your betters. In my lands I’d have been
justified in killing you.” Tuari hissed. After the words left his mouth,
he blinked in surprise at the violence of the warnings he’d just
declared.
Hands grasped his right arm, pulling it away from the saw-edged
Uleaut spear that was still hanging across his shoulders; he hadn’t
exactly reached for it, but he had been ready to do so if necessary.
Tuari looked to his right, and saw not another attacker, but the
inviting, friendly face of the girl whom he’d just won the fruit from.
She was not trying to still his hand, but rather trying to get his
attention and take him away from the defeated. For a brief instant,
the flesh tones of her face came into focus, and he could see colors,
but none were so vivid as the bright pink and green of the fruit he
held.
The colors were the rewards of victory, he realized as he left the
defeated behind. In standing up for himself and being a credit to his
people by defending the reputation of his people, he had been given
the colors once more, if briefly. The brief display of colors was not his
only reward. He also got to go for a walk down the mountain trails of
Mount Loakea, which was pleasant even if it was arm-in-arm with the
girl whose name he still didn’t know.

It was a long while later, seated on the edge of a cliff that
overlooked the roaring seas that Tuari remembered himself and
thought to ask the girl some questions. The cliff might have been the
icy white walls of glaciers whose sheer edges dropped into the frigid
waters near his home had the colors not been completely wrong –
even in monochrome. The two of them had just walked for about an
Ouer, wandering the slopes of Mount Loakea, stopping at dozens of
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shrines to Greveth and the various Gods and Goddesses of the Seas
that dotted the slopes. Most often, the shrines were for Fallu, where
there were childish and occasionally skillful renderings of whales
done in stone or in the soft tropical woods available on Kunoeha.
While they had walked, Tuari had known peace of heart that he’d
not quite felt since the last time he’d ranged in the icy fields of his
home. He felt a connection to the girl that had accompanied him and
had explained things they saw and answered questions. For the
sake of his tour, they were even missing the festivities for the
Faestivul of Coming Growth, and he didn’t even know her name.
“What’s your name?” Tuari asked, feeling foolish for only now
asking.
It was hard to celebrate family and birth when he had no actual
family around and he wasn’t exactly looking to have children at the
moment, not that he would for a moment entertain trying with such a
young girl. He wasn’t Mueran either, so the islander flavor of the
festivities seemed foreign and unfamiliar. That was why he had gone
wandering by himself – to search for something more familiar or
something more entertaining than the lonely dances and celebrations
of the sea folk.
This girl had offered that. She had given him friendship as they’d
climbed the slopes together, stopping at particularly nice viewpoints
to enjoy scenery that a man of any race, Uleaut or otherwise, could
appreciate. Even still, he hadn’t had the courtesy to ask this young
girl what name was. Perhaps, he thought, he was still a bit out of
sorts after the game of challenge he’d uncharacteristically put
himself through.
With slightly uneven teeth but an otherwise pretty smile, she looked
up at him, though he was not much taller than she. “My name is
Inoke.”
“I am Tuari.” He offered in return.
“I know. I know of you and all of your companions.” She confessed.
“How?” He wondered in surprise.
She laughed. “How could I not? You are the only foreigners here,
and the entire island speaks of you and your companions. They talk
of the ones who came from afar on an island of ice, ones of mixed
heritages and powers.”
“What do they say?”
“They say that the girl with you is your leader. She is powerful in the
ways of the world, gifted by the Gods and more. She travels with her
guardians, men and women chosen from all lands, who will carry her
to the ends of the world to stop what is happening in the north.”
“What is happening in the north?” Tuari had heard much spoken of
the troubles in the north, but always it had been vague rumors.
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Inoke shrugged. “I hear talk of wars and foul deeds, but I am young,
and my shipmates say little to me of it. They think to spare my ears
the horrors, or perhaps they think I am too naïve to understand.”
Tuari nodded in agreement, wondering if his companions were
shielding him from the worst news as well. “Adults don’t always
realize how much we understand. It is not age that makes an adult,
but rather experiences. I have learned that now.”
“I think, perhaps, you are very wise for your age.”
Tuari blushed. He’d never thought such of himself. He had thought
he was a boy until all of this started. Now he had a boy’s body by a
man’s experiences. They’d but begun, and things would only get
worse as they got to the middle of everything. “I’m a pale shadow of
my camp’s elders. They are truly wise.”
“Then your elders must be the wisest of all in the world.”
“I would like to think so, but the world is vast and I am learning that
the peoples of the world are numerous. Surely among all there men
and women in the world, there are even greater. There are many
kinds of wisdom after all.”
“Humbleness is an important step to wisdom.” Inoke took on a sad,
retrospective look. “My father’s brother told me that once, before the
great storm took him a few Munths ago.”
“A storm is a good way to go, or so my people think. Better in the
greatness of a storm than in the still of night as the last Dees of life
slip by.”
“Your people think like us, I think.” She replied with a soft smile,
taking the fruit from his hands.
He’d held it for a long time, but hadn’t done anything with it. It was a
forgotten burden. “Oh, that. I forgot about it. And, well, I don’t know
how to eat it.” He admitted sheepishly.
“You’ve never had Pinaohua?” She looked surprised. “You open it
like this.” She bit into one end of the fruit, demonstrating. Her sharp
front teeth cut through the skin enough that she could slide her
fingers into the gap and peel it back to expose the whitish fruit inside.
“We don’t have this where I’m from.” He took the small bit of white
fruit she scooped out, pressing it to his tongue to savor the taste. It
was smooth and sweet, and wholly unlike anything he’d ever had
before. Her wide, expectant eyes awaited his verdict, which he
pronounced as, “Amazing.”
The laugh she favored him with then showed that she was pleased
with his reaction. She tore open more of the fruit, taking a bite herself
before offering him more. Inoke became very engrossed in getting
every last tidbit out of the fruit’s rubbery skin to feed to him, her
champion for the Dee. But his eyes were on the horizons beyond the
island of Kunoeha, where a row of spidery-rigged ships was
approaching.
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“It seems the island is about to get busier.” He remarked, drawing
Inoke’s attention away from the fruit’s carcass.
Her eyes sought out what he spoke of, and it took only a Saycund
for her to notice the ships approaching. “They are of the Kanaka’e –
The Strangers.”
“Who are they? Are they like the elders we met before? The ones
who cross the oceans?”
Inoke shook her head and used the fibrous sleeve of her shirt to
wipe the juices from the Pinaohua fruit from her chin. “They are not
explorers like the Nohoheleu. They live not to explore but to become
one with the sea. Kanaka’e never come ashore unless they must.
They’re without loyalties to any but themselves, so they will attack
anything if they are hungry enough, anything but a whale.”
“What would they be doing here now then, if they never come
ashore?” Tuari asked.
“Let’s go find out.” Inoke replied. Her voice was filled with a mixture
of anticipation, curiosity, and a mild bit of fear.
To hear such things in her voice only brought out the curiosity in
Tuari’s heart, so he sprang to his feet and, clutching her hand in his,
ran down the mountain paths. As sure-footed as the goats that
climbed these rocky slopes, the pair made for the shoreline. From
certain vantage points along their descent they could see others
beginning to gather as well.
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CHAPTER 85
Many think of the Kerathi as the most divisive of people, but the
Muerans are not far behind in many respects. Due to the fractured
nature of the lands they inhabit, dozens of islands strung across
hundreds or even thousands of Kilomes, they are naturally divided.
The natural divisions have caused social divisions, breaking the
people into clans and island groups of people with frequently
changing affiliations and allegiances. The most pronounced division
would be between the Far Muerans and the Muerans of the Mueran
Belt. These two areas have largely differing severities of conditions
they must endure, so the peoples have grown into quite different
subcultures.
The Mueran Belt is not a calm land, but the islands are of varying
sizes, with the larger ones often shielding the smaller ones from the
brunt of the storms. Also, due to the fact that most storms come from
the south, homes are often built on the sheltered Inner Seas side of
the isles. There is also a greater feeling of cooperation between the
small islands. Commerce is strong between them, as there are
certain fishes, woods, vines, and a thousand other things that might
grow on only one of the island, which are traded as commodities
among the Mueran Belt and beyond.
Far Muera is a different sort of land entirely from the humid,
windswept isles of the Mueran Belt. Where the Mueran Belt has
sandbars, reefs, and isles of great beauty, Far Muera was gifted only
with a few stony isles with uninviting shores, little more than dark
walls that very little life can cling to. Far Muera’s islands are
remnants of Greveth’s great fury in ages past. Her volcanoes are
believed to be dead, but there is always the risk that they will shake
and rumble to life once more, coming out of their slumber to destroy
what has been built there by the tenacious islanders. With the heavy
storms that whip and batter the small cluster of islands, there’s little
built there that hasn’t been carved into the bedrock of the isles
themselves or into the caves of the old mountains.
Beyond these geographical divisions that cause social divisions,
there are other stratifications and separations among the Mueran
people. It could be universally said that the Landbound, or the
Muerans who will no longer go out to sea, are the lowest strata of
Mueran society. And while the Far Muerans and the Muerans of the
Mueran Belt will argue one way or another as to which of their
groups is higher on the social hierarchy, it is the most skilled among
both parties that usually gain the respect of all. The Oceanwalkers,
wide travelers of the Inner and Outer Seas, are known on all of the
Mueran isles. Similarly, the Whale Swimmers, divers who can hold a
single breath for an unbelievable twenty to thirty Mynettes
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sometimes, are widely respected as coming as near to Fallu’s nature
as any Mueran can do.
The most revered group of Muerans, better respected than even
the Oceanwalkers, are the Deepcrossers. They are either mad,
adventurous, or often both. They attempt to round the world by
setting off east and arriving at the eastern side of the Broken Crown.
Those few that survive are seen to be something akin to the water’s
will incarnate. The greatest among these are the Nohoheleu of Far
Muera, though they rarely return there even if they were born there.
They are men and women of great influence. It is said that they have
the currents of the ocean flowing through their veins, and that their
pulses ebb and flow with the tides.
Another group I have discovered in my attempts to better
understand the internal politics of Mueran society, are the Kanaka’e.
A strange lot, they all but refuse to set foot on land except under the
worst of emergencies or matters of the greatest importance. They
are a wild lot, even amongst Far Muerans, though in truth the Far
Muerans don’t claim them as their own kind. The Kanaka’e will attack
anyone if the need or desire comes upon them, and their spidery
ships are quite strange to behold. I saw one but once and from afar,
but could not easily forget the alien design of their ships, entirely
savage and unnatural. The Kanaka’e are predatory and quite
dangerous…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘Of the Island Folk’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee Five of Five, 769 A.E. 
Makan crossed his arms slowly and intently watched as the
Kanaka’e the ships maneuvered offshore to keep a constant position
whilst sending ashore dozens of swimmers. Their men didn’t even
come ashore in skiffs or landing boats. Instead, they dared the awful
waves. The Kanaka’e ships would look to any but the finest sailors or
another Kanaka’e, as a mess of rigging, bits of sailcloth strung
seemingly between any two or three pieces of wood, and odd
assortments of planking and hull. They hardly looked like ships by
any strict definition of the word or from any sail plans one might see
elsewhere, and yet Makan knew them to be the fastest, most agile,
and most survivable ships in the world. They could bend and flex like
river reeds, and the collection of sails they carried would snag even
the faintest breaths of wind and hurry the ship along.
Sagira was with him among the crowd of onlookers, mostly Far
Muerans with a few scattered Muerans, though most of Anthea’s
party was present as well. Sagira was as curious as the others about
the strange ships that had just come abreast of the island of
Kunoeha. Even Makan was admittedly curious, but he had a good
idea of what was to come. And while it wasn’t often that he’d be able
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to get a look at the ships of the Kanaka’e, he was more concerned
about how Sagira would react about what was to come. The
Kanaka’e never came ashore, except for the most serious reasons.
Their presence here seemed to be one of those serious reasons.
“They’re swimming these waters? That should be like a death
sentence, except that they’re amazing swimmers.” Sagira marveled.
“Why don’t they land their ships like the others?”
“They feel if they did so, and let their keels touch land, it would
curse them and their ships.” Makan replied solemnly. “Conversely,
others might feel it would curse the land if they did land here. Since
the Dee those ships were launched, they have not landed even
once.”
“You know these people then?”
“I’ve met some of them twice before. They’re not exactly a good
bunch to run around with, and I always made my meetings with them
as short as possible.”
Sagira nodded thoughtfully, noticing Tuari approaching with a
young Mueran girl on his arm. She’d have made mention of it had
she not been so intent on seeing the swimmers coming ashore. Her
eyes swept next to the mountain of muscle that was Bedros, calm
and serene amidst an anxious sea of flesh around him. Anthea stood
directly in front of him, looking somehow taller for having the Ox-Man
posted behind her like an oversized shadow. To either side of her
Rolf and Nishan waited, both men fierce and imposing.
“They come now.” Makan announced, pointing out the first of the
swimmers to crawl up onto the rocks.
The first swimmers were quickly joined by others who pulled
through the waters with strong kicks and strokes from arms made
powerful by swimming in the rough seas for many Yarres. Makan
knew the Kanaka’e were great swimmers. Usually each of them
qualified as a Whale Swimmer of at least modest renown. They
didn’t even bother to help each other up on shore; for them it was
like a point of pride to endure alone. They filed in naturally, none of
them struggling to join their fellows already on land.
The Nohoheleu party moved to meet the visitors, flanked by the
greatest captains and family leaders present among the Far
Muerans. Makan noticed the disparity between the Far Muerans and
their Kanaka’e or Nohoheleu counterparts. The Far Muerans looked
fat and soft next to the rigid and severe Kanaka’e, who looked a
great deal fiercer than the placid and wise countenances of the
Nohoheleu. These two groups of outsiders were the opposite sides
of the same seafaring coin. They were polar opposites in terms of
beliefs, and each thought they knew the better of the seas. Still,
there was a clear respect between the Kanaka’e and the Nohoheleu,
like contemporaries gathering to discuss the differences in some new
findings they’d each happened upon at the same time.
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Their meeting was brief and quiet, terminating when an albino
Kanaka’e walked past the Nohoheleu to approach Makan. The
albino’s teeth glittered yellow and jagged like the teeth of a shark as
he came to stop a fish spear’s throw from Makan. His body was
wrapped in silvery-grey skins, lending more to his shark-like
appearance, as that was the animal they had likely came from. His
whitish-grey hair was slicked back in a great fin that had not been
ruined even during his swim, perhaps calcified by some treatment
known only to his group. His eyes were a vicious shade of pink that
sometimes looked red, depending on how the light took to them.
“I have heard much of the Oceanwalker who swims with a school of
strange fish.” The albino offered as a greeting, sneering at Sagira
and the others of Anthea’s group, but especially at Sagira.
Makan put a reassuring hand on Sagira’s arm. “We’ve not been
here long. Word travels fast.”
“The fish have mouths. Do you think they cannot use them to
spread news?”
“I would think the fish are uninterested in my comings and goings,
but then, fish have little brains and who can say what interests
them?”
The albino chuckled throatily, sounding like he had a fishbone stuck
in his gullet. “Believe me, they sing songs of you, your sandy wife,
and your islander school of fish.”
“Is he really calling us fish?” Rolf asked gruffly. He, along with
Nishan, Bedros, and Anthea, had moved closer since the beginning
of the albino’s conversation with Makan.
They’d flowed in with the crowd of Far Muerans. Even the other
members of the Nohoheleu and Kanaka’e closed on the pair, so that
they could witness what passed between Makan and the Kanaka’e
albino.
The albino turned up his nose at the Kerathi. “You even brought
one of the poxy ones with you. How can you know he won’t spread
his diseases throughout our isles again?”
Rolf’s face darkened angrily. “Poxy? Who are you calling poxy, you
skinny, forgotten by the Gods, creature?”
Makan held out a hand and explained. “He’s referring to the Kerathi
Pox your people gave us when one of your lost boats came upon
one of our islands many Yarres ago.”
“I’m not diseased. Looking at him, he’s the one that’s diseased.”
Rolf pointed out, glaring at the grinning Kanaka’e man, whose sharp
teeth glittered viciously.
“I am surprised that you would travel so far with your folk, whom my
companions inform me are unaccustomed to coming ashore, just to
trade insults with a Kerathi and badger my companions.” Anthea
announced disappointedly.
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“Oh, but I’ve come for so much more than that.” The albino
promised. “You see, I am Haole the White, and I am touched by the
seas to know truth. I have heard that this Mueran carries one of the
tusks of a hallowed narwhal. To do so is to risk the vengeance of the
seas and of Fallu himself.” He ran his fingers along the fin crest atop
his head and cast a brief look back at the sea.
“I will not deny that I have the tusk.” Makan admitted, earning a hiss
of surprise from many of the Muerans who did not know what he had
hidden in his cave in the slopes above. “I was given the tusk by an
Uleaut wiseman, who felt guided by the Gods to give it to me. Fallu
has spoken to me, and he would not have given the tusk into my
hands if he didn’t wish it of me.”
“And since when is a Uleaut able to know about whales? What right
would any of them, a ‘wise man’ or not, have to bestow such a
sacred treasure on you?”
“Then you have come to test my worthiness and my convictions?
They were enough for Fallu and Yenis.”
Haole the White turned in a slow circle, his eyes wide and wild as
he took in the crowd of Muerans around him. He stopped and stared
once more at Makan, licking his thin white lips before nodding. “Such
gifts cannot come without tests, you see. Fallu might have pointed
out your path to you, but he has certainly done so for me, and his
task was to see you tested. Your life or death will prove the
righteousness of your cause. Whichever of us has the greater share
of his favor will continue on with the tusk.”
“You are of the same people! Why would you hinder us in
accomplishing a goal that the Gods asked of us?” Sagira demanded.
The muscles in her arms coiled tightly as she reflexively reached for
the yataghan knives hidden in her belt sash, a style she’d never
ceased even when she’d been forced to abandon Elegian style
garments for Uleaut furs or more recently for Mueran clothes.
Haole looked at Sagira with the calmest of eyes, steely grey at that
instant instead of pink. “What does a man, or a woman, know of what
the Gods want? When a God speaks to two men, the one who lives
when they face each other must have heard truly. That is the way to
know.”
“Can you not aid us? Why must you hinder us?” Anthea asked.
“The Gods work in ways we cannot understand, and our path is not
one that cannot be tread by more than one.”
“This man and I are tied, sharing a path too narrow for both. He will
die, or I will die.” Haole pronounced, shivering then as he looked
deeply at Anthea. “Whatever the result, the Kanaka’e will be at the
disposal of the winner. They will take you and your outlanders
wherever it is you wish to go, so long as you leave Mueran lands
quickly, before you bring your curses down on us. Any who looks at
you with open eyes can see the darkness huddled about you, girl.”
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“Darkness is best seen by those with darkness in their hearts.”
Nishan replied. He fingered the claw-like Kerambit knives he’d
produced from inside his sleeves. It was not a covert threat.
Haole the White grinned madly at Nishan. “You might know best
then, for your eyes have surely been as touched as the Kerathi’s
chest. Even through his shirt I can smell the blood debt of a
Racheneid. A Racheneid is a dark thing, but none so dark as that
which you see, I think.”
Bedros snorted anxiously, stomping a hoof against the hard ground.
Anthea turned and saw the Ox-Man’s disquiet, so evident around the
albino. Haole the White was disturbing in more than only
appearance. Such sentiments were echoed in the faces of all of
Anthea’s companions, save for Tuari, who was utterly fascinated by
the ongoing events, and Makan, who had locked into a long stare
with the Kanaka’e man.
“I will meet you on the rocks, and I will face you, man-to-man and
spear-to-spear.”
“No.” The albino replied. “I will meet you beneath the waters, manto-man and spear-to-tusk. If I am wrong, the tusk will strike me down.
If you are wrong, it will weigh your corpse down and carry you to the
bottom of the oceans. Fallu will speak one way or another.”
Makan didn’t even look at Sagira before he nodded in agreement.
“It will be so.”
“So witnessed.” Declared the Nohoheleu as one, their voices rising
up above all, even the winds.
“So witnessed.” The dripping swimmers of the Kanaka’e echoed.
Sagira was dumbstruck. Anthea blinked in surprise. It had all
happened so fast. Makan had just agreed to a fight to the death, and
none of them could help him.
“Ten Mynettes hence, we shall meet. Bring all the celebrants on the
isle, that they might witness one man’s triumph and another man’s
defeat. They need no longer celebrate the Faestivul of Coming
Growth, for what lies beyond us is coming death, both here and in
the future. The waters speak of the war in the north deepening.
Todee, death has visited this island, and not for the last time.” Haole
the White prophesied.
Makan turned his eyes away from the albino and began a march up
the hill to where the tusk awaited him in the caves he shared with his
companions. As he drew nearer to his cavern, he felt the presence of
the narwhal tusk tugging at his being even more than he felt Sagira
tugging angrily at his arm and demanding explanations.
How could he do this without even consulting the rest of them? She
needed him to answer that, and there was little he could say in his
defense. He was usually so reserved and steadfast, and here he was
doing something so wild and foolish. Sagira wouldn’t understand, no
matter what he told her, so he said nothing. She was Elegian, and
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what he was doing was purely Mueran. This challenge was what it
was to be one of his people; he would prove himself or the seas
would take his body.
This time, words would not say what actions would.

The narwhal tusk, its graceful spirals carved by the Uleaut wiseman
Nantai’s gifted hands, felt waxen and smooth in Makan’s hands as
he descended the slopes to meet Haole the White. Sagira was at his
side, silent and indignant at the rebuke he’d given her just a Mynette
past. She had demanded explanations, and he had offered none.
Then, when she’d slapped him, he had let his own fears over the
seriousness of the matter at hand get the better of him. His words
had not been gentle, nor had they been false. Yet, he knew that her
anger at him would burn out, and his heart was warm to know that
the argument had come from her deep concern for him. Her worries
were what her anger truly indicated. Still, there was Mueran business
to be about, and he wasn’t one who would shirk his duties, not to
Anthea and not to his own people.
Crowds of onlookers, revelers who had paused in their Faestivul
celebrations to watch this great affair, had gathered along both sides
of the path he descended upon, except in areas where the path was
too narrow or dangerous to stand beside. The revelers were dressed
in Seaskins and crowned with leaves and vines of tropical plants.
They carried various seasonal fruits and fishes that had been
gathered for the celebration, but he was not here to celebrate. Most
simply nodded to him or smiled broadly while congratulating him on
his bravery. Others wished him well or said a few words of prayer
offered on his behalf to the Deities most loved by the Muerans. Fallu,
Tulis, and Marceaupo’s name were invoked no less than a dozen
times as he went down to the crashing seashore to meet Haole the
White, who stood fearlessly amidst the froth of ended waves.
Haole the White looked fierce, almost an element of nature himself.
The saltwater threw its foam around him, dampening his silvery
Seaskins but never drenching him. The water ran off him and he was
unshaken. Even as those around him were soaked by the more than
occasional wave, he was never disturbed where he stood. And if a
wave had deigned to bother him, it wouldn’t have moved his feet,
which stood planted like he was a part of the island itself. He was
ready and waiting for Makan, a silver and white creature with a
viciously hooked Mueran fish spear. The thing was more harpoon
than spear, and it was barbed terribly around the head, with a
second hook erupting from the butt. The grayish cord that went
through an eyelet toward the end of the spear ran not to the
Kanaka’e man’s wrist, as was standard practice, but rather to his
ankle.
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Makan briefly nodded to Anthea, who stood to the side with her
companions, trying to put a brave face on when she knew how
serious things were. Inability to help and being forced into inaction
were not things anyone relished. Sagira remained at his side until the
very last, grabbing his wrist forcefully even as he turned to her to bid
her go stand with Anthea until it was over.
“You needn’t do this.” Sagira told him, but even her eyes didn’t
believe that. Surely he’d impressed on her that this was not an
option.
“I will return for you, and for Anthea.”
“This must come to pass?”
He nodded and twisted the tusk in his hands. “As much as I may
wish otherwise, it must be.”
“Then go, stab his white heart, and be done with this.” She bid him,
looking mournful. “The whole affair seems foolish. You could have
been allies.”
“Perhaps. Now go to Anthea and wait for me.” Makan implored her,
adding quietly, “Please.”
Sagira nodded, but would not go until she’d embraced him
powerfully, wrapping him up and squeezing him in her arms until it
felt like her shoulders would pop out of their sockets. “Come back to
me, no matter what. Just because I doesn’t approve doesn’t mean I
will accept losing you.”
“I will.” Makan replied, smiling softly before turning to face Haole
once more, at which time his smile faded entirely.
At least the Kanaka’e man had abandoned his ridicules. The man
was wordlessly waiting for the beginning, and had seemingly spent
his voice on all of his taunts before. That was well, for it let Makan’s
heart feel a bit easier about what he was about to do. He didn’t like
facing a man when he was angry.
Makan stopped beside Haole the White, only two Mayters away at
most, and looked into the surging waves of the black sea that
splashed forcefully around them. The skies were graying and the
waves were strengthening, agitated and anxious for them to be
about their duel.
“The waves look ready for us, Makan.” Haole the White announced
cheerfully, eyeing his rival with his pinkish eyes. His manners hardly
suggested that he was about to see his end or the end of his
opponent in a game of life and death. His mind was at ease.
Makan cast a glance back at his friends and then looked the albino
right in the eyes. “Then lets not keep them waiting. Let the Gods
decide who is most just. I have things to be about.”
“Fair enough. Let the Gods decide.” Haole agreed, throwing himself
off the rocks with hardly a pause.
Haole knifed into the water, diving deep and pulling strongly with his
arms to get away from the rocks. The whitish shape of Haole grew
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fainter as he dove deeper and hurried away from the shores. He had
cleared the immediate dangers of the shoreline. Makan knew it was
important to time his entry right, so he could get away from the rocks
and avoid being crushed to death against them when the waves
came in.
Makan waited for one wave to finish, and jumped himself in after it,
holding the narwhal tusk tightly. Bubbling water, a mix of white and
midnight blue, swirled about him, and he rode the backflow out. His
head went under twice, but he kept his head about him and
maintained his orientation. He dove under the next wave as it rose
ahead of hi. He kicked down and opposite of the wave’s direction,
fighting its will to draw him toward the island. When that wave
cleared overhead, roaring in his ears, he drew himself out deeper
and further away. He worked with all four limbs to get out to where
he would face Haole. Just ahead of him, maybe ten Mayters distant,
he could make out the blur of Haole the White, who waited for him.
It took a couple Mynettes of fighting the seas until they were both
out of danger from the waves and the rocks, for the time being at
least. Each knew that if they last track of their bearings it could mean
death. It wasn’t just a matter of remembering which direction was up
and where the air was, which was hard enough in a dizzying
underwater fight. They also had to remember where the rocks were,
lest they get backed up against the island again and crushed. No
matter how they fought, they had to remember where everything
around them was.
There was no flash of light and no crack of a gun to signal their start
– just a brief glance as each of them surfaced for what might be their
last breath of air. The glance lasted but a Saycund before they dove
back under. Haole came at him immediately, trying for first blood.
Only he didn’t attack with his spear in hand. Instead, he trapped the
spear’s shaft between the arches of his feet, and snapped his hips
forward and followed them with his legs in a dolphin-like kick of his
lower body. The motion sent out the spear like a scorpion’s stinger,
one that narrowly missed Makan’s abdomen. Makan retaliated with a
piercing attack, darting forward with the tusk extended before him
like a great lance. His attack missed when Haole dove deeper,
sinking into the inky darkness.
Makan pursued the Kanaka’e into the darkness, straining his eyes
in the salty brine to see the lighter-colored man. In that much at least
he had the advantage, since his darker skin would blend in more.
Around him were dark shapes that he took to be the roots of the
island of Kunoeha; he’d need more light to see them by if he wanted
to use them to his advantage. He hardly had time to survey the
murky scenery anyway. He was more intent on keeping Haole’s
spear out of his body and putting his narwhal tusk into the Kanaka’e.
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The Kanaka’e man came after him a second time, trying this time to
gut him with jagged knives as he swam by and then he tried to catch
him with the hook of his spear as it trailed in his wake. He dragged
the spear by the cord around his ankle like a hook being trolled
through a river while fishing. If the more deadly hook of the spear
missed him, the knives did not. They bit deep along his forearms, in
one place it felt like it was almost to the bone, but that would not kill
him, even if it would bleed him slowly and give away his position. In
enough time, it would even draw predators. The sting of the saltwater
in his fresh and painful wounds had made it hard not to open his
mouth and cry out in pain, but to do so would have invited a fatal
lungful of water in.
Makan smelled his own blood in the water as he defended himself
from Haole’s next attacks. Again the two clashed, tusk against spear
and knives. This time Haole had grasped the spear with one hand
and a knife in the other. Makan stung Haole in the ribs with the butt
end of the tusk, driving him back. Haole swung his saw-edged spear
sideways, trying to cut Makan on his side, a lethal strike at a kidney.
Makan expected it and deflected the blow. They spun around each
other, slashing and stabbing like two fencers dueling in the darkness.
Their feet and legs paddled for positioning as they attacked and
defended against each other. Makan concentrated on defense,
which was his strength. He waited for an opening, one that was not
immediate in coming. Haole, more aggressive than Makan, attacked
his foe fiercely, only to be driven back once more.
Makan spun in the water, switching to offense for once to keep the
man on his toes. Haole backed away, kicking away from the flurry of
knife jabs of the narwhal tusk that threatened to impale him. Despite
his best efforts, once and then twice Makan scored his pale flesh
with the blessed tusk. Haole hissed underwater, expelling a little of
his air from his nose. The Kanaka’e pushed upward, to send himself
below Makan. A spear came up at Makan from below, and only a
sideways roll prevented him from getting skewered. Makan went
down after him, stabbing again and again even as Haole managed a
few counterattacks of his own.
Angered by the ineffectiveness of his attacks, the Kanaka’e man
swam off, leaving in a flurry of attacks that cute him twice more and
promised that more was to come. The other man had better sight
than him in these dark waters and he could swim faster. That much
was becoming clear. Haole moved like a dolphin, kicking his legs
together and waving his hips. Makan had more Yarres of experience
fighting, and a pair of very powerful lungs on his side. Swimming
more meant running out of air faster, since each motion burned a
little more of that life-giving air that they each had in very short
demand. Makan closed his eyes and sank deeper into the water,
fighting the natural urge to go up for air. He controlled his buoyancy,
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making a careful descent. To go too deep was to risk not being able
to return to the surface before he ran out of air.
Once, and then a second time he saw a flash of white swoop by
overhead, like a shark hunting for the faint scent of blood that was
dispersing throughout the sea now. Makan had a hand clapped over
his forearm to slow the bleeding, and the saltwater had staved off
some of the bleeding. His other hand was clenched firmly around the
narwhal tusk. He could feel the carvings press against his skin, even
in the midst of the water and darkness. His fingertips strolled down
the length of the spiraled tusk. He smiled as he recognized each of
the carvings. Staring at them so often in the low light or the idle time
of his Dees had imprinted them on his memories. They gave him
strength, and he felt the need for another breath grow fainter as his
heart stilled and his body calmed. He needed only to wait and to
conserve his air. Now Haole the White was not a weak-lunged
swimmer by any means, but his hunting had to take a toll on him.
Eventually he would go up for air, and then he would expose himself.
Currents caressed his skin, and he felt every move, natural or
otherwise. A school of fish beneath him made ripples in the water
that tickled the hairs of his legs and the skin of his feet. The
reflections of wave energy off the surrounding rocks came back to
him, mapping out the entire area for him. He heard the roar of the
waves and then… another noise. There was something foreign
above him. It was the paddling of arms and the kicking of legs.
Makan felt something surge in his breast, a burst of energy as if
he’d received a fresh lungful of air. He kicked upward powerfully,
extending the narwhal tusk ahead of him as he went. It began to
glow, or perhaps that was just his oxygen-starved brain imagining
what could not be. The water around him grew colder, biting at his
skin with its chill, but not burning him. In front of and above him, eyes
wide with surprise, was Haole the White, who saw his death coming
to him in a crystalline flash of white.
Haole burst from the ice, encapsulated in a chunk of ice several
Mayters. He was frozen in death, with that last look of surprise
trapped on his face. The Kanaka’e had breathed his last, and had
been frozen by the powers of the sea and of the Mother of the
Uleauts. Makan came up after him, careful not to injure himself by
surfacing too quickly. He gave Haole a long look, and then left him
there so he could paddle to shore. He let the Kanaka’e still aboard
their ships to investigate the new iceberg.
Warm blankets and bandages for his cuts awaited him on shore,
but those things had to wait until after Sagira had detached herself
from him and had inspected him for herself. He wasn’t even dry by
the time the confirmation of Haole the White’s death reached the
shore, brought in by another Kanaka’e swimmer.
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“The sea has judged you more worthy.” A spokesman from the
Nohoheleu announced.
Then, with festivities to continue and go about, for the Dee was not
yet ended, the crowd melted away. There were things to do
elsewhere. A couple of the Kanaka’e stayed near, waiting for
instructions from Makan, but the others swam back to their ships.
Makan winced as Sagira began doctoring him, while he looked out
toward the bobbing float of ice that had trapped Haole in death.
Beyond the float were the Kanaka’e ships, now without a leader.
“I’ve got our ride north.” Makan said to Anthea, nodding toward the
remaining Kanaka’e.
“Let us be gone as soon as the winds calm.” She replied.
“They never calm.” Makan told her. “It is the way of this place.”
“Then let us be gone now.” Anthea declared, looking at the faces
around her, who nodded agreement. “Only, let me gather some of
the island blossoms before we make our way away from this place.
They will help us along the way.”
“Where do we go?” Tuari asked, making everyone suddenly aware
of him and the girl companion he had with him.
“North, to Aynglica.” Nishan announced, stealing the attention for a
moment. “Right, Anthea?”
Anthea’s eyes lingered on Inoke, who curiously listened to the
exchange, but seemed to have no attachment to the proceedings
other than she was there with Tuari. When Anthea decided she was
harmless, she answered Nishan. “To Aynglica it is, and then through
Kerathi territory to get back to Maethlin.”
“Aynglica….” Rolf mused.
“Do you have a problem with that, Rolf?” Sagira asked, and when
he actually shook his head, she laughed. “Wonder of wonders…
Gracious Juria, how can that be? We’re going to Aynglica and you’re
not complaining? The Goddess Oria must have dosed your drinks.”
She joked, referring to the Goddess of Cooperation.
“I have my reasons, but anything that brings me closer to home is
preferable to here, even if the Waikuluna here is good.” Rolf replied.
He would honestly miss Kelii and their talks over gourds full of the
fermented juice.
Makan cleared his throat and sighed wearily, his efforts getting the
better of him. “Not to be the voice of haste, but should we not pack
up and continue this conversation on the seas, before we lose the
last light of the Dee?”
Even Bedros seemed to agree, and he was hardly one who
appreciated getting off solid ground and onto a boat. Certainly he
wouldn’t enjoy the Dees or even Waykes aboard Mueran vessels
that would take him away from the foliage and greenery he’d been
feasting on the last few Dees. Yet he seemed eager to be underway,
and Anthea wasn’t the only to notice it. Prodded by Makan’s timely
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sentiments, they hurried to be about their business. They gathered
what they’d left in the caves above as well as gifts of food and drink
offered by the Far Muerans who knew they were leaving. Their spirit
of generosity was no doubt spurred on to greater lengths by the
mood of the Faestivul, Makan’s praiseworthy demonstration earlier,
and the presence of the Nohoheleu.

Anthea boarded in the dwindling light of sixth Ouer, just before
seventh Ouer. The Kanaka’e had actually sent a skiff to collect
Anthea and her group, minus Tuari and Rolf, who had elected to stay
behind to say their goodbyes while the others were ferried out. With
Bedros and their baggage, there was just no way the small skiff
would hold them all. After transferring Anthea and the others to the
Kanaka’e fleet, the skiff returned a second time to collect the two
who had stayed behind and the remaining baggage. The four men
pulling oars did so swiftly, leaving little time for farewells.
Still, Rolf had a few Mynettes in which to grasp arms with Kelii and
silently admire the waves. In just a few Dees, they’d become like
brothers. He was oft remembered of Olin, or some of the other men
of Harsbrukke that he’d grown up with. Among such friends, there is
no need for words. Simple leave-takings are enough, but gifts are
never looked down upon. Rolf gratefully accepted a woven sack that
contained three large gourds of Waikuluna.
He laughed aloud at that and finally offered a few words. “If you
ever come north, toward Kerathi lands, look for me. In war together
or in peace together, we will drink again together somedee.”
Kelii chortled mirthfully, still somewhat intoxicated, but that didn’t
matter. It was a good Kerathi farewell, and a good Mueran one too.
He disappeared back up the slopes as Rolf boarded the skiff with his
belongings and waited for Tuari.
Inoke stood before Tuari, her warm skin blushing warmly in the
bruised sunlight of sundown. She met his gaze briefly, and then
lowered her eyes, only to raise them again to look out to sea in a
roughly northward direction.
“I have not known you long.” Tuari said softly.
“Nor I you.”
“That does not mean that I do not consider you a friend, Inoke.”
She looked back at him and smiled shyly. “Truly?”
“My people form a very tight community. We depend on each other.
But most importantly, we never forget one who is part of our hunting
group. I now consider you a member of my hunting group, even
though it is not made up Uleauts and even if we range far from the
lands of my people.”
He hadn’t thought he’d said anything particularly magnanimous or
moving, but she took his words very seriously. Her eyes dampened
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around the rims of her eyelids as she wrapped him in an embrace
that made the reddish skin of his cheeks glow bright red. When she
pulled away, a few tears rolled down her soft cheeks. She reached
into one of the pockets of her woven shirt, and produced a rounded
dislike shell the size of her small palm, which she pressed into his
hand.
“What is this?” Tuari asked, feeling foolish for not knowing, but
wanting to know more than let it go unknown.
Inoke wiped her cheeks on her sleeve and took a calming breath. “It
is a the shell of an Aumoana.”
“Aumoana?”
“It’s a creature that lives in a chambered shell, a nautilus. My
people believe it is a token of protection, and I think you need it more
than I do.”
“Then may it keep me safe until we meet again.” Tuari said
solemnly, placing the pearly shell in his pack. “Would that I had
something as great to offer you, but I came from my home traveling
lightly.”
“That isn’t necessary.” She replied. “Just return when you can, so I
will know that my token kept you safe. Do not forget that we are of
the same hunting party now, you and I.”
Tuari nodded. “I will.” He cast a glance over at where Rolf was
waving for him to hurry up and sighed. “I must go now, Inoke.”
She hugged him again quickly. This time he was not so caught off
guard, and he even managed to return the gesture in part. Without
another word, only a warm look of friendship that he saw in full color,
he left her standing there on the rocks, while he went to join his
fellows. He still had a blush to his cheeks when Rolf pulled him into
the skiff, gave him a congratulatory slap on the back, and made
some comment about leaving pretty girls behind that Tuari didn’t
bother to hear completely. The blush didn’t fade from his cheeks until
the sun finally went down, and the waves and winds carried them
further north of Kunoeha.
Even after Mount Loakea was gone from sight, he watched the
southern horizon with the nautilus shell held tightly in his hands. Rolf
was drunk on Waikuluna, Makan and Sagira were silent and yet
angry at each other, Nishan and Anthea huddled together when they
thought no one noticed or cared, and Bedros looked northward
toward something only he could see. Tuari could think only of what
he’d left behind. Inoke was gone, but the colorful image of her
farewell stayed with him.
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CHAPTER 86
Poisons don’t necessarily come only in physical forms. Torture can
poison the mind as surely as a dark fluid staining a knife…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
 Faestivul of Coming Growth – Dee Five of Five, 769 A.E. 
Iago grunted in irritation. He didn’t like waiting, and he’d already
waited for a few Ouers now.
Arriving shortly after the break of Dee, he’d struggled up the steep
inclines of the paths leading to the Menocitta of Thracaeum. It had
been a monumental effort for someone as sick as he was to make
the trek uphill, but he knew that it was also a requirement for anyone
who wanted to see the priests. You had to climb the slopes under
your own power if you wanted to meet the priests who lived along the
shores of Lake Silicia, the Mirror of Haestos.
The Mirror of Haestos was a storied location of purported healing
properties. Normally he wasn’t one to put a lot of stock in folktales or
magical rumors, but as of late his condition had been worsening and
he had few other options. There was precious little progress solving
the problem of the poison, so he had decided he must turn to the
priests for aid. It wouldn’t matter if they had him go for a swim, if they
made him go through some ritual or ceremony, or something of that
sort. Anything was fine so long as he was healed. That had been the
whole purpose of enduring the rough flight coming here and the
jarring landing.
Only they weren’t doing anything even remotely related to helping
him yet. Sure, they’d sent an understudy down, or perhaps it had
been a servant, to the little marble-pillared pavilion that sat beside
the placid lake. The man, with his shorn head, had stooped to leave
a thin broth flavored only with some mountain herbs, and then he
had left after inquiring about the visitor’s name. Iago had given his
name, a name which neither impressed nor surprised the priest, who
left as if the visitor was just another in a long chain of help-seekers.
There was no telling how often people came here seeking to be
healed, but at current he was the only one.
Iago had waited a few indignant Mynettes and eyed the broth
before hungrily slurping it down. He lacked any other sustenance or
fluids for hydration – another of the priests’ requirements. Since then
he had sat beside the lake with only the empty broth bowl for
company. The pilot who had come with him waited with the Flier, no
doubt feasting on something more sustaining than the meager broth
he had drank. When he thought about that, he grew angrier still,
supposing that the pilot was also feeling warmer and a lot more
relaxed. It couldn’t be helped though. He’d jump through whatever
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hoops these priests put before him if it saved his life. Still, it’d have
been nice to have a cushion to sit upon as he stared at the silvery
lake. Normally it’d have been no problem, except the poisons had
settled heavily into his joints and spine, and he ached horribly from
sitting on the cold marble.
For a place of supposed mysterious and powerful healing
properties, the lake offered him no succor. In fact, it appeared to be
nothing more than a regular lake, even if it happened to be the
highest lake in the world. It was dark and silvery in the late afternoon
sun, with the surrounding mountain peaks reflecting off its placid
surface. The lake was unnaturally calm, only rarely by the surfacing
of a fish, a bug skimming the water, or the dropping of a heavy bud
from the branches of one of the trees that grew sporadically from the
water’s edge.
That the trees already had buds surprised Iago, for it was only the
beginning of the Saysuhn of Green. The whole bowl-shaped
depression the lake rested in felt warmer, more humid, than the
surrounding terrain. And, if when he looked across the lake to the
opposite side, he saw that the humble temple structure had steam
rising from its chimneys and vents. Perhaps steam vents and hot
springs fed the entire area with heat. It was not hard to believe,
seeing how similar vents existed around Aetheline. The vents had
been one of the reasons for the choosing of Aetheline’s building
location. Steam kept the city warm and powered the turbines and
geared machines safely housed in the bowels of the city, not to
mention that steam melted the frozen waters near Aetheline and
provided fresh water for the city.
Iago was still contemplating these things when the priests came. In
fact, he was so deep in his reflections that he had forgotten his pains
for a time. He’d not even noticed their entourage approaching along
the lakeside until they were nearly upon him. After sitting still and in
the same position for so long, he found he could not rise to meet
them. His hips and knees had locked in place, and his limbs had long
forgotten what it felt like to have adequate heat and circulation
running through them. So on top of waiting for Ouers, he was also
granted the indignity of flopping around on his side, rubbing at his
numb legs with his stiff and cold hands until the painful pins and
needles feelings cascading up and down them indicated that they
were ready to try moving once more.
“It’s about Maletos-damned time.” Iago growled at the priests when
they neared.
The eldest of the bunch, a man with wrinkled hands and a spotted
face, smiled softly and clasped his hands in front of him, gathering
up the vast folds of his white, silver, and yellow robe. “Do you think
misusing the name of the mate of the one whose favor you seek
here is wise?”
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“Mirror of Haestos, eh?” Iago cast a scornful look around him. “All I
see yet is a simple lake and a bunch of dullards passing as priests.
I’d so love to be proved wrong though.”
“A simple lake? This is a lake that you stared at and lost your
thoughts in the reflections of, a lake that made you forget your pains
for a time.”
“Excellent. I must be cured. Shall I stumble home to die now?” He
asked bitterly.
“Your anger is not with us. Nor is it with Haestos or Maletos. Your
anger is with your illness and the causes of it. Perhaps you could try
to remember that.” The elder priest bid him coolly.
Iago bit back an angry retort. It was hard to get frustrated when he
saw the calmness of the elder priest and the men and women
flanking him to either side; all of them were wearing robes the colors
of the moon. “What can I do then, priest? Tell me, how can I be
released from the aches and poisons that riddle my body?”
“When the moon rises, the powers of Haestos are greatest. When
that happens, we shall burn that which ails you from your body –
Haestos willing.” The priest touched his thumbs and forefingers
together and pressed them to his forehead, forming a triangle above
his closed eyes. It was a sign of greatest reverence to the God of the
Moon and Firmament.
“Yes, Haestos willing, of course. I pray he can see the good I still
have left to do for my people and for the Grand Helion himself.”
The priest shook his head. “Gods care little for what we plan to do.
They care for what goes on inside our hearts and minds. Your
ambitions will be laid bare and your misdeeds will be uncovered.
Your being must be purged with your body if you are to be healed.”
“I have many… transgressions… to my name.” Iago admitted
reluctantly. Strangely, he didn’t feel awkward saying this to the priest.
It was harder for him to hear his own words than to speak them to
another.
“We all did before coming here.” The priest said knowingly,
indicating himself and the men and women who served with him.
“Perhaps me more than any.”
The priest’s words struck him as strange, and there was something
familiar about the man, even though Iago was certain he’d never met
him before. Struck by the peculiar feeling, he felt compelled to ask,
“What is your name, priest?”
“What was my name? That name is gone. I have been reborn, and I
have taken a new name. Now I am called Fidelio, for my heart and
will are ever to do the good of Haestos.”
“What was your name before you were cleansed and purified?”
The priest looked at Iago for a few Saycunds before deciding to
answer. “I was known as Severino the Cruel, by the people of the
realm.”
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Iago simply stared at the man, his mouth agape. His mouth
snapped shut audibly. “How is that possible? Severino was
overthrown as Grand Helion in 584 A.E., and he was supposedly
thrown out of the windows of the tower of the Colonnadi Dignitae. He
fell to your death, helped by his advisors and bodyguards.”
The priest smiled with wry amusement. He rarely had a chance to
revisit his past, and when it did it was with the amusement that a
wise man has when he looks back upon his foolish youth. “That was
staged so that I could disappear. I had too much on all of them for
them to make me disappear. I knew my time was over, and I let them
push me out of the history books even as they pushed someone else
out the window in my stead.”
“That doesn’t explain how you’re still alive almost two Hectoyarres
later, or why you’re here.”
“As I fled Aetheline, I was poisoned, just as you are now. It wasn’t
one of my advisors, but a commoner who poisoned me. They
recognized me as the man who had killed their family, and they
wanted to return the favor.” At this the priest Fidelio took on a sad
and reflective look. “I was almost dead when I arrived here, by
mistake really. Priests of Haestos, who cared not what I had done
before, purified me. They said it was not their position to judge.
Haestos would judge me, burning me alive with his holy fire or
purifying and cleansing my body and spirit to serve him. For me,
Haestos must have decided that my past was no so important as the
good I might do. He cleansed me.”
Iago shook his head at the unbelievable tale. “Anyone could have
found out you were here though. Any who come here might ask for
your name and tell others that you are here.”
“How many worry about the names of priests? None ask for my true
name, and Fidelio is the name I give them. Even when they wish to
thank me, not that it was I that cured them, it is Fidelio they thank
and not Severino. Usually they are so happy to be cured – if the
process goes well – that they forget about the priests here when they
continue their lives. Besides, even if they did no my true name, who
would believe that I am still alive after all this time? I’m not even sure
I believe it myself, sometimes.”
“And the men and women with you?” Iago asked, looking at those
beside Fidelio.
“They have their own stories, good or bad, and their own names,
which they will give to you if they see fit. It is your choice to ask and
their choice to answer. Although, those choices will have to wait until
after the cleansing.”
Iago nodded understandingly, still trying to wrap his mind around
the idea that he was looking at either a madman or a man who had
been the worst Grand Helion since the usurper Ilario. Ilario was
probably the worst in the history of the Aurean people. He had tried
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to overthrow Grand Helion Placido, and in doing so had caused the
Fratello Muerte, the Deaths of Brothers. That brief conflict was one of
the darkest marks in all of Aurean history. Severino was not at that
caliber of villain, but his cruelties and murders made him one of the
three worst villains of their people, right there with Ilario and
Corydon, whose recent actions and heresies had earned him a place
with the others.
“Are you ready to proceed?” Fidelio, who might have once been
Severino the Cruel, asked.
Iago nodded, wetting his lips to reply, only there were no words for
the situation and nothing he needed to say. He needed only to follow
Fidelio and the others to the lakeside, where reeds gathered in
bunches around the shallows.
They went not to the reeds along the calm waters, where bugs and
amphibians made their homes, but to a stone arm of the mountains
themselves that pierced several Mayters out into the periphery of the
lake, disrupting the otherwise rounded shape of the shore. The
procession made their way out onto the grayish expanse of stone,
walking in a manner filled with care and patient calm. Iago felt his
worries melt away as he crossed from the gravelly lakeshore out
onto the expanse of rock, which in a way made it seem like he’d
gone out onto the lake itself, in a boat of stone. Indeed, the spearshaped rock seemed made for this very purpose, its grey head
buried deeper than he could see into the underbelly of the lake. The
waters lapped at the blurred edges of the stone, which had been
rounded by Yarres of waves lapping at them.
At the very end of the stone arm, where they stopped, layers of rock
had been chipped away. Whether it had been done by man or by
nature, Iago wasn’t sure. The end result was nine rough-hewn steps,
each about a third of a Mayter high, or thirty Centis. Curiously, all the
steps were below water, and had it not been for the light color of the
stone, he’d probably not have been able to see them because the
ambient light of dusk was low this high in the mountains of the
Crooked Ridge.
“You see the steps to salvation or damnation before you.” The
priests intoned together.
“What are they for?” Iago asked, leaning toward the edge to peer
down at them through the dark water.
“They’re a test of your character. If your heart is true, you will find
Haestos’ cleansing fire of life at the bottom of those stairs. If it is not,
you will drown and burn in the fires of Haestos’ wrath. It is a fine line
to tread sometimes. You must consider carefully. Are you sure this is
a path you wish to take?” Fidelio asked, offering Iago his last chance
to back down from this course of action.
Iago needed little time to think. His body was rotting and his mind
was succumbing to the effects of the poisons that haunted him. He
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could do this and be healed or possibly die horribly, or he would die
slowly of the poisons, suffering and melting away to nothing. “I will do
it.”
“Behold. The moon, the face of Haestos, rises.” The priests intoned
strongly, once more as one body. Their arms lifted to point to a white
disk of light beginning to show over the eastern peaks of the
mountains even as the last of Maletos’ light faded in the west.
The priests held that position for several Mynettes, waiting as
darkness encroached like a gentle cloud and finally enveloped them.
Mist began to rise from the glassy surface of the lake, evidence of
the water being warmer than the air. Overhead, pinpricks of light
began to poke through the blackening canvas of a twilight that was
quickly becoming true night.
Iago twitched. It was natural for an Aurean to feel smothered by the
darkness that was closing in. He looked around him at the priests
and priestesses of Haestos, and was surprised to find that their faces
were glowing, gathering and reflecting the light of the night’s fledgling
moon.
“You must take the walk of ten steps.” Fidelio bid him. His hands
and the hands of the others with him pointed to the nine steps that
led into the darkness of the water.
Iago said nothing about the man’s counting abilities. He turned
toward the underwater staircase, squared his shoulders,
straightened his back as much as his poison-riddled muscles would
allow, and stepped forward. One at a time, his feet slipped through
the surface of the water, stopping on the steps that seemed
impossibly deep, even if they were only a third of a Mayter each. He
went to the next step, bringing him up to his knees, and then the
waist when he moved to the third. When he looked back, he saw
only the faces of the priests, each glowing like the disk of the moon
that still rose overhead. No longer could he see the bodies of the
priests or even the mountains around the lake. There was only the
stairs, the moon, and the moon faces of the priests led by Fidelio.
The next three steps carried him in over his head. He gasped a last
breath before he moved to the sixth step. Watery warmth surrounded
him, permeating his pores. He closed his eyes and moved to the
seventh, then the eighth, and finally the ninth step, where he waited
for some signal of what would be his fate. Nothing happened.
“He fears to make the last step.” A voice whispered. Was it one of
the priests? Surely they’d have to be shouting if he was able to hear
them under the water.
“He comes this far, but stops short.” Another agreed.
Iago opened his eyes, and let them adjust to the darkness. He bent
his knees, stooped down, and tried to feel for a tenth step. There
was none. What were the voices talking about? Who were the
voices? How long had he been down here?
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There was a soft chuckle, and someone said, “They always assume
the last step is a physical one.”
“It’s hard for them to fight instinct.” The second voice admitted,
almost sadly.
Iago would have grunted had he not been underwater. He looked
around the darkness in irritation. What a waste all this had been.
Fidelio had lied. He would drown here without even getting mercifully
burned to death by Haestos. Oh well, he thought. It’s warmer and
more peaceful than dying of the poison’s cramps and wracking
pains.
He opened his weak lungs to the lake, only it was not water that
flooded in, but rather light and brightness. His eyes burned. He
gasped and flailed about. Where was the water? It didn’t feel like he
was underwater anymore, and the lake shouldn’t be so bright. What
was this feeling of fire rushing through his body?
“What will you do with this one?” A woman asked. She was darkly
beautiful, hauntingly so. She was cloaked in shadows, and her hair
swam fluidly like a careless spill of black ink. Hers had been the first
voice, the whisperer.
A second figure appeared, a man wrapped in a vest of stars and
crowned with the crescent of the moon. He was strong, pure, and
perfect – the second voice. “He has ambitions, ambitions that benefit
us.”
“You think to raise him to be your Voice?” The woman asked.
“This is one that would burn himself up in Maletos’ fire just to touch
it once. He will be tireless in his pursuits. But there is darkness within
him, too. He can be as great a force for ill as he could be for good.”
“There is that, but sometimes darkness can defeat other sources of
darkness. A thing’s self is sometimes its own worst enemy.”
“You would know better than I.” The man said with a smile.
“Who are you?” Iago tried to ask, only his lungs were filled with
water, and the words would not come. As he tried to speak, the pair
noticed him, both looking him directly in the eyes.
“He’s noticed us. It would be best to send him back now, before his
body gives out. Nelius is nearing. What is your decision? It is your
Voice we speak of, not mine.”
“I think he will do, for now at least. There needs to be a balance to
the evil the heretic is spreading. Perhaps this one can spur his
people back to faith.”
“We shall see, Haestos. We shall see.” The woman replied. She
looked longingly at the man she had just named as King of the Gods.
“Perhaps I will gift him with my touch as well.” She added, with a sly
wink as she reached out her hand toward Iago.
Iago’s eyes opened wider as the cool hand neared him, but he was
caught in a flash of light that burned straight through him. He was
pierced, cut to the quick by its radiance and every fibre of his being
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was rent apart and seared away in that fire. Then he was made
assembled anew. Only it was not a body of perfect purity like Fidelio
had predicted. Instead there was a seed of darkness and shadow, a
cool burning that was planted near his heart.
It was a withering touch that tempered and hardened the being he
would become.
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CHAPTER 87
Wars are bad for commerce – unless you’re selling the weapons,
soldiers, and the medicines…
- Excerpt from Mortimer Tightfist’s ‘Circumstances Governing
Monetary Affairs’
 Tewsdee, the 2

nd

of Greening, 769 A.E. 

Illias swung his arc-sword and delivered a flash of what should
have been a terrible blue and silver death to a Kerathi raider. His aim
had been true and the bolt had indeed struck the raider, but it was
not enough to kill him even if it was enough to stop him in his tracks.
Three more successive bolts hit the raider in close proximity to the
original hit, scorching the man’s flesh even through his armor of
leather and hides. With his chest smoldering from multiple arc-lance
hits, he fell to the cold morning ground. The raider’s body added its
foul smell of burning flesh to the fog and haze that hung over the
Kerathi isle of Fulajyd. Saycunds later, the Aurean expeditionary
force moved on to search for any companions the raider might have
had.
For the last Wayke, especially during the Faestivul of Coming
Growth, the Kerathi had been sallying forth from the island of
Relcivyk. It had been ultimately disappointing to find that the Kerathi
had refused to take his bait and attack his fortress at Relcivyk.
During the early Munths of the conflict, there had been nowhere the
Kerathi could attack, nowhere that they could take the battle to their
aggressors for once. Now he had provided them with a suitable
location to realize their revenge, and they’d suddenly grown timid or
cautious. Not that they hadn’t sent dozens of small patrols to scout
and even a few sizeable groups to attack, but there had been no en
masse and savage counterattack like the Kerathi were known for.
It was all rather puzzling. Sure, it might have looked like a trap, but
they had dug in earnestly and they had made a great show of looking
like it would be a real base of operations. In a period of time that was
rapidly approaching twenty Dees, they had been making very overt
preparations for a greater war on the island of Relcivyk. They’d
thrown up defensive works around their harbor, they’d built earthen
ramparts and constructed walls of laboriously cut stone and timber to
defend their base, and they’d fortified the existing structures. Flier
drop points, where the vital flow of food and arms were delivered to
supplement the occasional arrival of supply boats, were well
indicated. One of the drop points was even a little bit weak and
slightly under-defended, which should have made it an ideal striking
point for the enemy. Illias had offered the enemy these opportunities,
but they had neglected to take them.
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As he ran overland, a member of a shock force that followed quickly
after lightning quick strikes from his Flier squadrons, he wondered
about the lack of predicted vigor from his enemy. There was no way
he’d broken the spirit of his enemy yet. He was only beginning to cut
his way through the most populous half of the Kerathi Clan Islands,
the Östlichreich, and already they seemed ready to belly up and
hand their lands over to him. It wasn’t like he’d pressed them
particularly hard here at Fulajyd. Certainly he’d had his generals
rotating around to deliver occasional strike at to the underbelly of
what was perhaps the largest island in the Östlichreich, but his
attacks had not been so strong as to cripple them yet. If anything,
they were holding back, anticipating his trap. He’d just not yet found
where they were gathered though, or he’d have struck at them.
He spit, trying to clear the taste of ash from his palate. The smoke
from the village ahead was blowing his way, darkening the fogs that
still covered the lands even as it burned at his eyes and stung at his
lungs. They came upon the village shortly after, though there were
only a few men and women there, a token force for what quickly
became apparent as a token village. The few survivors died quickly,
overrun by his thirty-two companions. He made number thirty-three,
and that was a fortuitous number by most accounts. Aureans liked
the number three, since it was stable, like a triangle.
His fortuitous thirty-three was down to twenty-nine before the last of
the survivors fell, making him wonder if any number was actually
fortuitous. Everywhere he saw evidence it wasn’t. Three Fliers had
come in to attack this mock city, a city of twigs and false buildings
manufactured elsewhere and thrown up here probably just a few
nights past. Three had come, but only two of the Fliers had gone
back. Parts of the third were strewn across the clearing, a casualty of
Kerathi defenses.
Heavy chains that the Kerathi had fired up as the Fliers attacked
had snagged the main hull. Illias had seen the tactic before. He knew
that the chains would be anchored in the bedrock, so they had held
even against the Flier’s straining rotors, tearing the wings from the
Flier’s body like a child dismembering a fly. The wings and other
wreckage had rained down, digging craters in the ground where it
crashed. The main hull, without its wings and struts, had raked
across one false building, shattering its roof before it crashed down
and obliterated a second building. The Flier was a complete loss.
The Kerathi would be here to investigate before long, and he
wouldn’t risk the men and Fliers it would take to pick up the scrap
metal. The Kerathi had bought and paid for the broken Flier with their
blood, sweat, and sacrifice, and he would let them keep the
wreckage.
“Would that they would just come out and attack us.” Illias grumbled
angrily.
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A few men near him heard his complaints, but since most of them
were Lost Ones soldiers, none said anything. They just looked past
and through him as if he weren’t there, and then went back to
prowling about for more enemies with their odd mannered ways and
silent but deadly presences.
Illias frowned deeply. The entire situation was disquieting: the
morning’s fog, the false city meant to trap their Fliers, and the Lost
One’s soldiers. There was little pleasant about the work he was
going about these Dees. This was supposed to be his glorious time,
when the Kerathi would gather to come upon him in force, only to be
crushed once and for all in an outright conflict. It didn’t matter
whether it was on Relcivyk or on Fulajyd, just so long as they came.
He would kill them wherever they decided to make their move.
Many times he had imagined the thousands of Kerathi corpses that
were to feed the crows and other carrion feeders. Instead he had
only a few hundred dead to show for his efforts. His commanders
were faring a bit better than he was. Aram, Chael, and Orsen, his
three commanders all had better kill ratios than him, and it was really
beginning to bother him. Aram, more than the others, showed a high
aptitude for minimizing losses while destroying a great deal of enemy
land. That was part of why Illias was out on this sortie to deal some
damage to the Kerathi personally, and yet it was also partly because
he was tired of the monotony of overseeing defenses that might
never be used. Of course, since the defenses were a decoy, it had
been part of the plan to not use them, but it was natural to want to
use something that so much effort had been put into.
“Burn it all, take what arc-lances, batteries, and chargers you can
get off of the Flier. Pick up what pieces from the Flier you can carry
and still keep a marching pace, and then let’s be off.” Illias ordered,
tossing a few bolts of arc-fire at the thatch roofs of the nearest faux
buildings. “We have to hurry to the extraction point.”
A few affirmative shouts reached his ears, evidence of a few regular
soldiers still in his midst, a growing minority in a force that was now
predominately made up of Lost Ones Soldiers. Within a few
Mynettes, they had left and they were hurrying across the land again,
running under the cover of the lifting fog. They had twenty Kilomes to
run, of which they’d only covered ten when two glinting shapes
appeared on the horizon, running low. It was almost skimming from
hill to hill. They were Guardian Fliers, and they were deviating from
his plan. That meant that something had happened.
Is this it? Have they finally struck? Have we roused the Kerathi war
machine into coming for us? His heart lurched ahead and began to
race with anticipation. In his mind’s eye he could already see the
lines of unruly Kerathi warriors with their axes, heavy swords, and
long rifles. Oh that it was true, that they’d finally made a move. They
would hand themselves to him on a platter.
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He called a halt when the Fliers were near, and the men rounded
up beside him, kneeling in the tall grasses so as to hide as best they
could until the Fliers landed and they could be lifted out. Experience
had taught him that he could never know when and where the
Kerathi sharpshooters would start firing at them, and he’d lost
enough men to unseen guns that he was not going to take chances.
He still had a couple Waykes to wait before the promised soldiers
would be delivered to him, and he would need every man to
vanquish the Kerathi savages if they had gathered like he hoped.
The Fliers, both of the large Force variety, sat down beside the lone
man left standing as an indicator of where to land. They’d hardly
touched the ground and dropped their hatches when Illias and his
men sprang up from the high grasses and loaded aboard with trained
precision, half in each of the Fliers. In under well under a Mynette,
the hatches were closed and they were lifting off again. Illias had
little time to worry about something as mundane as lifting off, though.
He shouldered past his Lost Ones soldiers into the rear stateroom,
where he found his commander Orsen waiting for him.
The Dark Aurean transition aside, Orsen was nothing anyone would
have ever called handsome, even before a Kerathi broadsword had
claimed the right side of his face, ruining an eye and a cheek while
removing an ear. Still, the man was broad, nearly as large as Illias
himself, and the man was one of few that could be trusted to do
more than swing an arc-lance at Kerathi raiders.
“What news?” Illias demanded, unclipping his Guardian breastplate.
“It’s the Elegians, sir.” Orsen rasped. He’d been shot in the throat
with an arrow too, leaving him with another wicked scar and a voice
like sandpaper, but the man just refused to die.
“Elegians?”
“An Elegian force has landed on the southern end of Fulajyd. They
mean to gather and help the Kerathi, we believe.”
“The Elegians helping the Kerathi?” Illias snorted. ”That’s about as
likely as the Kerathi throwing down their weapons and taking up
knitting scarves for Aynglican women.”
“Be that as it may, the Elegians are there, and there were no
scarves in the reports from our scouts.” Orsen’s mouth twisted into a
smile, upturned only at the left side, since the muscles in his right
cheek had been too damaged to do much smiling.
“It is of no matter. We’ll gather up our forces and hit there at once. If
we strike at them soon, it will have been enough time for them to
gather what aid they can from their longtime foes, and then we’ll
crush them together. Perhaps even as they burn under our arclances it will convince a few more Kerathi to throw themselves in to
futilely attempt to rescue their newfound comrades. Honor might
dictate it.”
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Orsen looked unsure about the strategy. “Won’t this serve to
enrage the Elegians? Our scouts could be wrong. For all we know
they’re here to help finish off the Kerathi.”
Illias shook his head, not believing that for a moment. “No, I’m
certain that if they’re here they’ve already chosen to side against us.
Let us not allow their first forces to return any news of success or
failure to their foolish Empress, or they’ll send more here. We want to
face them on their own turf, not here fighting alongside the Kerathi.”
“Do you think utter destruction of their vanguard will be enough to
deter any further such attempts? The Elegians are a determined lot,
as I understand it. They were the only people to ever forge an
Empire, even if it was long ago and long since lost.”
As Illias considered a response, the Flier buffeted across a patch of
rough winds as they crossed the narrow band of water between
Fulajyd and their base on Relcivyk. Illias braced himself on one of
the many handholds constructed into the walls of the cabin, and cast
a glance outside the round portal, disliking the dark waters he saw
beneath them. Aureans were meant to live on mountaintops among
the bright blues of the skies, not near the dark blues and blacks of
the seas. But that was old thinking, a way of thought that had no
place in the world anymore. He needed his resolve, and he found it
when he looked up at Orsen’s ruined face.
“Even the determined will think twice when you send back their
expeditionary force in pieces. We’ll send back trophies. That will
make the young Empress a bit more reserved. It certainly won’t help
bolster her public support. She’s untried and unsure, and such a
strong statement as I plan to make will make her unlikely to try such
again. Soon enough we’ll be knocking on her door while she’s still
worrying about these poor men she’s just sent to their deaths.”
“What would you have us order the men to do then, Illias?”
Illias took a long look at the map spread out between him and his
commander, freshly marked with the positions of both the Elegian
and the Kerathi forces their scouts had seen thus, though the
information would be a Dee or more old by now. “Aram can lead the
attack. Chael will stay back to guard Relcivyk. You and I will be
following Aram in, you across the land and me raining fire down on
them from above. We will be twin hammers upon his anvil.”
“When do we start?” Orsen asked eagerly, his face twitching when
it tried to assume an expression that matched the tone of his voice.
“As soon as we land.”
There were orders to send, ships to ready, men to load onto ships
and Fliers, Fliers to dispatch, and another round of scouts to set in
motion. There were so many things to do, and if he delayed too long
the Elegians or their Kerathi allies would move before he could make
an example of them and destroy them all in one big group. Timing
was key, and lately the Aureans hadn’t been making a friend of
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Thuraish or any of the Gods for that matter.
Yet, where luck failed and timing backfired, sheer will still had a
chance to win out. It was that thought that drove Illias as he prepared
for landing. With will alone he’d destroy the Kerathi, even if all else
worked against him.
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CHAPTER 88
We want to trust the able, those who distinguish themselves in their
acts and deeds. Only, shouldn’t we first determine the motives
behind the successes accomplished by these individuals before we
trust them? You cannot know another man’s heart, but you might
come to know his ambitions if you watch his deeds close enough…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 3 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Favian lifted his arc-sword and pointed it at the group of spies his
patrol had come across and cornered. They, knowing they would be
executed anyway, had decided to stand and fight rather than flee.
Part of that choice must have been because the Dark Aurean patrols
Corydon sent out were remarkably knowledgeable about the areas
they patrolled. There would be no escape once spotted. Patrol
leaders knew all of the back alleys, lesser known skywalks, and
small passageways of Cenalium. That’s what Favian was: a patrol
leader.
He was breathing very lightly, while the spies were dead on their
feet. Aureans had good endurance and were not winded easily, but a
normal Aurean couldn’t compete with a Dark Aurean, even in the
brightest of situations, though some might come close. That was
another big part of the reason why the spies had stopped to fight –
they could run no more.
It had been Favian’s decisions that had led them to this point in the
standoff, with two spies already dead and one of his own men dying
several blocks back. He could have resisted giving the order to have
his men to split into groups so they could corner the spies. Maybe
they’d have managed to elude the patrol. Or Favian could have
accidentally made a wrong turn and let a few of the spies slip away.
He could have done many things, but it was too late now.
“Surrender, and your ends will be more merciful.” Favian called out
firmly, speaking a lie with as much conviction as he could.
They didn’t have to hear the slight uncertainty in his voice to know it
was not true. Everyone knew of the torture and questioning a spy
underwent when they surrendered. None had made that mistake in
quite awhile. The spies, three men and a woman, all chuckled darkly,
knowing the truth.
“It doesn’t have to be like this. If you give up, you can convert.”
Favian said, almost pleading with them.
“Death in being true to Maletos is far better than life as a creature of
Porceth and Wainseth, and their foul son Corydon.” One of the spies
cried spiritedly, raising a defiant fist.
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An arc-sword bolt struck the man in the side of the skull, coming
over the mirror shield he held. The defiant man crumpled to the
ground, paid in full for what was a capital crime in Cenalium. Things
happened quickly then, but it was Favian’s group of four men that
charged in first. If the spies had to die, Favian swore he would do it
himself. It would be his duplicitous hands that would deliver the
faithful to their restful graves, sparing them torture if possible.
With a cry of hidden grief, Favian brought his arc-sword down on a
mace-like pole one of the spies held. There was a loud clang as the
weapons met, but the metal of the spy’s weapon was inferior to the
refined ores of his sword. A second, quick slice cut through the pole
and caught the man where the shoulder meets the neck. Reddish
blood spattered across Favian’s face, supplemented by another gush
of the man’s crimson fluids that splashed on him, coloring his
breastplate when he ran the man through. At least he’d been granted
a quick, if painful, end.
The woman died next. She bit through her own lip as she struggled
with the grasping hands of three Guardians. She cutting one
Guardian across the face as she flailed about and freed a hand that
held a shard-like knife. The Guardian was trying to take her alive,
and he would bear the scars of his folly, of that Favian was sure. As
the Guardian reeled, she drew back to stab him in the neck. Favian
acted with lightning reflexes, flinging his arc-sword. The sword
pierced her midsection and carried her off her feet as it did, a
testament to the sheer power with which he had thrown his sword.
Favian reclaimed his sword, trying not to grimace as he did so.
Even though they looked unalike, it was his fellow spy Cira’s face
Favian saw when he killed the woman. The gentle woman in the
message relay station could be caught and put to death as easily as
any of these. It might even be her he had to kill next time.
The last spy was down by the time Favian looked back at him, but
not before he’d lost a hand and had taken a wound to the back of his
head in an effort to die rather than be captured alive. It was pretty
standard practice to try to knock them out, seeing how they would
take poison if they could. More than one had committed suicide after
being captured, and Corydon didn’t like the missed opportunities to
gather information from them. Patrols were instructed to take even
the bodies of the dead in to the vaults of Lower Cenalium, so that
Corydon’s ghoulish doctors could inspect the dead and glean what
information they could from them.
Favian knelt to inspect the last spy, noticing an unhealthy amount of
blood pooling up around his head. The dark blood that soaked the
spy’s silvery hair, matting the hair around the depression that had
been knocked into his head, seemed so alike his own, and yet the
spy’s blood existed without the taint of Corydon’s dark magicks upon
it. Favian twisted the man’s head to the side to get a better look at
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his face. The man’s tongue lolled out and his eyes had already rolled
back in a fashion that proclaimed him quite dead.
“This one is dead.” Favian pronounced unhappily, though those
feelings were for different reasons than his men thought.
“You hit him too hard.” One of his patrol members chastised,
shaking their head at the culprit.
The culprit shrugged. He was a big lummox of a man who had
apparently not gotten used to his increased size and strength since
the transformation. “Sorry. Sometimes I forget how fragile they are.
Anyway, it’s better one of them than one of us.”
“We’ve still got one.” Another Guardian announced. He and another
Guardian hefted up the spy that they’d stung in the head with an arcsword bolt.
That one would live, Favian lamented. He’d live so long as Corydon
and his men allowed. Then someone would cart the body off to one
of the dumps. There were a few of them on Maethlin, all deep and
filled with the bodies of the rebellious, the transition treatment’s
failures, and those who had just plainly displeased the illustrious
leader of their cause.
“You’re looking glum.” One of the Guardians commented as they
hauled the bodies of the spies and the one of their fallen comrade
back in a cart that had been designed specifically for that purpose.
“I just hate getting the filth of these unchanged ones on me.” Favian
lied, putting on a grin that he felt couldn’t be convincing, even though
it always was.
“I know what you mean. This was a big nest of them, five captured
or killed and who knows how many escaped. You’d think after so
long they’d stop showing up, but we can’t seem to ever get them all.”
The Guardian whose face had been cut said wearily. The makeshift
bandage on his face was already soaking through with his Dark
Aurean blood.
“Like rats, they are.” Another agreed.
“It’s only a matter of time before it’s over.” Favian promised them,
but it was another end he spoke of.

Without even knowing it, Favian found himself face to face with the
man he’d sworn to see the undoing of. He had been doing his simple
duties, consisting mostly of filling out the necessary reports about his
encounter and delivering the bodies to Lower Cenalium, when
Corydon stepped in to speak with him. Only Favian didn’t know
immediately that it was Corydon he spoke to.
“Several dead spies… another successful Dee on patrol?”
Someone asked.
Favian didn’t look up from his paperwork, but by the person’s tone
they seemed to be higher ranked than him. Normally he’d have
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saluted or stood at attention, but the woman he’d killed was still on
his mind. He just wasn’t in the mood for it, even if he knew it was in
his best interests to stick to protocols. “We were only doing our duty.
Any other patrol would have done the same.”
“It’s unfortunate that so many of them died though, when we could
have used them for questioning.”
Favian nodded, raising his eyes toward the man now. Was the man
questioning him or his practices? “I agree. It is unfortunate, but not to
be unexpected.”
“Oh?”
He tried to place the man’s familiar face, with its piercing, serious
eyes and grayish hair. Clearly he was important, seeing how nine
Guardians surrounded him. “We find ourselves, sir, confronted with
an enemy that prefers death over capture. They know what will befall
them if caught. No one ever escapes this place, but many tales
spread of the evils that go on here.”
“Evils? Is the purification of the Aurean people an evil?”
“Their words, not mine, sir.” Favian offered apologetically. “Lack of
understanding leads to misinterpretation, I’m afraid.”
“I couldn’t put it much better myself. They clearly don’t understand
the weighty deeds and measures of this entire movement. Great
things are about, and they’re too busy hiding in their homes to even
notice them, Guardian Favian.”
“You have me at a disadvantage, for sadly, though your face is
familiar, I cannot recall your name.” Favian admitted, chuckling with
embarrassment.
“Now how could that be? How could you not know the father of your
cause?”
Favian was dumbstruck for several Saycunds. Then he just stared
at Corydon for several more Saycunds, trying hard not to draw his
blade and physically attack the man in that instant. How could he
have been so blind? Even if the Guardians weren’t wearing the
special breastplates that would have denoted them as Corydon’s
special guard, it shouldn’t have taken so much to notice who he was.
“I seem to have you at a loss for words.” Corydon said with a smile.
Favian stammered. “It is just… unexpected… to meet you here.”
He’d never met the man in person before, let alone face to face and
when he was unready.
Corydon laughed. “Do you think I believe myself too good to
wander these dark tunnels with my children?”
Favian shook his head quickly and licked his lips nervously. “No, of
course not. I wouldn’t presume to assume anything about your
practices, sir. I’m sure you have your reasons for doing whatever you
do.”
Corydon’s eyes seemed to bore into his soul, a searching gaze that
could not be avoided. Favian squirmed as slightly as he could,
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unable to resist the urge entirely. Any Saycund he expected to hear
the command for the nine Guardians accompanying Corydon to fall
upon him and kill him on the spot. Instead a woman appeared at
Corydon’s side, elbowing thoughtlessly past the looming menace of
the Guardians.
The woman was clearly a Kerathi, though her unkempt nature and
vacant expression seemed to mark her as one simple in mind. She
tugged at Corydon’s dark sleeve and made some mumbling noise
that no one could mistake as real language, and then glanced over
at Favian, who found himself dumbstruck once more.
“She seems to trust you.” Corydon announced after listening to the
woman, though Favian couldn’t determine what hidden cues had
passed between the pair to suggest she actually thought such a
thing.
“I’m not sure what to say…” There was no explanation for her
assumption. Favian regarded the woman more closely, curiously
taking note of her familiar features. “I’ve seen this woman before in
Lower Cenalium. It is her likeness on the carvings, etchings, and
statues throughout the caverns of Lower Cenalium, am I right?”
“You are correct. It is her that you have seen. She is Linnea, mother
of our cause, as she was the first donor of the blood that eventually
made us what we are now. It is Linnea, more than any other,
perhaps even more than myself, who can be thanked for the release
of our kind from the bondage Maletos put upon us.” Corydon
explained excitedly, casting a grateful look at the woman clutching
limply at his sleeve.
“Truly? I had no idea she was so important. I thought she was just
an image, a figurehead, so to speak.”
“She is that and more, but your words give me ideas, Guardian
Favian. Long I have thought of making her more visual. Our cause
has need of a priestess, a pillar of new godliness even as we seek to
extinguish worship of the old Gods.”
“You would make her such a figure, sir?” Favian trembled to think
that he might have given his worst enemy a blasphemous idea that
could make things worse for the people of Cenalium, not to mention
the world at large.
“Who better? Already people cling to the image of her. I have only
to consider the best way to spread her influence and make her more
than what she already is.”
Linnea, seemingly ignorant of the fact that she was being spoken
about, lifted her head and stared gape-mouthed at the ceiling of the
cavern. A thin line of saliva dribbled down her chin. Corydon noticed
it immediately and grunted with mild disapproval. He tilted the
woman’s head back down and pushed her jaw shut.
“There are certain problems with such an idea though.” Corydon
admitted disappointedly.
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“She is a Kerathi?”
“Yes. What of it?” Corydon demanded suspiciously, as if the
woman’s nature was something he didn’t want questioned or asked
about.
“Certainly there are others that resemble her that can be made to
perform as her. Symbols are only symbols, regardless of the truth of
their origins.” Favian blurted out, anxious to say anything that would
allay Corydon’s suspicions.
“You see more than one would expect of a mere Guardian captain.
Tell me, Officer Favian, do you like hunting the city for rats?”
“Hunting spies is a necessary task, sir.”
“Don’t you think your talents could not be better put to use
elsewhere?”
“That is not for me to decide.” Favian replied, declining to question
a superior. That could never be a wise thing to do. He didn’t exactly
want to stand out, either. He had always tried to lay low and avoid
notice. Hunting spies allowed him to patrol the city and get a better
idea of the happenings within the Grancitta as a whole. “I do only
what I am asked to do.”
“And while that makes you a good servant, I must say that it is for
me to decide if your talents are being squandered.” With that
pronouncement, Corydon gave Favian another hard look, one that
the Guardian met with unflinching eyes, if a clenched jaw.
Darkness welled up around the lot of them, though none but he
seemed to take note. It was deepest around a shadowy silhouette
that slinked into the room and hovered on the other side of Corydon.
The whole of the room seemed darker for its appearance, tinted by
the presence. Corydon whispered under his breath, whispers that
Linnea seemed for a moment to understand. Her eyes tilted toward
Favian and then to the shadow.
So, Favian thought, she can see it too. It was relieving to know that
he was not completely mad, though with what he’d seen and what
he’d done it wouldn’t be out of the question. The half-wit woman
wasn’t a great corroborating witness either. With a breath caught in
his throat, he waited while Corydon seemed to confer with the
shadow thing. If the shadows replied, Favian could not tell.
“I say that your talents are being squandered as a catcher of rats,
and that a man of your intellect can surely do more than what you’ve
been assigned to. You have proven yourself time and again,
catching these spies and others.”
Favian nodded slowly. “What would you have of me? How do I
serve?”
“I have secrets, Favian.” Corydon confided, stepping over to take
Favian by the arm, but not until he’d made Favian set the report
down. They began to walk together, passing out of the room and
starting down the hall. “One of them needs a supervisor. I lack the
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time, and I cannot continue to go to and from the upper city to
inspect the progress of each project I’m undertaking, not every Dee
as I would like.”
“I would be your liaison then?”
“To start, you would merely carry reports to me, but if you prove
your worth I may consider you for more.”
So he was to be a glorified letter carrier for the master of Cenalium
and Maethlin. Perhaps such an appointment would allow him a
deeper look into the secrets Corydon kept, and that kind of
information would suit Iago well.
As if he could read Favian’s mind, Corydon stopped walking,
turned, and warned the Guardian, “I needn’t tell you how private
such information any of these reports might contain is.”
“Of course, sir.” That was fine. He hadn’t even really planned on
doing such a thing. He wouldn’t be a very good spy if he had to read
the other man’s mail to figure out what he was doing.
“Good. Now walk with me, and I’ll introduce you to the men you’ll be
collecting reports from. Make sure you pay close attention, too,
because I hate repeating myself.”
That was not going to be a problem, either. Favian listened and
watched with rapt attention. He absorbed everything, but did it in a
manner that hopefully didn’t seem overly eager to do anything but
please. Corydon didn’t seem the type who wanted a sycophant
following around, but he was used to a certain type of worker. Favian
did his best to fit the bill.
His successes in this new role might mean the difference in the
whole conflict. He’d have to learn what he could and get news to
Iago, through Cira.
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CHAPTER 89
There are few I can trust to help guide the world into the state I
have envisioned. Let us all hope, for the sake of our kind, that I have
not chosen any who would be too weak of links in the chain of
destiny I forge. If I have chosen poorly, all will come unraveled and
our one chance may be lost…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 4 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Illias’ Force Flier was loaded with soldiers, as were the five others
of the same size and design that were in his immediate formation.
The main formation of troop carrying Force Fliers was flanked and
defended by a dozen faster and more maneuverable Recon Fliers.
Each of the Force Fliers carried approximately twenty men, who
could either rappel down to meet the enemy or exit via the side
hatches if the Flier had room to set down during the battle. At that
moment, all of the men were standing up and facing the outside of
the ship, with their arc-lances pointing through the rugged slits in the
hull that would allow them to rain arc-lance fire down on the enemy
formations as they passed them from overhead.
Such modifications were recent, but necessary. It wasn’t easy to
work with the refined metals used to create Fliers, there weren’t
exactly a lot of windows to use for aim while looking out, and Illias
was also hesitant to put too many holes in the Fliers because of
weakening of the overall structure. Yet it was important to have every
weapon ready to attack the enemy. Otherwise he’d have a score of
men trapped inside each of the metal hulls, amounting to scores of
men who weren’t actively fighting because there was no way for
them to bring their weapons to bear. With the lance portals, not
unlike arrow slits, murder holes, or crenellations in castles, all of the
soldiers could actively fight, even from the air.
Truthfully, Illias was surprised he’d not thought of it before, but it
had been a soldier working for his commander Aram who had come
up with the idea. The soldier had begun firing through a hole torn in
the hull of his Flier by defenders’ siege weapons, and the idea had
caught on. The tactic had been started not by a Lost Ones Soldier,
but rather by one of the unchanged Dark Aurean soldiers. This fact
was not lost on Illias, not in the least. The Lost Ones were great for
killing, but they weren’t going to change the nature of the conflict like
those with free wills and independent thinking would. Lost Ones
Soldiers were good for killing and following orders.
Now, even though that innovative soldier had died in one of the
successive battles of the campaign, his fighting ingenuity lived on,
and made Aurean Fliers that much more deadly. It was quite
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necessary really, considering how slow the Force Fliers moved in
comparison to the small Recon variety, which weren’t exactly swift
either. Lacking speed, Force Fliers had to pack a punch and defend
themselves during landings and extractions, and nothing did the job
quite so well as an extra twenty arc-lances bristling through the hull
and spitting out fire, giving the Flier the appearance of a flying
porcupine. A Flier modified thus was not altogether unlike a variety of
spiny fish the Kerathi were fond of, either.
Illias climbed into the front compartment of his Flier, taking the
spare seat behind the pilot and navigator. It would be his vantage
point for the first stage of the battle, one he might not need to move
from if all went well. If things went sour, he’d hit the ground with his
men and cut right into the thick of things. Corydon might criticize him
for putting himself in jeopardy, but Illias was not a man to sit by idly
while others fought. He understood his enemy best when he was
plunging a sword into their hearts or crushing their throats beneath
his heavy-shod feet.
Much like the weather had been when he had been leading the raid
on Fulajyd, this morning had been foggy, too. However, most of the
fog had lifted from the wooded island in the past couple Ouers during
their southward flight. In some places, the fog still clung stubbornly to
the lowest valleys, places of low altitudes where small lakes had
formed as a result of runoff and snowmelt. Yet for all the greenery
and the cozy clan villages that dotted the landscape below, the
terrain seemed bleak and uninviting to Illias. These were not the
peaks of Cenalium or the other Grancittas. Here the people grew as
thickly as the trees, and they burned just like them as well.
“Fly low enough to draw their attention. Let them spread the news
of our coming, but don’t stray too close to the treeline, where their
traps may lay waiting for us.” Illias ordered.
His pilots needed little more direction than that. They buzzed over
some modest foothills the local folks likely classified as mountains,
and then swept down along the coast. The Fliers weren’t exactly fast,
but they would keep up with many boats, all but the fastest. It wasn’t
entirely impossible that they would arrive not much after Aram’s
advance forces, hitting the enemy just in time for Orsen’s overland
forces to deliver the finishing blows to the combined forces of the
Kerathi and the Elegians.
Illias knew the waters around Fulajyd and Relcivyk well. He also
knew how fast his men could push overland. Logistics and travel
time were important in war, so he’d made a study of them. By his
calculations, at that very moment Aram should have been beginning
his assault, and Orsen would be making his best possible speed
across the hilly, wooded island to catch the Elegians from the North.
Time to time they had seen flashes from something along the ground
and beneath the trees, flashes that very well might have been
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Aurean helms, greaves, and breastplates. Then again, they could
have been defensive ballistae or Kerathi rifles belonging to hidden
sniper teams, but it was likely Orsen’s Aurean force moving south.
Illias had rough sketches of the terrain they would be fighting on.
His scouts in Recon Fliers had made the sketches, and it was with
those sketches that he’d planned his assault shortly after his return
to Relcivyk. Aram’s forces had departed within an Ouer, using the
boats in the harbor on the far side of the isle. Aram had headed
directly south, keeping just out of sight of land until they could come
around and land on the southern side of Fulajyd. Orsen’s forces had
waited for the arrival of some boats from Illias’ hidden fleet on the
small rocky islets west of Relcivyk. The boats had departed, carrying
them east, so that they could cut through the woods and work their
way down the hilly spine of the wide island even as Illias headed in a
more direct aerial path. Whatever their routes or methods of travel
were, the three men – Illias, Orsen, and Aram – would arrive at the
same place within a fraction of an Ouer of the others. That fraction of
an Ouer was quickly melting away for Corydon. Within Mynettes he
expected to come upon the battle scene.
Aram was to land near the beaches where the Elegians had
anchored their boats or pulled them ashore, if they were of such a
variety that would warrant a beach landing. Immediately, Aram’s men
would seize the boats and set up a defensive perimeter around
them. It was imperative to trap the Elegians on the island, and so
Aram had orders to fire the boats if necessary, even though Illias
hoped to preserve them for their own uses. Obviously, this tactic
would earn the ire of the Elegians, who would retaliate and try to
retake the beaches. Orsen’s men would emerge from the woodlands
bordering the beaches to strike at them from behind, and Illias
himself would arrive then to strike from the skies. If they were lucky,
the not too distant Kerathi city of Vaasa would send its troops out to
support their newfound allies, but that would just make more targets
for the combined Aurean forces to crush.
“Sir, smoke ahead.” The navigator announced, pointing to the left
half of the viewport, where ugly, twisting spires of grey and black
were rising and dissipating in the lazy winds that pressed feebly at
the Fliers.
“I can see that.” Illias replied. Smoke meant that his commander
must be hard pressed. How long had he been fighting for? “Aram
must have had to fire the ships. Signal the others that we’re going in
hot. We need to be ready to rake across the enemy with everything
we have before we drop the troops.”
The navigator nodded, and began tapping out the message, which
would be communicated to the other Fliers by the flashing signal
lamps mounted to the top of the craft. The pilots of the other Fliers
would be watching the lamps very closely for orders, now that they
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had come so near to the battle site. The Recon Fliers surged ahead
in a widespread V, ready to descend to a low assault altitude as
soon as they broke past the trees and reached the open stretch of
long grasses and stunted shrubs that bordered the beaches and the
sea.
Illias leaned forward in his chair, clutching the armrests tightly when
he saw the Recon Fliers dive past the last of the trees. Anticipation
swelled in his chest. The smoke had grown thick, mingling with the
last vestiges of sea fog that were rolling away, so he couldn’t see the
enemy until they, too, had past the trees and were nearly on top of
them. He had expected a lot of Elegians, but he was unprepared for
how many Kerathi had assembled as well. The swarm of Kerathi
took him aback at first. There were hundreds, maybe even
thousands of them. He wondered for a moment if his forces would be
enough to deal with such a strong force. It was all the better for him,
he decided, for they’d die just the same under arc-lance fire. With his
signal, his craft began firing on the writhing mass that was the battle
beneath them; the Elegians and the Kerathi were entangled with
Aram’s greatly outnumbered forces.
The Elegians were wearing their bronze and brown, with flowing
dessert robes of white or grey linen. They carried curved long knives
and small caliber rifles with short barrels that Illias knew to be
surprisingly accurate – they’d have to be to stop a Dark Aurean. Had
it not been for the robes and for the wraps many wore on their
heads, they might have almost looked like the Dark Aureans. There
was no such mistake to be made in identifying the Kerathi. Those
knots and swarms of bearded men wore dun-colored cloaks, sable
furs, and tawny skins. They swung their Greatswords or fired long
rifles that were almost as long as they were tall. Clouds of smoke
erupted from the ends of their muskets and then decided to hang
heavily about them, obscuring them from the angry blue and silver
fire of arc-lances that burned down on them from above.
Aram’s forces were surrounded on three sides, and even if they had
piled up an impressive lot of Kerathi berserkers and daring Elegians,
they were still giving ground. The last of the Lost Ones soldiers was
standing ankle-deep in the Inner Seas, waiting his turn to fight. It
seemed the enemy’s infantry was putting just enough pressure on
them to keep Aram’s men at bay while the rifles, especially the large
bore Kerathi rifles, whittled away at their numbers.
“See if you can get us near the front lines. Signal the others to
follow. We need to give Aram room to push out.”
Just so, the six Force Fliers moved in, came to stop about fifteen
Mayters above the ground over the body-littered parcel of land
between the forces, and began burning any enemy they could find.
The move stalled the attacks of the Kerathi and Elegians, giving
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Aram’s ground forces a chance to charge forward and send forth a
volley of arc-lance fire.
“Ha! How do you like my venom, sand snakes?” Illias cried as a
formation of Elegian men broke and scattered under the deadly
attentions of his craft’s arc-lances. “Aram will do fine it seems, but I
would like to join him on the ground. Begin to look for a place to sit
down where we might begin to assist Aram.” He left his seat as soon
as he gave the order, moving into the troop compartment to find a
rappelling line waiting. He wasn’t going to risk the Flier by setting it
down. Already he heard the whistles of slugs and larger weapons
screaming their way.
Saycunds later, though it seemed much longer with the taste of
battle just a short distance away, Illias was out into the open air,
swinging from a heavy line. Shots rang out around him, plinking off
the skin of the Flier as he descended, accompanied by half of the
men in the Flier, one of which took the fast route to the ground when
a slug took him in the arm and his grip on the rope failed. Such
evidence of mortality only encouraged Illias, who wrapped an ankle
about the rope and slid down as fast as he safely could, the smooth
fibers of the rope sliding through his gloved hands.
His feet hit the ground hard, and he was immediately caught
between the forefront of Aram’s forces and a wedge of about eight
Elegians immediately. The Elegians looked not much different than
what he had seen from the air, but amidst the clamor of battle, with
the screams of men fighting for auditory supremacy over the report
of weapons, they looked a bit fiercer. Fierce was good; it angered up
his blood. Their swarthy faces were half-obscured by polished masks
of brass or by dust veils that were of no use here.
“Come then, sand walkers, and meet your death.” He beckoned
them forward with his hand, unlimbering a pair of arc-swords.
They took his invitation gladly, sensing he was someone of
importance. These were men of the sort that were attracted by such
a thing – killing a commander or an officer. Each wore a grey, white,
or light tan robe over their bronze breastplate and had matching shin
and forearm greaves. They either carried a spear or a curved sword
in their hands, and each hefted a blackish shield to defend from arclance fire.
Illias sent a pair of arc-sword bolts at the Elegian group, and while
one struck a man in the thigh, the other hit another soldier’s shield
and dissipated into a smelly gasp of black smoke. That was odd in
the most normal situation, but something special to note and pay
close attention to on such an occasion as this. He and his allies met
the Elegians with a clash of swords and spears. Lesser alloys gave
way to Aurean metal if they met directly, but Illias’ opponent was too
smart for that. He turned Illias’ strike aside and caught the second
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sword with a glancing blow to his dark shield. That did little to protect
his neck from an arc-sword bolt, even if his face was helmed.
As quick as that, a short rappel down from the Flier, a taunt, and a
pair of slashes, and Illias had entered the thick of things. He roared
aloud and spun around, blocking an attacker on the left while
hamstringing another on the right. He blocked again, twice, and the
cut a man’s hand off. There wasn’t even any time to enjoy the man’s
screams of pains, because a black shield was shoved in his face.
The shield smelled suspiciously of burnt rubber, which would explain
how it had absorbed arc-sword fire. Even as he battled to keep
Elegian spears, scimitars, and long knives from carving up his flesh,
he heard the battle cries of Kerathi soldiers entering the nearby
melee.
Overhead the Fliers swooped past, carving at the enemy forces
with their fiery blasts. Those on the ground scarcely had time to look
up and see their coming deaths unless they were at least a dozen
men back from the front lines. Behind the front lines, the smarter
soldiers were lifting their rubber-jacketed shields skyward, but they
would do little good under concentrated heavy arc-lance fire from a
Flier, whose weapons were quite a step above a simple arc-sword in
terms of firepower. Those in the front lines had to keep their shields
forward to block the arc-sword fire thrown at them from Aram’s
advancing forces, which left them open to attack from above if the
pilots and gunners could cooperate enough to get the job done. If
their aim was off, and it was sometimes, there were friendly
casualties. Then there were casualties of opportunity, which
occurred whenever friendly fire made an opening in defensive
formations, which the Elegians and Kerathi were quick to exploit,
knowing they couldn’t very easily be shot from above if they were too
close to the Aureans.
Illias found himself close to an approaching cluster of Kerathi who
were hacking wildly at a group of Aram’s Lost One soldiers. The Lost
Ones kept their composure, as can be expected of men without
emotions, but their formations didn’t always hold beneath the ferocity
of the Kerathi onslaught. If the Aureans bunched too tightly together
after a particularly savage offensive by the bearded soldiers of
Fulajyd, an Elegian would charge forward and toss an explosive jug
in their midst. The exploding oils would stun most of those it didn’t kill
outright. Then the combined Elegian and Kerathi forces would make
quick work of the broken and wounded group. So, the Lost Ones
were forced to keep at least an arm’s length apart lest they get
burned to death by the jugs of burning oils.
The Lost Ones were hardly without their own virtues, though. They
made use of their quick reflexes and greater strength, not to mention
their great facility to work in union. They battled through a nasty wall
of Elegian soldiers that finally broke when Illias spitted their division
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leader with a dropped spear he borrowed from a fallen soldier. The
Elegian commander had been a horrid, screaming woman with
bronze one-handed scythes and a golden sun emblazoned on her
amusing, anatomically correct breastplate. She died screaming like
the rest of them, and there were more waiting after her.
Right after the Elegian woman died, Illias’ group of soldiers
encountered a band of Kerathi soldiers that rushed eagerly to meet
them. By then, Illias’ offensive push had put his men deep behind
enemy lines, nearly surrounded. They backed up to lock shields
together and took turns casting arc-lance bolts over their shields. If
the enemy gave ground, they leapfrogged forward, with the former
members of the inside of the circle swapping to be the outer ring.
The strategy had been practiced hard to get down so smoothly, and
it gave the men cycling into the center of the ring a breather, as well
as a chance to fling more arc-sword bolts at the enemies. Despite
their efforts, the Kerathi didn’t break.
Dozens of them died there, with their fur and leathern cuirasses
smoldering. The few that bothered with wooden shields often
couldn’t block every bolt of arc-sword fire thrown at them, and if they
managed, a lightning quick Lost One soldier was waiting to make an
end of them. Still they came, unafraid of Illias’ wheel of death
spinning in their midst. Amongst this particular lot of these Kerathi,
there seemed to be one that was leading the pack, so Illias slipped
from his wheel formation to cut his way through to him, abandoning
his men to their own fates – they were trained and knew well enough
what needed to be done.
The man he was intent on was easily two Mayters tall. His head
was shaved, though his thick and braided beard seemed to more
than make up for the lack of hair on his scalp. The mammoth soldier
swung heavy chains several Mayters long, each with a massive
chunk of spiked steel at its ends. If the weapon seemed unwieldy in
theory, in practice it was fearsome to behold. The man’s immense
arms, each terminating in a fist the size of a ham, gripped the chain
tightly as he whipped the deadly weights around. A Lost One, fast
but not fast enough, found his head smashed like a ripe piece of fruit
when it met the business end of the Kerathi’s chain. The weight
tumbled past the dead man and crushed another one’s ribs and
spine before stopping, only to be jerked back and cast anew to spell
more death for Aureans.
Illias stepped into the wide ring of space the Kerathi had carved for
himself, a good six Mayter diameter of dead land where neither ally
nor foe wished to stray. The Kerathi’s vest smoldered, but the leather
and hide armor that covered his entire body was many layers thick,
adding to his already immense size. Only his face and hands lay
uncovered by armor. Illias entrance into the deadly ring was quickly
marked and noted by the Kerathi, who grinned widely and made a
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quick feint toward him to test his mettle. Illias stood his ground, ready
to face the man, who from the shouts of the Kerathi around them
seemed to be named Gerik.
Gerik laughed deeply. It was a laugh that shook his broad barrel
chest. “You’re what passes for a leader in this rabble? You’re pretty
small – soon to be even smaller.”
“Less words and more blood, savage. Let’s be done with this so I
can finish the rest of your men.” Illias returned, twirling his arcswords in his hands.
A heavy weight whistled past where his head had been a Saycund
before, curling around in a wicked arc. Illias rolled on his shoulder
and came up after the chain and the weight had swept past. When
the second weight hurtled his way, he ducked directly under it and
sent a sting from his arc-sword at the man’s face. Gerik ducked
aside, too, but that gave Illias a chance to hit the Kerathi’s trailing
hand with a blast from his arc-sword. Struck nerveless, the hand
could no longer hold onto the chain. One chain and its deadly spiked
end sailed loose in an unexpected direction, plowing through a pair
of the Kerathi’s fellow men with sickeningly wet crunches.
Illias’ enemy shortened the length of chain he worked with, grasping
the chain closer to the second weight with his hand that wasn’t
numb. He swung it at Illias’ midsection, spinning where he stood to
swipe it around from a second angle when the first attack missed.
This follow-up attack was closer on target, catching Illias half offguard. His shield almost didn’t come up in time to block, which would
have been a lethal mistake. Still, the massive spiked weight
slammed into, and then rolled up the small buckler attached to Illias’
forearm. The concussive force shuddered through his whole arm and
rattled his teeth. A heavy boot struck the center of his breastplate, a
follow-up attack that sent him tumbling backward and onto his back.
One of his arc-swords skidded across the torn turf, out of reach.
A near miss thudded heavily beside Illias’ head. One of the spikes
dug into his cheek even as he rolled away, unwilling to let a second
chance go wasted. Gerik grunted in irritation at an interruption of his
duel. He killed the interfering Aurean Guardian with a single punch
that crumpled the soldier’s face even as Illias regained his feet. Illias
had dropped one of his arc-swords, and the Kerathi had since
dropped his chains, switching to a massive cudgel with ugly spikes
nailed through one end. The two men met, cudgel against arc-sword,
and again it was the mountain-forged weapon that won out.
Nature couldn’t compete with the fires of deepest Cenalium and the
veins of ore that only the Aureans knew how to work. The spiked
head of the cudgel rolled across the torn ground and the Kerathi
went for Illias’ neck with his heavy hands instead. He was
surprisingly fast, but he’d not been treated with the empowered blood
that Illias had. Illias spun to the side and brought his sword at the
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Kerathi near shoulder height. The arc-sword cut deep through
Gerik’s arm, taking him down to the bone even as the blade skidded
upward, skinning away muscle and skin alike as it followed the
humerus bone all the way to the armpit. The Kerathi captain’s howls
stopped abruptly when the heel of Illias’ palm smashed up beneath
his chin, scattering half of his front teeth around their feet. Twohanded, Illias pulled out his arc-sword and buried it hilt deep in the
Kerathi’s chest as he stumbled backward.
His victory seemed to immediately turn the tide of battle around
him. The Kerathi began folding, and Elegian emplacements were
overrun. Aram’s men were pushing out, no longer trapped by the
sea. Like a growing wall, they moved and moved, burning away all
who stood before them. When they couldn’t burn their way, they
hacked and cut through the human obstacles. Yet if the battle tide
had turned, the battle itself was hardly over. The Kerathi were willing
to fight even after losing limbs and taking their death wounds, and
the Elegians fought with no less effort and a great deal more
schooling than their northern allies. The shift in momentum gave
Illias and some of his men a chance to catch their breath, and Illias
was able to retrieve his weapons.
During that breath of air, he saw his Fliers pass overhead, and
strafe the Elegian lines once more. Only this time the arc-lance fire
curved in midair and missed their targets. A second Flier passed by
and the same thing happened again. Illias’ eyes followed the curving
lines of fire in disbelief. The lines curved toward a glowing stack of
machinery that seemed to be mounted on a wagon, because it was
quite high off the ground. The crackling set of coils discharged,
enveloping the passing Flier in a halo of arc-lance fire. Caught in the
rich fire of the device, the thin alloyed skins of the Flier superheated
to golden white before the Flier tore apart and pitched down. The
Flier crashed thunderously into the masses of troops, spraying up
dirt and turf, crushing soldiers, and spitting fiery wreckage before
rolling to a stop.
“To me!” Illias shouted, charging toward the enemy weapon as it
discharged once more. Clearly it was of Aurean make – it had to be.
The Elegians would not know enough about Aurean weaponry to
make such a thing. He would have it for himself or he would see it
destroyed before his own men were whittled down too much by it.
About thirty men, half of them already wounded, answered his
summoning call. They formed a rough triangle around him and
surged forward, arc-lances trying to cut through Elegians who
resisted with their cleverly insulated shields. That they knew to do
that, too, could point only to Aurean assistance, Illias thought as he
struggled to make headway through the living wall of men between
him and the device. He still didn’t know how the device was
somehow drawing fire from his Fliers and then returning it at them. It
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was maddening, even if it missed his Fliers more often than not.
Again and again the Fliers tried to sting the device, but to no avail.
The device gobbled up anything thrown at it, hungrily, voraciously.
Screams from the north began suddenly. Elegian drums hammered
loudly, trying to rally men who were set on by what could only be
Orsen’s men. The Elegians were trapped and fighting on two fronts
now, with the Kerathi supporting their eastern flank. Suddenly
trapped between the two groups, the Elegians began to give ground,
but Illias’ arms were weary by the time he was close enough to see
the device.
Three great coils rose up from the largest set of what must have
been arc-fire batteries that he’d ever seen. A lot of other machinery
was in the mix, stuff he couldn’t entirely comprehend. He was not an
engineer. He was a soldier, and as such he could easily understand
the implications of what the device would mean to his war effort if
such a thing were made en masse. Corydon would have to know
about it, and he would want this first one captured.
“Capture the device!” He bellowed above the roar of men dying and
guns blasting.
They neared the device after a monumental effort, and he found his
formation of thirty reduced to only a dozen and a half men. Before he
was left standing alone, he had to make a move. Once the device
was gone the Fliers could resume their attacks. For now they’d had
to draw back and attack the fringes of the enemy forces, as far from
the device as possible.
A flash of silver and blue lanced out and struck the arc-sword of
one of his men leading the assault. The weapon heated in his hand,
melting as the arc leapt from the sword to the man’s metal greaves
and armor. From there it arced to the next man, and then the next.
Illias didn’t need a written explanation of what was happening. He
could only hope to put distance between himself and his men. He cut
abruptly to the side, hacking off a pair of arms that didn’t belong to
the same person. Two howls of pain sounded in his ears, mixing with
the sizzling noises of Aureans cooking in their armor.
He noticed only then that these Elegians, the ones closest to the
device, had all their weapons and armor coated in that black
insulating rubber material, while he and his men did not. The device
was its own passive defense. It would try to strike anything that
neared it with conductive metals, especially of Aurean make. Yet if
that was true, then the three Aurean men – at least they appeared
Aurean – operating the machine had no metal on them. Illias decided
to remedy that disparity immediately. He hefted his right sword into
the air and caught it another way, holding it like a javelin. With a
mighty heave, he threw it at the nearest of the device’s operators.
The machine sent out a nasty curl of blue-white that struck the
weapon and made it begin to glow even as it flew, though it did not
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destroy the sword’s trajectory. He had thrown true. The arc-sword
pierced the operator through the chest, pinning him to the batteries.
The arc of fire followed the sword in, striking the batteries of the
device and closing the circuit.
There was a white-hot flash of light, like a Saycund in the sun,
followed by a deafening thunderclap and a rush of air. Bodies went
flying, Illias included. Caustic vapors rained down on them, vaporized
ions and bits of half a hundred pulverized Elegians that burned
lungs, skin, and eyes alike. If there had been any battle before the
explosion, everything went still and quiet after, only slowly picking up
as the confusion died down and the battle came to a sudden end.
Illias coughed until he felt his eyes would pop out, and then slowly
picked himself up off the ground for the second time in one battle. He
stared gape-mouthed at the crater where the device had been,
several Mayters deep. Scores of men had died in the blast and many
more had been injured or thrown about. The Elegian force was
broken and defeated. The remainder fled for the forests or gave
ground with the Kerathi soldiers that seemed to be falling back to
Vaasa, pursued by Aram’s men. Aram’s men were determined to
make that falling back very costly indeed.
Orsen strolled across the field, cradling a wounded arm. Four
battered men, looking no better than their commander, surrounded
him. Illias eyed Orsen’s wounded arm, which terminated just below
the elbow now. He shook his head, wondering what the man had
been through and why he had seemed so tardy in his arrival. The
enemies had whittled at him, claiming one piece of the commander
at a time. Soon there’d be nothing left.
“Was that one of our bombs?” Orsen asked, eyeing the crater as if
it was of greater import than the bloody stump he held wrapped in
part of his cloak.
Illias shook his head again, this time in response to his
commander’s question. “No. It was an Aurean device that could
protect the Elegians from the Fliers’ arc-lances.”
“Elegians with an Aurean device? What sort of foul cooperative
spirit have we come across here and ruined?”
“One of the worst sort, one which must be reported immediately to
Corydon by none other than myself.”
“Whatever it was, it ended badly for them.” Orsen declared smugly.
“Them and nearly a score of my men who were too close.” Illias
lamented, looking at a few random pieces of what might have been
his men just a couple Mynettes ago. All that was clearly
distinguishable were the scorched breastplates lying scattered about
and a grim, half-melted arc-sword three paces away.
“We took heavy losses as well. They had traps waiting for us, and
there were more Kerathi forces in the forest that we had to cut
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through before we could get here. Their rearguard wasn’t enough to
stop us, but it certainly cost us a few valuable Mynettes.”
“They expected we would come here. They were waiting, Orsen.
They anticipated my plan.” Then a startling realization came upon
Corydon’s general. “Which means they might have attacked our
outpost on Relcivyk, too. They would have had the men, and they
would have no better chance…”
Orsen nodded. “I’ll round up some men. You’ll be heading back
immediately?”
“We leave at once. Leave the wounded and enough to guard them
and the boats. They will wait for Aram’s return. Send someone to call
him back as well, before he marches all the way to Vaasa to lay
siege. You and he will take the boats back to Relcivyk, while I will go
by Flier. Be wary of enemy boats that my lie in wait for you. I will
keep a couple Recon Fliers with you to scout about and help clear
the way.”
“As you will, sir. We’ll get things together here, then get back to
Relcivyk as soon as possible.”
Illias didn’t wait any longer than that. He left his men in Orsen and
Aram’s care, taking only the most mobile soldiers he could. All told,
he had less than a hundred and twenty men with him as he took the
remaining Fliers back north.
He hoped against all odds that Chael had held out if the enemy had
attacked there, too. If not, they would be deep in enemy territory with
no base of operations and no safe place for Orsen and Aram to
return to with their wounded. The Dee had been costly.
“Damn the Kerathi, damn their Elegian friends, and damn the
Aureans who decided to interfere.” He hissed.
Part of him still felt elated from the chaos they’d just caused and the
hundreds and perhaps thousands that had just died. Another part of
him wondered how much more killing Chael and he would have to do
to protect their base on Relcivyk. The bodies would be stacked deep,
he suspected, and he only regretted that he had to lose so many to
accomplish it.
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CHAPTER 90
The seas are a temptress, moody yet beautiful, severe yet
invigorating. Men of true Mueran blood cannot resist the calls of
Marceaupo and Tulis…
- Excerpt from Pekelo’s ‘Wisdom of the Whales’
th

 Aytesdee, the 8 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Anthea grimaced as the boat she was on pitched through another
series of swells. Cold winds lifted stinging salty water to strike at her
face and bare hands. After near on a Wayke of this sort of treatment,
she began to feel as if she might never be warm again. Truthfully,
other than a few Dees on Kunoeha, she’d not felt warm in Munths,
not since Rummas or perhaps Zaraig. Neither had been particularly
pleasant, since she’d been unconscious upon arrival to Zaraig, and
there was that whole mess with Rolf, his Racheneid, and battling
Peacekeepers to escape from Rummas. That meant Miniya was
probably the most recent time she’d probably truly been warm and
reasonably comfortable, yet looking at the dark waves, such a feeling
was almost irretrievable as anything but a hazy memory of some
sensation that seemed as if it might never have existed. Her life of
late had been one cold or miserable experience after another.
Razor points lifted on the horizon, dark peaks that hinted at narrow
separations between them, as if there were a few islands ahead
instead of one mountain mass. She looked around for one of her
companions to speak to, but there were none nearby, and the
Kanaka’e around her all but ignored her when she tried to speak with
them. That was usual, though. They usually spoke only to Makan,
having taken him for something akin to a leader after Haole the
White’s death at his hands. It was something they’d not really
discussed officially, but one would have to be blind to not see the
respect they gave him and the leadership shift that had been made
within the power structure of the seafarers after the duel.
She carefully made her way across the ship to where she saw
Nishan and Makan. That was a task more easily imagined than
accomplished. A Kanaka’e boat was a veritable spider’s web of
rigging, poles, and shards of sail, one that changed as frequently as
the winds and waves did. There were underwater rudders and
scoops to trap the ocean currents when the winds were weak, and
with the nearly infinite amount of sail configurations, there was
scarcely a breath of wind that wasn’t caught by the grayish strips of
sailcloth strung between ever-changing sets of poles and ropes. All
of these devices needed the skilled manipulations of a Kanaka’e,
who proved to be an entirely different sort of Mueran in their ship
crafts. Anthea had been on Mueran boats before, but this one had as
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little in common with them as normal Mueran boats had in common
with Kerathi war galleys.
“Where are the others?” Anthea asked Makan when she’d finally
joined Nishan and him at the side of the boat. Whether it was port or
starboard, she couldn’t tell, as she couldn’t really determine which
side was the front of the boat, since it seemed to change from time to
time, depending on which way the winds and the waters were wont
to go.
“They are on some of the other boats. They came alongside ours
during the night to change crews and share supplies.” Makan replied,
nodding toward any of the other spidery shapes within range of
modest eyesight. They, too, were sliding across the waves.
Anthea frowned worriedly, and would have crossed her arms in
front of her chest had she not needed her hands to hold on and keep
herself upright. “When did they move to other boats?”
Nishan grinned. “Maternal instincts have you worrying? Has your
flock been scattered?”
“No.” Anthea replied a little testily, not wanting to argue or be
teased. “You know me better than that. I merely wish to know that
they are all faring well in these harsh waves.”
“They are fine. No harm will come to them. The Kanaka’e are
perhaps the finest sailors my people can offer.”
Anthea sighed. “Yet even they can’t seem to get us to Aynglica very
fast.”
“The cold winds sweep down along Greveth’s Mercy. Those great
mountains form a long, unbroken defensive wall that serve to gather
winds that run contrary to where we would go. Tacking and other
techniques aside, even the Kanaka’e cannot turn winds to suit their
fancies. ” Makan explained, adding with a half smile, “We are
beloved of the waters, not by Aaren’s mountains and winds, blessed
though he and his winds are.”
“They don’t seem to love me, either.” Anthea replied, shivering
when salty spray sloshed across her left half. “I don’t think I’ve been
dry in Dees.”
“Only a land animal tries to stay dry on the seas.” Makan answered.
“Then let us pray we grow scales soon, scales impervious to water
and cold.” Nishan quipped, looking at Anthea with great sympathy,
for he was cold too.
“I could hope for no more.” She agreed, smiling up at his warm,
golden eyes.
Makan regarded Anthea’s shivering frame critically. “I might be able
to offer you some Waikuluna to drink, but beware, for while it offers
warmth it dulls the senses. A man, or woman, with dull senses may
drown quite easily when feet and fingers fail.”
“Then I’ll forgo the pleasure a bit longer, because we’re
approaching land.”
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“I can see that, but it is not Aynglica we approach just yet.” Makan
said regretfully.
“The winds come down from Greveth’s Mercy, you said?” Nishan
asked, earning a nod from the Mueran. “Then perhaps we near the
southern tip of that long isle. We are near the Aurean city of Muralius
and what lies to the north of that – the Eye of Tulis.”
Makan’s face sobered, draining of any emotions he might have
displayed before that. “You are correct. It is the Eye of Tulis we
approach.”
“I know of Muralius, one of my people’s mountaintop Grancittas, but
what is the Eye of Tulis?” Anthea asked.
Nishan explained in Makan’s stead, because the Mueran wore a
contemplative look as he stared off in stony silence at the
approaching wall of mountains. “The Eye of Tulis is a great vortex, a
confluence of currents and winds trapped between four islands:
Greveth’s Mercy, the southeastern corner of Lesser Aynglica, and
two rocky isles that form the eastern half of the ring. Those two have
nothing more in the way of inhabitants than fishermen and birds
roosting on them.”
Anthea frowned. “It sounds most uninviting. Why are we going
toward that?”
“We’re not going to get too close. To do so would be foolish, but it’s
faster than going around and the more hidden path. It will not be as
watched as the southern pass.”
“But is it the safer route?” She asked, already suspecting she knew
the answer. What was ever faster and safer?
Nishan shrugged. “I doubt it, but what on the water is ever truly
safe? And, doesn’t our entire journey depend on timing? Do we not
risk everything to bring a swifter end to things?”
Makan nodded in agreement, coming out of his silence. “For all we
know, the Gods intended this course. They have done nothing to
deter us from going this way.”
Anthea wasn’t so easily convinced. “You had to kill a man to get
this ride, Makan. How can that be anything but a deterrence?”
“It was not a deterrence, but a test. I had to prove myself worthy of
what I have been given.” Makan clenched a hand tightly, protectively,
around the narwhal horn that had become an extension of his
person, never more than an arm’s length away from him these Dees.
“What of eight Dees of horrid weather and contrary winds slowing
us down?”
“These are minor things compared to the trials we have been
through. What is it that brings about such doubts in you now,
Anthea? Before you were always strong and determined. Why does
a short ride on the waves test your resolve?”
“I was born in the mountains, Makan. Perhaps it is against my
nature to be here among the waves.”
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Makan gave Anthea a sharp look, the first of such expressions
she’d ever gotten from him. “It is ill luck to say such things in the
midst of waves and winds such as these. You would bring the fury of
the Gods down on us all.”
Anthea cringed away, and immediately the Mueran’s expression
softened. It was too late, though. She left the two of them and
worked her way forward, away from the pair to where she saw
Bedros hunched over by what was the current prow of the ship, or
what was as close to a prow as the ship had.
The Ox-Man was as out of place on the ship as a sunrise in a cave.
He clung tightly to the sturdiest parts of the ship he could find, beams
of island woods. His hooves scrambled to find purchase on the slick
sections of deck planking whenever the ship listed too much or a
strong gush of water ran across part of the boat. Still, he lifted his
horned head to nod wearily to Anthea when she arrived at his side.
“Don’t worry. You’ll not crush me if the boat tosses in an ill direction.
I’ll move out of the way before that can happen.” She reassured him,
seeing the concern in his eyes as he held fast to the boat.
They waited until there was a lull in the winds to continue their
conversation in earnest, though the waiting was punctuated with brief
spats of talking that consisted of her asking yes and no questions
and him nodding or grunting yea or nay. Because the secret
language the two of them shared required both of his hands to
signal, to communicate he had to wait until the seas were calm
enough that he could safely release his death grip on the vessel.
When the lull did finally come, Bedros sank heavily to the partial
floor of the boat, and flexed his arms and hands tiredly. Muscles like
cords of iron stood out in his great forearms. Anthea took those
forearms in her hands and kneaded the tight muscles, massaging
the flesh beneath the thick grey-blue fur of his coat. It was not an
easy task, as large and as stiff as his muscles were.
“Your fur is turning a little blue in some places.” She remarked,
holding it up to the meager light of the unseasonably cold Dee to
inspect closer.
“It is the time on the sea.” He signaled and grunted to her.
She nodded and pretended to understand, but everywhere she
looked she began to see other details of change. Beneath the coarse
curls of fur on his chest, there were flashes of silver, which turned
out to be the beginning of scales where his flesh had hardened
except where the hardening follicles of hair protruded. Another set of
nubs protruded from the crown of his skull, too, dark, watery-looking
horn growths that she had no doubt would somedee rival the whitish
pair that were evidence of the Ox-Man’s connection to the icy lands
of the Uleauts.
“You grow attached to whatever lands we cross – even the seas.”
Bedros nodded and signaled admission. “It is my fate.”
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“To what end? Why would you become like this?”
“I must become the sum of all lands. I must become the world.”
“How can any creature do that?”
Bedros gritted his flat teeth and licked at saltwater that dripped
down his bovine snout, preparing for a long series of signals. Rarely
did he try to explain anything at length, and as of late they were a
little out of practice, so he was gathering for a great effort that would
likely take a number of repetitions for her to understand. “I was born
of the mountains, reborn of the icy south, and now I am touched by
the waters. I have known forest and grasslands for short times. Soon
I will become one with the grasslands, and they will leave their
touches on me.”
Anthea slowly nodded in understanding, only needing a few
clarifications before she asked, “You will become one with the lands
in Aynglica?”
“Lesser Aynglica is where I will go.” He answered.
“Greater Aynglica you mean? That is where we go, to meet with the
greatest of their people. We must rally support there to stop the
Aureans under Corydon.”
Bedros stiffly shook his head.
“What? How can you not go there?” She asked, feeling betrayed.
“Our paths diverge.” He indicated this with two clasped hands
spreading apart reluctantly.
“So what you said you must do back before we left the Uleauts, that
is coming to pass?”
Bedros tilted his head toward the approaching roar of waves that
crashed among the black teeth that were the end of Greveth’s
Mercy, though Greveth’s Fury seemed a better name upon looking at
them.
“After this obstacle, when we clear the Eye of Tulis you will leave.”
Anthea announced with a finality that came from realization. Perhaps
her family would be truly gone then, with the last remnant of her
childhood leaving her, even if it was in a lot less dreadful way than
her father had gone.
“I cannot do other than what I must.” Bedros seemed to say, but
she didn’t want to hear him.
“I think I will go watch for the Eye of Tulis.” She replied, standing
and moving away. She didn’t want him to see the salty tears that
seemed cold against her cheeks, though they should have been
much warmer than the saltwater of the Outer Seas that mingled with
them.

Nishan shivered, but it was not the cold that made him do so, nor
was it the soft touch of a woman’s hand on his arm. The shiver
became a full body shudder that made his head ache sorely and his
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eyes go out of focus. He gripped the railing of the Kanaka’e craft and
waited for the spell to pass.
“You looked dizzy.” Sagira said with mild concern when he finally
looked at her. “You were wobbling on your feet and looked about to
fall in the sea or empty the contents of your stomach. Neither seems
very fun.” She indicated the roiling water about them, whitecapped
and heaving.
“When did you get back onboard?” Nishan asked. “Last I saw you
were on that ship with the blue paint.”
“Ah yes, the Po-Polohua.” She pronounced the name of the other
ship carefully. “That’s quite a ship.” She raised her eyebrows in mock
seriousness. “I left it to return and check on Anthea and, well, and
Makan.”
Nishan laughed at the serious expression Sagira wore. “I didn’t see
you come back.”
“You must have been lost in thought, because we approached,
shouting was exchanged, and the extendable planks from the two
ships were reached out. I had to jump from one to the other. You
know how it is, not a quiet affair.”
He nodded. He had done the same a couple times, moving from one
of the ships to another. It was amazing how much control the
Kanaka’e had over their ships. They could maneuver within a few
Mayters of each other and then some swing glorified booms out as a
makeshift bridge, and then when crew and supplies had been
transferred, the ships would part again. From the sky Nishan
suspected it would likely look like a courtly dance. A couple meets,
twirls about, and then parts gracefully. It took a lot of delicate control
and precise timing, two things these Muerans excelled at.
‘Po-Polohua’ must have been the name of the other ship, he
decided. The syllables were unfamiliar and ungainly in his mouth,
and he didn’t know the meaning. “You learned the name of the ship?
What’s this one? Do you know the name of this boat too?”
“’Uakea’ was what I heard them call this boat.” Sagira answered
dutifully.
“We all speak Lower Elegian, and yet we still can’t understand each
other well. Their words mean little to me.”
“That is the nature of people, Nishan. Even were our languages the
exact same dialects, we would still find ways to differentiate,
distinguish, and alienate each other. People are divisive by nature.”
“Like you and Makan as of late?”
She turned away, looking physically pained by his comment. He
regretted it instantly, but words spoken cannot be taken back.
“You’re right.” She admitted. “We have been distant since his fight
on Kunoeha. I found that murder tasteless and unnecessary. Worst
of all, he would not even listen to me when I tried to dissuade him
from that course.”
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“He did what he must for us. Do not mistake that man, for I know
that he relished the fight none at all. It was not unlike what I had to
do back in Uleaut lands, except that I am not the man he is, and I
enjoy a good fight.”
Sagira looked back at him, gauging his words for truth. “I believe
you, and I understand what you say. I know he didn’t want to kill, but
he felt compelled to fight and wouldn’t even listen to a word I had to
say. That was the worst part of the whole affair. Sometimes when he
holds that tusk in his hands he becomes another person, a force of
will and duty that cannot be bent from its course.”
“And let us thank the Gods and Goddesses responsible for that
steadfastness, Sagira, because it will be him that will carry us to the
end.”
“You think so?”
Nishan nodded. “It will be him if it is any of us that will shoulder
Anthea unto the very end.”
“Then perhaps I owe him an apology for doubting him.” Sagira
lamented. Apologies were nearly as bad as the division between
them, but only nearly.
“Only if you feel it would help. I do not doubt his affections for you,
just as I do not doubt his motives.”
“Loving is never having to say, ‘I’m sorry.’ Is that right?”
“What would I know of love?” Nishan asked, grinning rakishly. “I’m a
destroyer of hearts and a taker of maidenheads. I’m a scoundrel and
a thief. Love is a stranger that I have never met.”
“Your reputation is greater than the man you really are, I think.”
Sagira replied with a snort.
“You wound me deeply, lady. Truly, I it may be mortal. I feel faint
already.” The part about feeling faint wasn’t a lie at least, even
though the rest was spoken in jest. Of course, his reason for feeling
that way was different than he implied.
Sagira rolled her eyes widely and shook her head. “You would be a
decent enough fellow if you tried. Men like you just refuse to give up
the image and freedom of irresponsibility. They find it charming
somehow, and girls are foolish enough to fall for such men.”
“Maybe I’ve just not found a woman worth giving up such things
for.”
“Not even Anthea?”
“Anthea is a girl still.” He replied hastily, though he sounded as if he
was trying to convince himself more than convince her. “She means
the world to me, but I wish more to possess her than to change
myself for her. It is an entirely different thing.”
Sagira clicked her tongue critically. “What would having her do for
you? She’s not a pet to keep, and possession speaks of jealousy
and territorialism.”
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“These are all reasons why I restrain myself around her. I resist my
urges insofar as she is concerned.”
“Rolf might disagree.” She pointed out.
Nishan grunted. “Rolf disagrees because he is disagreeable. It is
part of being a young, brash boy.”
“And you were never brash?”
“On the contrary, I was the very definition of brash. Age has
seasoned that brashness into impulsiveness, and someday it may
turn into full competence.” He chuckled throatily, narrowing his eyes
mischievously. “But not too soon.”
“And what level of impulsiveness or competence has you at the
front of the boat, staring into the approaching Eye of Tulis as if it
were a long lost brother?”
“You are perceptive as well as beautiful, albeit in a dark and severe
manner that only men like Makan and my humble self can
appreciate. You see truly. I feel some strange tie to this place, a
beckoning that began back in Uleaut land.” Absently, his hand
strayed to the eye that had once been bound and covered with a
handkerchief.
“Your eye, the one that the others think sees forward. It draws you
here?”
“All eyes see forward if you look that way.” Nishan replied
dismissively.
“You know it is another seeing forward I refer to. The others think
you can see the future.”
“Perhaps, but not so far as to avoid having to kill men. Chogan is no
less dead for all my supposed visions. I didn’t see Makan’s challenge
coming either.”
Sagira stared at him for a long moment, then turned her eyes to the
black rocks that rose like towers around them. The Kanaka’e crafts
slid carefully into the narrow passages to the south of the Eye of
Tulis, traversing them with a dancer’s care. Gulls and sea birds
swooped overhead, cawing and noisy spectators to their passage.
The birds were fine, but it was other flying things that Anthea had
been keeping her eyes skyward to look for. She feared passing too
close to Muralius, where Aureans might notice them, so they were
hugging the northern passages through these islands as best they
could. That brought them closer to the Eye, though, the Eye and its
swirling winds and dangerous currents.
“I don’t know what you’re feeling now. I cannot read your face.”
Sagira declared, mystified by the expressions that shifted across the
Rumani’s face.
“A man is not so simple as a book, and even I am confused about
what I feel, Sagira. I feel such a strong pull toward this place, as if I
should cast myself into the sea and let the sea drown me, as if I
should do anything if it would bring me closer to this power I feel.”
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“What could it be? Is it merely the maddening whispers of the winds
and the waves that whistle through these rocks? Your senses are
clearly sharper than ours, and perhaps it is a trick of these senses
that fools you.”
Nishan shook his head. “It is not my outward senses that feels this,
but rather my inward ones. This thing is greater than we can
imagine, and my suspicions may be too grand to be possible.”
“Uman.” Sagira replied, finally understanding what Nishan
suspected.
Nishan turned suddenly and seized her by the forearms. His eyes
were wild, both irises filling with blood as she watched. His lips
quivered in anticipation of saying something important. “You feel him
too? You know what I can feel here?”
For a moment, she thought maybe she did. For that Mynette she
stood there with his hands beating their intoxicating pulse into the
flesh of her forearms through the flesh of his palms. For that brief
passing of time, she felt a touch of something greater, a glimpse of
another being, and an inkling of something to come. Then there was
an abrupt parting, a tearing away as Makan’s hands pulled Nishan’s
off her arms.
“Nishan! Don’t forget yourself. You are acting strangely.” Makan
said, ever so aware of the blood in the Rumani’s eyes.
“I have no need of your woman, Makan, except in the friendship of
her conversation. You needn’t mistrust either of us. It is only this
place, filled with the power of the Gods, that affects me.” Nishan
touched his bared wrists together and cast a longing look in the
northern direction of the Eye of Tulis.
“Calm yourself.” Makan bid Nishan, interposing himself between
Sagira and the Rumani.
“In the presence of all this, how can any heart be calm?” Nishan
inquired solemnly.
“We will pass beyond the reach of the Eye soon, and then your
feelings will pass.”
“I know that, believe me I do. So leave me to relish in them while
they last.” The Rumani replied, his eyes deep crimson as he bid
them to leave.
They did as he asked. He didn’t want to really be alone, but he
knew Sagira could use the chance to speak with Makan and repair
their ties. Besides, he would not be truly alone in the presence of
such a being, which could only be the rising entity of what was to
become Uman. As he watched and absorbed the sensations that
rippled through his being, he noted that only one other seemed so
touched by what was occurring, and that was Bedros, who stood and
looked almost fearfully in the direction of the Eye of Tulis.
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So, the Ox-Men have no love for our Gods after all, Nishan
realized. They may not worship them, but they fear them too? That
was something to think about.
For now, he would let the sensations wash over him and see what
visions and insights they might bring before he was carried beyond
this place. And, if by chance the waves happened to wash him off his
perch and carry him into the sea to drown in the currents that
seemed to well up around the embryonic God his people had so long
awaited, then there could be no better way for a faithful Rumani to
die. Many had dreamt of such noble ends, but few had ever even
come close.
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CHAPTER 91
It is the custom of our people to put trust in a sole leader, that being
the Grand Helion. He is an infallible symbol of who we are, both wise
and powerful. Yet if he is the greatest among us, he is also the most
dependent among us, unable to exist without others. Few require so
much support as he, for without his advisors and servants, his words
are but empty words and not commands. A few Grand Helions have
found this out the hard way, when they forget just how things get
done in this government, or in any government for that matter…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Noinsdee, the 9 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
When Iago opened his eyes once more, he was laying on the lake.
It took a moment to realize that he was actually laying on the lake
and not in it. The water had turned into a steely mirror, and he was
bathed in the full light of the Haestos’ moon, which burned with an
incredible luminosity, as if it had been caught on one of the peaks of
the mountains that surrounded the valley.
Iago picked himself up and looked at his hands. Besides the fact
that it didn’t hurt to get up, something he hadn’t been able to say for
Waykes, his hands had been purified and the scars the poisons had
left behind. He touched his face, taking pleasant notice of the
missing scars there, and the fact that his hair had grown back where
his scalp had been terribly scarred before.
“You have been purified.” Fidelio called over to him, standing at the
edge of the stone staircase some ten Mayters away or so. “We have
stood vigil over your purification, and you have returned to the world
of the living.”
“Vigil? How long have I been gone? It’s been but a few Mynettes.”
Fidelio smiled a secretive smile, but it was a secret he was willing to
share. “Time in the Mirror of Haestos is not the same within as it is
without. It is Noinsdee, the ninth of Greening.”
Nine Dees, Iago reflected. That was certainly seemed like enough
time for Gods to rebuild his entire body, and that was indeed how it
felt. As he let his eyes roam his body once more, he noted that it
looked for all intents and purposes to be as perfect as if he had just
been born. His newborn skin began to feel a chill, naked as he was.
The air wasn’t quite as warm as the lake. Iago walked across the
surface of the water to meet Fidelio, marveling still that he was
walking on the lake rather than splashing about in it. His bare feet felt
the warmth of the lake’s rigid water as he walked. It was such a
comforting feeling that he was reluctant to step off the water and into
the golden robe that Fidelio held out for him. He slid his arms into the
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robe with Fidelio’s help and then synched the waist with the silver
drawstring that went all the way around it.
“I believe I saw Haestos.” Iago declared, unsure of how to feel
about that fact, but a triumphant sensation was one of the first things
that surfaced. Such sensations brought a smile to his face.
Fidelio nodded. “That is well, for this is the Mirror of Haestos. I, too,
saw him once. It was long ago, but I cannot forget him.”
“There was another there, too.”
“Oh?” Fidelio said, his curiosity echoed in the bright faces of the
priests and priestesses around him.
“I believe it was Kaneitha. She touched my heart.”
They all stared at him in surprise and mild confusion. “This is the
Mirror of Haestos, God of evening lights. Kaneitha is the Goddess of
Shadows. The two are opposing forces. Why would she be here?”
One of them asked.
Iago shuddered when he felt a chill run through his body, centering
on his heart. He quickly bared his chest, pulling the silken folds of the
robe aside. As he shuddered, a deep black mark appeared on his
flesh to cover most his left pectoral muscle, an indistinct shape that
was wispy on the edges, like smoke. Coldness settled in on his left
side, and his left hand also began to darken. The hand quickly grew
to match the shadow over his heart, with the blackness extending
halfway up his forearm before relinquishing its hold on the rest of the
arm to normal flesh.
“I don’t understand this.” Fidelio declared, admitting his ignorance
as to what was happening. “You should have been purified by what
happened. Nine Dees is a very fortuitous time to spend in the face of
our God. All should have been righted.”
They all looked at his black hand for several Saycunds, perhaps
expecting more changes to occur. None did. Iago laughed suddenly,
startling them all.
“I understand.” Iago announced.
“What is it?” One of them asked.
Iago grinned. “Kaneitha touched me as well, granting me powers of
darkness to offset the light Haestos touched me with.”
“To what end?” Fidelio asked.
Iago answered by reaching out and touching Fidelio’s cheek. The
man recoiled fearfully, howling in pain and clasping his hand over
where he had been touched. Fidelio’s wrinkled old skin began to
darken immediately, withering like a flower exposed to heat.
“I can bring salvation or death with my touch. Only for you, I think
your past misdeeds have finally caught up with you.” Iago declared.
Fidelio toppled over, writhing in agony as his body shriveled and
began to decay before them all. Iago quickly moved around the
group, touching each of the other priests that had stood vigil for him,
all save for one. The one he spared was a young-looking woman,
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who cringed back in terror as her companions all succumbed to the
same hideous fate as Fidelio.
“Why?” She asked, weeping tears of mixed rage, fear, and
confusion. Her eyes shifted nervously between Iago and her dying
companions.
“Spread the word of my coming: Iago, the Voice of the Firmament
and the Judge of the Aurean people, has arrived. With one hand he
offers salvation, while the other offers suffering and death.”
Iago left them to die there with the one woman as his witness,
walking off across the water on his way back to his Flier. He cared
not at all about her name. No one else would, either. She was
unimportant, but they would all know his name soon enough. Before
all was said and done, his importance would eclipse even Corydon’s.
Each of them would work in their own ways, and the two of them
would purify the Aurean nation and forge anew a people unrivaled in
the history of the world.
This was the vision he had seen.
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CHAPTER 92
There is evidence, in terms of animals and plant life, that Lesser
Aynglica was once near to if not an outright part of the landmass of
Rummil. Rummil, which disappeared in the Rumani’s Loss of Home,
was a great land that had many distinct animals, especially species
of birds. Many of those birds can still be found in small flocks on
Rummas, also presumed to be a remaining portion of the once
greater land. Curiously, they’re also found at the southern end of
Lesser Aynglica near the Eye of Tulis and those surrounding rocky
islands, and these are not birds known to migrate. In addition to the
birds, certain varieties of flowers and shrubberies can also be found
only on Rummas and on or near Lesser Aynglica.
I believe that a great many calamities occurred around the time of
the Rumani’s Loss of Home, more than the destruction of Rummil.
There are a growing number of pieces of evidence taken from the
most ancient of trees, from archaeological digs, and from displaced
rocks found high on the slopes of mountains across the Broken
Crown that point toward a massive tidal wave that raced outward
from somewhere around where Rummas is now. Was this wave the
result of Rummil’s tragic end?
It is possible that the Mueran Belt was formed at that time as well,
scattered shards of a once greater landmass. Examining sea floors,
studying various island plants and animals, and inspecting the few
surviving records of the time, I’ve concluded that the Mueran Belt
also seems to have been formed from a greater landmass that was
shattered and broken at about the same time as the Loss of Home. It
might have been a separate landmass from Rummil, or it might have
been the same. While plant and animal life on Rummas and in the
Mueran Belt vary greatly, there are, however, some similarities.
Taking into consideration many generations of evolutions and
adaptations, it’s possible that even those islands are parts of the
former land of Rummil, which, if true, must have rivaled Elegius in
terms of size. Unfortunately, there are no accurate maps of those
times, and any information may be subjective in its origins.
Yet, one can’t help but notice some of the odd similarities between
the creatures and plants that live only on the southern reaches of
Lesser Aynglica and on Rummas. Aside from the unlikelihood of
winds or people transplanting these species,
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
th

 Einsdee, the 11 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Anthea hadn’t really known what to expect of Aynglica, but she had
thought she’d known what to expect from her fellows. From Rolf,
she’d expected griping about the nature of Aynglicans and their
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underhandedness and money-grubbing cowardice. He proved her
wrong. Instead, he seemed rather good-natured and optimistic about
the coming of Greater Aynglica, Dees away though that might be
since they had only just reached Lesser Aynglica. Makan and Sagira
seemed to have repaired things between them a bit, and they were
spending more time together. Anthea had expected that to continue,
but this morning found them apart once more, with both of them
watching the golden fields rolling by to the east, each from their own
end of the boat. Tuari had also deviated from the norm, observing
with an almost taciturn style that was oddly incommunicative for the
talkative boy. Normally adventurous, outspoken, and brash, it was
Nishan who was quietest of all. It was Nishan who was most
reluctant to continue on. His gaze was ever back the way they’d
come, looking with a contemplative silence on the route they’d taken
past the Eye of Tulis.
Yet if her fellows were mostly reserved or were at a loss for words,
Bedros was all but elated. His hooves clapped across the sparse
deck planking, and his hands clapped together excitedly whenever
he didn’t have to hold onto the railing for stability. Giddy, that’s what
he was. It lightened her heart to see such playfulness in his manner,
but only until she was reminded of why he was so giddy. Then her
mood plunged to join with the collective uneasiness of her
companions.
“He is going here and leaving us, isn’t he?” Tuari asked her,
watching the almost prancing Ox-Man.
“No-“ She began to say, but then caught herself. There was no
need to lie to Tuari or shield him from the truth. He deserved better
than that. “Yes, you’re right. He will.”
“Of us all, he was the outlier. He certainly helped, but I think
perhaps he never belonged to our cause.” Tuari commented with a
sigh.
“You’re right again, I think. It pleases me little to admit that though.
He and I were like family once, before all this happened. He was my
guardian, my protector, my blanket, and almost a brother sometimes.
How he grew so apart, I cannot fathom. It seems like a thousand
Kilomes already separate us, even though he is just a few Mayters
away.”
“Maybe he always felt apart from us, in his heart.”
“We are never so aware of our differences than when we are not
among our own kind. Soon he’ll not be alone. I hope his people
receive him well.”
“There are more Ox-Men on this island then? I’ve never seen more
than him, and the other one that died, if briefly.”
She nodded slowly, noting that they were nearing the shore now.
Her heart clenched as if a great fist had closed around it and was
squeezing the life from her very slowly and painfully. She’d prepared
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her mind for this Dee, but not her heart. It was easier not to think
directly about it, so she spoke of something to occupy her mind. “I
will tell you what Bedros tells me of this place... The other night I
couldn’t sleep. The dark sickness came upon me and I felt ill. He
soothed me with his stories, and beneath the starry skies he told me
of a great herd, thousands strong. The herd runs the Amber Plains
without challenge. Even the Aynglicans here do not bother them.
They chew grasses and leaves and mate among the trampled weeds
during the deepest Dees of the Saysuhns of Green and Red.”
Anthea smiled softly, wondering if that was what the future held for
Bedros. She thought not, but it was a pleasant idea anyway. “The
one who saved him came from here, too.”
Tuari looked at Anthea, studying the sorrow that welled up from her
core. “I think that Bedros is a creature of great will. He radiates
energy, warmth, and confidence. I think that his feelings for you will
not diminish even with distance.”
“That is comforting. Thank you.” Anthea replied. Then, hesitantly,
she spoke more of what was on her mind. “He did say once that he
would try to rejoin me if at all possible. It makes me think that there is
something ominous and dangerous hanging over him.”
“There is something ominous and dangerous hanging over all of us.
It is just that we must now consider that even the Ox-Men will be
affected by it, just as my people, the Uleauts, might be affected.
Whatever he will be about, I’m sure that the Ox-Men will be seeking
a way to protect themselves from what comes. In that respect, they
are very like us.”
Anthea grimaced. Corydon and the things he had set in motion
would endanger even the peaceful Ox-Men it seemed. Surely he was
not the sole cause of all, but sometimes a man need only to cast the
first stone to get a rockslide started. “You frighten me sometimes,
Tuari. You are a man beyond your Yarres.”
“I’ve been talking to Makan and the Kanaka’e a lot.” Tuari admitted.
“I have talked little and thought lots as of late. I can’t say that it
helped me, either. Thinking certainly doesn’t impart wisdom just by
doing it.”
“Words and thoughts ready us for action.” Tuari replied, looking up
at her expectantly. “Will you be ready when it is time for you to do
what you must?”
“I pray to Maletos and all the Gods that I will be ready, but time is
the true test.” She touched her thumb and forefinger to her forehead,
splaying her other fingers out in front of her. With a sigh she dropped
the reverent gesture, and smiled at Tuari.
“It is good to see you smile. The colors come upon me when I ease
your heart and mind. I can see the green of your eyes and the
highlights of your hair when you are at ease.”
“And you can see them now?” She asked.
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Tuari nodded. “Yes. They are most beautiful.”
“Then let me say my farewell to Bedros while my mood is light and
my heart is strong.”
“I have gathered the others to this ship, spreading word that you
would wish to speak to all of us. All of your companions are here.”
“You knew this then?”
Tuari winked conspiratorially. “Anthea, I needn’t cast by spirit on the
winds to notice something so near that I can smell it.”
Anthea chuckled lightly at that, and took the Uleaut boy’s hand in
her own. She’d have liked to laugh more in earnest, but it was all the
effort she could summon just then, and it was an honest laugh at
least. Tuari would have seen through anything less than honest.
The rest of her friends, noticing that things were afoot, gathered
around. Some of the Kanaka’e did too, but for the most part they
were content to spider up and down the rigging and leave the
Landbound foreigners to their own strange business. There were still
a couple whose curiosity got the better of them, and their ears
waggled with keen interest when Rolf broke the silence.
“I don’t have a map, but I’m pretty damn sure Greater Aynglica
didn’t move since the last time we were in the Broken Crown. I think
we’ve got a bit to go still, so why are we stopping here?” Rolf asked,
almost impatiently, as if he needed to get to Greater Aynglica as
soon as possible.
“We’re not stopping here.” Makan replied.
“Then why are the other ships passing us by? We’re definitely
getting close to shore and slowing.” Rolf insisted.
“As Makan said, we are not stopping here, but Bedros is.” Anthea
explained.
Rolf’s face suddenly lit up with realization as he looked from the OxMan to the shore, where the rough figures of an approaching herd of
Ox-Men were barely visible. “The big guy is leaving us then.”
“I have said many times that we couldn’t always expect Bedros to
soak up the first round of attacks for us.” Nishan said. “Why else
have we been training so hard? We can’t rely on him forever. It’s
time we started to shoulder our own load. He has done his part.”
When he finished, he nodded with genuine respect to the Ox-Man,
who grinned back toothily at the Rumani.
“I cannot argue with that’s sentiment. I just wish someone would
have told me beforehand that it was going to be this sudden.” Rolf
complained. He turned to the Ox-Man and extended a hand. They
clasped wrists then, and Rolf bowed deeply. It was a simple gesture,
but no less meaningful for it. “I’ve few words to share with you, and
they’re all in gratitude and thanks. Fare thee well, and may whatever
powers there are that guard your people watch you closely.”
Bedros nodded seriously. He seemed heartened by the lack of an
invocation of any Gods. It was well done and well said, that much
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showed on everyone’s faces, some of which were also a little
surprised that something so eloquent escaped Rolf’s mouth.
Tuari stepped in next, giving Sagira and Makan time to find their
words. “I know little of you, but I have seen what you can do. I have
seen the miracles you worked on our behalf. Your people will surely
have need of your talents, as we needed them before. We will do our
best to care for Anthea while you are gone.”
It might have been comical had Tuari’s words not sounded so adult.
He looked so small; he was about half Bedros’ height and a small
fraction of his weight. Like a child promising something to a father,
the two faced each other. Tuari’s open and trusting smile confronted
a heartened and reciprocal expression from the Ox-Man. Bedros
knelt, and for a moment the seas seemed perfectly calm. He
extended both of his hands and took Tuari’s hands in his own. Their
eyes met, they peered deep into each other’s souls, and they liked
what they saw. Something passed between the two, some
ephemeral exchange of signals that might have amounted to a thank
you or a sacred vow; even Anthea wasn’t sure what it was. Then
Bedros let the Uleaut’s hands go and stood once more.
Makan went next, though Sagira was at his side when he began,
resting a hand on the crook of his arm. “I, we, cannot say enough to
you. I think you saved my life once, perhaps twice, and that’s just me
individually. I know there were a few times that you saved our group
as a whole, and that’s something I hope to have a chance to repay to
you somedee. I just want you to know that Sagira and I never
thought of you as someone apart from us.” He paused and turned to
Sagira, who nodded agreement. “To us you were a comrade, a
companion, a friend, and a brother. You were never less than that.”
Sagira felt the need to add her own contributions to what Makan
was saying, because she had her own thanks to give. When she
spoke, the rich timbre of her voice filled their ears, conveying the
emotions she felt as vividly as if she had painted them a picture to
show them. “What he’s trying to say is walk well. These burnished
lands here are more suited to you than the ice we have tread upon
together, or these waves that we have been pitched about upon as a
crew. I hope this land sustains your heart and body for as long as
you walk it, and when you wish to join us again, you will find friendly
faces waiting for you.”
“Now, I think we should let Anthea say her farewells in private.”
Nishan suggested, as the hanging notes of Sagira’s speech slowly
died in their ears. Most of them were still watching Sagira
expectantly, waiting for her mouth to provide more lovely words;
most of them didn’t even realized the effect her words had on them,
but Nishan had heard the Goddess Juria’s touch on her words.
Anthea blinked and remember why they were all gathered here.
“Thank you, Nishan. My friends, if you don’t mind…”
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None of them did. They left silently, briefly nodding, patting Bedros
on the arms, or whatever they would as a last bit of goodbye. Bedros
watched them go, most of all Sagira, whom he eyed with reserve.
But then, only Anthea and her one time sworn guardian were left to
speak alone. Even the few hangers-on from the Kanaka’e crew
dissolved into the duties of the ship, leaving them so that they would
have their privacy.
“Bedros…” Anthea began. Her eyes glistened like the morning dew
as she regarded her favorite person left in the world. Nishan and the
others meant much to her, but Bedros was family. Nothing could
supersede family.
Words weren’t needed just then. Bedros scooped the slender girl
up in his powerful arms, and she buried her face against his chest
and let a few tears escape. If she closed her eyes, she could imagine
that this was the same Bedros from Munths ago, before all these
things had began, before he’d been hurt and changed. She could
imagine that everything they’d been through these last few Munths
was a lie, and that they were still living happily in Cenalium. It was a
pleasant fiction.
She broke the contact, not him. He was reluctant to let her push
away from him, but he knew it was necessary. Her eyes grew
serious after she wiped her cheeks on her sleeve. Meeting his large,
warm brown eyes with her yellow-flecked green ones, she spoke the
words she felt she had to. “I will miss you dearly. You are my family,
my herd, Bedros. Do not forget that, no matter what distances lie
between us.”
Bedros swallowed audibly, his large throat moving up and down
reflexively as he tried to stave off his own tears. He rapidly signaled
his reply to her. “Whatever I must do, I will not harm you or our
companions.”
“I know. I trust you. You would no more harm me than you would
have my mother or father.”
“I would die first.” He said in rough syllables, syllables his old mouth
couldn’t have formed so well.
She shook her head. “You have died once, to protect me. I released
you from that debt.”
“It is not the debt of protectorship, but the responsibility of family. It
is loyalty and love that would make me die again to save you.”
Fresh tears sprung from Anthea’s eyes. “Don’t speak of such
things. We will be reunited. Do not tell me of dying or debts. I would
spare you further pain on my behalf.”
“But…”
“No,” she interrupted, “go and be with your people now. They wait
for you. We will meet again.”
Bedros turned his stiff neck and looked at the shores, Ox-Men filed
down to the waterline, and more were approaching from the east.
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They stopped at the water’s edge, where, for a stretch of over a
Kilome, there was a line of Ox-Man. Their calls were carrying across
the waters to him, and everyone who heard them felt a beckoning
that tugged at his or her heart.
With a last look that was empty of regret but full of adoration,
Bedros heaved himself over the railing of the Kanaka’e ship. He
splashed into the shallow waters. Despite being a creature of the
land, the waters didn’t pull him down and drown him, as it seemed
the water must. Rather, they lifted him up, and he began toward the
shore with broad strokes of his powerful arms and shoulders.
The Kanaka’e started their ship moving again, but they moved
slowly at first, so that Anthea and the others could watch as Bedros
stepped from the water and onto dry land. Once there, he was
accepted into the great herd of the Amber Plains of Lesser Aynglica,
absorbed into its midst. There was a great and united bellowing cry
that rose from the western shore along the Inner Seas, a cry that
shivered the world. Even those on the water felt it.
“What was that?” Tuari asked. He and the others had gradually
gravitated back to Anthea’s side after Bedros had left the ship.
“If we knew the answer to that, we’d probably know more of the OxMen than any man who ever lived. Even Pravat, a man who
dedicated his life to studying the Ox-Men, could never discover their
deepest secrets.” Makan declared, watching the shore with a look of
profound respect.
“The world shook at his return to his people.” Anthea remarked.
“But was the world shaking in fear, excitement, or another
emotion?” Nishan wondered. His eyes filtered with red, but no one
knew what answers he might have seen.
“You speak of the world as if it lives.” Rolf said, shaking his head in
disbelief.
Anthea nodded. “That’s because it does, and you just said goodbye
to one of its children.” With that said, she turned her eyes northward,
toward Greater Aynglica, where their next challenges waited.
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CHAPTER 93
Our greatest failures are often subsequent to our greatest
successes. Pride blinds and supporters are fleeting of heart. It is in
the time of our achievements that we are most susceptible to the
contradictory impulses of fate…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Tewsdee, the 12 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Illias was announced quickly upon his arrival, and shortly after he
entered the audience hall in what had formerly been the hall of the
Great Helion. After the coup, Corydon had removed the fountains
filled with fish and the colorful gardens. The hall had been
redecorated in a rather Spartan fashion: black and white pillars with
crushed stone of the same colors strewn between the paved walks.
Since the last time Illias had seen the chamber, there had been
some subtle changes made, though not necessarily on purpose. The
areas of light and dark were much more pronounced now, with thick
beams of light bathing areas that now had greening mosses and
flowers of opportunity that were not letting the light go to waste. The
shadows were dark and dreary as always, but they meant little to
one who had gone through the transformation into a Dark Aurean.
Illias had little to fear from the dark, but much to fear from the man
bathed half in shadows and half in light.
It was an apt metaphor for Corydon’s dual nature. The man was
half mad for sure. Some times he seemed a concerned, poised, and
ambitious leader, but at other times he would rave about his
obsessions and his suspicions. Linnea didn’t help the man’s image
much either. The woman had been struck dumb in one of Corydon’s
plots, and he kept her around as a drooling sounding board for his
ranting. She listened without comments, but no matter how he
dressed her up, in typical Aurean robes or in the elegant
Darkwatcher’s garb as she was in now, nothing would change the
fact that she had a child’s mind at best and could no longer
communicate.
Presently, the idiot woman was twirling about in her robes, trying to
catch motes of dust flittering through the broad beams of light that
penetrated the uninviting murk of the room. Illias frowned at her
costume. He had thought she was dressed in the garb of the
Darkwatchers, but it was something different, something new. He
decided to ignore her playing, and he stepped over to where
Corydon sat cross-legged on the paving stones halfway under
another beam of light.
“You’re doubtlessly reading reports of the campaign.” Illias said,
something that he felt still rather a part of. He’d not even had time to
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change his clothes, not really. He uniform, even brushed and
cleaned as well as it could be in a Flier, still bore some signs of his
recent battles.
“Actually, I’m not. With your return, I expect that you’ve failed
somehow, and I want to hear of it from your own mouth rather than
from reports.” Corydon replied evenly, his voice not even betraying
the slightest irritation or annoyance. “These are reports on the
Kerathi project you helped contribute to.”
“Ah, yes. That.” Illias stammered. “Whatever became of our little
ladies?”
“One shows great promise, but most have died. We’re down to
nine.”
“Nine? That’s a fortuitous number.”
“Three-squared, yes. That’s quite fortuitous in the old way of
thinking, but I would prefer one success over nine possibilities.”
“Assuredly.”
Corydon calmly set aside the reports and stood. Linnea cast a lame
gaze his way before putting on a half-witted grin and casting herself
down among the lichens and mosses, which she pressed her face
against and began sniffing with childlike interest. Illias tired not to
watch her and he stood very still, his muscles tightening like vises as
he waited to give his report.
“Now, on to the matter at hand: your failures thus far. What have
you to say? How bad is the damage? What kind of ”
“Sir, I wouldn’t consider this a defeat –“ Illias started to say.
“Stop. Spare me the connotations that might cast your
shortcomings in a more favorable light. Tell me, cut and dry, where
we stand and how we can remedy these mishaps.”
“As I was starting to say, this is not a complete setback, but rather a
crossroads.”
“Perhaps your last crossroads if you don’t get to the point.” Corydon
warned coldly. He was deathly serious, that much was certain.
“Sir, the nature of this conflict has changed drastically. The troops
supplied at the beginning were enough to push far in this campaign,
but as circumstances have changed, they were simply not enough. If
I had merely been facing the Kerathi, I might have gone much
further, but these were not just the simple Kerathi I was supposed to
be facing. Not only have their strategies advanced significantly, to
the point where every attack offered a serious threat to both my
ground troops and my aerial support, but this time they had Elegian
and Aurean support.”
“Aureans? They finally showed their hand?” Corydon seemed
surprised.
“There was some support, but it was so bad as it could have been.
There seemed to be only a small contingent at Vaasa, but what they
had with them was of more import, sir. They had some device that
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could draw arc-lance fire from our Fliers, bending their fire in midair.
Then the device could return the fire it collected and shoot our Fliers
down with it. They destroyed one and damaged four. They removed
our aerial advantage, relegating our Fliers to action in all but the
fringes of the battle. It was a very effective defensive umbrella, one
that I fear might become more commonly used.”
This piqued Corydon’s attention to its fullest. “It drew the fire from
the arc-lances, you say?”
Illias nodded. “Yes. If the Fliers were close to the ground and firing
directly, it couldn’t do it, but if they tried to attack from high up, it was
quite a pronounced effect.”
“They must have made a device that uses the polarity of the arclances against themselves.” Corydon surmised.
“Polarity?”
“I’m not going to bore you with a discussion on how arc-lances
work. Suffice it to say, if you create an opposite charge, you can
draw arc-lance fire like a magnet. I’ve seen it work before, but never
in practices, because we’ve never had an Aurean versus Aurean
conflict since the Fratello Muerte. That was the last pitched battle
between two factions of our people, and then a reversed polarity
device wasn’t used. It’s supposedly a very dangerous thing to do.”
“I would agree with that. The device blew a five Mayter deep crater
and knocked down people for about a dozen Mayters in every
direction. I was tossed aside like a doll when that thing erupted.”
“So the thing has weaknesses…”
Illias tried to be as informative and helpful as he could, “It was
highly reactive with any alloyed metals that came near it. I can only
assume that the Aurean operators carried no such metals on their
person. It killed a dozen men who got too near, cooking them in their
armor. When I threw my arc-sword and pinned a man to the batteries
the whole thing went up in a bang.”
Corydon’s mind was whirring as he considered the possibilities. He
considered the implications of Aurean intervention, the Elegian
presence, the uses and prevalence of the new device. He decided
something right then and there. “We don’t have enough men to
continue like this.”
“That’s what I’ve been saying, sir. We need more men and more
Fliers if we are to continue this campaign. I slaughtered hundreds,
perhaps thousands of their allied forces on Fulajyd, only to find that
they’d beset my camp on Relcivyk, too. Chael’s encampments there
were almost overrun by the time I returned.”
That snapped Corydon out of his reflection and contemplation. “I
thought I told you not to make a stand? Making a stand on any
grounds gives them the chance to seek you out. Only fight on your
terms when and where you dictate.”
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“It was not an outright base. It was a trap. They were to assemble
their men to launch an attack on our convincing base, only to find
that we’d moved to assault them before they could go on the
offensive.”
“And did this work when you did other than I asked?” Corydon
asked.
“We had mixed results.” Illias insisted, unwilling to admit a complete
loss no matter what it cost him. ”Losses were high on both sides. We
encountered and destroyed a new enemy weapon, but not until after
learning enough about it from the engagement to minimize the
counterweapon’s effectiveness.”
“What gains were made in terms of ground?”
“None.” Illias admitted. This he was willing to admit even if he
wouldn’t admit defeat. ”A large force was eradicated outside of
Vaasa. I sent the Empress some of her dead as a warning. The
device was destroyed before it could do too much damage to our
forces. We also managed to hold them off at our base, though it was
strongly besieged when I returned to destroy their attacking forces.
We had two victories and killed a few thousand soldiers from their
alliance.”
“Your losses?” Corydon fired back at him, adding up numbers and
figuring the status of their campaign with each new piece of
information he received.
“Between the two battles, over four-hundred dead or seriously
wounded, with two Fliers destroyed and five more damaged.”
“So of those thousand Lost Ones Soldiers you started with, you
have something like two hundred left at best.”
“About that, yes, and another couple hundred Dark Aureans.”
Corydon glared into the shadows of the room, and there seemed to
be some whispered exchange that occurred before he turned back
toward his general. “I guess I would have to say I’m not entirely
displeased with what has occurred. It seems our losses ratio is within
tolerable limits considering all that has happened, and I will have
your thousand men ready for you within a couple Dees. The problem
lies with Fliers, which are becoming scarce.”
“I cannot minimize their losses unless I only use them for bombing,
and that is inaccurate at very best. I don’t exactly have a lot of
bombs, either. Cenalium only produces so many at a time. Bombs
aren’t effective unless the Fliers get close enough to hit their targets
on the nose, and if they do that they’re at risk from siege weapons
the Aynglicans seem to be sharing with them. If they drop from high
up, they might miss or it might be a false target they hit.”
“So you’re combating Kerathi that are supplemented with Elegian
forces and a mixture of Aynglican and Aurean technologies.
Something drastic needs to be done about this.” Corydon mused. ”A
message needs to be sent to all parties involved. We cannot brook
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interference from the Aureans. The Elegians were to be our next
target anyway, and they have just brought our wrath down upon
them earlier. Your warning to them was well done. As to the
Aynglicans, they are of little import as of yet. Their politics are easily
interfered with; a few well-placed bribes will stall any action they
might take and give us the time to finish the Kerathi and the Elegians
before we turn our attentions toward Aynglica.”
The man thirsted for much blood, Illias decided, but he offered little
in the way of accomplishing the deeds. “Such things will take greater
numbers of troops if you wish me to do them with less Fliers. Let’s
not forget you want to attack the Elegians soon and send our Aurean
enemies a message, too.”
“Then it’s time to get greater numbers of troops. Drastic measures
are required, Illias. I will need you in the city for at least a Wayke,
perhaps a Munth.”
Illias grunted in disbelief. “A Munth? How are my men supposed to
hold out for a Munth?”
“I understand one of your commanders, Aram, is showing quite a
good deal of promise. I will send reinforcements to him post-haste.
He can continue the offensive in your stead. As you were supposed
to do, he is to avoid making bases. He will head north and strike at
those islands, keeping his distance from Gevaud.”
“You think the Aureans on Fulajyd came from Gevaud?”
Corydon shook his head. “Not necessarily. I suspect that they were
the work of the Grand Helion. He’s trying to show that he has a
spine. Yet I think they only tested the device, and let us hope it takes
them awhile to get more in production and to battle sites. Still, it
would be best to avoid straying too near to Gevaud. Let them think
we are worried about their possible involvement, and in the
meantime we will deal with the Grand Helion, as well as secure more
much-needed Fliers.”
Illias licked his lips anxiously. “You are suggesting a reprisal against
the Grand Helion?”
“He is on his Tournea Observatori. We will strike as he lands,
hopefully killing him, while stealing as many Fliers as we can.”
Corydon answered.
“Where is he though?”
“Contrary to regular schedules, he has not visited the Grancittas in
the order of their building dates. He has hit the most distant ones
first: Muralius, Reselhine, and Gevaud. He will be going to Choraeyn
soon, and then Durenia. We will catch him when he tries to make for
Choraeyn. Even if he survives, we’ll have sent him and his followers
a clear message that he is weak and we will not be bucked by his
feeble efforts.”
“The Elegians?”
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“They will require a similar message in addition to what you have
already done, but I know of their masses of troops. You will need a
great army to lead against them, one we cannot make unless we are
willing to go one step beyond what we have considered before…”
Corydon trailed off, filling the air with a sense of foreboding.
Linnea stopped her playing to listen. Her modified, black
Darkwatcher’s gown, a symbol of the brotherhood that watched over
the dead until Nelius could safely take them, swished to a stop. Illias
frowned when he noticed that she actually wore a semi-lucid
expression on her face for once.
“What will we do?” Illias asked, taking his eyes away from Linnea.
Corydon’s breast swelled with pride as he shared his vision with his
general. His voice lifted and filled the room with the richness of
promises. “We will change the whole city, Illias. We will unleash a
voice of our faith and cause, and with her will come citywide
administrations of the Dark Aurean treatment.”
Illias stared at his master, doubtful that such a grand thing was
possible. “All? You plan to do this to the whole city? Where will we
find the manpower to change so many people? There are many
thousands of people here. We can barely police them now, from
what some of the Guardians told me since I arrived. Only the forced
blackouts keep the citizens from revolting.”
“I have been expecting that this would be necessary, and it will free
up the men who are guarding our fair city so they can make war on
the Elegians. We cannot carry the war to foreign shores if all of our
men are tied up here, policing those who might be our new recruits.”
“It takes Waykes or even a couple Munths for the transformation.”
“My Transition Assistants have been perfecting the process. Our
losses our down, and the blood requirements are being met by the
thousands of our female brethren in Lower Cenalium. It can be done.
It must be done to change the world to be as I have seen. Within a
few Waykes we’ll have ten thousand more Lost Ones Soldiers to
send down on the Elegians.” Corydon explained.
“And they can raise a hundred thousand men and more to face us.”
Illias said, grunting. Ten thousand Lost Ones Soldiers was a
powerful lot, but so were the Elegian Legions.
“Tactics are your department, Illias. Leave getting the troops to me,
and I will leave killing the enemy to you.”
“Corydon, this is something that cannot be undone.” Illias warned
his master. He felt as if there was a giant weight hanging over all, a
weight that could crush them all if Corydon did this. ”Once this has
been done, all other Aureans will turn on us. There is no forgiveness
for this. Now, they think we take only the undesirables and the
miscreants, but this is a forced transformation of an entire Grancitta.
There will be resistance, bloodshed, and a call to arms by the other
Aureans.”
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“Then let them come, and we will burn them out of the skies!”
Corydon called out triumphantly, raising his arms. “We have the
means to do it.”
“As you wish.” His was the sword hand that would be lifted against
whichever enemies Corydon made, only this would move make a lot
more enemies for him to cut down. He wondered if his arms would
be too tired to fight before it was all done.
“Good. Now prepare to lead the troops that will begin the door-todoor administrations of the treatment. Teams of soldiers will be given
cursory training in the Transition. We will need every Dark Aurean to
do his or her part. We must not do this section by section, or some
people will choose to hide and resist. If they have no warning and no
chance to organize, it will be better. Everyone must receive his or her
first treatment within a Dee of each other. If we take longer than that,
some will escape or riot.”
“Some will resist anyway.”
“You’ll have soldiers. Put down the resistors, like wild animals, like
a disease. We have room enough in our landfills for their bodies,
too.” Corydon replied coldly.
There would be a lot of blood, Illias realized. Corydon must have
dug more landfills. “When do we start then?”
Corydon smiled at the mention of beginning this latest project. He
liked to hear such things much more than questions and doubt. “I will
prepare the Transition Assistants. You rally the Guardians and the
Lost Ones Soldiers. Some soldiers will be selected to work as
temporary Transition Assistants, one or two from each squad. This
whole thing must be done swiftly, orderly, and effectively. I
anticipated a greater need for soldiers, so I have already set much in
motion. We will start within three Dees.”
“I will see to it. I await your signal to begin.” Illias said with a nod.
He was tired, but there would be time enough to sleep when he was
dead. He bowed and left the room quietly, leaving Corydon with
Linnea and the Shadow of the Lost Ones that he hadn’t seen.

After Illias had gone, Linnea went back to her mindless games, but
the Lost Ones were anxious. “You will finally turn more over to us?”
They whispered excitedly, hovering near the edge of the light in
which Corydon stood.
“It must be done.” Corydon agreed.
“How many this time?”
“I have a few thousand men ready, but I’m not sure I want to give
them all over to you. How far along must these others be in the
transformation before you can assume control of them?”
“They must be nearly complete if you do it this way. Less than that
and we cannot touch their minds.”
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Corydon shook his head and sighed. “That’s a shame. It would be
nice if you could sweep through the city and take them all.”
“There might be a way, if you were to let the Lost Ones link veins
and form a blood exchange with transition subjects.”
“How would that differ from what we are going to do now?”
“The ‘recruits’ would go from Aurean to Lost One, with no
intermediate step as a Dark Aurean. We believe that men and
women treated thusly would not take on the body characteristics of a
Dark Aurean though. They would be lesser for it, but it could be done
quicker.”
Corydon frowned at the eagerness he heard in the Lost Ones’
voices. He didn’t like it, especially how the subjects would become
Lost Ones without any time as a Dark Aurean. There was something
about them never being a Dark Aurean that was disquieting. “I don’t
like that idea. We won’t do that, not just yet.”
“A shame…” The whispers lamented.
“Take two thousand Dark Aureans for now. Linnea will help choose,
so go with her into the lower city. Go now and rebuild our armies.”
Corydon bid the shadows, not even regretting for a Mynette the men
whose minds would be lost to the shadow.
After Linnea and the Lost Ones left, he was left to thinking about
the Lost Ones and their alternate ideas for the Transition. Perhaps it
was something he could try in the future. There would be more
chances before everything was done.
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CHAPTER 94
If my voice would reach every ear, how much easier it would be to
make the world answer my beck and call. It is a shameful limitation
of our creation that we cannot stand on the tallest mountain and
shout for all to hear. As all others, I must rely on people who are less
than myself to pass along my words. Always I wish it were otherwise,
because I can never know how honestly my words are spread…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Thraysdee, the 13 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
For Tahirah III, betrayed and deposed Empress of the Elegian
Empire, it had been a long sum of Dees with nothing to amuse
herself with except the already worn papers that had been left to her.
The lists of poisoners, ingredients, Iago’s symptoms, antidote
constitutions, and a dozen other things had filled her Dees, leaving
her head spinning as she considered all that the mishmash of facts
told her and didn’t tell her. Such utter time for nothing more than
consideration led a mind to wandering, and wander hers certainly
had and still did. There were times when her mind would float off into
some hazy mist, thinking little and considering nothing. She wasn’t
exactly sure why her mind did this, but when she shook herself out of
these hazes, she wanted for nothing more than stimulus. It wouldn’t
have mattered if that stimulus was pain, food, entertainment of any
kind whatsoever, or even conversation, just so long as there was
something more than her cage and the worn papers to rub between
her fingers as her tired eyes tried fruitlessly to wring more
information from them.
She had her plain fare to sustain her, an occasional piece of old
fruit, an endless stream of bowls that contained nourishing if
tasteless gruels and porridges, and water. Her captors’ servants that
came to check on her paid little attention to her, coming only quick
enough to empty our her chamber pot and collect her food tray,
regardless of whether she’d eaten it or not. Often she left a meal
untouched, as she lay there with her mind in a haze, barely able to
notice that people had come and gone. A few times the captors had
poked at her leg with the butt end of a spear or even with a foot, just
to make sure she hadn’t gone and died on them. Juria knew what it
would mean for them if Iago heard they’d let his precious caged bird
die on their watch.
Iago.
The poisons must have been too much for him. That was all she
could think. She’d imagined it a dozen times and then a dozen more
times, her captor finally keeling over as the poisons ate away the last
healthy bits of his lungs and scarred his heart tissue until it would no
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longer beat its tired rhythm. He’d had trouble communicating,
walking, and doing just about everything before he’d stumbled out
and left. With his life slipping away with every agonized breath, he
parted ways with her, bent on some great mission over a Wayke
before. Surely he’d thought of some desperate plan, some last ditch
effort to rid his body of the poisons that had ruined him.
Part of her missed him, even his ranting, his persecutions, and his
accusations. It was not Iago as a person that she missed so much as
him being any person who would talk to her. The first few Dees she’d
tried to get something out of her captors, some sort of human
interaction, but they never stayed longer than a few Mynettes to
swap her food trays, clean her messes, and check to see that she
wasn’t dead. She’d plied them with insults, compliments, and pleas,
all to no avail. Man or woman, they said not a word to her, not even
when they came in force to hold her and scrub her down so she
didn’t smell up Iago’s offices. The disgust was plain in their eyes, and
she knew they thought of her as little more than the animal she had
become in Iago’s cage. Before she had been an Empress, then
Iago’s captive, and now she was a troublesome animal to be looked
after.
It was the sort of thing that crushed a powerful woman’s pride. It
was almost enough to make her give up any hope. Then hope flung
the door wide open, spilling in light and enough fresh air to kick up
the thin film of dust that the less-than-vigilant cleaning staff had
allowed to accumulate in their master’s absences. Wrapped in a
hooded white robe that had a single black sleeve, the man had come
for a purpose. She sat up from the cushions on which she’d laid for
the last Wayke, except on the rare occasion she’d had enough
ambition to stretch her legs and use the cage to exercise her body.
With rapt attention, she watched as the man strolled purposely over
to her cage, his fine robe swirling about him.
“Did you miss me?” His voice inquired in an almost warm fashion.
She blinked and remembered words to say. It’d been so long since
someone had said anything to her that her tongue felt thick and
unpracticed at forming words. “Who are you that I might miss you?”
He drew back his hood and exposed a face she thought she’d
never see again, a face that she couldn’t see again. She let her
breath go slowly, taking in another deep breath as she finished that
one. “Iago, how can this be?” A deep suspicion settled into the core
of her being. Had it all been a ploy? Had he never been sick at all?
How could that be? Certainly he wasn’t such a great actor that he
could fool her so convincingly, and yet he was unharmed and
standing before her. “The poisons ravaged your face and you were
dying. You could hardly walk, and now you stand before me like
this?”
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“The Gods have a purpose for me, Empress, and that purpose is to
be made clear to all soon enough.”
“The Gods healed you?” She repeated, disbelief choking her voice.
“Could it be any other? Could anyone else rebuild what was so
badly damaged?”
Her eyes searched his face incredulously, and then his hands,
taking careful note of the glove he wore only on his left hand, a black
suede glove that looked like it might go a way up his arm, though she
could not tell for sure how far it did go up his arm because of the
dark sleeve of robe. “You seem whole.”
“Your eyes are drawn to my gloved hand, I can see that.
Everyone’s are.” Iago proclaimed with a bright smile. He drew back
his sleeve and slowly peeled off the glove.
“What is wrong with your arm?” She asked in alarm, staring at the
hand he uncovered, a hand that looked as if it’d been frostbitten, or
stained in ink. So he was not whole after all. There were remnants of
his struggle with the poisons.
“Nothing is wrong, truly nothing.” Iago laughed. “This hand is a
blessing to me, though a curse to any whom I might brush its lovely
fingers against.” He flexed the dark hand, making a fist and then
uncurling the fingers. The nails on the five fingers were all dark and
dull, like matte black slivers of charcoal.
“It looks diseased and unhealthy.” She proclaimed with a shudder.
“You should have the doctors look at it, or the surgeons remove it.”
“Remove the best gift I have ever been given?” He laughed heartily
and wiggled his black fingers at her. “A mere touch from it can shrivel
up a man until his heart stops and his body begins to rot. But you
have little to fear from it personally, unless you displease me too
greatly in the Dees to come. I think you’re a bit too smart to do
something like that though…”
She gave the hand one last long look as he pulled the glove back
on and shook her head slightly. If what he said was true, he had the
touch of Nelius himself in his hand. How such a thing had been done
was beyond her. The Aureans had more dark arts than she’d
imagined. Elegians had a good understanding of death and knew
that it was inevitable, but never had she seen such a thing. There
were definitely horrible ways to go to Nelius’ House of Endless
Rooms, and she grimaced as she imagined what the dark hand
might do to her or any other. “I think I have little I can do to either
please or displease you. Left with only occasional reports to pore
over, I’ve not much I can help you with.”
“How is your acting?” Iago inquired.
“My acting?” She repeated.
“Yes, your acting ability. I have a meeting with Sanura II’s creature,
Sef, and I’ve delayed him for several Dees. He is coming here even
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now, supposedly to meet an Iago too immobilized by poison sickness
to go to him.”
“I’ll make a poor Iago if that’s what you’re trying to intimate.”
Iago laughed loudly and amusedly clapped his hands together, one
gloved and one bare. “No, I had not expected to put you in my garb
and speak from a dark corner as if you were some puppet. It is
nothing of the sort. Instead, you will be waiting on me like a servant.”
“That’s difficult to do from a cage.” She remarked tartly.
“Indeed.” Iago replied, turning to pace about the room while his
answer settled deeply into her ears and she grasped all the depth of
his meaning.
“So, what would all of this entitle, and why would you want to let me
out of my cage? Mightn’t I turn on you?”
He shook his head. “I think you’ll be so happy to be out of that cage
that you’ll not do anything to risk being put back in an even smaller
one that is waiting for you if and when you displease me, one so
small you can’t even stretch out your limbs within its confines. No, I
think you’ll do what I ask, because a little freedom now is not truly
even a large step for you toward getting back home to Elegius. Free
run of this office is hardly the keys to Aetheline.”
“So let us say I agree and I’m out of this cage to act as your
servant. Why bother?”
“Why bother with such a show for Sef?”
“Yes, why bother with it?”
“Because it will anger Sanura II to know that I keep you as a pet
who is free to roam about, especially if Sef were to say that you had
my ear and might even be manipulating me with all that you whisper
and say.”
She nodded, catching on to the ploy he intended. “And the illness?
You are to appear sick and delirious, perhaps even to the point of
being a dangerous lunatic whom I am controlling?”
“Yes. I bid you to speak your mind in all things. Feel free to act the
part as you see fit.”
“Such a role would require costuming and cleaning, since a filthy
and mostly naked creature could hardly be seen as an advisor of any
sort.”
“You have read my mind. The costumers should arrive shortly.
They will be measuring you at altering an outfit I have already
selected. Bathers, who will clean and perfume your body and fix that
mess you might’ve once referred to as hair, will swiftly follow them.
Accessories will be added to complete the costume. Lastly, will be
the men who bring in your new ‘cage’ and install it where this one is.”
He indicated the glorified metal box she sat in now with disinterest
and mild disgust.
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Another cage. This seemed quite contrary to his promises. “Cage?”
She echoed warily. “Why is there need of a cage? You said I was to
be given free run of this room.”
“It is a cage only in name, as you will see if you are patient and
consent to playing this game with me.” He cleared his throat and
stared at her in a very serious manner, focusing his piercing jade
eyes on her. His eyes glittered with intent from either side of his
nose, wordlessly demanding that she pay rapt attention to his every
word. “What of it? Shall we work together to bring down Corydon and
Sanura II?“
“Both of them?”
“Your enemy and my enemy, both are worthy of hate. It will be man
and woman against man and woman. What better way could it be
done?”
“It starts with acting and what follows? I will need to do more than
act and jape for Sef to bring about my successor’s downfall.”
“You will do much, worry not.” He reassured her, reaching his
normal hand between the bars for her to take.
For a few Saycunds she contemplated the hand extended before
her. She could grab his arm and trap it between the cage bars. Then
she could work it back and forth, and if she wrenched at it with all her
might, she might be able to pull it clean out of the socket. It might
even kill him if she succeeded to do it before the Guardians came in
and killed her. Her body trembled at her inaction. At last, the morbid
fancy faded from her mind and she sighed. “Alright then. Whatever it
is that gets me out of this cage, it cannot be all that bad.” She
answered with an uneven grin that was set beneath an uneven nose,
taking his hand.

By the time Sef was admitted to Iago’s personal office, the former
Empress Tahirah III had undergone a drastic transformation. The
better part of that transformation was probably owed to the less-thanmystical powers of soap, water, and a heavy-duty scrub brush. The
rest was hair, makeup, and costume. Rather than the kohl-rimmed
eyes shadowed with bronze and the rouged lips Elegian women
normally sported, she had silver and grey about her eyes and lips.
Her dark hair, somewhat more grown these Dees than when she’d
first been shorn and captured, was shot through with white ribbons
that were not unlike the airy, wispy gauze layers of the Aurean
noblewoman’s gown she wore. She was shorter than Aurean
women, but with the strange lift shoes they’d given her, she was
standing tall and proud, almost like one of them even if she walked a
little uneasily in their odd footwear. Heavy silver earrings pulled down
at her lobes, and a mock-up of a crown, traced with silver and tipped
with ethereal crystals of bluish hues, rested on the top of her head to
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complete the regal outfit. The crown had been her idea, something
that would really discomfit Sef.
During the transformation, which had taken something like an Ouer
all told, Iago had instructed her on what she could and couldn’t say,
what she could and couldn’t do, as well as everything she must say
and must do in Sef’s presence. He’d also watched as she’d been
bathed, which had strangely made her blush, even though she’d
been being bathed by her servants in Jhiza for Yarres and by her
captors in Aetheline for Munths now. It was strange how freedom
brought with it dignity and shame, and shame was something she felt
when his eyes had roamed freely across her body. Still, his only
proclamation after all of his observations had been that they would
need to set her nose aright when they had time.
In the time she’d been being worked on by Iago’s team of trusted
tailors and other assistants, she’d also seen her old cage go and the
new one come. Although, the new one nearly made her laugh every
time she looked at it. In fact, it had made her laugh at it the first time
she saw it wheeled in. Three Mayters long, half that wide, and two
Mayters tall, it was shaped something like an egg. Thin wires of
Aurean metals formed the frame for a shell of more gauze that could
not hide the lush cushions inside. A ridiculous and flimsy padlock,
like something you’d give a child to supposedly lock their diary full of
unimportant secrets, was all that kept the round door from opening,
though it was open at present and the fat key hung from the
uncomplicated bowels of the padlock. It was more a gilded bed for a
princess than it was a cage.
“He will be here shortly.” Iago announced, though how he knew was
beyond her. There had been no outward signal, no message, and no
hints that Sef would come. Yet Iago announced it as a fact and not a
possibility.
He’s working on an exact schedule, she realized, looking at her
captor and now co-conspirator. They would bring down two of the
most powerful people in the world, just the two of them, with help
from their puppets, of course. Looking at him now, Iago didn’t look
like the sort of person who could spoon-feed himself, let alone bring
down an Empress and a powerful heretic leader. Iago had
undergone his own costuming process, trying to recapture the
decrepit look of a dying man. He wore prosthetic skin, makeup, and
a shabby old robe. He’d undergone a number of processes to make
his good hand look believable as the hand of a half-dead, crazed
man. There was even a sick and diseased smell about him and the
room, one that his men had spread from foul-scented atomizers –
they had confided in her that the stench was courtesy of essences
taken from dying or rotting bodies. Truly they had spared no lack of
attention to any detail.
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Sef entered without fanfare. This wasn’t Jhiza and there was no
one here to announce his entry. Regardless, Sef came as he always
was, with the same shorn head, the same bland features, and the
same pomp about his person that Tahirah III remembered. His eyes
hadn’t even adjusted to the mix of setting sun pouring through the
western windows and the shadows that curtained the rest of the
room before he launched into what promised to be a lengthy set of
bows and droll praises for his traitorous mistress. No, it seemed that
his eyes had needed only to see the shape of someone behind the
desk before he began his laboriously flowery introduction.
He was somewhere past his fifth deep breath of this introduction
when the former Empress brought up the ambient light from the
room’s crystal sphere, causing Sanura II’s messenger to shield his
eyes for a few Saycunds. When his eyes adjusted, they widened to
the size of teacup saucers and he swallowed heavily. She smiled as
she watched his Adam’s apple bounce in surprise and as the sheen
of a cold sweat broke over his forehead.
“Did you miss me, Sef? How long has it been?”
“A Yarre, perhaps more. I was in Miniya before…” He stammered
and paused to clear his throat before beginning. “Before my mistress
took the throne and replaced you.”
“Replaced? That’s a fine word for such ugly betrayal.”
Sef’s eyes shifted from fear to indignation. He had spine in terms of
defending his mistress’ reputation at least. “Where is Iago? I was told
he would be here and instead I am greeted by you sitting at his desk
and wearing that ridiculous crown.” His eyes gleamed with disgust as
he took in the full majesty of her crystalline headwear.
“I am here.” Iago answered, shuffling over from a dimly lit corner. A
gleaming thread dangled from his feeble hand as he made his way
over to his desk with the aid of a crutch of polished white wood.
Sef’s eyes followed the thread of gold from Iago’s hand, across the
floor, and up to a collar around Tahirah III’s slender, dusky neck.
“Why is she loose? Why is she speaking for you? Why isn’t she
locked away in her cage?” He fired the questions one after another.
“I’m afraid my pet finds her cage too constrictive and
uncomfortable.” Iago said apologetically, indicating the cushioned
bed within the egg-shaped cage that was across the room. “Isn’t that
right, my pet?” He cooed the last few words at her and then broke
into a feigned coughing fit that sounded remarkably real.
“It certainly is.” The former Empress answered before sliding
worriedly from her chair to go pat Iago on the back. When his
coughing abated, she helped him to his seat. When he was gingerly
placed and situated on the chair behind the massive desk, she took
her place at his side.
“I ask again, why is she loose?”
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“That sounds a lot like a demand, Iago. I thought he was only a
messenger.” She spoke toward Iago’s ear, but said it loud enough
that Sef could hear it as well. She finished with a wide smirk that only
made Sef’s scowls deepen.
“My pet here is quite well in hand.” Iago replied. He waved his hand
around with the end of the thin line of gold that ran to his captive’s
neck. “She would no more try to escape than you would try to grow
wings and fly home to Elegius.”
“Sir, with all due respect, that is not true. This woman is a danger to
my Mistress’ interests. She must be held with the utmost caution. If
she were to escape, all agreements we have might be called forfeit.”
“Another threat from his lips or the Empress’ own? He seeks to
bully you, Iago. It’s really quite rude of him.”
Iago made a great show of entertaining this notion, much to Sef’s
amazement. “Perhaps you are right.” He announced warily.
“I don’t understand what has happened here. You only missed one
antidote dose, supposedly because you were too weak to come and
get it. I asked for a messenger to be sent in your stead, but nothing
happened. I waited for seven Dees in that waystation, only to be
summoned here today to witness this farce.”
“What exactly is it that is farcical about this meeting?” Iago
demanded of his captive, who shrugged prettily. Froth bubbled at the
corners of Iago’s mouth.
“How can you expect the Empress to deal with you when you are
no more capable of honoring our bargains than you appear to be of
conversation?”
“My lord will honor any agreement made. What shortfalls have you
seen? What is in need of righting?” She inquired of the messenger.
Sef stared at her, taken aback and unable to get past her strange
garb and royal appearance, even if it was not the appearance of
Elegian royalty. “I… There are no shortfalls so to speak, not so far. I
fear that further cooperation will not be possible, though. I am
worried about the status of our alliance, based on the health of your
master, Iago.”
Iago pushed himself up off his chair angrily, his hood settling back
away from the front of his face to expose the ragged and damaged
skin beneath. Grey and mottled with sores and the scars of lesions, it
looked anything but healthy. His breath rasped out of his ugly nose
and between his blistered lips. “You will cooperate. You will push this
conflict to the next level. You will do everything I demand of your
Empress, as agreed upon.”
“That sounds more like an order than cooperative spirit.” Sef
remarked dryly.
Iago settled back down onto his chair, sighing heavily. His lungs
clicked and wheezed. “What am I to do with this man, my pet? He
listens poorly and threatens me with reneging on his deal as well.”
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“You could kill him and go meet the Empress in person, or I could
go in your stead.” She suggested. It took little effort to get her eyes to
glint with anticipation at such a notion.
“What?” Sef cried, aghast. His unassailability, a notion that existed
in his mind only, had been greatly shaken.
“What an interesting idea.” Iago declared, looking at Sef
contemplatively. “It might cut off the antidote deliveries though. That
would be unfortunate.”
She shook her head. “They’ve been giving you the wrong one since
the beginning, Iago. You know I told you that. Did you forget? You
seem to be forgetting things these Dees.”
“Perhaps.” Iago admitted sadly, looking disappointed for forgetting.
“Let’s not be hasty and foolish.” Sef bid them nervously. “While my
death might please you for the immediate moment –“
“It would.” Iago cut in, chuckling throatily.
“While my death might please you for the immediate moment –” Sef
began again.
Tahirah III interrupted then, cutting off Sef for the second time. “I
never kept an ambassador in the same function for too long. They
tend to think they’re important after awhile, and begin seeking out
means to their own ends instead of following orders.”
Sef ignored her and continued. “Doing such would not alleviate your
problems. It would also delay interactions between our two parties,
which might allow your enemy, Corydon, to expand his influence
further. If anything, I would suggest cooperating more and expanding
the efforts of both our groups. Our coordination must be stepped up.”
As he finished, Sef looked imploringly at her to agree with him.
She almost burst out laughing when she had to disagree with him.
“I think we should cut our losses and leave them in the mess they’ve
made, my lord. Think about it. They’ve lied about the antidote and
you’ve only gotten sicker, so that is no longer a reason to keep faith
with these curs. Then they’ve gone and brought the wrath of
Corydon down on themselves after that last bout against his
excursion forces in the Östlichreich. I think the bodies they collected
should be arriving in Qinor soon. That’s something of a gruesome
message he’s sending.”
Iago had hastily read all the latest reports from his agents before
this meeting. He’d told her what to mention, and bringing that matter
up had the desired effect on Sef. He was almost trembling.
Iago nodded in agreement, his neck wobbling feebly. “Corydon is
not the sort of man to ignore such interference. If we sit back, they
will come under attack, and there is nothing we have to do to help
them. They’ve already made the first move and stuck out their
necks.“
Sef licked his lips nervously as these words fell about the room like
heavy blocks of marble crashing around him. His eyes flickered from
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the confident, amused lips of the former Empress to the enfeebled
man who was his only contact within the Aurean government. It was
this man or nothing. “I admit. The antidote we have been giving you
is not entirely what it could be.”
“It is the wrong one!” Tahirah III spat at him, first the feral words and
then a wad of spittle that fell well short of his feet.
“It is diluted and weak, and your Aurean physiology has not handled
it well. You are not yourself. I have extra I might provide you with that
may help you recover from the great damage done to you.” Then he
added, “Immediately.”
“He’s not a toy. He can’t simply be rebuilt, Sef.”
“The body can exhibit great resilience.” Sef insisted.
“Throw him out.” Iago whispered.
“What?” Sef asked, his voice aquiver.
“Throw him out.” Iago said again, a little louder.
“What would you have of me?” She asked of the Aurean man who
was her captor.
“Throw him out!” Iago shouted this time, shaking bodily as he did
so.
“You can’t mean that! Our arrangements, what will happen? Things
have already been set in motion that cannot be stopped. This war is
a collaboration to bring about the fall of your heretic. We are to be
your army and the spoils are to be ours…” The Elegian ambassador
trailed off.
“Then pay for them with your lives and the lives of your soldiers.
Now leave.”
“You will die! You can’t live without the antidote.”
“You call this living?” Tahirah III asked Sef, picking up Iago’s hand
and shaking it until the golden thread that leashed her fell from his
hand. She started around the desk, her fingers outstretched in front
of her like a Sandcat’s claws.
“No, but we must – nay, we need to continue what has begun. We
are awaiting the delivery of your Antipode Devices. Our forces have
already moved north to prepare for a strike at Maethlin.”
“It sounds to me like you need much, but you offer little to Iago
besides your worthless antidote.” She proclaimed, moving one
menacing step closer to him.
“I can offer only what I am authorized to offer.” He replied, but he
still took a step back away from her.
“Perhaps we can drop him out of the Flier onto the Empress’ big
palace at Jhiza. It might be awhile before his body is found, since the
place is so big, but I think the great Empress would get the
message.” She cackled and gripped him by the collar, batting aside
his hands as he reached up to defend himself.
Backing away, Sef continued to try to bargain. “I can give you the
complete antidote and promise more troops for the assault on
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Maethlin, but I will need the Antipode Devices. Our messenger birds
have informed us that they worked well on the Kerathi isles, but we
will need more to defend a larger army.”
“It sounds like he’s trying to bargain, doesn’t it, my pet?” Iago asked
even as she was dragging the flailing messenger toward the wide
doors to his office.
She shook her head and gave the man another tug, almost toppling
him. “No, it sounds like more hollow words to me.”
“What more do you want? What can Elegius offer you that you don’t
already have? Simply tell me and it will be asked of my Empress,
Sanura II.”
“I want the Empress to gather as much poison as is possible, and
prepare it for my Fliers, which I will send for it at a given Dee and
time.” Iago replied.
Sef found himself released suddenly, though he took a few
Saycunds before he stood up straight again and lowered his hands
from their defensive positions. “Poison?” He asked eagerly.
Iago’s eyes brightened a bit as he began bargaining with Sef. “Yes,
a tremendous lot of it, enough to poison thousands, maybe tens of
thousands.”
“What will you do with it?”
“Why kill some heretics of course.”
“I see. This is not impossible to arrange. Is there anything else you
require?”
“I have need of a good deal of your whitest sands from the Drylands
or elsewhere on Elegius. I also want for a secret fleet of ships,
perhaps a score of small dhows or xebecs. The two masted vessels
are fast, and they will suit my purposes well. I want half of them left
east of Choraeyn and the other half left on north of the Elegian Gap
on the southern tip of that isle of the Northern Fringe.”
“These things, too, might be possible. I would need a guarantee of
delivery of the Antipode Devices for this to happen, though.” Sef said
diplomatically.
“My lord Iago will do as he says, but will you?” She prompted,
gaining the messenger’s attention again if for a moment.
Sef nodded. “The Empress Sanura II will do what she will, but I can
make her see the wisdom in this course of action. These things are a
fair trade for the Antipode Devices from what I understand of them.”
“Then go be done with it. I tire of talking to you now.” Iago bid him.
“My men will see you safely out of the city and to the Flier. Make
sure you leave the antidote and the directions for the complete
formula before you leave. Be careful writing your directions, because
should your directions prove false, I will consider all agreements
void. Corydon might like that, too, but not so much as I will enjoy
seeing your people all die for failing to keep faith.”
“I understand.”
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Iago gave Tahirah III a nod, and she pushed Sef into the doors
before knocking for them to be opened by the guards waiting on the
other side. “Watch your step getting out of the Flier.” She said with a
grin as he vanished between the doors and hurried into the halls
beyond Iago’s offices.

Laughing, she strode back over to Iago, who was peeling the
rubbery false flesh from his hands. He looked at her with a mixture of
amusement and also a bit of what seemed to be irritation. It was hard
to read his eyes, because he was a man who specialized in ruling his
face and its expressions.
“You are pleased?” He asked mildly.
“I always hated that man, and making him squirm has been the
greatest satisfaction I’ve had since my capture.” She admitted.
“It is but the first of many to come.”
“I hope so, truly. Still, I am curious about the things you requested.”
She remarked less than casually, prompting him for more
information.
“Oh?”
“What is the sand for?”
“When the time comes to assault Maethlin and Cenalium, mirrors
will be a necessity to protect our ships and Fliers from their
weaponry.“ Iago answered, wiping makeup and prosthetics alike off
his face with a towel.
“The poison?”
“Soldiers tend to not fight so well when they’re poisoned. Perhaps
we might even get Corydon with the same foul swoop that will
immobilize the forces of Cenalium.”
“But many innocents might die.” She didn’t particularly care about
her enemy’s innocents, but she felt compelled to mention it anyway.
Iago nodded in admission. “Many will, assuredly, but I will not be
blamed for them. Corydon will be remembered as the man who
poisoned all his people rather than surrender.”
“That leaves the boats. What will you do with them?”
“I have many ideas. Who knows when such a thing might be
necessary? Besides, it leaves them wondering, and the more time
they’re wondering the better.” Iago let a grin finally break across his
face. “Did you place the item on him?”
“Yes. He didn’t even notice, what with me tugging at his collar to
throw him out.”
“Good. Things are well in hand.”
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CHAPTER 95
Aynglica is a feudal society of petty lords and lordlings gathered
beneath a few governing bodies. There is a very intrinsic value of
genealogies instilled in the Aynglican people, because the value of a
man is in his blood. This varies from other cultures, where strength of
arms and deeds might determine a man or woman’s value. For
Aynglicans, it is all about which earl you might be cousin twice
removed from, or which duke fathered you on some camp follower
during a field campaign. Any hold or claim of royal blood, no matter
how tenuous, is valued more than gold.
For those of us with money on our minds and even more of the
same in our pockets, such genealogical ties to greatness can be
‘discovered’ if you know the right man. I myself am cousin once,
twice, or thrice removed from no less than a dozen counts, earls,
dukes, countesses, lords, and even a queen. It’s important to know
where you came from, and even more important to know it’s from
rich blood. Some people just won’t look at you or speak to you if
you’re not wrapped in several layers of royalty.
Even in the unfortunate case that a few of my ties to the pure
bloods of our society are found to be honest mistakes, I have many
more to fall back upon. What with all these cousins we have, all
these bastards being made, and all these dalliances the aristocracy
find time for, how can anyone truly know who is related to whom?
And, with all the shifts in power, a man who was a count one Dee
might be a duke the next, and suddenly all of his family ties are much
more valuable than before, while his predecessor’s family ties are
devalued just as quickly.
Ours is a cockeyed system, but it is one I play to my advantage…
- Excerpt from Mortimer Tightfist‘s ‘Circumstances Governing
Monetary Affairs’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 15 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
The Kilomes of water that stretched behind them seemed forever
long, but they were finally at an end of this leg of their journey, or
near to it at least. The mainland of Greater Aynglica was still ahead,
but they had reached the mudflats and tidal fields that surrounded
the silty mouth of the massive river system that ran throughout
Greater Aynglica, the Sorne River. The mudflats brought with them a
curiosity of the lands they’d reached, a curiosity that Nishan sated
with his geographical knowledge of Aynglica.
The Sorne River and all of its many branches made up the largest
river system in the Broken Crown, a system that was collectively
longer, if not as wider than, the Empress’ Bounty on Elegius. In
respective north to south order, the main tributaries were The
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Redwine River, The Browntree, and The Greysand Rivers. They all
fed into the main trunk of the Sorne River, which emptied into the
mudflats gloriously referred to as the Bay of Kings, a misnomer if
there ever was one. The Redwine ran through the rich and fertile
valleys of the northern part of the island known as the Vinlands. The
Vinlands, as the name of the river that ran through them suggested,
were thick with grapes that marked that land’s greatest source of
commerce. The Browntee was a deep and swift river that fed the
great forests on the western side of the island, where there are great
hardwoods as tall as can be found almost anywhere in the Broken
Crown. The Greysand to the south was a lazy river, the smallest of
the three, which ended at Lake Chasseralle and the expensive
estates that bordered its pristine shores. The Redwine had a small
lake of its own, Loch Laseen, but it was unimportant compared to
Lake Chasseralle or the even larger lake that was at the end of the
Sorne River itself, the Mere Marcella.
Yet for the supposed glory Nishan spoke of the interior of the lands
having, one wouldn’t guess it from looking at the mudflats the four
great rivers all contributed to make this sloppy mess called the Bay
of Kings. Dozens of small boats plied the gullies between islets of
mud. They were accompanied by hundreds of people who were clam
diggers, shell hunters, and fish netters. They, like the cranes, gulls,
and other sea birds they competed with, combed those muddy plains
while the tides were out, and rushed back ashore when the tides
returned. Many of the small boats were actually beached on the mud
during low tide, but Nishan assured them that they would be lifted off
the mud when the waters returned.
That bleak sea of brown was veined with small rivers and streams
that indicated the continuing flows of the Sorne River and its sisters,
but they couldn’t entirely make up for the retreating seas. It was
along some of these veins that Anthea and her companions
continued inward, toward the mainland. If the Kanaka’e were uneasy
at all for having to navigate such narrow waterways of mud instead
of the wide seas, they gave no sign of it. Although, it seemed that
any nautical activity whatsoever, no matter how challenging or
mundane, was something they gave themselves to wholeheartedly.
“How is it you know so much of Greater Aynglica?” Anthea asked
Nishan as he was going on about the waterways that ran through its
interior at more length, prompted by a comment by Sagira a few
Mynettes past.
Nishan smiled. “I’ve been here, of course.”
“What would a man such as you have business doing here?” She
wondered aloud.
“A man such as me?”
“A man of ill repute.” Rolf offered in explanation, winking at Anthea.
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Nishan put on his hurt look. “Ah yes, I forgot my ill reputation.
Surely I’m of the worst criminal sort, an under lord of some secret
society of untrustworthy Aynglicans and Rumani working toward the
destruction of all things Kerathi. And…”
“You’re being ridiculous.” Anthea prodded Nishan in the ribs with an
elbow to get him to stop. “I was merely wondering what kind of things
you did here. Your trade on Rummas was in whispers and secrets,
not baggage and commerce.”
“Secrets are very commercial and lucrative, and it was the very
same thing that brought me here. The rich and powerful of any
country or land might very well wish to know certain things about the
comings and goings of certain businessmen and traders who
frequent Rummas, and what rumors I might have that would aid their
speculations regarding futures markets. Some things simply can’t be
delivered except in person, so I came here with my rumors and my
hints of shifts in the markets.”
“I had no idea you were interested in finances and gambling with
futures.” Rolf replied, honestly surprised.
“If it deals with money, a pondering Rumani or an Aynglican are
likely not far away. Gandahar and Sellae are two of our most beloved
Gods, if you recall.” The Rumani touched his wrists together briefly,
not so long as he might have if it had been Uman he was speaking
of. Then his fingers reflexively seemed to rub at a phantom coin that
might have been between his fingers.
Rolf nodded and sank into a ponderous silence, staring out at the
vague shape of the approaching shore and the jagged skyline of the
city of Fairport. Anthea watched him for a moment, expecting some
derogatory or deprecatory comment from him about the nature of
either or both the Rumani people and the Aynglicans that he had
always expressed dislike and distrust for in the past. Nothing came
from the Kerathi though, only silence.
“Fairport lies ahead. You can just make out its shape.” Nishan
extended a hand to point where Rolf was looking.
“I know little of Aynglica. Not much was said about it or many
Lowlander places in my schooling. I know only what I’ve heard from
you all.” Anthea admitted sheepishly. “What is special about that
city?”
“It’s the greatest city in all of the Aynglican territories. No other city
in Outer, Lesser, or even Greater Aynglica itself can match it. It’s a
commercial port of tremendous size. Only Rummas and Jhiza on
Elegius are larger. It handles the dispersal of goods throughout most
of the mainland here, though there are a dozen other places one
could stop with goods and for trade if he or she so wanted.” Nishan
explained, but he was not ready to stop. He took a breath and
launched into a further explanation. “Despite its size, it is not the
political capital though. That lies further inland along the Sorne at the
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more defensible Safehold of Alacazzare, House of Kings. They
decide the laws for Greater Aynglica. Then there is also the redoubt
of the Council of Great Lords at Fedemere, which has hundreds of
representatives from all three Aynglican Regions: Outer, Lesser, and
Greater. If the various Dukes, Marquises, Earls, Viscounts, Barons,
and Lords cannot come, they send their chosen heirs, consorts,
mistresses, or spokesmen to vote on their behalf. The Council
makes the decisions for all three Aynglican territories as a whole.
Despite the importance of this position, or perhaps because of it,
most of them wouldn’t deign to trust the others by putting themselves
at risk by actually showing up on Greater Aynglican soil without a
large personal guard, so they leave the work to their spokesmen. It’s
really quite a tangled mess, and that doesn’t even include The Grand
Mercantile Association of Aynglica, a financial organization with
strong political clout that complicates things a whole lot more. It’s the
economic and commercial equivalent of the Council, but like I said,
they have a lot of political clout on account of having so much
money.”
Anthea stared wide-eyed at Nishan, who should have been
breathless for all he’d just said, though he was not. “That’s entirely
more complicated than I could have imagined. I hope I don’t need to
know how it all works.”
“Oh, but you do and you will need to know.” He assured her.
“Why?”
“How else can you convince the Aynglicans you need their help if
you don’t hobnob with the rich and powerful? You most certainly
need the support of not one, but of both of these governing bodies.
You need the political and military power of the Council, and the
money held tightly by the Grand Association.”
“I see.” She didn’t, but she took his word for it.
“Not to worry. You have me to help you with the Lords and Ladies.
After all, I can be charming at times.” He winked and showed her a
dazzling smile. “There’s Sagira as well, and we know what a honey
tongue that darling of a woman has, fierce though she may be.”
“Edvard Farsail came from Fairport, did he not?” Sagira nodded
toward the approaching city and the growing number of commercial
boats and seagoing vessels they saw. She made no comment about
what had just been said about her, but that didn’t mean she hadn’t
overhead. She looked antsy, and had just taken an anxious lap
around the boat to stretch legs that wanted for solid ground to walk
upon once more.
“Yes. He and many others of great fame have hailed from this city
as well. It’s not surprising, seeing how it lies at the mouth of the
Sorne River, making it quite important strategically, economically,
and culturally. I believe even the historian Raghnall came from here,
though his understudy Alistair came from a small hamlet further
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inland.” Seeing Anthea’s puzzled face, Nishan tried to put things
more in perspective for the sheltered mountain girl. “Edvard Farsail’s
nautical accomplishments mean much even to the Muerans I
understand, although you’d have to speak to Makan about that. I
remember tell that the great navigator even participated in his
people’s great race, the Tauwhawhai.”
Upon mention of the Tauwhawhai, a Kanaka’e crewman stopped
what he was doing for a moment to listen in. When nothing else was
said of things nautical, he went back to work, scurrying up the thin
but deceptively strong cables of rigging like an island monkey of the
Mueran Belt might go through the tree canopies.
“We’ve come this far into Aynglican lands, stopping first along
Lesser Aynglica, and now we’re poised to make landfall at the heart
of all Aynglican territories, and Rolf has not said a disparaging word
about them for Dees.” Sagira commented. “Does this not strike you
all as odd?”
“Please, don’t provoke him.” Anthea said, motioning with a finger
drawn across her neck for them to end that thread of conversation.
Rolf turned back to look at her, catching her halfway through her
motion, which caused her to awkwardly lower her hands, where they
fidgeted at her sides even as her face began to glow red. “I’m fine. In
fact, I’m kind of looking forward to getting to Fairport.” He confessed.
“Oh?” Sagira’s eyebrows climbed to a great and curious height.
“What reason might there be for that? Are you looking for blood to
spill? Are there more deadly serious oaths of vengeance to be
made?”
“Sagira!” Anthea exclaimed, surprised at the Elegian woman’s
teasing. To her relief, Rolf didn’t rise to take the bait.
The Elegian woman looked abashed. “Sorry. I’m just anxious to be
there as well. It’s the dreams, you see. They fill me with this sense
that I have much to do here, only they don’t say what, and I am
nervous to find out what Juria would have of me.”
“Dreams are the domain of Uman.” Nishan announced ominously,
drawing everyone’s attention back to him as he spoke his foreboding
words. Again his wrists touched, this time at length as he fought the
urge to look back toward the Eye of Tulis.
“Why do you look forward to our arrival, Rolf?” Anthea asked, taking
to the railing beside the Kerathi, whose beard fluffed in the light,
earthy-scented breezes. Speaking to Rolf of things he looked
forward to was easier than acknowledging the strangeness in
Nishan’s behavior of late.
“A girl name Catrin,” Rolf began smiling softly, “whom I met back on
Rummas. She might help us. She always said to look her up on the
unlikely chance I ever turned up on Greater Aynglica. She should be
in Fairport, if I recall.”
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“Catrin? Who is she? Was she the Rumani girl you were with that
night?” Anthea demanded a little testily, remember how Rolf had
made off into the wildness of that night with the buxom, dark-haired
Rumani girl on his arm.
“No, this girl is Aynglican.”
“You were with an Aynglican girl? Oh this is rich!” Sagira
proclaimed, showing all of her metal teeth with their enamel
counterparts in perhaps the widest smile Anthea had ever seen the
woman make.
Rolf grinned bashfully, and actually blushed. “Yeah. It was strange,
but I really got the feeling that there was something between us.”
Anthea grunted, unimpressed. “We have better things to do that
chase your lost exploits, Rolf.”
“That’s not entirely true, especially if she’s rich or connected to the
Council or the Grand Association.” Nishan replied.
“Oh, right. You mentioned those before.” Anthea grimaced. “I was
hoping those things wouldn’t come up in conversation again.”
“They’ll become central to our lives over the next few Waykes.
You’ll hear them until you’re sick of them, and until political and
economical agendas roll off your tongue even in your sleep.” Nishan
promised her.
“You’d know, wouldn’t you?” Rolf asked of the Rumani, but it was
merely a joke and not an accusation as before.
Anthea looked at the two men, who glared at each other for the
briefest of Saycunds before each determined the other did not mean
to be a threat. Then they both broke out into laughter, a laughter that
even Sagira joined in. It seemed as if the possibility of a reunion with
his girl from that night back on Rummas was enough to cool the heat
of Rolf’s normal jealousy and protectiveness of her. As a whole, the
three of them baffled her, and so she decided to seek out Makan to
see if his company was more predictable and less strange than what
these others offered. As far as she could tell, these three had all
gone stir crazy and a bit ship mad.
Makan happened to be busy with the Kanaka’e though, seeing
about the ship. He was apparently trying to wring as much time
together with his people as he could, as they would likely part and
not meet again after landing at Fairport. That left only Tuari, whose
presence was hard to detect until she literally stumbled across him
watching the mud banks roll by. Mist and sea spray clung about him
like a blanket as he watched the clam diggers and poor fishermen.
His company was punctuated by frequent mundane questions, but
being near him was comfortable nonetheless. She had to remember
that at times he was even more sheltered and unknowing about the
world than she was. After all, even if she’d lived her life in a mountain
city, he had live his life on a field of ice in the middle of nowhere. So
they watched the city together, learning, seeing, listening, and
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smelling what it was to be in Aynglica one thing at a time as the
Kanaka’e boat carried them Mayter by Mayter to the Aynglican
mainland.

Tuari watched the coming of Fairport with his mouth open and his
heart in his throat. He’d heard rumors of the size of the settlements
of other kinds of men, but he had lived only among Uleauts and had
thus far seen only the modest island dwellings of the Muerans on
Kunoeha. What lay before him was, therefore, an incomprehensible
jumble of life, seeming far too proud and too extravagant for any
man’s need. Its size was unimaginable, even after hearing Nishan’s
descriptions of the city.
There were no actual gates or walls going into Fairport, but there
might as well have been for as great a disparity there was between
being inside and outside of the city. Outside the city there were
squalid residences, muddy paths charting their ways to the real city,
churning waters that couldn’t be drinkable, drain off ditches from
tanneries and dye shops, shanty villages of tin roofs, and mud daub
hovels. Then, there was almost a physical barrier, a line that a God –
perhaps Deneurs the Builder or Furestes of the Common Folk –
might have formed by dragging their fingers from above to create a
border between the haves and the have-nots. A ring of buildings
sprang up three and four stories high, sometimes more, forming a
solid wall of middle class habitation that separated Fairport from the
poor slums outside the city.
The buildings seemed like towers to one who had never seen
anything above a story tall. Tuari wondered how could anything grow
so recklessly tall and expose itself to the winds. In contrast to the
cheaply constructed buildings outside the city, the frame buildings of
the actual city were usually built with large blocks or bricks on the
ground floor, with whitewashed walls extending up for the extra
floors. The varying shades of colored cross braces that were laid
over the whitewashed exterior plank walls and the color-mated
shutters hanging to either side of windows were about the only things
that would distinguish one building from the next. Some buildings
happened to have signs as well, but the rest of the details were
nearly the same; even the same weathered cedar shakes seemed to
have been used to roof the entire city. By the waterline it was more
the same, but with a different theme. Whitewashed walls faced both
sides of the Sorne River, with wooden railings and plank walkways
stretching along the water for as far as the eye could see. Yet the
walkways themselves were almost invisible with all the bodies
crowded along them. At vital chokepoints along the river, cargoes
were being loaded, unloaded, and stored anywhere along the river’s
edge where there was a flat and dry surface.
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On the north side, things were busier than on the south side. There,
it seemed, was where all the warehouses were, the structures
housed the various goods that were required by the staggering
commerce of a city of this size. Buildings with roofs of sizes not
unlike the area taken up by his entire village were situated next to
even more mammoth storehouses of the same size or even larger.
Hundreds of barges and wide-bellied vessels crowded the piers and
docks. Cranes and pulleys were strung through the air like a spider’s
web, only Kilomes long, and crates dangled like frantic flies
struggling to be free of their captors’ webs. He’d seen his share of
spiders on Kunoeha, strung between palms and fronded branches of
shrubs, and that was what this reminded him of.
Tuari turned toward the southern side of the river, swallowing hard
when he saw the thick press of humanity wallowing through the
choked streets and walkways. It seemed as if there could be no air to
breathe with so many people in one place. Where traffic was
thickest, he saw that the people of Fairport had erected walkways
two and sometimes three stories high, cobbled to the walls of the
nearest buildings and running across and above canals and streets
alike. Children’s legs and arms dangled happily out into open air
from between the sparse crosspieces and spindles that railed the
catwalks haphazardly. He might have trekked along icy precipices
and wandered along the unsure coasts where the ice bordered the
sea, but trusting rickety-looking sticks of wood seemed much scarier
somehow, if still exciting in its own way.
Humans certainly weren’t the only occupants of this sprawling,
living city. Gulls and seabirds were thick, dining on scraps of food,
dead rats, human wastes, and fishes that were thick in the detritusladen waters of the Sorne that cut Fairport in two. They had seen the
rubbish accumulating in the water more frequently as they
approached the city, but here there were places where rats could run
from one shore of the river to the other and hardly get their feet wet.
In fact, there were a few places where just that thing was happening,
though some would get swamped in the attempt when barges or
merchantman vessels came through and sloshed up the murk with
their wakes. As frightening as it seemed, some people actually made
their livings digging through the muck and slop, looking for lost
valuables or collecting dead rats as a service to the city’s health
offices. The city was thick with cats as well, and Tuari expected that
the felines dined few places as richly as here in Fairport. And of
course, wherever there was trade, there were beasts of burden: your
oxen, pack mules, horses for both carriages and carts, donkeys, and
a few others that even Anthea didn’t recognize when he asked her.
“Behold, the glories and odors of Fairport!” Nishan proclaimed,
swinging from their Kanaka’e vessel onto a space of dock that was
only vacated during his brief midair flight.
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Apparently, the approach of such odd-looking vessels drew quite a
bit of attention from onlookers with nothing better to do at middee.
Therefore, the docks were extremely crowded around their landing
point, which had been designated to them by men posted along the
shores, whose jobs were to direct the traffic, lest the city’s main
avenue of trade become jammed. Tuari laughed and scrambled up
after Nishan, only to return to the ship to help Anthea with her
burdens. She wore a too-large cloak of some sea fish’s pearly white
hide, and it draped over her head and shoulders like waterlogged
canvas. In her arms were the plants that had survived up until then,
often packed into little hardened husks of gourds they’d taken from
Kunoeha to use as pots. Many of the plants were worse for wear
from lack of a stable piece of ground to sit in, frequent soakings of
sea water, and rough winds, she had confided in him. Her frequent
talks and tender care of them had kept most of them alive, though.
As the others helped her offload her things, though the Kanaka’e
were careful not to go ashore even if they would hand them things to
help them on their way, Tuari had a realization: they were strangers
here. It should have been quite obvious with the company they kept,
but it had never dawned on him that they were an eccentric bunch
until he saw the curiosity and surprise on the faces of the crowds that
watched them. They were oddities. On Kunoeha Tuari had never felt
particularly out of place, but he resembled them to an extent and
many of them, especially Inoke, had taken to him on like a friend or a
far-flung cousin visiting from Yenis only knew where. Certainly the
Kanaka’e ships and men drew a lot of attention, but those being
offloaded – them – were also scrutinized and found to be strange.
He recalled how his people had treated the outsiders at first when
they had arrived. It had taken some convincing to get his people to
not just abandon Anthea and the others to the elements. Then they
had been scrutinized and mistrusted even after they had tried to
convert and prove their worth. Nantai and many of the people
accepted them, up until the second Ox-Man’s arrival, but Chogan
and some of the others had refused to ever really let them into the
circle. Would it be like that for him here?
“We had best find a place to stay soon. Then I must return here and
help the Kanaka’e barter, for they will not come ashore, and we owe
them at least that after the services they have rendered unto us.”
Makan said in low tones, huddling them all in close to hear.
“Anthea needs to get off the streets soon.” Sagira agreed. “Too
much exposure here is dangerous for her. There are many prying
eyes and sharp ears.”
No sooner had they mentioned their need for lodgings than did a
half-dozen porters and Innsmen arrive. Innsmen were the very
competitive dealers and sellers of lodgings both long-term and shortterm in Aynglica. They felt it was easier for them to come to you than
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allow you to go wandering about trying to find yourself a good deal.
In a defensive and economical gesture, Nishan and Sagira herded
the others behind them, being that they were the more worldly ones
of the group, and therefore they were better positioned to barter with
the Innsmen and determine the affordability and honesty of the
offers. It also helped that they could hide their companions from the
appraising eyes of the Innsmen, who were trying to discern the
financial status of the new and interesting arrivals.
What followed was a dizzying dance that Tuari found of little
interest, certainly not of so much interest as the crowd moving about,
the street dogs who milled about their feet in search of scraps, and
the pickpockets deftly roving through the apparently witless crowd
that continued to observe the foreigners’ spectacle. Even more
interesting were the smells of various foods being cooked and
hawked at small stalls in strategic locations along the waterfront.
Despite never having tasted the foods before, Tuari’s mouth
watered at the idea of what these strange delicacies might be. “What
do I smell? It makes me hungry.”
Makan grinned. “You smell a hundred things, Tuari. Perhaps if you
knew what some of them actually were, you wouldn’t be quite so
ready to try them.”
“I see.” Tuari replied, not as sure about that fact as Makan was.
Anything edible was worth trying, at least once. The Gods had made
plants and animals for eating, after all.
His attention inevitably went back to the exchange of deprecatory
comments taking place between Nishan and Sagira and the
Innsmen. Nishan and Sagira made light of claims about the
supposedly illustrious accommodations they might receive, while the
Innsmen returned horrified remarks of how such poor offers for
payment might beggar even the richest of fellows. Porters and
Innsmen alike came and went, until there were only two porters left
and the lone, victorious Innsman who had triumphed over his
competition. He wore a satisfied but not smug smile, which Nishan
said indicated that they had struck a fair deal.
The porters, a pair of youths with oily skin and matching hair, and
the porter’s prerequisite of strong-looking arms, hefted up whatever
was set before them and then used the baggage like a prow of a
great ship to push through the crowd toward distant lodgings. Anthea
and the others fell in right behind them, crushing through a mass of
people that were slowly realizing the show was over and nothing
bloody or truly weird had actually occurred, much to their collective
disappointment.
“This is quite overwhelming.” Tuari announced breathlessly, running
across the slippery, uneven cobbles to keep up.
“I need to send a missive to my lady friend, Catrin, as well. She
may be of help in all of this.” Rolf announced.
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“Do you even know her family name?” Nishan asked helpfully,
trying to consider how they might go about such a task.
“No.” Rolf admitted. “I can’t quite recall. I was a bit drunk.”
“How about her father’s business or business’ name?”
“I know he has to do with metalworking. As to the name, that’s
something I’m afraid I’d not have bothered to pay attention to even
had she told me, which I’m pretty sure she did not.”
Nishan laughed. “How do you expect to find her then? There might
be a thousand Catrins on this island alone. You need to know her
father’s name and something more than he works with metal.”
“Aynglicans!” Rolf snorted, “I can’t believe they all need a second
name just to remember who their fathers are.”
Sagira gave Rolf a look and shook her head, but Anthea seemed
relieved to see Rolf acting a bit more like himself, making comments
that offended the folks nearby that overheard his lack of tact.
Rolf shrugged back at her and asked, “Can there be that many
Catrins that live in Fairport and have a father in the metalworking
business?”
Nishan shrugged. “You’re going to need to spend a good deal on
message delivery boys I think. Unless you get lucky, you’ll need to
send a copy of the letter to each possible woman who fits that
description. Maybe you can make one and have one messenger
carry it around, but you’d need a really good messenger.”
“I can’t just wander myself?”
Nishan looked at Rolf with an expression that immediately made
Rolf realize he’d said something foolish, even though he didn’t know
why it was foolish. “Do you truly want to bring such risk to yourself?
Someone would lead you astray to rob you or kill you within an Ouer
of your launching a search.”
“I see…” Rolf mused, pulling thoughtfully at his beard as he walked.
Tuari saw Anthea shake her head as she watched the two plotting
together, apparently confused by the one of them helping the other.
Although, it should have been less of a surprise after Rolf’s
befriending of Kelii on Kunoeha. Still, Tuari understood her
misgivings even if he felt heartened to see the comradeship that was
beginning to bloom between the two. It could only come to good, he
decided, but he had little time to think about it as he rushed along to
the inn.
There were so many sights to see and so many things to
understand that he didn’t want to waste any time pondering about
such things that didn’t seem to concern him directly, not when there
was such a dizzying array of new experiences in front of him – a
whole city full.
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CHAPTER 96
The Aurean people are a unified people. They seem to be without
the divisiveness that split the Kerathi and the Muerans into clans,
that shatter the Aynglican people into squabbling families with loose
and hardly mappable allegiances, and that cause the Elegians to kill
each other in order to gain power. Is their system of governance
really that much different from any of ours, or is it something social or
cultural that stimulates their unity?
The Aureans have their Menocittas, which lie in the territories
claimed by Grancittas. Therefore, the Menocittas owe the Grancittas
tribute and loyalty. Then the Grancittas pay respect and tributes up
to Aetheline, which is the governing seat of the Grand Helion. The
system works, and rarely have there been serious conflicts. A Grand
Helion is a man to be respected and followed, at least until he dies
and is replaced by the next one. Any potential replacements must
undergo a majority election by the other Helions before they can
assume the position of Grand Helion. It is not something that
happens often, either, so this also lends stability to their government.
Perhaps it is not the system, which is mirrored by many other
cultures, but the people themselves that do not conspire and fall into
selfish subgroups…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk’
th

 Sechsdee, the 16 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Favian stood before the scrutiny of Transition Assistant Biagio after
receiving and shouldering the sealed message canister he had
prepared for delivery to Corydon. The hatchet-faced man had been
an apt choice for his grisly duties. Seen in poor lighting, he looked
like one of the Darkwatchers, those now-outlawed priests of Nelius
who had once sat vigils over the dead in a nearly dark room. He
didn’t really looked like what was essentially a doctor, whose
purpose was to see Aureans through the difficult and painful
transition.
“What is it?” Favian asked, his heartbeat catching for a moment.
Had he been found out? Normally the man just handed him the
sealed missives that he was to deliver to Corydon, and an occasional
verbal message to deliver with them. It was a daily thing almost,
although it was sometimes more than once a day if a subject
happened to die suddenly, though why this experiment meant more
than any of the others, he did not know.
Biagio licked his lips nervously and eyed the Guardian. “It’s
nothing.”
“Truly?”
“Just, I was thinking perhaps you might be of assistance to me.”
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“How? I am but a messenger. What would you have of me?”
“Yes, but you see, with all the Transition Assistants up in the city
helping with the house-to-house administrations of the blood of
conversion, there are not many people here to help me in this
project. I suppose that with fewer subjects there isn’t such a need for
so many, either. Still, there are times that warrant the presence of a
few men, and I find myself without an assistant now. Unfortunately,
there are few that Corydon would trust in any relation to this
project…” Biagio rambled, wringing his hands nervously.
Favian let out a cautious breath, glad that the grim man before him
had not discovered his duplicity. Then his eyes narrowed on the
Transition Assistant as he realized that he might have a chance to
discover more of what went on within the chamber beyond. Before
he’d never been allowed to see what was in the room.
“I see. What is it you need then?” He tried not to sound too eager to
help, but not too hesitant either.
“There is a body I need disposing of. Leaving bodies amongst the
remaining subjects is bad for their morale, even if they can hardly
move as it is.”
“The body is too heavy for you to move alone?”
Biagio chuckled darkly. “You know how it is, some in the earlier
stages bloat up something horrible, turning into oversized bags of
water and fluids. She is quite enormous and far too heavy for
someone like me to move.”
Favian gritted his teeth, remembering all at once, in a great flash,
Licia’s last moments. His comrade had thrown herself off a high
walkway as her last act, freeing herself from the pain of a transition
that she had known she would not survive. Here he was being asked
to help dispose of another woman who had suffered a similar fate,
only she’d not been so fortunate as to have a friend carry her to a
walkway to fall from and end her suffering. No, this one had suffered
until the very end. “Let us be done with it then. I have seen such
bodies before, and I know that they are neither pretty nor light to
carry, as you have said.”
Biagio nodded in understanding, and then he turned to hurriedly
pull at the series of nine levers that sealed the passage beyond. The
man’s hands were quite deft, which was to be expected for a doctor.
He manipulated the levers in too fast of a combination for Favian to
see, even as he tried to peek over the Transition Assistant’s shoulder
to see exactly how he did it. The smooth wall of dark stone slid
aside, disappearing into a slot inside the wall to expose the lamp lit
chambers beyond. Favian coughed at the acrid, sickly smell that
rushed out to meet his nostrils, an odor only directed at him more
strongly by the whoosh of air that accompanied the door’s retreat
and subsequent reappearance after they’d passed the threshold and
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another set of levers had been worked. They were sealed within the
room.
If the odor was bad, it was not the worst thing that waiting for
Favian in the chambers beyond the doorway. No, that smell was only
a mild horror compared to what he saw, something appalling even to
one who had undergone the excruciating transition himself and who
had seen many die from it, friends included. He had not expected to
see any other than Aureans going through that same treatment, for
there was no apparent reason why such a thing should happen. After
all, was it not a treatment to remove the hindrances upon their
Aurean nature? Yet that was what he saw, though it took a moment
for him to realize what he was seeing, so distended and gross were
the figures before him that they could not immediately be determined
to be Kerathi girls.
“These aren’t Aureans.” He uttered the terrible realization aloud
without even realizing it.
“No, they’re not. They’re Kerathi.” Biagio replied.
“Why?” Favian asked, though deep in his head he knew he should
not ask.
Biagio stopped and looked back at Favian. “Who would question
Corydon about what he does? We are merely to follow his orders.
Ones such as us cannot understand his genius.”
Favian did not say, but he certainly thought, that genius is often one
step away from madness. In this case, which side of that fine line
was Corydon on? It seemed pretty clear when he looked at the
women in the cages, some with malformed bodies and grey, necrotic
coloring across their necks and hands. Most had lost all of their hair,
and on some there were patches of flesh sloughing off. Another had
lost a leg and had seeping bandages wrapped around it, unable to
stem the loss of fluids, even with the tourniquet on the thigh.
“Which one are we moving?” Favian asked, holding the back of his
hand to his nose to try to block out the smell. If he breathed through
his mouth, he could taste the sickness, and that was worse yet.
Biagio pointed to a cage where an enormous, pale blob waited for
removal. It was certainly not human anymore, even if it had once
been. The limbs seemed to have been almost absorbed by the
expanding torso, so that only the parts past the knees or elbows
were visible, and even those sections of her body had swollen
unrecognizably. “There she is, what remains of her.”
It was quite clear from the state of the body that they’d not be
carrying it, and there was a cart waiting beside the cage to load her
onto. Her body would probably be transferred to one of the
dumpsites around Maethlin where Fliers offloaded the bodies of
failures en masse.
“Let’s be about this. I have no desire to linger here longer than
necessary.”
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“We won’t tarry long then.” Biagio assured him, pulling out some
keys to unlock the cage.
As he did that, Favian looked about, counting eight more women
besides the one they were to remove. Of them all, only one seemed
to notice him, and she did so with glassy eyes that were recessed in
a swollen face that looked more simian than human in nature
because of it’s misshapenness. The others lay like the near dead or
moaned as loudly as their swollen throats would allow. There was no
one else in the room, but Biagio, the eight women, and him.
“You do all this alone?”
“These Dees, yes.” Biagio answered, moving into the cage with a
stretcher that he laid next to the body. “Before I had helpers, but now
they’ve disappeared or gone into the city proper to help with the
transitions of the citizens.”
“There are so many people undergoing the transition in the city right
now. I can see why they would be needed.” Favian agreed.
Apparently as many people as possible were fleeing the city, but with
the enforced blackouts, guards posted at the city’s entrances, and
regular patrols of healthy and strong soldiers, only the desperate and
crazy would try to run. Sadly, there was no shortage of either.
Favian stooped at the foot end of the body, while Biagio gripped the
woman about the bulbous shoulders. They counted to three, and
then they half-hefted and half-rolled the body onto the stretcher. Her
bulk hung over either side as they grunted and lifted the stretcher.
The metal bars of the stretcher groaned and threatened to buckle
even as the canvas stretched across the metal frame began to tear.
The woman had to be over a hundred and fifty Kees. She had
probably tripled in mass in the duration of just a few Waykes. He
didn’t know how long they’d been about the process, but it couldn’t
have been less than a few Waykes if the Kerathi reacted at all like
Aureans did.
They dumped the woman off the stretcher into the cart waiting just
outside of the now empty cage. It threatened to topple over, but
Favian caught it and held it until Biagio could help him stabilize it.
Then the Transition Attendant went and got a coverlet to throw over
the woman. It wouldn’t do for anyone who wasn’t supposed to see
her to have a peek, after all – not that they’d likely recognize her for
what she was. Her body would be handled by more of Corydon’s
trusted men, and the secret experiment would remain that, with only
a few knowing the true nature of what happened her, and fewer still
knowing why.
“This is a horrible way to die.” Favian remarked pitiably.
“You know not the half of it.” Biagio replied. His grim face was
haunted by his experiences, the things he’d been witness to. “At
least they cannot scream any longer. Their throats gave out Dees
ago.”
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“Will any survive?”
Biagio nodded toward the woman who had assumed something of
a simian appearance. “She and two others probably will, though this
one is best off. Synnove was Corydon’s pick from the beginning.”
“Why is she special? Why can she survive what kills the others?”
“Who can say? Something in her makes her fight to live even as the
others’ bodies or hearts give out. She has the will to continue.”
Favian nodded and took his side of the barrow when Biagio pointed
to it. The two of them hefted their respective sides and began to
wheel it toward the entrance. Before they left, his eyes raked past a
bright room, which was hidden by heavy curtains that hadn’t quite
been drawn all the way shut. He couldn’t be certain, but it looked like
a regular Aurean room, like what one might find in Cenalium proper.
Only if that was what it was, it was a young girl’s room, furnished
with many bright decorations. He was still pondering that when
Biagio tripped the levers again and let them out into the corridors
beyond.
Even beyond the chambers and in those corridors, even after they’d
delivered the body and he’d gone to hand off the missives from
Biagio to Corydon, the cloying scent of death and the horrible things
going on in those rooms secret stuck in his nostrils. There was a lot
for him to tell Cira, things he’d seen that Iago needed to know.
Only, it would be difficult to get to her with all the roving patrols and
the unrest from the forced treatments. It had only been a couple
Dees, and the treatments hadn’t been administered to all of the
citizens of Cenalium yet, so they weren’t all weakened from the
treatments yet. Within a Wayke or two though, they would all be
incapacitated and unable to fight back. Messages would be easier to
send then, but would it be too late? In the space of a few Munths,
there would be tens of thousands of Dark Aureans, enough to
destroy any force that opposed it. He would have to think of a way to
cut down on those numbers, even if it risked his cover to do so.
Surely there would be some people who escaped notice, who would
give their lives to sneak about and cut as many sickly throats as they
could, even though it risked certain death if they were caught.
Something had to be done, though, before the people of Cenalium
were not sickly anymore, before they had become quite deadly.
He just didn’t know anymore. Things were getting way out of hand,
and yet it was hard to resist Corydon and the others sometimes,
even though he knew they were doing horrible things. Why should he
have to do everything? Why was it his duty? Then he shivered and
clenched his fists in rage, thinking of Licia billowing like a sail in her
white robes as she fell to her death. That was reason enough.
Timing was important though. There was a point where inaction
was more dangerous than action. He was rapidly approaching that
point, and he prayed to Maletos, albeit very quietly and only when he
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was positive he was absolutely in private, that he had not passed
that point unknowingly.
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CHAPTER 97
The spirit from the skies shall find unlikely allies as even less likely
enemies set upon her. Her blood will be used against her, and her
own nature will betray her…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 17 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
“She’s probably about one Mayter and six-tenths tall, with wavy
blonde hair down past her shoulders…” Rolf trailed off to reminisce
and try to call to mind the face of the girl he was describing to
Nishan.
Nishan clicked his tongue critically, eying the scant list of details he
had about Rolf’s Catrin. “This won’t do. We need more information
by the time the sketch artist arrives. Concentrate and bring the
woman’s face to mind.”
“It’s been Munths.” Rolf said testily. “I only knew her a couple
nights. How can I remember what she looks like?”
“Why did she make such an impression on you if you can’t even
recall her face?”
“Well, it was dark and I was a bit drunk. I wasn’t paying attention to
her face so much as her lips and…”
Nishan nodded knowingly, but wasn’t ready to give up yet. “Wait
here. I’ll be right back.”
Rolf, who had nothing better to do, shrugged and waited as he was
requested to do, while Nishan left the room in the apartments they
shared. He returned about a Mynette later with Sagira and Anthea in
tow, pulling each in by the wrist. Whatever their reason for being
here was, it was plain to Rolf that they weren’t too happy about it.
“What’s all this about?” Rolf asked, mildly wondering if he dare ask
such a question. Who knew what the Rumani had in his head to do.
“If you can’t recall her face on your own, you’ll have to look at these
two lovely ladies and make comparisons so that we might know what
your lady friend looks like.”
“This is ridiculous.” Anthea grumbled, her yellow-flecked green eyes
flashing in irritation.
Sagira was a bit more accommodating. “If it helps the boy, Anthea,
it is a small enough price to pay, this indignity. Who knows how his
friend Catrin might be able to help us?”
Before the example Sagira set, Anthea reluctantly acquiesced.
“Fine. Just be done with it quickly.”
Nishan nodded and turned back to Rolf. “Now, Rolf, how would you
say her facial features compare to these ladies’ features? How about
noses and eyes for example?”
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“Well, I believe that her eyes were bigger than Anthea’s, but not so
almond shaped as Sagira’s. They were rounder and had very long
lashes.”
“And the color?” Nishan prompted, writing down notes while his two
models stood under Rolf’s scrutiny.
“Grayish-blue, almost like Makan’s, but more blue. A bit like the sea
on an overcast Dee.”
“This is ridiculous.” Anthea repeated, and Sagira was beginning to
look inclined to agree.
“Alright, let’s hurry this along. Her nose, eyebrows, chin, et cetera…
what would you say about them?”
“Her nose was not as broad as Sagira’s, but not as sharp as
Anthea’s. It was slightly upturned at the end, with small nostrils. Her
eyebrows were thin and golden blonde, penciled over a bit to give
them a more noticeable shade, if I recall correctly. Her chin, perhaps
it was a bit like Anthea’s. She had cheekbones more like Sagira’s
though, a sharper and womanly angle. You know?”
Anthea’s eyes narrowed, and Sagira cast her an apologetic look,
like a mother might give to a child who had been tricked into some
painful administration from a traveling physician on a house call.
Nishan was scribbling down notes in his distinctively looped script
rather fiercely, and Rolf seemed to be recalling more facts just by
looking at the pair of them.
“Her bust was much larger than either of these two have, but the
hips were somewhat alike with Sagira’s, though her thighs weren’t so
thickly muscled. Her arms were like slim like Anthea’s, but with more
freckles and with more delicate fingers.”
“I’ve had enough.” Anthea finally announced, tired of being
compared with a woman she’d not even met, and not even
compared favorably at that.
“I have to agree this time.” Sagira said, following Anthea from the
room without another word.
Nishan didn’t even try to stop them. Rolf was on a roll, so he
ignored the disgusted protests that Anthea was listing loudly to
Sagira as they retreated to their own room. Nishan continued to take
down notes, enough that they could make a plausible sketch when
the young artist arrived. It took half an Ouer to get a sketch that
pleased Rolf well enough, and a few extra steel pennies for the
artist’s efforts.
Then, in the margin beneath the illustration, they wrote down every
bit of information they had about Catrin and her father, as well as
Rolf’s name and location in case the right Catrin received the letter.
After that, the poster was given to a runner, who possessed a list of
probable candidates that time, conversation, a lot of ale, and a fair
share of steel pennies or their more expensive brothers, brass and
pewter pennies, had purchased. Nishan – occasionally accompanied
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by Sagira – had painstakingly assembled the list during the last Dee
and a half, part of their information gathering outings they’d been
performing out and about Fairport.
The runner departed as abruptly as he’d arrived, armed with a
handful of steel pennies for his troubles, and a promise of a couple
brass ones should he have any success in finding the correct girl.
Such promises carried him swiftly as he began his task.

After sending out the runner with the poster of Catrin, everything
had reverted to a waiting game. The Kanaka’e had departed the Dee
before, clearing out away from the foul smells and even fouler waters
as quickly as possible. That had been a very brief and private
goodbye. Words had passed between the captains and Makan, who
had conferred together on the irregular deck of the Uakea, previously
Haole the White’s vessel, though it was now under the command of
another of the Kanaka’e. Whatever had been said, Makan had not
shared it with the rest of them, and even Nishan’s sharp hearing had
been insufficient to overhear amidst the clamor of the city.
So, there was little to do, what with the Kanaka’e gone, Sagira and
Makan searching out about the city, and Anthea overseeing her
plants, bedraggled as they had become as a result of their rough
travel conditions. Tuari amused himself for Ouers at end staring out
at the passersby going about their business on the streets of
Fairport. He was forever fascinated by the differences between the
various peoples he saw when he compared them to the modest
Uleaut camp folk he had known for most of his life. Rolf took to
thinking and drinking cheap ale, and since thinking was not
particularly his strongest suit, he did more of the latter than the
former. At least Nishan was his companion from time to time, sharing
stories of Aynglica with him and the often underfoot Tuari. Rolf was
not so foolish as to miss the point that he was being educated about
the lands he was presently residing in, perhaps as a service that
would allow him to find common grounds with Catrin if she was
found, and it helped that Nishan’s stories were interesting enough
that he was not driven to boredom.
Even though it had been only for a short time, their closeness
together in the modest Fairport apartments they were staying in
pushed them to curt words. Perhaps it was because the seas had
been too rough and they had been too busy staying out of the way of
the nonstop work of the Kanaka’e, or maybe it was just because the
land didn’t move quite right after being on the seas for so long. Rolf
wondered now and then if this was what Makan felt every time he
was land bound, this irritation and short temperedness.
Whatever the reasons were, there were squabbles even on the first
Dee, and more the second. The biggest source of arguing had been
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Catrin. Some of the others had been reluctant – even Rolf agreed
that they rightfully felt so – about such expenditures on finding a girl,
since their funds were certainly limited.
What funds they did have had been granted to them rather
graciously by the Kanaka’e. The Kanaka’e had, with Makan and
Sagira acting as intermediaries, sold off some of the rarities of the
Outer Seas that they’d procured in their wanderings. Such things
were valuable to collectors of oddities, crackpots, researchers, and
noblemen with too much money on their hands, all types of people
that Fairport had in plenty. There were still a few rare items being
handled by reputable brokers they had chosen; brokers who would
take a fair cut of the monies received for them, but who also had
access to richer markets than travelers could hope to. Such things
took time, and so they would have more money coming in as the
Dees went by, depending on the successes of the brokers. They
most certainly did not have broad resources to work with though.
Everywhere they went and everywhere they looked, it seemed that
money ruled this place, and there were services for just about
everything. Aynglicans with the opportunity to do so would pay
anyone to do something for them if it meant they wouldn’t have to do
it themselves. There were practices set up who would match
servants to masters, men to women, captains to crews, doctors to
patients, house owners to decorators or cleaners, and buyers to
sellers, as well as the reverse of any of these situations. Everyone
needed his or her piece of the action. They’d not even been able to
hire the runner for the poster on their own. He, despite being no
more than ten Yarres of age, was a guild member and could only be
hired on contract plus tips. Even the writing of contracts had to be
contracted out. It was a circular mess of paperwork, and Rolf and
Anthea alike were surprised that the whole landmass wasn’t littered
with paperwork, what with the half-dozen forms it had taken just to
get a messenger.
Certainly the scriveners and scribes in Aynglica worked like the
possessed, for they were the lifeblood and the lubricating oils that
worked the local economy as fast as pages could be copied. Strange
as it seemed to people from places where writing was not so
prevalent, writing was a trade in and of itself in these lands. Few
could be counted on as having as consistent of work as the men who
walked about in rich black robes of satin, wearing white gloves with
the softest fur linings to hide their ink-stained hands.
The Order of Blackened Hands was powerful, yet reclusive, caring
little about matters of politics or commerce so long as their work was
not disrupted, their coffers were well filled, and none sought to harm
or prosecute any of their number. Their shops were broad buildings
that were set along major thoroughfares, away from the smells and
noise of factories and certain sorts of commerce or trade. Always
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they were well lit, and certainly not drafty nor damp. Such public
establishments were the training grounds for the newest members of
the Order, while rich individuals privately contracted the more
experienced elders from among the Order to work for them. They
were, of course, the most discrete members of the Order, the kind of
people who had learned over many Yarres that they should not to
put to memory anything they had copied. What went in their eyes or
ears disappeared the Saycund after it was committed to paper in a
single copy, duplicate, triplicate, or the ever-so-expensive
quadruplicate.
“So, these weak little man, with their potbellies, infant-soft skin, and
bald heads are rich commodities?” Rolf asked in wonderment,
interrupting the most recent of Nishan’s lessons about the workings
of Aynglica. He’d been draped across an armchair, staring off at the
thin, spidery cracks in the plaster walls up until Nishan had started
explaining how scribes worked and why they’d had to pay so many
different people just to get a poster sent around.
“A man can get nothing done without these little, fat, bald men as
you so eloquently describe them.” Nishan replied, sipping at a heavy
tumbler of a modestly priced brandy. Money might be short, but he
had his tastes and ways of getting things cheaper of free, no matter if
it was Rummas or Fairport.
Tuari’s light, but rapid and excited footfalls preceded his
appearance, but not by more than a fraction of a Saycund. The
Uleaut boy was flushed either with excitement or because he was
still wearing pretty heavy clothes for such warm climes. Regardless
of the reason, the rosy-cheeked boy slid to a stop beside the two of
them. “Come quickly!”
Rolf grunted. “Did you find another puppy in the alleys? Or did you
find another dead body?”
Several times a Dee, Tuari reported to them or anyone who would
listen. He would relate the most ordinary things, simply because he
found them anything by ordinary. At first it was funny, perhaps even
a bit cute in a childish way, but after the fifth or sixth animal sighting,
such behavior became obnoxious.
“You needn’t insult me.” Tuari said defensively, aware of how his
reports were grating on some people’s nerves more than others.
Nishan jumped in to save the abashed Kerathi the need to
apologize. “What he means to ask is: what is it? Why have you come
in here so breathless and excited? What’s happened?”
Tuari glanced at Rolf before deciding that such news couldn’t be
delayed even after such rudeness. “A lady’s carriage has arrived and
the messenger boy has returned.”
Rolf shot straight up out of the chair he’d been slumped into and
stared at Tuari. “Really?” He finally stammered, but not before
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Nishan had gotten out of his armchair and left the room, presumably
to go greet their guests.
Tuari nodded enthusiastically. “It seems they have found your girl,
Rolf.”
“And so fast, too.” Rolf agreed, taking off after Nishan in a near run.
Nishan was already at the entryway of their apartment building, just
one floor below where they were staying. He was already paying the
messenger boy by the time Rolf descended to the landing.
“I told you I’d find her. It was just a matter of time, and not much at
that. It was another success for Romney the Quick.” The messenger
boy announced rather immodestly, brushing his fingernails on his
shoddy jacket.
“How did you find her so fast?” Rolf asked, his eyes straying toward
the curtained coach out in the building’s turnaround. “It’s been not
even been a full Dee.”
The messenger boy leaned in conspiratorially and said in much
louder tones than would have been necessary for just Nishan and
Rolf to hear him, “I talk to whores.”
“Whores, you say?” Nishan grinned widely, his golden eyes flashing
with mirth.
“They have all the best gossip. There are as many loose tongues
around whores as there are loose belts, so they know everything.”
“I’ll keep that in mind.” Nishan promised.
“It helps that I’m young, so they think I’m precocious and quite
striking myself, and I tell any man who asks for entertainment to go
to them. So, it all works out even. They scratch my back, and I
scratch theirs.” Romney the Quick explained.
“With a name like that, I don’t doubt that the whores find you
precocious. However it happened, it was for our and your better
fortune.” Nishan said, smiling as he held out a pair of brass pennies.
Only, when Romney reached for the pennies, he snapped them
back. “Not yet. Let’s see if this is the woman my friend knows, and
then you’ll get your just rewards.”
At this point Tuari, who had been listening to the whole ordeal from
behind the two taller men, pushed Rolf forward toward the coach that
he could just make out from looking between and around the pair.
He, Romney, and Nishan all looked at Rolf expectantly.
“Oh, right.” Rolf muttered, taking his cue to take a step forward
while they waited.
He smoothed his hair and beard with his hands, doing little that was
aesthetically improving to his appearance. Then he walked down the
three broad steps outside the apartment building and marched
across the crushed gravel, hedge-lined walkway to where the
lacquered coach and its team of two grey horses were waiting. As he
approached, the uniformed coachman, who had been patiently
waiting atop the carriage, tied off the reins to the handsome pair of
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equines at the front of the carriage, climbed down from his perch,
and opened the door to the coach.
The velvet curtained and smoothly lacquered door swung open,
releasing a soft cloud of floral perfumes that had been trapped
within, clearly a defense against the miasma of the city. A buxom girl
with a radiant set of strawberry-washed blonde curls, which were
struggling in earnest to escape from beneath what would best be
described as a bonnet, flew out of the coach into Rolf’s surprised
arms. A mass of white lace and ruffled layers of peach and cream
fabric surrounded the girl like wool on an unsheared sheep. In spite
of the layers of cloth, the delicately fabricked gloves that went up
beyond her elbows, the puff of petticoats and skirts, the bonnet, and
the pristine stockings that terminated into heeled shoes, the girl
could not hide her curvaceous figure. Her ample bosoms threatened
to burst from the tightly boned corset that was evident beneath her
dress, and every inhalation seemed to put her near to breathless.
Such severe corseting only accented her childbearing hips and the
roundness of her backside, which was supplemented by a hump
included in her dress’ design and the great bow upon that hump,
which made her posterior look not unlike some sort of peacock’s
rear.
“Rolfy!” The girl screamed in an exceedingly high-pitched voice, like
a lovebird’s happy chirping.
“Catrin!” Rolf exclaimed in return, though his cry was more of
bewilderment than of excitement. “Let me get a look at you, dear.”
He set her down and took a step back to get a fresh breath of air.
The girl’s perfume was as powerful as her embraces. How such thin
limbs could cling so tightly to him, he didn’t know.
“Oh, I cannot believe you came! Father will be so surprised, so will
Ronda and Wendi.” She declared, sighing in delight.
“Who are they?” Rolf asked.
“My sisters, silly! I told you all about them before.” Her sea-blue
eyes strayed past him. “Oh, your friends over at your entryway seem
to want your attention. Perhaps they’re curious about you and I?”
She winked and leaned in close, slipping a slim arm around his
waist. “I wonder what you have told them about us.”
Before he knew it, she had him turned around and they were
heading back toward the apartments he shared with Anthea and the
others, and he was nodding to Nishan that she was indeed the one.
It took only his nod for the pair of shiny brass pennies to be dropped
from Nishan’s fingers into Romney’s still-waiting hand, and then the
boy was off with a slight cloud of gravel dust left in his wake,
shouting something about asking for him again if they needed
something else.
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“So this is the girl?” Nishan asked, holding up the poster that
Romney had returned upon completion of the deal. “A fair likeness,
but her breasts are larger than you said, Rolf.”
“You are so wicked!” Catrin said with feigned affront that lasted less
than a Saycund before it broke down into a giggle of the most girlish
dimensions. “I’m Catrin Fabbro, by the way. Rolf has forgotten his
manners and has neglected to introduce me, even though it looks
you already knew something of whom I am from that poorly executed
rendition of my character you hold.” She sighed upon finishing her
introduction and cast a mildly displeased look on Rolf, though it, like
her feigned affront, lasted but a Saycund.
Tuari stared at the girl, transfixed. Other than Anthea, Sagira, Inoke
from Kunoeha, and a few of the Kanaka’e women, he’d known few
women that weren’t Uleaut. This one was completely unlike any that
he’d ever met. There was so much vibrancy to her, and there were
so many scents and colors about her. He was unsure of how to
react, but he did know he liked to look at her.
“Who is this cute little boy?” Catrin asked, stooping to look him in
the eyes, though her chest nearly spilled out of her dress as she did
so. “Is he your porter or something?”
“No, he’s a Uleaut hunter of talent and experience beyond his
Yarres.” Nishan explained.
Catrin nodded seriously, looking a bit frightened almost. “He
certainly does look fierce with all those little teeth and his beady
eyes. I can imagine him slaying beasts…”
Nishan burst out laughing at this, unable to contain himself. Tuari
joined in, and his strange, throaty chortles made Catrin add her high,
cheerful giggle to their laughter. Rolf stood there, staring at the three
of them and scratching at his beard. He was just about to grunt in
disapproval of the whole affair when Anthea came down the stairs
and blinked in confusion.
“Is this your sister?” Catrin asked, lifting a slender, gloved hand up
to indicate Anthea.
“Most certainly not!” Anthea shouted, turning right around and going
back up the stairs she’d just descended.
Catrin’s thin golden eyebrows rose into an interested arch. “Why,
she’s not very sociable, is she now?” She put her hands on her hips
and looked around.
Then, as if a lever had been switched on a woman-sized
mechanical toy, Catrin sprang into action suddenly. Within Mynettes,
her coach had been sent back home to return when sent for; she’d
gathered them all in the common room of their apartment; and she’d
also managed to order dinner for the lot of them and casually pay for
it with coins that probably equaled what they had in combined
savings at that particular moment. All that remained was for Makan
and Sagira to return, which they did not much later, as if sensing
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changes were on the wind. Neither looked particularly surprised at
the situation either. They both merely took their seats and joined in
on listening to the last half of the tale of Catrin and Rolf’s meeting, a
tale of which Catrin omitted no small detail, personal or mundane.
She held them all captive with her story for over an Ouer.
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CHAPTER 98
What know we of love, ‘cept that it often comes unbidden?
What know we of hate, ‘cept that it grows still unabated?
What know we of hope, ‘cept that it be a gift from he who remains
from us hidden?
- Excerpt from Rehan’s ‘Songs of the Lost’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Makan approached Rolf with purposely-heavy footfalls, not wanting
to startle the brooding young man where he was looking out from
their apartment’s balcony, gazing over the narrow, crowded streets
of Fairport. Rolf glanced over at him as he came to the railing beside
him.
“Is it time for your fatherly advice?” Rolf asked, smiling grimly
enough to indicate that such a thing was not wanted just then.
“If you think of my advice as fatherly, that is your own choice. I
would rather you thought of me as a companion or friend, instead of
a father, since I am most certainly not your father.”
“A denial spoken as only you would speak one – diplomatic and
noncommittal.”
“I can only be who I am, and the same goes for you.”
“Yet you will urge me to go into the arms of that vapid woman so
that we can use her for our own means? I’m not the sort to use a
woman.”
Makan didn’t answer that question directly, choosing instead to
speak about what they were doing. “This thing we are about, this
bidding from Gods and greater powers, cares not for those who die
in its fulfillment. Nor does it care about hearts that are broken in its
accomplishment. If you did not love her but went to her, would you
be any different than a million other men before you, or a million
other women for that matter, who have gone to someone for reasons
other than love?”
Rolf gave Makan a hard, long stare, and while he stood taller than
the Mueran, it did not feel that way to him. He felt small. “You’re
saying that this is a normal practice between men and women, that I
should take what we can use from her and not think twice?”
“No, I’m saying to be yourself. Agonize over using the woman; feel
guilty if that’s who you are. Yet do not forget what we are about,
because this quest is far greater than you or I, and it is certainly
greater than our insignificant feelings. If a girl that loves you gives
you something that helps us, how are we to know that it is not Solmin
and Ithilia working their carnal magicks on behalf of the Goddess
Oria, to make cooperation that will accomplish our greater task?”
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“That’s very cold, coming from you. I’d have thought that a man that
clearly values Sagira so much would be unable to utter such
pragmatic sentiments.”
“I am fortunate in that our relationship does not detract from the
overall progress of our task. You, on the other hand, have a chance
to hinder or help us by simply denying or accepting this girl’s
attentions. Is she so horrible that you would turn her away? Is she
not beautiful and affectionate? Does she stir no feelings within your
heart?”
“She’s just so… I don’t know. She squeals with delight, she’s
excessively feminine, and she knows nothing about anything I have
interest in, claiming them to be the barbaric pastimes of men and
unfitting pastimes for gently-born ladies.” Rolf trailed off, his voice
getting weaker as he lost the will to list Catrin’s faults. “She’s not like
the women you and I know. Sagira is a strong, hard, willful woman.
Anthea is small and dainty, but there is a sharp, iron core to her, like
someone pounded a nail into a sapling and it used it to grow rigidly
about.”
“So she’s not Anthea. Isn’t that what you really mean?”
“No. Anthea is like a sister to me. Besides, she’s interested in
Nishan.”
“But which of those two reasons is why you consider her out of
reach?” Makan asked, really only broaching the topic for the first
time. It felt good to finally get the matter out in the clear after so long.
“You just wouldn’t understand.” Rolf declared with some finality,
hoping it would be the end of their conversation.
“Why don’t you try to explain it to me? Do you think I was never a
young boy pining after a girl whose affections were elsewhere? Do
you think I know nothing of unrequited and even unreasonable
loves?”
Rolf snorted derisively. “Where did you find time or a place to love
on a boat?”
“How little you know.” Makan said with a sigh, a calculated reaction
that earned Rolf’s undivided attention. “On a boat, there is little
privacy, and yet that is the very reason why the need for such is so
great. Men and women do not live together without noticing each
other. It is the nature of our kind, yours and mine, that men need
women and women need men. We are simply built that way. It
doesn’t matter if you’re on a boat with a dozen other people or in a
city like this with a hundred thousand or more. You will find time and
a place, even if it’s only for a few Mynettes.”
“Alright, so you and your boat mates have shared a hammock now
and then, but what does that have to do with me and Anthea or me
and Catrin?”
“If you want something, go for it.” Makan said simply. “Only if it is
Anthea that you want, you will have to wait for now, because we
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need Catrin’s help. Do what you must to secure it. Nishan or I would
do no less if it were left to either of us to do this thing. Sagira would
understand if I needed to do something for the sake of us all. She
would hate it and probably me as well, but she would understand the
reason.”
“So I am to sleep with the girl for Anthea’s sake or for the sake of
our quest?” Rolf asked in disbelief.
“If that is the only way you can get her to help us, then I suppose
so. I understand her father is influential in the metal markets, and
metal is something we may have sore need of. Wars to metal to
wage.”
“I’ve got to finance a war with a betrayal of my heart?”
“We all have our parts to play, Rolf. I had to kill a man back on
Kunoeha. You may have to sleep with a girl. Would that I had been
put to such an easy test.” Makan crossed his arms and shook his
head as he recalled his battle with Haole the White. “Whatever coin
we have available, we will use it, we must use it. Is that not a Kerathi
way of doing things? Do the Kerathi not understand using every
possible weapon to defeat an enemy?”
Rolf’s eyes blazed with anger. “We understand more than you
would know of such things, Mueran, else I’d not have this mark upon
my chest.”
“Then use what weapons the Gods gave you, because she’s back.”
Makan indicated Catrin’s approaching carriage, a carriage that had
only left a few Ouers past, just after twilight on the previous Dee.
“I can’t go to Anthea,” Rolf began, tracking the carriage’s progress
with his eyes, “because of my betrayals.”
“Your betrayals?”
“I swore a Racheneid which may very well come in conflict with her
own quest. It may cost me my life if I am caught between duties. A
split Saycund of indecision could doom us all, and I will make sure it
is me that is doomed, and not her.”
“That is well. Truthfully, I would rather see you fall a hundred times
than see her fall even once. But saying this makes me think that you
are growing up. And as to the other matter, I think that her heart is
not wholly given to Nishan, nor closed to you yet, I think. Things will
play out in time.”
“Perhaps she will love me less after this matter with Catrin.” Rolf
lamented.
“Is Catrin not what you remembered from Rummas?”
“What I remembered was a moment of escape from the horrible
ruin that befell me after hearing of my people’s fates. Catrin was a
beautiful creature that saved me from my woes and the crush of
misfortune. I think perhaps I loved that most about her, only now I
find that I don’t need her to save me anymore. I have been renewed
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from my trials in the cold south, and though she is beautiful, she is
unneeded.”
“We all need saving sometimes, Rolf. Do not push away what is
genuinely offered. Such things don’t come along often, especially for
Kerathi warriors on blood feuds against an insurmountable enemy.”
Rolf laughed bitterly. “Don’t I know it?”
“Then run along and see her.” Makan urged him. “She has arrived,
and men with manners don’t leave ladies waiting.”
Rolf backed away from the railing reluctantly at first, but from the
sounds Makan heard, it seemed as though his steps picked up
purpose and confidence as he went to the Aynglican girl. Indeed, as
Makan watched, he saw Rolf embrace her when she had climbed out
of her carriage once more. It was a good thing.
“Are you a spy now, a voyeur?” Sagira teased from behind him.
Makan smiled as he half-turned his head to see her. Sagira slid up
beside him, though she turned her body perpendicular to his, her
chest against his side and her head brushing against his shoulder.
Their hands intertwined.
“If I am a spy, I am a poor one. See?” He nodded toward the
couple, and Sagira followed his gaze. “They’ve seen us.”
Sure enough, Catrin waved spiritedly up at them, her lace-covered
arms a white blur seemingly detached from her lacy puff of a dress.
“That woman…”
“That girl.” Makan corrected her. “She is younger than Rolf even,
and he is hardly old despite all that he has seen.”
“I wonder if I was I ever so giddy and foolish.”
“I doubt it. I suspect that you were always hard and bitter, like a
coffee bean.” Makan replied evenly, not even cracking a smile.
Sagira’s eyes filled with amusement, though her face eased into a
practiced frown. “There are worse things to be.”
“Like giddy and foolish?” Makan asked, hearing one of Catrin’s
girlish laughs from below.
Sagira nodded. “Exactly. At least she’ll not travel with us. There’s
just no way that girl would ever go to war. There are no fine fashions,
shoes, and foods in war.”
“Yet we won’t be leaving here for awhile, not until we’ve garnered
enough support and monies for an assault. Things don’t come cheap
here, either.”
“I know the prices of things, I’m the one haggling for half-fair prices
all the time. I just pray Juria grants me enough patience and
forbearance not to strangle Catrin and ruin our chances before we
can leave gracefully.” Sagira kissed her fingertips and touched them
to her temples for a long moment.
“Don’t worry about killing her. Rolf will do that himself, if Anthea
doesn’t.”
“The wise money is on Anthea.”
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“Let’s not talk about killing.” Makan said gruffly, not liking the taste
the topic left in his mouth. “Have you not noticed we are alone? Is
there nothing better we can speak of or do?”
Sagira wasn’t a woman who needed to be told things twice.

Rolf tried not to notice how Catrin immediately attached herself to
his arm upon sending off her carriage. They walked together, this
time away from the apartments in into the city. It was easier to avoid
his companions instead of making them endure another Dee like the
last. Yesterdee Catrin had capitalized upon all of their time. He
pushed out of his mind thoughts of how he’d squirmed in his chair
and tried not to hear when she’d recounted their ‘torrid romance’ at
Rummas for all of his companions. A torrid romance - that was how
she’d described their brief dalliance. She had a poetic heart.
At least her eyes were pretty enough, he found himself thinking as
he stared into their blue depths. And her laugh, if exceedingly girlish,
comforted him and made him forget his angers. Perhaps she knew
her effect on him, he considered, and so she planned to always stay
in front of him so that he wouldn’t have time away from her to gather
up his irritation and cast her aside. It was a plan that might work.
“When you look at me like that,” she began coyly, turning down her
eyes in a most comely fashion, “I think that there is something in you
that feels like I do.”
“What do you mean?” Rolf asked, coming to a stop along the
narrow sidewalks that lined the wider and nicer streets in Fairport.
“Sometimes I feel you are very far from me, but when you look at
me in such a manner as you just did, I feel that your heart is very
near to mine.”
Rolf chewed on the inside of his lip and replied noncommittally, “I
see.”
Catrin sighed and gripped his arm more tightly. “And now you are
closing yourself to me again.”
Rolf pulled away. “I must confess that my feelings are perhaps not
what they were on Rummas, Catrin. So much has happened since
then. I cannot even begin to explain all that has happened.”
Her eyes narrowed. “Why?” She demanded. “Do you think me a girl
of too few sensibilities and of too limited of faculties to understand
your mannish trials?”
“It’s nothing of the sort. I just don’t know if you can understand my
situation without being me, and without experiencing all that I have
experienced.”
“So I’m a limited, foolish girl with a mind not broad enough to
understand what you mean.” Catrin huffed in irritation and started
walking off in a hurried pace.
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Rolf held back a curse and gritted his teeth. Clearly she wanted him
to go after her, but he didn’t feel like running after her to catch her
and call her back. He hesitated when he lifted a foot, hovering
halfway between going back and halfway between going after her.
Makan had told him to do what he must to help them all, but he felt
like a traitor to this girl, a liar. How could he pretend to feel what he
did not? Wouldn’t she see through him and hate him for his
deceptions? Wouldn’t she deny them the assistance they needed
once she discovered his duplicity?
He put his foot down in the way he was facing instead of going
forward or back. That put him ninety degrees to the left of the
direction he’d been going and Catrin was still going. He walked that
way, crossing the road as he went straight towards a narrow alley
that led to another street and a wooden walkway-lined canal that he
could see beyond that. Careful of the traffic on both of the roads he
had to cross, traffic both human and vehicular, he let his feet take
him to the plank way that hedged in the canal.
The planks proved to be laid out in differing shades of graying
wood, evidence that they were replaced piece by piece as needed,
and not in whole. He leaned on the flimsy railing that served as a
guardrail for drunks and the absentminded that didn’t watch where
they walked, placing his elbows around the whitish spatters of duck
feces that peppered the entire row. The flock of fowl that had
befouled the entire stretch were about in great numbers, many of
them sitting in causal rows along the railing. One representative of
their group sat on the rail not more than three paces away from him.
It turned its eyes toward him for a brief Saycund before honking
something that sounded like a reproof. After that, he was apparently
not worth notice for the brigade of ducks, and that was fine by him.
Rolf stood there for a long while, several Mynettes or even a
significant fraction of an hour. He muttered to himself now and then,
but otherwise entertained himself watching the political machinations
of the ducks that were his companions, and the comings and goings
of folks plying narrow barges through the canal. It was not a short
time before he heard Catrin’s approach, her heeled shoes sounding
off against the planks just a little after the scent of her perfume
reached his nostrils, announcing her presence.
“Why are you here, staring at this dirty canal?” Catrin asked wearily.
Perhaps she’d walked her angers off. She had come seeking him
after he had not come looking for her, and she appeared rather
breathless from stalking about the town in such a tight corset. There
were some things that were just not meant to be worn during any
sort of exertions.
“Because it asks nothing of me.” Rolf answered. “Even the ducks
want nothing of me, which is strange because most ducks are
always wanting to ask for food.”
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“You’re quite odd.” She remarked, stepping over beside him, even if
she declined to touch the filthy railing and choose instead to fold her
gloved hands carefully in front of her. Her delicate gloves lay stilly
against the lace and satin of the dress she wore.
“Perhaps. If so, it is because of what I’ve seen. But all that I’ve seen
is just a prelude of the horrors yet to come.”
Her eyes widened with worry, and she clutched her hands over her
heart. “Horrors? Rolfy, what is it that worries you so? Surely there is
some way I can help chase away these fears.”
Rolf regarded her with the disdain one might feel toward the very
naïve. “Do you not know of the war that rages in my people’s lands?
Do you not hear of the deaths there? I cannot walk a street or enter a
common room in this town without hearing some news of Kerathi
dying.”
She rolled her eyes at the accusation of not knowing current
events. “Of course I know of these things! It is the talk of every
Shoppe, knitting circle, and common room. Your people battle great
foes from the mountains, fierce Aurean marauders with horrible
weapons. They speak of lightning swords and flying machines,
things beyond my knowing.”
“My home is gone, Catrin, destroyed by those marauders! Did I not
tell you that on Rummas?”
“Yes, you did. I remember it well. You worried for your mother’s
safety.”
“It is to my home I will go, Catrin.” Rolf swore softly under his
breath. This was not the conversation he wanted to have, and yet
these things had to be said. “My companions and I will return to the
heart of all of this. We will face the enemy in his home. We will tear a
city down around us, or die trying.”
“What is all this speaking of death? You needn’t do anything. Wait
for the war to finish and then look for your mother. You needn’t kill
anyone.”
Rolf shook his head and began unbuttoning his shirt. “You
understand nothing.”
“What are you doing?” She demanded, looking at him as if he were
mad. “That’s indecent. This is a public place.” Her eyes roamed
around, looking to see who might see them here; only a few people
were in earshot. She flushed crimson, and her gloved hands lifted to
cover her eyes.
He pulled his shirt open, showing the ugly purple stains of runes
around his heart, the touch of the priests of Cainel. The hair around
the marks was completely gone, singed away. “Look.”
“I won’t.”
“Look!” He cried out insistently.
She uncovered her eyes and looked upon his chest. Her eyes
widened. “Braccen’s Gold! What is this marking? What has
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happened to you?” Her gloved hands reached out to tentatively
touch where the priests had left the proof of his sworn vengeance.
“It’s a declaration of my duties, a Racheneid blood oath. When I
have avenged my clan and I have presented evidence to priests of
Cainel, it will fade.” Rolf pressed the knuckles of his fists together
and bowed very solemnly.
Catrin said nothing for several breaths. When she finally spoke, she
did so while wearing a pout, but there was a touch of respect in her
voice. “So you will leave here to seek the deaths of your enemies. It
is so like a man to take on a great duty and leave the woman he
loves behind to wait for him.”
“I don’t love you, Catrin.” Rolf confessed. “I’m sorry, but I don’t and I
would be honest with you.”
She nodded as if it was the most obvious thing in the world. “Oh, I
know.”
“You do?”
“You have moments of caring, but even on Rummas you didn’t love
me. You escaped into my arms for a bit, pillowing your head on my
breasts as you slept beside me. You held on tight, like a boy who
was afraid he might drown if he was not anchored tightly to
someone. These are not the acts of a man in love, but rather of a
man afraid and hurt.”
The words stung to be said so frankly, but he did not deny any of it.
“You are right, and I have used you. Do not think I do not care for
you as a friend of sorts though. I simply do not love you, not at
present.” He added the last bit as a small kindness, though he didn’t
know how sincere it sounded.
“Then what would it take to get you to love me?” She asked, smiling
softly.
Rolf laughed for a Saycund, thinking it a joke until he realized she
was honestly asking. “When I finish what I am about, I will return to
you… if I can.” He could give her no more than that.
“So you wish me to help send you speedily on your way so that you
can return faster?”
Rolf nodded.
“So what can I do to help you? How can I steal your heart and
speed your steps back to me?”
“I need an anvil, an anvil and a mill.”
Catrin regarded him curiously. “Are you a smith now?”
He shrugged. “Perhaps one of sorts. The Gods have their hands in
our affairs, and I think one has planted the plans for a great weapon
within my mind. Every night images and designs spin through my
thoughts. I would have the device made and free my mind of the
burden.”
She sighed dramatically, which made her corseted bosoms rise and
fall quite visibly. She knew he couldn’t help but watch the spectacle,
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and she took a little pleasure in knowing it. “Then we had best
introduce you to my father or his friends. Papa has many ties in
business and metalworking. Only, papa won’t agree to help just any
man - the man would have to be someone special.” She hinted
innocently at a plan.
“He would not help just any man, and yet he may listen to a suitor
or a fiancé perhaps?” Rolf asked, catching on to what she was
hinting about.
“Oh, Rolf, you romantic creature. You read my mind exactly.
Marriage is a splendid idea.” She wore a look of greatest adoration
as she fluttered her long lashes up at him. “Now, let us see about a
ring, yes?”
He laughed nervously. If he said yes, he was agreeing to marry a
woman he didn’t love, a woman who would help him if only to make
him love her. In the few Saycunds he actually considered things, he
thought of Anthea. Then, closing off part of his heart as he pushed
thoughts of Anthea aside, he made a decision. “Yes. We should see
about a ring, shouldn’t we? It wouldn’t do for my intended to be
without a sign of our proposed union…”
She squealed happily and embraced him fiercely. Her fingertips ran
through his beard as she held him, resting her head on his shoulder.
Then she seemed to notice that people on the streets were watching
them, so she released him and deftly buttoned his shirt back up.
Then she grabbed him by the arm once more and started walking.
“Let’s go shopping then. I know all of the best jewelers in town.”
Rolf hardly heard a word she said for the next Ouer as he was
dragged about the richest parts of Fairport. Events whirled about
him, but he had an anchor beside him, an anchor with reddish
blonde hair, crystal blue eyes, and an ample figure.
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CHAPTER 99
Friends are very willing to believe you will not betray them, a belief
based solely on your prior reputation. That trust becomes a
vulnerability, and vulnerability means opportunity for men like
myself…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
“It is regretful that you will have to observe the proceedings from
such a poor vantage point, but it is a place that you should at least
be safe. To expose you to the eyes of so many would be a foolhardy
mistake that would bring unwanted danger down upon your head.”
Iago remarked casually, speaking just loud enough that his voice
would carry through the screen behind which he was changing his
clothing.
As of late he was unflappable, even when confronted with the
greatest of threats. Ever since the announcements had been made
that he would rise to be Voice of the Firmament, jealous rivals from
around the Aurean nation had began to make themselves a bit more
known that before, if in somewhat discrete ways that his discerning
eyes had been able to detect. Still, it seemed as though Iago was
untouchable now, as if he skated through the debris of politics and
espionage without being mussed or dirtied by them. Certainly it had
been but a short time since his return, but he was clearly not the
same man he was before. He glowed almost visibly with ambition
and drive. Nothing was going to dissuade him from his path.
Tahirah III nodded soundly, disagreeing with his statements not in
the least. “I was an Empress once, and I am well aware of the
dangers that surround positions of power, even if we are from
different peoples. I, too, am quite willing to keep myself out of
danger.”
“But the Voice of the Firmament is not exactly like an Empress,
even if an Empress is the political, social, and religious hub of
Elegian society. The Voice of the Firmament is a role model’s
position, often with little serious power other than in appearance. I
will have an army of priests and clerks, not an army of officers and
soldiers.”
“Then you must change all that, right?” She asked, taking a seat at
the edge of her gilded cage, having finished with her own costume
preparations.
“I most certainly want Corydon’s attention. An outright army is what
Sanura II has, and I will wield it like a sword. On my own front, I must
wage a war on the clerical level, seizing power for myself. A public
opinions campaign is what I’ll wage against Corydon, even as the
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Grand Helion’s own power erodes and becomes mine. I must whip
my people into a religious fervor, clamoring for Corydon’s blood.”
The former Empress considered this, noting the decided change in
tactics Iago was making. From pulling the strings in the shadow, he
would emerge as a public figure. “What is the end result of this
current move of yours then?”
“Only Elecin knows. There are dozens of eventualities I see. After
the other players in the game toss in their input, we shall see which
of these eventualities best suits us, and then we’ll work toward that
outcome.” Then, he added contemplatively, “News comes in Fliers,
in written messages, by swift wings, or on flashes of light every Dee.
We must wait to see what the lights tells us and use the news to our
advantage.”
“Is that how your people transfer messages, with light? I’d always
heard reports of strange signaling techniques of your people, but our
people have never been able to understand it when we did see it.”
“There are hundreds of signal sequences, and there are secret
codes to each of the sequences used by our Flash Towers, the
Torredi Lampada as they are properly known. In addition to that, they
send false signals and status signals now and then to confuse any
who might be spying on them. Exclusivity is the biggest part of the
system, as only two people know how to decode some of the special
sequences, even if a couple dozen men are required to relay the
message from one station to the next and the next before it reaches
the intended recipient. Still, I trust that Corydon’s spies are good
enough to intercept and decipher the messages that I intend him to
know.”
“I suppose this manner of communication is faster than carrying a
physical letter or sending a messenger?”
“Even our Fliers or the fastest birds are exceedingly limited when
compared to the speed of the network of Torredi Lampada towers,
from which flashes of light can be relayed from mountain peak to
mountain peak and across seas. Besides, men can be intercepted
and tortured for information before they deliver it, but it is hard for
anything besides weather to stop the relay of messages borne on
light.”
“Unless the relay chain is broken.” Tahirah III remarked, imagining
cutting a link in the chain by destroying or capturing one or more of
the stations. Messages could be altered or stopped altogether. It
presented interesting weaknesses in their communications system.
“Oh, believe me, that trick has been tried a hundred times over the
Yarres. That’s why there are confirmation signals to be sent back
with each message, and there are small garrisons at each of the
towers. They’re armored well, and they can hold out for Munths on
end against all but the most determined attacks. It’s very hard to stop
light from traveling, too. Only on a couple occasions has a station
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ever been taken, and by then it is no secret that it has been taken
because they warn other towers” Iago stepped out from behind the
changing screen, draped in the raiment of one who would be raised
to the station of Voice of the Firmament. “Those who take a tower do
not hold it long.” He said, his rich voice filling the room, no longer
hindered by the screen.
Tahirah III looked at her captor and sometimes co-conspirator as he
emerged from behind the screen, here eyes and ears drawn to the
sound of his voice. Robes of white were draped on his body; they
stretched past his wrists and reached down to his sandaled feet to
sweep at the floor. A simple belt of black velvet was wrapped around
his waist, bejeweled with stones that glittered like stars on the deep
night of the velvet. Over his shoulders was a colored mantle – the left
side was embroidered with the sun and the right side was illustrated
with the moon. The field around the sun was rich with oranges and
reds, fading to pinks and yellows like a sunrise; the field around the
moon was filled with violets, indigos, reddish-oranges, and silver like
the twilight of these mountains. Finally, he wore a pair of engraved
white gold bracers on his wrists – one for the sun and one for the
moon. Each one was matched to the celestial body on that side of
his mantle.
“It is quite a costume, I must admit.” She said admiringly, feeling
shabby in her low-cut and exquisite if simple satin gown of bronze
coloring. Sheer black gloves rose from her fingertips to halfway
between her shoulders and elbows, covering most of her dark skin.
The black veil that would obscure her face was drawn back at the
moment, and her sandals seemed inexpensive when compared to
the obviously fine make of his garments.
“It is a bit much,” Iago admitted, “but they require a symbol, and I
mean to give it to them. One must look the part – at least at first.”
“Ah, yes. Your dramatic change should take them by surprise.”
“It is time to do away with the old dogmas and create a new way of
doing things.”
“The Grand Helion approved of your intended measures?” She
asked.
“I explained in my messages to him via the Flash Towers that I
would not be quite like any Voice of the Firmament before me, taking
a rather proactive approach to getting things done. He seemed to
think such things were necessary. His Tournea Observatori is not
stirring up quite as much support as he’d have liked. He is a man
unable to pull at a man’s heartstrings. He is no Placido the Wise.”
“I know of him. He was purportedly the leader during your brief civil
war.”
Iago’s crystal-blue eyes brightened at her recognition of the name,
and he looked directly into her makeup shaded eyes. “You have read
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Raghnall’s book on our people, ‘A Study of the Mountain Folk,’ I take
it?”
“Many have.” She admitted with a nod, unable to break her gaze
from his until he looked away first.
“Personally, I have not done more than peruse the Lowlander’s
account of our people. I have not found the time. It likely touches on
our greatest Grand Helions, like Junius the Skywatcher, who built our
Observatori Delsolluna, the greatest facility in all of the world in
which one can observe the heavenly bodies where our Gods dwell in
all their glories.” This earned another nod from Tahirah III. “Does it
speak also of the expenditures of Cassius the Extravagant with his
Immensia Celebrazione, the greatest party ever thrown, and his
building of the Aviaries of Aaren? Does is make mention of the
peace of Boniface the Calm’s gentle rule?”
“It is an incomplete work. Raghnall was ejected from Cenalium
before he could complete it. It speaks mostly of culture and the
attitudes of the people, though it mentions many of the Grand
Helions and the institution of the Voice of the Firmament.”
“Well, I aim to be as remembered as any of those, but not for the
same reasons. My mark on our history will be one of my own
making.”
She wondered and could not hold back from asking, though it might
be a dangerous thing to voice aloud, “But will the mark you leave on
history be as light as your costume, or as dark as the mark upon
your hand and heart?”
Iago laughed and pulled a glove on over his dark hand. “We may
very well have to invite another Lowlander into Aurean lands in order
to determine that. Until someone writes these chapters of the
histories of our people, one cannot know how he will be
remembered.”
“If you aim to become known for ill deeds, you may have a difficult
time surpassing the horrors of your rival, Corydon. You might more
easily be remembered as a hero if you can lead your people in
vanquishing him.”
“That is very true, but is vanquishing him all of what we really
need?” Iago took a deep breath and walked over to the windows of
his office, where he pulled the curtains aside to look out on the city of
Aetheline. “Our people have stagnated. We rest on our past
accomplishments; that much Corydon is right about. We need to step
up our ambitions, expand, build more, discover more, and be
renewed.”
“One wouldn’t want his master, the Grand Helion, taking all the
credit for his work, though. ‘The Renewer’ or perhaps ‘The Purifier’
would be his title, and not yours. After all, who remembers a priest
when there is an Emperor, a King, or even a Grand Helion to look to
instead?”
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Iago listened quietly to what she said. When he rounded on her
finally, his eyes blazed with purpose. “Believe me when I say unto
you that I will make my mark.” He clenched his fists in front of him. “I
will eclipse any Aurean in my time or before.”
“Then hadn’t we better be off to your coronation then? You certainly
won’t eclipse anyone besides me in here.” She grinned as she said
this, and her manner seemed to put Iago back at ease.
“You are quite right. Now lower your veil. I have two men waiting to
escort you to your place. They will stay with you the whole time, and
they will escort you back here when all is finished. Do not be
alarmed, no matter what happens.”
She couldn’t resist probing for more information about his plans.
“You haven’t told me all that you will do…” Most other things he’d
been telling her of late, but this much, as well as the details of his
healing, he had kept mostly secret.
“And I don’t mean to. You will see. That is enough. Now draw your
veil down over your face, and let us be off to this ceremony. It is the
first great step of many.”
She did as he asked and followed in his steps, taking his cue to go
with her two escorts when they reached a fork in the hallways. From
there on, the future Voice of the Firmament walked alone to the hall
where he would be coronated.

The coronation for the Voice of the Firmament always took place in
Aetheline, regardless of what Grancitta or Menocitta the Voice was
originally from. After coronation, the Voice would often tour about,
but they would also take residence in one Grancitta or another,
usually at the Grancitta nearest their birth. The previous one had
been from Cenalium, so that had been the place of his residence,
which had proved to be a lethal coincidence after Corydon’s coming
to power. Even that unfortunate Voice of the Firmament had been
confirmed and coronated here in Aetheline, though. Similar to a
Grand Helion, anyone who would serve as the Voice of the
Firmament was sworn in at the Atriondi Giuramenti, the Hall of
Oaths. The practice had started back with Marcellus the Just, during
the Venutia Deguidina, when the Aurean people had chosen their
first Grand Helion to guide their people.
Unlike a Grand Helion, a Voice of the Firmament never reclaimed
their given name after their death. Nor were they given a title that
described their rule or statues that recalled their enlightened
guidance. It was seen as a distraction and a reason to distinguish
oneself from their predecessors so that they might be remembered
as a ‘good’ Voice. Therefore, a Voice was never named or given an
honorary title with their names such as the Grand Helions were. If
one sought only to serve the people in their position rather than earn
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fame or notoriety, would not the aims of their position be better
fulfilled? There was no place for self in serving the people, not if it
was done truly and fully. And as the lead servant of the Gods, it
made more sense to have them seen as a continual and permanent
presence in Aurean life rather than as individuals serving separate
terms. After all, the Gods were permanent and so, the Aurean people
thought, should their servants be.
Iago smiled widely as he reached the door to the Atriondi
Giuramenti that he would walk through. As a rule, only a man in his
position of power or a Grand Helion would use the pair of alabaster
doors before him. Others, even trusted councilors and officials,
would have to use any of the other many sets of doors around the
Hall of Oaths that led to balconied seating areas or to the reserved
floor seating where the most important men and women would wait.
In truth, probably a thousand other people who shouldn’t have used
the special pair of doors had done so – miscellaneous cleaners,
workmen, and random dignitaries who did it when no one was
looking. The door was really nothing special then, so Iago paid little
attention to the details of its magnificent carvings. The position that
lay beyond the doors, that was something special, something even
more exclusive than the use of a set of doors.
As he opened the door, bright light hit him squarely across his front,
reflecting up surprisingly well from the glossy, dark floor tiles. Had he
been other than an Aurean, he’d have had to blink it away or shade
his eyes. Had he not been touched by Haestos during his making,
perhaps it would have caused some discomfort, but instead he
soaked it up and stepped into the great atrium. He entered from the
north and walked immediately southward, toward a group of priests
and officials waiting for him. What he walked toward was but one of
eight islands, or raised daises on the floor, each with three white
marble steps leading to the carpeted top. At the top, officials and
witnesses from that island’s respective Grancitta’s waited for watch.
The eight islands were laid out in a pattern that roughly described
their respective geographic positions, even if they’d been placed at
forty-five degree increments of a complete circle. The southern one,
the largest and grandest to be sure, stood for the southernmost
Grancitta, which was Aetheline. Aetheline’s best, richest, and most
powerful populated it. East of that were the islands meant for
Muralius, Reselhine, and Gevaud. These three were less populous
and smaller than the one for Aetheline. The ones to the west were of
a similar size to the eastern three; they were Durenia, Choraeyn, and
Tibusin. The final was at the northern position, offset directly across
from Aetheline’s southern position. It was the island for Cenalium,
and its representatives were few indeed.
On Cenalium’s island, there were only a few minor dignitaries that
had either not been in Cenalium when the trouble began, or who had
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escaped Munths ago. Both sorts were hiding out in Aetheline until
order could be returned to their Grancitta. Those seeking asylum as
these were, happened to be few in number and were looked on as a
bit cowardly since they hadn’t stayed to help liberate their home from
heretics. Even Tibusin’s delegation was decidedly sparse, as
Corydon’s wings of interdicting Fliers had harried their traffic as of
late. Still, it wouldn’t do to coronate a new Voice of the Firmament
without representatives from all eight of the Grancittas.
Over each of the eight islands a great chandelier hung, suspended
by silver chains with finely wrought links. Over Aetheline hung a giant
sun, a single crystal sphere over three Mayters in size that glowed
with an excessively bright light that wavered as it slowly revolved.
Cenalium’s delegation had the sun’s counterpart, the moon,
suspended above it. The crescent-shape was like a yellow wedge of
a crystal lemon, but two over Mayters from upper tip to lower tip. The
other six Grancittas’ islands had clusters of stars hanging over them.
Each cluster spread out from a silver mobile frame to look like one of
the six great constellations that Junius the Skywatcher picked out of
the skies many Yarres ago: the goat of Muralius, the snowflake of
Reselhine, the bird of Gevaud, the pickaxe of Durenia, the mountain
lion of Choraeyn, and the gemstone of Tibusin. Collectively, the six
constellations were known as the Seimodella Luminosa, and each
was located over its Grancitta.
A sea of blue and black tiles lined the floor, except for a series of
white walkways between the islands, which formed interior running
toward the center of the circle and exterior spokes that ran along the
circumference of the circle. Eight massive pillars of that same
pristine white color rose from the blue and black floor to support the
gallery on the second floor, which was filled with all manners of folks.
Such a ceremony had an open invitation to all Aureans, but it was on
a first come, first served basis. There were, however, certain boxes
and regions of seating that were designated exclusively for certain
government branches or religious officials, as well as another area of
seating only available to the wealthy. Being how sudden this
ceremony was and that it lacked the pomp of many previous
ceremonies of a similar nature, the audience was mostly made up of
common folks, which played well into what Iago had planned. All
three thousand and more faces looked his way when he entered. It
was a modest crowd when he considered that the atrium could hold
exactly nine thousand at its capacity, but three thousand commoners
would pass the rumors of this Dee just as well as nine thousand rich
folks. Of that fact he had no worries.
Iago stopped within the circle of eight islands, passing between the
small delegations from Cenalium and Tibusin on his way to face
Aetheline, where ministers of their particular offices and governors of
this or that waited for him in all their resplendency. Their own
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costumes nearly outshone his in some cases, and it sickened him to
see such wealth squandered on minor functionaries.
“Who stands before us?” A magnified voice boomed out from the
Aetheline delegation, echoing in the perfect acoustics of the room. Of
course, it helped that they were using a sound amplifier, a tube that
fed into echo chambers that ran through the walls that opened in
different places throughout the atrium so that the entire hall filled with
a single voice.
“I have a name, but it is a name that signifies a person I can no
longer be.” Iago answered, calling out in his own unamplified voice.
“Who would have stood before us before this Dee? What was the
name you were once given, that you now surrender?” The northern
leader, one of the men from Cenalium asked. His voice was
amplified by the same system as the southern leader from Aetheline
was using.
“I am Iago, though that name ends todee if I am found worthy of the
position offered.”
“What position is it that you seek?” The south asked.
“It is not for me to seek the position, but for it to seek me. No one
can do but serve the people by acting as a conduit for the Gods’ will.”
Iago replied, not deviating from the script that had been used for
Hectoyarres.
The north spoke again, “What position is it that you would take if
found worthy?”
“I would be Voice of the Firmament, a witness and speaker for the
Gods.”
“Shall we begin the test?” The north and south asked
simultaneously.
Iago turned to face each delegation. Each delegation then had to
confer, but it was all a show, since they’d already decided on their
answers before arriving. Starting with Aetheline, each of the
delegations answered loudly in turn, saying, “Yes.”
“So be it, and may Maletos and Haestos witness what we are
about.” All members of the eight delegations chanted as one. They
all created a triangle with their hands, touching forefinger-toforefinger and thumb-to-thumb, which they pressed to their
foreheads. They were still bowing in this position when the echoes of
their words died in the room. Only then did their hands drop back to
their sides.
From another set of doors that opened, a ninth island was wheeled
out, a smaller one with nine sides. The nonagon was not nearly the
size of the others, as it only needed room on its steps for a single
lead representative from each of the delegations to stand, and then
there was a ninth step for him. Then, in the middle of the island,
there was just enough room for one person. Again, this was for him.
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He would then be sealed within the nonagon with nine mirrors, each
three Mayters in height. Intense light would be sent down on him
from an aperture in the distant ceiling. The mirrors would reflect the
light to supposedly permeate his body and offer the Gods a chance
to burn him to death if they did not approve of his appointment. Such
a thing had actually happened once, but Iago knew that despite the
dogma and rumors it had only been because the delegations had
rigged the device and turned up the power to rid themselves of the
pest. It had been fearful men, and not the will of the Gods that had
killed the man. Two other Voices had been blinded by the great
infusion of light, which could be great enough to pierce eyelids and
sear retinas. He had done a lot to insure similar unpleasant
situations would not befall him: threats had been made, people had
been kidnapped, and money had been paid.
Iago waited patiently for the island to be placed in the center of the
atrium, pushed by its three white-robed attendants until it was at the
confluence of the islands’ inner spokes. Once they had placed it,
nine groups of three men entered the atrium, each group carrying
one of the large mirrors. The first mirror was carried directly to Iago,
who touched it with his left hand while his right hand made the sign
of fealty to his Gods. Once done, it was placed in its upright position
in the slot within the island’s surface. He climbed up beside his mirror
and faced it, standing in the exact center of the island on a flat disk
of crystal etched like a sun. His three mirror carriers retreated from
the ceremony.
Each of the other eight mirrors was treated the same. Each had to
be touched and then placed; only the delegations’ representatives
did it, and not him. After their mirrors were placed, the
representatives then stood on their corresponding step at the base of
the center island. Every mirror meant one more wall around him,
closing off his view of the proceedings. When all nine mirrors had
been placed, there were eight representatives standing on the steps
at the base of the island, with a ninth empty step waiting for him after
the test.
“So be it.” Every person in the entire atrium said as one.
With the advent of their utterance came the lights, which could only
be activated by a great sound. As he looked up, an orifice opened in
the peak of the atrium’s dome, exposing a lens that channeled the
light of the sun straight down onto him. He closed his eyes as the
white-hot light engulfed him, flowing and reflecting all around him as
the dome’s aperture opened fully. The nine mirrors refocused the
light on him, as they were angled slightly outward at the top. Awash
in light from all directions, he felt lightness in his feet, and then his
entire body. His mantle and then his robes lifted around him, as if he
were in freefall.
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Sweat beaded on his skin and his mouth felt dry and parched. He
began to lose track of time again, just like when he had entered the
Mirror of Haestos. This time, though, Haestos was not waiting for
him. There was, however, coolness he felt toward his left without
even opening his eyes. It was terribly hot, and the coolness was
inviting. Keeping his eyes shut, he paddled at the air with his hands,
trying to get nearer to the coolness. His fingers tangled around
something silky and cool, something that shouldn’t have been within
the wall of nine mirrors.
When he opened his eyes in surprise, he recognized the inky black
hair and the stunning woman it belonged to. Her smoky eyes
smoldered and her full lips sizzled like coals getting doused with
water.
“You again.” He said with a shiver.
Her lips curled into a quirky smile that suggested she was amused.
“Rituals are such a waste of time. There are so many other things we
could be doing, you and I.”
“What would you have of me, Goddess?”
“I left my touch on you for a purpose, and I would have you share
that with the delegations here. Purge your fellows of those who
would waste money, time, and effort on their own self-importance. As
you shed your name, so should the Aurean people shed the filthy
skin they are clad in. We will purify your race.”
“I shall do as you ask.”
She fixed an adoring look on him. “I know you will, Iago. Now go,
my hope. The light is dying and I have protected you from its wrath.”
“Protected?”
“Do you think that they would suffer an interloper like you to be
amongst them, to be the leader of their exclusive fold? They were
going to burn you alive for arm-twisting your way into this position.
Only, I have plans for you. There are great things you have yet to do,
so I couldn’t let that happen.”
“They were going to kill me?” Iago said in disbelief.
She shook her head sadly, waving her thick sheets of dark hair
about her face. Her hair looked like the rich, black oils they
sometimes found within the mountains, only her hair seemed alive.
“It’s pitiable, but they can’t see greatness and accept it. They would
stop us from accomplishing all we might do together because of their
jealousies. Such petty little men should not be given a second
chance to interfere.”
“No, they shouldn’t.”
With only a brief brush of her fingertips across his left wrist, she
vanished, and he was once more in the light. He trembled as if cold,
even though he was standing in the fire of the dying light from above.
The orifice in the atrium’s summit closed, and the light stopped.
Around him the mirrors glowed with heat, warped slightly in places.
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Startled murmurs grew in volume throughout the atrium as the
observers began to see what waited in the middle of the great hall.
They had all closed their eyes or looked away from the bright light,
and only now were they looking back and seeing what had
happened. What they saw was a ring of red heat, nine mirrors
glowing with the heat they had trapped. All eight of the delegates had
backed away, unable to stand the heat that rose in great waves from
the center island.
Iago swept his hand out quickly, striking the mirror he had helped
place. It shattered, made brittle from the baking it had undergone.
Like dominoes, the effect traveled around the circle, consuming the
other eight mirrors as well, until the glowing shards from all nine
littered the entire island and the floor around it. Eight delegates
stared up at him in confusion, and he could understand why. He
stood unharmed, unsinged and without the slightest hints of being
burnt.
“So be IT!” Iago cried, raising his arms.
The eight delegates hastily moved back toward the island from
where they stood at safe distances. If any of them had any part in his
attempted murder, they could not signal it by not doing their duties.
Their sandaled feet crunched the shards of mirrors beneath them as
they carefully stepped up onto the stairs once more and linked
hands. Iago glared at the whole lot of them, his rage smoldering as
obviously as the sandals and robes of some of the delegates, who
stood upon the still hot mirror shards.
“Witness, all of you, the Voice of the Firmament.” The Aetheline
representative called out, his silver hair and his false smile shining
brightly.
“Join the circle. Close the gap and fill us with your message. Share
the wisdom of the Gods with us, your servants.” The Cenalium
representative replied, following the script admirably despite the
alternative ending to what must have been prepared.
“Gladly.” Iago said, smiling now in earnest as he shed his gloves
and stepped up to link hands with the men.
If any of the spectators had been close enough to see what
happened then, they would have seen that no one was harmed when
the circle was first joined. As one, they lifted their heads skyward and
began to recite a litany of admirations and praises to the Gods. They
beseeched the Gods for their wisdom and guidance. Halfway
through, Iago had waited long enough. He let his poison touch within
him go to work, spreading outward from his dark hand. It spread from
hand to hand, from man to man like an electric current that ran
around in a complete circuit, traveling by means of their limbs.
As one, just like their voices and hands were linked, the eight
representatives began to wilt. Hair grayed and fell out. Skin sagged
and turned sallow and wrinkled. Muscles shook, bones grew porous,
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and organs began to fail. They decayed visibly and aged Yarres in
Saycunds. The circle broke, and eight men fell to the ground, not as
one, but separate and broken. The disparities in their ages made
differences in how long they lived, though small ones only. They all
died within a Mynette of each other, beneath the watchful eye of a
stunned crowd.
“Do you see?” Iago cried out to all of the people who watched in
stunned silence. “Do you see how I was left unharmed by the great
fires of the Gods, but these men could not even suffer to touch my
blessed hands? They conspired to kill me, to burn me to death, but a
Goddess came to save me.”
Iago stepped about the island, occasionally stepping over one of
the dead or dying representatives. He cast off his mantle then and
gave it a look of disgust. As people continued to watch silently, he
threw off the bracers of his office. They bounced and clanged across
the floor, rolling to a stop somewhere unwatched, for all eyes were
still on Iago. He tore off his robe then, leaving himself unclothed
except for his sandals and the plain linen shift he had worn beneath
his splendid robes.
“I have been scarred and burned by my trials.” He said, explaining
his blackened pectoral region and darkened hand and forearm. “But
do not fear. There is no pain in a wound taken for holy causes. This
hand has been given a gift, the Goddess said. She told me that it
would judge the worthy from the unworthy. Those who suffer my
touch and live are worthy of the new world we will all create
together.”
“You blaspheme!” One delegate cried out.
Iago wheeled in the direction of the voice. He didn’t need superb
hearing to pick out which man wilted most under his gaze. The
quivering jaw and shaking hands of the man in his fine robes and
jewels was enough to indicate the speaker.
“Do I? Was I not conspired against? Did I not survive the holy fire
you tried to kill me with? Any normal man would have died, but I, the
God-chosen Voice of the Firmament, have survived and I have
brought a message: The Aurean nation must be cleansed by fire,
even as I have been. From the bottom up, we shall bring about
change. Heretics will be cast down, false leaders will be found and
thrown down from their lofty perches, and the righteous shall reign!”
The commoners in the gallery began to cheer, a few at first, but
then most of them. How could they not be caught up in the fervor of
Iago’s message? How could they not listen to a man who had
survived such a fire right before their very eyes? And if he said the
Goddess spoke to him, how could they argue, especially when
unworthy men died from touching him.
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“I will submit to your touch. I have nothing to fear, for my heart is
true!” One young delegate from Reselhine called out. He pushed free
from his aghast and terrified companions and ran out to Iago.
Iago smiled and nodded. “Kneel, raise your eyes to the skies where
our beloved God and Goddess dwell, and let me lay my touch upon
your head. The light of the Gods shall show me the truth of your
mind, heart, and soul through your eyes. If you are unworthy, you will
die here and now. If not, you shall be proven as faithful and worthy of
seeing the new world we shall create together.”
The delegate knelt, hands at his sides, and raised his head. His
clear violet eyes looked up into Iago’s own eyes. Iago lifted his hand
and placed it on the delegate’s head. The man did not shrink away.
Instead, his eyes were lit with a passionate need to be found worthy.
Such men Iago could use, and he did not turn his awful touch on
him. He spared him the awful death, for he was useful.
“Rise, worthy child of Haestos and Maletos. They have found you
worthy. What is your name?”
The delegate rose, his eyes shining with devotion. “Haig is my
name, Voice.”
“Stand by me as we test these others.” Iago commanded, sweeping
his hand around the room at the delegates waiting on the islands.
With that proclamation, many voices that had been quiet during
Haig’s test rose in fear, anger, or confusion. Some delegates fled
toward the doors, but the doors were locked, as they always would
be during such a coronation. They were trapped and cornered, and
some turned on their fellows like feral animals. If they tried to resist
or if they came at him as if to attack him, he needed only to touch
them with the full force of his poisons and they would crumple and
die in Saycunds. A few held weapons, too, but there were Guardians
sworn to protect the Voice, and they put the resisters down quickly.
After the Guardians’ efforts and after the first few of the unworthy
died at his hands, none wanted to challenge Iago again. The
survivors of the test, Iago’s disciples, forced the others to go through
what they had already survived, all that thought they might escape
notice or refuse to undergo the test.
All told, nearly fifty delegates died that Ouer, but the two hundred
and more that survived were all Iago’s men through and through.
Certainly there were a few that Iago had been uncertain about when
he’d looked into their eyes, but if he killed too many, he would
become vastly unpopular. They would band against him. They still
might. That was a danger, because some saw that they could submit
and he would spare them, and they would spread that news to other
like-minded individuals. He was not so arrogant as to believe that
they had all been sold by his demonstration. Certainly some would
guess at what had really happened, that it was he who chose those
who would live or die, not some God or Goddess. They would pay
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him lip service, and all the while pray behind his back that someone
would kill him so they could go back to their old games, but they
would be his faithful puppets until such a thing occurred.
When it was all done, Iago lifted his eyes briefly to the private box
where he knew Tahirah III was watching him. He wondered what the
former Empress would say about his performance. Even he was a bit
surprised. Things had gone much farther than even he’d initially
planned, but one doesn’t argue with a Goddess. As to the former
Empress’ opinions, he would know them soon enough.
He left the Atriondi Giuramenti mostly alone. His disciples, Haig and
the others, had been sent forth to begin preparing for great changes.
They had been given the vaguely simple yet difficult command,
“make sure everyone is ready for what is to come.”
The one thing Iago was most curious about was how Corydon
would react to what he heard of this Dee. Would he see the first
steps of many that would eventually remove the Grand Helion?
Would he see that the Voice would become the new leader of the
true Aurean people, a great champion against the greatest of
heretics?
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CHAPTER 100
Victory lies not in numbers, but in utilization of battle terrain that
maximizes the effectiveness of those numbers, be they great or
small…
- Excerpt from Tiombe’s ‘Tactics and Lessons of War’
th

 Aytesdee, the 19 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Chione barked an order at a platoon of men that was being a bit too
careless with one of Iago’s Antipode Devices. Her lips curled in a
frown of disdain, and her eyes narrowed at soldiers who quickly got
the hint that they’d better not make it her business to chastise them
again. It was only the middle of second Ouer, so still quite dark and
early, but even having been rousted out of their beds was no reason
for carelessness.
Dacian abruptly appeared next Chione, looking bright-eyed and
alert despite the early Ouer. His silver eyes flickered back and forth
as he reread the latest missives from the Flash Towers and from the
coordinated efforts of Elegian and Aurean spies.
“What do the eyes and ears of our nations tell us todee?” Chione
asked, quite used to getting the news in this fashion by now, as
Dacian had been reporting to her in such a fashion for nearly a
Munth now.
“We received a bird carrying confirmation of another force leaving
Maethlin. They headed east toward the Östlichreich, where they will
likely join General Aram’s forces in testing the remaining fortresses
of the Kerathi.”
“Aram? He is Illias’ subordinate, right?”
Dacian nodded briefly before explaining more. “Yes, the talented
one who led the initial attack near Vaasa.”
“Ah, yes. What of Illias then? Why does he not continue his war in
person?”
“There is little coming out of Cenalium these Dees, and that is
where he seems to be staying. I imagine if half of our last reports
from there are true, he has his hands full.”
Chione crossed her arms across her once-bronze breastplate that
had been enameled over with a dull gray so that it would not shine in
the sun. Recent scratches in the paint job still picked up errant
torchlight, but it was not enough to be worrisome. “I still think that this
may be our best chance to attack. If all of the citizens are stuck in
varying states of treatment you have hinted at, perhaps they cannot
help defend the city.”
“They also cannot help us retake it.” Dacian pointed out, his eyes
perpetually on the skies now that he had absorbed everything from
his notes, which he’d tucked back into the folds of his steely-colored
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robes. “Besides, we’d not make it past the Darksight Outlooks or the
reserves defending the ports. Then we’d be fighting uphill to reach
the city, and not one man in twenty would reach the gates, even on a
good Dee.”
“Alright.” She admitted in irritation. “You have made your case. We
will wait and build and store weapons for the attack that will come
sooner or later. Rest assured, we shall continue to search for other
avenues of attack though.”
Dacian nodded in admission of this fact. Between boredom and
duty, Chione would do her best to find a way into Cenalium. “I have a
message from Aziza as well.”
Chione licked her lips anxiously at mention of her counterpart.
While she was the Left Hand of the Empress, Aziza was the Right
Hand of the Empress. The Left was responsible for offensive actions
of the Empire, while the Right handled matters of security in the
homeland of the Elegian people. Typically, this lent a much greater
importance to the Right Hand when compared to the Left, who
usually had little else to do besides fighting some minor naval battles
against the pirates of Zaraig or running off errant Kerathi marauders.
At the moment, Chione wondered if her counterpart was feeling a bit
envious of the preparations for an offensive assault on Maethlin that
she was getting to do. If Aziza was indeed jealous, she had no
reason for it. Digging out caves and storing supplies were hardly
exciting tasks.
“What does she say?” Chione eagerly asked.
He cleared his throat and began his report. “She says that Zaraig’s
Pirates are stirring up more trouble than usual. Your subordinate, a
commander named Theoris, is handling it ably. She’s taken an
armada south through the Hundred Isles and is running the pirates
back to hiding in their swamps. Domestically, there are also
marauding groups of Samiels disrupting trade routes in the Drylands
and on the Empress’ Sands, but she is handling that matter herself.
She also reports that they are bringing up a full muster of the
Empress’ armies, an estimated seventy thousand soldiers and naval
men, not counting the Empress’ personal guard, trainees, or
reserves. They fear reprisal for their interference near Vaasa.”
“Where are they deploying? Does she say?”
“Qinor is believed to be where they will attack, but Miniya and the
Hundred Isles have had their garrisons strengthened as well. Their
backup is the port of Banwha.”
Chione nodded. “Qinor is a logical place for them to attack. It is
good that some of my forces were left there before coming here or
going to the ill-fated defense of Vaasa. If mighty Qinor is crippled, we
would have to launch our forces from Banwha through the Gulf of
Royals or send them down the Empress’ Bounty and through the
Hundred Isles before they could be useful.”
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“Illias often has very straightforward and determined strategies. If
they gather at Qinor, I fear that they will indeed be struck at.”
“I agree. Unfortunately, we have precious few Fliers at our
disposal.” Chione remarked, eyeing him as if it were an accusation of
his shortcomings.
“What few Fliers we have involved in this conflict are more useful
bringing news and transporting engineers who can help the Kerathi
resist for as long as they can.”
“While I understand your reasoning, I cannot bring myself to worry
more about these northern savages than my people back home. If
Illias and Corydon strike at Qinor, they shall awaken a slumbering
Sandcat. With or without his Darksight Outlooks and his special
soldiers, he cannot stop the full might of the Empire.”
Dacian held his tongue. He knew better than to argue with her,
especially when she looked ready to rebut anything he might say to
the contrary of her opinions. Their relationship worked like that, and it
worked only because he knew what he was better off saying and
what he was better off keeping to himself. The pride of her people
was at stake here, and he would gain nothing by telling her that even
the mighty Elegian Empire might fall before Corydon’s onslaught.
“Yet Corydon cannot sit back and not deliver a message that such
interference will be tolerated.”
“What of the Aurean involvement, how has he answered that?”
“He hasn’t, as of yet. Surely his patrols try to limit Flier traffic
between our Grancittas. His forces will seize or down Fliers that stray
around Maethlin, but there has been no counteraction yet that we
know of. I fear it is still coming.”
“If he attacks the Elegians, then your people’s repayment will come
too. It will come soon, and it will not be a token gesture. It will be a
great fist brought down upon the Aurean nation, something to scare
them and dissuade them from helping.”
“Perhaps, but sometimes it is enough for your enemies to merely be
on guard against the possibility of attack, that way they cannot move
their full forces against you. Always they must hold some in
defensive reserves.” Dacian replied.
“Which is exactly what Corydon must do now, fearing invasion
should he leave his island too empty and inviting.” Chione’s reddishbrown eyes glinted hungrily. Her hands clutched at her deep violet
cloak for want of something to do or a weapon to hold.
“But even losing the lowlands of Maethlin would not stop him.
Cenalium would remain basically unassailable so long as he has the
Darksight Outlooks and significant garrisons in the city itself. The
Outlooks could destroy any besiegers, and even if they
accomplished the destruction of his shipyards, it would only slow his
expansion. And perhaps that would grant time for us and his other
enemies to coordinate and put his rebellion down.”
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Chione grunted irritably. “We are at a stalemate, a most irritating
position to be in.”
“There is other news, but I think we should return to the caves for
now, lest Corydon’s spies see us. The men have finished moving the
new Antipode Devices – the new, better-shielded models that Iago
has delivered.”
Chione nodded. She understood the need to hide out and keep a
low profile. Even hidden in the mountain caves here they were not
completely safe. Corydon could find them and have hundreds of his
foul-blooded Guardians dropped off at their doorstep within a couple
of Dees, and that may very well be enough to keep them trapped
within the caves until a larger force could arrive to press in and
exterminate them. If they didn’t just starve them out or smoke them
out. Even such realizations weren’t enough to make the damp, drafty
caverns any more appealing. They would be dark, smelly, and
uncomfortable. Echoes of men and the groaning of the mountains
would keep her awake. More certain unpleasantness awaited her in
those caves.
“Let us go then.” She agreed, watching the Aurean Flier that had
delivered the devices by way of Durenia retreat from sight in the
earliest of morning’s hazes.
She cast one last regretful look at the expanse of water that was
the Elegian Gap. The Elegian Gap was all that really separated her
from her home, but it was a substantial barrier. With no sunlight
casting its warmth upon the waters, they were dark and cold, despite
it being the Saysuhn of Green. Waves crashed monotonously upon
the granite rocks along the shore, sending the smells of seaweed
and salt into the air.
When she had finished looking, she followed Dacian down a
rudimentary track through the mountains that would lead into one of
the fifteen entrances they had to their caverns. The entrances were
spread out over a circle some twenty Kilomes in diameter. There was
no way they could become completely trapped, but once they’d left
the safety of the caves, there would be no cover from Corydon’s
Fliers and their deadly fire if they came.
“You said you had other news…” Chione reminded him once
they’d ducked their heads beneath the low outcroppings that
enclosed one of the entrances.
Dacian waited until they’d passed the nine men guarding the
entrance before answering. “I did, and I will not disappoint. We
received messages today that my people appointed a new Voice of
the Firmament, our most important religious leader, and it was a
most unusual ceremony.”
“What does this mean for us?”
“It means that my master suddenly got a lot more important. He will
be using his influence to help us, and I expect that shortly we’ll start
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receiving a lot more assistance from him – more than what arrived
todee.” Dacian explained.
“Soldiers are what we need most if we’re going to attack. Soldiers
or Fliers would be excellent.”
“You turned away some of the Aurean soldiers that we might have
offered.” Dacian reminded her. She had taken the lead since
entering the caves, so he was talking to her back and the white mark
of a left hand that was on her cloak.
Chione ducked a particularly low ceiling. “You can’t know that they
weren’t infiltrated by Corydon’s informants.”
“Nor can you know that your Elegian soldiers haven’t been
infiltrated in the same way.” He replied, reopening an argument that
they’d had a dozen times already.
“Bring some of your men then, but you will be responsible for
testing each and insuring their loyalties to our cause. Their failures
will be on your head.” Her tone suggested quite clearly what a failure
would mean to his lifespan.
Dacian blinked both in surprise at her acceptance, and from the
thick smoke hugging the ceiling of the chambers they were passing
through. The smoke was generated by cookfires that fed the
garrisons under the foothills of the Northern Fringe. They’d limited
fires to that, and so when it was mealtime men crowded around them
to get warm. The hills were cold and so then were men who were
used to warm climates.
“Watch the smoke, Juria damn you all!” The Left Hand of the
Empress bellowed. “Are you burning green wood? Dampen those
fires or you’ll give away our position. If I catch any of you cooking
food well done, I’ll kill you myself. None of you need any food cooked
more than heated through enough to prevent parasites. Parasites
won’t kill you as surely as the enemy – or I – will.”
Just like that, Chione was back to her role as supervisor for the
northern part of the Elegian army, which just happened to be in
hiding a few Dees from the shores Corydon’s forces resided upon.
The morning news was done, and the whole lot of them, besides
sentries and counterspies would all go into a long sleep soon. It was
much safer to move about, fish, and forage for supplies during the
night. During the Dee they might be easily seen from the air.
Despite the low noise and visibility provisions that Chione
demanded upon, there were some people who worked regardless of
time – the miners who were hollowing out more space for more men
and looking for the tunnels that were rumored to run from here to
Maethlin under the seas. They’d had no luck finding them yet.
Except, Dacian knew where the tunnels were, but he’d not been
authorized to let them find them just yet. That would come in time,
after all of his master’s goals had been accomplished.
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CHAPTER 101
I have done my best to determine what sort of communication the
Ox-Men go about, but other than their brief stamps, grunts, and
flicking of ears and tails, I can discern no intelligible pattern. I am
convinced that they do have a way to communicate. After all, they
can understand the high speech of the Elegians, for it is so
documented, but they clearly have misgivings about using their own
language around me.
What secrets do they have that they should hide them from me?
What motives could they have for fearing that I might know of their
ways? I think it may be dangerous for me to truly know the answers
about them and these lands they live on. Perhaps my best bet would
be to attempt communication with their young…
- Excerpt from Pravat’s ‘A Brethren Apart’
th

 Zehnsdee, the 20 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Bedros raised his head, thoughtfully grinding the rich green grasses
of the Amber Plains between his flat molars. However, unlike the rest
of his kind, his mouth no longer consisted of only molars and
bicuspids. Certainly some teeth in an Ox-Man’s mouth were wider
and flatter than others, but they were all mostly for grinding. As for
Bedros, his mouth had something approaching canines and even
incisors, and every different cusp was just one of a thousand
changes that set him apart from the rest of his kind.
Even now he grazed alone, deemed too different or too special for
any but White-Hoof or his most trusted shamans to approach. If
anyone had been watching from the sky, they’d have seen the herd
form a wide circle around him, with him dotting the center of the eye
like a pupil. Even the oxpeckers avoided him to an extent, landing
only long enough upon him to say hello and remove a couple cursory
bugs and nits from his fur before winging off to pick at more familiar
fur. His fur was another one of the changes, varying in color, texture,
thickness, and odor from the rest of his kind. They didn’t exactly
have six horns – soon to be eight with the two nubs coming in on the
back of his skull – and scales, either.
White-Hoof approached from the protective circle, leaving his
shamans behind this time. Leaves and grasses from the Saysuhn of
Green had been woven into the thicker fur of his mane and under his
proud chin. The grayish fur around his white hoof grew longer than
that of the other hoof, but he did not trim it. His broad, intelligent eyes
fixed on Bedros’ crown of horns.
“As your body regains its healthy size, you grow yet another set of
horns?”
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“I am to become the sum of all lands, and so I must take something
from each of them with me.”
White-Hoof considered this, eyeing the natural pair of Ox-Men
horns that curled along the sides of Bedros’ head, though they were
not of the same black that one might expect. They were a charcoal
grey, with a second white pair stabbing skyward, milky white like they
were coated in ice. Then there were the grayish-blue ones, fluid-like
in their appearance, perhaps even flexible. The last nubs were too
young to see much of, let alone determine their eventual
appearance. “I have concerns, as does One-Ear.”
“I have heard some of your debates when you chatter throughout
the night.”
“Then you know that we cannot understand your attachments to the
ice and water? You have scales upon you now, and beneath the fur
of your neck, there are the beginnings of gills that rasp with your
breath if one stands close and listens.”
“The servants of One-Ear have more acute hearing than he it
seems.” Bedros replied gruffly, disliking being questioned for his
nature when they had a large hand in its making.
White-Hoof stamped his hooves in agitation. He did not like his
protests being made light of. “We are the Land’s Children, not
children of the sea.”
Bedros urged himself to caution, swallowing the grasses that were
staining his spittle green and licking his lips before continuing. “We
are children of the world, and the world is greatly covered by water
and ice. Ice is not so different from land, especially when it covers
the land itself. As fir water, that has been an area where we have
had little influence before, but perhaps now that will change.”
“What other lands must you join with? Will your head become to
heavy will all of its many horns before your work is finished?”
“I have been touched by ice, sea, mountain, and plains. I have seen
the jungles of the seafarers, the water bugs, if briefly. What else the
world would have of me, I’m not sure. I must merely follow my nose
and instincts.”
“You would part from us again then?” White-Hoof asked very
solemnly.
“If I go, it would not be alone.” Bedros replied, partially because he
ached for Anthea and her companionship, and partially because the
part of him that was Crooked-Tail’s life essence longed for this herd.
He could no more walk away alone than he could sprout wings and
fly. “I worry only that the others could not follow in my footsteps.”
“Where do you imagine you will go?”
“I must meet with One-Ear.” Bedros answered, though it was
immediately clear from the distasteful expression on the elder
shaman’s face that he did not approve. The two herd masters were
not as one in all things.
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“Can you not commune with him from here? We have given much
to recover you.” White-Hoof reminded him.
“I know of the loss of your shamans when you helped us return, and
Crooked-Tail’s sacrifices weigh on me more than you could
understand. He lives on within me, sharing his memories with me
even as a shadow of him still looks out from behind my eyes. Yet
there are some things that must be done in the flesh. The Vale is
near Elegius, and the sands are another land I must connect to. But
first, my instincts tell me I must venture to the jungles of the Muerans
and then the Gnat Marshes of Zaraig.”
“Why would you go to such places?”
“I feel that there is something in each that we have lost as a people,
especially in Zaraig. That place calls to me.” Bedros replied
somewhat vaguely, grunting and sniffing at the air as if searching for
a lost but somehow familiar scent.
Such an idea was interesting to White-Hoof, who decided he must
ask the others what they thought of such a thing when he had
finished here. “What could it be that calls to you? Is it a lost herd?
Surely any there would have died by now.“
“I cannot say. The life force of the world itself is guiding my
footsteps, and I must believe that it won’t lead me or us astray.”
“How long must we wait to know? The dark ones from long ago
have returned. Their dead poison and befoul the land with each drop
of their blood. There is darkness in that corner of the world that will
only grow. We must Sing the World Alive and end the threat of
them.”
Bedros shook his head scornfully, dismissing such a tactic. “We did
that once before, and it only banished them and their children. Did
not they and their children return? This time we must do something
different.”
“Your ideas are contrary to our plans.” White-Hoof said, eyeing him
critically and suspiciously. “Have you given your heart and mind to
the Landdeaf after so much time among them?”
Bedros narrowed his eyes and drew himself up to his full height. His
hands ached for the familiar feel of his heavy mallet, but that was as
lost and ruined as his body had been upon the Great Stairs of
Aetheline. “You mistake my will to do things right this time as a
weakness. Our forbearers lacked the foresight to see this problem,
and it has fallen upon me to atone for their shortsightedness. I would
not see this problem come again many generations down.”
White-Hoof nodded slowly, grinding his broad teeth thoughtfully.
“And when you have become the sum of all lands, when you have
been touched by every land, what will you do?”
“The world shall tell me. Perhaps I shall wake it. If conscious, it
might defend itself. Who knows the will of the land except the land
itself?”
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White-Hoof looked off at the sun that rose was beginning to set
over the western edge of the Amber Plains, giving them an apt
reason for their name. The herd cast their eyes that way as well,
facing One-Ear’s herd that was far to the west of them. “We hoped
that you would know its will, but you say that you do not.”
“My ears only hear so much of what the world says, and I do not
speak its language fluently just yet. Still, my hearing grows better,
and when I am the sum of all lands, I believe my hearing and
understanding will be greatly improved.”
“The petty Gods of the Landdeaf urge their children to make war
upon the poisoned beings inhabited by the Dark Ones, the souls of
the lost. You must hurry in your quest. The Vale is not near, nor is
Zaraig or any other places you may decide to visit before going
there. Time is not on our side.” The elder shaman ground his teeth
together loudly, clutching at the fur of his chest.
“No, time is certainly not long,” Bedros regretfully agreed, “not with
Uman stirring finally. The child God is ready to be born. His Dee is
coming soon.”
White-Hoof turned with Bedros to look to the southeast, toward the
Eye of Tulis, where the lost piece of the creator had been deposited
– where it had grown into what had nearly become another waking
God. When they could look no more, they turned back toward each
other.
White-Hoof put his hand on Bedros’ shoulder in approval, grasping
the strong muscles that were beneath his fur and hide. “Your body is
strong again. You have fed on the grasses of our land and have
bonded with it. I bid you choose companions to go with you across
the seas to the Vale. We will try to make another living piece of land
to go with you, one that will follow you as faithfully as Crooked-Tail’s
did him.”
“Such an effort of making is not necessary. Have you not forgotten
that I am one with the seas?”
The shaman regarded him in confusion. “I do not completely
understand, but even if you have a way, how will the others, your
companions, follow you?”
“The water knows its own and the friends of its own. I will deal with
that.” Bedros assured him. “Only, I ask that you give me two more
Dees to graze and gather my strength, for the journey is long. Then
you may pick a few of your most trusted for my companions and we
will leave your fold.”
“You will cut directly across the Inner Seas to reach One-Ear more
quickly, or will you go another way?”
“First, I will return to the Mueran lands to finish what I began in my
short time there. Mehitte should be ripe for my arrival. The richness
and natural state of that isle will quickly connect it to me, shortening
the time I must spend to join with the land. Then Zaraig is on the
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way, with Elegius after that. I aim to make the Vale my last stop
before I rejoin the herds and end all that must be ended.”
“Your journey shall indeed be long. I will have the herd gather the
choicest greens for you to sustain you.” White-Hoof offered. There
was still a look about him as though he planned to confer with his
shamans about this entire plan Bedros proposed, but he was trying
to be accommodating until deciding that they must do otherwise.
Even the eldest and greatest shamans didn’t usually do something in
the herd society without at least consulting the others.
“No, let me graze as one of you, unassisted. If you wish to help me,
have them know that I am one of them, a servant of the world. Let us
run together, and let us graze together, for it may be long before I
can return to your herd.”
White-Hoof’s bovine lips spread open, and he clacked his yellowed
teeth together excitedly before throwing back his arms and head to
bellow wildly. Such a call was startling at first in its volume and
intensity, but the herd quickly responded when the other shamans
answered White-Hoof’s call with loud calls of their own. Shortly after,
the whole herd was stamping, snorting, gnashing their teeth, and
bellowing. They melted together and they became as one – one in a
mind to run like the wild winds and nourish themselves on the
bounties of the lands that spoke to them.
Bedros had come home, and for the first time since arriving he truly
felt like part of the herd. They all ran until they were spent; then they
went to coupling up and taking mates. Those who did not choose
mates stood apart, watching or eating what grasses had not been
trampled underfoot, as suited their desires. Bedros had to turn away
a dozen offers for mating, perhaps offers more out of politeness than
genuine sincerity. The unique shadows his horns cast in the
moonlight were enough to remind him of his duties, though. Still, the
offers comforted his heart.
Had things been different, there was nothing he would have liked
more, except perhaps to see a young Aurean girl again and make
sure she was doing fine.
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CHAPTER 102
Sometimes getting the first meeting with a prospective client is the
most difficult part of the deal…
- Excerpt from Mortimer Tightfist’s ‘Circumstances Governing
Monetary Affairs’
st

 Einsdee, the 21 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Anthea grimaced. The outfit she was wearing was entirely too fluffy
and decorative for her tastes. Aureans normally wore very simple,
hanging clothes that resembled togas or robes, or when they went
for something different, it was usually quite tight. Such outfits with
long lines accentuated their slender builds and tall statures while
remaining simplistic and delicate. This outfit was nothing of the sort,
and it was not in the least flattering to one with her figure. It would
have been more appropriate on a busty girl like Rolf’s Catrin, who
had picked the clothing out, clearly with malicious intent to make her
look foolish, Anthea decided. As rail thin as she was, there was no
way a dress with a bustier and a hoop skirt was going to make her
look anything but strange, like a pear perhaps.
Sagira frowned critically at herself, and then even more critically at
Anthea, who noticed the gesture. “Hmmm…” Sagira remarked
contemplatively.
“We look like simple birds that have been stuffed into the wrong
bird’s colorful feathers, don’t we?” Anthea asked.
“You more than I, unfortunately, but it may be necessary if you wish
to hide your heritage. With the rouge and eye shadow on, you look
almost Aynglican. Even your hair could pass off as an expensive dye
job.”
Anthea couldn’t argue that Sagira looked less out of place than she
did. After all, she was wearing the costume of her people, if a foreign
version imagined, designed, and remade by an Aynglican tailor. The
dusky tones of the fabrics he’d used complemented her skin without
making her coloring seem too earthy or her skin look too shiny. The
towering headpiece she wore made her seem taller and less stocky
than she was without drawing too much attention, which would be
unfortunate for someone expected to speak to other people. The
tailor had neglected to leave her left breast bared at least, as was the
custom of the wealthy among the Elegian people. That fashion
sentiment wouldn’t have fared so well in Fairport, at least not for this
sort of meeting.
“Why do I have to wear this?” Anthea grumbled, feeling frumpy and
stupid.
“We can’t very well meet dignitaries in rags. Money has a way of
keeping out of the hands of poor-looking folks.”
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“Catrin knew I’d look the fool in this costume though. She wears
these clothes every Dee and knows how they fit. She did this
because she wants to humiliate me.”
Sagira arched an eyebrow that had been exquisitely shaped and
shaded in by makeup artists Catrin had brought in for them both.
That had been a trial in itself, what with the plucking, brushing,
painting, and scrubbing such things required. Anthea had tried to
mimic Sagira’s passive endurance of the ritual, but she had found
herself wondering why her fingernails had to be so painfully attacked
with shapers, scrapers, and lacquers. Even her hair had been
treated and worked over like she was some fancy animal that was
about to go on parade, which wasn’t entirely untrue when she
thought about it.
“So you think Catrin is trying to sabotage your appearance
because… because why exactly?”
“Because of Rolf, of course. It’s her territorial warning for me to
keep out of things. She’s watched me since Dee one, which was not
all that long ago, and she clearly saw what I thought about this
ridiculous engagement she’s entered with Rolf.” Anthea sighed
breathlessly and touched her thumb and forefinger to her forehead.
“Maletos protect that boy, because every time he gets out on his
own, he makes some promise to this cause or some woman.”
“Are you sure you aren’t being a little jealous about this whole
thing?” Sagira’s eyes were smiling even if her mouth was not.
“Jealous?” Anthea snorted in a most unladylike fashion, destroying
any image of sophistication that might have been provided by her illfitting garb. “I just hope the boy can keep his mind on one thing long
enough to get something done. He’s going to be spread thin between
his duties to me, the Racheneid he swore to avenge his family, and
now his engagement to that empty-headed, walking doll.”
“Definitely not jealous.” Sagira remarked, smiling faintly, though she
hid her metal and enamel smile behind a fan of Elegian reeds that
gad been skillfully painted with three Sandcats.
Anthea blushed and hid her face with her own fan, a white, lacy
deal with mountains painted on it. Clearly the fans were useful if the
costume was not. She gave Sagira a playful glare from over the rim
of the lacy-edged fan. Then, trying to act the part, which to her was
basically acting as snobby and empty-headed as she imagined
Catrin was, she lifted her chin upward and strode off as if tiptoeing
very gently.
Sagira joined her, gliding through their apartments and down the
stairs to the waiting carriage outside. Wendi, not Catrin but rather her
shrewd middle sister, waited in the carriage for the pair of them. As
the most business-minded of the three sisters, it was the homely
middle sister that would accompany them to this, the first meeting of
potential patrons who would hopefully side with them and support
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their goals. Their goals were something they would have to carefully
explain, as a simple plan for vengeance was unprofitable and a
quest of the Gods was quite unbelievable to the money-oriented
folks that lived in Fairport.
Wendi was kind enough. She nodded to each of them in turn when
they joined her in the plushly decorated cabin of the carriage. She
whispered a simple hello with compliments on their clothing and hair
as they entered. Anthea was unsure how to respond, so she let
Sagira do that, which she did quite grandly, even earning a smile
from the cautious girl who sat across from them. By the time such
pleasantries were concluded, the carriage was rolling through town,
and with the curtains drawn, they had their own private little mobile
room to converse within without worrying of being overheard. Such
was the volume of noise from the creaking springs and the steelshod wheels of the carriage.
“Flattery is a useful tool, but as a girl with few physical attributes
worthy of praise, I am somewhat invulnerable to such compliments.”
Wendi said, her voice finally finding strength – it needed to if she
wanted to be heard over the carriage’s racket. A slight smile tugged
at the left corner of her mouth. “Although, a girl still likes to hear such
things, even if her hair is dull, her nose is too large, and her face is
round and flat like a dinner plate.”
Sagira crossed her legs carefully, adjusting her dress around her.
“As I am no great beauty myself, I have learned to console myself
with the thought that looks are not the only measure of a woman.
You seem to have an adequate share of fair traits whose depths are
not so easily gauged and grown tired of as beauty.”
“Flattery again, and now you seek to appeal to my vanity and
pride.”
“Vanity and pride are things an Elegian woman knows much about.”
Sagira confessed.
“I understand women rule in your land. Such a thing presents
interesting possibilities.” Wendi leaned in conspiratorially toward
Sagira and took her hand in hers, all but ignoring Anthea. Sagira, to
her credit, did not appear the least bit uncomfortable about the
sisterly gesture from a near stranger. “Here, we women usually have
to rule more subtly, allowing men to hold the positions of power while
we manipulate them from their kitchens, bedrooms, and the chairs
beside our beloved husbands which grant us access to their ears.”
Sagira grinned widely. “This is a conversation I’d love for you to
have with my man. He’s Mueran and ever so starchy sometimes.
He’s quite traditional in many ways, and such things would amuse,
interest, and possibly confound him.”
“How delightful.” Wendi chuckled softly and covered her face with
her fan. When the laugh had passed, she lowered the fan and raised
her eyes once more. “A Mueran? I must admit I’ve never met many
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of them, though there was a handsome one by the docks one Dee.
He was not much taller than I, and we know I am not tall for one of
my people. Still, his eyes were quite fetching.” Wendi sat back and
fanned herself, looking flushed.
Anthea stared at the two women in surprise. They got along quite
well, but they avoided speaking of the matters at hand. “Catrin said
that you were better suited for this sort of meeting, so we were to go
with you todee. What can you tell us about this meeting?”
“My, but she does get down to business quickly. Anthea, you will
have to learn that there is much to be said in small talk that might
benefit you more than talk of business. Do not be too hasty, because
haste belies great need, and easily-discerned need belies weakness
and desperation.” Wendi explained gently. Her face switched to one
of business then, all evidence of her prior conversation vanishing.
“Now… my sister, lovely and bubbly though she is, has no mind for
matters of commerce beyond spending our beloved father’s money.
As none of the three of us is married yet, leaving father no heir to his
company, I have taken it upon myself to learn the trade. I cannot
expect my looks to get me everywhere, so I’ve used my mind
instead.”
“And the potential patrons we are to meet?” Sagira asked, her voice
even and her eyes calculating.
“One is a lumber baron. His fortunes are made up on the Browntree
River, a tributary of the mighty Sorne, where the best woods for
making ships are felled. He’s a three-time widower, with a taste for
younger girls. You need only be charming and look exceedingly
vulnerable, and you will capture his heart, if not his coin purse with it.
His purse is harder to have access to though, mind you.” Wendi
explained, looking at both of their faces to see their reactions before
continuing. “The other is my father’s longtime friend, a man in the
business of changing money. He makes money by shifting one
currency to another, and in hammering out coins from mined ores or
from captured stores of various metals. He owns a dozen mines, all
nestled safely away in the ranges on Greveth’s Mercy. He’s a sly
fellow with no taste for women – he thinks them greedy. He can buy
young women or young men for a night or three at his heart’s
content, and yet they are only passing interests for him compared to
the glitter of gold and platinum.”
“His weaknesses?” Anthea prompted.
“I do not know your entire plan, or your entire situation. I do know
that you are certainly not Aynglican, even in those clothes, though
neither he nor I will say as much to any other. If he discerns your true
nature and decides to help, he’ll likely ask for your help in getting
access to those legendary and exclusive Aurean metals from the
mountaintops.”
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The two foreigners in this land exchanged the briefest of glances
before Anthea found the courage to answer Wendi with her own
questions, “If I said I didn’t know what you’re talking about, you’d just
smile and say you must have been mistaken about one fact or
another? Then we’d continue talking about other matters as if
nothing had ever been said?”
Wendi smiled softly. “You catch on quickly. That’s well, for slow
learners are poor learners. Mortimer Tightfist said it, and it’s terribly
true.”
Anthea nodded. “What good would Aurean metals do for
Aynglicans? They are used mostly in weapons and Fliers.”
“Rare metals could be used in coining a new standard, something
richer than platinum markes. It could be used in jewelry or a dozen
other things. I’m not sure what his uses would be, but I’m certain that
any material brought into Aynglica would be used for something.
There are ingenious folks across our isles, always thinking of new
uses for things both old and new.”
“If these interviews fail, what will we do next? Have we other
chances?” Sagira asked after a pause of consideration.
“The trick, for you, will be to make everyone see not only your
plight, but their chance to benefit in various ways from helping you.
Take for instance my sister, who has connived Rolf into marrying her
just so that he can help you all in your quest, whatever it may be. He
sold his future to her for the use of an anvil and some milling
machines, supplies of metal stock, and also for some introductions to
important people for you and your friends.” Wendi informed them,
taking a bit of delight at Anthea’s surprised expression to hear
everything put so plainly. “Of course, these introductions may help
you achieve your goals, so perhaps it is not such a poor trade. My
sister is rather comely as well, and he could do much worse.”
Catrin’s sister admitted, if a slight bit begrudgingly.
“Then we owe it to him to do our best.” Sagira replied. “I’ve got a
few ideas of my own, ways to play the men against each other to
maximize our chances. Perhaps my plans might even benefit my old
employer, a certain man in Miniya with many things about him that
are detestable, but not so detestable that his coins and his trade will
be undesirable for Aynglicans.”
Wendi laughed lightly and licked her lips. “Now you’re thinking.
Show men a shadow of chance, and leave it to them to exploit such
things to their gain. Women offer chances, and men make them into
opportunities. That is the way of things. We are the innovators and
muses, while they play the parts of builders.”
“War brings opportunities as well, and with rumors of my people
starting to get involved, there are going to be a lot of goods and
coins exchanging hands. Juria help us all, that we might find a way
to benefit both ourselves and our friends.” Sagira kissed her
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fingertips and pressed them to her temples, then quickly opened her
fan again.
Anthea had ideas of her own. She didn’t know what Sagira could do
to involve Ife, her heavyset employer from Miniya, but she imagined
the wheels of commerce, politics, and war that were enmeshing
around them. All three were interconnected, with religion seemingly
threading them together like vines of ivy stringing through a copse of
trees. There had to be a way to exploit the connections, to play them
like a musician would a harp. Her throat itched to speak an
enchantment that might give her some hints of what to do, but her
flowers were all back in the apartments. Perhaps soon she would
enchant again soon, but she wasn’t quite sure how and on what, only
that something was looming near and that she mustn’t miss it.

“I thought I was going to meet your father.” Rolf remarked, not really
unhappy that he had not met the father of the woman he had
pledged to marry yet, but curious that he had not.
“Rolfy, dear,” Catrin began, taking his bearded face in her gloved
hands, “my father is a tremendously busy man. He can’t be expected
to meet every suitor or fiancé his three daughters happen by.”
He shook his head free of her hands and cleared his throat. “Every?
Just exactly how many fiancés have there been in your life, my
betrothed one?”
“He has three daughters, and some of us are occasionally a bit
amorous, as well as beloved by many of the fine, young gentry of
Fairport. Although none of father’s other daughters are loved so
much as myself, if I might be so bold as to say so.”
“So I’m only the next guy, and I don’t meet your father because I’m
not important enough?”
“You are important to me, of course, but he will use his
connections, workers, and friends to feel you out first. If you pass
their inspections and you stick around for a fair amount of time, he
may see fit to meet you. If you disappear like some of the others,
then he’ll have saved himself the time and trouble. He is, after all, a
quite busy man.”
“You still never answered how many.” He reminded her gruffly.
“Are we counting the one that was only for three Dees?” She asked,
making a show of considering her past.
Rolf shook his head and tried to figure out how such a thing was
possible. A three Dee betrothal was absurd to a Kerathi. You either
got married or you did not, and once a promise was given, it was
rarely broken except in case of death or the gravest of
circumstances. “Yes, counting that one.”
She resumed counting in her head, cupping her delicate chin in the
crook between her thumb and forefinger, which made him roll his
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eyes and sigh in frustration. “Why, I do believe you look at bit
jealous.” She declared. Then she beamed insufferably because of it
and put on a broad, if girly, smile, which stretched her full, rosy lips
nearly across her face.
He walked away, saying nothing. He threw open the door to the
building they stood before, where the carriage had just deposited
them Mynettes prior, and he stepped inside. “I am nothing of the
sort.” Rolf finally announced in protest, walking away from her to look
down from the catwalks onto the gears, flywheels, and belts that
comprised the loud, clanking machinery in the building, one of many
her father owned.
Steam and smoke rose from the masses of machinery. Men at one
end of the building were working furiously, shoveling coal into
burners that heated great boilers. The steam in those boilers was
pressurized and pumped into thick tubes that ran throughout the
building, some of which were half a Mayter thick. The pipes
connected to most of the machines, and there were valves
strategically placed for controlling the speed and the operating status
of the steam-fed machines. Some of those machines were grinders
or cutting devices, while others were mills and shapers. Most were
worked by teams of two or three workers, while other men lugged
metal stock of varying types and sizes back and forth, or gathered
finished pieces. Some pieces needed to stop at several stations, so
even more workers were needed to ferry partly finished items
between stations, dodging the hoses, belts, tubes, crankshafts, and
general disorder of the work floor to accomplish their tasks.
The noise of it all made Rolf’s head hammer with images of the
weapon that had haunted him for Munths; diagrams spun before him
as if they were etched on his retinas. He blinked the images away
and took a deep breath before looking back at his intended wife.
Catrin followed him in, still smiling, though a bit less triumphantly and
a lot more sweetly than before. Words failed to penetrate the
cacophony, so she held up the astonishing number of six fingers to
indicate the amount of previous fiancés she’d had. Rolf’s jaw
dropped open, only to clap shut again when he caught sight of the
factory manager shouting orders at the far end of the building. With a
powerful stride, Rolf started off in that direction, confident that Catrin
would fall in beside him.
The woman was proving aggravating and yet endearing all at the
same moment, if that was possible. She made him angry, jealous,
and irritated, and yet the two of them were inseparable, except for
the short periods of sleep time that etiquette and honor demanded
she take apart from him. Although, had her society not imposed such
strict rules here, as opposed to Rummas where she’d had complete
freedom during the revelry of the Faestivul, she’d likely have slept in
his room. Nishan and Tuari’s presences wouldn’t have even
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necessarily have dissuaded her from doing so, either. Nishan was
harmless, despite his obvious, sexually charged comments that
made her titter and blush, and he was usually absent from the room
to be with Anthea anyway. Tuari, on the other hand, still stared at her
like she was some exotic bird that he dare not touch or speak to. No,
Catrin most likely wouldn’t have been dissuaded in the slightest.
Rolf took a breath to clear his head of her, though in truth she was
a welcome distraction from the blueprints of the rifle-like weapon that
invaded if he gave them the slightest chance. The factory manager
noticed him then, rounding on him in a slow, cumbersome way,
bringing to mind a barge turning about in a slow river.
“Who might you be?” The man shouted, his vocal cords straining to
carry over the clanking machinery. He eyed Rolf very warily, taking
note of his obvious heritage, though his eyes did not seem to
pronounce any definite judgment on his looks alone.
“I’m Rolf. Catrin’s father must have sent word of me?” He had to
shout to match the man’s volume. It was an impossible task for one
who had not trained his voice to do so with Yarres of shouting.
The man nodded. Whether he heard or not, Rolf didn’t know, but
the man’s eyes watched his lips very carefully, beard-covered or not,
to determine what he was saying. His eyes strayed over Rolf’s
shoulder to Catrin, and then he kept nodding even as he turned
slowly away and waved over his shoulder for them to follow him.
They followed him along the catwalks, which were occasionally
uncomfortably close to the swinging arms and whirring gears of the
machines, though not so close to them as the sweaty, greasy men
who worked them had to get. Rolf cringed to think what that must do
to their hearing, though that couldn’t be as bad as losing fingers and
arms to the machines, which it appeared that many of them had
done. For that matter, the factory manager was missing half of his
left hand and the thumb of his right. Perhaps most people didn’t
notice his hands so much as the cords of his neck that stood out so
distinctly when he shouted, and his voice was likely the reason he
still had a job despite having so few remaining digits.
Suddenly, they entered a comparably quiet room, a wooden, thickly
walled chamber at the end of one path of catwalks that had been
built in the upper corner of the warehouse-sized building. It was set a
half-dozen Mayters off the ground, hovering over some machinery
that was close enough to make the floor vibrate slightly. It was like a
private dovecote nailed into the corner of a barn’s roof, and it
seemed to be the manager’s home. There was a cot with a
threadbare mattress, a battered desk, a reading lamp to work by
when the lone, small window didn’t admit enough light, and
collections of scrolls and blueprints that were the sole decorations of
the sparse room.
“Cozy.” Rolf commented, earning a dark look from the man.
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The manager grunted and threw himself onto the three-legged
armchair behind his desk. “We aren’t all creatures desiring
pampering. Simplicity helps me think. Were I to be surrounded by the
pleasures of royalty, I doubt I could scarce design a simple gear, let
alone a bearings, widgets, and doohickeys that my job requires me
to make.”
“Fair enough.” Rolf returned. Insulting the man’s home certainly
wasn’t a good way to start. He didn’t have time to wonder why he
never made things easy on himself though.
“Now why don’t you show me what you have, or leave and stop
wasting my time? Just because you’re some fancy, dandy boy that
caught the Miss’ eye for the Wayke doesn’t mean I don’t have quotas
to meet.” He spoke incredibly loudly, showing that his volume
seemed to be rather universal rather than reserved for just the
factory floor. After he was done with Rolf, he turned to Catrin and
added, “Sincerely beggin’ your pardon, Miss Fabbro.”
Catrin nodded and looked to Rolf, clearly content to be quiet for
once and leave the talking to him. This was his trial, not hers. He
blinked in surprise at her first real silence since he’d remade her
acquaintance here in Fairport. Then, from within his coat, a finely
made linen coat traced with fur that she’d bought for him just
yesterdee, he produced scraps of parchment he’d scratched designs
on. The designs had been done with his two hands, taken from his
head; they illustrated in a fair hand the weapon that he felt a strong
compulsion to make. He handed the blueprints to the manager, who
took them and immediately began scrutinizing them with a careful
eye.
“What is this?”
“It’s a rifle.”
“I can see that, but this seems to use some sort of cartridge instead
of muzzle-loading. I’ve not seen anything quite like it. Who made this
design?”
“I did.”
The manager looked at him in amazement. Then he looked at Rolf
very intently, as if he was trying to see where such inspiration had
come from if he spoke truly. His curiosity for men was far less than
machines, so his eyes went back to the designs after only a few
Saycunds’ inspection of the man before him. Flipping through the
pages, he asked, “Where are the measurements? You have many
dimension lines ticked off, but I don’t see numbers.”
“They’re in my head, available as needed. I just need to know if it
can be made this in this factory.”
“I’m sure I could make it in a few Munths if the Miss’ father gave the
order.”
“No, you don’t understand me. I will make it – alone, and it won’t be
in Munths, but rather Waykes.”
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The manager stood up quickly, the cords standing out on his neck
again. “I don’t think you understand how things work here, boy. This
is my factory. I say what is made and what isn’t made. No one
comes in here and tells me they’re going to commandeer my
production for some whimsical idea of theirs. It’s downright insulting.
I’ve half a mind to toss you out on your ears right now.”
“Whimsical?” Rolf repeated the word. As it crossed his lips it tasted
sour. “This is not some joke to me, regardless of what you think.”
“This design will never work, and even if it did, it’d take Yarres of
testing to get the proportions right and produce a working model. It
could never fire. This is not a viable weapon.” The manager grew
even more red-faced as he listed the faults in the design. “I have
better things to do than waste my time on your fanciful notions.”
Rolf leaned forward, placing his hands on the edge of the desk so
he could stare the manager straight in the eyes. “You’re not grasping
the matter at hand. This weapon is not some toy for some fancy
boy’s amusement, as you seem to assume. Do I truly look like an
engineer? Do I look like someone who contemplates weapon
designs and scratches them out in my free time as a hobby? This is
something put in my head by Chaveaoux. I am as sure of it as I am
sure we are both breathing and talking at this very moment. The
Goddess is guiding my hands to make this thing, and you would do
best not to stand in my way.”
“A God’s vision on paper, you say?” The manager mused for a
Saycund about what that meant. “You certainly don’t look like
someone who would make this, I agree with that, but from a pure
business standpoint, why does someone like me care about a
purported vision of a gun that won’t work?”
“Why do you say it won’t work?”
“If this scale is even close to what a normal rifle would be, the
caliber is too large. No man could hold this weapon. Nor will this
cartridge feed system work. It’s too complicated. It will jam after two
or three shots. Those things aside, what would you shoot out of it?
What would you put in those big slugs you’ve designed?”
“Faith.”
The manager stepped back from their face-off. He stared at Rolf as
if he was mad, and Rolf wasn’t so sure that he wasn’t. That answer
was on the tip of his tongue and he’d not even thought twice about
saying it, yet he didn’t see how it could be done. How could faith, or
even prayer, fill a slug? And yet that was what he was going to fire if
he ever pulled the trigger of this thing he’d been shown in his
dreams.
“Faith.” The manager repeated. “Chaveaoux or Vorcinth, I’m not
sure which one has touched your head, but surely it is one of them.”
He made a thumbless fist and touched it to a charm that hung
against the sweaty cleavage his large pectoral muscles made. The
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charm was that of a gear with a hammer crossed with a saw in front
of it, a charm of Chaveaoux. When he lowered his fist, he was all
business again. “What would you make it of?”
“In this, I would defer to your wisdom. I know rifles, so I can only
offer my opinion.”
“Which is?”
“I would think a strong, forged steel so that the barrel does not burst
when firing, but as to the amount of carbon in the steel, you would
know better than I.”
“How many will you make?” The manager asked shrewdly, chewing
on his inner cheek.
“One.” Rolf answered absolutely. This was a point he was sure
upon. “Only one can be made. Others will not work, and therefore
should not be made.”
“I am to close down half my factory to make this thing, and I can
only make one? I’ll never make my quotas. Miss Fabbro’s father will
have my head.”
“Tell him you have assisted making a weapon that will become
legend. Of that I am certain. This weapon may well mean the
difference in the war that goes on in the islands east of here. Do not
forget that this is a war that creeps toward Aynglica’s doorstep
relentlessly, despite what many who claim to know ‘things’ would
have you believe.”
“I hear the rumors, and I have no qualms about helping you, a
Kerathi, if it means you keep war away from my home. I have no
qualms about which men you may kill with it, as long as they’re not
good Aynglican men you’ll be sending off to Nelius’ House of
Endless Rooms if this impossible weapon can actually be made to
work.”
“I’ll use it only in the pursuit of the end of this Aurean onslaught, of
that you have my word. I will fire upon no Aynglicans unless they
seek to aid the Aureans. There are opportunists who would help
even the Dark Pair if they thought doing such would benefit them
somehow.”
The manager nodded. “That, I know. The nature of men is a
strange thing indeed, and loyalties are not what they once were...”
His voice trailed off, getting quiet for the first time.
“Then I will have your cooperation in this affair?”
“I don’t know what I will tell Master Fabbro.” The manager
lamented, casting another curious look at the blueprints Rolf had
made. “I will do it though.”
“Excellent.” Rolf said, smiling over at Catrin, who hugged her hands
tightly to her chest as she nodded encouragingly at him. “When can
we start?”
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“That depends on you more than me. I can work around you to an
extent, because you cannot use every machine at one time. But,
what do you know of smithing and machining?”
“Little enough,” Rolf admitted, “and that is another thing I need your
help in.”
“What sort of timeframe are we looking at here?” The manager
inquired.
“A few Waykes, a Munth or so at most. I need to finish quickly so
that we can be off. The longer I delay the more difficult the battles
will be.”
“I hear that, but smithing is not a process that comes in Dees. It is a
lifelong pursuit of understanding the ways and temperaments of
metals. You must respect the metals you choose if you want them to
work for you, and you must never ask them to do things that are
against their natures, or they will betray you at every opportunity. It
takes Greveth’s fires to melt it, Chaveaoux’s blessings to craft it, and,
in this case, Cainel’s touch to grant it the death-dealing force you
surely desire.” The manager spoke as if reading from a religious text,
each word carefully chosen and placed to mesh together like the
teeth in some of the great gears at use within his factory.
Rolf drew in a serious breath. “I know. I have been and will continue
visiting the shrine of nearly every God and Goddess that may offer
their help in this pursuit.”
The sweaty manager nodded approval. “Piety will be the least of
your concerns if you don’t learn how to use these machines of mine.”
“I must trust the Gods and Goddesses’ hands to guide mine. They
would not give me these plans and these ideas if I was not supposed
to use them.”
“I will leave deciding the motives of Gods to my betters, and I will
hope that you being Miss Fabbro’s intended will be enough to
assuage my master’s anger at coming up short of quota for the first
time in Yarres. I will have to run this place ten Ouers a Dee, shifting
work around whatever machines you are using. It will not be a jolly
stroll down the shaded shores of the Browntree.”
“Then we are starting nextdee?”
The manager shook his head, sat down, and mused his oily,
thinning hair. “I cannot. Give me three or four Dees to get the stock I
think you will require for this. Then we will begin your training on
Fyvesdee. Your actual construction times will depend on how quick
you learn about these machines. A word of advice though, boy –”
“It’s Rolf.”
“A word of advice, Rolf, don’t wear such fine clothes on Fyvesdee.
Wear something tight. Sleeves and loose clothing help you to lose
arms, legs, and fingers – if not your life with them.”
“I’ll keep that in mind.”
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“And don’t ever let your mind wander when you’re working, either. If
you don’t respect the machines, they’ll take you for all you’re worth.
They’re like wild beasts held down by thin, poorly made ropes that
can break at any Saycund, releasing the creatures to maul you to
death.”
“I get your point.”
“Then I’ll be seeing you on Fyvesdee, and good luck on your
betrothal.” The manager nodded twice, once to him and once to
Catrin, who giggled and looked away shyly, making her first noise in
several Mynettes.
Rolf grinned. “What will I call you then, sir?”
That got the man to shaking his head and clicking his tongue.
“Don’t be using that ‘sir’ nonsense around me. I am Renford, Renford
Hayes. That’ll be Mr. Hayes or Mr. Renford, but never Renny, Ford,
or Sir.”
“Mr. Hayes it is then. I will return on Fyvesdee, wearing more
appropriate attire.”
“You can see yourself out then. I’ve got to examine these diagrams
of yours more. I may keep them for now?”
“So long as you don’t copy them, and I will know if you do, too. After
all, they’re the Gods’ property and not mine. They’ll let us know if
they’re unhappy, and working in such a dangerous place as this, I’d
not wish to risk the Gods’ ire.”
“Nor would I, Rolf, nor would I.”
Rolf saw himself out then, opening the doors to the office and to the
factory itself for Catrin – a curious local custom that Aynglican
women seemed to appreciate. Once outside, he found himself
wrapped in a busty, congratulatory hug that was accompanied by a
declaration of pride and respect for his poise in such an important
meeting. He didn’t really hear the exact words, so intriguing were the
womanly curves pressed against him, but he got the gist of it.
Yes, she could be annoying, but this whole praise and hugging deal
was something he could get used to quickly, he decided, as they
walked arm in arm through the streets. His business finished for the
Dee, they would likely stroll about the city, and he would listen to her
ramble about this or that, occasionally stopping to look at or buy
something. That, too, he could get used to, especially since he often
overheard rumors of the war when they went through certain parts of
town, the more foreign areas within Fairport, some of which were
choking with Kerathi refugees he could question when she was trying
on dresses and gowns.
His mind felt light and relieved. Catrin’s voice was a pleasant
distraction filling his ears. Chaveaoux’s vision was one step closer to
realization, and he felt relief that was surely the Goddess’ doing. He
made a point of stopping at one of her shrines that Dee, a small
tower devoted to mysteries of the mechanical and crafted sort, where
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he felt another moment of clarity as the exact dimensions of the
weapon he would make were made known to him.
He said nothing of these revelations to Catrin, though she voiced
her concern for him after he exited the place some twenty Mynettes
after having entered alone. Such concerns were quickly forgotten
when he guided her down a certain lane that he knew she liked.
Maybe he was getting the hang of this engagement matter, and the
matter of having Gods filling one’s head with ideas as well.
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CHAPTER 103
The Voice of the Firmament is a foolish position. The need for a
religious leader is understandable, but the mere name hints at the
absurdity of the position in general. How can anyone be the voice of
the skies and stars, especially when Gods already govern those
things? Gods don’t speak to men in such ways, and they certainly
don’t require a man to be their voice. What we need is not this
puppet of a God and Goddess who enslaved us, but a prophet to
lead us out of the light and into the darkness of night that is our
freedom…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 24 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Corydon smiled grimly at the chaos of his city. Now, he walked
among the streets and his view was not so broad, but before, from a
vantage in what used to be the Greater Helion’s palace, he had seen
the smoke and the rubble from the riots that had been quelled in the
past few Dees. Things had gotten messy, but chaos and disorder
were a natural step in the process of change. Change was a
progression of events, not an immediate happening.
Soot and ash clung to flat surfaces, falling in some places like a
light snow. The smell in the air quickly dispelled any illusion that it
might be snow and not something worse. There was a palpable
sense of wrongness hanging about the city. A city of this size should
have had noises other than the sounds of the wind whistling through
its narrow, empty streets or the clomp of boots, the rattle of shields,
and the occasional drawing of a Guardian arc-sword. Patrols were
still thick on the streets, keeping the order.
“You look displeased.” Quentin remarked candidly.
Corydon looked over at the black-helmeted guard. He was one of
his personal guards. Corydon had kept him close ever since the Dee
that the Lost Ones had first entered an Aurean, when Quentin had
proved himself able. That Dee the Lost Ones had inhabited one of
the spies that Linnea had rounded up. Then the possessed man had
tried killing Linnea – and had nearly succeeded in doing so. Instead,
six or seven Guardians had been killed or wounded. He couldn’t
remember exactly how many. His memories of their deaths were not
so strong in his memory as was his memory of the attack on Linnea.
It was a lesson in vulnerability and trust he would not forget.
“I am not displeased.” Corydon replied. “This was all to be
expected. We are entering the quiet phase now, which is well for all
that had to be done here.”
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“The first few administrations have been completed, and soon there
will be almost no resistance. Some feel at one with us after the first
dose, but others are coming around.”
“No, there will be more resistance to come, and it will be of a
stronger sort. I will have to turn the greatest resistors into Lost Ones
Soldiers. Linnea will help me choose which need it most.”
Quentin’s brow furrowed. “Sir? How can they do naught but
dedicate themselves to you after what they go through now? Surely
they will see that you were not lying. They will see how their religion
was based on a lie, and that you are freeing them from the
oppression of Gods who enslave them.”
Corydon smiled wistfully as he walked among his wedge of blackgarbed Guardians and looked about the quiet city. “Would that it was
so.”
“Truly, they must see the truth in our work and deeds.”
“People are foolish, Guardian Quentin. Stubbornness is a horrible
trait, the ugly child of determination. Ingratitude is even worse, and
that is exactly what we will get from some of them. They will cry that
they didn’t ask for this and that we pushed them away from the light
rather than having rescued them from it. They will even say we
cursed them.”
“So the worst is yet to come?”
“Of course. The worst is always yet to come.” Corydon proclaimed
ominously, indicating the city’s windswept and barren streets as if
they were nothing worthy of note. “Even if you think you have
experienced awful things, there will always be something more
horrible to come. In our case, it will be the rebellion of those
ungrateful for their treatment. They will have the strength of a Dark
Aurean and none of the loyalty. Mere exposure to the treatment
doesn’t necessarily guarantee a change of heart, even if it grants a
change of body. Those who fight it strongest will die terribly when the
transition they resist finally breaks their body, but some without pure
hearts will still survive.” Corydon sighed regretfully. It was
bothersome to raise an army from amongst the unwilling. “That is
why we must continue to keep the city separated into its
neighborhoods. If a rebellion starts, it cannot be allowed to spread to
the next section of the city, or we will be engulfed in a battle for our
own city.”
“How will we battle the threat of rebellion, then? What can we do to
help ensure it won’t happen?”
“We will battle rebellion with hope and vision. We can pray,
Quentin.”
Quentin frowned beneath his visored helm and spoke in a lower
voice than before, “I thought we were abandoning the Gods? What
good would praying to them do?”
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“I did not say we would pray to the Gods, Guardian Quentin. Such
things would lead us back to where we were to begin with.”
“Oh.”
It was Corydon’s turn to frown. He found himself missing Illias, but
his General was off about important business. He was teaching the
Aureans a lesson, warning them to stay out of Cenalium’s affairs.
Quentin, while a faithful Guardian and bodyguard, was hardly an
intellectual equal. Illias wasn’t either, for that matter, but he could
follow conversations quite well and even put in his own opinions from
time to time. Illias understood tactics and troop morale. But, that was
why Illias was a general giving orders and Quentin was a soldier
taking orders.
Quentin looked curious, but cautious at the same time. Clearly he
wondered about the plans of his master, but didn’t want to risk
angering him by asking too much. There were limits to what a
personal guard should do, and questioning his master too closely
certainly went beyond those limits.
“What will we do then? Who will we pray to if not the Gods? That’s
what you want to ask?” Corydon prompted the Guardian.
“Uhh, yes.”
“That is a natural set of questions, questions to which you will soon
have the answers.” Corydon assured him, walking slower now that
the conversation was getting a bit more interesting and they were
nearing their goal. “Tell me, Quentin, what do you know of the Voice
of the Firmament and his role in Aurean culture?”
“He is the religious leader of our people, the vessel which carries
the words of Maletos and Haestos. His word is divine sentiment
embodied, and his advice guides the spirit of our nation.”
“Spoken like a true believer...” Corydon remarked with amusement.
Quentin looked very startled. He held up his hands and shook his
head. “Sir, I serve only you. I merely quote the priests’ own words!”
This brought out a chuckle from the leader of the Aurean rebellion,
which helped the Guardian relax, if only a little. Men lost their heads
or disappeared for displeasing Corydon.
“Another Voice was just elected in Aetheline, to much ceremony
and fanfare. But how do we truly know that such an honor is truly
deserved? How do we know that anyone, Voice or otherwise, truly
hears the words of the Gods? Have you ever even seen a God? I will
not be so bold as to suggest they do not exist, for I believe they do.
Yet, what if they don’t listen to you or don’t care about you?”
“I’m not sure. We usually act on faith, I suppose.”
“That is why I will give you and the people a new reason for faith, a
new cause for hope, and a new symbol to look to for guidance. Only,
mine won’t be ethereal, invisible, and uncaring. Mine will be a
physical embodiment of nothing godlike. Mine will be true and in the
flesh. She and her disciples will not intercede on your behalf. They
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will not be the middlemen for some deity or another. They will be the
earthly help and guidance that we all need.”
“What is this symbol? Who will be these women?”
Corydon smiled as they rounded the street corner, crossing into an
open plaza where six narrow towers met to form a hexagonal
courtyard that was filled with rows of sick and weary men and
women who were going through the pains of the transition. It was not
a secretive smile he wore, but rather an open, glorious smile. He had
brought his newest batch of recruits out into the open here, a place
of modest light but great beauty. This was something he was proud
of, the next step of his great plans coming to fruition.
“Behold, Quentin, son of no God, child of your own nature. Behold
the Daughters of Fate.”
Quentin stepped free of his formation, and as he did, the other two
trios of Guardians broke apart too. The nine Guardians posted
around Corydon broke formation and stood to either side of their
master. They looked at the three women in the center of the plaza.
Draped in diaphanous gowns, they stood on crystal pedestals so that
they might be seen and heard by the hundreds who had gathered or
had been gathered here. One of the women was completely in white,
and another was dressed completely in black. The middle of the
three wore a dress that was slashed diagonally from shoulder to hip,
half black and half white. The left half was white and short sleeved,
with crystals tinkling from the sleeve’s end and rhinestones glittering
across the body; the black half was silky, with a long dark sleeve that
parted into blue-black ribbons that hung nearly to the ground if her
arm was at her side. These three women, the Daughters of Fate,
were Corydon’s living propaganda.
The three were of varying ages but all were exquisitely beautiful.
The middle, the one with the half and half dress, was clearly the
most beautiful, with flowing waves of crystalline gold hair. The middle
of her forehead was bejeweled with a blue sapphire that matched her
eyes. The one in white was younger, with fairly short hair as far as
Aureans went. She was young, no more than fifteen Yarres of age.
The last, the one in black was of a darker sort of beauty, a woman
who had taken on more of the lowland aspects. Her face was more
full and luscious, and the curves of her body were more pronounced,
shaded by the black veil of her dress though they were. Eyes were
drawn to her exotic beauty, and people couldn’t help but draw
obvious comparisons between her and Linnea.
“Isn’t that?”
“Surely it’s her.”
“I’ve seen her before…”
Corydon nodded to his men and answered the question they all
wanted to ask, “The mother of our people stands among them.” It
was a small lie, but he had to build upon the symbolism and power
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Linnea had already garnered. To start over would have been foolish,
what with the maternal and mysterious reputation she already had
among the Dark Aureans.
Corydon watched, as Quentin and the others stood spellbound,
staring at the trio. They were already converts, though. Did that
mean that they were more susceptible to the words and sight of the
women, or less? Corydon watched his men and compared their
reactions to those of the men and women undergoing the transition.
It was hard to tell the success of this ploy, but the entire experiment
could only help.
Amplified by the natural acoustics of the courtyard and by devices
of Aurean technology, the women’s rich and inviting voices carried to
all who listened, offering hope, promising deliverance from pain and
dependence on light. They said nothing of Corydon. They said
nothing of war. They spoke only of freedom, the honor of being given
such a chance, and any other lofty ideals that could even loosely be
associated with all that was occurring to the people of the city.
The Daughters of Fate were no Voice of the Firmament. They were
something entirely different and more useful at the moment than the
something as starchy as that overrated office was. He didn’t disagree
with the need for a religious figure – symbols were important to
people – but he did disagree with the need for an office that was
responsible in guiding a culture based on a lie designed to keep a
people subdued. The Voice was the leader of a cult that would
forever grind his people down, and he was offering his people a way
out. These three women would be the alternative to an old,
doddering fool raving about the obedience owed to a Goddess that
had enslaved them.
These women preached of the freedom and opportunities that
waited for them all on the other side of the pain they were going
through. The message would spread and stick in the ears of those
suffering, and it would give them the hope of something after they
had finished the process. They offered possibilities that the Voice
simply could not. This was what Corydon saw as he watched the
poor wretches stare up at the three symbols of chance and the
possibilities of a future close at hand.
Corydon saw hope and a chance for him to win out over the spiteful
Gods despite all odds and oppositions. Things went well for him
above ground and below. In the bowels of his city, the Kerathi girl,
Synnove, was progressing well. She would surely survive the
process, and the hints she’d already offered as to Anthea’s location
might pay off soon. Anthea’s demise would certainly secure his
victory. His agents had been sent to a dozen places that Anthea
might be at, each location a place Synnove had unwittingly indicated.
Poor Synnove hadn’t even known what she was doing, either. And
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while a dozen was quite a few places, it was much better than the
thousands of locations he’d have had to randomly search otherwise.
Corydon put on a broad smile and proudly watched the war step
once more toward his victory. Each Dee he was a little closer to the
end.
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CHAPTER 104
It is an undisputable fact of life, that the more people someone tries
to please, the less people they will actually succeed in pleasing. This
speaks strongly of human limitations. Human limitations are visible
across a broad spectrum of situations. For instance, a plan that
works on a small scale might not work on a larger scale. Also, a
successful leader of a small group of soldiers might not be well
suited to leading many soldiers. It is a general’s duties to know the
limits of their subordinates, so that their subleaders are never
assigned more than they can adequately handle. These are some of
the truest things I have ever known…
- Excerpt from Tiombe’s ‘Tactics and Lessons of War’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 24 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Illias nodded to the pilot of the Flier, who quickly flashed signals to
the other Fliers in the wing. They were flying at high altitude, and the
streaming winds at those altitudes were throwing them around.
Struggling to keep the Fliers together was hard on pilots, but it also
stressed the rotors and turbines of the Fliers, but to come in too low
was to invite notice. One Flier had already succumbed to the heights
and had plummeted through the clouds to be dashed to pieces on
the waters of the Inner Seas, a victim of the treacherous crossing.
Another Flier in the formation was smoking from its port turbines. It
would likely not make the return flight. That was well enough, since
many of the soldiers with them wouldn’t either. Those who did
survive would split up into teams of three, which would do their best
to steal any Fliers that sat on the ground during the attack. Those
they couldn’t steal were to be firebombed or destroyed any way
possible, most likely by knocking them off their landing platforms.
Counterattacks were hard when you had no Fliers to do it with.
Each team of three would have two able-bodied pilots and a heavyduty Lost Ones soldier armed to the teeth. They were suicide
commandos; there was no mistaking that. None, had they still been
in possession of their faculties, would have expected to survive the
Dee, but seeing as how they were all mindless drones of the invisible
allies of his master, Corydon, Illias felt no pity for them. They looked
quite grand in their funeral garb of black-painted Guardian
breastplates, silvery-grey cloaks, and helmets with giant plumes of
black feathers. Each carried a short arc-lance, an arc-sword, a dozen
knives, and some explosives. They had no shields, not even
bucklers - they were meant for attacking only. A broken sun had
been painted on their chests and on the front of their helms. The
commandos had absolutely no need for such costuming. This was a
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calculated display – something that would hopefully strike fear into
the hearts of the Aureans that might choose to oppose them.
And it was all beginning now, this next step in the broadening
conflict.
Illias’ heart hammered in his chest, threatening to force its way up
his throat to choke him in his own excitement. He’d given the signal,
and his forces were parting. Two teams of Fliers were going to hit the
nearest Flash Towers, the most local posts of the Torredi Lampada.
The information network would be cut off, preventing a hasty
summoning of support from Menocittas surrounding Choraeyn, which
might impede his retreat after they finished the mission. Choraeyn
had a lot of Fliers and Guardians of its own, but they would be
embattled and set to defending the Grand Helion. It would be the
Menocittas’ Fliers that would try to block their retreat.
Twenty Mynettes after they parted ways from the other two teams,
they descended until Choraeyn came into sight below, as did the
envoy of the Grand Helion. The envoy was a diamond of nine Fliers,
and it was easy to see. Each Flier was a brassy spark of fire in the
middee sun. The Grand Helion’s colors, a starburst pattern with eight
points, were painted on the center Flier of the nine. The nine were
arrayed in lines with one in the front, two behind the lead, three in the
middle, two more, and then a final Flier taking up the rearguard. The
diamond formation was on line to approach directly into Choraeyn,
where they would take a scenic loop around the main cluster of
needle-shaped, crystal towers. Thousands of people would be
watching to wave in and greet the leader of their people. That was
why Corydon and Illias had chosen this point to attack. It was the
best time to display their might for the people, and also the least
expected point of attack.
As the diamond began its approach, Illias’ group began its hurried
descent, plunging as fast as their turbines would safely allow,
perhaps even faster in some cases. The Lost Ones could move
boats in perfect unison, but it was Dark Aureans who piloted the
Fliers, and they weren’t in perfect unison. There was some room for
pilot error, as well a lot more for creativity in their flying. Lost Ones
had been tested as pilots, but they performed poorly, showing poor
imagination and a lack of creativity that made them easy for other
pilots to outfly and outmaneuver. Illias had stuck with his Dark
Aurean pilots for this most important of missions.
In the midst of eighteen Incursion and Recon Fliers, each holding a
few more men than they should have, Illias plummeted toward the
careful diamond formation of the Grand Helion. Around him, through
the extra-wide viewing portals of his command Flier, he could see his
own formation breaking up around him as they battled updrafts,
unpredictable mountain winds, and the drafts of the other crafts in
the battle group. Two Fliers brushed together and one went spinning
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out of control, in what looked like an unrecoverable spin. Again, at
Illias’ command, his Flier signaled, issuing them the order to break
and attack at will.
Perhaps the first sign the Grand Helion’s party had, that something
was not quite right, was when the out of control Flier tumbled past
their formation. It wasn’t unheard of to have other Fliers come out to
join or even escort the Grand Helion in. In fact, there were many
peppering the skies todee, but only one hurtled past their formation
dangerously, narrowly missing as it headed groundward. One of the
Fliers in the second line of the diamond wobbled out of formation,
either because its pilot was frightened by the near miss that would
have killed them, or because the pilot seemed to notice something
amiss. Illias wasn’t sure which, and it didn’t really matter. There were
not any second guesses and confusion after another Flier collided
with the diamond formation. The smoking turbines told Illias which
one it was; it had descended too quickly for its hampered rotors to
slow it. The smoking Flier crashed head on into the roof of one of the
diamond’s Fliers, obliterating itself and the Flier in the Grand Helion’s
formation it had crashed into, even as the wreckage from both
splashed out to damage two more. The defensive diamond formation
was ruined completely. They were in disarray.
It was somehow glorious to see such carnage from just above it.
Right in front of his eyes, bodies, twisted hunks of metal, and the
twinkling shards of sun collector panels rained down from the broken
formation. A rotor blade spun off several dozen yards, whistling
through the air like a child’s toy. There was the briefest of pauses,
and then everything went wild all at once. The battle was joined.
Arc-lance fire rained down from above, sizzling the skins of the
Grand Helion’s Fliers until some melted where hit and the men inside
were burned alive. The two forces were tangled up in each other’s
airspace then. Hatches and portals opened so that barrages of arclance fire could be exchanged. This was the sort of thing Corydon’s
soldiers were trained and equipped to do. The Imperial Fliers could
not match their firepower or ferocity. Bristling like angry hedgehogs,
Illias’ Fliers tore into the enemy Fliers, stinging them a hundred times
over. Under the attention of so much arc-lance fire, sun Collector
Panels melted, rotors and turbines seized and gave out, portal
windows were melted through, and fire washed through to kill pilots
and accompanying dignitaries alike.
Momentarily stunned, outnumbered, and outgunned, the broken
diamond vanished amidst the attacking Fliers, engulfed as if
swallowed. Three more defending Fliers went down, and the rest
struggled to maintain air and keep tight enough to the Grand Helion’s
Flier that they could shield it. From the city there came more Fliers,
launched a bit lethargically as the shocked onlookers realized this
was not part of some celebratory display despite the flashing and
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frenzied energy of what they saw. This was something
unprecedented in the history of the Aurean people.
The Grand Helion’s Flier was smoking and its wings trembled as
they reached the outskirts of the city. Minarets with flowing banners
passed beneath them. Awe-stricken citizens watched helplessly as
enemies hounded and harassed their leader. Another support Flier
took a nosedive into the crowds of onlookers in the narrow, crowded
streets below, splashing fire, death, and wreckage about a long
stretch of street before it came to a rest in the middle of a crowded
plaza.
Illias laughed. People were dying in the air and on the ground now,
mostly the enemy. He’d lost two Fliers and they’d lost five. The rest
of the enemy Fliers were ready to give at any Saycund. Not even the
supplemental defenders could do much more than helplessly watch.
They were just not built for this sort of thing. He barked orders,
excitedly ordering his pilots to close on the Grand Helion’s wounded
Flier. “Take him down, ram him if you must, but his Flier goes down!”
Blood was in the air and he would have his victory. He would be the
hero of the Dee, the captain that won the war against Aureans with a
single blow.
They closed in on the Grand Helion. Only the heavier shielding of
its construction and the complement of stronger turbines were
keeping the Grand Helion’s Flier up. The starburst paint of its hull
was blackened and bubbling where it was being stung again and
again. Still, they couldn’t quite seem to burn through as they had with
the others. Another support Flier went down, plowing head-on into a
crystal tower whose walls buckled before the prow of the burning
Flier, which penetrated deep into the innards of the structure, tearing
through walls, people, and furniture alike. The entire tower’s top
began listing to one side as the pursuit forces swept past. With luck,
it would topple over, Illias thought.
“They’re trying to land!” The pilot cried excitedly, stating the
obvious. The Grand Helion’s Flier was nosing down toward a narrow
landing pad, one of the small message post landings at the edge of
the city.
“Ram them then, see if we can’t force them to spin out of control.”
Illias barked, bracing himself as his pilot obeyed his command.
An awful screeching filled his ears as one of his Flier’s wings and
turbines made contact with the Grand Helion’s Flier. Both Fliers
bucked wildly as their rotors battled for the same air and then
brushed against one another, blades tangling. An explosion,
deafeningly loud echoed within the Flier. Illias realized that they were
flying sideways and their rotors were severely damaged. They were
going down. Somehow the pilots managed to level the Flier once
more. They were shouting to each other, but none of them could
hear very well for several Saycunds. Then the Grand Helion’s Flier
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wobbled in front of them, cutting across their path several Mayters
ahead of them. It was losing altitude fast, heading toward a circle of
landing space.
“They’re making for that platform.” The pilots seemed to shout.
“Then land with them. We’ll do this by hand. Signal the others to
start seizing other Fliers.”
As soon as he gave the order, the Grand Helion’s Flier came down
heavily on the edge of the landing structure, losing both a wing and a
landing strut that collapsed when it across the edge of the landing
platform. Sparks and horrible shrieking went up as the Flier skidded
across the landing, gouging the pad as it went. It stopped only when
it slammed into a Flier sitting on the opposite side of the thirty Mayter
pad. The second Flier went over the edge of the tower, knocked off
by the force of impact from the Grand Helion’s vehicle.
“Down! Set us down.” Illias growled, unlimbering his arc-swords
even as he went back toward the hatches. He wasn’t going to wait
for the landing, which might be a terrible one at that. He would be the
first on the ground; he silently vowed that to himself.
When the hatches sprung open and the smell of fire came in on the
heavy winds that buffeted around the towers, Illias threw himself out
of the Flier, grabbing one of the available rappelling lines on the way
down. He fumbled for a Saycund before his gloved hand could get a
fair grip on the line and get a leg wrapped around it. Around him
were a half-dozen of the Lost Ones commandos. Their capes
billowed in the winds like the spread wings of eagles hunting the
fierce skies.
He hit the landing pad hard, though not so hard as the Grand
Helion’s Flier had hit from the look of it and the deep gouges that ran
across the breadth of the landing area. Already there were
Guardians rushing out of the landing’s access doors, emerging from
the pair of narrow doors with great worry and haste. Some were so
worried about the state of their leader that they didn’t even notice
Illias and his men until they were set upon with arc-lances and arcswords.
“Close the doors! Bar them and hold them there!” Illias shouted
over the howling winds and the whine of his own Flier’s struggling
rotors as it tried unsuccessfully to set down without wrecking. He
threw an arm up toward the outcropping of the tower from whence all
the Guardians were coming.
Of course, shouting orders proved a great way of attracting the
attention of the defenders, so they came at him whirling bolts of arcfire at him, bolts he either dodged or trapped in his weapons to send
back at them. Ozone and the acrid smoke of burning engines filled
his nostrils as he pressed on toward the Grand Helion. A few dazed
and battered men were already climbing out through the skewed
doors and bent frame of the wreckage.
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One of his soldiers came bowling by like an armored ball on the end
of a chain. He still held onto a rappelling line from a second Flier that
was trying to support Illias, and his arc-sword was extended while he
swung past the Guardian formation, beheading one Guardian and
ripping another open right down his center. Surely, Illias thought, that
man was not a Lost One. The Lost Ones were not so creative in their
killing, even if they were effective. Five of Illias’ men still stood, three
of them trying to block off the doors to the tower while the other two
flanked and assisted him as he cut his way through Guardians to the
Grand Helion.
Suddenly, his target revealed himself. A man of regal bearing
crawled out of the wreckage while two others helped him up. Blood
spilled down his face from a scalp wound, but it did not look lethal.
The scalp loved to bleed, but rarely fatally. Choraeyn’s defending
Guardians, a dozen or more backing up to protect their leader, gave
ground slowly. They died slowly as well. Illias growled and lunged
forward, taking a cut across the shoulder even as he spitted one of
the defenders with both of his blades. The two Lost Ones Soldiers
beside him, cloaks whirling and feathers flapping, struck out beside
him.
A heavy bolt of arc-fire sizzled past Illias’ face, probably from a Flier
considering the awful heat of the fire. He squinted and ducked away
instinctively, but one of his soldiers was not so lucky. Armor or not,
the Lost Ones Soldier was burned through the chest. Illias grunted
as the defenders took advantage of his faltering advance and drove
him back. Nothing angered Illias more than being a man denied of
what he wanted. He roared in anger and gave in to the fury of the
battle. He cut another defender in twain and struck another, cutting
bone deep into his thigh. Arc-lance fire burned into his side, searing
his abdomen in intense agony. Despite his best efforts, he was
failing. Beside him, his last soldier was fighting still, but he’d been
mortally wounded. He had a Mynette or two at best.
“Hold him! I’ll take the heretic down myself.” A commanding voice
called out.
Illias turned to look, and when he saw who it was, he bit back any
insults he might have called out. It was Porfirio, the Sword of
Choraeyn. The man was a legendary blade, certainly one of the best
soldiers in all of the Aurean cities. Illias knew him, had known him for
Yarres, as one knows his peers. He was a pillar of light that stood
between Illias and the Grand Helion, another test.
Porfirio was tall, thin like a reed, and lightning quick. His golden hair
streamed about him, unbound and glorious as the sun. He was
dangerous and tireless. He was a man that none wanted to face
unless they were at their best.
“Come then if you wish it.” Illias bid him with a snarl. “This is my
Dee, and none shall stop me or keep me from my goal.”
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Porfirio was not one to bandy words, which was fine by Illias, since
he wasn’t that sort of man either. Lacking the skill to be eloquent with
words, he preferred to speak with his swords anyway. The
Guardians left the two of them. They moved to finish off the last of
the Lost Ones while Porfirio came at Illias.
Porfirio had a pair of small bucklers, one attached to each of his
wrists. They were covered with little hooks that could snare an
unwary soldier’s blades and tear them from his hands if he wasn’t
careful. Illias knew better than that, but he was hurt already and the
other man was famously quick with his hands. Fighting fast enemies
made it easy to make mistakes, and he could afford none. Porfirio’s
costume was bright, glistening with pieces of crystal and silver, which
conspired to be mirrors that blinded his foes, something Porfirio was
well aware of. He used this tactic to his advantage, casting flashes of
middee sun in Illias’ eyes as he began his attack.
Illias deflected the first two sword strikes, but missed the third in a
flash of sun. He felt it sting his chest even if he hadn’t seen it. Porfirio
was deadly quick, but not nearly as strong as he was. He knew he
had that much as an advantage. Surely he was more durable as
well. His Dark Aurean nature would guarantee that. Porfirio was less
than a Hectoyarre old though, and still well in his prime. Illias was
facing the man at his best, and he was already wounded. It was
regrettable to say the least. He’d have loved to face him one-on-one
with no handicaps, but the Gods didn’t care much about that todee.
Pressed into a defensive posture, Illias tried a surprise move, a
risky spin attack that Porfirio caught in the teeth of his left buckler
shield, trying to tear the weapon from his hands. Illias sent a second,
backhanded attack at Porfirio’s face, only to find that his swing
ducked and himself once more on the defensive as Porfirio
counterattacked. Gritting his teeth, Illias tried another attack. He
swung his arc-swords quickly and with enough force to cut the other
man in half, but each time the man deflected or sidestepped to
deliver his own reprisals.
Amidst the chaos of the city, where more than a hundred invading
soldiers were doing their best to steal as many Fliers as possible
from several hundred disorganized defenders. And while invaders
were stealing Fliers or burning and wrecking as much as the city as
quickly as they could, Illias and Porfirio fought as if they were the
only two men alive. The numbers of defenders finally overwhelmed
the Lost Ones Soldiers beside them, more of Illias’ soldiers arrived to
try to kill the Grand Helion, as did more of Porfirio’s allies. None of it
mattered to the two of them. They bloodied each other and swung at
each other, each cut aimed to kill, and each strike intended to be the
last. Neither would settle for maiming or disabling their foe – they
each wanted to end the other’s life. One was defending his leader
and killing a heretic, and the other was killing the final great defense
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of the leader that he and his master were rebelling against. Both
fought to end it all and yet neither wanted it to end. This was the kind
of moment both lived for, the kind of moment that defined a Yarre or
sometimes a life.
They traded another set of blows. Blood spattered across the bright
uniform of Porfirio, but whose it was, Illias wasn’t quite sure. They
were animalistic in the ways they snarled and lashed out at one
another. Grace was being left behind, replaced by a savage need to
destroy the other to prove a point and decided which side was
righteous. These two men summed up all the entire conflict of the
Aurean nation, if only for a brief Saycund. One fought representing
the old, tradition and honor. The other was the new, heretical and
questionable. It was in that brief Saycund that Illias was ultimately
found lacking, but not by any deed of Porfirio. An arc-sword bolt
came in from the side, striking Illias on the helmet and dazing him.
“No!” Porfirio hissed at his allies as his blade slipped in through
Illias’ right armpit, above the edge of his armor. “I wanted to kill him
unaided.”
Illias stumbled and fell, feeling his blood spray out from around the
entry wound. Dark shapes flew overhead, cloaks billowing or
feathers flapping like great crows were already arriving to pick at his
carcass, as if he were already carrion fit for feasting upon. Yet those
were Lost Ones Soldiers, weren’t they? His darkening vision made it
hard to tell, but they lifted him up into a Flier whose rotors seemed to
whirr in slow motion, humming like the life that threatened to leave
him.
“Fall back. We will kill him another Dee.” Illias whispered to the man
who had rescued him. “Burn everything you can as we leave.”
That was the last thing he remembered for many Dees.
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CHAPTER 105
The Battle of Four Bridges in 606 A.E. was the bloodiest battle in
the Aynglican Civil War. It was also the final battle of significant size.
In that battle, the loyalist forces under the command of Lord Marshal
Harris Ducheyne crushed the forces in rebellion, led by Mark Leforre
of Lesser Aynglica and Ernst Baeln of Outer Aynglica. The rebel
generals both fell in that battle, effectively ending the rebellion,
because without leadership there could be no more rebellion.
Perhaps this was best for the kingdom as a whole. The rebellion had
been tearing apart the kingdom for several Yarres, and while there
were a few that benefited from its continuation, they were a vast
minority. By the time it ended, a whole generation had been culled –
the best and the worst Aynglica had to offer lay dead together on the
same fields.
The victory at Four Bridges earned the Lord Marshal the title as the
Preserver of the Royal Line. Despite being a founding member of the
Council of Great Lords, the Lord Marshal lived most of his life in
general obscurity after that battle. It seems as if he was only able to
distinguish himself with a sword and rifle, and not with a pen or
decree. However, he was instrumental in the rebuilding of Four
Bridges. The monument he helped insure was built at Four Bridges
proved to be more enduring than his own name. Many remember the
monument, if not the Lord Marshal responsible for getting them built.
At the time of its building, many thought the monument was not to
the great number of dead soldiers and civilians lost in the war, but
rather to Harris Ducheyne’s own vanity. Whatever his reasons, the
monument endures. Thousands pass by the four towers of the
monument every Yarre. People will continue to pass them for as long
as they stand, but few will remember the Lord Marshal as well as the
memorial he built, a headstone honoring the persevering will and
spirit of all of Aynglica…
- Excerpt from Lisette d’Achelaine’s ‘Monarchs and Leaders of the
Great Kingdom’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
The ways of Fairport were not all on the ground. In fact, the roads,
alleys, and bridges of Fairport formed less than half of all the natural
routes through the city. It was a city crisscrossed with catwalks,
elevated walks, crosswalks, balconies, walkways, and a number of
other structures that have no proper names, but which serve to
convey people from place to place anyway. Then, there were even
more ways to get from place to place in Fairport. There were carts,
carriages, palanquins, a dozen kind of animals one could ride,
strange 2-wheeled gear cycles that required a man to pedal them
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instead of simply walking, and a lot of other conveyances both grand
and humble. These methods of transit were fascinating to Tuari at
first, and he spent many Ouers watching them, but nothing was as
fascinating as the incomparable Sky Row.
The Sky Row was a twisting, narrow, and very treacherous maze of
pathways that ran from rooftop to rooftop, from one floor to another.
Sometimes, the Sky Row merely required that one of its travelers
would run and jump from one grimy roof to the next, slide down a
pipe, or haul up makeshift ladders. But other times, a traveler might
have to tightrope walk across a line, from which a fall would spell
certain death, just to get across a street to the next building. The Sky
Row was for the nimble footed, not for the heavy, clumsy, or slow. At
any time during the Dee, one might see a childlike figure scurrying
across a line that crossed a major roadway.
Tuari had made the Sky Row his home for the last few Dees. He’d
first taken note of it when he’d followed the messenger boy, Romney
the Quick, on one of his deliveries. Contrary to what Tuari had
expected, the messenger boy had kept out of the alleys and dark
ways. Further investigation had led him to determine that those
places were not safe for young boys, not even fleet footed ones.
Thos places were where the cutpurses, rapists, and pedophiles
waited, not that Tuari had understood immediately that this is what
shifty-eyed men or wild-eyed women who kept to the alleys were, but
he could understand when a man or a beast had gone wrong just by
seeing their eyes. Those folks were definitely sick, one way or
another. Instead of the alleys, the messenger boy had taken to the
rooftops, his feet scrambling along the slippery and deadly ways of
the Sky Row. Tuari, naturally surefooted from so much time on the
ice, took to the Sky Row like a fish to swimming.
The two boys had played a dangerous game of Follow the Leader,
one that had lead them down harrowing paths and leaping across
wide expanses of open air that spelled doom to any that didn’t quite
measure up. Despite his small size and stature, Tuari was built for
such places. Even where Romney’s longer legs gave him more
speed and a greater leaping ability, Tuari’s surefootedness in narrow
and slippery places allowed him to catch up, and with his Uleaut
spear he was able to vault across expanses that even Romney
couldn’t cross. Fearless, Tuari earned the messenger boy’s respect,
if not his friendship. Friends were a liability, Romney had confided
breathlessly at the end of their game. Yet they still met on occasion,
even if they only briefly saluted each other as they passed on
rooftops, each going about their business.
Todee, Romney was out about his business, perhaps on one of the
thousand or more rooftops in the city. Tuari ran the Sky Row alone.
That was fine. His companions did not miss him when he was out
and about. They were too busy with affairs that he had no
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experience in. Anthea was seeing to her flowers, both of the
domestic sort and of the sort that she already had in her possession
from their time in Uleaut and Mueran lands. Nishan, Sagira, and
Makan were often about political matters, gathering rumors, getting
support, and rounding up enough coins and food to sustain them.
Rolf was usually with the girl, Catrin, the one whose hair was so
breathtakingly beautiful and pleasantly-scented that it made Tuari’s
heart flutter like no other girl except Anthea could make him feel. So
Anthea had her flowers – and Nishan when Rolf was out of the
apartments. Sagira and Makan had each other. Rolf had Catrin and
this project of his he’d begun in the factories. That left Tuari with the
Sky Row, and that was a fair setup, he’d decided.
Besides, it was vastly more interesting running the rooftops than
sitting about their apartments tending to Anthea’s flowers or
discussing politics, commerce, and all manners of things that were
simply beyond someone who had lived a life of simple subsistence
since his birth. These people here lived on a scale of interaction that
was completely alien to him. Their lives overlapped too greatly, and
they had no sense of self. That was why they always looked to each
other to see what the latest trends were. But here on the Sky Row,
there were more folks like him. The people up here were individuals
who knew exactly who they were and what they could do, much like
the Uleaut people.
In the lands of his people, he had known his limitations, his abilities,
and his exact place in the scheme of things. Here, few other than the
denizens of Sky Row could say the same, and those regular folks
that did know their positions would constantly have to reevaluate
their position, because of how often things shifted in the social
hierarchy. How anyone ever got anything done, he really didn’t know.
The Sky Row was different, though. Every Dee the citizens of these
paths tested themselves, trusting that their feet would not fail, that
the roof tiles had not loosened, and that the gentle rains of the
Saysuhn of Green had not slickened the roofs too much for their feet
to tread upon safely. It was man versus his environment, and Tuari
was very familiar with those kinds of trials.
Todee, in the gathering murk of dawn, Tuari tread the paths as
cautiously as he ever did, which is to say he moved like the wind
while respecting the paths for their dangerous natures. Yesterdee,
he’d heard a hundred rumors from a thousand different voices:
businessmen, whores, cutthroats, madmen, Sky Row’s own, and idle
folks who thought they were alone. However, it was the curious
women that sold their bodies for small amounts of money who
seemed to have the best news. Apparently, as Romney the Quick
had explained to him in more depth, ‘men tend to release information
after their own releases.’ Tuari took his word on that, and haunted a
few places that might provide rumors of interest. Some rumors he’d
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overheard that had been confirmed by various sources of various
reputes, Tuari shared with his companions. Initially they’d all seemed
skeptical and surprised when he had heard such things when they
had not, but when Nishan and Makan started getting confirmation of
his findings from their own research, they began taking his overheard
whispers seriously.
Tuari heard a slightest crunch of peastone gravel behind him. It was
a common roofing material that was sprinkled over flats of tar and
used to help fill in gaps between shingles and tiles. That was why
most of it was here, but folks who wanted better traction had brought
some of it up onto the Sky Row. It also had the second purpose of
warning people when someone was around them, which it was
performing for Tuari just now. He rounded on whomever was
sneaking up on him, expecting a cat or rat but ready for worse. He
found himself face to face with his sometimes friend, Romney the
Quick.
The weasel-faced boy grinned widely, showing off his uneven teeth
in an even more uneven smile. “Can’t sneak up on you, can I?”
Tuari shook his head and relaxed. “Not moving so loudly as you
do.”
“Fair enough, but I think that it’s not me moving loudly, but rather
that you have the ears of a fox and the nose of a hound. Both of
those things will keep you alive in this city.”
“Death is not in my immediate plans.” Tuari agreed, but not even in
the least bit humorous of tones.
Romney laughed. “You’re always so serious. But tell me, what
rumors have you heard todee and since last I saw you?”
“Shall we trade rumor for rumor?” Tuari asked eagerly.
Romney nodded, and so it began.
They each traded morsels of information to each other, always
holding back a few nuggets deemed of great worth, until they’d
gotten all they could from each other. Some were tidbits of business
news, mentions of who was sleeping with whom, and whispers of
what goods had been or would be stolen soon. These bits of news
were valuable if spoken to the right ears, but useless otherwise.
Other news, the kind that Romney knew Tuari was most interested
in, was of the war to the west. Such news spoke of the
entanglements of Aurean, Kerathi, Elegian, and Aynglican sorts, for
they were all involved now in one way or another. Romney left
quickly after they’d swapped secrets, ever eager to make more
pennies. The boy claimed to never sleep, but Tuari had caught him
napping once in the shadows of a shattered chimney, not that Tuari
had told him that he had seen him doing so. It was a secret to hold
onto, as was the fact that Romney also sucked on his thumb while
he slept.
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Tuari grinned and resumed trekking across the Sky Row, vaulting
from one rooftop to the next. The fog hadn’t lifted from the city yet, so
he was extra careful about judging distances. His senses were
stretched to their utmost to pick up every detail. He listened for
sounds, his hands and feet felt every touch more powerfully, his eyes
picked out every vague detail in the haze, and his nose was working
overtime in such an odorous city. As he landed after another careful
vault, his ears pricked up at the sound of something odd and yet
familiar somehow. It was certainly an out of place sound. Frowning
because he couldn’t quite recognize the sound, he sought out the
source, moving toward it as quickly as he could, lest it vanish before
he reached it.
His haste was dangerous, but he felt it necessary. His feet skidded
across the roof tiles more than once, almost spilling him onto the
cobbles of the streets or into the darkness of the alleys below. Yenis
was with him, he was sure of it. Even if it wasn’t ice he treaded upon,
it might as well have been, as slick as the surfaces were. Fog swirled
about him as he neared the source. Curls of fog whirled around,
pressing down on the rooftops as the source lifted away into the
skies once more. He caught only a glimpse of it, be he knew it was
an Aurean Flier, and the sound had been of its rotors. He had only
seen the wreckage of one before – the one from Anthea’s crash –
and never an operational one. He knew of no other things that flew
besides birds, and this most certainly had not been a bird of any sort.
There were Aureans in Fairport, and from the sounds of it, they or
their allies were on the Sky Row. Tuari waited for the displaced fog
to settle back in and moved forward, his Uleaut spear extended
before him. He could hear the soft steps of the men ahead. There
were two, perhaps three. He would know soon. Right now he wanted
to hear what they might say before he tried to do anything about
them, so he followed quietly.
“– said she might be here –“ One of the voices said, his voice too
weak to carry completely to Tuari’s ears.
“– not a good chance – not wise to argue though –“ Another
answered.
Tuari followed, hoping that they were not speaking of Anthea. After
all, there were a thousand women in this city that anyone could be
looking for, and thousands more that were not worth looking for. It
could be any of them.
“– needle in a haystack –“
“– what you’re paid for –“
“ – dangerous – “
“– so is angering Corydon –“ They all laughed nervously at this.
That name sounded familiar. Had he heard Anthea speak of him
before? It was difficult to be certain. Foreign names all sounded so
similar to him, and he couldn’t afford to be mistaken.
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“– hear something –“
“Are we being followed?” That one came out loud and clear.
They had sharp ears indeed if they could hear him. Still, it was
better to be cautious than careless. Tuari melted into the fog,
pressing his body against a brick chimney that felt warm with the
heat of a fire, likely for someone’s morning breakfast. He stilled his
breathing and strained his ears, trying to hear more, but the men had
gone silent. Then, to either side of the chimney, he heard the
slightest of footfalls. They were little more than mouse feet tapping
the roof tiles, but he heard them. Instinctively, he wrapped himself in
fog. He wasn’t sure how he did it, but like the time back on the
iceberg, he cloaked himself in a form of water. Only this time it was
water vapor instead of snow and ice that he wrapped himself in.
One of the faces appeared to his left, a light-haired face with waxed
mustaches and a deadly serious look in his eyes. Though his eyes
were not so deadly looking as the hooked knife he carried, more
suitable for gutting pigs than fighting nicely. Tuari bared his teeth and
stabbed at him with his spear. The man had no warning before a
white-wreathed figure appeared before him and stuck a spear in his
face quite suddenly. The Uleaut spear bit deep into the man’s cheek
meat as he instinctively tried to turn away. With a yelp of pain and
surprise, the man stumbled backwards two steps and pitched off the
roof, twisting and howling as he fell. By the time he’d crunched with a
sickeningly wet sound on the street below, Tuari had already
rounded on his other adversary.
This man was a bit more wary, and he seemed to have a better
idea of where his enemy was. The second man couldn’t see exactly
what was going on, but he swung both of his knives quickly and
defensively enough that he kept Tuari at bay for the moment. From
the unrepeatable curses and blasphemes he called out, the man
seemed to think he was seeing some sort of monster, and Tuari was
inclined to let him believe that. The appearance of the third man, who
sensed his friend’s distress, and in a showing of his true loyalties
bolted and ran, made Tuari hurry. Tuari dodged in, gnashing his
teeth and eyeing the scared man, who shouted in terror and forgot to
swing his knives for a moment. Tuari took advantage of the man’s
fear ran him through with his hunting spear. Then he took off after
the third man, who was hurrying across the uneven and slippery
rooftop.
Terror and slippery surfaces make for mistakes, and one happened
right when the man reached the end of the roof. He looked back for
just a Saycund, trying to see what was following him and snarling like
a beast, and he did not see the edge of the roof. He ran right off the
edge, and seemed to hang in midair very briefly, before gravity took
him and the man’s weight bore him right down to the ground. Tuari
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grimaced when he came to the edge and looked down at the awful
way the man’s limbs were splayed about his body.
With as little care as he’d have spared for a seal he might have
killed for its meat, he put their deaths out of his mind and went about
searching their bodies. It had not so much been a fight as it had
been a hunt. He had stalked and taken his prey, not for meat or for
enjoyment, but to protect his small family unit led by Anthea. A
hunter could not afford to be compassionate to his enemies. The
world was an opportunistic place, where you can kill or be killed. His
frozen home in the Uleaut people’s lands had taught him that. That
was the lesson Siarnak had taught him.
When he’d searched all three bodies and made himself scarce
before the beggars and thieves picked the bodies clean of clothes or
did whatever they would with the corpses, Tuari made a beeline back
to the apartments they were staying in. He returned slightly heavier
with coin than when he’d left, courtesy of the dead men who had
assailed him, and he also carried an illustration that could only be of
Anthea.
Such a thing did not bode well.

Tuari returned before the fog had finished lifting from the city of
Fairport, something it did on a daily basis during the Saysuhn of
Green. Already it had begun to clear up, so that a man might see the
approaching feet of other walkers, or the wheels and hooves of
carriages drawn by horses, but making out an entire woman or man
was something of an ordeal unless you were within a few Mayters of
her or him. That was of no serious concern to the citizens and drivers
of Fairport, who seemed to have developed a sense of echolocation,
so that they could tell from the footfalls or the noises around them
where the other people might be. Most carriages happened to small
bells and glass-shuttered lanterns swinging to their fore and aft as
well, which cut eerily through the dissipating fog like armies of will-othe-wisps had invaded the city.
Careful of errant coaches, Tuari crossed the gravel walk of the
turnaround outside their building, and slipped almost noiselessly
through the doors and went up the stairs. As expected, Rolf was in
the room they shared. Nishan was absent, meaning that he’d either
risen already or that he had gone to Anthea last night. Tuari paused
for a moment, wondering if he should wake Rolf first, or the others.
Rolf was sleeping the sleep of the exhausted, so Tuari let him be and
went next door. The next door was locked, but rapping on the door
rousted Sagira, who inquired who was at the door in the gruff
manner of one rousted from a pleasant sleep. She let him in and
regarded him with bleary eyes.
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“What is it?” She asked, standing in a thin linen shift and crossing
her arms over her chest. She rubbed her eyes while she waited for
his answer.
Tuari took note that Makan was awake as well, resting on his
elbows so he could see what was going on. Nishan seemed to be
sleeping on Anthea’s pile of blankets and cushions near the window,
the bare skin of his back gently bathed in the slightest of sunshine
from the sun, which was struggling to chase away the fog. Yet even
if he appeared to be asleep for his careless pose and loose hair
shadowing his face, Tuari knew the Rumani always listened with one
ear and would be ready to spring from his place at a Saycund’s
notice. Anthea was absent, likely tending to flowers or going about
her morning routines. She usually woke with the sun, and she was
loath to miss a chance to soak up the pittances of morning sun
offered in Fairport these Dees.
“I took this from some men who were meeting with men in what I
took to be an Aurean Flier. They had this picture of Anthea with
them.” He explained, pulling the rolled up illustration from his short
coat.
Sagira inhaled sharply through her teeth and regarded it critically.
When she was done with it, she tossed it to Makan, who was sitting
up fully now. “You got this where?”
“I heard noises on the rooftops. I went toward them, and I’m most
certain it was an Aurean Flier that I got a glimpse of. From what I
could see, it seemed quite similar to the wreckage of the flying
machine I found you in when you arrived in my homelands. The men
who were near it carried this picture.”
Makan frowned deeply, his brow wrinkling with worry. “This isn’t
good. We should all meet to speak about this. Immediately.”
Tuari nodded. “I will wake Rolf and find Anthea.”
“That is not necessary.” Nishan announced without the slightest hint
of sleep in his voice. “I will go round up Anthea. You may wake Rolf,
though.”
In a motion that seemed simple despite its complexity, Nishan slid
from the cushions and pulled himself upright while tugging his shirt
back on. He strode from the room without another word, leaving
Tuari to wake the sleeping Kerathi next door. That presented minor
difficulties, since Rolf was hard for anyone to wake up except Anthea
or, more recently, Catrin. For anyone else, waking Rolf was like
poking a bear. Even Sagira could not wake him, which dispelled the
idea that women could wake him but men could not. Of course,
Sagira was admittedly not the most feminine of women.
Rolf flailed his limbs around and grumbled, his normal tactic for
staying in bed longer. It took depriving him of his blankets for Tuari to
wake him. Grumpily realizing he was indeed needed, Rolf shoved his
feet into his boots and followed Tuari to a small common room their
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apartments’ landlord afforded them on the ground floor. The Uleaut
made sure to precede him by more than a leg’s length, lest he tempt
Rolf to aim a disgruntled kick at him for waking him up for something
less than someone dying.
Tuari was the first in the common room. It was a dim room with
plastered walls and a pair of shabby trestle tables that would be
more befitting in a pub than in an apartment. They’d been sanded
down and resurfaced a dozen times from the looks of them, but there
were still places for the careless to snag clothes or pick up splinters.
The nicest thing about the room was the reasonably attractive
chandelier that hung from the middle of the ceiling, complete with
spots for a full dozen candles. If all twelve were lit, the place would
glow quite warmly, even if they darkened the ceiling with soot while
doing so. Currently, only the cheap, uneven glass panes of a single
window lit the room, but as the window was facing eastward, it had
advantage of what little of the rising sun’s light was available at the
moment.
Rolf followed Tuari in and sat down heavily, followed by Sagira and
Makan a Mynette later, who were both in a better state of dress than
before. Rolf had said nothing between his own arrival and the arrival
of the other pair, preferring to spend the brief respite in silence and a
state of half-sleep. Makan’s quick good mornings got Rolf speaking,
if only to return the gesture in kind. Sagira held the poster, which she
spread out on the table, laying her pair of yataghan knives on either
end to keep it unrolled. It gave the whole affair a very serious air,
which Rolf was quick to notice despite his exhaustion.
Anthea and Nishan arrived shortly after. Anthea’s hands were dirty
up to the wrist, testament of her gardening, a lot of which was done
on a small terrace outside the entryway, or, like this time, on the
second floor veranda facing the street. She’d been gathering clips of
various plants for some time, urging them into fully flowering plants.
She now had samples from the frozen seeds found back in the
Uleaut lands, a few from Kunoeha, and some from both Lesser
Aynglica and Greater Aynglica as well. The ones from Lesser
Aynglica had been the fruits of a thirty Mynette stop off she’d
convinced the Kanaka’e to allow as they were rounding the last
northern point of Lesser Aynglica. At the time, some of them had
thought she’d hoped that Bedros would have followed them all the
way there, running along the land to meet her and proclaim himself
ready to rejoin her. He hadn’t, of course, but she’d at least gotten
some flowering shrubs and grasses out of the deal.
“That’s everyone.” Rolf said with a prodigious yawn. “Can we start
then? I’d like to get a bit more shut-eye before I go back to work at
the factory.”
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“Your Ouers have been quite long, as of late.” Anthea remarked as
she and Nishan sat down. “What with Catrin, the factory, and all
that.”
Rolf shrugged, as if it were nothing. “I’m surprised you noticed.”
“Why wouldn’t I?”
“Because you’ve hardly spoken to me in a Wayke. You’ve always
got pollen on your nose and dirt under your fingernails. When you’re
not gardening, you’re off courting and conniving with businessmen
so that they support our cause.”
Anthea took his criticisms without getting angry. She wasn’t going
to be pulled into a fight, and, as tired as he was, he didn’t really
seem to be looking for one anyway. “What exactly is it that you would
rather see me doing? I thought these were my duties?”
“I would not presume to tell you what to do. Only, don’t forget we
exist because your pretty, petaled friends are here now.”
“Those petaled friends are going to bring down a villain and topple
an army.” Anthea replied quick.
“I certainly hope so, or else this is all for naught.”
“It won’t be.” Anthea returned forcefully, her eyes hard and
determined. “Trust me in that, just as I trust that your time spent in
the factories making this weapon which has haunted your dreams is
not time spent in vain.”
“Fair enough.” Rolf acquiesced. She had a point.
“We are all doing what we can.” Makan remarked diplomatically.
“Some of us are fishing for support or rumors, while others are
building weapons and raising flowers, flowers which we all know
from experience to be quite useful.“
“The matter at hand?” Tuari prompted them hopefully.
“Yes, of course.” Sagira replied before any more squabbling broke
out. “Tell us what you have seen and done this morning, and we will
go from there.”
Tuari obliged, sharing the details as best he could. He spoke first of
Romney the Quick’s rumors of the war and then of the encounter. At
the part of the encounter, they questioned him closely, trying to get
sensory details out of the story that would confirm the vehicle as a
Guardian Flier. By the end, they were mostly convinced that it had
been, and that left only the poster to examine.
“So this is it?” Anthea asked, eyeing the poster contemptuously.
“It’s not really the best likeness. It could be me or a hundred other
girls.”
“Surely it is you, even if you think it is not.” Nishan shook his head.
He was not as quick to dismiss the poster’s importance. “Yet if these
men have it, who else might also have it? And more importantly,
what will they do with it or with you once they find you?”
“What would you have me do then?” Anthea asked of the Rumani,
understanding what he was getting at. “Would you have me hide out
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in our apartments here while our money dwindled and the rest of you
worked on my behalf? Should I garden in the shadows and not even
seek out the sun to renew myself for fear that I might be noticed?”
“Anthea,” Sagira said reproachfully, “he said nothing of the sort. We
must be careful. I guess it should not be a surprise that your enemies
search for you still. I just hadn’t expected them to get so close so
soon.”
“How do we know that these agents are not also in fifty other places
like this?” Tuari asked. “Isn’t this one of the biggest cities in the
world? Wouldn’t it make the most sense to seek out someone where
the most people are? If I were to seek out a special Ugruk, a seal, I
would be hard pressed to find it when it was wandering around alone
in the wilds. It would be easy to overlook. Yet if I went to a herd of
them, I might be able to spot it among them because of its unique
colorings.”
Makan nodded in agreement. He leaned forward and rested his
elbows on the table and clasped his hands together. “Anthea’s
enemies have likely staked out many cities. That means that they
have either continued to search for her this entire time, or that they
somehow know she’s returned to the Broken Crown. We have a lot
more to worry about if the latter is true, rather than the former.”
“How could they know we have arrived here though? We’ve spoken
to no one except the Far Muerans, the Kanaka’e, and a limited
number of people on Greater Aynglica so far.” Tuari pondered.
Nishan shrugged. “It could easily have happened. Our arrival was
sure to draw attention. A weirder group could not be found except if
we’d have had Bedros with us. His absence might have actually
saved us this time.”
“Perhaps it is time for me to put my flowers to use.” Anthea said,
clenching her fists together. “If we find out who our enemies are,
locally anyway, we can deal with them or skirt around them as
necessary. If they are too great, we can escape into the countryside.
They certainly cannot seek us out in every small village and hamlet
in Aynglican Territories.”
Rolf cleared his throat and waited until he had their attention before
offering his opinion on the matter. He brushed a hand through his
beard and began, “While I agree with the idea of using your flowers
for such an enchantment, moving to a village might not be the
answer. Tuari spoke truly in saying that it is hard to find a single seal
wandering alone, but it is easy to find a big herd and seek the one
you look for among them. However, even if you spot the seal you’re
seeking among the herd, sometimes you lose sight of it in the herd
when they begin to move. This is not so easily accomplished in a
small herd, as opposed to a big herd, which is what we have here in
Fairport.”
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Sagira rolled up the poster quickly, sliding her knives back into their
slits along the front of her tunic-style shirt. “I’m not sure we’ll need to
flee or that I would choose to. There comes a point in every war
where you must dig in and hold your ground. We can’t get much
safer than here. We have allies here. Catrin’s father is important.
We’re making contacts in Fairport, and that is something we will not
do in hamlets. No one has said that yet, and it’s a very important
thing to remember. If we can’t establish allies here, how can we hope
to attack Cenalium, or at least get into it to take down Corydon and
the men who hunt for us?”
“Then shall I call up an enchantment and seek out those here that
mean us harm?” Anthea asked, looking at them all in turn. “We don’t
even know if it’s Corydon that seeks us, or others among the Aurean
people. We don’t know if it’s Aynglicans in the city we should worry
about, or if it’s the Dark Aureans that may be hidden among them. I
would like to put a face on my enemies.”
One by one, they all nodded. There were no arguments against
putting faces on unknown enemies. They felt it was the right thing to
do, unanimously. After all, the first thing you must know about
enemies to defeat them is who he, she, or they are.
While Anthea went back upstairs, there was a familiar ruckus
outside, one that spoke of Catrin’s arrival. As usual, she’d arrived in
her carriage, complete with her driver and matching set of steeds.
Rolf didn’t meet her outside, but that was not surprising. She was
such a frequent visitor these Dees that she just saw herself in and
sought him out wherever he might be. She liked to see him briefly
before he set off for the factory to work in the morning, because once
he was there, he would scarcely take a break from his work, except
at lunch, which he took with her when he remembered to eat. Then
she would see him again briefly at night, but he was usually too tired
to take a walk with her or share much conversation with her. She got
her time in with him where she could, and todee she was starting
ambitiously early.
Rolf winced a bit when Catrin came in, looking bouncy and happy
and as fluffy-skirted as ever. In fact, she looked positively radiant
despite having arrived at such an early Ouer. It wasn’t even third
Ouer yet. She seated herself beside Rolf and draped an arm around
his shoulders, combing his sleep-matted beard out evenly with
careful motions of her dainty hands, one of which was sporting an
impressive-sized diamond on a band of gold and a bit of platinum.
She began rambling on about this, that, and everything that came
to mind, which for her was a combination of: the latest rumors,
fashion, her father’s business, what her friends were doing, and
other matters that were of importance to a semi-prominent woman.
As well bred and as highly schooled as she was, she seemed
completely oblivious to the serious air about her and the grave
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expressions of the men and women around her. Perhaps, had she
been looking at something other than Rolf and had her attention not
been so thoroughly engrossed on him, she might have noticed what
she had walked into. And as she supported them more than any of
them really wanted to admit, none of them wanted to be the one to
tell the woman who was something akin to their patron to leave.
Anthea interrupted the uncomfortable monologue with her return,
and for a brief moment she didn’t even realize that Catrin was there.
She was more intent on the sprig she held in her hand, a thin stem
with many small greenish leaves attached to it. A series of reddishorange buds were just starting to open along the length of the plant,
but only one had opened fully.
“I got it. I think this should work…” Anthea announced, trailing off
when she saw Catrin.
Anthea stopped right on the threshold of the doorway and stared at
the other woman. They’d not exactly befriended each other, even if
they’d spoken briefly on a half dozen times and even if Catrin
seemed to help her and them on occasion. They were too different
from one another, and not in a good way.
“What is that raggedy little flower?” Catrin asked, her attention
drawn away from Rolf by Anthea’s arrival. She lifted her arm off of
Rolf’s shoulders and leaned closer to get a better look at what
Anthea held. “It’s certainly not a rose or anything pretty. Personally, I
prefer lilies or alyssum. Both are beautiful and delicate, not unlike
myself.” She sighed dramatically.
Anthea drew back the sprig of bittersweet, covering it with her hand.
“I didn’t know you were here, Catrin.” She wanted to add, “nor did I
know that you were rude enough to barge into a private meeting,” but
she held back. To stop the words from slipping out, she bit the inside
of her cheek.
“I’ve only just arrived.” Catrin offered with a warm smile. “I wished to
meet my Rolfy for his morning meal, before he goes off to the factory.
I wouldn’t want him going on an empty stomach. He has such
important things to do and they simply cannot be done on an empty
stomach.”
At the mention of the pet name ‘Rolfy,’ Rolf turned to look
imploringly at Nishan, who only grinned. Yet if Nishan was amused
by Rolf’s discomfort, Anthea was perturbed by it. Makan seemed to
hover on his seat, ready to jump up and intercede, only he wasn’t
exactly sure how and on whose behalf to intercede.
“Well, we were somewhat in the middle of an important discussion.”
Anthea replied suggestively, trying to make their want for privacy
obvious.
Catrin was not the least bit moved by Anthea’s suggestion. “Surely
anything my betrothed must hear is fit for my ears? We are, after all,
going to be joined in heart soon.”
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“Soon?” Sagira and Anthea echoed.
“Soon enough,” Rolf said gruffly, seeming more than a little
displeased by the prospect or the conversation as a whole, “though
perhaps not as soon as she would like.” A wan smile crossed his
face.
“Perhaps it would not hurt for her to sit in.” Sagira offered
diplomatically, looking at both of the other women in turn. She held
up a hand to stall Anthea’s impending protests and continued. “She
has offered us invaluable aid thus far, and, securing her promise that
nothing she sees or hears leaves this room, she might be able to
assist us even better after witnessing what goes on here. She may
know people and places that we do not, and be able to greater
understand the gravity of our situation, which can only help to
improve her ability to assist us. All of this would hinge on her promise
of confidentiality, with a condition for termination of her betrothal to
Rolf should our confidence be broken.”
“Termination of betrothal?” Catrin repeated the words and her pretty
little brows furrowed worriedly. The seriousness of the situation had
clearly been impressed upon her with those three words.
“I agree to these terms.” Rolf announced immediately, earning a
pinch under the table from his betrothed. He pushed her hands away
and regarded her with a great look of solemnity. “This is that serious
to us. Our lives may hang in the balance, and if you cannot agree to
such things, you should leave the room. Now.”
Anthea licked her lips and jumped in right then, seizing a chance
given to her by Sagira and Rolf. “He is quite right. If you betray us in
this or anything you might see here, you could doom us all. If you
were willing to promise such a thing, perhaps, as a sort of sisters, we
could trust each other a bit more and try to work together amiably.”
Catrin tossed some carefully coiled lengths of flaxen hair over her
shoulder and looked straight at Anthea, proclaiming, “I’m always
amiable to those who treat me with the same respect I give them.”
“Be that as it may, agree or begone.” Anthea replied, brooking no
argument or complaints.
Rolf’s fiancée looked at the faces around her, finding each
unsympathetic and very determined. “I agree then, since you are all
against me, even the cute little boy from the icy lands.”
“How about hearing a bit of an oath or promise, in your own
words?” Makan suggested. “Just to be official.”
Catrin sighed and nodded slowly. “With my promise here and now, I
understand that I must keep confidential that which I see and hear
now. I will use it only to aid my dearest Rolf and his companions.
Should I betray this promise, I will surrender all proposed marital ties
to Rolf.” She looked around expectantly. “Is that fair enough? Will
that suffice?”
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“It is good enough for me.” Sagira replied, which earned nods from
around the table, albeit a grudging nod from Anthea.
“Then let us be about these secret doings, for I am more curious
than ever about what manner of topiary or floral mysteries we are to
be about.” Clearly Catrin expected this little joke to amuse the people
around the table, but no one laughed. When encountered by dull
looks or nonplussed stares, even from Rolf, her cute smile wilted and
she coughed to cover her embarrassment.
“What we’re looking for, then, with this enchantment, is who might
mean us harm in Fairport and these locales. We need to know whom
might hinder and harm us in these parts.”
“How about the inverse of that proposition?” Nishan wondered.
“Should we not also seek out who it is that could aid us?”
“Fair enough. Enemies and allies alike, I will search them out.”
Anthea declared, seating herself at the head of the table. She looked
first at the bittersweet, and then glanced around at the room. ”If you
would shutter the window for me, please.”
Rolf, who was closest, shuttered the window quickly, and then, with
a mix of apology and confusion, said, “I thought you’d need the
light…”
“I’d like to, but we don’t want other people watching us, so use the
candles. Light all twelve, please. I will ready myself.”
The others busied themselves striking long matchsticks to use in
lighting the candles in the hanging candelabra, while Anthea
concentrated on the orange buds of flowers in her hand. She took a
few calming breaths as they finished and took to their seats once
more. With all twelve candles lit, it was bright in the room, perhaps
even brighter than the light the dim morning sun would have offered
just then.
“I’m ready.” Anthea said softly as she closed her eyes.
All of them had seen this sort of thing before, except for Catrin. The
sprig lifted from Anthea’s open hands. Everyone was deathly silent
and still. Some of them didn’t even breathe. Floating freely in front of
Anthea’s face, the bittersweet began to glow warmly. Its small leave
wiggled gently, as if caught in a subtle breeze.
Then, without warning, Anthea’s eyes snapped open suddenly.
Sounds spilled from her mouth, which opened wide to emit the words
in a voice not entirely her own, but rather one formed of will and
God-given powers combined.
Bittersweet, we need to know about those we may meet.
From some we must seek cover, and others we might win over.
Some wish to do us harm, some we may work to disarm.
Some would hunt us, while others would fund us.
Let us see those we should greet, and those we should not seek.
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With a belch of black smoke, all the candles in the lamp guttered
and went out. The bittersweet burst into motes of light, dozens of
small balls of liquid fire where there had once been the same number
of orange-red buds. The firelight that was all that remained of the
bittersweet flared brightly. The balls of light burst in twos and threes
to display images, if only for a Saycund each time. After each set
burst, it was gone, and the next would follow in rapid succession.
First, it showed a number of faces that glowed an unfriendly shade
of red. Clearly they were Aynglicans from their clothing and the way
they wore their facial hair. Most of them could not recognize any of
the faces after spending such a short amount of time in Fairport, but
Catrin’s face showed hints of recognition when several of the faces
appeared. Next, were some priestly-looking fellows that glowed with
a bluish hue; from their costumes they seemed to be priests of
Chaveaoux. Then there was a large gathering of men in colorful
costumes, which seemed to be waiting patiently. Their faces were
upturned slightly, and their dark goatees and long mustaches
seemed decidedly un-Aynglican. Nishan was the only one who
betrayed any kind of familiarity with them. Then came three single
faces, each was Aynglican and each looked prominent. The first two
flashed red, and the last flashed blue. Makan thought she recognized
one from his time about the town, but that was it. Finally, there was a
flash of blue that surrounded the dark faces of Elegian traders who
appeared to be down at the docks, by the waterfront.
When the final image had dissipated, the chandelier blazed back
into life and the window’s shutters swung open of their own accord,
allowing the soft sunlight from outdoors to strike Anthea’s weary face.
She opened her eyes and began breathing slowly, massaging her
throat as she did so.
“I think I have more questions than before.” Makan said in mild
disappointment.
“And I have no clue what just happened, but I believe you when you
say that you are in dire circumstances, because if those faces in red
were enemies like I suspect they are, you have great ones indeed.”
Catrin said nervously, looking at Rolf for comfort. He complied by
putting a comforting arm around her waist.
“The red were those who would help or hinder us? Which was
which?” Rolf asked uncertainly, scratching thoughtfully at his beard.
“The people shown in blue will help us.” Nishan said with a great
deal of certainty.
“How do you know?” Makan queried, asking what they all wondered.
“I recognized some of the faces, and those Rumani men will help us.
They would not hurt us.”
Sagira arched an eyebrow. “Rumani? Are they here on Aynglica?”
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“No, these ones would be in the Ruins of Ka’Shann if they are
anywhere. There were hints in their costumes that spoke of age and
of that ruined place.”
“Ka’Shann?” Tuari was not the only who hadn’t heard of it, but he
was the one who asked.
“The lost kingdom of the Rumani, the second one anyway. The
prophet Kostya, who was believed to be the voice of Uman, founded
it. He died in 48 Y.E., and the city of Ka’Shann died with him. The
Ruins are on Greveth’s Mercy, in a mountain valley to the northeast.”
Nishan explained briefly.
“I have never heard of it,” Sagira admitted, “so how is it that you are
so certain you know these men if all of that Ka’Shann business
happened so long ago?”
Nishan snorted in surprise that she would ask such a question. “Do
you not know the ancient histories of your people? Do you not know
of every great failure and loss of your people?”
“I get your meaning.”
“So, some of those faces were men of commerce and governance,
some were Rumani in the ruins of a lost kingdom, others were
priests of Chaveaoux, and there were Elegians among the images
too.” Catrin explained, sharing her interpretations of the images.
“The priests of Chaveaoux will help me. Surely that is what it means.
I am about a task of building, and I must seek them out for
guidance.” Rolf deciphered. “That part must have been meant for
me.”
“Nishan, Sagira, and I will likely have to handle the commercial and
political faces shown. Catrin, I think that you will be invaluable in
such things. Sagira, the images seem to say that you should speak
to the Elegians in Fairport. They must have news or some way to
help us.” Makan mused. Both women nodded in agreement with his
interpretations.
Nishan nodded, crossing his arms over his chest as he thought. He
seemed a bit rattled by the images he had seen, which was strange
for the normally even and cool man. “I will help how I can, but if the
Gods have helped show us these images, then I must leave soon
and go to Ka’Shann. I feel that strongly now.”
“What will I do, then?” Tuari asked.
Nishan turned toward the young man and offered him a
companionable smile. “You will go with me to Ka’Shann. I feel that
you will be able to help me more there than you can help the others
here. That is up to Anthea and you, though.”
Anthea took that as her cue to speak, and she’d recovered enough
by then to do so. “Well, as much as I hate to split up our group, if
Nishan believes that is where he must go, than he must.” She eyed
him sorrowfully, hating to let him go. Even if it wasn’t going to be
immediately, her heart felt pangs of loss already. “I am loathe to see
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him go alone, so if you would accompany him, Tuari, it would ease
my heart.”
“I will go wherever he goes, if it is his and your wish.”
“It is.” Nishan and Anthea said at the same moment, each catching
the other’s eyes.
“Then I will accompany Nishan to his people’s lost kingdom. I must
say, it seems like a quite fascinating prospect, and I can do little here
that the rest of you cannot do better.” Tuari said.
“Don’t be so modest.” Makan reproached the Uleaut boy gently.
“You’ve found more secrets and rumors than we have, and don’t
forget the little matter of this poster.”
Tuari bobbed his head and smiled widely. His already reddishbrown skin blushed a shade darker.
Anthea nodded approvingly. “That leaves Makan, Sagira, Catrin,
and myself to gather support and find allies. We must also root out
our enemies here. They seem to be of the local variety, but that does
not mean they are not working in concert with Corydon or others who
play at this great game of lives, politics, and war. We must tread
carefully until we know how everyone is interconnected.”
“I will keep at building my weapon. It is for that reason that I am
here, and I am certainly no statesman.” Rolf said, offering an
explanation of what he felt to be his part in their time here.
“No, that is my department, being a stateswoman, and it is a role in
which I must begin exercising myself more greatly. Juria has touched
me.” Sagira kissed her fingertips and touched them to her temples. “I
feel that deeply, and I must use what she has gifted with me. Catrin
can lead us to folks of import, but it is I that must influence them. I
will begin with the Elegians on the waterfront, and go then to
influence the people of this city. I feel that the best way to do this is
not to hide and skulk about or to go to meetings with one or two
prominent men, but rather to stir up the populace as a whole. Once
I’ve gotten the public ear, the rich and powerful will seek me out, not
the other way around. Who knows, perhaps I can even sway some
who might be enemies into being allies if I use my gifts properly.”
“That is a dangerous game.” Makan said worriedly, already
imagining the attention she’d draw to herself, and the danger that
would come with it.
“So is a battlefield, and this is but the prelude to that.” Sagira
returned.
“Would you be a prophet then, Elegian?” Nishan asked of her,
nearly demanding an answer. His eyes were sharp upon her, tinged
with blood that threatened to fill his irises. “My people have had
many of them, and powerful though they were, they almost all died
young.”
“Those are Rumani prophets. Let us hope that Elegian ones fair
better.” Sagira grinned toothily, and her reply got Nishan to chuckle
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and relax a bit, even if it didn’t ease Makan’s fears in the same way it
did with the Rumani man.
“Then let us be about our tasks.” Anthea said, rising.
The others followed her out. And while they didn’t set into anything
earthshaking immediately, favoring more mundane and daily tasks
for the time being, they all thought about what lay before them.
Anthea knew she must be ready to fight or flee. Sagira knew she
must seek out her kind by the docks. Makan expected to help the
two of them any way he could. Nishan was already planning his trip,
and Tuari was with him. Only Catrin and Rolf remained sitting at the
scarred trestle tables in the little room. Catrin’s eyes were not on Rolf.
Instead, they were on the doorway that Anthea had led her exodus
through.
“She is not at all what I expected.” Catrin said softly. “She is greater
than me in many respects.”
Rolf smiled, considering the Anthea, who was as much like a sister
as he’d ever had. “Perhaps, she is, but everyone has their own gifts.
Yours are merely different than hers.”
“Much, much different.”
Rolf didn’t admit, not aloud at least, that he thought so, too.
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CHAPTER 106
Our natures are not so fixed as we might have believed. It’s
amazing what enough impetus and ambition can bring about in terms
of changes. We make of ourselves what we can; only I have done
more than any other in this pursuit. I have unchained nature and set
it free. It is a roaming beast now, wishing to do my bidding…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Sechsdee, the 26 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Favian cleared his throat as he waited for Biagio to complete his
report. Biagio glanced over at him and nodded understandingly. “I’ll
just be another Mynette or two. Feel free to look around while you
wait.”
“Is that alright? I mean, am I allowed?” Favian was terribly eager to
look, but didn’t want to appear overeager. He’d been in the hidden
chamber a few times now, but he’d never had free reign to wander
around.
Biagio shrugged. “Who is here to complain about it? It’s not like I
have any other staff these Dees, and more often than not, if I need to
move a body, a cage, or install something new, it’s you that helps
me. Corydon has taken any help I might have, and he has left me
with no one but you to help me, intentionally or not.”
“I suppose you’re right.” Favian admitted.
That was how things worked when management and commanders
forgot about their pet projects. People had to make do how they
could until the manager came back and complained about how
things were being done or decided they should carry on, because
that’s how he or she would have done such a thing anyway.
Although, it wasn’t really fair to say that Corydon had forgotten about
the project that went on here, as he made a point to visit at least
once a Wayke. But with thousands of people undergoing the change
above, and the need for Transition Assistants to work all Ouers of
the Dee to make such a thing possible, that left Biagio and his
unofficial draftee, Favian, to do the work here. So, it was not an
intentional neglect on Corydon’s part, but rather one of necessity.
Favian milled around the broad chamber, a chamber that seemed
much more open these Dees with the absence of the many cages
that had once been here. Gone were the number of girls struggling
through their painful transformations. He’d helped to cart off most of
the recent bodies himself. There were only three remaining now:
Nadie, Sezja, and Synnove.
Nadie looked quite rough. More often than not she was moaning
and contorted with pain. Somehow she’d not died, and she was not
pretty for all of her efforts to continue her existence. Her body was
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misshapen and her mouth had curled into a permanent rictus of pain.
Paroxysms of agony wracked her body periodically, and had she not
been separated from the other two, they’d likely have killed her out of
mercy if not just to have a relief from hearing her screams. She was
hard to look at, so Favian moved past her cage quickly.
The second girl, Sezja, was doing better, if only to an extent. She
looked mostly normal, other than the dark look about her eyes, which
looked as if someone had punched her and broken her nose, which
had consequently blackened the eyes and most of the center of her
face. The poor girl, perhaps sixteen Yarres of age at most, rasped
when she breathed, and eyed the room and everyone in it with a
predatory look. She ate ravenously, tearing everything apart
whatever they gave her. She went unclothed, because when she
grew hungry enough she’d turn on her own garments for sustenance.
They’d had to shave her head short, too, or she would eat her hair.
Currently, she was pacing back and form, like a stalking predator.
Snarling, she threw herself at the cage when Favian came near. Her
hands, claw-like and brutal, slashed at the air in his general direction,
but he was smart enough to keep his distance.
“She’s gone mad.” Biagio surmised, shaking his head as he came
up beside Favian.
“I see that she’s worse todee than before.”
“We had one man get mauled and lose an eye to her when he got
too close while trying to feed her. She nearly tore his ear off as well
before we got him away from her and the cage.”
“Why do we not put her down and end her misery then, like you
would a feral beast? The other one, too, is in need of a merciful end.”
“I’d like to end their suffering, except that it’d likely mean my life to
do such a thing. Corydon must have his uses for these women,
tortured and foul souls though they may be.”
Favian repressed a shiver of disgust and moved on to the next
cage, which was closed off with a wall of thick, clear crystal instead
of steel bars. Synnove, the one girl who looked like she might survive
the transition process almost unscathed, inhabited this last cage.
Cage might have been a bit of a harsh description of the cell, seeing
how Synnove lived in a well-furnished and plush room that was more
comfortable than what Favian had for his own quarters. And yet, any
places you cannot leave at will are prisons, no matter how well lit and
how warmly decorated they may be. The bright array of flowers, the
girlish décor, and the soft bed linens did their best to hide that fact,
but they could not change the truth of the situation. That plain truth
was evident on the sad face of the girl sitting irresolutely upon the
soft bed within the cell.
Synnove was staring blankly at a broad map of the Broken Crown
that had been hung on the wall. A dozen red marks had been made
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on it, in various places around the map, though most centered on the
Aynglican lands to the east.
“That looks like a map.”
Biagio nodded. “I’m not exactly sure why, but a Wayke back she
was given that map and a pen. She was to mark the map wherever
her intuitions told her to. I do not pretend to understand. I merely
follow orders. So, if they tell me to give her a map and ask her to
mark it, that’s what happens. Asking too many questions is
dangerous, Favian.”
“It seems like she’s searching for something. It’s quite odd, but
then, this entire project is quite strange on a whole.” Favian tilted his
head and tried to see what Synnove saw when she stared at the
map, but he saw nothing out of the ordinary. The markings seemed
random.
“She is looking for someone, not something.” An amused voice
from behind the both of them called out.
Favian and Biagio both turned around quickly. Their heads snapped
back toward the source of the voice, and they both came to a rigid
attention when they saw that it was Corydon. Linnea, the Kerathi
woman, was with Corydon as always, as was the sense of shadows
that enveloped the two of them, although it was most pronounced
around Linnea. The two of them were not alone though. As per norm,
Corydon had come with his guards, though todee there were only
three of the black-armored guards, and they were waiting near the
entrance, just out of sight of the cages. Perhaps Corydon didn’t want
them to see all that happened in here. That they knew there was
something of import in here was enough, Favian supposed. As
Biagio had just said, asking too many questions was dangerous.
Biagio swallowed audibly. Favian did not swallow, but he felt a
single bead of sweat well up and run down his spine, stopping at the
hollow of his back. How his hand twitched, urging him to reach for his
arc-sword, but he could not. Not just yet. Corydon had foiled a
number of assassination attempts on his own. He was an
accomplished warrior in his own right, and unless Favian pulled off a
perfect surprise, he’d not be able to kill the man before the three
Guardians came over and cut him to pieces. They’d probably feed
what was left of him to Sezja, and he’d have died in vain. No, if he
was to make his move, there had to be a definite chance of success.
“She is looking for someone by staring at a map?” Favian asked.
He’d already been discovered somewhere he shouldn’t have been,
since he was only supposed to deliver missives from Biagio, not
actually assist in the keeping of his tenants. So, if he had already
gotten in trouble, a question wouldn’t likely make it much worse, or at
least that was the gamble he took.
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Corydon smiled. “It’s not just a map, it’s a symbolic reference of the
world we live in. The mind can connect lines on the paper to physical
geography, even if we’ve not seen those places ourselves.”
“But how could she possibly know where someone went?”
“It’s in the blood, Favian. Blood knows where blood is.”
“You speak of family?”
“Of a sort.” Corydon looked him in the eye for a long moment,
considering if he wanted to explain further. Despite Favian’s nervous
hand clenching when he was under scrutiny, Corydon seemed
satisfied with what he saw, because he continued his explanation.
“She is looking for what amounts to her sister.”
Favian’s eyebrow rose. It was an intriguing, if implausible answer. “I
will have to defer to your wisdom, because even if I had lost a
brother or a sister, I doubt I could find them simply by staring at a
map and hoping I guessed the right place.”
Corydon came to stand beside Favian, and they both watched
Synnove, who was now aware of their presences and was staring
back at them. “Ah, but you’ve not learned to listen to the callings of
your blood, have you?”
“I can’t say that I have. I didn’t even know my blood called to me.”
Favian admitted, watching Synnove walk over to stand on the other
side of the crystal wall, just across from him. Their eyes met.
Biagio shifted uneasily beside them and felt it necessary to report.
“Synnove does well, sir. I’ve done all you have asked. Sezja and
Nadie seem to be losses.”
Corydon looked at the Transition Assistant, the lone man left to
oversee this important project. From the look on his face, it was clear
that he didn’t agree with the assessment. “While they live, they are
not losses – not completely, anyway. What do you think, Guardian
Favian?”
“I don’t claim to know as much about the processes or the subjects
involved in this transformation as Biagio does, but perhaps, as you
said, anyone still living might be of use in some fashion or another.”
“That was a very cautious answer.” Corydon replied, a little
disappointed.
He beckoned Linnea over. She joined him at the wall and
immediately pressed her hands to the crystal glass. Most curiously,
Synnove moved away from her place where she was staring at
Favian to stand opposite Linnea instead. She placed her hands
against the glass so that it looked as if the two were almost pressing
their hands together, except for the narrow width of the glass
between them.
“It seems she likes her own kind better than you, eh?” Corydon
chuckled.
“Both are Kerathi, after all. I know little about their people, but I
think people tend to want to be among their similars.” Favian replied.
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“She reacts more to Favian than myself, though.” Biagio
announced, sharing what he thought to be quite interesting. “Me, she
hardly seems to notice, and I’ve been here since the beginning.”
Favian almost groaned aloud in disappointment. He felt betrayed
and put on the spot. It was a position he hardly cared for. “Perhaps I
am not seen as the cause of her treatment and so she has no reason
to dislike me.”
“Is that so?” Corydon looked at both men and put on a
contemplative expression. His hand combed over his chin and his
elbow rest on the arm he had drawn across his chest.
Corydon’s considerations were cut short when Synnove’s eyes
abruptly opened to their widest extent, growing wide with distant
recognition. She looked around frantically for a moment, and then
she ran to the map. She jabbed a finger at one of the marks on the
map furiously for a full Mynette before she calmed herself.
At Corydon’s signal, Biagio lifted a small panel that would allow
them to speak to Synnove. She could speak from any corner of the
room, and even her whispers would carry through an amplification
device so they could listen.
“Have you felt her?” Corydon asked.
“She… she touched me. I felt her.” Synnove whispered in
confusion, coming back to the glass. Her eyes were filled with
concern and fear.
“You know it is her? Describe her to me.” Corydon urged her.
“She is close to my age. She is Kerathi, yet not. Her hair, her eyes,
they are like mine now. Am I her or is she me? I don’t understand.
Who is she? Why do I know her?” Synnove pulled at her hair and
whimpered. She balled her hands into fists and pressed them, whiteknuckled, against her temples. Around her cell room the flowers
began to glow, pulsing as if they felt her stress. Mirroring her
distress, Sezja howled from her cage, and Nadie’s agonized cries
reached a rare crescendo.
The look that came across Corydon’s face was one of sublime
confidence and victory. “It seems as if we’ve found our prodigal
daughter at long last. This was not all done in vain.”
Linnea moaned aloud, joining the noise of the three girls. She
started banging her fists fiercely against the glass wall. The sudden
act startled Corydon, who stared at his companion in surprise,
unable to move. Favian saw that Corydon was frozen, and he fought
against the urge to draw his blade and cut him down. Perhaps he
would have had it not been for the shadows that dwelled just behind
Corydon, an ugly blemish that stained the air. Something about the
shadows made him not want to kill in the presence of the darkness,
as if it would cause something more horrible than just death to kill in
their presence. Instead, Favian stepped around his master and the
inky shadows. Then he took Linnea in his arms and held her arms
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until she stilled and stopped trying to beat at the glass, but by then
she’d already blooded her knuckles. Her precious blood dripped
poignantly onto the cavern’s dusty floor, each drop like a hint of lost
fate.
Corydon recovered from his temporary shock and tore Linnea from
Favian’s arms, his mouth twisted up in a territorial snarl. Just before
he did something precipitous, he mastered his anger and bit back
fierce words, offering an explanation. “She is distressed. I must take
her away to rest. See that you keep me updated on any new
occurrences.” He said to Favian. Then, to Biagio, “Next time you
make any staff additions, make sure you bring them up with me first.
Guardian Favian will do fine for now, but there must be no one else
involved in this project, or there will be serious consequences.”
“I understand, sir.” Biagio replied, bobbing his head like a terrified
child in front of his annoyed father.
Corydon, Linnea, and the Shadows departed, leaving the two men
to look after their three tenants. Or were they still patients? It was
hard to tell.
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CHAPTER 107
Chaveaoux is a muse of the most mechanical sort. Anything she
inspires works with gears and steam, never with flesh and blood.
She’s something of an impersonal Goddess. Even her temples and
shrines are very cold and emotionless. There are no pleasant
statues and soft-cushioned rooms to sit in and smell scented candles
mingling with the aromas of incense. Instead, her temples are hard,
carefully designed structures with axle grease and sawdust as the
most common perfumes.
With environs such as these to be worshipped in and beseeched
from, it is no wonder her most common patrons are eccentric
inventors, craftsmen, and engineers. Certainly she is not a Goddess
that is easily beloved of the people, but she has her place in
Aynglica…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 27 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
Visiting a temple should have been an easy thing, but it had not
been so. Between periodic spats of arguing with the foreman,
Renford Hayes, learning how to use the machines in his factory, and
spending enough time with Catrin, Rolf seemed to keep his plate
more than full. Truthfully, he was a bit scared to go to the temple, so
it was easy to come up with something else to do. Of course, being
scared was something he wouldn’t admit to anyone but himself, and
not even to himself completely. Therefore, a couple Dees had
passed and he’d not gone near a shrine, let alone a temple for
Chaveaoux.
All this business with Gods and Goddesses was a bit much, even
for someone who had seen evidence of their hands at play in the
lives of those around him. Visiting a temple just felt like an invitation
for further interference and more trouble. Hadn’t the Goddess
already packed his head full of images that he didn’t entirely
understand? What more might she do if he actually sought her out?
Sometimes when he was working in the factory, he would black out
for short stretches of time, and when he finally recalled who he was,
where he was, and what he was doing, he’d have created something
that he had no recollection of doing so. Renford would be yelling at
him about this or that, muttering under his breath and rubbing at his
sparsely haired scalp nervously. Had the man not been so pious,
Rolf was certain the arrangement they’d made would have been
cancelled; perhaps it would not have even been begun in the first
place if the man were not so Goddess fearing.
So, if a visit to the temple meant more blackouts, strange
sensations, and visions he didn’t understand, was it remiss of him to
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avoid going? He wanted to think not, but the concepts of duty and
necessity seemed to want to urge him to do other than what his
instincts asked of him. It wasn’t something he wanted to do with
Catrin, either. He didn’t want her to see him go blank and start
absorbing things from sources above. It would be a private thing
between him and the Goddess of Invention, and not one he was
particularly willing to let others observe.
When he finally decided to go, getting time alone still took some
doing. He went to work as if it would be a normal Dee, but after
Catrin had left in her coach, he explained to Renford that he needed
to seek counsel in the Temple to Chaveaoux on the other side of the
city, that he wouldn’t be using the facilities todee, and that he would
be back nextdee at the usual time. Then he caught a small coach
that seemed to crawl through the choked streets and lanes of
Fairport, which only made him more nervous because he had to
dwell upon what he was about to do, not that he could have walked
as an alternate means of getting there. The city was a complex
warren of one way streets with traffic rushing dangerously past, dark
alleys with unsavory types within them, and treacherous walks that
weren’t to be taken by anyone who wasn’t very familiar with them.
The better part of an Ouer after parting ways with Catrin, Rolf found
himself standing outside of the strangest example of a temple he’d
ever seen. He wasn’t terribly religious to begin with, even for a
Kerathi. He had kept the prerequisite statues of Cainel and Comrain
in his home, he’d always asked for a blessing before hunting and
fighting, and he went about the basic pieties so far as deities were
concerned, but not much more. Even when he’d been in Norsjalde
he’d never done much at the temples. There had been a large,
upended ship hull where sailors from all parts offered tokens and
prayers to Tulis, but he wasn’t much of a sailor and it had likely been
full of people whose attention they’d not wanted to attract. Rummas,
a melting pot for the people of the Broken Crown, sported every kind
of shrine and temple imaginable, and a few that were beyond
imagination. Even the quaint, countryside religions, the kind with only
a few dozen followers, had effigies and statuettes around Rummas.
They’d not held much interest to Rolf either. He’d only had eyes for
the temple of Cainel and the Racheneid ceremony they had
provided.
That was something he sometimes tried but never managed to
forget. It was hard to forget when a purple mark the size of a grown
man’s hand stained his chest, its blessed ink seeping down through
his flesh to remind his heart of his duties. His nostrils recalled the
acrid chemical smells from when the priests had taken his oath of
retribution and had applied the mark. A temple of Cainel was a dark,
forbidding place for those who were light of heart. You entered one
only for good reasons, for one would not desire the attention of the
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God of Battle, lest he draw war and conflict closer to your home.
When matters were desperate, a person might go. The stark, warlike
décor was what you would expect of a place where you asked for a
rout of your enemies or for a glorious death. It was severe and
unforgiving.
This temple was nothing like that or any others Rolf had known in
his travels. It was a strange, angular windmill of sorts. The visible
gears and shafts moved quietly, apparently well oiled by the priests
and savants of the Tinkerer Wizardess. The angles of the building
seemed improbable at best. How the building could even stand was
beyond Rolf, as it was bigger at the top than at the bottom and it
twisted like a corkscrew as it rose and leaned northward. Just
looking at the mix of steel, timber, and stone made his head whirl
with possibilities. He tried to understand the structural aspects of its
construction to ascertain how it could work, and though studying it for
a while started to impart small inklings and the slightest visions of
how the place was built, complete understanding eluded him.
Even entering the temple was no short order. It wasn’t a simple set
of doors, but rather a series of levers, contraptions, and push buttons
that he had to puzzle through and manipulate in the proper order to
even get inside the building. Being that he wasn’t a classically
trained machine designer or engineer, this wasn’t exactly easy, but
with a mind that found such matters increasingly possible as of late,
he was able to pass the test. Not that it didn’t take him ten Mynettes
of looking, fiddling, and guessing to get it right, but eventually he
arranged the knobs and levers just so, and pushed the buttons in the
right corresponding sequence to get the doors to slide aside and
disappear into the walls to either side of the entrance with a whoosh
of steam and a clank of gears. With a breath of machine air, he was
admitted into the temple of the Goddess of Invention, and he didn’t
much want to puzzle through the test once more, so when bidden, he
entered.
The metal plates of the floor clanked beneath him, and the doors
whooshed shut behind him. Pressure plates, he realized,
determining that his steps had triggered the door’s closure. Lights
sprang into life around him, the product of wheels grinding on flint
and sparking alight some fixtures at the end of gas lines. The warm,
even light made the interior of the whole building visible, and unlike
some places where they’d have done their best to hide the workings
of the machinery within the room, this place made every effort to
display the craftsmanship and intricate details of the exactly built
gears, arms, shafts, and miscellaneous pieces that worked the whole
temple. The entire structure and its mechanisms were a testament to
the ingenuity of the crafters who loved the Goddess of Invention.
With fine sawdust grinding softly beneath his feet, Rolf turned
around in spot and stared up at the workings around him. Hundreds
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of moving parts, no, thousands of moving parts, swirled, turned,
cranked, and swung about. Like a clock tower with a dozen more
purposes, the pieces of the tower moved. Telling time was indeed
one of the things the tower could do, but it also seemed to use
batteries to store the wind’s energy that pushed the windmill’s fan.
He stepped further into the building, dodging heavy pendulums that
crossed the entire diameter of the building, disappearing into the
specifically designed wall crevices that the pendulums’ swings
terminated into. Somewhere in those dark recesses, they made
sparking contact with some sort of brushes hidden within, temporarily
completing circuits that powered one function of the tower or
another.
Ten moving statuettes were placed around the circumference of the
building’s floor, spaced purposely around the four doors within the
place. There was a door in each cardinal direction, but only the
northern door through which he had come seemed to be an
entranceway. Because the pendulums swung east to west just north
of the equator of the building, and because the northern door was
much wider than the doors on the other cardinal directions, there
were fewer statues in the northeast and northwest corners of the
building. Two statues were displayed in each of those northern
corners, and there were three in each of the southern corners. A final
statue stood in the middle of the room, and it was by far the greatest
of them all, but Rolf saved it for last and surveyed the others first. All
of them had plaques that explained what they were and how their
actions related to the efforts of building and creating.
The northwestern corner was dedicated to building processes
relating to fire, so the two statues of vaguely humanlike figures
performed actions using that element – torching and welding. The
northeastern corner was dedicated to pounding, and the two moving
statues there were smithing on an anvil and hammering or joining.
The three statues in the southeast were cutting, sawing, and
shaping, while the group in the southwest were digging, lifting, and
moving.
That left the final statue in the middle, which was nearly two
Mayters tall. Lacking a distinctly human face, having a blank, muted
sort of features instead, the feminine figure looked to be gazing in a
very contemplative way at the machinery that worked overhead, as if
looking for some sort of inspiration. ‘Creation,’ the statue was titled.
She, alone out of the eleven statues, did not move. Her pieces of
alloys, mirrors, and reflective materials were joined in graceful
curves, demonstrating a curiously simplistic and yet very artistically
complex design. It was staring at his warped reflection on her
sublime planes that brought Rolf his own revelations – they hit him
like an angry fist.
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Rolf’s body was wracked with a wave of spasms as more complete
images and sequences of building tasks poured into his head. His
eyes rolled back and he literally gagged on the influx of information,
pressing his fingertips to his pounding skull. Blood dribbled down his
nose and his mouth grew frothy with spittle as his mouth worked to
form words that he weren’t of his own making. Was this how Anthea
felt every time she worked an enchantment? He managed to wonder
about that just before he succumbed to the flood and collapsed.

He woke sometime later and picked himself off the floor. His jaw
was sore, but not so sore as his head, which felt like it’d been
cracked down the middle. As he dusted the sawdust from his limbs,
he became aware of someone watching him from a dimly lit alcove
that had been behind the western door. The person made no effort to
hide himself. He was wearing a woolen robe with a cowl that
obscured all of his face except for the long ridge of his nose and the
hints of a white beard on his chin.
“She’s a horrid bitch.” The man said accusingly.
“Who?” Rolf asked lamely, brushed at the underside of his nose,
which felt crusty with the blood that had leaked from it some time
before.
“Chaveaoux.”
“Is it wise to speak thus of her in her own temple?” Rolf inquired. He
didn’t really care. He had no reason to love the Goddess after the
punishment she’d just put his head through.
“I will speak however I wish of the Goddess who has ruined my life.
She has plagued me with her plans and her machines. I, ever the
faithful servant, have made them all, hoping each would be the last.
Only there is no end for me. They keep coming, and I will never see
an end to them all until Nelius takes me.”
Rolf grunted dismissively, looking briefly at the exit. “I’m sorry to
hear that. I’m afraid I’m a bit busy now, though.”
The man stepped out of the alcove and came over to gaze with
great despair at the statue of Creation. Rolf could see the man’s
despair, not on the man’s actual face, because that was still cowled,
but rather on the reflections of the man that were visible on the
statue’s surfaces.
“You are lucky. You’ve got but one task for her. I can feel that in
you. It is a mighty and important task, but it is but one.”
“How many tasks have you completed for her?” Rolf asked,
honestly feeling a bit of pity and curiosity now.
“I’ve lost count, but my beard was not this shade of white when I
began. It was more like the reddish-brown of yours, if that expresses
how long I’ve been doing her will.”
“I am sorry that you’ve never found an end to your tasks.”
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“Ah, but my legacies will outlive me, even if my name is forgotten.
There are a hundred things around Aynglica that I have designed,
things that are so commonplace now that their origins have been
forgotten, but it was my Goddess-guided hands that made them. I
will know, even if all others forget.”
“Perhaps Nelius’ House of Endless Rooms will hold a special room
for you where you can be free, one absent of all matters
technological.”
“Such a fate is what I truly deserve, but the Gods are not always as
kind as we would like. Let us hope though, for my sake, that it is a
fair end I meet.”
“What advice would you have for me then? You are experienced in
these matters. How do I go about my tasks?” Rolf asked.
The old man laughed. “Finish as quickly as possible, for it is best to
rid yourself of the plague of her visions. Commit wholeheartedly to
your task’s completion, neglecting all that you can to commit yourself
more fully to the task. If those you neglect do not understand your
neglection of them while you are about the Goddess’ work, then they
were not your true friends anyway.”
“You paint an awful image, old man.”
The man nodded and sighed. “It is her fault I am old, brought to this
point by her work. Yet part of me cannot bring itself to hate her. I
must love her for all that she has wrought with my hands. I am an
artificer, and this is my lot.”
“But tell me your name then, artificer, so that I will recall your words
and your deeds, even as all others forget. We are kindred souls, if I a
lesser one to your greater.”
“Macon of Thistedt.” The old man answered.
“Thistedt? That’s a Kerathi territory.” Rolf eyed the man more
closely. He didn’t appear completely Kerathi, but he could quite
easily be a mixed breed, part Kerathi and part Aynglican.
“And my mother was a Kerathi. I can tell from your face that you’re
no stranger to Kerathi lands yourself. Just remember that a man’s
birth and origins don’t determine where he ends up. It is his own
heart and mind in the end that will determine how his end shall be.
Your nature is your own.”
Rolf took a long look at the statue of Creation. “And my heart and
very nature shall carry me into the thick of things, replete with
foulness and more enemies than I can handle alone.” His words
were drenched in an overwhelming need for revenge, something
Macon did not miss.
“Then tread not alone into dark places. Chaveaoux’s devices shall
aid you. The weapon you build for her shall be terrible indeed.”
“How do you know I make a weapon?” Rolf asked suspiciously.
“I can see it in your eyes.” Macon replied evenly, assuaging his
suspicions. “But go now, for you’ve gotten all you will from her. She’s
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given you the last pieces so that you may finish. You need only to
make what you have seen todee.”
“Thank you, Macon. I will not forget you.”
“Nor I you, Rolf of Harsbrukke.” At his surprised reaction, Macon
grinned and nodded at the statue. “It is not only designs she shares
with me, her most trusted servant. She tells me who all of her
greatest servants are and what they do. Go now. You have nothing
to gain from talking to an old artificer.”
Rolf nodded and retreated then from the building, dodging the
pendulums once more. He left Macon to his contemplation within the
temple of Chaveaoux. Night had fallen by the time he exited, and his
head was thick with his task, but he’d been granted a clarity he’d
lacked before. Anthea’s enchantments had guided him, but it was the
Goddess’ own voice that had explained all he needed to know. A
confidence swelled in his breast, displacing the doubts he hadn’t
even known he’d had before.
He would build the weapon with his faith.
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CHAPTER 108
Some will remain faithful, living in the failed homes we have tried
and failed to remake. The Hundred Souls shall wait for him, and he
must part from the sky spirit to meet them, for she will have tasks of
her own to complete. Yet he shan’t tread this path alone. He will
have the company of a ghost who fades in and out of ice, fog, and
snow…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
th

 Aytesdee, the 28 of Greening, 769 A.E. 
“You didn’t come to me last night. It was very cold and I was all
alone.” Anthea said. No matter how softly she said it, it was still an
accusation against the man who’d just stepped out onto the veranda,
where she was kneeling and tending to plants to alleviate the
frustrations of dealing with the public.
Nishan stopped where he was and leaned against the wall so he
could stare up at the sky. Anthea had chosen this place well, since it
offered the best light. “I am sorry. I was arranging for my departure.”
“And another shall leave me.” She whispered even more quietly,
though she knew her words would reach his sharp ears.
“Why must you treat every leave-taking as if it were a death?” It hurt
him to hear her say such words with such finality, as if this would be
the end of them. “I will come back for you. I promise that to you.”
“I have lost my mother, my father, my longest friend, and now the
man I feared to love, because he too might leave…”
Nishan moved over to sit cross-legged beside her. “I do not know
about Bedros, but I know your father and mother wouldn’t have left
you willingly. They died, Anthea. They died loving you, and I’m sure
Bedros misses you fiercely, even if he is not with you. Surely his
reasons for leaving were great, just as mine are. If we were not
about this great task, I’d not need to leave your side.”
“If we were not about this task, we’d not have met.”
“True enough.” He admitted, and then he lost the will to speak for a
while.
Nishan watched her fingers trace loving patterns along stems,
leaves, and petals. Carefully, maternally, she shifted and aerated the
soil for them, urging them to grow faster, stronger, and more
powerful. The plants radiated vibrantly, reflecting her will and energy
as they soaked up the sun.
“People are not flowers, Anthea.” Nishan said at last.
“I know. Believe me I do.”
“But as they cannot do your will, as they cannot grow quietly
according to your wishes, they can do other things for you. People
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can care for you, seek to advance your causes where you cannot,
and they can be companions.”
“My flowers are companions.”
“They are disciples, listeners, and children. They are not
companions. They give nothing back except silent agreement.” He
corrected her.
“But they don’t leave me.” She insisted.
“Yes, they do. They will all die and wither, no matter how well you
care for them. Nelius claims all eventually, even if there is not a
special room waiting for roses, oak, and ivy.”
Her shoulders drooped and her chin fell. “I will be all alone again.”
“Anthea, while I live, you’ll never be alone. You’ll forever be the
flower that I tend to. But for now, just a short time, I must go on a trip
and leave you in the care of others. They possess able hands, and I
will not hesitate to let them see to you. Makan, Sagira, and Rolf are
able in this task.”
“So I should let you be about your tasks and stop whining?” She bit
her lip to stop it from quivering.
Nishan grinned. “I would likely put it in softer words, but you have
the gist of it.”
“It’s just so sudden. It was but two Dees past when I worked that
enchantment, and already you are leaving. How can everything
happen so quickly?”
“I must be decisive in this, because the task at hand will not be an
easy one. I must reach Ka’Shann, meet with men who may require
proof of my purpose, and then return to you. My road is not a short
one, Anthea, and it is better that I begin soon so that I can return
before danger surrounds you once more. Now, things are safe, but if
I delay a Wayke, how can I know that it will not mean your life in the
future, because I delayed?”
“You are right. Only I find myself to be weak, so I am desperate to
keep you around. I know you must go even if I would beg you to
stay.”
Nishan frowned for a Saycund, wondering how to respond. Then he
reached up and plucked a dark earring from his left ear. A pair of
tight-looped earrings of blackish mineral was in each of his ears,
except that now the left was lacking a ring from the pair, which he
pressed into Anthea’s hand. He’d ceased wearing them for a time in
Uleaut lands, because they’d have frozen to his skin in such severe
cold, but after he’d reached Kunoeha, he’d pierced his ears once
more. He wore them now as he had in Rummas, with dull colors that
would not shine or reflect.
She regarded it with surprise and then handed it back to him while
baring her left ear by holding back her hair. Nishan, without need for
verbal cues, reached over and pressed the earring to her lobe,
poking the needle through without warning. Anthea cringed slightly,
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but the pain was not so great as to make her cry out. The blood that
came out of the piercing was but a single drop of dark, oxygen-rich
blood that Nishan wiped away with his fingertips.
“There, now you have something of mine to keep me in mind, even
when my feet carry me away from you for a time.”
She smiled, touching the earring gingerly. “It is hardly something to
keep me warm at night or wrap me up in its arms, but it will do.” An
idea came to her suddenly. “Could I have a lock of your hair as well?
I have an idea.”
“How much? A few Centis?”
“A hand’s length should be good, perhaps a group of twenty hairs
or so?”
“You aim to make me look lopsided? Bald in a spot?” Nishan
protested, but he was already readying to slice off more than she
had asked for with one of his Kerambit knives.
Anthea rolled her eyes. “You’d look quite nice even with all short
hair. Do not worry about that.”
“I am not.” He confided, winking roguishly as he parted with a chunk
of his dark, wavy locks. “Now tell me what you will do with this part of
me since a mere earring was not enough and I had to go hack off a
piece of my body for you.”
“You’re strange.” She said, looking at him as if for the first time. “It
is for an enchantment.” Her eyes reluctantly left his golden ones and
roamed over her bright collection of flowers, leafy plants, herbs, and
small shrubs.
“Where did you buy all of these?”
She smirked. “Buy? I bought none of these. I needed only a seed, a
nut, or a clipping, and I raised them from that. Starting from the seed
up makes them more potent.”
Nishan arched an eyebrow. He’d seen her do things with plants
before, but some of these were pushing half a Mayter high already,
and she’d had only a dozen and a half battered plants and a few
seed clusters or nodules collected from Kunoeha and Lesser
Aynglica before arriving here in Fairport. Yet here she had a couple
dozen plants, and that didn’t include the random flower or potted
plant in their apartments and the gathering of flowers on the patio
outside their building. Their apartment building’s hedges as well as
many of the trees on the entire lane were looking quite a bit nicer as
well. It was as if her presence was enough to make them want to
grow up as models for the rest of their respective species.
Her fingers stopped above one plant, hovering for a Saycund as
she rubbed the lock of hair between the fingers of her other hand.
With a slight nod, she plucked the spiky, orange puff of a flower free
of the soil that was its home, taking the awl-shaped green leaves of
the plant with it.
“This will do.” She said approvingly.
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“What is it?” Nishan asked.
“Senna.”
“I see.” He didn’t have to say that the name meant nothing to him;
she knew it didn’t.
“I can use it for recall, for safe returns, and for faithfulness.”
“You worry I will find another woman?” Nishan asked curiously.
She’d never exactly been jealous before, even if she had been
possessive.
“No. Should I?” She looked at him with a serious, piercing stare.
Her stare faded into a gentle smile after several Saycunds, and he
relaxed.
He felt a bit put out by such an accusation, even if it was a joke.
“You needn’t test me like that.”
“Can you get me a small mirror or shiny plate of something
reflective?” When he didn’t move immediately, she mouthed, “I’m
sorry,” to him, and he began to move.
Nishan returned a Mynette later, holding a small, palm-sized
looking glass. He handed it over for her inspection. She nodded
quickly after receiving it, and then took a deep breath. Nishan sat
down cross-legged next to her once more, and she turned to face
him. The mirror she put between them, while the flower was in her
right hand and the lock of hair in her left.
“Here we go. I’ve never tried this before, so I’m not sure how it’ll
work or how well.”
“Do your best.” He offered encouragingly. It wasn’t as if he could do
more than that. He wasn’t an enchanter, so he had no advice to give.
She closed her eyes and took a series of deep breaths once more.
Her exhalations became softer and the beating of her heart slowed.
Her eyelids flickered gently, sounding like the wispy flapping of a fly’s
wings to Nishan’s sharp ears. Strands of her hair started to lift one by
one, floating up around her until she resembled the Senna puffy little
flower. When her eyes opened at last and the flower rose unaided
from her hand, her eyes remained rolled back, with only the whites
showing as the chanted words escaped from her lips and straining
throat.
Flowers and leaves, allow me to see,
he who will soon leave me.
Let this glass show all that may pass,
whenever I ask.
Senna, with your grace,
Allow us to speak as if face-to-face.
.
In a burst of fire, the Senna leaves and flower turned to ash. The
ash was caught by the gentlest of momentary breezes, lifting to
settle upon the little mirror, which showed Nishan’s face for that
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Saycund, at an angle that was impossible for a mere looking glass.
The orientation and angle were not something that their sitting
positions could have created, but that image passed after the
slightest passage of time, and Anthea exhaled deeply.
“It worked, I think.” Nishan informed her when she’d caught her
breath and was aware of her surroundings once more. Strangely, he
thought he heard an echo of his own words, centering on the mirror.
“Did it?” She wondered, reaching out to get the mirror. She quickly
jerked her hand back from it just before touching it.
“What’s wrong?”
“It’s hot. Really hot.”
He held his hand over it to confirm her claim. Sure enough, it was
searing hot, probably near its melting point. As it cooled, a couple of
slight bubbles showed up where the glass had warped and the silver
had peeled away.
“I think we will only get to use it a few times before it’s ruined.” She
lamented.
“That cannot be helped. Just don’t waste the occasions on some
lonely Ouer when you can’t sleep. Use it only in the greatest of
need.” He suggested.
“I am not completely foolish.”
Nishan smiled and took her hands in his. “Yes, you are. You’re on
the quest of the Gods; you’re seeking to avenge your family despite
an army of powerful soldiers and the evil technologies they possess
standing in your way. I’d say you’re completely foolish and then
some, only your companions and I don’t see it because we all love
you too much.”
She snorted. “Thanks for that vote of confidence, because it sounds
a lot like mockery.”
“I’m not mocking you. We’re perfect for each other. I’m the child of
an exiled race that has lost its home. I’m waiting for a God that
everyone says might not exist. My position is no less foolish and
strange than your own.”
“Then let’s be completely foolish together… as soon as you get
back.”
“It’s a promise.” He whispered in her ear, kissing it right above the
earring that he used to wear.

Nishan and Tuari stole away in the night. They had little in the way
of goodbyes.
Rolf was always absent these Dees, working feverishly on his
project and spending time with Catrin when he could. Sagira and
Makan were perpetually meeting people who might advance their
causes, and Anthea wasn’t one for saying much. She had withdrawn
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once more, like after Bedros had left. She stuck to tending to her
flowers.
Nishan had secured passage with a Rumani owned vessel name
Stormchaser that was essentially a smuggler ship, though it
occasionally passed for a legitimate small time trader ship. He and
Tuari had little enough money, money Nishan had won at gambling
in Fairport or Tuari had found or collected during various rooftop
affairs. They’d sleep in the bowels of the ship on the swinging
hammocks with the rest of the crew, they’d eat the same slop and
stale crusts of bread, and they’d work alongside the crew. That was
no worry. After time with the Kanaka’e, such a simply designed
vessel presented few enough challenges to them.
As the Stormchaser worked on putting more Kilomes between itself
and Fairport, Tuari found himself staring up at the stars, wondering
at their differences. The stars he knew were at the far southern
extent of the horizon, with only the northernmost of his familiar
heavenly bodies visible where they were at, and then not even
definitely. When they were so far away, it was hard to be certain.
Nishan stood silently beside him, his fingers absently feeling where
the lock of hair was absent. His eyes were toward Fairport, a distant
glow on the shores that faded slowly behind them as the smuggler
skirted across the hidden mudflats at the mouth of the Sorne, trying
to run as far as they could before the next low tide.
“We will be back.” Nishan promised Tuari.
Tuari nodded silently. The words had been more for Nishan himself
than for him anyway. Then the pair went back to their observation of
the night in all its lonely glories. The stars were so far apart in the
dark, cold sky. Soon, they’d be like one of those lonely stars, lost in
the seas like the stars were lost in the sky.
Nishan watched until Fairport had left his sight, which was quite a
distance for his keen eyes. The parting kisses that he had left Anthea
with had him feeling her absence keenly. The feel of her lips on his
and the taste of her mouth lingered with him still. Similarly, her
heartbeat was still there, faint in his ears, even as the overwhelming
flood of humanity’s presences, all crowded into one place, left him.
The oppressive sounds, smells, sights, and sheer existences of so
many people had hammered his head until he’d thought he could
know no peace, but every time it had become too much he had
thought of her and his head cleared; he could focus on the constancy
of her being. Now, away from her, there was only Tuari and the crew
of the ship to feel around him.
Finally, Nishan turned to his silent companion once more,
appreciative of his ability to remain a quiet partner. “We had better
turn in, Tuari. We will be roused to work the morning shift.”
“I understand.”
“What is it?” Nishan asked, sensing the boy was a bit troubled.
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Tuari tiled his round face to the side and looked up at him. “Are we
doing the right thing? Will they be alright without us?”
“They are entering a phase of the war effort that we cannot assist
very well in. Makan is a fair enough defender for Sagira and Anthea.
Sagira has her speeches to give to sway favor toward the war.
Anthea must rest and tend to her plants. If she is not ready enough
when the time comes, her failure will doom us all. She must be
mentally and physically prepared to do all that she can. It will be hard
for us to watch what she must go through, but it will be even more
horrible for her. The things she will do in the Dees ahead will terrify
us all.”
“Then what we do now, this going to Ka’Shann, it is to strengthen
us and give her time to find her resolve?” Tuari asked.
“I don’t know what awaits us, Tuari. I expect much, but nothing
gainful is painless. I fear what awaits us, but I know I must see it.
Ka’Shann is a cemetery of Rumani hopes and dreams. It is a shrine
to our failures, and so I have my doubts about going. I wonder what
help such reminders of loss can offer.”
“Maybe they will strengthen your resolve, too, that you might
support Anthea when the time comes?”
Nishan nodded. “Maybe. Let us hope it is something good like that.”
He didn’t sound very hopeful.
They retired then and slept. Only, in the middle of the night, Nishan
felt a whisper in his ears and he felt as if he was being watched.
When he came awake, Anthea’s voice sounded softly.
“I will wait for you.” She vowed.
She must have been using the mirror, he realized. “And I will come
back to you.” He whispered in return, but he wasn’t sure if she had
stopped listening before she heard his reply. Nishan settled back into
his rocking hammock, and smiled even as he went to sleep again.
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CHAPTER 109
Words often begin things. They can be found as the beginnings of
any movement. They set acts in motion, they set hearts afire, and
they lift the arms that wield weapons. And when things have gone on
too long and soldiers are tired, they push them that extra step toward
claiming victory. There is nothing more dangerous than a lovely
voice with a terrible message…
- Excerpt from Tiombe’s ‘Tactics and Lessons of War’
th

 Fohrsdee, the 4 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
There were dozens of public forums throughout Fairport, and even
more private meeting halls and auditoriums. It was a city of voices
and politics. Many prominent citizens and speakers had opinions that
carried weight with policy forming and with the general populace as a
whole. Money and influence brought power, and those who
possessed it were not shy about using it. Yet, some of the best
venues were not ones built specifically for public speaking. They
were places where people congregated, were stuck for lengths of
time, and were willing to listen to something. Markets and docks
made prime places to speak, but one had to compete with the clamor
of both people and industries. There were eating houses and places
of drink, and while those were favorable on occasion, often the
people were too engrossed with their food or too deep into their
drinking to pay much attention.
Instead of any of these places, Sagira aimed for hitting the proper
demographics. The key men to influence were the merchants and
men of means with large sums of money riding on inter-island trade.
They were the men that looked to lose or gain great sums of money
in war, and they were the men with ties in shipping with boats that
would be sorely needed in any major conflict. Then there were
exchange houses, or the crowded street corners outside and across
from them. There, she might reach the ears of men who controlled
futures and supplies of metals, gunpowder, sail cloth, lead shot, and
a hundred other things useful in a war effort. They had to be made to
see the reasons for the war.
Truthfully, Sagira couldn’t take all of the credit for these strategies.
Catrin, Makan, and Nishan – before he had left – had all contributed
to her plans. Catrin still introduced her to key economical and
political figures in Fairport, who in turn spoke to her of all the best
exchange houses and trading houses in the area. She turned on her
charm and bewitched most of them, all but the most stubborn and
oppositional men and women. She found that with a few quick
words, if she really tried, she could smear away their initial
reservations and prejudices and repaint a good image of her cause.
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There was no one that she met that she didn’t influence at least a bit;
every conversation left people wondering and considering what she
said. Sometimes she could see the shift in their eyes, betraying the
favorable change of heart that the more closed-mouthed and
guarded would not admit outright, regardless of their internal
feelings. It was encouraging to see.
Catrin’s knowledge of the persons they’d seen in the enchantments
had turned out to be key in planning their ‘social attacks.’ Since Rolf
was busy these Dees, Catrin had time on her hands that she spent
making and constantly expanding lists of important names, crossindexing them to show how they reacted to one another, how they
associated, and what their fields of interest and business were. With
coins of all shapes, colors, and sizes being donated in varying
amounts by well-wishers, admirers, and suitors who mistakenly
thought Makan to be only a bodyguard, she was able to purchase
information about the different schedules and routines of the people
she sought to meet and influence.
Most of them knew what she was doing, that she was buying
information about them. Most found it amusing, interesting, and even
cute in a girlish sort of way. That was mostly because some felt she
was playing at a game, but those who came to know her best and
spoke with her in depth quickly realized how serious and how much
consideration she’d put into her words and her strategies. She would
meet people at their most vulnerable, at their most pleasant, and
when they were best set to listen. Sometimes it was a matter of
playing a woman or man off of their peers. Pride and vanity worked
to her advantage in many cases, and these were traits that the
Aynglicans had done much to monopolize. She’d strike surgically,
raising eyebrows with her deftly delivered comments, and then she’d
leave them wondering and wanting to see her more and hear more
of what she had to say. It wasn’t that she was even speaking only
about politics, either. She spoke on a number of social and
commercial issues, but all could be tied back to the central problem
and plot if one looked closely and deeply enough.
Todee, with Makan beside her, she was prowling one of the betterknown exchanges in Fairport. She’d been informed by one of her
eyes and ears in town that a group of coal barons were going to be
making an appearance to adjust the price of their commodity in the
market. The alliance was a strong one, possessing approximately
sixty percent of the market share, enough that their combined
appearance made financial waves. Yet if they made waves as a
pack, Sagira made waves on her own. Nervous titters from welldressed ladies accompanying their men, likely brokers or exchange
ministers, were accompanied with careful whispers between
mustached aficionados of the markets that were shared behind
white-gloved hands. Her prior meetings with the who’s who of the
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Fairport elite had already established a reputation that her hardhitting strikes in the past Dees had only improved. There were few
Elegians of note in Fairport, and only one had a Mueran escort who
looked quite intimidating in his own rights.
Sagira allowed herself the slightest of smiles as she glanced over at
her companion. Makan almost never spoke on their outings. That
was part of his mystique. He’d been costumed to look like a savage
Mueran that had been made up into the latest Aynglican fashions.
His stout neck and thick arms struggled to be contained within the
collared shirts that were en vogue at the moment. His pressed
slacks, vest, and jacket coat completed the image, accessorized by a
golden cravat that had tropical birds sewn elegantly into its silken
length. Then there was the Mueran fish spear hanging around his
shoulders, holstered in a leather case that allowed people to see its
dangerous, business end quite plainly. The carven narwhal tusk he
used as a walking cane, a misleading but deadly serious walking
device.
She, on the other hand, was not so conservatively dressed. She
was dressed in a cream and orange colors that made her skin seem
even more brazen and lustrous. The hoops of the skirt and the tight
bodice exaggerated her body’s shape, pressing her breasts together
and outward to form a cleavage that caught many eyes, all the while
maximizing the quite womanly curve of her hips. Her hair was lifted,
baring her neck for a look of innocence and vulnerability that was far
from reality. The decorative gifts that hung around her neck and from
each of her earlobes were of modest silver and light-colored stones
that added to her costume without detracting from the inviting
warmth of her face.
The pair of them descended on the coal barons’ black-coated
alliance. The six men wore all wore black, but of only the most
elegant and expensive cuts. They gathered around to talk and to
drink miniature cups of caffeinated beverages their well-dressed
servants had fetched for them. The servants stood silent, like
statues, holding the saucers and waiting for their masters to replace
the cups when they weren’t being sipped at between snippets of
stimulating business conversation.
“Gentlemen, congratulations on your victory.” Sagira announced,
sliding into the midst of the group with ease.
“Seeing how you have only just arrived, how is it that you know we
are victorious todee?” One of them asked. He had shrewd eyes that
were not distracted by her elaborate costume or her fair words. His
careful mustaches twitched in a side-to-side manner as he spoke.
“There is such a celebratory air to your group that I could not
imagine the outcomes of your machinations to be otherwise.
Besides, I have an insider in the market who has already informed
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me of your move and its success in ensuring you a larger market
share, as well as a few extra Markes to line your coffers with.”
“And we all know we needed more lining in our coffers.” Another of
them joked, earning a round of chuckles from all but the one man
with the shrewd eyes. “Mine were looking ever so bare.”
“Your insider was accurate then, and I hope he was well paid to
have such information so soon, when most of the market has not
realized such things yet.” The shrewd man with the mustaches
returned, eyeing Makan now. His eyes betrayed recognition, showing
that he knew who she and her companion were.
“Well, informers must needs be accurate, or they find themselves
out of pay.” She replied mirthfully.
If the others were prone to laughing again, the apparent leader of
the group, with the waxed, careful mustaches was not. He regarded
her quite shrewdly. “What do you think about the outcome todee,
then? Why are we to be congratulated?”
“For oppressing the poor with a small increase in price in coal that
they will feel most severely even if you do not? For wrestling another
few percentage points from your adversaries, or how about for being
the shrewdest, most predatory men vying for control of this basic
commodity? Take your pick. They are all worthy of a toast, are they
not?”
The men stared at her silently, abashed. Two of them hid their
faces in their small cups, something not easily done because of their
size. Another cleared his throat and made as if to leave, but the
mustached man, whose name Sagira knew to be Maddock Flint, was
not ruffled in the least by her comments.
“You think I should apologize because coal costs a couple Pennies
more per Kee?” Maddock snorted in disbelief. “It is the way of things,
young miss. The poor will switch to wood and peat, they will have
colder homes, or they will do without. Other prices will shift to make
up for the cost differential. Beers might be a Steel Penny more, a
plate of common fare like potatoes and roast might jump up a Brass
Penny, but the market will shift.”
“But what you do with those extra Markes you make? Will you buy
another crystal chandelier? Will your wife need another rhinestone
gown? Will you wrap another gold bracelet around your wrist?” She
smiled secretively. Each of the things she spoke of were things that
he had indeed bought in the past Wayke, already celebrating for his
upcoming success before it had occurred.
His eyes narrowed and his mustaches twitched side-to-side once
more. “I see you have researched my shopping quite well. Now I
wonder if you have a point other than berating me for my opulence?”
At this point, Maddock Flint’s group of coal barons was dead silent.
They watched the verbal exchange with complete attention. A
woman that some of them didn’t even know – although clearly they
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were all going to make it a point to know her in the near future – was
putting their unspoken leader on the spot. Makan crossed his arms
and eyed them all.
“There is a war, sir. Have you missed that fact while you were
making a few scant coins robbing the poor?” Sagira asked. The
fortunes they’d just made that Dee were hardly scant by any
definition of the word, but it had a powerful impact on the men to
refer to them as such.
“I have not.”
“Then why are you not making money from it? You will steal
pennies from the poor, but you will not seek opportunities to rid your
enemies of their Markes and Golden Empresses?”
“I am listening.”
“I have news from Elegia, from whence I came.” Sagira began. She
paused and thought for a moment about the meeting she’d had in
the harbor with some of her countrymen and women. “They have
mobilized. Their forces are readying. Already they have come to the
defense of the Kerathi at Vaasa, and they will not stop there. The
conflict will broaden, and how do you think the Aureans will react to
such interference?”
“Aynglica and its people are well aware of the struggles to the west.
We are not blind to what goes on. Our support has been offered, as
much as it can be for our frequent enemies.”
Juria’s image filled her mind for a Saycund, and she felt as if the
Goddess herself sank into her skin, guiding her mouth to open and
form the right words. “I understand completely that your people are
waiting for the Kerathi to fall, hoping they will bear the brunt of the
attack and that the Aureans will stop there or that they will lose
momentum and not be able to penetrate into the Aynglican Interior. I
am well aware of the historical precedence of allowing Outer
Aynglica sacrifice its sons and daughters to defend this nation from
invaders while the heart of Aynglica grows rich supplying the lesser
folks in its outer territories with weapons and supplies they are forced
to buy. What I am surprised at, is the lack of willingness to make
money doing the same things with your enemies, who will pay almost
any price that they can for basic supplies.”
“It is a dangerous game to supply the enemies of a potential
enemy. Doing so marks you as an ally of the established enemy, not
to mention, there are heavy losses in terms of manpower and ships.”
“I understand that very well. As one who survived the fall of
Norsjalde, I have seen that sort of a thing firsthand. What I can tell
you is that the Empress is not waiting to find out what will happen
after the Kerathi fall. She will not be one to sit back in her Palace as
fair Jhiza, crown jewel of Elegius, burns around her. Nay, she will not
sit. She will act. What remains to be seen, is if the people of Aynglica
have that same resolve, or if they even have the nerve to strike up
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business contacts with the Empress’ advisors or with the remaining
Kerathi in the Östlichreich.”
Maddock Flint looked unimpressed, even if he was clearly trying to
determine how much of what she said was true. “And somehow, as
the rich of our land, we are supposed to shoulder the burden?” He
asked.
Sagira shook her head and raised her voice up, its richness bathing
the square in sound. “It is not a burden, Mr. Flint. It is the
safeguarding of your future and the futures of your lovely daughters
and your newborn son. When all of Fairport burns, how much coal
will you sell when the people who used to buy from you are all dead,
the houses are all burned, and there is charcoal aplenty for any still
living to have?”
Scores of people listened now, though many made a show of not
listening. Only if one looked about, they could see that all the side
conversations in the square had stopped. Even if people stood in
their little groups and looked the other way, their ears were turned
toward Sagira and Maddock Flint.
“You make a compelling appeal, but it is essentially an emotional
appeal. A good businessman never allows his emotions to cloud his
business sense.”
“But propriety and patriotism should assist a wise trader’s business
sense.” She returned.
“You show a sharp wit.” Maddock smiled slightly. “So tell me if you
would, how would a wise man wishing to invest in his family’s future
spend his recent gains?”
“Such a man would invest heavily in war-related industries that
would support and engender the defense of his nation, especially the
shipbuilding industry. He would also begin buying up shares of any
commodity associated with the coming war, stockpiling them for use
and sale.”
“Anything related to war?” One of the other barons echoed. “That’s
almost anything.”
“Timber, steel, gunpowder, lead, canvas, and any number of things
will be of use. Foodstuffs, medical supplies, and the like will be
important as well. The list goes on to include almost anything.” She
agreed. “Remember that when this war is over, borders will change.
There may be a Far Aynglica in what used to be Kerathi lands.
Would it not be most prudent to assure that you are well
remembered as men who do things when all is said and done? The
people of those lands and the rulers of these lands will remember
those who spent on the behalf of the defense of the lands and the
fighting of injustices and oppression.”
“It sounds as if you want us to build armies and navies of our own.”
A baron who had been quiet up until this point said. “Armies have the
tendencies of being expensive and getting killed.”
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“Building, supplying, buying, or anything in business is a risk.
Armies are the same, but I don’t travel unattended in these
dangerous Dees. If I lived on a big estate, I would sleep more
soundly with a small garrison at my disposal, knowing that I was
using my fortunes to contribute to the defense of my country’s
borders by keeping the war away from here, or at least I would be
stalling the war so that my home was ready for the enemy when they
finally came in force.”
“You truly expect these Aureans to strike at us all the way from
Maethlin?” The quiet baron asked.
“Gevaud is much closer than Maethlin and Cenalium.” Sagira
replied. Her convincing eyes swept around the group to assure them
of such possibilities.
“But the Aureans from Maethlin are working separately from
Gevaud.”
“For how long? War is an uncertain thing. Nextdee Gevaud’s
soldiers could be burning your houses down and sinking your coal
ships as they leave your mines on Greveth’s Mercy. How much are
you willing to stake on the premise that Gevaud will never assist
Cenalium and that Cenalium will stand alone?” She made a brief
bow at that point, and made as if to leave, knowing there would be
more questions.
“Wait, I wish to speak further.” Two of them said at once.
Maddock Flint was not one of the pair. His mouth was shut and his
eyes were watching her even as his mind was working quite quickly
to process all that had been said. They were dangerous eyes,
belonging to a man of considerable influence.
Sagira put on her best apologetic smile, looking longest at
Maddock. “I have meetings to attend, gentlemen. I am speaking at a
public forum, perhaps a Wayke hence. Ask for me or seek me out if
you wish to hear more in private before the public event. Such topics
as these will be discussed in more length then. Consider yourself to
have had a preview and forewarning of what I will mention. If you
lack the foresight to act upon what I have suggested, it may be your
fortunes at stake when everyone else does act. Unless being left
behind is your vision of good business…”
She curtsied very deeply and properly, and then made her way free
of the group of barons. The crowd that had assembled to listen to her
talk, beckoned by not only the fast-spreading whispers and rumors of
what was occurring in the square, but also by the enticing timbre of
her voice, parted for her to pass. All eyes were on her as she and
Makan retreated from the square, moving on to their next stop of the
Dee, a foreigner’s market on the other side of town. If Juria was
guiding her tongue around the lords and merchants, then she prayed
that Furestes would guide her speech around the common folk. A
war came about not only because the rich wanted it, but rather when
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public support of rich interests worked in a partnership. It would be
the poor who died in this war, and that was not something they’d do
without feeling the need to do so.
“That went well enough.” She said with a sigh as they loaded into a
closed coach that Catrin had hired for them.
Makan nodded. “Through their vanity and money, that’s how you
get to these sorts of men. They have their weaknesses.”
“Maddock Flint was a bit harder. I don’t think I got him entirely.”
“He was supposed to be one of the men who might be against us
though, remember? He was one of the red-outlined men in the
enchantment’s images. Perhaps now he has been swayed toward
neutrality.”
“I wonder how he was going to work against us though. He seems
mostly money-minded, not threatening.” Sagira mused, biting her
lower lip as she considered the man.
“Who can say? Only the Gods can see the hearts of men. Let us
hope that you can continue to move many more, because this public
speech you plan to make a Wayke hence, that will take a lot of doing
to make happen. Nothing would kill your social momentum more
than a failed turnout.”
“That’s why I must speak as much as I can, carefully choosing each
location to interact with the people. Now help me change.” Sagira bid
him, nodding at the other set of clothing they had folded neatly on
the coach’s seat, the clothes they would wear for their next meeting.
“The poor don’t respond so well to a rich lady as they will to one of
their own.”
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CHAPTER 110
The world holds more beauty because much of it is unknown. If we
were to know all of its secrets, what would life become but dull Dees
waiting for death to creep up? I know that my death approaches
soon, and yet the colors have not faded for me. The flowers glow
brighter than ever and the world’s mysteries remain unanswered
even to those who know her best…
- Excerpt from Karena’s ‘Legacies of the World’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 5 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Bedros’ hooved feet slapped the water as they had hundreds of
thousands of times in the past Wayke and more, but the water
pressed back, keeping him on its surface. His three companions kept
pace with him, running in a narrow V behind him. They ran atop the
water’s surface in the same fashion as he did. Their breaths were
heavy and they licked their noses frequently to catch the
condensation and sweat dripping from their bovine snouts, evidence
of their exertions. Like spiders or bugs flaunting the apparent laws of
nature by use of surface tension, a bubble-like depression formed of
heavier air and semi-solid water kept them up. The bubble was the
result of Bedros’ bond with water, a surprising consequence of
spending so much time at sea when his changing body was so
impressionable to adapting to suit new environs.
Initially, it had taken them all by surprise that he could stand upon
water and they with him. Ever creatures of land, they had taken very
tentative stabs of their hooves at the depression Bedros had formed
for them. When they’d found it stable, though a bit spongy and
supple, they had each stepped out onto the depression that formed
around him. They’d all thought him mad initially, stepping off the land
and into the sea, only to have it answer his call to form up and raise
him out of the chest deep water, so that he might stand upon it. It’d
brought about quite a chorus of snorts, stamping hooves, grinding
teeth, and clacking horns when he’d risen out of an element the
Land’s Children had never held dominion over before. It had been a
surprise for certain, and he had expected some reluctance, but
Bedros had been impatient to go and disappointed by White-Hoof’s
chosen shamans holding back. They hadn’t trusted that what held
him could also hold them, as if it were an optical illusion or a freak
happening that would be dispelled and ruined should they try to join
him.
Bedros gnashed his teeth and urged the three to hurry, as they
were approaching land. Bedros, whose land senses were stronger
than any other Ox-Man’s at this point, had felt the beckoning call of
the land ahead for some time, while the three shamans with him
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were only just beginning to feel it. His urging, coupled with the
promise of fodder and solid ground ahead spurred the weary trio
along, and even Bedros found his steps to be a bit lighter when he
anticipated enjoying those same things. Of course, that might have
been a shared emotion transferring from the trio to him, as was often
the case when a herd formed; they shared some sensations,
emotions, and thinking. That was part of the reasoning behind having
every shaman link up to form a single consciousness. If thoughts,
wills, and experience could be shared, why wouldn’t emotions and
sensations be shared with that same link?
Bedros had little experience in a herd setting though, so the sharing
of sensations was new to him. As a calf, he’d been taken from his
captive herd in Cenalium, so he’d never really shared much with
them. They’d all lost the ability to share more than basic ideas and
sensations anyway, after the interference in their breeding and after
the culling of older members of the herd to break apart the bonds
that formed after living together for a long time. With the constant
removal of the elders, there was never any Ox-Man with enough
experiences and wisdom to be the elder, the alpha, for the herd. That
and they’d been purposely put in breeding cages with fertile females
during mating Saysuhns, and even if they weren’t just simple animals
acting on instincts, such a thing was hard to resist. There had been
only a broken herd in Cenalium by the time he’d fled.
Then, he’d had a few Ouers with One-Ear’s Herd back in the Vale,
his first taste of being in a real herd. But such a short time hadn’t
been a good chance to form a strong bond with them. More recently,
he’d only had very distant contact with White-Hoof and the others
when they’d helped him run on the iceberg, powering it northward
with their earth magicks. The earth had heeded the combined will of
the herd. Certainly he’d had a few Dees running with the herd on the
Amber Plains, but he’d never had such a prolonged period of time
with his fellow kind before, and the forming of connections these
three shamans were the result of this extended period of time. Even
running on this bubble of hardened water, something unconnected to
the land itself, he was growing in consciousness and the breadth of
his person expanded to connect to these three companions.
This was just the beginning of what would come. It was this sort of
thing that he would accomplish on a grand scale once he’d joined all
the herds. When he would be more than just one of the Land’s
Children, when he was the sum of all lands and the leader of the
Land’s Children, he would accomplish great things. They would raise
their voices and combine their wills, and he would channel their will
into the Land, making great changes. Only, he hadn’t decided how
he could bring about the changes that the Ox-Men wanted, because
they didn’t coincide with what he wanted for himself. He was caught
between wanting to protect Anthea and wanting to please and
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protect the two great herds of his kind. He knew that White-Hoof and
the others had sensed the conflict in him, and he knew that the three
shamans White-Hoof had chosen to accompany him were there to
protect him and keep him on the straight and narrow as well.
Somehow, he would have to find the answers by the time he finished
his trek, before his journey was at an end.
The first step of his journey landed him at Hiloa. Hiloa was the
northernmost island of note in the Mueran Belt. While there were a
couple islets, sandy shoals or stretches of coral that protruded into
the air when the waters were low, and a number of other things that
qualified as land if not anything so grand as to warrant human
inhabitation, they were not of size enough to interest Bedros. Bedros
sought out Hiloa, because, while it had some Muerans, it was mostly
empty. The Landbound, as the Muerans titled those who gave up the
seafaring way of life, would not bother stray Ox-Men. The island was
more than big enough to allow a few Ox-Men a brief stopover on
their island-hopping path, a path that would carry them along the
length of the Mueran Belt
It was a path not unlike the Tauwhawhai race, but Bedros wasn’t
racing boats, but rather fate itself. They needed to complete their
race before the Aureans embroiled the whole world in war and
before too much of the Lost Ones’ tainted blood had seeped into the
world, so much that it poisoned the world until it could no longer hear
the voices of its children, the Ox-Men. That the shadow folk had
returned was bad enough, but they wouldn’t have returned without
being called somehow, and that would have taken a shift in the blood
of their own children, the Aureans. Now the Lost Ones had
reinhabited bodies as they hadn’t for many Hectoyarres, and the
world was suffering for it. Even as far as it was to the northwest,
Bedros could feel the spreading taint of the Lost Ones’ Blood
dripping into the soil, with each body making it worse, especially
when they were buried and put into the ground.
Finally, Bedros made landfall, clattering up the blackish volcanic
rocks to reach the gravely soil and the rich vegetation that lay
beyond the immediate shore. Bereft of its founder and creator, the
disk of solidified water the four of them had been running on began
dissolving. The three Ox-Men shamans had a brief moment of fright
as their hooves began sinking into the water, but the effect was not
immediate and all had time to climb up onto the land and off the
water, shallow though it would have been should they have plunged
in.
Bedros looked at each of them in turn. Red-Tail was first out,
named for his reddish-brown rump fur. He was the strongest of the
three, weighing many more Kees than his two companions, and if his
size was great, his intellect was not as impressive as his size. What
he lacked in intelligence, he made up for in dedication and sheer
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determination. Coat-of-Dust was the second one to climb up onto
Mueran soil. His hair was thick, short, and extra curly. Being such, it
trapped more dust than was normal for an Ox-Man. He looked
perpetually dirty, and more than a Wayke of sweating and running
had not done much for his appearance. The last of the three, the
most reluctant and doubtful even from the first Dee, was WanderingEyes. Forever fearful that he might miss something, his eyes
seemed to roam about ponderously, and he was quite circumspect in
making any decisions. From the way he offered his opinions from
time to time, it was clear that he hadn’t completely caught on to the
fact that he was not in charge in this situation, even though it should
have been clear that Bedros was the leader of the group.
“We’ll wait awhile here, graze, and move on when rested.”
Wandering-Eyes pronounced thoughtfully, finding the greenery to his
liking, or the prospect of rest at least.
Bedros grunted, but held his tongue for the time being. He let his
feet sink into the soil, and immediately found the voice of this isle,
which sang out to him and spoke of its nearby cousins and brothers
that would lead him to Marceaupo’s Foot, a collection of isles to the
southwest of them that looked like a foot if viewed as a whole from
the air or if looked at on a map.
“I will move with the rising of the sun.” Bedros said. It was not a
command or a suggestion. It was an indisputable fact. He would
move even if they would not.
Wandering-Eyes looked surprised, and when he opened his mouth
to comment, Bedros’ glare silenced any possible complaints.
“We will go from island to island, reaching Mehitte before we go to
Zaraig, and then we shall go across the Inner Seas to the Drylands
of Elegius. Brief stops on some of the Mueran islands we cross on
our way west will be enough to finish attuning myself to these lands.”
Again, it was merely a schedule being announced and not something
open for discussion.
Bedros had already begun his attunement of these kinds of lands
on Kunoeha in Far Muera, which shared much in common with this
isle. Brief stopovers would finish the process, even as they afforded
them grazing opportunities on the rich foliage, and solid ground to
run on instead of a hardened disk of water. He could have headed
immediately for Mehitte, but even he had limitations, and such a long
run across the water would weaken him.
This leapfrog method of travel was much safer and wiser, as it
would offer him a chance to rest and conserve his strength. It also
helped him avoid the dangers of any major storms that might sweep
through the Gap of Storms during his passage. There would be a
need for his strength later in Zaraig’s Gnat Marshes. Crossing the
Drylands in Elegius, where Sandcats and the wild folk known as the
Samiels might not take their presences kindly, would not be an easy
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task either. Of course, with poisonous toads and snakes, jaguars,
crocodiles, and thick underbrush, the Mueran Belt was hardly
hospitable to grazing creatures, but the land would bend and the
trees would move to accommodate him. He was their chosen
advocate.
So while the other three rested and tested the greenery with their
senses, trying to determine which breeds of plants offered the most
nourishment in the most compatible form in terms of their regular
diets, he took his nourishment from the sun and the land itself. He
knelt and sank his fingers and hooves into the dark, loamy soil,
listening to its voice. He let it speak to him, for every land has a lot to
say if one knows how to listen. With perfect patience and complete
openness he listened, letting the land bring about its changes in him.
His head lay close to the ground, listening while he raked at the
ground with his horns.
It dawned on him then, that he and Anthea were much alike in this
respect. They both listened to the land and took energy and
nourishment from it. How similar they were, and yet they were so
dissimilar in fate and race. That new revelation and that new
connection between them only served to harden his desire to spare
Anthea and the rest of the world from a terrible fate. If one human
could learn Worldspeak – surely that was what she had done – then
there was hope for them all. He would find a way.
With that he fell into a trancelike state. The world would show him
the way.
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CHAPTER 111
Politics is not a game for those who trust easily. There are no
players in the game who are clean, honest, and without secrets. To
be any of these things is fatal in the game, relegating you to a low
position of importance or a position of vulnerability. It is those with
the worst secrets that play hardest, for they know the game’s true
stakes…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Sechsdee, the 6 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Iago stepped down out of a small Recon Flier and adjusted his
robes of office. His costume wasn’t as impressive as it had been with
previous Voices, but there was something to be said for keeping
appearances, even when it was occasionally inconvenient. He
disembarked from his Flier onto a windswept platform atop one of
Choraeyn’s spired towers. The platform was scarred from the recent
battle with Corydon’s rebels. Looming dangerously close was the
wreckage of another Flier that he’d been looking at from the air,
another sign of what the city had been through.
That he was exposed to the wreckage upon his arrival was
probably a calculated measure taken by the Helion of Choraeyn, if
not the Grand Helion himself. Such imagery was supposed to
impress upon him the severity of the attacks. In response, he put on
a severe and contemplative face, though in truth he felt like smiling,
especially when he saw the gaping hole in a nearby tower where
masons and workers were laboring to rebuild the fractured tower
without upsetting its infrastructure further. Corydon had handed him
everything he could have wanted; this meeting was proof of that.
Escorted by a full set of nine very rigid Guardians that
supplemented three Guardians of his own bringing, he left the
platform and descended into the tower. From a lower level of the
tower, he was able to use a tube-like walk that led to the next
building, which was a bulbous dome with a few unlikely protrusions
on its skin that had been built into the mountainside. Its dome was
only about sixty percent manmade and about forty percent actual
mountainside, resembling a great mushroom growing from the
hollow the mountain had offered.
Throughout the city, there were white and purple banners, with
silver lettering mourning those lost in the attack. Over three hundred
had died, many of them Guardians, though there were a number of
civilians counted among the dead. On top of that, nearly a thousand
more had been injured. Small towers had been damaged, Fliers had
crashed, wreckage had rained down, and arc-lances had raked
across crowds of onlookers. The injured and dead had died in any
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number of equally horrible ways, and the faces of the citizens in this
city wore their fears openly. Feelings of horror, surprise, and shock
were mirrored on everyone’s faces. Even children, normally
lighthearted and playful, would halt in the midst of playing and look
skyward, as if another attack might come at any time.
Of course, these were justified fears, but it was unlikely that
Corydon would strike the same place twice. There was simply no
reason to strike the same place again, and if he happened to, it
would not be in the same manner. He had frightened the city and put
it into a defensive stance. It was a powerful warning against further
interference, and the citizens of the city would be very hesitant to
send their defenses away when their very homes could be at risk
again. No, the citizens would demand their Guardians stay home to
protect them. Choraeyn was effectively out of the war as it was now,
and how would the other Grancittas react? Could the react any
differently?
More men had already been shifted to guarding the security of the
Torredi Lampada towers after the attack had proven that they were
indeed assailable, and that had prevented the rapid response of Flier
garrisons out of the neighboring Menocittas. Perhaps it had even
prevented the successful interdiction of Corydon’s retreating forces.
Had the squadrons at Durenia, Gevaud, or Tibusin been properly
notified, might there have been a different end to the tragic Dee?
Tibusin had mostly been grounded since the fall of Cenalium. They’d
long since grown tired of losing their Fliers. Many took off never to be
seen again – shot down, crashed into the mountains, or stolen in
mid-flight by a wing of attackers or by agents of Corydon’s instituting
betrayal from within the crafts. Then there were the cowards at
Gevaud, who refused to do much of anything except watch, even
when war raged beneath their very hills. The other Grancittas were
just too far away, too distant to worry about problems that didn’t
effect them locally. That meant that Cenalium effectively ruled the
skies in the northern half of the Broken Crown, and they’d just
frightened the strongest force in the center of the Broken Crown into
what might be a lasting defensive stance.
This was the situation when he arrived in the Grancitta of
Choraeyn, without much fanfare for someone in his position. Despite
being one of the three most important men in the Aurean nation,
hardly a man recognized him when he entered the Grancitta without
the traditional pomp of his office. News had spread of the things
occurring in Aetheline, namely the election of the new Voice of the
Firmament, but the recent act of war had shifted all minds to more
local worries. It was not so in the other Grancittas, where they would
be receiving disciples spared in the cleansing Iago had performed on
the Dee of his coronation. Surely even the Grand Helion had heard
of the stirring affair in the Atriondi Giuramenti.
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Iago entered the grand meeting hall of Choraeyn without waiting to
be announced and heralded. He merely bypassed the guards and
went into the opulent chambers beyond them. The guards were of
the sort of men who would not dare to stop a man in his position from
doing what he wished – they recognized him even if many others
had not. Yet, propriety still said they should at least warn the Grand
Helion of his approach, so one of them rushed ahead of Iago to give
warning. That warning was all of a few Saycunds for the Grand
Helion to situate himself on his honored seat and turn his head to
watch as the new Voice of the Firmament, his advisor of old,
approached.
Iago stopped ten paces from them, standing in perfect repose as he
looked up the nine steps to the three chairs atop them, chairs
occupied by the Grand Helion, with the Helion of Choraeyn on his left
and the swordsman Porfirio on his right. Normally, the Helion’s mate
would have sat in Porfirio’s chair, but she had died some Yarres ago.
Since then, the renowned soldier had taken her place as the Helion
of Choraeyn’s closest advisor. Iago sized up the trio, immediately
recognizing Porfirio for the dangerous one. Even angered and
emboldened by the recent attempt on his life, the Grand Helion still
had his weak, undetermined chin and his soft, girlish hands that
spoke of his inability to act without someone pointing him in some
direction first. Porfirio was all that the Grand Helion was not: bold,
manly, courageous, and acutely perceptive. Even the Helion of
Choraeyn sitting next to the others, something of a living fossil with
his rheumy eyes and his shaking hands, had more backbone than
the Grand Helion.
The chairs, like the costumes of the three men and the chambers
they were within, were a tribute to wealth and position. There were
no flaws, errors, or minor nuances of crafting to mar the room.
Everything whispered perfection to an extent that made the Iago’s
stomach rumble with disquiet. Open, outright wealth had its uses, in
that it inspired the little folk and had a lot of pomp, but it was so easy
to overdo, as was the case here. The efforts here were wasted, and
waste was one of the creatures biting at the underbelly of Aurean
society.
“It is about time you arrived, my dear advisor.” The Grand Helion
said impatiently. “I sent for you Dees ago.”
Iago arched an eyebrow at the emphasis put on the title by which
he was referred to. “As you may well know, my position requires
certain duties to be accomplished, which may not be laid aside to
visit you at your whim. Similarly, Fliers do not suddenly fly faster just
because you wish it.”
“You are still my advisor, no matter what title you now use instead
of a name or how much piety you seem to have found.” The Grand
Helion hissed, his face reddening with the force with which he spoke.
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Iago didn’t even flinch, though it both impressed and surprised him
to see the Grand Helion so worked up for once. Perhaps it was the
glorious company he was in that emboldened him so? “It is as you
say, but now I have an entire race to advise and guide, not just the
chosen leader of those people.”
Porfirio stood, regally resting his hand on his sword hilt as he
asked, “What could you possibly have to do that is more pressing
than answering the summons of your Grand Helion when he has just
been attacked and the citizens of this Grancitta are terrified of further
attacks? If it is your duty to see to the welfare of the Aurean nation,
what place has more need than here?”
“Cenalium, perhaps,” Iago replied tartly, “or even Aetheline, where I
have been rooting out dens of thieves, liars, and heretics that tear at
the fabric of our society, persons that weaken our people until we are
unable to properly respond to threats both internal and external.”
“Yes, we heard of your so called ‘cleansing.’ Rarely in the history of
our people has there been such a brutal display.” Porfirio declared
with significant amounts of judgment.
The man’s self-righteousness was sickeningly thick within the room.
It was hard for Iago to not gag. His dark hand itched to be placed on
the man, but that would not do. “I would not expect a mere ‘duelist’ to
understand the intricacies of politics and the faith of our people. Yet
when the self-serving and impious guide our people wrongly, it
erodes the morality of our kind. It is such things that have led us to
this impasse, where the good will not act and the majority is
frightened into a similar status of inaction.”
Porfirio looked unimpressed. He wanted to hear more, clearly
hoping that Iago would choke on his own words or make a misstep.
“Impasse? Inaction? I think not.”
“Have you not noticed?” Iago asked scornfully. “This city is a
stagnant pool of worry, and likely will be for the rest of the conflict.
Even the presences of the greatest leader and the greatest symbol
of our people cannot relieve their worries. They will hide in their
homes like little scurrying creatures who hide underground when a
predator passes near.”
“What would you do then?” The Grand Helion asked, very curious
to see how Iago would meet Porfirio’s challenges. “How are we to
battle our enemies?”
“I have been clarifying and purifying Aetheline for your return,
Grand Helion. A return to the seat of your power seems wise at this
juncture.”
“Return? To what end?” Porfirio demanded. “The Tournea
Observatori has not been completed.”
Iago eyed Porfirio coldly before answering the questions. “Would
you invite another attack on your person, Grand Helion? While you
cannot sit here and look weak, you must not continue your tour and
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let them finish what they started here. Aetheline shall soon be
unassailable. Let me continue your tour in your stead, stirring up the
blood of the people. This is not a time for politics and shaking hands.
It is a time for the fire of wrath, the strength of hope, and the
beginnings of a crusade.”
“A crusade? This fool would have us commit another Fratello
Muerte.” Porfirio called out in accusation.
The game was on now. It was only the two men speaking, with the
Grand Helion and the Helion of Choraeyn silently watching and
waiting for the outcome.
Iago shook his head. “The cost in our own men will not be so bad
as you think. There will be little left for us to do but retake Cenalium
after this growing war has engulfed the Elegians and the Aynglicans
as well, which I promise you will happen soon.”
“You would let the Lowlanders kill each other to solve our own
battle?”
“I thought the idea was to preserve our people, not to quibble over
the lives of a few Elegians and Aynglicans.”
“You are as mad as that heretic in Cenalium. Anything you suggest
will surely lead to ruin.”
“What would you have then, or does your advice not extend beyond
how to poorly guard a few towers and organize the work shifts of
Guardians?” Iago knew he was baiting the man with petty insults to
his pride, but the man wore his pride as visibly and vibrantly as his
costume. It was his most obvious weakness.
“I would not involve foreigners in a domestic dispute, one which has
been allowed to continue for too long. Corydon’s strength grows
because of our inaction. We have waited too long. We must strike
before he grows too powerful.”
“That moment is long in the past. He cannot be assaulted from air
or from the mountains. His armies are already strong enough to repel
whatever would survive a landing or a mountain climb. His forces in
the air would swat ours aside. Was that not evident here? How many
Fliers did you lose and how many did they lose?”
Choraeyn’s elderly Helion watched the verbal battle with mild
dismay. His head wobbled feebly from side to side as each one
returned the others’ rebuttal. “I do believe these two will go on for
quite some time, and none will ever make a point the other will
concede to.”
Rebuffed by his master, Porfirio retired to his seat. The Helion was
one of the old guard, one who would not allow even his defender
speak poorly to his betters. Iago had counted on just this, and it
would allow him more leverage now that Porfirio had been heeled in.
The Grand Helion was inclined to agree with the Helion of
Choraeyn’s summary of the situation. He nodded slowly, clearly
noting how Porfirio backed down. “I’m not sure what to do at this
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point. Clearly we are at an impasse, as Iago… err… the Voice of the
Firmament, rather, has said. There are certain routes military or
otherwise that must be considered and decided upon quite quickly.
Now let us see what we might work out and agree upon, starting with
the issue of this fair Grancitta. What is to be done in Choraeyn?”
Iago had an answer ready, one prepared for this very question
during his flight from Aetheline. “Rebuilding is an important step in
improving morale and showing that our people will bounce back from
whatever is thrown at them. Also, the scars upon the city are a
visible reminder of the attack, and it is best to have them removed
quickly. For the time being, I will make speeches to rally the hopes of
the people, readying them for the next step, be that an aggressive
military answer or one of a more passive nature.”
“I agree with him in this much.” Porfirio announced. Only, instead of
making his voice heard as he hoped, thinking he might stay in the
conversation this way, he only offered affirmation of Iago’s good
judgment.
The Grand Helion smiled widely, happy to be getting somewhere
finally. “Then that is one matter solved. What of my Tournea
Observatori? Is it to be cut short?”
“Tibusin is a definite location to be skipped.” Iago replied, but then
he paused, placing a thoughtful finger against his lips. “Unless one
wanted to send an image that the Grand Helion is not to be
intimidated and that he will not be frightened no matter what. One
might even think that such a visit would rally Tibusin out of its
hibernation.” He mused.
Porfirio stood once again, this time in outrage. “Surely he cannot
go! That would place him right in the enemy’s hands. You would
have our leader killed or captured in such a delicate time? Perhaps I
misjudged you to be a poor advisor instead of what you truly must be
if you think this course of action wise, and that is a traitor.”
The Helion of Choraeyn waved his outraged hero down.
Reluctantly, the swordsman sat once more, looking deflated.
Iago smiled wanly, looking a bit ill at having to explain himself
again. “As I said before, warrior, you don’t understand the finer
things about misdirection in politics, even if your misdirection in
swordplay is reported to be most exquisite. We will thrust where it is
least expected, but it will also be a feint. You see, I would not dream
of placing the actual Grand Helion in danger, but as few have
actually seen the real one up close, any number of stand-ins might
be able to accomplish the task admirably, as a show of unity and
hope for that Grancitta.”
The Grand Helion nearly jumped from his seat at this idea. “Such a
thing would certainly boost the morale of our people, but where
would I be in this time when my double is in Tibusin for a short
while?”
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“You would be safely in Aetheline, or Choraeyn if it pleases you,
until such a time that you could continue on to Durenia for a brief
stop.”
“It is indeed quite a daring ploy. Men would praise my courage and
dedication, and it could do much for our people…”
“And with no risk to your actual person.” Iago reminded the Grand
Helion. “If the Flier doesn’t make it, you simply go on to Durenia as if
nothing ever happened.”
“We will do it. Certainly we must do this.” The leader of the Aurean
people said happily, sitting back down in his chair with a smile that
nearly split his face in two. Imagining the fanfare he’d receive, the
lauding for a deed he didn’t even need to commit to earn credit for,
he couldn’t help but already congratulate himself. “What next then?”
“The use of Lowlanders as bait, dogs to bait our bear, so to speak.”
The Helion of Choraeyn offered, eyeing Iago warily, which was hard
for him to do with his eyes being so weak.
“There are certain projects in play, certain tools which can be used
for the defeating of Corydon and his army of abominations, but they
must be played in a certain order, lest their advantages be
surrendered.” Iago replied.
“Projects?” Porfirio repeated the word scornfully.
“Mirror ships that can make it to the shores of Maethlin without
being burned to crispy hulls, ways to modify our Fliers to make them
more combat ready, Arc-Lance absorbers that can protect our troops
from Flier assaults, to name a few.” Iago replied offhandedly, listing
them with his fingers. His replies left Porfirio in stunned silence, so
he continued speaking with the Grand Helion without interruption.
“These are things that must be played carefully, to our best
advantage. Our best advantage will not be when all of Corydon’s
men are at home, but rather when he overextends himself trying to
defeat the Elegians and Aynglicans, which are sure to join the war
soon.”
“How can you be so sure?” The Grand Helion asked.
“Because I have recently learned that Qinor is going to fall under
Corydon’s knife in the next few Dees, and Outer Aynglica will be
attacked the Dee after. Neither government can afford to not
respond, or they will invite further attacks.” Iago replied.
The Grand Helion grimaced. “Your spies uncovered all of this?
Iago met the Grand Helion’s eyes. “Does it matter who uncovered it
so long as it is true?”
“If Aynglica and the Elegian Empire truly do come under attack, it
will put a whole new tilt on things. The conflict will go from two great
nations to four, and besting the Elegians is no mean feat.”
Choraeyn’s Helion summarized, ending with a regretful sigh. The
prospects of bloodshed did not appeal to him in the least. Old men
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were often the last to look to war. After all, long life is hard to achieve
if one is always fighting.
Iago waited for the others to consider the Helion’s words before
agreeing. “That is why we shouldn’t be hasty in attacking Corydon if
the he is going to strike at Elegius and Aynglica before we can do
something about it anyway. Even if we managed to break in there
and kill Corydon, and likely stop our civil war in doing it, the
Lowlanders will still want blood. I propose then, that if there are to be
any sacrificial lambs, it is not our men, but rather Corydon’s men and
the Lowlander soldiers who fill those roles.”
“When you put it that way, it seems like a rather clear cut choice,
but is it that simple in reality? Is it really just them or us that will be
dying?” Porfirio wondered aloud, trying to break the spell Iago
seemed to have over the others.
“Who else is there?” Iago snapped at him. “Do you fancy leading a
charge through the disintegrating fire of his Darksight Outlooks? Do
you plan on fighting uphill and hacking through his legions of altered
men? You faced a few of his Dark Aureans on the towers from what I
hear. How did you find them?”
Porfirio recoiled visibly, abashed once again. He had to answer,
with the eyes of his master and of the Grand Helion on him. He was
not the sort to lie either. “They were stronger than most, unnaturally
so. I knew Illias, Corydon’s General, having met him in Yarres past.
He was never a match for me before, but he pressed my skills
sorely, even though he was wounded. In the end, I still bested him,
though with some interference from one of my men.” He was
reluctant to admit the last bit of truth, but it was not in him to take
more credit than was due to him.
“So answer me this: Do you really want to wade through Corydon’s
army with only our kind at your side, or would you rather have the
Elegians throw their mighty legions at them first, and the Aynglicans
use their siege weapons to soften up the shorelines before we try
anything?”
When Porfirio hesitated, he’d already lost the point to Iago. “I would
not like to face those odds, no.” He finally replied. “However, I will do
what duty and honor dictate of me.”
“I never suggested otherwise. Yet more men are killed in the name
of duty and honor than by arc-lances it seems, and I would spare my
people’s wives, children, and mothers as many of their loved ones as
I could.”
“The Voice has the right of it.” The Grand Helion announced. “We
will wait and let the Lowlanders sort things out. I do not feel that we
are ready to strike now anyway. We must prepare our forces for a
timely strike at the heretic, I with my Tournea Observatori, and you,
as the Voice, with your speeches to rally the men.” He spoke with an
air of finality, as if this would end all debate.
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“Still, Porfirio has a point that we have not adequately addressed.”
Iago announced.
“Oh?” The Grand Helion and Porfirio both said at once.
“Such an attack on our homes cannot be left without redress. If I am
against an attack on Cenalium at this time, I still think that it is time
that we attack Corydon to show them that we will not lay down and
let things such as this happen without answer. We must strike back.”
“Where? How?” Porfirio inquired. “You’ve already made it apparent
how futile such efforts are.”
Iago almost broke into a smile. Porfirio was being corralled, and he
didn’t even see it. “I suggest we coordinate with Durenia to hit
Corydon’s lines as he makes an effort to retreat from Qinor. I am
guessing that they will win the Dee there, but even if he takes it and
wipes out all of the garrisons and navies stationed there, he will not
keep the city. If we hit them when they try to mobilize again, we can
prevent them from leapfrogging deeper into Elegian territory and
ultimately stall their advance toward this fair Grancitta.”
“You suggest a preventative measure to slow their inevitable
advance.” Choraeyn’s Helion summarized simply.
“And there is none better to lead the effort than Porfirio, the hero
who just saved the Grand Helion. There is no one more qualified or
more visible. He’ll be a beloved public figure leading the swift
retribution forces, dealing justice upon the heretics. It is a win-win
situation. If he is greatly successful, Corydon’s war efforts may be
severely hampered. Or, even if he is somewhat ineffective fighting
Corydon’s men, the act alone is a symbol of our will to resist and see
things put right.”
Again eyes went to Porfirio. He could certainly not refuse, even put
on the spot as he was, because it was his idea to an extent. Iago had
simply using the man’s need for vengeance to get him out of the
way.
“Of course, he’d have to leave soon or he’d not be effective.” Iago
reminded them all.
“I will see to it.” Porfirio said with a reluctant nod. He had no choice.
“I’ll have messages sent to all those who should be involved.”
Iago let his eyes linger with the slightest look of triumph at the rival
he’d just sent out of the city and into danger for a few Dees at the
very least. “Then if there is naught else? I have speeches to give and
wounded to bless and comfort. Maletos’ work is not done in audience
chambers alone.” He pressed his fingers, steepled into a triangle, to
his forehead.
None of them missed that half of that triangle was formed of
blackened fingers, the much-rumored fingers that could judge a man
with a touch. And if they were doubtful of his abilities, none wanted to
test the theory. For now they let the Voice of the Firmament do
Maletos’ will, or his closest approximation of that will.
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At current, doing Maletos’ will meant encouraging Choraeyn and
offering hope to the frightened people. For him personally, it also
meant assuring them that vengeance would come.

Tahirah III raised her eyes from a sheaf of papers she was leafing
through. She smiled invitingly over the bridge of her recently
straightened nose at Sanura II’s envoy, Sef. Sef blinked at her in
surprise, not missing the fact that she was still wearing the silvery
crown she had been wearing last time, though todee it lay crookedly
on her brow.
She rose from behind Iago’s desk, slinking around it over to Sef.
Her sheer Aurean gown had been cut in a more Elegian fashion,
baring the left breast as if she were still a member of the Elegian
elite. Her gown flowed around her, as did the wispy ribbons in her
dark hair. Even the damaged nipple, which Iago had torn during her
capture, had been pierced again in an Elegian fashion. The barbell
piercing held a silvery disk the size of her palm in place, covering the
majority of her breast. As was the case during their last meeting, she
still had a thread tied to her hand, a thread that ran across the floor
of the broad room.
“What is this? Where is Iago?” He demanded, not at all like an
envoy to a superior. Despite her costume, it was clear that he didn’t
value her as an equal, let alone a superior.
She pointed over at her egg-shaped golden cage, where a cloaked
figure lay tossing and turning. That figure was where the thread
trailing away from her hand came to an end. “He is here, but
indisposed. It seems your poor antidotes do not sit well in his
system.”
“I have given him the correct antidote. He should have been
responding by now.” Sef insisted. Worry flickered behind his eyes,
and he fought not to look too long at the cage.
“Perhaps you waited too long, and his brain and body have been
too rotted by your poisons. Whatever the cause, it is to me you will
answer todee. I am well-versed in his plans and desires.”
“I don’t recognize your standing in this matter. I am to speak only to
Iago about these affairs.”
“Iago?” She called over to the cage, which caused the figure to flail
his arm about for a moment. “Am I to speak on your behalf, as we’d
discussed?” The figure flailed about some more, two hands this time.
“See? There is your answer.”
“This is most irregular and unacceptable.” Sef declared, pacing
about, trying to decide what to do.
“You may return home without an answer, effectively ending our
correspondence during this critical time, or you may treat with me
and continue. If it is the Empress Sanura II you worry about, you
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must consider if she would be angrier at you for concealing the fact
that Iago is too ill to speak to you todee, or if you did not speak with
anyone at all and you went home empty-handed.”
Sef’s eyes narrowed. “What do you mean, critical time?”
“We have news that the Aureans may be mobilizing soon.”
“When and where?”
Tahirah looked at him idly, and then swept gracefully across the
floor to a small stand that was well supplied in liquors and sweet
liqueurs. She brushed aside the curtains, allowing in some light from
one of the windows, which had a dizzying view of the city. The figure
in the cage moaned as some of the light from the opened window
came across him.
“When and where?” Sef repeated.
“Light does you good, Iago. It is healthy and will help you, the
doctors said.” She called over to the cage, ignoring Sef’s repeated
question.
“A drink?” She offered him after pouring herself one. She smiled
wickedly as she sloshed around the reddish-brown contents of a
bottle. “It’s not poisoned, I guarantee.”
“I am fine. Now you were talking about the mobilization of soldiers?”
“Did I say that?” She wondered absently, cupping her chin
thoughtfully in her hand after sipping her drink. Sighing, she said,
“Perhaps I did mention such a thing, but it was an unfortunate waste
of breath, since you refuse to recognize my authority and you are
only speaking to Iago. Maybe you would like to go try to rouse Iago
and speak with him instead? I will warn you that if handled wrong, his
skin tends to rub off in great sheets. It’s rather gooey to the touch
and supremely unpleasant to see. He gets angry about it too, as you
can surely imagine.”
“I will treat with you then. I’ve had enough of this play. I know you
are merely toying with me.”
“Am I?” She asked coyly.
Sef grunted in irritation and crossed his arms. When she looked
closely, she could see pimply marks on the man’s neck that his high
collar of office did not quite cover. Some of them had spread to the
base of his neck, and while they were of color with his skin tone, they
belied the success of the poisons she’d placed on the man when
she’d roughly handled him during the occasion of their previous
meeting. The poisons would be debilitating, but hardly fatal to a man,
whereas they would rot a woman from the insides out. The poison
would ruin a woman’s ability to reproduce first, and then it would
consume her muscles until she was left immobile. The fool probably
thought it a rash, and didn’t realize that his skin would secrete the
poison so that any woman he had any extended physical contact
with would die of it. Aureans were not without their own cunning
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poisons, even if Elegians were the self-proclaimed masters of the art
of poisoning.
“How is my successor, these Dees?” Tahirah III asked.
“She is well.”
“And the status of the nation? Have the Samiels been attacking
caravans? Have the Sandcats been especially vicious this Yarre?
What of the Empress’ Bounty? Is it as silty as ever when it floods, or
is it a poor Yarre for the croplands?”
“The nation is intact. Let that suffice. Now, if you would please
return to the matters at hand instead of these false pleasantries.”
“The Aurean soldiers mobilizing for an attack on the Empire? Was
that the matter at hand?” She wondered aloud, as if she’d already
forgotten.
Sef offered a strained smile. “You are correct.”
“News out of Cenalium is broken and hard to decipher at times, but
it seems that the reinforcements that recently went east from
Maethlin are but a portion of the army Corydon is readying,
presumably to begin the next stage of his conquest.”
“Do you know where they will go? Will they truly attack Elegius?”
Tahirah III shrugged. “It is hard to say, but the recent strike on the
Aurean Grancitta of Choraeyn seems to indicate that they are indeed
moving southward. We believe that the attack was an attempt to put
the Aureans of that city on the defensive so that they cannot offer aid
when Elegius is attacked. We have signaled our associates in the
midst of your armies to ready for attacks along the northern borders
of the Empire.”
“I must inform the Empress at once, and her Right Hand, General
Aziza.”
“That has been handled already. What has not been dealt with is
our plans for reprisal after such an attack occurs.”
“That is Chione’s affair, as the Left Hand of the Empress, she must
handle offensive maneuvers. Only, you have her tied up in the
Northern Fringe, doing things that even I do not know about.
Perhaps if her projects were expedited she might be free to offer
reprisals.”
“That is not what I meant. I speak of the poisons we were promised
as part of our agreements. You have delayed, and we have not been
able to poison the water supply of Cenalium, thus allowing Corydon’s
men the chance to strike before they can be weakened. Perhaps had
the poisons been delivered, there would not be any attack coming.
We’ll never know now.”
“You asked for many thousands of Layters of the most potent and
lethal poisons we can make, but not just that, you wanted ones
which require at least a few Dees of time before the symptoms
manifest so that everyone has a chance to imbibe them before any
realize what has happened.”
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She made a show of listening closely to his explanations, even as
she poured another glass, this time of an amber drink of an
exceptionally dry nature. “You cannot poison a city’s water supply
without doing it in a big way. Poison dilutes easily in water. Our
requirements are on par for doing what we must with a city of that
size. Cenalium is not small, even if we both wish it was.”
“I understand that, but it takes time to make poisons, even with
everyone available working on them. We also have to do it in secret,
as you can imagine, lest Corydon’s agents discover what we do.”
“You live in the biggest and arguably the most populous land in the
world, and you complain about the lack of manpower. Perhaps if
you’d not killed all the best poisoners to hide which poisons you’d
used on Iago, you’d not have such a labor shortage.” She said
critically, which earned a moan of agreement from the man in the
cage.
“Be that as it may, we are doing all we can.” Sef replied quietly.
“Similarly, we would like to request more sand. The work thus far
goes well, and we would like more of the sand from the Empress’
Sands. Our artificers proclaim it’s white, clear nature to be excellent
for what they are about.”
“And what are they about?” He was fishing, hoping for hints that
she might drop, but she was too careful to let something slip
inadvertently.
“My dear Sef, you would have to give me a lot more to make it
worth my while to share such things with you.”
“So what is it you want todee, other than to berate me and enjoy
yourself at my expense? What work will actually be accomplished
during this meeting?”
“Don’t be so stiff, Sef. We are all in the same game here, and if you
don’t like the rules, you shouldn’t have started playing.” She winked
as she teased him, sighing. “I require for you to stay within the city
until after Corydon’s next major offensive, wherever it may fall. We
will receive notice here quite quickly after it occurs, and I will need to
correspond with you about our next course of action immediately
following the attack.”
“How long am I expected to stay hidden within the city? I had to be
smuggled into Aetheline, and I will likely be smuggled out again.”
“You will be kept comfortable. Do not worry about that.”
“It is not my comfort I worry about, but rather that the Empress
Sanura II will be waiting for news from my reports.”
Tahirah III laughed. “You are too much. Please leave. Prepare
documents readying more sand and speeding the poisons’ creation
along so that we might have a chance preventing any further attacks.
They will be sent with any reports you wish to send to the Empress.”
“What else will be done by the Aureans to defend Elegius? We are
allies are we not? We should not have to stand in this battle alone.”
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“Durenia and Choraeyn will offer what support they can, and there
are already four of the Antipode Devices stationed in outposts along
the northern coasts of Elegius. We will do what we can, provided you
continue to cooperate.” She turned her back then, looking out the
window contemplatively.
Sef nodded, taking note that the audience was at an end. Only time
and the continuation of the war would allow for them to decide the
next steps. It seemed as though the waiting game was almost over,
though. Corydon would move in earnest now.
When his footsteps receded and the door closed behind him,
Tahirah II walked over to the cage where Haig waited. She disliked
the zealous man, but Iago trusted him. There was something of hero
worship and devotion in Haig’s shiny eyes, and she mistrusted
anyone who would so wholeheartedly serve a man, or woman.
“Well?” She asked.
Haig rolled over and nodded. “All went as the Voice planned. It is
good that you did not mention him by that name, but continued to
use his old name. The Empress need not know of his elevation to a
greater power, or she may question the truth of his illness.”
“I am not a fool, Disciple Haig.” She replied curtly. She used the
term disciple not as an honorary, but as a term indicating his
servitude. He didn’t seem to notice or mind. “I’ve played these
games for longer than you may know. “
“Then we shall continue to play them longer, until the Voice gives
us further orders.” Haig responded dutifully, slipping out of the cage
to return to his own chambers. That was well, because he was as
uncomfortable around her as she was around him.
As he left, she wondered if she could use that discomfort to her
advantage.
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CHAPTER 112
Not all victories can be quantified in terms of the amount of men
lost, enemies killed, or the land captured. A single, small battle can
ignite smoldering hearts, giving hope and chance to those who would
otherwise be too timid to enter the conflict. It is rarely necessary to
spend thousands of lives to make an impact. In fact, doing so often
has a more negative than positive impact on public opinion of the
conflict. One must wage a war in the homes of his or her followers as
vigilantly as on the battlefields…
- Excerpt from Tiombe’s ‘Lessons and Tactics of War’
th

 Aytesdee, the 8 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Porfirio had left Choraeyn almost immediately after the audience
between the Voice of the Firmament and the Grand Helion. Such
haste had been necessary if he and his Fliers were to arrive in time
before the attack on Qinor. To expedite matters, messages had been
relayed with little or no encoding to the Grancitta of Durenia and to
the few Menocittas in the mountains to either side of the Vale. All
available Fliers, preferably of the Recon variety due to their greater
speed and lesser manpower requirements, were to converge on the
Menocitta of Cennae, which was just to the south of the island of
Qinor. That was where they would wait for the battle to begin. It
would be up to Porfirio’s own judgment when and if they should join
the battle. After all, there was always the chance that the two armies
would mutually destroy themselves or even that the legions and
navies of the Elegian Empire could overcome Corydon’s devastating
forces.
Two Dees of flying later had him arriving ahead of most of the pack,
all but those who were from Cennae or the few that had caught good
tailwinds. Upon landing he was greeted by a hastily prepared
welcoming committee that offered him praises and accommodations
that he might have normally been receptive to. With a battle looming
so near, he wanted little to do with comfort and praises, as there
were matters of far greater importance to be about. He’d not even
worn his customary costume of white and silver. These were serious
times, not times for show and affectation. Brusquely, he pushed
aside their offers of hospitality and went immediately to their Farsight
Outlook posts, where he was afforded the best seat so that he could
survey the situation at Qinor.
Qinor was a fortified island, with rounded ramparts of stone and
masonry several Mayters tall that ringed the entire island. It’d taken
thousands of men quite a few Yarres to build up the defensive
bulwarks, but manpower was never something the Empire was
lacking in. On the southern side, there was a seagate in the great
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walls, which opened into an artificial harbor that had been dredged
by the same thousands of hands that had built the ramparts and
walls. In fact, that was where they had gotten a lot of their sand and
stone to build the walls. Orderly rows of galley vessels waited in the
safety of the deep harbor, maintained by brigades of carpenters and
shipwrights who lived and worked in warehouse-sized shops that sat
in orderly rows along the shoreline. Deeper into the island were the
barracks and the eateries that housed and fed the great armies and
navies of the northern portion of the Empress’ mighty military. And
with that many men and women in one place, there came thousands
of others who set up opportunistic businesses according to the laws
of supply and demand, filling in their own little niches in the local
economy and society.
As Porfirio had the Farsight Outlook operators adjust and focus the
aim and zoom of the Outlook, he noted that scores of small, single
and double masted vessels with triangle sails were swarming
northward toward dark shapes that dotted the distant horizon, while
the men on shore were preparing the northward-facing bombards for
assault. He’d arrived just in time to watch the beginnings of the next
stage of the war.
It was a nervous Ouer, waiting for the distant scuffles between
navies to cease and the greater conflict to start in earnest. As he
predicted, Corydon’s navies, supplemented with devastating aerial
support, drove back, burned out, or sunk half of the dhows and other
swift vessels of the Elegians. In full retreat, the Elegian advance
navy fled back, spending more lives to delay the advance, lest it hit
the shores before the men manning the bombards were ready. Then,
once Corydon’s ships were in range of the island’s bombards, the
dhows dove back into their midst like a swarm of angry bees,
tangling up the Aurean vessels as they snapped off oars in ramming
maneuvers or crashed head on into them to detonate explosives
planted in their bowsprits that tore apart both Elegian and Aurean
ships alike. Porfirio watched with slow, reluctant breaths as so many
brave lives were spent just to keep the Aurean fleet in bombard
range a few more Mynettes, so that the bombards might hit a few
more Aurean ships with their explosive shells. Exploding shells
lobbed large fractions of a Kilome, sometimes even further than a
Kilome, claimed Elegian and Aurean lives alike.
It was a valiant sacrifice, but one that was quickly outdone by
Aurean Fliers dropping bombs on the bombard positions. All the
Fliers had to do was drop their payloads anywhere they saw the
telltale puffs of smoke and fire that signaled the location of the
Elegian artillery. Most of the Elegian bombards were disguised and
hidden well. Had they not been firing, they would have been tough to
detect from the air, but to not fire was to waste the advantages they
offered. Still, it allowed previously unseen Fliers coming in from high
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altitudes to drop their lethal canister bombs in clusters right around
each bombard emplacement. Bombs dropped, leaving craters where
the bombs hit. It was clear from all that Porfirio had heard, that these
were not the mere firebombs that had been used against the Kerathi.
These were concussive bombs that could flatten buildings several
Mayters away and throw men aside like violent windstorms. They’d
switched to a different type of bomb it seemed, to combat the more
defensive and dug-in soldiers.
As much as he wanted to go out there and try to burn as many of
Corydon’s Fliers from the sky as he could, he was without allies. The
Fliers from Durenia were signaling that they were still a few Ouers
away, and many from Choraeyn’s Menocittas had not yet arrived. He
could not afford to spoil the element of surprise, which was their only
advantage against the meaner and more heavily armed Fliers
Corydon’s men flew. If he attacked too soon, he’d get shot out of the
sky before he had any serious effect. He knew that because the
differences between Cenalium’s war crafts and Choraeyn’s more
peacefully intentioned Fliers had been quite clear just a Wayke past.
Everyone watching had seen the difference, especially the pilots. No,
he couldn’t risk it now, even if it meant that the Elegians might lose
their artillery, and with it the ability to strike at Corydon’s invasion
forces from afar. He would have to wait for his one chance to hit the
invading army when they least expected it and when they were most
vulnerable.
Porfirio continued to watch, though his hands itched to join the fight
and his throat dry with the sort of anticipation that always caught him
before a good duel. He barked his orders gruffly at the men
operating the Farsight Outlook, having them swivel it this way and
that, zoom in and zoom out, go back here, and turn the other way, all
so he could watch everything that happened.
With the mortars on the ground getting blasted to pieces and the
last of Qinor’s forward navy nearly vanquished, Corydon’s battered
fleet continued its advance. The bombers redirected their attentions,
dropping to lower altitudes so they could zero in on the galleys in the
harbor below. As soon as the first bomb ripped a half-dozen of the
stationed galleys apart, the sailors and men on the shore began
scurrying like ants to get the ships out of the harbor or to pull them
on shore, anything to get them out of the harbor. Many of them died
in the process, when lengthy boards blasted into splinters of wood
were thrown from exploding vessels to cut them to pieces, or when
they were caught in the fiery blasts of the incendiary bombs that
were being used now. It made sense to use the firebombs now that
the bombers were working on primarily wooden targets, but the
smoke from scores of burning ships obscured the ground, allowing
previously hidden artillery weapons located throughout the city to be
uncovered and turned on the bombers.
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Firing wildly into the air, stake throwers, ballistae launching hooks,
and scattershot cannons unleashed their munitions skyward. The
scattershot was comprised of jagged pieces of hardened steel and
fist-sized chunks of hard minerals. Fired at the right trajectory, the
scattershot could crack through Flier windows, tear up maneuvering
flaps, or foul up turbines by jamming them or breaking the rotor fins
so that they could no longer spin correctly. The sharpened stakes
and hooks, tipped with the hardest available metal alloys, could
penetrate the skins of Fliers or loop around wings, tailfins, or struts of
the Fliers. The cords attached to the stakes ran to winches anchored
on the ground. Sometimes the cables would snap or the winches
would be torn from their moorings, but if they didn’t, they ripped and
tore at the lashed Fliers, causing them to careen around, sometimes
crashing into other Fliers in their formations. Other snared Fliers
plummeted gracelessly into the harbor or smashed into the buildings
of the city. Two Fliers were even pulled almost to the ground, where
waiting soldiers jumped off of rooftops to get into the Fliers. While
one was indeed captured, the other Flier exploded in a mushroom
cloud of smoke and fire, as the pilots and soldiers within had chosen
to detonate the last of the bombs in their hold rather than get
captured.
The Aurean fleet broke apart them, breaking formation to avoid
being an easy target to the short-range artillery and cannons that
were being turned on them now. Their fast Fliers came in low and
quick, diving to pick up more speed as they raked the fortress city
with their arc-lance fire. Since much of the city was built of mudbrick
though, so Qinor was not as easily inclined to burn as Kerathi cities
were. However, soft targets, like soldiers, fared poorly against such
attacks, and it prevented them from gathering in large formations that
the Elegians used best, but perhaps that would extend their lives if
they could fight shoulder-to-shoulder and back-to-back in little knots
rather than en masse, where well-placed bombs could kill them in
great numbers.
Porfirio continued to watch, even as he received the reports of the
arrivals of groups of two, three, or more Fliers. A few groups from
local areas had come in slower, larger Incursion and Force Fliers,
bringing soldiers when they had them, but most Fliers present were
of the Recon Flier configuration. Porfirio accepted each of them
when they arrived, telling them one thing or another, but it all
amounted to keeping vigilant and ready to move at a moment’s
notice. A few of the arriving commanders were worthy of talking to
beyond simple greetings: Demario and Gaetan out of Durenia, both
able commanders with Yarres of experience, and Nico, a daring
young Guardian captain from the Menocitta of Erstusis by Miniya,
who had come with a large wing of seven Recon Fliers under his
command. These senior commanders formed up around him when
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he invited them to do so, discussing tactics and what they could see
of the battle with their eyes or from turns at a Farsight Outlook near
Porfirio’s. Their commentary was a mixture of awe, fear, excitement,
bold declarations of what they should do, and a series of vile curses
for Corydon and his heretical armies.
Despite the distraction of their chatter, Porfirio felt cheered to be in
their midst, to be here at all. These were men of action and courage,
quite different from men like Iago, the Voice of the Firmament, or the
Grand Helion for that matter. That sort of man was willing to talk
everything through, but they would not even lift a hand to help see
things occur as they’d decided they should be done, as if merely
speaking would transmute words into deeds. No, he would take men
like Demario, Gaetan, and Nico any Dee over those deedless
statesmen.
He snorted and turned back to the eyepieces of the Farsight
Outlook to watch the Aureans take a piece of the northern shore,
running their galleys aground so they could bail out and charge
toward the scattered lines of waiting Elegians. Only, the Aureans
looked more orderly than the Elegians, despite hitting the shore in
staggered waves while taking fire from the shooters hiding in
seemingly every building in the city or from the few cannons that
were still functioning. Right then, just as the battle was about to be
joined in full, a lone Flier, looking pregnant and wobbling heavily
because of a modified hold that surely housed an impressive
payload, swooped a hundred Mayters behind the front line of the
Elegians. A dozen concussive bombs rolled out of her belly, falling
only thirty or forty Mayters to hit the ground. The Flier barely kept
ahead of the chain of explosions left in its wake, and the hot air from
each blast threw the Flier around, eventually causing it to pitch down
and plow dead on into a broad barrack and explode before it could
deliver its complete load. Or at least, the explosion of the Flier
seemed to indicate there had been three or four more bombs within it
when it struck the barrack and exploded mightily, killing the Flier’s
crew with any who might have still been within the barrack. A single
Flier and its deadly payload had just cleaned out a swathe some
thirty Mayters or wider, separating the front lines of the Elegians from
their support troops further back in the city. There was nothing to fall
back to, either, as the rubble would make retreat precarious, slow,
and terribly lethal.
The Aureans charged in force then, holding their heater shields out
ahead of them, linked together with the next man’s, until there was a
wall of brilliant silvery bronze glaring in the late sun. The Aurean wall
marched steadily up the slanted ramparts and then over them. From
over the top of the shield walls or from through rounded notches that
were in the right sides of each shield the second line of Aureans
hurled arc-lance and arc-sword fire. Each volley of blue and silver
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fire tore at the Elegian lines, burning man, spear, rifle, and armor
alike. Slugs continued to rain down on the Aureans from above,
taking some in the head, neck, or chest, but nothing at ground level,
save the occasional cannon blast or ballistae bolt coming from a
weapon being wheeled through the rubble-strewn streets could
stagger the line of Corydon’s men. The advance continued.
The gap between the two forces closed. The Elegians stood fast
with their tipped lances and long spears three Mayters long. They
pushed out, trying to split the rigid wall of Dark Aurean soldiers.
Shield to shield, spear to arc-lance, the two forces slammed into
each other. The lines rippled on both sides of the impact. Those
spears and lances that hadn’t already skewered enemies or
shattered on enemy shields were suddenly too long and
cumbersome to be used. The battle became a short-ranged affair of
curved yataghan knives, wicked swords, and jagged axes meeting
arc-swords. It was not a fair match, even when Elegians draped in
robes and turbans of the deepest shade of purple burst from secret
holdings in the ramparts.
The Sworn Sons, suicidal warriors in the service of the Empress,
had waited until the Aureans had advanced past them before coming
out of hiding to strike at the rearguard of the Aureans. They were
swift, nearly as quick as the Dark Aureans, and they cared nothing
about their lives. That carelessness was reminiscent of Kerathi
warriors in a berserker state, except that the Sworn Sons fought for
their Empress with an unmatched ardor and unwavering religious
fervor. While they cut and tore at their enemies savagely, they were
just too few. Had there been a thousand of them instead of a
hundred, they might have turned the tide of the battle, but they were
just too few, and there were too many Aurean arc-swords and arclances waiting for them. When the last of the Sworn Sons had fallen,
there was nothing preventing the Aureans from continuing their
march.
In Mynettes, the front half of the Elegian defenses was decimated
and crumbling. The remainder fought in small bunches, locking
shields from behind which they cast spears and small explosives into
the midst of the Aureans. Each group was quickly surrounded and
put down by arc-lance fire. From there it broke down into a street to
street battle, with snipers barricaded into buildings trying to pick off
as many of the attackers as they could before Fliers moved in to
burn them out of their buildings or Aurean counter-snipers did them
in. If a location was too hard to get to, they just bypassed it or burned
it. It wasn’t as if some scattered forces could do them that much
harm anyway. They were clearly here to quickly destroy the city and
then move on.
Porfirio decided that they need to move then or there would be
nothing left in Qinor for them to save. He sprung down from his
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observation chair and shouted for Demario, Gaetan, and Nico to rally
their men. They didn’t need to be told a second time. This was, after
all, why they were all here. By the time Porfirio reached his own Flier,
men were scrambling to get into their respective Fliers, gathered by
the orders of the three other lead commanders and from Porfirio,
himself. The four men’s commanding voices lifted up, moving men
throughout the Menocitta. The landing sights were abuzz, and
people swarmed like ants storming out of their anthill to attack an
offending entity. The Guardians who wouldn’t be going to fight
helped the pilots into their Fliers, offering encouragement as they
wheeled the Fliers into takeoff positions, speeding the process along
however they could.
As Porfirio climbed into his Flier, he shook his head at the lack of
men he had. They had all of forty small Fliers, only half of what he’d
have liked, but Durenia was not a rich Grancitta and Choraeyn had
lost a lot of its own forces in the recent attack, which had targeted
their Fliers. He was not a man to let someone else do things for him,
so he took the controls of the Flier, delegating his two companions to
gunnery positions.
“Make shots count. We’re fighting for Choraeyn, for all Aurean
people, and for Maletos todee. May she guide us through this
safely.” He touched his thumb and forefinger to his head as he
offered the prayer solemnly, in a quiet voice quite unlike his
commanding voice.
“May she guide us through this safely.” They echoed, mirroring his
gesture with their own hands.
Then they were off, lifting into the skies to file into their attack
positions. His men used the Flier’s signaler to indicate to the other
leaders how they would arrange. They left then in the failing sun to
do battle with Corydon’s forces.
What happened after was a blur to most who participated. Their
initial strikes were not very effective, even if they were surprising
enough to throw Corydon’s Fliers into a state of temporary disarray.
Doubtless the other pilots thought it was clumsy shooting from
friendly crafts at first. Some even signaled for them to check their fire
before realizing that the shots were not accidents, but intended fire.
Unfortunately, their surprise was short-lived and it was hard to take
another Flier down without concentrated strikes to the turbines.
Groups of three or four Recon Fliers would swarm the larger Fliers
operating as bombers, wheeling around, above and beside them to
shoot out the turbines or cut through the window portals to kill the
pilots. If they stayed above the heavier Fliers, they could do this with
relatively low losses, but if the bigger Flier banked to the side, it
could expose the smaller Fliers to the extensive batteries of arclances that bristled along their sides and underbellies.
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Porfirio’s fleet lost more than a few Fliers in this fashion, illustrating
how uneven the firepower was between Corydon’s modified Fliers
and the original models Porfirio and his pilots were using.
Commander Demario’s Flier went down to a similar misfortunate
maneuver, ending the man’s otherwise brilliant career. Nico’s strong
will and recklessness made him a great pilot, invigorating to watch –
not that anyone had time to watch. Nico’s wing had figured out how
to cause enemy crafts to crash by applying force from above,
crashing into the roofs of Fliers to push their noses down and run
them into the ground or into a building. He was effective even
against the smaller and more experienced combat Fliers from
Corydon’s army. Erstusis was known for strong winds and jagged
peaks, making any who flew out of that city very good or they’d wind
up dead quickly.
When the few remaining bombers were fleeing or in the process of
getting downed, Porfirio gathered his flagging forces, those that
could see and heed his signals through all the smoke, and he took
them toward the boats on the shores north of the island. If they could
destroy the boats waiting there, the Aurean forces would be trapped
on Qinor. They would kill every Elegian on the island, but at least
they would be stranded at Qinor even after they’d accomplished that.
If destroying a few boats seemed like an easy task in theory, it was
most certainly not in reality. In addition to Fliers trying to shoot him
down, he had to contend with Elegian counterattacks. Through all
the smoke, it was impossible for the people fighting on the ground to
distinguish between a friendly and an enemy Flier. They probably
didn’t even care. Placed in such a situation, as long as they killed
anyone who wasn’t Elegian, the ground crews were probably quite
happy. One less Aurean was one less enemy as many likely saw it.
Sensing his motives, the invading Fliers gathered to defend the
boats, covering the only way for the ground forces to retreat. There
were also ground forces standing ready to defend the flotilla. Extra
heavy arc-lances of the sort normally mounted in defensive works or
on Fliers were wielded by groups of soldiers who laid down flak to
discourage anything from coming near the boats. Porfirio’s group lost
six Fliers on the first swoop, but took out a dozen galleys in the
process, either from arc-lance fire or from crashing down on top of
them. After that, all semblance of formation was lost as the Fliers
dove, swooped, and turned this way or that. There were two actual
collisions and countless near collisions in the first Mynette alone.
Corydon’s Fliers concentrated on downing Porfirio’s, while
Porfirio’s, with the exception of Nico’s highly effective dogfighters,
were mostly intent on burning the boats. That meant that the loyalist
forces under Porfirio were losing a lot of Fliers to burn as many boats
as they could. It was only a short while before the tides of the battle
were turning against them, and before their numbers dwindled to
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nothing, Porfirio reluctantly signaled for retreat. He used the heavy
volumes of thick smoke to cover his retreat, wondering just how
much good they’d done for the Elegians and whether it was worth
the cost. They lost several more Fliers in the retreat into the twilight
sky, but the appearance of some fresh Fliers arriving from Durenia’s
direction gave the invading Fliers the hint to just let the loyalists flee.
Even as the city fell behind them, Qinor was still fighting.
Thousands more would die before the night was finished, but
maybe they’d made a difference after all. The harbor was clogged
with burnt hulls, the seagate was ruined, the city was in shambles,
there had been heavy losses of Fliers to both sides, and the Elegians
weren’t going to surrender their lives cheaply. To top it off, unless
they lost a lot more soldiers than it looked like they would, there likely
wouldn’t be enough ships for the Aureans to get all of their survivors
out of Qinor. Perhaps Elegian reinforcements would arrive before the
evacuation could be completed, finishing off whatever remained.
He’d have to wait and see.
In the meantime, Porfirio planned on using Nico and his men to
train more pilots. That is, if the daring commander had survived, that
is. Porfirio couldn’t see him in the formation now, but there was a
good chance the commander from Erstusis was still be fighting to
cover their retreat. The man had more daring than sense, but he
could certainly pilot a Flier to its fullest.
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CHAPTER 113
The easiest way to win a complicated war is to bring the neutral
parties into the war on your side, so they can do most of your work
for you…
- Excerpt from Iago’s ‘Trust Unfounded’
th

 Noinsdee, the 9 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Following the numerous examples given by Corydon’s military
efforts thus far, it took little for threescore of Iago’s agents in one of
Gevaud’s Menocittas in the Northern Fringe to wing down and make
an attack, one that was to look convincingly like Corydon’s men had
done it. The wing of Fliers took off primarily from Nairbo, north of the
island of Thistedt, though a few others came from surrounding
Menocittas to join the fleet. It was a bombing run at heart, as it was
harder to assault on the ground, where their disguises would be put
to the test. It wasn’t easy to come up with bodies that could stand up
to inspection and appear as Dark Aureans either. There would be
those who demanded proof, after all. Fliers, on the other hand,
looked quite like each other from the ground. Still, to complete the
simulation, Iago’s men had been able to round up some recently
killed Dark Aurean soldiers from the campaign against the Kerathi in
the Östlichreich. The bodies were to be scattered around the attack
site as further evidence of who had done this foul deed.
No, there would be few who would question the authors of the
attack, what with a looming army only a few Kerathi isles away. The
Östlichreich was falling under a renewed attack from reinforced
Aureans, and it was quite conceivable that the invaders would
continue to push eastward. Who really knew how long it’d be before
the Kerathi were completely broken and defeated. It might have
happened already. This might very well be the first step of a
conquest of Aynglica.
There were many who said that Aynglica would come next in the
Aurean conquest, but most people didn’t want to believe such a
thing. Few wanted to entertain the possibility of war to begin with,
and the largest camp of folks were betting that the armies from
Cenalium would be happy with taking only Kerathi lands, a large
prize of land and resources for any people that would take time to
consolidate. But, these same folks hadn’t heard of the strike on Qinor
on the other side of the Broken Crown, and even that might not have
dissuaded them from their optimistic thinking. Elegius was a rich
prize as well, and much closer to Cenalium, they would assume,
coming up with any reasons they could to explain it away. Besides,
no one would want to fight the Elegian Empire, Aynglica, and the
remaining Kerathi forces at the same time. No, surely they would not
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attack Aynglica, which had stayed out of the conflict for the most
part. A few siege engines and random groups of soldiers and the
occasional boat couldn’t be really counted as acts of full military
support. It was hard to believe that a neutral party like Aynglica
would get pulled into the war on the same side as the Kerathi, who
must have instigated the whole war somehow. The Kerathi were
warlike troublemakers. It was just like them to bring their trouble
down upon the innocent, as they’d done for Hectoyarres.
If these were the common lines of thinking, the surviving citizens of
Trents, a sizeable settlement on an island in the westernmost part of
Outer Aynglica, argued otherwise. They were the ones who saw the
Fliers come swooping in, burning out their village and roasting their
families alive with bombs and arc-lance fire alike. They came in
without warning, without fanfare, and without mercy. Flocks were
burnt in their pens, homes were torched, shops set afire, and
industries were blown to pieces. Structure, animal, or human, it didn’t
matter – all were targets. While they seemed to prefer attacking from
the air, they also made some efforts to battle on the ground,
launching a few sorties to put a few people to the sword while they
were in disarray from the bombings and the fires. As it happened, it
was hard to tell just how many Aurean soldiers there were running
about the place and hacking apart women and children, but
everyone agreed there must have been several score of them.
Aynglicans were not without their own mettle, something they proved
when the surviving citizens of Trents rallied to drive of the invaders
even in the confusion. There were a few dozen bodies from the
invaders; ironically, many were burnt from the fires the invaders had
set themselves. Perhaps a bomb had gone off in their midst, friendly
fire happened often in war when visibility was poor, as it had been
with the thick black smoke of burning cattle, sheep, and homes.
Their terrible deeds accomplished, the invading Aureans had left
the diminished city of Trents to tend to their dead and battle the
blazes that threatened to engulf their entire city. Envoys were sent
on the fastest horses that had survived, some going to other nearby
villages to warn them of possible attacks, and some heading to the
docks to board ships to send word of the attack to the Council of
Great Lords in Alacazzare on Greater Aynglica.
The armies of Outer Aynglica needed to be roused to come to the
defense of her western lands. A sleeping power had to awaken.
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CHAPTER 114
Following the Aynglican Civil War, Aynglica was weak and
vulnerable to attack. The Kerathi have ever waited on our borders,
watching for chances to strike at an unguarded throat, and in 607
A.E. there was a great injustice done the Aynglican people by our
western neighbors. The Kerathi refer to the act as the Inselnsie
Ergreifen, or the ‘capture of islands.’
The Kerathi attacked in force, capturing islands long held under the
rule of Outer Aynglica. Then, to solidify their gains, they burned and
pillaged many of the neighboring islands that they knew they lacked
the men to hold. With the nearest islands crippled, they knew there
could be no immediate reprisal, since most of Aynglica’s troops were
engaged in peacekeeping activities following the exhaustive
Aynglican Civil War. For Decayarres, these rightfully Aynglican lands
were held under the mismanaging thumbs of the Kerathi governors,
who treated the islands as if they were Kerathi Clan Islands of old,
instituting the same laws and practices as one would find back in
their homes.
If the Inselnsie Ergreifen was a deplorable act on the part of the
Kerathi, it was equally deplorable in that the rest of Aynglica turned a
blind eye on the plight of Outer Aynglica. They were content to lick
their wounds and let the Kerathi chew at their haunches so long as
they did not stray too near the heart, head, or vitals of the Aynglican
Empire, namely Greater Aynglica. Cries for aid went unheard and
unanswered, and the few that did attempt to help out of duty and
honor found themselves outnumbered and overmatched by the fierce
Kerathi warriors. The injustices of their unlawful masters would only
be tolerated so long. Eventually, the Outer Aynglicans rose in revolt,
beginning the Outer Aynglican War.
From 656 to 672 A.E., the Outer Aynglicans found themselves once
more to be mostly alone in their endeavors of reclamation. The most
notable exception to this was Hans Karllack’s legendary group out of
Lesser Aynglica, The Bold Company. Ironically, Hans Karllack was
rumored to have some Kerathi blood in him; perhaps this explains
why he was so arduous in his struggles. Whatever the reasons, he
and his Bold Company defied their orders and joined the conflict
anyway, winning a number of key battles that helped drive the
Kerathi back out of ancestral Outer Aynglican lands.
Yet while Outer Aynglica and its few allies from the other provinces
fought, bled, and died, Greater Aynglica lay quiet for the most part,
content to watch their cousins struggle on their own. The only aid
they offered came in the form of overpriced arms and supplies, often
at prices that could be considered nothing except extortion.
Smugglers and merchants alike became lordlings with prince-like
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wealth as they opportunistically seized the wealth of desperate
people who beggared themselves to retake their homes.
I believe that there are many in Outer Aynglica, and, to a smaller
extent, Lesser Aynglica, who will hold grudges against Greater
Aynglica for many generations to come. There must be equity
between the three provinces, or the threat of another civil war will
forever be present...
- Excerpt from Lisette d’Achelaine’s ‘Monarchs and Leaders of the
Great Kingdom’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 15 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Sagira primped nervously in front of a mirror, feeling more awkward
than she could ever remember feeling in entire life. She usually
wasn’t one for preening and looking perfect, but then she’d never
had to speak to a crowded hall filled with hundreds of influential
people like this before. Certainly she’d spoken to troops or officials,
even about important matters, but never in this scope and not to so
many Aynglicans. Aynglicans certainly weren’t Elegians, not in
appearance, culture, or thinking, and that made this that much
harder for her. Previously, she’d spoken only to a few select
members at times she had selected to best catch them off guard.
Now they were all ready and waiting for her, and the spotlight would
be turned on her, rather than on them. This was going to be a pass
or fail situation. Anything in-between would be seen as weakness
and indecision. It would show that she lacked the very qualities that
she had told those she’d spoken with to cultivate within themselves
and utilize.
Todee, her costume had to be perfect as well. She could not let it
attract too much attention, lest it distract from her message, but she
could not allow herself to be too unimpressive or to not look the part
she was to play. And what was that part? It was the part of a
spokeswoman for a war, a figurehead of the struggle to come. She
was to shift the momentum of a people and take the eyes of their
enemies away from Anthea, so that Anthea could do what she must.
It was a dangerous role, and her costume was fitting for the part.
Silver bracelets, tastefully wrought but not too expensive, were
around her left upper arm and her right forearm. She also wore the
Lover’s Bracelet that Makan had given her, though no one without an
eagle’s eyesight gifted by Rishalt would be able to recognize it for
what it was from any of the seats in the hall. Her silken gown,
complete with a boned corset that seemed to elongate her figure,
was a mix of styles, combining elements of the dress of Elegian
nobility with Aynglican merchant class fashion. It was not overly
ostentatious, nor too glamorous. It was done in sand and earth tones
that matched her coloring well, and delicate embroidery was worked
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across the length of it, especially down where the hem swept the
floor around her slippers. Asymmetrical, the left side had almost no
sleeve at all, while the right side was in silk that ran down to her
elbow. Also, the left side of the front panels, especially over the
breast, was done in gauze, but she was not bare breasted as a noble
of her people might have gone to such an event. The Aynglicans
wouldn’t receive her well were she dressed thusly, yet the hint at her
origins would be quite obvious. Her hair was done up off of her neck,
lifted toward the crown of her head, with dark curls breaking loose to
flow down around her ears and the back of her neck.
“You will be fine.” Makan assured her. He leaned in close to inspect
her makeup job, which had been applied professionally and
expensively half an Ouer before.
“You’re in my light.” She informed him brusquely. She blinked and
batted her lashes at him around eyes with kohl eyeliner and clay-red
shadowing, trying not to touch them, lest she smudge the makeup
job.
“Sorry.” He offered apologetically, stepping aside so that she could
see a tall looking glass.
“There are so many people out there!” Anthea announced giddily,
running over from a vantage point in the wings of the stage toward
them. Only when she saw Sagira’s face did she realize that her
comment wasn’t timed very well. “I’m sure you’ll do fine.” She added.
“Thank you, but I don’t think anything could encourage me right
now. My stomach is fluttering, my breathing won’t settle down, and
my heart is racing like a camel running across the Drylands trying to
escape a pack of hungry Sandcats.”
“They’re hardly Sandcats, Sagira. They’re just people.” Anthea
offered, though in truth she’d never seen a Sandcat and could only
guess at the other woman’s analogy being a strong exaggeration.
“If you’re truly so nervous, then perhaps this will help.” Makan
announced, holding out a velveteen bag with a silk drawstring.
“What is it?” Sagira asked, taking it in a trembling hand. She
nervously worked the drawstring and felt a cool lead weight slide into
her palm. A statuette of Juria looked up at her with sultry gemstone
eyes that had been masterfully worked into such a small figurine,
whose sinuous lines were quite aptly rendered to fit the Goddess’
royal form. Sagira blinked in surprise, unable to immediately
respond. “It’s marvelous.” She said at last. “Where did you find the
time to get it done?”
Makan grinned. “You have admirers in many industries. I had only
to intimate that such a thing was to be appreciated, and they
procured it for me.”
“So this is from someone else?” She asked, teasingly.
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“If that is what you wish to believe... I merely asked for it, and
someone else found it or had it made for you.” Makan knew he was
being baited.
Sagira threw her head back and laughed mirthfully, tossing her
arms around his neck when she was done laughing. Then, for good
measure, she put an arm around Anthea’s neck, too, to pull her into
the embrace. “I will do this. I will succeed with Juria’s help and your
support, both of you.”
“You have it.” Anthea promised, squeezing at the older woman’s
tightly bodiced waist with her arm.
Sagira broke the three-way embrace to give the statuette another
look. Her lips moved in silent prayer, and then she tucked the
statuette into the cleavage of her dress, where it was held in place by
the corset that held her bosoms tightly. Then she kissed the
fingertips of both hands before pressing them to her temples. “Juria
bless me.” She said softly, nodding at Makan before striding out from
the wings of the stage and into the center of attention.
Makan moved to stand in the shadows of the curtains as she went,
his white-knuckled hands gripping his narwhal tusk spear tightly.
“She will be fine. We are both watching over her.” Anthea
whispered to him. However, even she would not let her hands stray
far from a bag filled with blossoms she’d picked just in case
something went awry. Sagira was aware and agreed with the
precautionary measure, but she hadn’t allowed Anthea to enchant
the auditorium in any way.
“The danger is not so great now, but in Dees to come, she will
become a dangerous political figure. This is the beginning of her
power if she succeeds tonight, and power brings enemies. Lords and
ladies will begin looking at her with different eyes, jealous eyes.
Right now she is nothing more to them than another woman
preaching on a street corner, but things change.”
“I can’t say I understand people.” Anthea confided, watching Sagira
go through her greetings and bows. “How can they even think to hurt
someone who is telling them to help others? They should be helping
those poor folks in Outer Aynglica instead of wasting energy trying to
hurt someone who is part of the solution.”
“Answers are different, depending on where you stand. There are
those who would benefit from a long war with Corydon, or those who
might even benefit from the fall of the existing Aynglican government.
We don’t all play by the same rules or for the same victory.”
Anthea frowned and shook her head, but she did not reply, even in
whisper, because Sagira’s speech was beginning.
“If you are here tonight, you have come for one of a number of
reasons.” Sagira began. Her voice filled the vaulted room, and if she
had her misgivings offstage, they did not seem to have followed her
out there. Lights focused on her, and the final vestiges of side
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conversations melted away, until she had only silence to fill with her
words.
“Perhaps you had nothing better to do but seize an opportunity
where you might heckle a woman you fancy as mad or as just
another rambling voice. Maybe some of you like listening to people
you label as malcontents and firebrands. It’s even possible that the
sufferings of other folks amuse you, and while I sincerely hope this is
not the case, I know there are some less than honorable people in
the world. What I really hope is that you came to listen and think
upon what I have to say, for I don’t want to waste my time or yours. I
want to speak of issues that impact all of you, regardless of which of
society’s strata you sit in, issues I have spoken of in the past
Waykes.”
“And what have I spoken of these last Waykes?” She asked,
leaving behind the lectern so that she could pace about the stage.
“I’ve spoken of action. I’ve spoken of moving economically, socially,
and militarily to assist a people you have good reasons to hate.
They’re your longtime enemies, but now they are not an enemy, but
instead a shield for your largesse. For Munths they have fought an
enemy they could not beat on their own. They have struggled against
a foe stronger than them, relentless in its hunger for destruction. Not
once have the Kerathi asked for outside assistance, because they
are as blindly foolish in their pride as the Aynglican people are. It is a
trait that both peoples have in excess.”
This sequence of statements brought about some discontented
mutterings within the crowd, but they could not compete with the
power and richness of Sagira’s voice. Even strapped tightly into her
dress as she was, she managed to cast her voice far and wide, so
that it reached every ear within the wide room. Even those sitting on
stools in the aisles or standing along the thick walls and in the back
row could hear her clearly. It wasn’t that she was shouting, either,
but that the tone and pitch of her voice carried perfectly over any
other noise within the room, defeating the noises of whispers,
coughs, throats clearing, and the shuffling of feet, papers, or
clothing.
“What is it? Do you not like to be pointed out as a people of similar
character with the Kerathi? They have their unlikable side, rest
assured that I, an Elegian by birth, know that about them as well as
any of you. My people have fought them just as your have, but they
have their good attributes, too. They are diligent, tireless in the
defense of their lands, and they fight with every fiber of their
instincts. How like a bear backed into a corner they are, surrounded
by a pack of dogs that snarls and bites at any exposed or vulnerable
flank. But even when one of those dogs sinks its heavy teeth into the
bear’s throat, it battles on, not realizing that it is dying. If your people,
or my people, have this in common with the Kerathi, then I would not
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be ashamed in the least. I would be proud to have such things said
about my people. It is never a bad thing to resemble the best traits of
something else. This is an admirable thing.”
She let them chew on that for a moment. There were some faces
that she could tell from their eyes that she’d already gotten to them.
Others waited for something more, and a slight few looked disgusted
by her words. She wasn’t done yet, and she knew she could not
reach them all, but for those with open hearts and minds, she gave
them her message.
“So I ask you, Aynglica, what do you have in common with the
Kerathi? Is it that you are beaten already, or that you will fight until
the end? I say Aynglica, because you are Aynglica more than any
King or Queen in Alacazzare or than the Council of Great Lords in
Fedemere. They are not Aynglica, but rather a figurehead, a
collective symbol of the nation. The true character of any nation is in
the workers, the craftsmen, the merchants, and the smallfolk that
make up the majority of the nation. The Empress in Jhiza knows this,
believe me she does. She knows that in any war, it is the common
folk that make it possible to win or to lose. They provide the labor,
the food, the weapons, the materials, and the manpower to fight.
They are the army!”
“But it does not take any decree from any King, Empress, Clan
Hersker, or otherwise for a man to decide to defend his own home,
does it? We must look beyond our own homes, though, and it is
these powerful men and women who can unite the nation, bringing
them together to work in cooperation to drive off a foe. It goes
beyond inherent rights and loyalties, if such things are not enough for
you. I say to you that many can benefit from the defense of your
nation. I’ve never seen a smith happier and with more work than
when a land goes to war. He hammers out swords and bayonets,
which are made when porters and carters bring him raw materials
like iron, other metals for alloying, and coal or peat to heat his fires,
which must come from somewhere. You can’t much have a fire
without coal and peat, and you can’t have a sword or firearm without
fire. And you most certainly can’t have any of these things without
men cutting wood from forests and floating it down rivers, without
men digging up ores and men to smelt those ores, and without
farmers feeding all of these workers. Even still, all of these
professions require support; they require carters, handlers, and
shippers. Then the tailors, spinners, and tanners have to work to
make armor, shoes, uniforms, and a thousand other things. I’ve not
spoken of the individual pieces required to construct and operate
firearms, which take a hundred pieces and a hundred things
collected from all over the Broken Crown. I’ve not even mentioned
the food to feed soldiers, and I’ve not spoken of the transportation
needed to move armies around. I don’t think I need to, either,
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because you can see that war is a job that all levels of society must
work at. There is little more destructive, yet demanding more
construction, than a war.”
“Do not mistake my intentions. I am not trying to get you to enter a
war for economical reasons alone. As I said before, any man, armed
with a rifle and sword or not, will defend his house when a man
comes breaking in. But must we wait until that man comes to our
house when we can already see him breaking into neighbor’s
house? Must we see that thief or that usurper break into a long line
of houses before we realize that we are indeed next? There are
those who think the enemy will not come here, that they will
magically pass Aynglica by for some reasons as mysterious and
various as you can imagine. Yet, I say that if a man robs every house
on the block, he will not hesitate to try for the last one as well. How
pleasant it would be to see him stopped on the doorstep, when a
resolute family within stands united and denies him admittance,
perhaps even taking back some of what was stolen from their
neighbors. I am not sure about the citizens of Fairport, but I will not
wait for him to knock on my door, I tell you that. I will be shooting at
him before he even puts a foot in my yard!”
“What happens in Outer Aynglica is nothing they cannot handle.”
Someone called out. There was not a soul in town that hadn’t heard
of the attack just a few Dees past on the city of Trents. It was the talk
of the town, the buzz on every set of lips on every street corner.
“Oh, would you abandon them to their own means again, as in the
Outer Aynglican War?” Sagira scoffed. “You needn’t be an Aynglican
to know the poor hand dealt to the Outer Aynglicans by their
brethren. The folk there are ever the shields for Greater and Lesser
Aynglica. Their sons and daughters die while you can rest safely in
your beds at night. This is the kind of thinking I protest against. The
Kerathi have shielded you, but that shield is splintered and breaking.
Will you let Outer Aynglica shield you next? They are your
countrymen, not a wall to be battered on while you rest in your
homes and feel safe! If you will not defend them, then you might as
well open your doors, because the Aureans will march right up to
them next, after Outer Aynglica has been put to the torch like the
Kerathi Westlichreich and Östlichreich. This is the lesson of the
Elegian Empire all over, but a thousand times worse. These people
are not capturing towns and making colonies like those Empresses
of old. These Aureans are razing villages, slaughtering islands
wholesale, extinguishing bloodlines, and wiping out entire clans with
many Hectoyarres of history. This is no campaign for domination of
all peoples within the Broken Crown. This is a bid for the wholesale
destruction of all culture that is not Aurean. There will be no stopping
and no end to this war until one side is completely dead and gone.
This is genocide.”
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“The mistake of the Elegian Empire, of my people, was that they left
people that were not like them, and divisions are cause for war. The
Aureans will not repeat that mistake. They will reduce the Kerathi to
near extinction, and then the Aynglicans and the Elegians. After
them the Rumani and Muerans will follow. When all are laid low and
brought to nothingness, to mere pockets of frightened men and
women hiding in the depths of caves and the darkest forests, there
will be none left to resist and bring about another Fall of the Empire.
No, this new Aurean Empire might stand for an eternity,
unchallenged and undiminished. This is the legacy that your inaction
todee will bequeath unto your children... those that survive the
coming war.” Her voice chilled the room. Lights seemed to flicker
with this proclamation, and many people looked around nervously,
imagining that which she foretold.
Sagira shook her head sadly and clenched her hands into fists. “I
charge unto you, people of Fairport, people of Aynglica, to look at
what is happening in the here and now. Look close, very close. The
Westlichreich is gone. The forces of Cenalium have overrun all that
was there. It was deemed impossible, but they have done that much,
and they have hardly stopped there. The Östlichreich, the eastern
half of the Kerathi people that your ancestors fought against for so
long, an enemy Aynglica was unable to eradicate or defeat on many
occasions, is falling. If that is not enough to frighten you, think of the
events of this past Wayke. You know of the attack on Outer Aynglica,
and it is not a minor thing as some may claim. What you may not
know of is the fall of Qinor. Let me tell you about Qinor, since many
of you have never seen it, even if you might have heard of it. Believe
me, I have seen it with my own two eyes, and it would be no mean
feat to take that city.“
“Qinor is the cornerstone of the Empire’s defenses against the
Kerathi. It is the northern wall upon which invasions break. In times
of the greatest calm, there are some fifty or more warships there,
nearly five thousand soldiers, plus a full compliment of sailors for
each of the warships, and all the citizens it takes to fill a large town.
There are dozens of shore guns big enough to lob exploding shells
nearly a Kilome away. These are guns that rattle and break the
windows in a square block radius around them when they fire their
great shells. Then there are towers, cutbacks and ambush sites
engineered into the streets, smaller artillery for closer range, and
siege weapons within the city. If that isn’t enough, there’s a ten
Mayter earthen wall around the entire island, built at a steep angle,
that must be scaled to get into the city, because the harbor has a
seagate that would take the concentrated fire of an entire fleet for
several Mynettes before it even began to weaken. This is a city
fortress, and that is merely in a time of peace, which this is not. The
Elegians were mobilizing for the upcoming war, because they are not
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going to sit around and contemplate the security of their nation, and
this means that there was an extra fifty percent to the garrisons and
fleets, if not double.”
“And it fell?” An enraptured woman in the front row asked,
immediately placing her fingertips back to her mouth to chew on
them after speaking.
“Fell?” Sagira repeated, her voice choking with emotion. She spoke
of the pride of her people’s army, a pride dashed with one swift
move. “It more than fell. It was burned, sacked, and humiliated. The
northern half is gone. The seagate is gone. The harbor is choked
with burnt hulls. Thousands are dead, and not nearly enough of them
are the enemy’s dead - all in the space of a few Ouers’ time.”
“How can we fight something that can defeat the Kerathi and
embarrass the Empire?” Someone demanded.
“The Empire will fight to the last man, like the Kerathi. We are a
hard, fierce people. We know Nelius well, because the glories of our
past outstrip and outshine anything new we will ever do, but we will
not give in!” Sagira shouted, her chest heaving with the effort and
passion with which she spoke. Her head fell then, and everyone
grew silent as they waited for her chin to rise once more and her
words to continue.
They waited several Saycunds, and the room was filled with a
deafening silence. “Let me tell you of the character of my people.”
She almost whispered, but there was not an ear that did not strain to
catch her words as her chin rose. “The sands that pelt our cities are
without ending. We have within many of our cities, those nearest the
deserts especially, Saek Hehmet. The Saek Hehmet are a separate
caste, usually cast-off women and abused souls, whose sole duty in
life is to clean away the sands that gather in alleys, along buildings,
and anywhere sand might wish to come to rest. That is their entire
purpose for existence. Every Dee they rise up from their simple cots,
arm themselves with the brushes and tools of their trade, and then
they set about clearing dust and sand from the city. It is a tiresome,
thankless job, but they do it with the same dedication that the Empire
will show in the destruction of its foes.”
“And say that the Empire and Aynglica lose somehow. Say that our
peoples are destroyed. Say that all of the Broken Crown falls under
the shadow of Cenalium’s horrible invaders. Would you not rather
have lived free, striking at those who would take your lives and the
lives of your children, than have sat by complacently, going to the
end like lambs to the slaughter? Are you cattle waiting for your
deaths, or are you men and women with the determination to live? I
know of few animals that will not struggle to save themselves. It is
instinct, and that is what I am searching for in all of you. I know that
within my breast is a heart filled with instincts demanding survival
and revenge, a heart that pounds for action. I will spread my words
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to as many as will hear them, and then I will go to join the fight. My
hands are not soft. They bear knives well, and I will not hesitate to
use them in the defense of what is mine.” To illustrate the point, she
drew her pair of yataghan blades from specially designed folds on
the back of her bodice. She looked at them dutifully, and then she
spun them around quickly before slipping them back into the folds of
her dress, unseen once more. “I’ve killed with these knives in the
defense of my nation, and I will do so again. I am ready.”
“So I say unto you, people of Aynglica, will you not join with those
who are already fighting our common foe?” Her voice began to rise
once more, filling the hall. She was in the midst of a crescendo,
moving toward a conclusion. “If you cannot bring yourselves to aid
your long time enemies, the Kerathi, there are enough reasons both
commercial, ethical, and otherwise to aid the Empire in its fight. If
you would still not help either the Kerathi or the Empire, then prepare
your own nation for defending itself for the Dees to come. Many will
benefit from the war, but that should not be a reason in itself. Your
true reasons are that you will preserve your homes and safeguard
your ways of life. I know that the citizens of Fairport will not lie still
and wait for a foe to kill you in your sleep; the citizens of Fairport and
Aynglica will stand up and face them. Who can say when these Dees
are over, what positions we will all find ourselves in? But, by standing
up and readying ourselves for battle, at least we will not be easy prey
for a predator that stalks us even now. Do not deceive yourselves by
thinking that they will not come back for more, not after tasting what
poor defenses Aynglica had to offer in Trents. Only, do not let them
come back and find you unready. Scare them all the way back to
Cenalium with a full showing of a united Aynglica’s worth.”
Without waiting for any further questions, comments, or even
applause, Sagira strode purposefully off the stage and through the
curtains to where Makan and Anthea were waiting in the wings.
Applause followed her even as she threw herself into the arms of her
waiting companions, shivering with exhaustion from the effort she’d
just put in.
“I could do no better than this. I hope it was enough.” She
whispered weakly.
“It will be.” Anthea replied.
Makan was more assured than even Anthea. It showed in his eyes.
“They will tell others, and those others will tell still more. You cast a
spark on a dry field, a stone in a still lake, my love. They cannot help
put react.”
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CHAPTER 115
Perseverance is a difficult path, but it is what I have chosen. I will
not deviate from the destiny that has been set before me. I will either
become the worst villain in history, or the greatest conqueror ever…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
th

 Sechsdee, the 16 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Illias sat stiffly, clutching his right arm to his side. His armpit felt
moist and sticky, not with sweat, but rather his blood. The wound
from Porfirio’s blade had not closed and healed completely. Often,
when he woke after a fitful, pained sleep, he found that his sutures
had torn and he was bleeding again. The other wounds had mostly
healed, leaving new scars or recent scabs, but the one wound
stubbornly refused to heal right. Perhaps there was a bit of a sword
tip or a shard of armor within the wound still, something that worked
back and forth to disallow his body’s recovery. It was annoying,
whatever the reason was, because it made most of his daily motions
more difficult. Standing from a sitting or laying position, getting
dressed, swinging a sword… these were all tasks filled with pain and
difficulty now.
He rolled his eyes in irritation and clenched his jaw after shifting in
his seat caused him another stab of pain in his right side, as if he’d
been stabbed anew. Corydon, sitting beside him with Linnea on the
other side of him, didn’t notice. The woman had, and she stared at
him briefly, with her vacuous expression, but then her tongue lolled
out and she stared either at the lines on her hands or at the dirt
under her fingernails. Such things didn’t warrant enough of his
attention to bother with specifics. Aram’s arrival, on the other hand,
did.
Aram, Illias’ best under general, had led the attack on Qinor in his
absence. The man showed time and again that he was gutsy,
prudent, and capable. His tactics were sound, with relatively low
losses compared to the others, and at the same time he tended to
maximize the damage done to enemy holdings. Rarely was a city left
standing after he hit it. Bombs and fire leveled what man and
cannons could not. He had no compunctions about hitting any target,
civilian or otherwise, and he would use any weapons available,
whatever could help deliver the greatest blows.
Aram bowed slightly, his hand resting respectfully on his sword hilt
as he straightened his spine and looked up at his superiors. His
silvery-black hair had a slippery sheen, like graphite powder, and his
eyes were sharp and quick.
Corydon held a collection of reports in his left hand. “I’ve a list of
your casualties here, and I must say, for Illias’ most promising
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general, your results in Qinor were quite mixed, especially in terms of
Fliers. Your losses of Fliers negated anything we gained from the
assault on Choraeyn.”
“We had not predicted such a strong presence of Aurean
assistance.” Aram explained. “Still, we dealt them serious losses and
killed several thousand Elegian soldiers, as well as destroyed a good
part of their northern fleets. The Aureans will likely think twice about
interfering again, as they were unable to stop us, and the Elegians
are reeling after such a decisive loss.”
“Yes, your report said something like two and a half score of small
Fliers engaged your forces, taking out a number of your heavy Fliers
before attacking and sinking several of your boats, which stranded
some of our forces at Qinor. It is surprising that they were able to
summon such a force after the attack on Choraeyn, and I understand
from my spies that it was Porfirio himself who led the offensive.”
Corydon remarked casually.
Illias shifted uneasily at the mention of his wounder. “That would
explain why they did so well. The man is equally talented with a Flier
or with a blade.” Illias admitted. “I’d like another chance at him when
I heal.”
Corydon drummed his fingers on the arms of his throne and
grunted. “I’m unhappy that they were able to scramble so many
Fliers on such short notice. We caught wind of their signals to
assemble only two Dees before our attack, and still they assembled
such a squadron, with a large share of them coming from Menocittas
like Erstusis.”
Aram nodded. “Erstusis’ Fliers were indeed formidable, at times
even more than a match for our own pilots.”
“It is the conditions in those locales, especially Erstusis, which
requires the pilots to be quite fine. They also modify their Fliers for
greater speed and maneuvering control in high winds. They’re some
of the best pilots anywhere, rivaled only by those in Muralius, who
must contend with the winds from the Eye of Tulis when they fly.”
Corydon explained. Though his mouth moved, his mind was
considering how to deal with this problem. He had the better Fliers
and some of the best pilots around, but this new change threatened
his aerial superiority.
“We will have to dissuade them from sending too many pilots then.
Perhaps some sort of sabotage or civil unrest in that Menocitta would
help?” Illias suggested, which earned a shake of his master’s head.
“The problem lies in this: if we attack or make an issue, they’ll know
we fear or dislike the place, which only serves to draw more attention
to it. We want them to avoid going back there. We want them to be
unable to train more men. At the same time we’ll have to train our
own and start looking at further modifications of our Fliers. We
cannot afford to lose more.”
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“Then we have to continue our attacks and not allow them to train
or to mass and attack us in force again.” Illias replied, revising his
answer.
Corydon nodded in agreement. “Yet that is a tricky thing. If they
stay together, they can pick off our smaller groups. If we get one-onone or two-on-two, our pilots and Fliers will have to be better, or we’ll
lose in that situation, too.”
“Stick with groups of three then.” Aram suggested. “Use one heavy
Flier with two escorts. One of the escorts stays close as an obvious
defense; the second one runs high, ready to strike from above. I
imagine dropping a heavy enough weight directly onto the hull or the
wings of the unsuspecting Flier would be enough to break it to
pieces. We could scatter five or six fifty-Kee shots to smash through
the hull. At least one or two would hit.”
“That’ll take training.” Corydon looked sideways at his lead general,
who was shifting uncomfortably. “Illias, you’ll see to choosing a team
to start training for that when we’re done here.”
“Me?” Illias arched an eyebrow in surprise.
Corydon nodded, expecting no arguments. “Aram will continue the
attack until you’ve recovered.”
“My men are still in Qinor and battling Elegian reinforcements in the
surrounding waters, mostly toward Miniya. They’re waiting for further
orders.” Aram said dutifully, inclining his head slightly so he could
avoid Illias’ irritated glare.
Illias grunted and sat uncomfortably at his chair, watching his
subordinate get his jobs. Corydon ignored him and continued to
speak to Aram. “I am concerned about your men stranded in Qinor.
You lost too many boats to pull out everyone, even with your losses
taking the island.”
“Those men, if there are still some remaining at present, were to
stay and hinder any reconstruction efforts. They were provided with
extra rations and allowed to scavenge through the city. I left them
under the command of a few men I trusted, men who were still of
free will. There are a few hundred men left there. They will hide, but
continue to hunt citizens, disrupt rebuilding, kill any arriving forces,
and do all they can to insure that Qinor will not be a knife at our
backs as we continue our campaign further in Elegius.”
“And your other men, there are some in the Vale?”
“Yes, some of them are. They’re sneaking southward through the
hills. At the time of my departure, they had avoided the notice of the
Aureans in the area. That force should be able to reach the
settlements on the Lake of Grey. After those outposts are overrun,
they’ll head further south, through the mountains to the south of the
lake. They can begin to prepare for our assaults on the Elegian
interior.”
“And the other forces, those that aren’t going overland?”
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“They are heading to strike a deal with the people of Miniya before
going to Banwha.” Aram answered warily.
“Strike a deal?” Corydon looked less than pleased by Aram’s
answer. The papers and reports slid from his hands to fall on marble
floor. “We make no deals. None.”
Illias jumped to his general’s defense out of practicality, even
though he would have liked to let the man squirm a bit longer. “I have
discussed this with Aram, and I must tell you that it is not a deal for
the long term, but rather a chance to use the Elegians’ own
insurgents against themselves. Miniya is a breeding ground for
malcontents. We are weakening Elegius from the inside out, to make
it more susceptible to our future attacks while minimizing our own
troop expenditures.”
“Go on.” Corydon bid him, pointing out the papers on the floor to
Linnea, who slipped from her chair to collect them dutifully.
“We are bribing the Samiels in the Drylands to ambush and
sabotage the armies of the Empress and disrupt the vital trade
caravans that cross over the Drylands, through the Samiels’ home
territories. They’re creating quite a headache for the Empress’ Right
Hand, Aziza. She’s having to deal with them instead of drawing all of
her forces north to prepare for our landfall.”
“I worry that you might be overextending our forces.” Corydon said
more mildly, relaxing once more after casting a glance at Linnea and
also beyond her, as if he looked at something unseen.
“I no more relish the idea of fighting alongside the Elegian traitors
than you would, sir.” Aram remarked, trying to be agreeable.
“However, until our new army here is ready and with them the boats
needed to get them to the battles, I must make do with what I have,
especially if the Aureans are going to start interfering with every
major battle we commence.”
Corydon wasn’t exactly won over by his words, but a second
sideways look into the shadows of the room calmed him more. “We
must not commit to a major battle until we can strike at them and
finish them all at once. We must continue to work with small strikes
that destroy the Empire’s footings and press them into one great
gathering. You cannot tear down a whole castle at once until you
weaken a wall enough to let you break in and kill those within.”
“One of the problems we’re going to have with that is the fact that
we’ll be operating between the triangle of influence that Durenia,
Choraeyn, and Aetheline can exert. Tibusin is basically under our
thumb, but those three Grancittas can disrupt anything we try to do
near them. We will run low on manpower and forces if we have to
fight them all at once.” Illias commented, hitting on his biggest worry
once more. It was always about the manpower. If he just had all of
his army at once, he’d be able to do so much more than getting it
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piecemeal as he was. A long war was always about manpower
management.
“Let me worry about manpower.” Corydon declared confidently. “In
a matter of Waykes we should have ten thousand more Lost Ones
soldiers, with a second group following just shortly after.”
That wasn’t enough to allay Illias’ fears. “But with the losses we’ve
had such far, the casualties of the transition treatments, and further
losses against the Elegians, we’ll be dry of resources, and this
campaign is quickly growing in casualties. The forces in the Kerathi
Clan Isles are not as strong as they might be, the Elegian campaign
is in need of a very large force if you wish to conquer the hundreds of
thousands under the Empress, and now that the Aureans are
interfering our air superiority is being challenged. Who is there left to
convert as soldiers after all of Cenalium is gone?”
As much as he didn’t want to admit it, Corydon knew that Illias and
Aram were right. “We must do something about this, and I am of a
mind to take Tibusin. With the resources of a second Grancitta, our
stakes will be greatly improved. Tibusin is not that large compared to
Cenalium, and its forces are frightened. They must stand against us
without allies. No Grancitta could risk sending forces to their
defense, because we might intercept them and prevent their arrival.”
A glint entered Illias’ eyes. It was like the anticipatory shine in a
young boy’s eyes on the Dee before he was to get a great present.
“If we do that, it will be outright war. It will not be this dabbling and
playing at war that we are dancing around with right now. It will be a
full war between Dark Aureans and Aureans. The Grand Helion
cannot help but react to the taking of a Grancitta, and the new Voice
of the Firmament seems to be stirring up the people.”
“The new Voice is unlike the others who have preceded him, but if it
seems he is readying the people for war, he is not doing it just yet.
He is readying the people for the ousting of the Grand Helion. My
spies intercepted coded messages speaking of a fake ambassador,
a stand-in for the Grand Helion. The stand-in is supposed to rally the
people of Tibusin and then leave before anyone notices the duplicity.
My spies received the message too easily though, which makes me
certain that the Voice wants us to intercept the Grand Helion’s standin.” Corydon smiled as he informed them of this, enjoying the
predatory looks that came into both of their eyes. They realized the
possibilities something like this offered.
“To what end? The Voice is a religious leader, not a political
leader.” Illias asked, wanting to hear Corydon’s own thoughts.
“He wants to discredit the Grand Helion.” Aram suggested after only
a few Saycunds of consideration. “The Grand Helion will be
somewhere safe, right?”
Corydon looked proudly over at Illias’ understudy, Aram. Perhaps
he’d chosen the wrong general. “Yes. That would be my guess as
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well. This Voice has done a lot of things to alienate the old guard, but
he’s also removed a lot of men in powerful positions. Aetheline is his.
Choraeyn will be his soon I think, and perhaps Gevaud too, since the
faked attack on Outer Aynglica was orchestrated from there.”
“What attack is this? I only returned now and had not heard of an
attack on Outer Aynglica.” Aram said.
“The Voice had his men simulate one of our attacks on an Outer
Aynglican Island. I can only imagine that now the Aynglicans are
getting up in arms and will want to retaliate for ‘our’ breaking of
peace. He’s trying to bring the Aynglicans in on the side of the
Kerathi and the Elegians.”
“The Aureans play at strange games.” Illias asserted. “First they
supply devices to help the Kerathi at Vaasa, but they don’t give them
to the Elegians when we attack Qinor. They were curiously absent
according to Aram’s reports. Now the Voice is trying to provoke the
Aynglicans into starting a war against us even as we’re beginning
one against the Elegians. And who would believe it wasn’t our
doing? No one will, not after our attack on the Elegians. On top of
that, they seem to be inviting us to discredit and help overthrow the
Grand Helion. What is the gain in this?”
“Yes, the devices were curiously absent, perhaps they were only
being tested before and now they’re being held in reserve for more
important battles. They might not have made a difference anyway,
and the new Voice seems to want everyone else dead and
weakened before he makes his own moves. He’s doing little to
expose his own forces to danger, while making everyone else fight
us. I wonder what Porfirio did to anger the Voice, that he would be
exposed to the dangers inherent in the aerial defense of Qinor.”
Corydon mused, smiling as he imagined a dozen things.
“You think Porfirio is a challenge to the Voice?” Illias asked.
Corydon shrugged. “I cannot say, but it would not surprise me. It is
uncommon for such a valuable symbol and leader of men to be
exposed like such. Porfirio is a more cautious man than that. He
must have been backed into a corner somehow, and I smell the
Voice at work in that.”
“About the decoy at Tibusin?” Aram reminded the two of them. He
was quite interested about that.
“Yes, the decoy. I would wager much that he wishes us to merely
discredit the Grand Helion by capturing his decoy. Then he’ll likely
have men uncover that the Grand Helion is hiding and spread the
news, destroying any faith men may have in him. Any way it works,
he wins. If the decoy arrives and helps, he wins; if the decoy arrives
and is discovered as a decoy he wins; or if the decoy is captured and
the Grand Helion is discovered to be hiding, then the Voice wins.
He’s hedged his bets well. I doubt very much that the Voice expects
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us to take Tibusin.” Corydon considered his options. “We will
intercept the Grand Helion and use him to take Tibusin.”
“We will take Tibusin then?” Aram asked, intrigued by such a bold
tactical suggestion.
Corydon smiled ruthlessly, glancing once more over Linnea’s
shoulder. “Yes. With some disguised forces as part of his entourage,
we can sneak men into Tibusin. They will begin administering
treatments to civilians, and when Tibusin is ours, those forces will go
to Aynglica.”
Aram was willing to feed Corydon a question about his plans,
mostly because he was curious about it himself. “Pray tell, how can
we hope to take Tibusin with only a few soldiers in the decoy’s
entourage? The transformations can take two Munths or more.”
“We have developed a new way that takes a fraction of that time.
Ten men become twenty, twenty become forty, and forty become
eighty. It’s a doubling action, with much higher survival rates. They
become Lost Ones Soldiers upon the completion of their treatment,
but it takes only a few Waykes.” Corydon explained, patting Linnea’s
head when she finally finished collecting his report papers, even if
they were every which way.
“Why haven’t I heard about this?” Illias asked gruffly, his words
bordering on insubordinate demands.
“Because you’ve been sleeping a lot since your injury.” Corydon
replied dismissively.
“So I am to continue to harass the Elegians without committing to a
major battle, I’m to switch to a three Flier team, and when
Cenalium’s troops are ready, we’ll use them to continue into
Elegius?” Aram asked, confirming his orders.
Corydon nodded. “Yes, that’s correct. Now, see about it, as Illias
and I have matters to attend to.”
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CHAPTER 116
The Great Conquest of the Broken Crown required a hundred and
fifty Yarres of constant battling by the Elegian Legions to complete.
Several generations of men were lost to the affair, all for the glories
of our Empire and the Empresses that led us. Family lines were cut;
families as ancient as the Empire itself were wiped out in the name
of duty when their heirs perished in battle. Despite their sacrifices
and the greatness of the Empire at its peak, it took only thirty Yarres
to destroy all that we had gained and more. This is an eternal lesson
on how much easier it is to destroy than to build. We must consider
then, whether Empress Halima VI’s visions of a global empire were
our worst folly or a worthy cause…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Sef fidgeted anxiously as he waited for Tahirah III’s arrival. Moaning
came from the cage at the other side of the shadowy room,
presumably from Iago, but Sef was beginning to have his doubts
about exactly who was inside the cage. He wanted to go examine
the man for himself, but he had no way of explaining himself if he
was discovered at it, and he certainly didn’t want to anger Iago or
Tahirah III. So, he assigned himself to a chair that had been provided
and stared out the windows of Iago’s office, the ones that were open
anyway. That, too, was strange – an Aurean hiding from the sun.
Shaking his head, Sef looked at the city below, comparing it to the
majesty of Jhiza, where the Empress Sanura II was waiting for his
return. It’d been a Wayke of boredom, idleness, brief meetings, and
penning notes. Ever he was at Tahirah III’s mercy for news of Qinor
and the Empire. There had been a few missives that had arrived for
him, by use of the Flier that had been lent into the service of the
Empress as a means of communicating with Iago, but each of those
letters appeared to have been opened, read, and then resealed with
only a modest attempt at concealing that such a thing had been
done. Clearly he was supposed to know that they were being read
before reaching him, or they’d have done a better job of hiding the
fact. Still, it was too brazen and insulting to just leave them without
resealing them, so they did it merely out of courtesy. It was a strange
situation, but strange or not, Aetheline was not so bad as Qinor.
It was shocking to imagine that all of the forces at Qinor had been
destroyed. There had been over a hundred vessels there and
several thousand men. Total losses of soldiers had not yet been
calculated, but all were considered lost, and most of the city and
artillery with them. Even the stores of munitions had reportedly been
pillaged or burned. No doubt the Aureans had kept some of the
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explosives and powder though, as that could be used in the
destruction of other cities. Qinor had been a stockpile for arms. That
it was gone was a serious blow for the Elegian Empire, like a hand
lopped off.
As Sef continued to look out the window at the towers and narrow
walkways of the city, a city alike and yet so unalike from Jhiza, he
rubbed at his neck. For Waykes he’d suffered from a rash on his
neck and upper chest that wouldn’t go away. He suspected that Iago
and Tahirah III were somehow responsible, but it was not a lethal
condition. Even the best poisoners of Jhiza were unfamiliar with such
a thing. They proclaimed it a reaction to something he’d come in
contact with, something Sef figured to be in this very city. Rash or no
rash, he would do his Empress’ duty. Thinking of her, he whispered a
brief prayer to Juria to defend the Empress, and then he kissed his
fingertips before pressing them to his temples.
“Praying before our meeting, Sef?” Tahirah III asked as she glided
silently into the room, with the doors hardly even whispering as they
shut behind her.
Sef cast a look over at her, noting that she still had her absurd
crown on, and that her mixed Aurean-Elegian clothing style still
hinted at her regality, perhaps even more than the crown did. “Prayer
is a matter that is appropriate at any time and in any situation. If you
must know, it was not because of you or our meeting that I was
praying. I was praying instead for the men lost at Qinor, and I also
prayed for Juria to provide our blessed Empress, beloved servant of
the Goddess as well as her voice in this life, with guidance to decide
a prudent course of reprisal.”
“Your Empress, not ours.” She reminded him, wandering over to the
shadowy cage to inspect Iago. “Sanura II surrendered that role in
respect to me when she betrayed me into captivity. As a slave in
another land, I am no longer Elegian.”
“Fair enough.” Sef replied, unwilling to get drawn into a battle of
words. He’d waited a Wayke, and was not going to delay business
any further on the account of some disrespect. What the Empress
did not hear would not hurt her in this case. “I’ve received news from
the Empress, and I have my orders.”
“Oh?” She made little effort to hide the fact that she was not
surprised, and why would she be, if she had read his letters?
“We believe that it is Corydon’s agents who are stirring up the
Samiels as a diversion, but it is one that cannot be ignored. They are
trying to distract our soldiers from the true threats to the north. Aziza
has had to split her armies, with her best hunters and trackers
trekking across the expanses of the Drylands to find these rogue
desert folk. Then there are the escorts for caravans, as well. We
wish for your assistance in ending this problem. They are a primitive
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folk, and if they can easily elude men on the ground, it is quite a
different thing to do it when their hunters search from the air.”
“That is acceptable. We will provide a few extra Fliers of a large
sort, so they can carry troops to fight your brigands when we have
located them.”
Sef blinked in surprise. That she’d had no arguments and hadn’t
immediately bargained for something in return came as a surprise to
him. Surely she meant to put him off guard. He willed himself to be
wary, expecting some sort of duplicity or request in return. “If Qinor
was overrun, the Gulf of Royals is open to the Aureans.” Sef said,
moving to his next topic of concern.
“They are Dark Aureans, not Aureans.” She corrected him, slinking
across the floor to take her seat behind Iago’s expansive desk. She
leaned back in the chair and wiggled around to get comfortable.
“Yes, ‘Dark Aureans’ was I meant to say. Regardless, the Gulf of
Royals is open to their attacks. We cannot move men to Miniya, or
they will strike at Banwha or the cities to either side, Daryut to the
east or Jierjah to the west.”
“You needn’t remind me of Elegius’ geography.” Tahirah III said
testily. “I am well aware of the land’s layout, as I ruled it for many
Yarres. Banwha’s ports on both the Gulf of Royals and the Bay of
Seals would make it a more likely place to attack, just from a
strategic standpoint. Still, Corydon tries to be unpredictable, so any
of the nearby cities could easily come under attack. What of it?”
“We were hoping you might be of assistance, scouting out the
locations of our enemies so that we could prepare for their attacks
and position our soldiers where they would be most effective in the
defensive of Elegius.”
“We cannot. Your country’s security is not our concern.”
“But you are helping with the Samiels!” Sef protested.
“That is a favor. We cannot be responsible for maintaining your
nation’s security, though. We are preparing for our own offensives,
and our Fliers will be needed for that. We do not wish to antagonize
Corydon’s men further at this point, lest he turn his attention on our
Menocittas or Grancittas.”
Sef exhaled slowly, trying to regain his conversational balance. He
knew of an attack on Choraeyn, but the presence of some Aureans
fighting Corydon’s Dark Aureans at Qinor seemed to suggest that
they would be willing to help in further defenses of Elegius. ”I’m a bit
confused that you would help with the Samiels, and that there were
Aureans helping to defend Qinor, but Banwha is out of the
question?”
“That’s correct.”
“That makes little sense to me, and I’m sure the Empress Sanura II
will be puzzled as well.” He didn’t have to add that she would be
furious about it. They both knew the Empress’ moods.
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“As I said before, we are preparing for our own offensives and
maneuvers, and every available Flier is needed. We’re waiting on
those poisons you’ve promised, too.” She hinted at the undelivered
materials that had been agreed upon some time ago.
“We need Fliers or boats to move the poisons we have prepared.
Only, it appears you have none to spare.” Sef replied coldly.
“I have a location I would like them delivered to, but you would have
to sail through the Gap of Winds from Banwha’s southern port, up
along the western side of the Empress’ Arm, and then through the
Kerathi Gap with them, seeing how the Gulf of Royals is closed to
your men by Corydon’s invaders.”
“So we are to pull more boats and more of our navy away from
Banwha’s defense to deliver poisons?”
“It would behoove the Empress to keep her end of the bargain. In
the meantime, Corydon’s men can’t exactly attack if they cannot
land, am I right? You should consider the Mueran way of naval
warfare. Their exploding mines could make any landing along the
southern shores of the Gulf or Royals quite perilous.”
“You suggest mining the Gulf of Royals?” Sef said in surprise.
“Clearing them after the conflict would be a deadly and expensive
undertaking.”
Tahirah III chuckled mirthfully, covering her mouth with a delicate,
bejeweled hand. “Since when has the Empire ever cringed about a
few civilian lives lost? She won’t quibble over such small things when
the entire region is at risk. Besides, it seems to me there are prisons
full of men who would rather go for a swim after the war and retrieve
some explosives than rot in their narrow cages.”
“What can you tell me of this maneuver that is being planned by the
Aureans? It might be something we can cooperate in.”
“It is not, and I can tell you nothing of it. Iago forbids it.”
Sef cast a doubtful look over at the cage draped in shadows. ”That
is unfortunate.”
“Perhaps it is – for you.” She looked about as if there were things
she had to be about and then turned back toward him. “Now if you
would see yourself out and get back to Jhiza, Iago needs his rest.
Keep the shipments of sand coming as well. Our artificers are quite
happy with your deliveries thus far. Also, when you go, we have two
more Antipode Devices for you to take with you. Use them in
Banwha if you would.”
“Why can we use them there if we were told not to use them in
Qinor?” Sef asked.
“Qinor was bait. Now that they think the Empire is weak and
vulnerable, they will come in force. This is the time to resist.”
“With an estimated twelve-thousand dead, counting the civilian
casualties, it was more than bait.”
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“I wasn’t aware that the Empress counted civilians.” Tahirah III
replied.
“Perhaps she does not.” Sef admitted. “I will see myself out. I trust
you will give me a location for the poisons to be delivered?”
“I will.” She promised.
“And the Fliers to use against the Samiels?” Sef reminded her.
“The Fliers that deliver the Antipode Devices and the crews to work
them will be at your trackers’ disposal after they have completed
their deliveries. A word of warning though, Sef.”
Sef clenched his fists behind his back, smiling ever so lightly.
“Yes?”
“If you have any love for the Empire, do not gather all your men in
one place or allow such a thing to be done. When the forces pull
away from the Drylands after the Samiels are put back in order, do
not gather too many in one place, inland or on the coast. Corydon
will not hesitate to strike anywhere, and the bigger the target the
worse the losses will be.”
Sef nodded gravely, taking her words in earnest. They were
perhaps the most honest words she’d spoke that in all of their
meetings. “I will do my best.”
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CHAPTER 117
A second time, a second loss;
Kostya’s slain and all in vain.
Ka’Shann, our second doom;
It lies still, as naught but a great tomb.
Uman, God of Dreams;
Is all truly all it seems?
We look for something more;
On this or any shore…
- Excerpt from Rehan’s ‘Songs for the Lost’
th

 Aytesdee, the 18 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Greveth’s Mercy was inhospitable in all but two places along its few
thousand Kilome length. Those two places were Mediya and Pashia.
The former, Mediya, was located at the northeastern corner of
Greveth’s Mercy. Mediya was situated on an expanse of land hidden
in the crook where it turned from a north-south direction to an eastwest one. It was the larger and more populous of the two populated
areas on the long island. The latter of the two areas, Pashia, was
further to the south, nearer to the center of Greveth’s Mercy’s length.
Pashia was at latitudes alike those of some of Outer Aynglica.
Neither Mediya nor Pashia was popular for folks, serving more as
places of exile and forced labor in mining camps than as places
offering any serious comforts.
While the southern expanse around Pashia was a de facto part of
Outer Aynglica by means of its economical ties, the northeastern
region of Mediya was certainly not Aynglican. It was an unclaimed
land of loose affiliations with the Rumani people, but only because
they made up most of the population, wild and lawless though that
population was. Mediya had more in common with the rebellious
culture of Zaraig than it did with the inhabited places along the
Northern Fringe where the Kerathi had settled, even if those Kerathi
settlements shared similar climates with it. Similar climates did not
mean similar cultures, especially in this situation.
Both the Northern Fringe and the northeastern part of Greveth’s
Mercy were cold and windy, prone to great storms of snow and ice
that swept down from the Outer Seas to the north of the Broken
Crown, even in the Saysuhn of Green or occasionally in the Saysuhn
of Orange. As far north as Mediya was, a Saysuhn’s typical weather
was more of a suggestion than a rule, loosely followed by nature;
weather’s hold was not so accurate as in other places, resembling a
feeble old man grasping clumsily for something. The weather had
been windy and decidedly cool when the Stormchaser, the Rumani
smuggler ship they’d ridden on, had dropped Nishan and Tuari off at
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Mediya nearly a Wayke past. They hadn’t specifically wanted to go
there, only it was the largest settlement of note in the crook of
Greveth’s Mercy, and that was as close as they could get to the
Ruins of Ka’Shann by boat.
Their reception at Mediya had been about as warm as the weather,
which is to say chilly at best. Nishan had wasted little time getting
them supplied and out of that city. They’d stayed only a night at
some modest lodgings within the town, and neither had slept well on
the flea-infested mattresses that had been provided in their drafty
little closet of a room. The noises of the city came in a far greater
volume than they had in Fairport or even in Rummas, despite each
of those places having much larger populations than Mediya.
Gunshots pierced and deflated any silences that threatened during
the lulls in catcalling, street fights, and drunken clamor. It was not
unheard of for drunken singing to break out in the middle of the night,
only to end when some irritated, recently roused sleeper fired guns
at the singers from their apartment windows and balconies.
Apparently, in Mediya it was legal to pepper obnoxious people with
shot, so long as the pellets were of a small enough size that it was
not lethal, and even in the case that it was lethal, there were bribes
and a dozen other ways out of taking responsibility for the offense.
Such was Mediya, a cesspool of humanity, and most of it Rumani –
though not of any sorts that Nishan claimed as any sort of kin. It was
the sort of place that put a bad taste in one’s mouth, only partly
because of the poor availability of quality viands, and a greasy film
on one’s skin, mostly from dealing with the people.
“This place is a testament to all that could go wrong with our
people, built almost within the shadows of a place that was a
testament to all that we could be.” Nishan had declared sadly as they
parted from the town with as little ceremony and notice as possible.
Tuari had nodded quietly, shouldering his pack as they headed for
the woodland trails that led nearly to the city’s edge. It was safer to
travel through the forests of tall cedars and hardwoods than it was to
go across land, even with the dangers, both human and otherwise,
that lurked within them. It was also easier to lose anyone who might
have been trailing them, which both suspected there to be, if they
were in the forest.
Going across the land was an open invitation for the roving bands
of part-time bandits to attack. No one in Mediya or its surrounding
lands was a full-time bandit, but almost everyone was willing to pick
up a sword or a gun to rob someone who wasn’t paying quite enough
attention. It didn’t matter if it was a beggar on the street, a prostitute
in an alley, or a tradesman sitting next to you in your favorite bar –
they were all waiting to rob you if you looked stupid and rich. Being
stupid and rich in Mediya, more than any other place Nishan had
been, was a good way of winding up stupid and dead. Neither of
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them mourned leaving behind the wooden shacks, the squalor
masquerading as modest wealth, the muddy roads, the gunshots,
the distrust, and the loud environs of Mediya.
Tuari continued to prove himself as a good companion on their trek
north. He was surefooted, tireless, and he knew how to be quiet.
Noise brought dangerous predators or the woods folk that lived in
these parts, and talking too much was a good way to be taken
unawares when the denizens of the forest came across you.
The forest folk, the Forlatett as they were sometimes called, were a
people with whom the life in Mediya did not agree. They had become
silent people who lived off the land, venturing forth only now and
then to get necessities from the city, things they couldn’t produce on
their own. Nishan and Tuari had seen a few of the woodland folk
during their brief stay in the city. It wasn’t hard to pick them out, as
they wore many furs and had pine needles in their hair, which went
quite well with the untamed looks about their eyes. Here in their
lands, it was possible that one could be just around the next tree or
in a hidden cave watching them. Usually they could not be seen, and
if they could, it was often on purpose. Like an officer following you
until you stepped out of line, they were an ever-present reminder that
the two of them were guests in these woods, a status that could be
changed or revoked at any moment. For whatever reason, perhaps
divine intervention or simple chance, the two of them had been able
to travel north for Dees without interference from the Forlatett.
As they went north, their path had led them through the foothills of
the tall range of mountains that was the spine of Greveth’s Mercy.
The foothills were sprinkled with hardwoods that bristled up like the
hairs on the back of the mountains’ knuckled bases. At the
mountains themselves, the trees grew more densely, extending up
several hundred Mayters, even thousands sometimes, to the
treeline. It seemed as if the forests were growing and expanding
outward into the plains, though they could not say if it was a
conscious act of the uninviting forest, the busywork of the Forlatett
trying to claim the entire region as their own, or the laziness of
Mediya’s woodcutters that was to blame for such a thing.
When they had found that they could go no further north without
sprouting wings or coming across a hidden stash of mountain
climbing gear, they had turned east toward the remnants of
Ka’Shann. The forests grew thicker and wilder the further they went
east. Clearly the area was exposed to less human traffic than the
woods near Mediya. It became a relatively frequent thing to come
across hares, moose, and the occasional black bear. Owls and
insectivorous birds were about in the evenings, hungrily winging
through the woods in their search for moths, mosquitoes, or any
other insects they could find. It wasn’t hard, for the insects were in
plenty, having already gone through a generation or two in this
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Saysuhn. The wildlife they left mostly alone, as their stores were not
so low that they would need to begin hunting. Once or twice they did
flavor a stew with a rabbit or two, and that had only been more
because Tuari’s Uleaut diet had been one of mostly meat, and he
needed such to sustain him and keep him in good health.
“Never would I have imagined the world to be so wide and strange
as it is.” Tuari confided in him when they had stopped for a brief rest
at a spring, where they were refilling their water bottles.
Nishan cast a glance around at the dark fir trees that encircled them
and the little watering hole, where the spring gurgled up around
several boulders. An army of beetles was working over a fir a stone’s
cast away, eating toward its delicious heartwood. His sharp eyes
caught a glimpse of a squirrel watching them from between pine
boughs above them, and a bird sitting quietly on its nest, perhaps
waiting for its mate to return. Yet if this all seemed commonplace to
him, to Tuari it certainly wasn’t.
“I imagine you have seen many things that were unimaginable
when you had only lived life upon the fields of ice.” Nishan agreed.
“You’ve traversed seas, walked on Far Muera’s volcanic isle of
Kunoeha, stood in what is arguably the greatest city in Aynglica, and
now you’ve traveled into the lawlessness of the northern wilds.”
“The trees are the most amazing things I have seen, but even the
animals are different, if sometimes similar to what I know. These
moose are similar to our Tuktu, your hares alike our Ukalliq, and
even if they are black, I can tell that these bears are distant kin to our
Nanuq.”
“Life mirrors itself in many places, casting reflections in varying
lights and angles across the world.”
“But these people don’t seem to appreciate it, none of them except
the forest folk. The people I meet have minds I cannot understand,
especially the people of Mediya.”
“You are not alone in that.”
“You do not understand them either? They are your people…”
Nishan wore a rueful smile. “If we are alike in blood and ancestry,
we are as dissimilar as can be in terms of culture and values. You
must remember that blood alone does not determine who a man
was, is, or will be.”
“How do men fall to such depths though?”
“Are the folks of Mediya that unlike Chogan and Apiatan? They
broke your laws of challenge and tried to kill us. Did they not fall from
respect as well?”
Tuari considered for a moment before nodding. “You are right to an
extent, but their sins were singular and less obvious. They did not
live in permanent disregard for their lives and the lives of those
around them. Our lands do not permit such a thing for very long.”
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“These lands are hard, too, Tuari. Only they can kill a man’s heart
before his body. What you see sometimes are dead men, who don’t
realize they’ve died. They fight, steal, and do anything they can just
to feel alive again, not recognizing the futility of their efforts, not
noticing that nothing can make them whole again. And if they do
recognize and notice these things, they’re even more dangerous.”
“How so?” Tuari asked curiously.
“Those how know they’re dead in their hearts and minds will do all
they can to hurt others. The loneliness and suffering overwhelms
them, and they will see others as miserable as them or die trying. It
is this sort of broken man I fear may lie between us and our goal in
Ka’Shann.”
“Why would they be in or near Ka’Shann? It is a lost city, right? You
said it was in ruins.”
Nishan shook his head for a moment, not wanting to answer. He
frowned darkly and suddenly became very interested in filling his
water bottle as full as was humanly possible. “It is hard for any true
Rumani to speak of such things, even to other Rumani. Ka’Shann is
an old wound for our people, but it is the sort of wound that festers
and never heals.”
“I know that you may not wish to speak of it, but speaking like so
makes me only more curious.” Tuari replied, grinning.
The Rumani chuckled lightly when he met the Uleaut’s gaze. “I can
see that.” He sighed and decided to explain. “When we experienced
our Loss of Home, our people were scattered and broken. If the old
books and stories are true, and I think they are, we went from bring
the most important people in the Broken Crown to the least. We were
kings without castles. Perhaps that is why many still live so
expensively, even if their homes are naught but shanties. We’ve
suffered disgraces, mistreatment, and prejudices for a long while.
Then, after ten Hectoyarres of being a people without a land, a
thousand Yarres of wandering, we were dealt a second chance, and
his name was Kostya.”
“Who was Kostya?”
Nishan smiled a far away smile at the prompt. “He was… amazing.
I know it even though I never met him and even though he has been
dead for hundreds of Yarres. My blood recognizes the imprint of him
on the past of my people. Perhaps it is like so for you and some
great man among the Uleaut folk that you never had the chance to
meet. Perhaps there was an Uleaut whose legacy is strong enough
that it still feels like you know him even without speaking to him. I
don’t know much about your people’s history, so I don’t know who it
might be. Surely there is someone?”
“Ezhno.” Tuari furnished the answer and smiled. “He was a prophet
greater than any that have come before, perhaps the greatest that
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will ever live among my kind. He was far wiser than even Nantai, our
Elder, can ever hope to be.”
“Okay, Ezhno is like what Kostya was for our people. Like a drink of
water when you’re dying of thirst, he offered hope to the hopeless.
He was one of a few to speak up and demand that we make
ourselves worthy of our heritage and of our future. He asked us,
‘what God will come and help them who cannot help themselves?’ At
an age not much older than you, he became a leader of thousands.
People flocked from all over to hear him speak, and when he said
build cities to be a new home for yourselves, that is what my people
did. And this was done during the Godless Yarres.”
“The Godless Yarres?”
Nishan sat down cross-legged and listened carefully for the
heartbeats of other men nearby before he continued, assured that
they were safe for the time being. “The Godless Yarres were a
period following the Fall of the Elegian Empire, a time when people
murdered and fought senselessly. Plagues ravaged whole cities,
killing man and animal alike. Crops went unsown and tens of
thousands starved to death. Then came the fires. Fearing that the
diseases would spread, sometimes there were whole cities being put
to the torch, burning the living and the dead together, regardless of
whether they were sick or not. Amidst all this, Kostya wanted to built
a new home for our people.”
“How does one build anything during such chaos?”
“You go as far away from everything as you can, and you set an
example to help end the chaos. They came here and built a city that
rivaled almost any in that Dee and age. The Rumani are a
passionate people, you see, and as such they have a great love of
art and beauty, whether it is in a painting, a woman, or a city.
Kostya’s vision of our people returning to glory was coming true,
even in the midst of all the disease, death, and destruction.” Nishan
answered. “And yet, it was probably his youth that led others to try to
take over Ka’Shann when the city had been built. Perhaps it was the
arrival of too many embittered survivors of the ruins of other cities
the Rumani tried to build during that same period. Ka’Shann was not
our only attempt in those Dees, but rather the best, greatest hope of
our kind. It outlasted the other ones by a Yarres, but even it had to
end.”
“From the beginning, I knew that this story has a bad end.” Tuari
sighed mournfully. “I know that much, but I do not know exactly what
that end is.”
Nishan nodded. “It’s like many others. You have betrayal and
murder, the greedy scrambling of desperate people when their
beloved leader dies. There are different theories and stories of the
actual death of our prophet, but they all end up with the same
conclusion, and that was that Kostya’s death proved to be the
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undoing of the glue that held together so many disparate groups of
my people. There were arguments and problems, and he had been a
symbol of unity and harmony that transcended the difficulties. While
he lived, there was hope. When he died, everything broke apart
again, and we relived our Loss of Home. We had our Second Loss
even when the rest of the Broken Crown was recovering from the
Godless Yarres with the help of the Aureans. It’s been over seven
hundred Yarres since then, but the Second Loss is still a fresh hurt
for my people.”
“And now we go back into the heart of your people’s most recent of
its two greatest pains.”
Nishan stood up slowly and turned to the east. “Yes, and it is not far
ahead now. We’ll be there within the Ouer. I can feel it in my blood,
the nearing of something great and important. Let us go and see who
waits for us. Broken or otherwise, let us see who lives in the bones of
what once was fair and splendid. My eyes itch to see Ka’Shann.”
Tuari fell in beside his companion when he began moving
eastward. They were silent once more as they made their way
through the woods. Both of them pushed on at a fast pace, as they
both wanted to see the ruins, if for somewhat different reasons –
Tuari out of curiosity and Nishan out of the longing to see his lost
heritage.

The ruins of Ka’Shann came into view almost at the same time as
moonrise. The broken spires of towers seven hundred Yarres old
looked like the jagged edges of broken glasses. The lower buildings
had mostly tumbled over, some more recently than others. Jumbles
of old building blocks and masonry were littered in piles of varying
sizes, combining with the occasional pieces of nearly petrified wood,
likely old support pillars and ceiling beams that the insects and
elements hadn’t done away with yet. In some places there were
depressions or pits in vaguely rectangular or square shapes,
indications that there had once been underground chambers,
tunnels, or low passages in those places. The buildings that still
remained in a rough simulation of an upright position were black, as
much from the grime, dirt, and weather of the Hectoyarres passed as
from the fires that had swept through the city during its unmaking.
There were empty areas as well, where only weeds and straggly
shrubs were trying to grow. Perhaps they had been occupied once,
by structures with more easily eroded and erased building materials.
Then again, maybe they had been grand parks, tree-shaded
avenues, and pens for animals. One thing was certain, and that was
that everything that remained upright was covered with lichens,
mosses, and vines – nature’s moderately successful attempt to tear
down the works of man and reclaim the land as its own.
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Nishan felt a stab of grief as he stood on the edge of Ka’Shann, at
the unmarked barrier between the city and the hilly forests they’d
been traveling within for Dees. Here was a testament to all his
people could have been and had been, and it was broken, ruined,
and lost. Tuari surveyed the ruins quietly beside him, taking in what
had once been a city of tens of thousands. The Uleaut took it in as
he had everything else, with open eyes and ears, absorbing a new
experience. And yet, the simple sights and sounds didn’t describe all
that this place had been, not in the least. One cannot understand all
that a thing is by simply looking at it.
“This is not all that I expected, and yet it is more than I expected.”
Nishan whispered, kneeling to touch the gravelly soil beneath his
feet. He wasn’t sure what he expected to feel when he touched the
soil, but he felt compelled to do so.
“What did you expect to find? You knew it to be in ruins, and these
are ruins. It is somewhat like I imagined, if bigger.”
“This place is where Kostya’s blood was shed. Touching this soil, it
is like I am stepping back in time to be part of that. These ruins are
the second death of my people’s dreams.” Nishan sighed deeply and
rubbed the handful of soil between his fingers, inhaling its rich,
earthy scent.
Tuari looked at him for a long moment. “It is painful for you to be
here, to witness this?”
Nishan raised his glistening golden eyes to behold his companion,
who he was almost at a level with, though he was kneeling. “You
could say that. I feel part of this place, and yet separated from it. I
feel the need for Anthea’s presence keenly.”
“Would she lift you up and pull you to your feet?”
Nishan shrugged. “Perhaps, perhaps not. But, I would like her to be
here nonetheless.”
“She would, I think.” Tuari answered his own question.
Nishan’s brow furrowed. His eyes narrowed as they tried to pierce
the moonlit violet murk of night. He stood slowly and produced his
Kerambit knives from his sleeves. They slid comfortably and
familiarly into his hands, though the emotions they produced were
quite unlike what the soil in his hands had made him feel.
“There are people about.” Tuari said, understanding immediately.
He unlimbered his Uleaut spear from his shoulder and took a
preparatory breath.
“I can smell them, but I can not hear or see them yet. They’re good
at hiding and lying in wait. Some are moving closer, and the winds
carry their scents.”
“Let us find a place to hide then. Then I will walk the winds and try
to find what your nose can sense.” Tuari suggested, nodding toward
a pile of rubble with a dark hollow in it, a collapsed structure with
enough room in it for the both of them.
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They made their way over to it, keeping all of their senses open as
they searched for those who stalked them. Nishan entered the dark
first, because his eyes were much better in the dark than Tuari’s
Uleaut eyes, which were actually quite fair at seeing in the dark.
When he was sure that the place was empty, having checked all of
the nooks and crannies the little tumbledown affair afforded, he
pulled Tuari inside.
“Be about it quickly.” He hissed at Tuari. “I can smell them nearing.
I will guard your body while your spirit is searching. Find us a way
into the northeast of the city. It is there I feel my blood calling to me
to go.”
Tuari bobbed his head and sat down with his back to the crumbled
wall. He went limp almost immediately. It’d been awhile since he’d
sent his spirit on the winds of Aaren, but it was easy enough when
the need was there. He’d drifted a few times on their trip north, on
the iceberg or on the Mueran and the Kanaka’e boats. The sea has
strong winds, easy to drift upon, if also easier to get lost upon.
Ka’Shann had modest breezes, and one passing by their hiding
place took his spirit out from the small enclosure and up several
Mayters.
From his vantage, he immediately got an idea of what the city might
have been. He could see long lanes without obstruction that his
experiences in Fairport told him to be old roads and travel routes. His
spirit looked down on the city, drifting upward on the winds like a
stray leaf caught in a whirling updraft. He spun around, smiling
inwardly as he rose past a jagged tower, broken down in all but the
outer shell. Only, hiding in the vines that gripped the sides of the
tower by pushing penetrating fingers between the cracks in the
ancient masonry, there were limbs and eyes. The owner of the limbs
and eyes was humanoid, roughly, more than that was hard to tell
from the brief glimpse he had of it before the winds carried him
elsewhere. With some urging and shifting on the winds, he twirled
around the tower’s base, hoping to catch another glimpse of the
being, but he saw nothing more than faint rustling of the ivy’s leaves
that might have just been the work of very winds he was flitting about
on.
After that he was carried to the northeast in the direction Nishan
had asked him to go. He rode low, among the weeds, scrub flowers,
and shrubs that covered all but occasional bits of old paving stones
that had been several Mayters wide and a few long. The detritus and
windblown dirt from hundreds of Yarres had covered them with
enough thin soil that grasses and other things could grow over them
and obscure them from sight. To his left, there was a flash of
movement, a pair of feet that didn’t even touch the ground before
they scaled onto another broken building. Whomever or whatever it
had been, it moved more like an animal than any sort of man Tuari
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had ever met. A little he was reminded of the way the Kanaka’e were
masters of their element, as these creatures were surely masters of
theirs.
The winds tumbled him a bit east amidst three heaps of rubble
before it turned him back northeast. More of the creatures came into
sight; or rather he was becoming more adept and noticing them
when they scurried noiselessly from building to building in spider-like
motions. As he considered his bearings, he took note that they were
all closing on the position where his body was waiting with Nishan.
They had only just arrived, and already they were moving in. Within
Mynettes Nishan would be trapped in that building.
Tuari felt for a stronger wind and took it, rising up once more above
the crumbled buildings as he went swiftly north. There he could see
the remains of what had surely been the largest building in the entire
city. A rough square of crumbled walls surrounded the untamed
remains of what had once likely been gardens worthy of great
renown. Now the tangled fruit trees were choked with branches that
would not afford room for fruit of anything other than the most
modest size to grow, and the flowerbeds were thick with brambles.
These things were not what caught his attention, though. It was the
toppled boulder-sized blocks that had once been the walls of a keep
that drew his attention. White, powdery remains of disintegrated
marble lay in piles around the bones of the toppled keep, like skin
sloughed-off from the main body. Within the pile of blocks, the
slightest flickers of light could be seen, combined with the scents of
smoke that wafted skyward and syllables of a language that Tuari
could not understand.
They are speaking Rumman, Tuari guessed when he suddenly
remembered that the Rumani had their own secret language, much
like the Uleauts had their own speech. It could only be that, he
decided, diving on the winds that swirled about the keep to get one
last chance to hear what they were saying before he grabbed the
fleetest breeze he could find that would take him back to his body.

Nishan waited nervously, checking Tuari’s body every half Mynette
while his spirit was gone. He needed only to shift his listening from
the city around him to Tuari’s distinctive heartbeat, with which he
was quite familiar. Every heart is slightly different in shape and size,
beating with a certain pulse and lub-dub sound within its chambers
that Nishan’s ears could detect and distinguish between when he
had been around a person long enough. It was not entirely different
from learning a person’s footstep sounds or other characteristic
sounds a person made.
When he turned his senses outward, concentrating on the city
without, he could smell the people closing in on them, until it felt like
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they were ready to crawl right into their building. Still, he couldn’t see
them when he looked outside, even if there were hints and whispers
of sounds among the leafy vines around the building. He considered
that the men were closing in by use of the buildings, going from one
roof to the next. Only, he should have heard their heartbeats or some
other sounds if they were as close as they smelled.
Abruptly, after something like fifteen or twenty Mynettes adrift, Tuari
was back in his body. There was a sudden resumption of his normal
breathing, and his heart sped up as if he’d been startled. Nishan
looked over at his companion, who sprang to his feet with only the
slightest bit of grogginess.
Swaying ever so slightly on his feet, Tuari said, “We need to move.
They’re closing on us. There must be dozens of them. They’re
everywhere, going from building to building.”
“What about the northeast? Is that way clear? Did you see anything
that way?”
“There is a broken building there, the biggest in the city. There are
voices within the ruins and a fire. I could feel the warmth of the
smoke and smell it in the air, too. They are speaking Rumman, I
think.” Tuari answered. When he repeated a few of the syllables he’d
heard, Nishan nodded gravely.
“It is Rumman, an older dialect, but Rumman indeed. They speak of
these things hunting us. They are the defenders, the keepers of the
legacies in this city.”
“Do we go to them? Are they what we seek?”
Nishan nodded again. “Yes, to both. Now get ready to run. Use the
shadows. Use anything. Do not stop. Do not look back. If we get
trapped, do not give in, or they will tear you limb from limb like wild
animals. What we face now are the Mulo, and they are not a foe
capable of mercy, so expect none and give none.”
With that said, Nishan sprang out into the night, leaving their hiding
place. He no longer cared about concealment. Instead he cared
about speed. As soon as Tuari was out of the rubble heap, they took
off running, heading north again when Tuari pointed them that way.
Tuari moved as quickly as his short legs would allow, waving his
spear ahead of him as he ran. Nishan’s eyes searched high and low,
especially high, as they ran. From time to time, they cut sharply left
or right, following the Rumani’s intuitions. His intuitions bought them
three Mynettes and several blocks closer to their goal before their
first encounter with one of the things that stalked them.
Something sprang out of the darkness at them, a grayish figure
wrapped in rags that billowed as it flung itself from a fractured
building. It hissed, but it was a hiss wanting a scream, like the lungs
within the things chest were deflated and all it could do was hiss like
the rattling of a popped balloon. Nishan caught its outstretched,
talon-like hands with his own and swung it down into the ground,
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using gravity and his own strength to crash it into the hard earth. It
immediately flew off the ground almost two Mayters, as if repulsed by
the very touch of the earth. Tuari ran it through with his spear, only to
find it trying to climb down the spear and get him. As it writhed and
tried to reach him, Tuari got a good look at a pair of hollow eyes filled
with black stones and an equally black mouth missing most of its
jagged grayed teeth.
Nishan sliced one of the creature’s arms off with his hand knives,
cutting even through the bones in its forearms, which seemed rather
softer than they should have been. The detached arm twitched and
bounced about on the ground, dissolving into dust. Working together,
the two of them forced the flailing creature down. Nishan had to
distract it so that it would not tear Tuari to pieces, and Tuari used the
spear as leverage to keep the creature in contact with the ground.
That contact proved lethal to the creature, as it hissed and burst
apart into a cloud of dirt, dust, and bone ash just like the arm had
done.
“They’re dead already, and Nelius has taken their souls. The bodies
don’t want to come in contact with the earth, or they must return to
the dust from whence they came.” Nishan marveled, forgetting for a
moment that they were supposed to be running.
The hisses of two or three more of the creatures forced that
realization, and they took off once more, trying to vary their routes as
they went. They kept to the widest streets, wide enough that even
when creatures snarled and snapped at them from either side, they
could not be reached. A couple times they had to dodge creatures
that jumped out at them; the Mulo hoped to latch onto them and kill
them while hanging on, instead of touching the ground. When they
missed, they could sometimes reach the safety of a building by
leaping, but usually they hopped only once or twice before bursting
into clouds of dust.
Even with the luck the pair had, the problem was that there were
more of the creatures about the city than there were routes, and no
way was without risk. They could not stick to wide streets the whole
way because there were none in certain areas of the city, and if they
chose the wrong direction, they’d get surrounded and then torn apart
at the leisure of the creatures. Nishan gave this as much thought as
one could when running for their life, but no immediate answer
seemed prepared to surrender itself. When they broke into an open
stretch between several narrow streets ahead, the two of them saw a
gathering crowd of the creatures on the roofs and rubble ahead, in
the direction they needed to go. They slid to a stop well short of the
gathering Mulo and looked back to see that the creatures following
behind them were closing as well. Soon the two of them would be
surrounded, trapped in the small square of open ground. The
creatures could simply wait them out then.
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“If we go down those lanes ahead they’ll rip us to shreds. The
streets are narrow enough that they could grab up from either side.”
“We cannot stay low?” Tuari asked.
Nishan gave the idea brief thought before deciding it wouldn’t work.
“No. Even if we do that and hug the ground, crawling along, they
could reach us. They can hold onto the vines with a hands or feet
and still grab us with a spare limb.”
Tuari shook his head and explained his idea. “No, not like that. I
mean the tunnels. If these Mulo creatures cannot touch the ground,
they cannot go into tunnels that are made of or covered with soil,
right?”
“You may be right, but I do not know where any are. Were there
any such tunnels near here that you saw?”
“It is hard to recall, because I only saw everything once, and I was
being tossed and turned about on fickle winds.”
“You need to be sure, Tuari, because our lives depend upon your
memory.”
Tuari turned slowly, trying to get his bearings. “There was a
depression to the east, perhaps a riverbed gone dry. I think there
might have once been a water channel running through the streets,
like there are in Fairport.”
“Lead the way.” Nishan bid him. He was glad to try anything that
didn’t include battling the hordes of creatures gathering the way
they’d been going or the way they’d just come from.
Much to the disappointment of both groups of the creatures, they
ran east through two more moonlit squares, only to find three of the
creatures waiting right before the dry channel. The wide depression
ran north and south, just as Tuari had said. It wasn’t much of a
channel anymore, having become something of a place to collect
spring runoff instead of a broad waterway that probably once had
small boats going up and down its length. In their way were three
creatures that stood and waited eagerly for them on a small flight of
stairs leading to the broken arch of a bridge whose center had fallen
into the mucky depression it now failed to span. From behind, Tuari
and Nishan could hear the sounds of more creatures approaching.
They didn’t have long.
“I’ll head for the middle of the three.” Nishan announced, tensing his
muscles to jump at the waiting creatures, only a few Mayters distant.
“You get the first that splits off from the group. Cut past them and
then get into the depression. Carry one down with you if you must.
It’ll die when it hits the ground.”
Nishan sprung forward then, and as soon as his feet hit the stone
steps, they swarmed all over him. Three pairs of hands and a couple
feet lashed out at him. One hand went flying and a leg was
separated from its owner before Tuari joined the fight. He felt his
spear bite deep into the head of one of the creatures, dislodging a
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shiny piece of obsidian that had been its eye. The creature shook its
head like a fish on a hook and clawed Tuari across the scalp with its
bony fingers. With the spear still lodged in its head, the creature
didn’t have the reach to grab Tuari properly, and before it smartened
up and started kicking, Tuari gritted his teeth and pushed the
creature toward the broken edge of the bridge.
The creature tumbled off the edge, and Tuari almost lost his spear
as the creature fell with the spear still buried in its skull. Holding onto
the spear when the creature’s full weight jerked down on it suddenly,
Tuari’s shoulders strained in their sockets. The spear tore free of the
creature’s skull, and it shrieked as it hit the muck below. The mud
sucked audibly at the creature, and when he looked, Tuari thought
he saw hands formed of mud pull at the creature’s body until it broke
into a cloud of dust.
Without warning, Tuari found himself being lifted up by his coat and
his shoulder. He was caught painfully in the vise grip of another
Mulo. Nishan still fought two of the others, so that meant that this
was a fourth creature, one previously unseen. As he was lifted higher
and his orientation changed, he saw that the creature must have
climbed out from the underside of the bridge. Twisting around, he
managed to plant his feet on the creature’s shoulders and grab one
of its arms, which prevented it from throwing him bodily. Being as
close as he was to the creature, in this case pretty much standing on
his shoulders, he’d not have been able to bring a regular spear’s
length to bear on it. However, he had an Uleaut spear, second only
to a Mueran fish spear in terms of usefulness. While the creature’s
jagged teeth snapped at his calves, latching on painfully once, Tuari
shortened his grip on the length of his spear and swung the hooked
end into down and into the creature’s back. It doubled over, releasing
his grip on Tuari, who dropped to the ground behind it while it tried to
pull the spear’s head from its back.
Nishan, meanwhile, was trying not to get bitten by one of the
creatures that he’d relieved of both of its hands. His creature snarled
at Tuari’s when they stumbled into each other, and Nishan used that
momentary distraction to plant a two foot kick square in the middle of
the chest of Nishan’s assailant, sending it toppling over the broken
bridge. Had it not lost its hands, its scrabbling arms might have
latched on to the bridge, but instead it landed square on its head
before flopping onto its back in the leaves and muck below before it
went up in a puff of dust.
Nishan looked briefly at Tuari, who was back on his feet and
wrenching on his opponent’s back by means of the Uleaut spear that
was still wedged between some of its ribs. Nishan wanted to help
Tuari, but two more of the creatures jumped him at once, apparently
preferring to attack the larger of the two invaders to the smaller. One
Mulo sailed several Mayters through the air from a nearby building,
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while the other had jumped from a sizeable, errant chunk of a
building block sitting in the street to another chunk of rock to reach
him. Had they not been snarling and biting at his neck while he cut
pieces off them, he’d probably have laughed at how much the one
had looked like a boy hopping from stone to stone to cross a river.
As it was, the Kerambits he held in clenched fists were working
poorly on creatures that remembered only a little of what pain meant
and wouldn’t die like regular men. Wishing he had something bigger
instead, he sheathed one of the Kerambits and drew a knife the
length of his forearm from its sheathe at his side. As he battled, he
backed up, trying to position himself to drop down into the gully
below the bridge without snapping an ankle as he did so. Breaking
an ankle or a leg at this point would likely mean death, as they would
have no hope of reaching the ruins in the northeast or escaping the
city without running full tilt.
With an animal yell, he sliced off part of the nearest creature’s
head, removing the top third with a vicious hack. His eyes were filled
with blood, and his future sight was being put into good use. He’d
seen the creature’s next move, and had dodged in to deal with it
accordingly. Even missing part of its head didn’t seem to stop it.
Without eyes to see him with, the Mulo flailed about wildly, managing
to catch Nishan on the thigh with one of its kicks. That kick put him
off balance for when two more decided to fling themselves at Tuari
and him from nearby buildings. With so many to fight, Nishan found
himself in an uncomfortable split-Saycund where he had to choose
between a bite on the shoulder and a claw across the face; it just so
happened that there was no way he could dodge both when he was
in his current position. His only other choice was to fall completely off
the bridge, possibly on his head or worse. That would leave Tuari
amidst three or four of the creatures, and he wouldn’t leave a
comrade behind.
Vanity took the best of him, so he allowed one of the creatures to
bite him on the shoulder instead of letting his face get clawed up.
Only, when it clapped its arms around him and dug its claws into his
back too, the Mulo put itself in the way of the second attacker, who
raked its own claws across the first one’s back. The first one,
angered by being hit by one of its own kind, released its bite on
Nishan’s shoulder right about the same Saycund he first shouted in
pain. Released from the Mulo’s bite, Nishan took a swipe at its head,
taking it cleanly off. Then Nishan shoved away from the body, which
pitched into the gully below. He brought his long knife down on the
second attacker’s thigh. It seemed to have firmer bones than most,
because the knife lodged in the creature’s thigh, angering it instead
of taking off its leg. It hissed right in Nishan’s face, only a scant
couple Centis from touching its nose holes to his actual nose, so
Nishan brought his elbow around into the bridge of what was left of
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the thing’s nose, collapsing the skull around where the elbow
crashed in.
Tuari had finished with his assailant and was in the process of
battling off another when the hisses and barks of scores of the
approaching creatures told them that they had to make their move or
they would be overwhelmed.
“Nishan! We can’t hold them.” Tuari shouted worriedly. He was
fading in and out of sight, partially cloaked in bits of dust and water
vapor that were gathering about him.
“Go. Jump. I’m coming.” Nishan shouted back, spinning around to
cut another of the Mulo in two.
Tuari did as he was told and jumped off the edge of the bridge, his
short legs coiling under him to absorb the shock of landing. Nishan
slipped between two more of the creatures and then dove into a
third, taking it right off the edge of the shattered bridge with him so
that he could ride it down to the ground below. The Mulo dug at him
and hissed and growled as they fell, a ride of about five Mayters,
though it felt to him to be a lot further from the way they landed,
which was heavily and gracelessly. The wind was knocked out of his
lungs by his landing, and he had an angry creature clawing at his
side. Although, once it was down on the ground, the creature only
thrashed once or twice before exploding in a cloud of dust. The dust
got into Nishan’s eyes and he sucked down more of it into his lungs
as he gasped.
Tuari got up slowly, and knelt beside his companion, who was
digging at his eyes while coughing and wheezing. Blood completely
filled Nishan’s golden eyes, turning even the whites crimson despite
his efforts to blink and rub the grit out of them. He convulsed and
hacked furiously, trying to clear his lungs. He couldn’t decide if the
burning in his lungs was a more pressing matter than his searing
eyes. Tuari tried to help, but only succeeded in getting hit when
Nishan’s arms flailed around. Nishan got up slowly, gagging. He
clawed at his eyes and splashed the contents of his canteen across
his face and eyes, but it wasn’t enough.
A vision struck him like a crashing wave. His body shook, and
thousands of Kilomes away, he felt the earth move. “Uman!” He
called out hoarsely, his voice rising over the howls, barks, and hisses
of the creatures that gathered to line the edges of the bridge above
them.
When Nishan collapsed, Tuari looked about worriedly. Seeing that
they were in distress, a few of the Mulo tried to jump down and land
directly upon them, but Tuari dragged Nishan away. Those few
daring creatures died like all the others who had come in contact with
the ground. After that, they were content to watch, wait, and follow.
They followed Tuari down the channel until he reached a damp
subterranean chamber that was only a few Mayters on a side. Other
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than some thin gratings and gaps where water could flow in, it had
only one entrance big enough for a man to fit through, and that was
the one he’d used to get inside. Once inside the chamber that might
have once been a septic or underwater storage tank, the Mulo could
not see them. That didn’t dissuade them from carrying on and
hissing to let him know that they were still outside, though.
Tuari lay down, panting in the darkness, exhausted from the efforts
of the last half Ouer. Dragging a man larger than himself a couple
hundred Mayters was no small feat, and that was on top of the run
from the edge of the city and the fight they’d just been through, not to
mention the hike they’d had even before entering Ka’Shann.
Exhausted beyond the ability to stay awake, he fell into a tired sleep,
cradling his wounded comrade’s head in his lap.
But, before he dozed off in the muck and decaying plant matter, he
said a silent prayer to Yenis and Aaren. It was a prayer asking that
somehow or some way help would come, though from where he did
not know.
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CHAPTER 118
The Kerathi turned out to be the hardest people for the Empire to
subdue during their Great Conquest. They also ended up being the
quickest to revolt, with only the Rumani revolts in Rummas
competing in terms of violence and fervor, if not in scale. Where the
Kerathi differed was in their individual desires to revolt. They were
willing to protest and resist down to a man, while the Rumani needed
a figure to gather behind, which in that case it was Dorjan the Seer.
The Kerathi were scattered across many islands, and it was not
unheard of for unrelated and unconnected pockets of resistance to
spring up simultaneously throughout the Clan Isles, especially in the
Westlichreich. There is something about the people of those western
isles that defies an outside authority, an unwillingness to submit and
be tamed.
Had it not been for what the Kerathi refer to as the
Rasiermessergesicht, the Razor Faces, the Kerathi might have
succeeded in their first revolt. The Razor Faces, named for the way
they often shaved their faces to emulate their Elegian masters,
betrayed their comrades and doomed the revolt of 832 Y.E. Their
turncoat behavior was eventually responsible for the defeats in the
early 840’s that finally ended that revolt. And while there were many
more small revolts, there was not another one of significant size until
after 1100 Y.E.
When it came time to revolt again in 1102 Y.E., the Kerathi did
away with the descendents of their betrayers, the
Rasiermessergesicht, first. Many of them had been given hereditary
supervisory or governing positions under the guidance of the
Elegians, and they received the brunt of the Kerathi’s erupting rage.
Entire family lines were wiped out because of one traitorous member
Hectoyarres before, and the few Rasiermessergesicht that returned
to the Kerathi side and pledged their lives to the cause of freedom
were made to take on the most impossible tasks. Dying honorably
committing to an impossible task was preferable to having one’s
entire family strung up until dead and then get hacked into pieces
deemed fit only to feed the crabs and crows…
- Excerpt from Ramessef’s ‘A Chronicle of Elegius’
th

 Noinsdee, the 19 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Rolf had been aware of his growing audience for several Dees. At
first he thought they were just random folks loitering around the
factory run by Renford Hayes, where he was working. He had
thought that perhaps they were the friends or family of either Renford
or some of the other workers of the factory.
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It hadn’t dawned on him until he noticed their acute interest in his
Ouers of his comings and goings that they were actually interested in
him, and even then it had taken the repeated sightings of a few
individuals for him to catch on. Of course, this had roused his
suspicions, so he had spoken to Renford nearly a Wayke past during
one of his rare breaks from machining.
“Renford?” He had asked.
Renford had seemed surprised that Rolf had wanted to speak with
him. He had stammered for a few Saycunds before realizing that Rolf
did indeed want something from him. Normally the two men did little
more than nod to each other at the beginning and ending of Rolf’s
shift. “Err, yes?”
“Is there a reason that we have a number of people outside waiting
to watch my comings and goings?”
“I had noticed them, yes. I ran them off a couple times. It seems
someone, likely your lady friend Catrin, told some people that you
were going to save the Aynglican people and your own folk with
some newfangled weapon. I assure you I have done nothing to
encourage the rumors, but I haven’t the time or works to run them off
again and again, because they keep coming back the moment no
one is watching, and I already have my men working odd shifts to
accommodate for the loss of productivity during peak Ouers that your
project has created...” Renford had rambled, the words tumbling from
his mouth in a great spill.
“Do you suppose that they are dangerous at all?“
“One never knows. Appearances can be deceiving. I guess it just
depends who benefits from your invention and who doesn’t. I
suggest you keep your eyes open and you don’t walk into any dark
alleys in the near future.” Renford had warned him. “Don’t worry
overmuch, though, or you’ll wind up one of those kooks who lives in
a dark house all by himself and mumbles a lot about the shadows
conspiring against him. That or you’ll live with a bunch of cats.”
Rolf had done as Renford had suggested, even though the crowd
had only grown every Dee after that. By the end of the Wayke, there
was a large crowd waiting for him, some of which wanted only to look
at him, while others asked him questions about his project or his
personal life. A few even wanted to touch him, which was rather
disquieting for a number of reasons. Rolf did his best to ignore them,
and he had his carriage man run some off by dropping him off as
close to the factory as possible, forcing them to choose whether or
not they wanted to get out of the way or get trampled by a sizeable
horse and run over with a pair of ironshod wheels. Despite a
seemingly obvious choice, there were still some who risked death to
stay close by and get a good look at him or prod him with a random
question as he entered the factory. They had even gathered at the
rear entrance, too, so that wasn’t an option.
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It was all quite irritating to him, that they would bother him with their
continual presences, especially at the end of the Wayke, when many
people were at home resting and relaxing instead. He chose to work
those Dees, hoping for a few more Ouers so that he could finish his
construction, since many of the other workers took the Dee off and
most of the factory was at his disposal. Yet these folks chose to
lounge about in even greater numbers than regular Dees and watch
his progress through grimy windows and even sneak into the factory
occasionally, much to Renford’s vexation and dismay. He certainly
wasn’t gentle evicting them from ‘his’ factory.
He’d not yet assembled the weapon, but he was finishing some of
the final parts and plating the barrels of the firearm. After all, it wasn’t
like a God’s design was rustproof on account of its origins. Truthfully,
it wasn’t that hard to ignore the other people, because once he
started working, he entered a trancelike state that didn’t end until
after a few Ouers, or in one case an entire Dee later, when he
dropped from sheer exhaustion. While he worked, apparently he
barked orders at anyone and everyone nearby, including a
dumbstruck Renford Hayes or even one of the civilians that had
invaded the factory once. Everyone moved when and where he said
to, trusting his vision. All of them knew he was doing something
beyond their reckoning, but that didn’t stop Renford from watching
his casting, forging, and plating techniques, some of which were new
even to the heavyset, windy foreman.
More than once, after a long span of working fiendishly, someone
would ask him how he knew to do this or that, usually a very
technical and precise matter that Rolf would have no recollection of
having performed. “I just do what my hands tell me,” became his
response of choice. It was an answer that worked, and if he worked
the mills and machinery like a seasoned veteran of many Yarres,
then that was not his doing. Rather, it was divine inspiration that
bordered upon temporary fits of constructive possession. He was
well aware of the fact that he was merely a conduit for Chaveaoux’s
visions, and he wanted to be done with it as soon as he could.
Yet if his coworkers – they were really just the group of men he
shared the premises with during his long Ouers of work – found his
dedication admirable, Catrin did not. Certainly she had helped him
arrange the use of these facilities, manipulating her father’s
influences, but she hadn’t anticipated how consuming doing a
Goddess’ biding was. She was losing him Dees and even Waykes at
a time to an invisible woman she couldn’t compete with, a deity at
that. It would have been laughable if it were another woman’s
problem, but she had to content herself to spending a scant few
Mynettes during mealtimes with him, and it grated on her. Even in
those few Mynettes together, his mind was at the factory, and his
hands would sometimes work phantom machines in his sleep or if he
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was idle too long. Her physical allure was lost on him, too. Her
charms would no sooner catch his attention than they would
convince a fish to grow feet and walk on land. All she could do was
wait, and Rolf had assured her every Dee of this last Wayke that she
would not have to wait much longer,
As his hands fashioned the final pins, the final fastenings, and the
last intricate pieces of the trigger mechanism, he began to feel relief.
It was as if each passing Mynette of progress lifted a layer of the
Goddess’ veils from his mind. Parts of his persona that had been
buried under the weight of his task began to reemerge, only now
aware that they had indeed been lost for a time. Crowded into the
recesses and corners of his mind, his personality had become
secondary to his task. Confusion accompanied the return of his full
being, mostly because he was unsure about how to feel about
having lost part of his life to this deed.
Should he feel relieved that it was coming to and end? Should he
feel used and taken advantage of, a somewhat unwilling puppet of a
Goddess? Should he celebrate that he had made something that
could destroy his enemies? Perhaps he should even fear that having
happened once, such a task might reoccur, a monumental building
that might consume his life as such things had done with Macon of
Thistedt, the caretaker of Chaveaoux’s temple here in Fairport.
Some say that thinking about something only draws it near, and
perhaps that was what brought Macon to the factory at that time. Or
it might have been the companionship of a colleague in servitude to
the same Goddess. Whatever the reason, Rolf found the venerable
monk-artificer standing beside him, eyeing his craftsmanship. As
Macon was well known about the manufacturing sectors of town,
Renford would not risk the ill will of the patron Goddess of his
profession by barring her local servant of choice from entering the
establishment.
“It is finished.” Macon announced, eyeing each of the pieces with a
critical eye.
“Yes, all but the assembly.” Rolf said softly, staring at the dazzling
collection of pieces he had made. Some seemed impossibly small,
delicate, or complicated. He had never been particularly good with
his hands, even if he was a steady shot with a rifle, so the making of
such tasks seemed that much more impressive when he considered
that they had really been made with his hands.
Macon smiled eagerly. “I foresee great things happening around
this weapon, dangerous though it may be.”
“It is a rifle of sorts, perhaps even a small cannon if you look at the
scope and size of it. It is a powerful gun, but is it really much more
dangerous than any of its cousins?” Rolf asked.
“You don’t know what you’ve made?” Macon asked in surprise.
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“I saw the plans. I saw the completed image. I knew how to make
each piece and I know how to assemble them. Only, I don’t know
what sort of effect it will have when fired or how many times it may
be fired.”
“You’ve built something that is a conduit between man and
Goddess, Rolf. Traditionally, the Pantheon interacts differently with
its worshippers. They can do something directly after gathering the
wishes, prayers, and worship of their followers. Prayer and praise
are what empower a God or Goddess.”
Rolf nodded, following so far. “And this gun is a different case?”
“Most definitely.” Macon replied. “This device is a direct conduit.
The prayers and wishes of men and women around you will be
gathered into this device and then the Goddess’ touch on this
weapon, once assembled, will allow you to dispense faith directly, as
an ammunition.”
“I have known somehow that this gun would shoot faith, but what
sort of ammunition is faith? I know how slugs and shot work, but
faith?”
“It is an ammunition of the most powerful sort. Faith lifts men up
when they are ground beneath the heels of oppressors. Faith makes
a man fight for life when Nelius should have taken him long ago.
Faith makes women defend their children to the death, trusting that
their own bodies will shield their beloved offspring from harm. Faith,
Rolf, is the most potent of things, distilled by ambitions, hopes,
dreams, and need. Faith will level any mountain, pierce any armor,
and destroy anything it is aimed at.”
“You are speaking figuratively, and I am speaking literally. I
understand what you say, but how can a feeling kill or harm
anything? Literally, I mean…”
“You assume there is a difference between the figurative and the
literal where this gun is concerned. That is faith, Rolf, a bridging of
possibilities and ideas. Trust in this weapon, and more than any
other rifle you have ever held, it will aim as true as your heart and kill
even more truly.”
Rolf stared at the pieces before him for a long time, ignoring the
man beside him. If Macon grew bored or tired, he would leave. This
was an affair between a man and the thing he had built. This weapon
had grown of iron, alloyed metals, and shopped pieces of hardwood.
His fingers felt a warm glow as they traced along the length of the
barrel, a single, flawless tube with a bore about the size of his fist.
He even felt the soft pulse of life in the wood pieces that would be
the stock, as if the tree were still alive and speaking to him. In his
mind, there were many pages of blueprints, from every angle and
dimension. He knew how everything fit together.
For the last time, his hands were not his own, even if his eyes were.
The device had been crafted in such a way that allowed for easy
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assembly and disassembly. He watched as his hands skillfully built
the device, each piece at a time. Every pin, lever, and miniscule part
came together in a matter of Mynettes, until there was only one
heavy-looking, Goddess-inspired rifle waiting for him.
“Pick it up.” Macon bid him. “It was meant for you. None other can
fire it. It would be like a functionless tube in another man’s hands.”
Rolf didn’t question this hypothesis or how the man knew such a
thing even if it happened to be true. He lifted the rifle in his hands,
marveling at the craftsmanship, which was his own. It was heavy
indeed, something he lifted with difficulty when he stared down its
sights. It was at the end of his physical ability to wield it, and then
only by muscles strengthened by the tireless working of metal and
machines for several Waykes. He was lean, with thick ropes of
knotted muscles through his arms, chest, and shoulders. A lesser
man couldn’t have lifted the weapon, and Macon had said that none
other could fire it. This was to be his part in the war, and his alone.
“I don’t know what to say.” Rolf confided to Macon, who stood
beside him, smiling broadly at the creation.
“Chaveaoux be praised.” Renford Hayes exclaimed loudly behind
the two of them. “You’ve finished and I’ll have my factory back.” That
was all he needed to say.
Beside the foreman stood Catrin. Rolf learned later that Renford
had summoned her when he saw that Rolf was completing his task
so that she could be there when it was done. Her eyes shone with
relief that his long Dees of work were done. There was something of
pride in there too.
“Chaveaoux be praised.” Rolf and Macon said together, echoing
Renford’s exclamation.
“Let’s go home.” Catrin bid Rolf, and he had no arguments about
that.
Before he left, Macon had a few last words, “Be careful with that
weapon and remember what I have told you.” That, too, was
something Rolf had no arguments about.
That evening, Rolf took the weapon home with them, covering it in
a length of canvas as they left the factory. As he and Catrin pushed
through the crowd, it was Macon who rescued them by answering a
few questions on their behalf, which allowed the couple to escape
into their coach. Whispering thanks to every God and Goddess he
could remember at the moment, Rolf slumped back into his seat,
with a sweaty arm wrapped around Catrin’s shoulders.
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CHAPTER 119
There is a fine line between being an avenger or a vigilante,
between life and death, honesty and dishonesty, righteousness or
petty revenge… all of these seem very exact and different, but there
are many shades of gray between either extreme. Who is the true
judge of how things are and should be?
Perhaps because of their unique natures, there seems to be an
internal fulcrum upon which a Kerathi Thaumaturge’s future
balances. Once tipped, it is rare if ever that it can be tipped once
again in the opposite direction. That fulcrum is the balance between
a regular Thaumaturge and a Thaumaturge of War.
Like a simple lever being flipped, a Thaumaturge shifts from one
role to the other, and with it there are some definitive changes. A
Thaumaturge of War begins to feel compulsions to use
enchantments, often in increasing magnitudes of power and
increasing frequency until their body can handle no more. Concern
for their own safety is lost in the headiness of releasing such great
forces. They become wild, unchained forces of nature. Those who
had been their friends are cast aside, like trees before a tornado of
change and enchantments.
I have heard it said that the change is most evident in the hands
and face of a Thaumaturge. After the change, the kindest of eyes
become resolute, hardened orbs of grayish green, alike in color to
the underside of some leaves. Their hands grow veiny and the
fingernails change color, just like the eyes, only that grey-green
continues to spread up the fingers, eventually reaching the palm, the
wrist, and in a few cases, the elbows of the Thaumaturges before
their bodies wear out.
Once this change has begun, few live more than a couple Munths,
half a Yarre at best. They burn themselves out with the passion of
their efforts…
- Excerpt from Alistair’s ‘The History of Thaumaturges’
st

 Einsdee, the 21 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
It had been a long time since she had talked to Nishan, and Anthea
had struggled with the urge to use the mirror every Dee since he had
left. More than a few times she almost gave into the compulsion,
especially in the deep of the night when she awoke to find herself
without his arms wrapped around her. It didn’t even occur to her that
maybe it was strange that she was so attached to the man, who was
six Yarres her senior and much older in terms of the experiences he
had accumulated. At times it seemed more like a dependency than
genuine affection, but she had survived for many Dees without his
touch.
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It’d been only a half-Wayke or so less than a Munth since she’d
spoken to him on the mirror, she realized when she counted off the
Dees since he had gone. He’d traveled north in a boat, heading for
Ka’Shann. Surely he’d made landfall some time ago, and he must
have proceeded toward the ruins. He’d not had to say as much about
what he was going to do, but she’d known it was a dangerous
undertaking. There was something there at Ka’Shann, something
lost but not completely forgotten. How it tied in with what they were
doing she didn’t know, and she was less curious about that than his
well-being and his return. He had Tuari with him, but that wasn’t the
same as having someone like, say, Makan with him. Tuari was
certainly able-bodied and loyal, but it wasn’t the same as having
Makan with him, Rolf, or even herself.
Truthfully, she had to admit to herself, she wanted to be there. With
the dozens of flowers and plants she had now, she’d be able to
handle most situations. Thinking such things made her feel guilty,
even when she lay alone. Nishan was a grown man. He’d lived in
Rummas, amongst elements of not insignificant danger. He could
take care of himself if anyone could. As alert and fast as he was, it’d
take something quite impressive to catch him off guard. Still, a
couple nights back she had really wanted to talk to him to make sure
that he was indeed all right.
Without realizing it, she found herself wandering back and forth
between the patio outside, the balconies upstairs, and the other
places within their apartments with favorable growing conditions that
she’d taken over with her gardening. Her hands alighted upon this
plant or that, brushed the city’s dust off of a leaf or petal, and then
she stared blankly at nothing as she wondered about Nishan.
Perhaps she should have gone with him and Tuari. Certainly Rolf
didn’t need her. He’d hardly even spoken to Catrin in Dees, until he
had finished his weapon anyway. Anthea briefly remembered seeing
what had appeared like little more than a large gun to her. In her
misery, she’d made some dismissive comment about his efforts that
had hurt his pride. Then she’d wandered off for more of her
contemplative silence. Makan and Sagira were rarely home these
Dees either. Makan was Sagira’s constant companion as she made
speeches in places of great importance, visiting with dignitaries and
other people that Anthea wasn’t able to do much to help with.
Her hands jerked with a start as she came to a realization, tearing
one of the broad leaves of one of her plants in two. Unintentionally,
she’d made herself useless, and she hadn’t even realized it until just
now. She had thought that she was readying herself for the next
step, but she had gone from the leader of a small force to a useless
gardener that was letting the others rally up an army or force that
would take her to Cenalium, and they were doing it all without her.
Once the army arrived in Cenalium, she wasn’t even sure that she’d
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be able to stop what was going on there. It was entirely possible that
she’d arrive just to be captured or killed by Corydon. Then all their
travels, those hardships and thousands of Kilomes of journeying,
would be in vain. Worse than that, she’d doom all of her companions
at the same time, no to mention whatever allies had joined them on
their foolhardy quest.
She laughed and put her face in her hands. “What a foolish girl I’m
being.” She whispered, only to correct herself, “No, what a foolish girl
I’ve been.”
Then, without any more self-doubt or second-guessing, she drew
Nishan’s mirror from the pocket of her greenish, lacy housedress, a
gift from Catrin. The disk of silvered glass was bubbled in a few
places, evidence of the two times it’d been used. It would only have
a few more uses before the entire image of the mirror would be too
distorted to use, and then the glass would crack into a thousand little
useless shards. She set the mirror on the floor and kneeled beside it,
to look down into it. Closing her eyes, she brought Nishan’s face to
mind and concentrated on the mirror.
“Nishan? Can you hear me? I want to see you so badly.”
The mirror grew warm. It was warm enough that the air above it
was wavering like air over a road on a very hot Dee in the Saysuhn
of Red. The image darkened in the mirror, and she could see very
little. She squinted and shaded the mirror with a hand, careful not to
touch it. A quick frown settled onto her face when she noted that it
was not glare from the sun or shadows from the surrounding
buildings that darkened the image, but rather the source of the image
that was dark.
“Anthea?” Came a faint whisper from the mirror.
“Who? Nishan? Tuari?”
“It is I, Tuari.”
“Why is it so dark there? It is middee here.”
“We are underground, hiding from the creatures. I think they
slumber now, or perhaps they are hiding from the sun.”
“Creatures? Never mind that. Where is Nishan, why can I not hear
him?”
“Nishan is not well, Anthea. He was hurt fighting the creatures.”
A foreboding lump, one that had been growing in her throat since
the dark image had first shown up, now filled her throat. It was all
that she could do to choke out her next question, “How badly is he
hurt?”
“I don’t know. He hurt his eyes and I think he cannot see. He is
feverish and his breathing is difficult. It was hard to see, but I believe
that he inhaled some ash from one of the dead creatures.”
“What creatures?” She asked when he mentioned them a second
time, trying hard not to notice the smell of the mirror scorching the
floor of the balcony. The mirror’s silver was beginning to bubble up.
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Fully half the mirror was unusable now. There was not much more
time.
“I don’t know what they are, Anthea. I am sorry. They defend these
ruins though. There were too many, hundreds maybe. We couldn’t
escape them or get around them. I brought Nishan here, hoping that
he would get better and we could try to escape, but he only worsens
with time.” Tuari’s face was briefly visible, the shadowed planes of
his face showing just an instant before dissipating into the murky
darkness once more. “I’m afraid, Anthea.”
Anthea unsuccessfully bit back a sob. “Do not worry, Tuari. I will do
something to help you; I swear it by every God and Goddess that we
hold dear. I must go now, or the mirror will break.”
“Goodbye.” Tuari bid her. His tone held little hope.
A raspy snarl, faint but unearthly, followed his farewell. Anthea
stared at the mirror for a moment, unsure of what to do. A rage built
up in her, and when the bubbled mirror faded to its silvery self once
more, Anthea slammed her fist down on it. That was an unwise thing
to do, but she could not resist the need to hit something. The skin on
the side of her fist sizzled and stuck to the mirror, but the mirror did
not break. She cried out in pain and helplessness. It was like what
had happened with Bedros all over again; she had been unable to
save him, and this time it was the man she loved who was in harm’s
path.
“There,” she said bitterly, ”I have admitted how I feel, only in a time
where it does neither of us any good.”
With tears starting to run down her cheeks, she pushed herself up
off of the balcony floor and shouldered heavily into the door that
admitted her into their apartments from the balcony. She looked
frantically for someone, anyone at all, in the first two rooms, but she
found no one. Her mind whirled as she tried to think where everyone
could be. She wasn’t sure what she could do even if she found them,
but she needed to find them. It’d taken Nishan and Tuari Waykes to
reach Ka’Shann, so how could she do anything in time to help? Even
by Flier, which they did not have, it’d take Dees to get there. Could
she somehow get the attention of the men who were hunting her and
steal one of their Fliers?
She stumbled into another room and found Catrin tangled up in
Rolf’s embrace. The two were reclined on a pile of cushions that
passed for a bed in Aynglica, and his face was buried in her thick
hair, nibbling at her neck from the look of things and from the soft
moans that escaped her lips. Her skirts were gathered up about her
thighs, exposing the milky white stockings and petticoats beneath;
the laces of her bodice were partway undone, exposing the top
halves of the rounded breasts it contained. It was quite clear to
Anthea that she’d interrupted something, but she needed help and
wasn’t going to leave.
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A loud, helpless sob from Anthea caused Rolf’s eyes to flicker open
and look at her in surprise. “Anthea?” He said, removing his lips from
Catrin’s neck. He brushed an errant hair away from his lips.
Catrin jerked away from Rolf suddenly and tried to situate herself
and her dress beside him in as ladylike a position as she could after
what they’d been caught doing. Her cheeks blushed fiercely and she
lowered her eyes, as if she were a misbehaving girl who had just
been caught by a parent doing something she shouldn’t have. Rolf
looked first at Catrin in surprise because of her strong reaction, but
then he pushed himself up into a kneeling position and looked at
Anthea again.
Anthea glanced briefly at Catrin’s nervous hands, which alternated
between the tasks of smoothing out her luxurious length of hair and
covering the rising and falling of her round bosoms. Her blush had
extended even down to her chest, reddening her cleavage. Anthea
snorted and looked hard at Rolf, but even more intently at the
completed weapon that leaned up against the corner of the room
near him.
“Does it work?” Anthea asked him.
“Does what work?” Rolf asked, looking again at Catrin.
“The gun! Does your gun work?”
“I haven’t tried it. What is this about? What’s wrong? Why are you
crying?”
The questions fell on her like shots fired. Anthea bit her lip and
clenched her hands into fists, ignoring the pain from her blistering
right fist. “I just spoke to Tuari, and Nishan is hurt. Tuari is scared.
There are creatures about, and they can’t escape the Ruins.”
“Slow down, Anthea. How do you mean you spoke to Tuari? He’s
more than a thousand Kilomes away isn’t he?”
“I have a mirror, Rolf. It’s enchanted. It lets me speak to Nishan.”
Rolf looked baffled. “An enchanted mirror? I thought you spoke to
Tuari, not Nishan.”
“Damn you, Rolf, why can’t you understand me? I spoke to Tuari
because he was near Nishan, who is hurt. Nishan couldn’t answer.”
“I am sorry.” Rolf replied gruffly, scratching at his head. “I did not
know of your mirror. I have been busy.” Then, looking once more at
Catrin, he supplied, “busy with making the gun that is.”
“Rolf!” Anthea screamed his name.
“What?” He shouted back, still dazed by all that she was saying to
him.
“Nishan is hurt. Tuari and he are both in grave danger. We have to
help them.”
“I understand that, mirror thing aside, but they’re in Ka’Shann. I
don’t know that place. How are we to help them from here?”
“We need to go there.” She replied suddenly, knowing that she had
to do so, even if she didn’t know exactly how.
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“How? When?” Rolf asked, his eyebrow furrowing at her insistence.
“Now. I have an idea and there may be a way, so grab your new
gun. You may get a chance to try it out. Is Makan here, or Sagira?
We may have need of them.”
“They’re gone, left this morning.” Catrin offered helpfully, recovered
somewhat from the embarrassment of Anthea’s intrusion. “Sagira
has another meeting todee.”
Anthea looked at Catrin for a moment, considering. “That is fine. I
will need you to deliver a message to them. Tell them that Rolf and I
have left to rescue Nishan and Tuari.”
“Do you want me to go look for a boat?” Rolf asked timidly. He
wasn’t sure what to do just yet, and didn’t want to meet Catrin’s eyes
to see her reaction to Anthea’s plan that he would go off on some
adventure with her. Catrin likely wouldn’t be happy, not after just
getting him back from the factory that had absorbed him for Waykes.
Anthea shook her head firmly. “No, Rolf. Boats take too long. We
must go another way. We will be traveling by means of
enchantment.”
“How exactly does that work?” Rolf wondered. The prospect was
both frightening and exhilaratingly interesting.
“I don’t have time to explain the details. Get your gun, grab some
supplies and medicines, and let’s go. Now.”
“Rolf?” Catrin said his name softly and grasped at his hand. She
was asking him not to leave with a single word.
“I need to go. My friends need me. They would do the same for
me.” Rolf replied, patting her hand softly before slipping away from
her to grab his gun.
“Catrin.” Anthea said, startling the woman out of her reverie as she
watched Rolf departing the room with his new gun in hand.
Catrin shook her head and looked at Anthea. She rose to her feet
and summoned a breath that was sure to unleash a stream of
indecencies and unkindnesses seldom heard from her pert lips.
Only, when she got another good look at Anthea’s determined eyes,
she backed down, covering her mouth with one hand and her chest
with the other. “Yes?” She almost whispered the word.
“Tell Sagira and Makan that we had to leave. Tell them we will
return when possible, and that they are to go wherever their mission
here takes them. Only, they must leave word with you so that we can
meet up with them when we return. Assure them that we will do all
we can to return swiftly, but such a thing might not be possible, not
immediately anyway. I don’t even know if what I’m about to do will
work, so if we do not come back, they are to do their best to stop
Corydon.”
Catrin’s eyes narrowed, not in anger, but in an attempt to see
something within Anthea. She wanted to see the girl’s true heart,
which was plainly displayed on her resolute face. “How can you just
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leave like this? How can you risk Rolf’s life and your own, even for
friends?”
“In spite of appearances, you are not a real woman if you must ask
such a thing. Rolf might have elected not to go, but he has not. Duty
weighs heavy in the hearts of men and women alike, and it is so with
that Kerathi man of yours, him more than most I think. We all do
what we must, Catrin.”
“Then if you must take my Rolf on this errand, I charge you with
bringing him back alive and well. If you do not, I will never forgive
you.”
“You needn’t forgive me if I cannot bring him back, because I would
never forgive me, so I wouldn’t expect more from you than I could
give myself.”
Catrin nodded slightly and her voice seemed to find a bit of strength
when she spoke next. “I will deliver your message, and I will keep
faith with you, so that you will see that I am a woman who keeps my
word, even if I cannot understand you sometimes. We are two
different women, Anthea, but I am no less strong for it.”
“I know we are different, and I pray to Maletos that you must never
become the desperate person that I am now.” Anthea touched her
thumb and forefinger to her forehead. “Water my plants when I’m
gone, and rotate them so they get even sunning.” She ordered. With
that said, she turned on her heel and left quickly.
Rolf already had two heavy duffels ready and stuffed with travel
supplies. Things stuck out here and there, odds and ends, mostly.
Basically he seemed to have shoved anything of use he could find in
the apartments into the two bags, and the massive gun rested atop
both of them. He waited nervously out on the balcony, apparently
having followed his nose to the smell of the mirror, where it had
scorched the treated wood planks of the balcony.
“I need you to help me pick some flowers.” Anthea announced upon
her arrival on the narrow balcony. Her arrival crowded the narrow
space that was already dominated by her flowers and otherwise filled
by the presence of Rolf and his two duffels. “I’ll need a box for them
as well, with a damp cloth inside.”
“Just point me in the right direction and tell me which one to pick
and where.”
Anthea did just that, launching into a series of orders that took the
both of them ten full Mynettes to complete. She was in a hurry, yes,
but she wasn’t going to rush and jeopardize all that she was about to
do by clipping the wrong flowers or getting a poor quality one. She
also didn’t want to hamper the plants’ further growing, since some
might be of use again in the future. Hastiness made for mistakes, so
the clippings and blossoms Anthea selected were done with care
and trust of her instincts. She did not take overlong in selecting, and
she did not dally, but she would not rush such a task. When they
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were done, she had some twenty various clippings in a small metal
box, a cigar tin from the previous tenants that Rolf had found sitting
around in a cabinet on the main floor. A dampened cloth would keep
the clippings from drying out too fast, but it was not so damp as to rot
and wither them prematurely either.
There was one flower she kept out of the tin, though. It was
comfrey. A quartet of violet bell-shaped blossoms hung down from a
main stem. The blossoms had white accents, like lace on the frills of
a dress, and purple anthers that stuck out of the bells like children’s
mischievous tongues. This was the one for the job. She’d known it
without even thinking. It called to her, telling her to use it here and
now. Oddly, Comfrey hadn’t even been one of her intentional
choices. It’d grown as a mistake, an extra flower in the midst of
another one’s pot. How it had even gotten there, she didn’t know. It
had not been of her doing though. The Gods worked in strange
ways. Perhaps it was their will.
“Here we go. We are ready, so pick up your bags and stay close to
the mirror.” Anthea commanded.
She took a calming breath while he complied, and took brief notice
of Catrin watching from the crack of the unclosed door. Let her
watch, she decided. It was not important, while getting to Nishan
was. Since Catrin already knew about her enchantments, it would do
no harm if she saw another. This was her way of saying goodbye to
Rolf without intruding, and Anthea wouldn’t deny the other woman
that.
Anthea cast her eyes down at the mirror, and once more called for
Nishan. As soon as she began to see the slightest stirrings of
something within the mirror, she held out the comfrey bloom between
her and the mirror, and let it go. Just before it hit the mirror, it
stopped, suspended above the mirror. Immediately, the blossoms
began to wilt before the growing heat of the mirror, but at the same
time they also began to glow as four points of violet light that turned
to orient themselves to the four cardinal directions.
The syllables of the enchantment came as they always did, from
deep within her core, straining to press through her windpipe and
past her vocal cords.
Comfrey, arrived and grown by fortuitous chance,
See what’s shown in the mirror’s glance.
Carry us swiftly to Ka’Shann and that dark room,
Where our friends wait in desperate need,
Where our friends are hurt and bleed.
Take the two of us there with the power of your blooms.
Rolf looked around in surprise as a pillar of light shot down from the
sky and engulfed them. It approached with a sizzling roar that
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crackled as it pierced through the two of them. It centered itself on
the mirror, and there was a feeling of great pressure, like the air was
gathering around to crush them with its surprising weight. With a
gasp and a grimace, the pillar vanished into the mirror, taking them
with it, shattering the mirror into bright dust when they were gone.
Catrin watched with wide eyes, eyes dazzled by the brilliance the
pillar of light. The explosion of the mirror threw sparkles of dust high
into the sky, trailing up in the direction the pillar of light had
descended from. With it came a puff of hot air that blew back her
hair, even through the small crack around the door from where she
watched. As she finally blinked away the image of the pillar that had
taken Rolf and Anthea, she stepped out onto the balcony.
“Come back soon, Rolf.” She said to the open air.
Then, noticing that Anthea’s plants were dry after the enchantment,
she took it upon herself to water them. She would keep her word, so
the Aurean girl had better keep hers, she thought.
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CHAPTER 120
Mehitte, the second largest of the isles that comprise the Mueran
Belt, is the location of the largest collection of unique species in the
Broken Crown. Waihailei, to the east, is larger, but its species are
less varied. Zaraig is also a larger landmass than Mehitte, and while
it may lay claim to being the home of the most sorts of indigenous,
and often ravenous, insects, Mehitte has more kinds of butterflies,
tropical birds, and tropical foliage than any other place.
Strangely, Mehitte’s island neighbor Punaei is without a lot of the
species that inhabit Mehitte. Punaei lacks the variety of avian life,
insect life, and the various sorts of flowers and high-rainfall plants
that Mehitte has. It is often interesting to me to see how just a few
Kilomes of water between two islands can mean such a large
difference in speciation. Other times, two nearby islands have
different types of animals of the same family, differing only slightly in
their adaptations to their specific home environments. There are a
few close-lying islets in the Mueran Belt that have differing species of
lizards that quite obviously came from the same family. This
phenomenon is also quite easy to see in the various fishes that
populate the reefs in the Mueran Belt.
Natural causes, like temperatures, the varying currents of winds
and air, the amount of sun or rainfall, and a thousand other factors
can contribute to the development of differing species. In this, is
mankind really all that different from the plants and animals? Did the
Kerathi not develop from their environment? Were the Elegians not
made a certain way by their sandy isle? Were the Muerans not made
into the sort of people they are because of the isles they lived upon?
Certainly there are some correlations that can be drawn, but how
many of them are circumstantial and how many are true effects of
nature’s causes? Perhaps it is not for any one man to know…
- Excerpt from Okapi’s ‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’
 Tewsdee, the 22

nd

of Planting, 769 A.E. 

Mehitte loomed before Bedros and his three companions.
Sensing the strength of the life energies of the island ahead, they
bypassed the smaller island of Punaei and went directly to Mehitte.
Wandering-Eyes lagged behind, as he always did. The reluctant OxMan had made a habit of being the last to touch hooves to each new
island they had reached. The others did not comment on it,
accepting that it was a character trait of the shaman, but Bedros
wondered if the shaman would jump and run at the first sign of
trouble, and was therefore waiting for them to make landfall first to
spring any traps that might be lying in wait. Red-Tail and Coat-ofDust – a name that was becoming less apt with each dousing rain of
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the Saysuhn of Green that struck these isles – took turns being first
and second onto the isles, never more than a pace behind each
other or behind Bedros.
Red-Tail was the boldest of the three in Bedros’ company, so he
made it his job to wander around where they landed, scouting out the
best foliage and the most comfortable places to wait while Bedros
communed with the land. Then the trio would stand in a rough
triangle around Bedros, warding off the occasional Mueran who
happened by the strange scenes they provided. The Muerans were
intuitive enough to know when to leave well enough alone, and rarely
even spoke before hurrying off to be about their own business.
Perhaps that was in part because the Mueran culture was not one of
owning the land, but rather utilizing it. Elegians or Aynglicans might
have reacted differently, and the Kerathi surely would have.
As for the trio of shamans, they’d all grown quite used to seeing the
Ox-Man they were escorting kneel to press his nose to the moist
earth and inhale its scents, dig his hooves and heavy fingers into the
soil, and rub his budding horns on the ground. A Wayke and a half of
dwelling among the isles of the Mueran Belt, when they were not
traversing the expanses of water between them, had wrought some
changes in Bedros. The jungle lands of the Mueran Belt had given
Bedros a greenish set of horns, almost leafy in appearance in that
they were mildly serrated, like the edges of a palm frond. His eyes
had changed, too, taking on a bit of a more feline appearance,
sharper and more predatory. His hooves had sharpened and his
fingernails had lengthened to match more pronounced canines that
now marked him as an omnivore, though he chose to avoid meat for
the most part.
Mehitte was no different than the previous isles had been, at least
in terms of their arrival. Bedros knelt within the triangle of land
scouted by Red-Tail, and pressed his growing rack of horns into the
rich, dark soil. Water squelched up around his knees and hooves as
he pressed his body close to the land. A low gurgle filled his throat, a
predatory growl that was the voice of these wild lands. WanderingEyes looked about nebulously, shifting uneasily in his sentry position.
The growl from Bedros deepened and rose in volume as Mynettes
passed. The jungle around them grew silent, as if even the insects
and birds did not wish to intrude upon what was about. The
mosquitoes were still, the butterflies rested upon the blossoms, and
the animals watched the ceremony in quiet with their unblinking
eyes. The skies opened up, spilling sunlight down on the fronded
branches in the canopy above them, which filtered down upon them,
through the light mist and great humidity of Mehitte’s jungle air.
As Bedros’ keening peaked, the jungle lands worked their last
changes upon him, causing his greenish-gray horns to lengthen and
branch slightly at their peaks. The new horns joined the other adult
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horns: one pair whitish crystal and one watery blue, grown from the
Uleaut ice shelves and the Seas, respectively; the hazel-gold pair
from the plains and grasslands; and the ebony pair that were his first,
indicating his ties to the hard mountains of the Broken Crown. Three
more pairs of buds had appeared on the back of his skull, making
room for the last three sets that would fill in after his stops in Zaraig,
the Drylands, and finally the forests of Maethlin. When the set was
complete, he would be the sum of the world’s lands, and there would
be no more delays before he committed to his destiny.
Bedros got shakily to his feet, feeling weak from his efforts and yet
empowered by his latest transformation. He licked at his teeth with
the tip of his tongue, which was longer and more agile than he
recalled, far different from the broad, flat tongues of his companions.
His teeth were sharper and more predatory, one pair protruding out
slightly over his lower lip, as if he were a jungle cat. His eyes were
sharper and narrower, too.
As always, he felt a moment of grief as he took stock of his
changes, changes that made him less of what he had been born as
even as they made him more than he was. Tired as he was, he could
detect every iota of Wandering-Eyes’ discomfiture with his reformed
eyes. Like cattle before a lion, Wandering-Eyes’ large eyes rolled
about in their orbits, showing a great deal of white.
Then Bedros shivered, feeling queasy. He clutched at his abdomen
and heaved up the contents of his stomach, a mixture of leafy green
foliage that had been his morning meal.
“What is it?” Red-Tail asked.
Bedros coughed before answering. “Do you not feel the unbearable
sickness to the northwest? A great poison has seeped into the land.
One-Ear must feel it acutely, he is so near to it.”
“What is it?” Coat-of-Dust asked. “What is this poison?”
“The blood of the Lost Ones leaks into the soil, killing the spirit of
the land.” Bedros answered gravely.
Red-Tail grimaced, his large, flat lips curling up at the corners and
the front. “Is this their intention?”
Bedros thought for a moment before answering, trying to get a
sense of the answer from the world itself. “Surely it is. They are
killing the worshippers of the Gods and Goddesses, which will
extinguish their powers forever. They are killing the world’s spirit too,
which will destroy us when completed. There will be none left to
challenge them once their conquest is over. The Aureans will be
discarded then, used tools with no further purpose.”
“The Aureans do not work in collusion with them?” Red-Tail asked
in surprise.
“Perhaps, but I believe they are in the dark about this hidden
motive, this world-poisoning that the Lost Ones are doing. Surely
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they would not be so reckless as to help the Lost Ones if they knew
this to be the case.”
“They are the Landdeaf. They do any fool thing they want, because
they cannot hear the cries of the world.” Coat-of-Dust remarked
critically, gnashing his teeth. “They are not innocent. Their ignorance
of their allies’ crimes does not absolve their participation in those
crimes.”
“I do believe them to be ignorant in this case, but you are right
when you say they are far from innocent.” Bedros replied, looking to
the northwest, toward Qinor and the Kerathi Clan Isles. “It seems
that there is a problem near both of our great herds. There is another
problem nearer to White-Hoof, for that is where the God Uman is
being birthed.”
“The Dream God will be born, despite our efforts?”
“Very shortly.” Bedros indicated reluctantly.
Wandering-Eyes entered the conversation nervously, asking,
“There is nothing we can do to stop him?”
“Nothing that will not jeopardize our greater goal. He will be a
different God, though. He will be born half mortal. He will be born in
the flesh and not solely of the Creator’s energy, as with the others
before him. Nurtured so long in the world’s womb, he will have some
of our powers too. He may very well be a shift in the balance. He is
an unknown, offering options and possibilities previously
unforeseen.”
“Then we must hurry our travels. We cannot tarry here.” Red-Tail
said urgently. “A God takes time to fully come into his powers. We
can finish what we are about before he is at his strongest, and
remake the world once more.”
“We must hurry.” Bedros agreed, nodding westward, toward Zaraig.
He could not confide in these three that he had no intention of
breaking and reshaping the world in such a way that would doom his
friends or their peoples. Surely there had been a greater reason for
the creation of so many races, and to extinguish them all would
make them no better than Corydon and his abominations created
with the help of the Lost Ones. White-Hoof hadn’t been able to
understand that in the brief times they’d talked, and he doubted OneEar would either. This was something he might stand alone in, but
he’d need the voices of all the Ox-Men if alternative solutions he
came up with were to have any chance at all of working.
And what was it that Anthea worked at now? He could feel her
growing more distant, somehow disconnected to the world, and yet
greater than she was. What had she done yesterdee? He tried not to
worry, knowing that she had her protectors with her, and they were
an able group. Then there was Tuari, who had sworn to him that he
would do Anthea’s bidding and see her kept safe. That silent oath
had passed between them when Bedros was leaving the Kanaka’e
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ship, an understanding that would not fade with time. Bedros knew
the Uleaut boy would value it as much as life; he had seen as much
in the boy’s eyes during the space of those few eternal Saycunds.
The Uleauts were a noble people, ones connected to the lands in
their own way. Tuari was another reason why White-Hoof and OneEar’s solutions didn’t work for Bedros – the Uleauts would suffer for
it.
The moment of sunshine passed, and the water-bloated clouds
came in its place. They clouds hung low and drizzled upon the jungle
once more. Coat-of-Dust got another shower, rinsing his coat clean
as they stayed amongst the chirruping insects and the songbird calls
only long enough to take more nourishment. Bedros ate sparingly.
His greater connection to the world nourished him even as his
drawing nearer to the poisoned earth around Cenalium made it
harder to keep any actual food down. Still, it was nice to eat
sometimes, to grind something between his teeth the way nature
intended it.
At last, their stomachs as full as they could comfortably have them,
they took off across the water once more, held up by Bedros’ disk of
hardened water. Their feet carried them westward toward the
swamps of Zaraig, and more than ever, the sense of urgency
pervaded the pace they set and pushed them onward.
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CHAPTER 121
I’ve often thought that I have been compensated for a short life with
my gifts as a Thaumaturge. If my life is to be a fraction as long as a
normal person’s, then I must use these gifts to do a lifetime’s work
within these short Yarres that I have. Therefore, do not mourn my
youthful passing. Instead, mourn those who do nothing in the long
Yarres they have, where I have done much, valuing every Dee that I
have had…
- Excerpt from Karena’s ‘Legacies of the World’
rd

 Thraysdee, the 23 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
There was a sense of fumbling, of being disembodied. There was
another with her - that was Rolf. She could feel his warm familiarity.
His was a regular, expected presence. Who then was the third
person she felt? Was it even a person? It was familiar, and yet it was
certainly not one of her regular companions. Whoever it was, they
seemed essential to her life somehow. Whoever it was, they were
adrift and they’d lost their body. Lost their body? How was that even
possible? Were they dead, Rolf and her both? Was this Nelius’
House of Endless Rooms? If they were dead, what would the others
do without them?
No, they weren’t dead. There was that sense of moving, and a dead
person doesn’t move, none that she had ever seen or heard about.
“Go. You’re almost there.” The extra person said, but it was not
something vocalized so much as communicated. The words were
suddenly there.
“Who?” Anthea asked.
“I don’t remember who I am, but I remember you. I know that you
must go soon, or you’ll be trapped here, like me.”
“Can I not help you?”
“I don’t know enough to help you help me. Your destination is at
hand, though. Your spirit will be lost, and your body with it, if you do
not go now.”
“I’ll go then.” Anthea replied, realizing how futile it was to argue with
someone who didn’t even know who they were or how they could be
helped.
“Take the boy with you. Hold on to him with all your might. He is not
so strong as you are in remembering who he is. Visualize yourself,
and him with you when you arrive. Don’t forget who and what you
are and you…”
The voice faded, and any further instructions she might have had
were swept away as things came into focus. Like lazy motes of dust
caught in a shaft of sunlight, she felt herself drifting downward. She
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remembered to visual her own body and Rolf beside her as the voice
had told her.
It was hard to remember details at first. It was like she was a halffinished sketch on an artists’ tablet, with all the basic outlines, but
none of the fine lines and shading. Colors were the easiest things.
Like blobs of casually placed ink dabs, colors began to fill in. Flesh
assumed complexion, hair took on luminance, and eyes gathered
shine. Then came the lines, moles, fine hairs, clothing, and finally
whatever they had carried with them.
When she opened her eyes, she saw Rolf glowing beside her,
laying with his arms wrapped around his knees in a fetal position. His
rifle glistened beside him, as if polished with bits of the sun itself.
Their two heavy duffel bags were there as well, glowing as if they
had lanterns within them. Everything felt so light and airy; her own
skin felt translucent, and she thought she could feel the rays of the
sun piercing her remade flesh, so lustrous did it appear.
But if she and her waking companion beside her were beautifully
vibrant, everything around them was dark and fierce. The ruins were
painted with decay and suffering. The cruel vines that gathered
around everything were not plants of beauty and gaiety, but rather
the sort of thing that would choke the life out of their more lively
plants and, even in this case, buildings. The vines had jagged spines
on their dark, snake-like appendages, and the leaves were sinister,
forked shapes of a green so dark that they almost looked black.
Their roots coursed through the entire city, breaking apart foundation
stones and the great flagstones of the ancient city rows alike. These
vines wreathed the city in darkness, choking out all but the
straggliest of weeds that could survive on what water and nutrients
the vines did not capitalize upon. The entire Ruins of Ka’Shann were
engulfed in the great network of vines, a network whose heart pulsed
in her ears, centered on the crumbled towers of the keep in the
northeast of the city. She did not have to see the towers to feel them,
but see them she could, if distantly.
“Rolf. Get up. We need to go.”
He grumbled and rolled over, his hand clutching at a phantom body
that he imagined beside him. “Just a few more Mynettes, Catrin.
Please, I’m tired from the factory.” He mumbled.
“I’m not Catrin, and this is not Fairport, Rolf.” She said testily,
eyeing the dark and unpleasant figures of the crumbled buildings
ahead. They looked foul, and her recollection of Tuari saying there
had been creatures here did not sit well with her.
Rolf rolled onto his back and stretched. As his eyes opened
beneath the foreign sky, he slowly became more alert. “Where?” He
asked, rolling once more, this time onto all fours.
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“Ka’Shann.” Anthea replied. She was trying to still the wave of
nausea she felt building quickly in the pit of her stomach, but it was
not an easy task.
Beside her, Rolf stood shakily, using the length of his rifle to
support him. “This is where Nishan is?”
“It should be.”
Rolf blinked unsteadily. “Should? Where are we?”
“This should be Ka’Shann, on Greveth’s Mercy.”
“Should.” Rolf repeated the word once more, disliking the sound of
it. Then he realized what it meant if they were truly at Ka’Shann.
“Ka’Shann is hundreds of Kilomes from where we were, maybe over
a thousand…”
“I know.”
“How did we get here? All I remember was the beam of light. What
Dee is it?”
She wanted to answer him, but she was short of patience and her
stomach was roiling fiercely. “Rolf, stop asking questions I don’t have
the answers to. I don’t know how long we traveled, but I do know that
we need to find Nishan and Tuari, and we need to do it quickly.” Her
stomach heaved, but she choked back down whatever was trying to
come up. How long ago had she eaten?
“Alright. Do you know where they are at in the city?”
“It was somewhere dark, dark and wet.” Anthea looked around, and
found nothing in the immediate vicinity meeting her own description.
Rolf looked around contemplatively. “That sounds like a basement
or a sewer. I don’t imagine there are that many places here with
running springs or the like. We should search the low-lying areas,
ditches and the like. That would be where water would naturally run
to.” By the time he finished talking, he seemed winded, as if mere
talking was an effort.
“I don’t have a map, Rolf.” Anthea replied, feeling similarly weak.
“Then lets get somewhere high and get a good look at the lay of the
land.” He nodded toward a mid-sized pile of rubble to the east. “That
might do it. I don’t trust the taller structures to be that safe for us to
climb into, but that big pile shouldn’t be too bad, provided it doesn’t
shift when I climb it for a looksee.”
She didn’t even bother to answer verbally. She just started in that
direction, shuffling her feet slowly. Rolf followed, the rifle slung over
his shoulder and a duffel bag in each hand. Despite thinking that
exertion might actually make them more tired, Anthea found that
both of them actually felt their strength returning faster the harder
they worked, so they picked up the pace as they went. Anthea didn’t
mind the near-jog, since it would presumably get them in and out of
the city faster, if they could find Nishan and Tuari quickly.
Every crunch of gravel underfoot, every rattling of the heavy ivy
leaves in the wind, and everyone unaccounted for sound made her
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ears perk. Try as she might, she couldn’t see anything out of place
just yet, even if the very feeling of Ka’Shann was inhospitable. It felt
as if the place was alive, and she was an unwelcome foreign body
entering it. Certainly she wasn’t Rumani, but how could a dead city
know that, and why would it care? Besides, the city or at least its
creatures had attacked Nishan, and he was Rumani.
She was quite glad to reach the stack of boulders and building
stones that Rolf had proposed to climb, an impressive pile of rock
covered in the vile, dark vines. Yet the vines would probably lock the
stones in place, making it less treacherous to climb by preventing
slides and tumbling stones, even if the vine leaves also obscured
holes in the pile that could cause a broken ankle if its climbers were
unwary.
“You can stay here. I’ll go up.” Rolf remarked, sizing up the pile.
“Fine.” She replied, happy to not have to climb the mess of rock and
vines. “Just be quick about it. I want to be gone from here as soon as
possible. I dislike this place.”
“You and I both, Anthea.” Rolf agreed, setting aside the heavy
duffels to free up his hands. He did not set aside the rifle, though.
That he slung over his shoulders when he left Anthea on the ground
as he began scaling up the pile.
It took him a few impatient Mynettes to climb to the top of the rubble
stack, what had likely once been a sizeable tower or apartments that
housed dozens of people. Now it was deserted, and they both
preferred it that way. For those long Mynettes, Anthea paced about
nervously in the crisp breezes that descended from the not-sodistant mountain peaks, which were anything but inviting. The
backdrop for this ill-luck city of ruins was every bit as foreboding as
the ruins. Of course, the warnings about creatures that Tuari had
given her didn’t help matters. There was just no way she was going
to see this place in a positive light, least of all when Rolf was making
his way up to a vantage point that she couldn’t share.
“Do you see anything?” She called up to him.
“Lots of rock piles, and even more of these cursed vines.” He felt
like cursing, but wasn’t sure if he should curse by invoking Greveth’s
name, as Goddess of the earth and stone, or Ocel’s name, as God of
Agriculture. In the end he decided that holding his curses was
probably in order.
“I care little about those things, Rolf. Now tell me, where is Nishan?”
“Oh, there he is. I didn’t realize you were looking for him. Maybe I
should wave him over, invite him for a cup of tea? Why, this is an
easy task and I hadn’t even realized it…”
“Rolf –“ She growled in agitation, only to be cut off by a nearer
growl of greater volume.
She turned to look at the source of the noise, a pack of grayish,
man-sized figures clutching to the vines that grew upon the roofs and
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walls of tumbledown structures. More heads were beginning to
appear over the tops of crumbled piles of rubble, as the creatures
lifted their snouts to the air to sniff out her scent. The nearer ones
had no need of scenting. They had already seen her. One barked a
loud throaty call to the others, which was quickly picked up by the
pack until it became a chorus like the baying of dogs on the hunt.
“Rolf!” She cried worriedly. Her hands scrambled to get into the
nearest duffel and find her box of flowers.
A shadow clouded her view of what was in the bag, momentarily
eclipsing the sixth Ouer sun. There was an explosion from above
and behind her, it sounded like a miniature cannon going off. The air
near above her sizzled and burned, superheated in an instant. She
looked up just as a melon-sized hole punched through the center of
the creature, tossing the creature backward like a limp rag doll. It
never hit the ground though - it completely vanished. It left nothing
behind but the puff of dust from the hole that had been vaporized
through its chest. Anthea’s head snapped around, this time at the
sound of Rolf crying out in pain.
“It kicked more than I expected.” He explained, rubbing his
shoulder. “Now get off the ground. Leave the duffels and climb up
here. We can hold them off from here.”
Even as she located the flower box in the second duffel, Rolf had to
fire once more. She couldn’t help but look up to watch the air sizzle
in a semi-visible line that extended from the muzzle of Rolf’s gun to
where two more of the creatures vanished and a chunk of the
building they were on with them. There wasn’t exactly a beam of light
coming from Rolf’s weapon, but there was something, or maybe an
absence of something. Like a vacuum of light and air, there was a
rush to fill a hole in being that the gun seemed to create. Wherever
the gun was pointed, there was a punch of… something… and then
a vanishing around the epicenter of where that something struck.
Anthea scrambled up the rock pile, tripping and stabbing herself on
the spiny thorns of the vines as she went. Grimacing from her
numerous scratches, she held on to her box of flowers for dear life.
Rolf fired again, and then again, the second of the two shots
crackling the air just over her head. She heard a shriek and then
something hit the rock pile a few Mayters away. It took only a
momentary glance to see that it was a leg of one of the creatures,
and it was still flailing about even in the absence of its owner. The
leg disappeared Saycunds later, following its owner into oblivion.
“Move faster, Anthea.” Rolf urged her, his voice coming through
gritted teeth. “They’re closing in and there are a lot of them. Cainel
help us, but there are a lot of them.”
Rolf had to fire once more before she reached the top of the stack.
She fell once more, right at Rolf’s feet. He helped her up, but by then
the creatures had stopped advancing; they seemed content to watch
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the two of them huddled together on the top of their fifteen Mayter
pile of rubble. The creatures either sat upon or hung onto every one
of the buildings that surrounded the rubble pile. There were scores of
them, maybe a hundred altogether. It was hard to tell exactly how
many there were with the way they writhed around and climbed over
each other as they anxiously snorted and barked at one another.
“Why have they stopped?” Anthea whispered to Rolf, as if a loudly
voiced question might cause them to renew their assault.
Rolf turned in a circle to see that they were indeed surrounded. “I
haven’t the faintest idea why. Perhaps they’re toying with us,
because they figure us to be trapped.”
“Why do they cling to the buildings like that?”
“I don’t know. They can sure jump far, though. As I see it, they can
reach this pile of rocks from three or four places, the closest
buildings, and they can do it at any time they want. We’re just waiting
for them to come and get us.”
“Then we’d better be ready when they do, or else we came a long
way for nothing.” Anthea said with great determination, turning slowly
to eye the creatures that had cornered them.

Nishan jerked violently. He legs flailed about and his hands grasped
at the air. He splashed about in the dampness, fighting off phantoms
for the twentieth time in a few Dees. Tuari stayed clear of the
Rumani’s limbs, knowing all too well that he couldn’t restrain the
deceptively strong man, and that fists, elbows, feet would wound him
with or without intention. Whenever he had a semi-lucid moment,
Nishan spoke of the creature haunting him, how he felt it was still on
him, fighting on even if it had died.
Dreams don’t die so easily as physical creatures, Nishan had said
yesterdee, but Tuari wondered if it was different than that. Perhaps
the creature had invaded Nishan’s body somehow, getting inside him
when the dust had gotten in Nishan’s eyes and lungs. If so, Nishan
would have to let his body fight the evil, and there was nothing Tuari
could do to help him. Maybe if he had one of the Bosoms of Yenis,
he’d have been able to help. That was a wasted effort to dwell upon,
since the Bosom was back in Fairport with Anthea. Uleauts didn’t
waste energy hoping.
“Tuari?” Nishan rasped.
“I’m here. How are you? Do you need water?” Tuari offered
solicitously. Of course they were surrounded by water, and he would
have liked anything but water and darkness at that moment.
“Water would be nice, but it can wait.” Nishan replied. Then he said,
“She’s here.”
“She?”
“Anthea.”
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“How? I spoke to her while you were unconscious, and she was still
in Fairport. Remember, I told you that? Fairport is a couple Waykes
away from here. She can’t be here.”
“I remember you saying that, I think.” Nishan mumbled. He coughed
and then went on, “Yet she is here. Never ask how that girl does
something. It is a mystery to me as well, but I would assume that
between her will, her enchantments, and the Gods’ own help, she
managed it somehow.” Talking at such length was difficult for
Nishan, so he finished with a raspy cough.
“She is here, in Ka’Shann?”
Nishan was silent for several Mynettes, and Tuari suspected that
Nishan had been hallucinating again, and had then gone back into
one of his restless sleeps. It was quite worrisome to see that he was
not getting any better. The creatures offered them little respite,
coming as close as they could to hiss and screech just often enough
that they might never get a good spot of rest, while at the same time
lulling them into a sense of invulnerability, like they couldn’t be hurt
where they were, when in reality it seemed entirely possible that the
Mulo would rush in and kill that at any moment. Tuari fully expected
four or five of them to jump out and try to eat them within a few Dees,
or at least tear them apart. It wouldn’t make much difference to
Nelius either way.
“I see her, standing atop a pile of rubble. Rolf is with her.” Nishan
said softly, almost regretfully. “They’re surrounded by the Mulo.”
Tuari knew something of Nishan’s gifts of vision, just as Nishan
knew of his ability to cast his spirit on the winds, his Afieldsight.
“Truly? Are they really here? Did they come to save us?”
“It looks like they are the ones who will need saving, not us. I can
see the creatures readying to tear them apart. It will be a short fight,
even with the two of them doing all they can.”
“There are too many.” Tuari agreed, imagining the scene quite
easily in his head. The creatures, only a few of the whole pack, had
been more than the two of them could handle. “What do you propose
doing? You can hardly breath, and you can’t see very well yet, can
you?”
“I needn’t use my eyes to see, Tuari. Even now I can see you
fidgeting and looking nervously toward the mouth of this chamber.
Your knuckles are going white as you grasp your Uleaut spear,
looking for the first creature you can use it upon to offer an end to its
unnatural existence.”
“You see this with your mind’s eye?”
“Yes, and that will suffice for taking us to Anthea.”
“Suffice for what? We can no more turn the tide of this battle than
we can outrun the rising sun.” Tuari pointed out, not because he
didn’t want to help, because he did, but to illustrate the futility of the
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effort. Uleaut hunters don’t waste energy on futile, fruitless deeds,
because they cannot help the camp.
Nishan laughed bitterly. “But we will die with them. If Anthea is
gone, a victim of creatures they came to rescue us from, I would die
of shame before I succumb to any injury these creatures might deal
me.”
“Then so be it. Let us die out in the open instead of in this damp,
muddy hole. Let us die amongst the elements instead of lying low
like foul animals.” Tuari got up and moved toward the opening of
their hideout, his small eyes narrowing to search for signs of the
creatures.
Nishan stood up behind him. Then, with his head stooped to avoid
the low ceiling near the entryway, he followed Tuari out into the
open, into the gully. The first real brush of fresh air he’d felt in Dees
hit his cheeks and forehead. He could feel it even through the
encrusted filth that he’d gathered on his person from lying in murk of
the gully bottom. His eyes burned when he tried to open them,
bleeding freshly anew as he blinked away scabs of hardened blood
that had formed on his eyelids.
“Water, please. I need to wash my eyes.”
Tuari offered up his canteen, and then resumed looking for any of
the creatures that might be lying in wait for them. They seemed to
have left though, heading for easier prey. Behind him, Nishan
inhaled sharply through gritted teeth as the water washed away grit
and blood from his eyes.
“Can you see?”
“Some. It will have to do.” Nishan produced one of his Kerambit
knives again and the long knife he’d been using before. He rolled his
shoulder, the one that had been bitten, stiffly. His skin felt slick with
fluid, but he didn’t bother to check it, knowing what he would find.
“This bite of mine is infected.”
“It was hard to clean without hot water and clean bandages.” Tuari
offered apologetically. “Their bites are bad, worse than many
animals, I think.”
Nishan nodded and took a breath. Closing his eyes, he turned in a
circle until he found a direction he liked. He pointed to the west with
his knife. “She’s this way.”
Tuari started that way, his spear held out before him in both hands.
There were no sounds of nearby creatures though. The only sounds
were the winds and the crunch of old leaves and the squelch of mud
underfoot. There was also an occasional distant rumble that seemed
to suggest a weapon’s report, but that had grown silent. Fearing the
worst, they continued swiftly that way until they found a place where
the wall of the canal had crumbled down, offering makeshift steps to
get up out of the canal with moderate ease. Neither wanted to leave
behind the relative safety of the old channel, which was free of vines
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and creatures alike, but if they wanted to find Anthea, it was
necessary.
Bereft of the gully’s safe passage, they picked their way carefully
through the rubble of Ka’Shann’s former glory, wary of any
ambushes lying in wait for them. None came, because the Mulo were
all occupied elsewhere. Following his impulses and visions, Nishan
found the pack and their prey soon enough, just as Anthea and Rolf
began their attack on their besiegers.

Anthea turned in a slow circle, watching for the first movement of
the creatures. For several Mynettes, they contented themselves with
excited snarls, hisses, and barking. They made no aggressive
moves, not toward the two of them anyway. That didn’t mean they
didn’t clobber each other or kick one another as they vied for the
best positions to launch an attack from. There was a slow, yet fluidly
inexorable gravitation of the pack toward the rubble piles closest to
Rolf and Anthea’s own, until those four or five best locations were
teeming with creatures, often clinging to one another or standing
atop another as they positioned themselves.
It became clear that they were waiting for just the right moment,
some sort of signal or sign, and Anthea wasn’t keen on waiting for
them. She dug quickly through her tin box of flowers and plant
clippings trying to find something that would work. She’d gathered
quite a selection of plants before leaving, hoping to get something
that she would be prepared for anything. This situation hadn’t exactly
been on her list of contingencies to deal with, but she knew she must
have something helpful.
The only problem was the number of creatures. Rolf could kill a
few, and she might deal with a good number of them, but she would
have to do whatever she did in just a few enchantments. Based on
prior experiences, she knew she was good for a maximum of three
enchantments in a short period of time, and then she’d be
unconscious or worthless in the fight. That was something she did
her best not to think of, but it was exceedingly hard not to think about
that sort of thing when you’re standing back to back with your only
friend and surrounded by enemies. It was also hard to forget that
she’d just done one enchantment that brought them here to
Ka’Shann and might mean she was already weakened. Although,
how much time had passed during their travels since that
enchantment, she did not know. Perhaps she was already recovered
from it.
Her fingers found a length of a mullein stalk a few Centis long. Its
hairy leaves were tightly grouped along the stalk, like barnacles
attached to a pier’s stanchions or a dock’s bollards. Little yellow
flowers were budding along the length, most no more than a
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knuckle’s width across. She winced at the power she felt present in
the mullein. It was not a flower to use for anything productive. It was
almost exclusively one that would be used for destructive purposes,
yet dark times called for such measures.
She drew out the stalk and held it out before her. Then she eyed
the creatures. “Will they come?”
“Yes, and soon.” Rolf confirmed her suspicions.
“Do we wait for them, or do we attack first?”
Rolf eyed her and the stalk of mullein she held out before her like a
fiery brand she didn’t want to get too close to. “As their attack seems
inevitable, we might as well deal the first blow, right? That would
leave less of them to attack us.”
“I think perhaps you are right. Only, we have never really done that
before. We have always struck defensively. We’ve never gone on the
offensive against our enemies before.”
“Sometimes the situation requires it. Do not forget that they already
tried to attack us a couple times, so this is not an unprovoked attack.
This is retaliation and a pre-emptive strike to stall their next attack.
We have done nothing wrong, Anthea. Feel no guilt at destroying
these unnatural creatures.”
She knew he was right. Her reservations melted away as she
focused on the mullein stalk. The winds around her carried the
hisses of the creatures to her ears, and she knew this was
something she must do. Even Makan would not argue against it, she
was almost completely sure about that. They were cornered.
Perhaps her brashness had gotten them here, but it was time to
make a stand. After all, if she couldn’t stand up to these creatures,
how could she stand up to Corydon and his armies? This was not
about poor and fateful circumstances or the ill luck that had brought
them to this. This was about defending herself and her own. This
was another test of how far she would go to defend her friends, and
it was a test she did not plan to fail, not when they’d all given her so
much already.
Holding the mullein stalk in two hands, she loosened her jaw with a
rolling motion and put her whole attention on the soft yellow mullein
leaves. Her eyes went unfocused, and words began to fill her mind,
words of power that her lungs pushed out:
Mullein, stalk of fire,
Filled with all that’s dire,
Turn mine enemies to ash and dust.
May all that I point this torch at,
Twist, wither, and die in a great gust.
As she finished and her eyes focused once more, the yellow
flowers on the stalk ignited, burning white hot. She resisted the urge
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to drop the stalk, knowing the dangers of doing such a thing. While
she held it, it would not burn her, but if she dropped it, it might very
well consume her and Rolf in its hellish blaze. The fire grew in
length, becoming a lance of white heat, one that was hard to even
look at.
“Cainel’s strong arms, but that’s hot.” Rolf exclaimed. A film of
sweat was trying to form on his head, but the sweat evaporated
immediately, giving him the appearance of steaming where he stood.
“Don’t waste time with words, Rolf. Use that weapon. Kill them all.”
Anthea ordered coldly. Her eyes flashed with determination and her
silvery hair glowed in the light of the mullein’s fire.
Rolf hesitated until she began walking down the pile of rubble,
toward one of the nearest gatherings of the creatures. One of them
seized the opportunity of her coming nearer and jumped toward her.
A burst of flame lashed out, a whip-like filament of fire that slashed
an X across the creature, cutting it into four pieces. The creatures
howled in anger and began their attack.
Suddenly, the air was thick with them. They were jumping in fours
and fives to get at Rolf and Anthea. The cannon-like report of Rolf’s
gun swept through the air, its deadly ammunition of faith vanishing
several with one burst. While his shoulder, chest, and arms ached at
the effort of wielding the massive gun, his confidence in his ability to
do so grew with each time he pulled the trigger. He trusted and he
believed that something would happen when he fired, and that made
its shot all the stronger. There was no peppered spray of lead shots
or a tumbling lead slug, there wasn’t really much more than a ripple
of light, of horrible nothingness that existed in the path of the gun’s
vengeance.
From Anthea’s hand the filament of fire wove a horrible pattern
through the air, sizzling through the dried flesh and dusty bones of
the creatures. When that wasn’t enough, large blooms of fire, shaped
like something reminiscent of flowers, swept out to burn entire
groups of the creatures to ashes.
Still the creatures came. For every two, three, or four that vanished
in fire and faith, more came. The air was thick with them, and the two
of them couldn’t hold off all four directions at once. Two directions
they could have handled, but not four. Soon there were some that
made it past the defenses of Rolf and Anthea; they landed intact and
angry on the rubble pile. There were a few that were a bit less than
intact, missing parts shot off or burned off, and they functioned as
best they could, as eager to kill the two of them as they had been
when they had been complete beings.
Anthea was a terrible thing to behold, and Rolf was glad he didn’t
have the time to behold her. He was busy swiveling to and fro,
shooting at anything that came close. He found out, by accident
really, that if he held the trigger down, he could sweep the rifle
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across an arc instead of just one direction. It had its limits, but it
helped him hold off the enemy until they smartened up and stopped
approaching from narrow avenues and coming in tight vectors. They
began to get dangerously close. It was impossible to swing the
weapon around in what was more than a quarter-circle arc and keep
them away. There just wasn’t any time to do it, and Saycunds
became precious commodities by which he could measure the
remainder of his life.
“There are too many!” Rolf shouted down toward Anthea. He had to
feel his way with his heels and toes, because he couldn’t spare the
time to look where he was stepping. Rolf struck one creature in the
forehead with the butt of his rifle, and when it stumbled backward he
shot it in the chest.
“Then I will have to do something more.” Anthea replied sharply.
She shot out a wide burst of fire that torched at least a dozen of the
creatures. Their ashes rose skyward, drifting on the hot air. She was
much harder for the creatures to get near than Rolf was, and he was
getting pressured harder because of it. They closed in, swarming the
rubble pile almost at their whims, even as the two worked to shuck
them off, shooting or burning them off in wide swathes, like brushing
ants off a log. They closed in still, pressing Rolf back to back with
Anthea, until he felt the heat of her every attack and the boom of his
rifle rattled her teeth and his.
An Uleaut cry echoed in the air. The creatures paused to look in the
direction. Tuari stood beside Nishan, who looked to be the worse for
the wear between the two of them. Tuari shook his spear in the air
and then rushed toward the rubble pile.
“Nishan!” Anthea almost cried, using her mullein fire to cut a path
toward him.
Rolf did his best to keep up with her, but it wasn’t easy when the
creatures redoubled their attacks, not in the least worried about the
arrival of more prey. Although, the Mulo didn’t express any emotions
other than the hungry need to kill the invaders or the pained screams
of dying, if a creature such as they were could actually die like
normal beasts or men.
Tuari’s feet scuffed up dust as he ran, dust that gathered around
him in a thin cloud, concealing him and making his features
indiscernible, other than the saw-toothed head of his spear that
would jab out or hack off a limb from one of the creatures. Nishan
came with him, moving slower than either Rolf or Anthea had ever
seen him move before, even if each of his motions were purposeful
and exact. Every swing of his arms and every movement of his feet,
they were all working toward the end purpose of killing these
creatures.
Tuari’s whirlwind came to a brief pause. He crouched low as his
dust fell around him. “They cannot live if they touch the ground!” He
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shouted to Anthea and Rolf. With that said, his cloud gathered
around him once more. Spinning about like the God of Wind, Aaren,
had spun a top, Tuari moved up and down the rubble stack,
protecting Anthea and Rolf’s flanks.
Nishan, more than any of them, was struggling. He simply wasn’t
himself. It was obvious to the other three, so Anthea, more than the
others, did her best to protect him. Beset by so many enemies at
once made it hard to do. She simply couldn’t blast fire at him and
destroy the creatures that gradually surrounded him, or she’d burn
him to death too. Even when he stood near the edge of the rubble on
the gravelly soil, the creatures sought him out, like wolves worrying a
lone and wounded sheep.
With the dust and ashes from the destroyed creatures mounting,
and the heat of the air growing oppressively as the last of her mullein
torch burnt out, Anthea began to despair. The creatures didn’t seem
to be decreasing at all. They continued to come in undiminished
droves Already she could see their glossy black eyes anticipating the
last burst of fire from her dwindling mullein stalk. They would rip her
to pieces, exacting revenge for all of their brothers she burned with
her enchanted fire, and her tin of flowers wasn’t near enough to start
another enchantment. The tin was back toward the peak of the pile
where Rolf had been when they started fighting. He wasn’t there
now, though. It’d been but a few Mynettes, and he’d migrated down
to fight with Tuari’s help. Had Tuari not been guarding his side, he’d
have been torn apart long ago. Rolf’s determination was still strong,
but no man could heft that weapon for long, let alone fire it as many
times as he had. If faith could be limitless, the abilities of the body
were not.
Still the creatures came, endless in their relentless onslaught. They
sailed overhead, hooting and snarling. Their claws snatched at
exposed limbs, and their bodies were ever-present. The inevitable
fact of their defeat seemed to close upon the four of them. Nishan
was failing. Rolf was exhausted. Tuari was still spinning fast, but his
efforts were all defensive. There just wasn’t any route for them to
escape, and Anthea suspected that even if they tried to make one
they’d fail. It was her duty to step up and do something, another
enchantment that would save them all.
Anthea launched a ball of fire up at the peak of the rubble pile and
charged in after it. She followed the dissipating blast, trying hard not
to burn her hands on stones that had just been awash in flames. The
lane she had cleared closed quickly, with several of the beasts
interposing themselves between her and the box she sought.
“Die!” She cried, firing another ball of scorching heat at them.
The ball of fire was barely enough to clear the way. She glanced
down at the ashy sprig left in her hands, hardly glowing with fire
anymore. She had maybe one shot left, and it would have to do for
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ten more Mayters of climbing. Almost immediately, they closed on
her; one seized her ankle from behind. She fired its face, and shook
off the charred arm that remained. One little spark of fire was left at
the end of her stalk, and that was flickering out. She ducked the
claws of the next creature, pushing off of it so that it tumbled
downward even as she propelled herself one step closer to the tin.
Two more of the creatures fell upon her, their terrible mouths
opened to their furthest extents, dark gaping maws only held onto
their skulls by rotting tendons and a few cods of rotting muscle. The
holes in their faces, where their noses had once been, rasped loudly,
and their dark eyes, glistening chunks of coal or volcanic glass, were
merciless.
“Maletos, help us.” She whispered when her stalk of mullein failed
to spark once more.
Cruel, taloned fingers clenched her limbs, lifting her up and digging
deep into her flesh. She ignored the pain and stretched out toward
the tin case, thrashing about to get to it. For a Saycund it seemed
that she might reach it, when she kicked and swam over the heads
of the creatures, but it was all a horrible tease that ended when she
stopped just an arm’s length away. Then something latched onto the
side of her head, and there was an awful tearing sensation. Blood
spurted out, dampening the side of her face and getting in her left
eye. A line of pain blazed across her forehead, stopping sharply at
her eyebrow, where it dug in deep, putting pressure on the eyeball
below it.
She screamed, more out of frustration at being stopped so close
than from the pain. The pain was almost welcome compared to
failure. She heard Tuari’s desperate yells coming nearer, but she
could not wave him away. He fought on bravely amidst the
overwhelming swarm. More distantly, Nishan and Rolf were both
being pulled down. Rolf’s gun fired a final time, echoing loudly in her
ears like a death knell, louder than her own cries of pain or Tuari’s
shouts. Jagged teeth bit deep into her calf muscle, piercing even
through the skirts she wore, which, in hindsight, hardly seemed
sensible for adventuring. She laughed aloud when she felt another
creature bite into her forearm. Anthea closed her eyes.
That was it. It was all over. The monsters were jerking at her limbs,
threatening to pull them from their sockets. Soon these foul things
would have her quartered and killed alongside those she had come
to rescue. If only she’d reached her tin, there might have been
something more she could have done.

“Why?” Someone whispered in Anthea’s ear.
It was a kind enough voice that Anthea opened her mind’s eye if not
her real one. The woman’s kind face was not one she knew, but it
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felt familiar. There was a quality of openness to it, something about
the gentle wrinkles around the eyes and the slight wispiness of the
curly hair around her smallish ears that inspired trust. The rest of her
hair was drawn back and tied carelessly. Her lips were full and moist,
like she’d just been eating a juicy apple or pear.
“Why what?” Anthea asked.
Concernedly, the woman wondered, “Why did you only use
mullein? Why did you bring only fire to a battle that warranted more?”
“I’m foolish. I’m not a warrior. I miscalculated. Is that what you want
to hear?” Anthea demanded.
“You have so many tools in your arsenal. You are capable of so
much, yet you suffer and allow those around you to suffer because
you always hold back.”
“No, I don’t.”
The woman smiled softly, almost condescendingly. “You could end
all of this suffering, if you really wanted to. Only, you’re afraid of what
will happen if you open that door within yourself, if you release
yourself from holding back.”
“Why wouldn’t I do that if I had the power? Do you think I like
having my ear torn, my face and body scraped and bitten, and my
eye gouged?”
“Don’t you? Doesn’t it fill a void in your heart and patch that wound
of loss whenever you suffer? Pain is something, and it’s better than
nothing, isn’t it? You enjoy pain.”
Anthea stared at the woman, taken aback by such a suggestion. “I
don’t know what you’re talking about. Why are you saying this?”
The face in front of her opened up; her eyes glistened warmly, full
of understanding. “Why do you cling to the Rumani like so? It is
because his heart is full of loss, just like yours is. The Mueran, too,
was a lost man before you. The Elegian was like that as well, a
broken person. You gathered them together, existing with your
mutual interdependencies. The Kerathi is worse than the others, but
maybe not quite so bad as you. The purple that stains his chest is no
different than the darkness in the back of your mind, in the pit of your
heart. You are one in the same.”
“I ask again, why do you say this? I am dying now. Why are you
doing this to me? Can I not die in peace?”
“Because your have but to choose, to unlimber your weight, and
you can be free. You can save them all, but best of all, and I think
you know it to be so, you can save yourself.” The woman’s voice
trailed off, leaving Anthea wanting for more.
“I wish to save them more than myself.” Anthea protested. “These
people are important to me.”
“They’ve carried you, so you feel a debt to them, but what you really
want is to be able to stand alone and strong. You don’t want to
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depend on anyone, and I can help you. I can help you reach your
goals.”
“How?”
“Let go and reach for the plants. Don’t hesitate.”
“I can’t reach them. They’re too far away.”
“Reach with your will, not your hand. You never needed to hold
them. Your only limitations are those in your mind. You can do so
much more than you even know, so learn now before it truly is too
late.” The woman bid her, fading from sight, until only two shiny
points that had been her eyes remained.
Then even those two points of light faded and Anthea reached out.
She saw the flowers in her mind, lying in their tin, carelessly upended
and spilled during the course of the battle. Some had been burnt by
her attacks from trying to reach them, but the still-damp tissue
swaddled some of blossoms and sprigs even as many of them were
being ground beneath monstrous heels and taloned toes.
That angered her. Something about the fruits of her careful labors,
the tending of her heart and hands, being ruined like so really
angered her. It burned her to the core, until a simmering anger she
hadn’t even noticed as being there, a rage that had sat dormant for
too long, began to boil.
Her mother had died and left her. Her father had died to protect her,
betrayed. Corydon, her father’s greatest friend, had become her
greatest enemy, one who had hunted her across the world. He’d sent
soldiers to hunt her, he’d bribed men to capture or kill her in half a
dozen places, and he’d hurt her companions in his attempts to do so.
Bedros had died in all definitions but the absolute one, and it had
been in her defense. The Gods had thrown them about in storms and
fate had trampled them. Now she was being torn apart by creatures
unknown, beasts of dark magicks or something worse. She had lived
through enough. It was all too much.
Amongst the various flowers that lay scatted on the rubble or lying
within the overturned tin, she saw the soft blue petals of chicory, the
green leaves of angelica, and the red and yellow flares of a poppy’s
vibrant petals. The three of them reached out to her extended spirit.
Angelica reached her first and then Chicory.
Angelica, women’s friend,
Give me power; give me strength.
Chicory, key to doors within,
Open my spirit to its full extent.
The verse entered a lull as the living green fire of angelica erupted
from around her, supplemented with the cold fire of chicory. Her
voice continued its chant, having one more piece to say before the
enchantment was done.
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Poppy:
Bringer of oblivion,
Drawer of imagination,
Keeper of the Eternal Sleep;
Drown these abominations,
Restore mine companions,
And free my inhibitions.
Anthea was suddenly aware of her body once more, of the terrible
pain she was in, and of the screams of her companions that mingled
with her own terrible cries. She was back atop the rubble pile,
surrounded by the monsters that were rending her body. Three
points of light flashed from atop the hill, burning her eyes with the
vibrancy of red, blue, and green that burst out from the apex of the
rubble pile like a trio of morning stars. However intense, the burning
of her eyes was not so bad as the intense pain within her heart, her
very soul as it opened up.
The ground rumbled. Waves of green rolled out, like puffs of dust
rising from a book dropped in a place not tread upon for many
Yarres. Blue fire, cold enough to chill to the bone, followed the soft
green. Fire from the heavens shot down, meeting the green and blue
with an explosive gasp of energy. The creatures burned away in the
three fires: frozen, their dead bodies imbibed with life, and then
burned away by the enchantments. The vines that had clasped onto
every building, holding everything together, withered and turned to
ash, retreating to the northeast where their taproots were. With no
more vines holding them together, the towers of Ka’Shann, which
had stood for seven hundred Yarres and had managed not to fall
over in that time, came crashing down. Walls fell, towers tilted and
spilled their materials onto the long-dead lanes, and ancient paving
stones cracked and splintered upward through the soil and detritus
that had covered them.
Nishan’s eyes and lungs burned clean of the poisons of the
creature that had plagued him. Tuari was thrown down the hill, his
spear shattered into uncountable pieces. Rolf’s gun was at his feet;
it’d been knocked from his hands when the creatures had forced him
to his knees and had begun choking the life from him. He slumped
onto his side and lay still when Anthea fell onto the rubble, no longer
held up by the creatures that had been trying to dismember her.
Tuari got up slowly, holding on to his right shoulder and favoring his
left hip. Surely he’d broken something, but he didn’t know what yet.
Rolf was helping Nishan up, but Tuari cared not for them. They
would live, but Anthea he was not so sure about. He half climbed
and half crawled up the slope of rubble. By the time Tuari reached
Anthea’s still body, Nishan was halfway up after him. All he could do
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was look at her until Nishan arrived and fell carelessly to his knees
beside her, his golden eyes searching for some hint of life in her pale
face.
Anthea’s breathing was shallow. Her face had been sliced open
above one eye, and blood pooled on the eyelid. One of her ears was
mostly missing, and the blood from the terrible wound had colored
half of her hair crimson. She had bite marks and bruising on her
extremities, but nothing so bad as her ear and her face.
Tuari nudged him angrily. “Don’t just sit there. Let’s move her to the
ground. She is like a flower, Nishan. Rock is not for her.”
Nishan complied, if woodenly. He bore most of her weight as the
two of them went down to Rolf, who waited at the bottom of the
stack. His arms and chest were a mass of swollen flesh and bruising,
from the recoil of the weapon, and he likely had cracked ribs or a
collarbone to go with it. He could do little but offer a single hand to
help set her down. As she lay on the ground, she began to shiver.
Rolf made as if to get a blanket, but Tuari grasped his arm and
shook his head, pointing at the ground beside her.
Hundreds of small sprouts began to grow immediately, poking out
of the gravelly soil, boiling out of the ground as if they were scared to
hide within it any longer. Yellow leaves sprouted as they watched.
The sprouts grew frighteningly fast, until the collective mass of them,
many thousands strong, had lifted Anthea off the ground to rest on a
bed of greening shades of yellow. The leaves grew in size, some
blossoming and budding in Saycunds. Then the leaves began to
wrap around Anthea’s limbs like the vines that had grown on all the
buildings of Ka’Shann, only they were not dark and spiny, but light
and vibrant.
“Should we stop it?” Rolf asked.
“Why?” Tuari watched as if it was the most normal thing in the
world.
No one could come up with a good reason, even when leaves grew
to the size of bed sheets and began to enwrap her. The leaves and
sprouts lifted her upright, displaying her like a stalk of corn. When the
final leaves, deep green and furry like been or squash leaves,
wrapped around her body and enclosed her face, the three of them
stared at the almost three Mayter structure in amazement.
“What do we do now?” Rolf wondered aloud.
Tuari sat down with his arm cradled in his lap and a pained
expression on his face. Then he said patiently, “We wait for her to
bloom and come back to us.” In his hands he rubbed Inoke’s
Aumoana, hoping the nautilus shell might give them luck as Inoke
had said it would.
Nishan seemed to think that waiting was a fair enough idea, for he
sat down beside Tuari, bone weary and hurting. Rolf was the last to
sit, and he sat on a nearby rock with his gun on his lap, sitting vigil
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over Anthea. None of them thought the creatures would be back, not
after what they’d seen, but Nishan kept casting a red-eyed glance to
the northeast. He knew he’d have to go there sometime, likely
sooner than later.
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CHAPTER 122
Awakenings are profound and enigmatic things. My own came in
adulthood, but its seeds were in my youth. At a very young age, I
recall seeing a ceremony with Darkwatchers, where they emerged
from the darkness after a vigil over the recent dead. The looks on
their faces, unafraid of the dark even if they had just endured more
darkness than any normal Aurean could, stayed with me. I have
never forgotten how they looked, or that the darkness and The Fear
could be challenged. Maletos’ curse of our people is far from
absolute. Thousands know that now…
- Excerpt from Corydon’s ‘Uncovered Truths’
rd

 Tewsdee, the 23 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
In the bowels of Lower Cenalium, shrieks resounded, echoing up
the secret passages as Favian hurried down to see what was
happening to Biagio and their charges. He was never far from the
three Kerathi girls, but sometimes he needed to stay away from them
for a while to preserve his own peace of mind. Corydon had been
summoned as well, which would leave Favian and Biagio precious
few Mynettes to discern what the matter was before their master
arrived and demanded answers.
Favian manipulated the levers at the entryway and slipped in
through the secret passage, finding Biagio waiting for him. Blood
streaked the side of his face, dribbling out from a gash high upon his
forehead. The man’s eyes shifted nervously back toward the main
chamber, where Synnove, Sezja, and twisted Nadie were encaged.
His lips trembled, as if he wanted to speak but wasn’t sure what to
say.
“What is it?” Favian hissed, not the least bit in the mood for
guessing games.
“It’s best that you see things for yourself.” Biagio replied, stepping
aside to permit him to pass.
Favian gripped the hilt of his arc-sword as he emerged from the
short passageway and into the cavernous room that had once
housed around thirty girls, as far as he could best estimate. Cages
had been hauled away with the bodies of those who had died, until
only three remained – three girls whose survivals were closely tied to
his own after he’d been given wholly to this project by Corydon.
He immediately jerked back in startled amazement when Sezja’s
face interposed itself in his path. Her eyes were a pair of dark and
cold points of light that swam in front of him, and her teeth were
bared in a smile of dark amusement at his reaction, which was not
altogether undeserved, since she had been caged before. She
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backed away and prowled around the room, pausing to look down
with palpable fury at Nadie’s moaning form within another cage.
“Does she anger you?” Favian asked Sezja, looking over at the
mangled mess that had been Sezja’s cage only an Ouer ago. His
hand did not leave the hilt of his arc-sword, but he found himself
wondering if a mere arc-sword would be enough if she chose to
come at him.
“Her weakness disgusts me.” Sezja growled. Her voice was
inhuman, animal at best. She gripped the cage and wrenched at the
bars with nothing more than her bare hands, bending beams several
Centis in diameter.
Favian took a step closer, nodding to Biagio, who still stood at the
entranceway that he was all right. “This is the first I’ve heard you
speak, and in High Elegian no less. Perhaps it was a gift of the
blood? Or were you just acting before, learning from us the whole
time?”
Sezja abruptly ceased twisting the bars to Nadie’s cage, perhaps
only to stop the mutated pile of flesh in the cage, something that had
once been a Kerathi girl, from moaning more. Sezja’s wild, dark eyes
regarded Favian with interest. “You’re not afraid of me like the other
one, are you?”
“I’ve lived through much. I have little left to lose.” Favian replied.
“Except your life itself.” Sezja reminded him.
Favian shrugged. “That too is gone. It’s already been surrendered
for a cause.”
“But not this one, I think, the one that turned me into this thing.”
Sezja curled her hands up into talons and gritted her teeth. The flesh
around her eyes darkened and the veins that ran beneath the flesh
of her face pulsed darkly, as if they had been filled with dark ichors
instead of red blood. “And yet if I am this thing, at least I am free
now.”
“What will you do with your newfound freedom?”
“I’ll find the one that woke me.”
“The one that woke you…” Favian repeated lamely, wondering
whom she spoke of.
Sezja smiled wickedly. “I was oblivious, as you suspected, hidden
in a veil of pain, suffering, and dark dreams. Now I know so much
more, thanks to this girl that is connected to the three of us.”
“Which girl is that?”
“Anthea is her name.” Sezja answered. She laughed at the look of
surprise on his face. “Don’t be so astonished. I did not know the
name though. It was Synnove, your master’s favorite pet who told
me. She mumbles the name in her sleep and when she stabs her
fingers at the map. I know where she’s gone, but I don’t need any
map to show me.”
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“You feel it within yourself, like some sort of unexplainable
connection?”
“It is not unexplainable, Guardian. We’ve been bathed in her
mother’s blood, suffused with her belongings, both physical and
hereditary.”
“Her mother?” This was news to Favian. He had no idea that the girl
Corydon was hunting for still had a living mother, let alone one
apparently in Corydon’s possession. Then it clicked. “Linnea, the
woman with Corydon? That woman is Anthea’s mother?”
Sezja laughed, although it was more of a gurgling of air escaping
from between her lips than any proper laugh. “You didn’t know? Why
else would your master keep her around? Other than the fact that
she is key in our transformations, all of our transformations.”
“So what will you do then, when you find Anthea?” Favian asked.
Sezja ignored the question, choosing instead to stroll over to the
thick crystal wall that separated her from Synnove. Sezja put her
palms on the glass and pressed her ear to the wall. Synnove had
been lying on the bed, tossing fitfully among the sheets. Around her,
flowers and plants had all grown dramatically, showing Dees and
Waykes of growth in the last few Ouers. Synnove drew herself up off
her bed, really Anthea’s bed, and walked over to the glass to touch
her hands to the glass opposite of Sezja’s hands.
Favian watched the pair, transfixed. The two couldn’t be more
opposite. Synnove had a regal bent to the suffering apparent on her
features. Her soft, reddish-brown hair was traced with silvery-blonde
that was coming with her change. Her eyes were swollen, as much
from crying as from their color changes that marked the last steps of
her transformation toward Anthea-ness. She grew taller yet,
shedding baby fat and other mass to take up the slender form of the
half-Aurean/half-Kerathi girl she’d never seen.
Sezja, on the other hand, was darkly complected, and her sweatdampened hair was black as the deepest moonless night. The hair
was all recent growth; in the past, they had been forced to shear it off
regularly before, lest she eat it or tear it out tuft by tuft. Her black
eyes, dainty nostrils, and full lips were surrounded by spidery
blackened blood vessels that showed through those spots, where
her skin was nearly translucent. Her body had engorged itself to a
ripe, feminine shape, but it was not gentle and graceful as a woman
should be, but rather severe and heartless. It was alluring and
repulsive all at once. There was an air of vicious, predatory instincts
about her. Favian’s hair stood on end just looking at her.
Approaching footsteps heralded Corydon’s approach, with a
significant escort, too, it seemed. Favian moved closer to Sezja,
unwilling to startle her quiet communion with Synnove on the other
side of the glass, but also unwilling to be found standing around
without answers when Corydon arrived.
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“Sezja, what will you do if you find Anthea?”
“Kill her and remove any trace of her.” She whispered.
“Why?”
Sezja’s eyes opened pitilessly as she looked at him. “When she is
gone, I will be free of her curse. She’s within me, a part of her, and
while she is alive I will not be wholly myself.”
Biagio cleared his throat to warn him that Corydon had arrived, in
case his ears hadn’t already determined that for himself. There was
a full compliment of nine men with him, all wearing the black devices
of Corydon’s personal guard. Favian noted that Quentin, a Guardian
captain found often in Corydon’s presence of late, was with him,
though Illias and Aram were absent, likely about the business of the
Great War. Linnea swept in on his heels, wearing an elegant gown
that did not befit the way her arms dangled lamely from her
shoulders and her head hung down limply at her neck, chin pressed
to breastbone. The roiling patch of shadows was next to her, and
Favian did his best to look through and past it, never directly at it.
“What has happened to my girls, my Kerathi daughters?” Corydon
demanded upon his arrival, placing his hands on his hips, not
pompously, but because there was an arc-sword at each hand’s
disposal that way.
“Do you want me to explain, or would you like to ask one of them
for yourself?” Favian asked, indicating Sezja.
Corydon’s eyes narrowed as he took in the whole scene, with the
broken cage and the loose girl. “I see changes have been wreaked
upon her since I last visited.”
Sezja smiled wickedly and strode past Favian to get a better look at
Corydon and his escorts. “All of these, just for me?” She covered her
mouth with her hand and giggled softly. “Perhaps he should have
brought more.” She whispered toward Favian.
“Sezja,” Corydon began, surprising the girl in that he knew her
name, “I would like you to submit and return to a cage. We’re
fashioning a new one of crystal or better, one that can hold you. I do
not wish to harm you, and I’m not ready to use you just yet.”
“I would prefer leaving now, father.” She used the paternal title
mockingly.
“I will not ask a second time, daughter.” Corydon returned forcefully,
placing special emphasis on the last word.
“Then we will have a problem, papa, because I will never be caged
again, not while I live.”
“Then we are at a standoff. You refuse to be caged, and I refuse to
let you run amok and threaten your sisters with your moods.”
“Threaten my sisters?” Sezja’s eyes widened and she growled. “I
have done nothing more than free myself and clout your foolish
attendant on the head.”
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Corydon glanced at the blood that Biagio abashedly tried and failed
to brush away with a shaking hand. Corydon’s mouth twisted in
disgust. “Girl, your willfulness will not be tolerated. You must know
your place.”
“Funny, isn’t that what got you into this mess? Didn’t the real
Anthea get a bit too willful and resist too hard?”
At the mention of Anthea’s name, Linnea’s head shot up and she
cried aloud, a monosyllable that was full of longing, loss, or pain; it
was hard to be sure which. Corydon clapped a hand down onto her
wrist and shook her to silence her. Sezja grinned.
Cordon took a breath, realizing that this situation was getting out of
control. “This is not an option, girl, you will comply at once, or you will
be made to comply. Do not forget that I have made you, and I can
unmake you.”
“Father, father, father… so quick to threaten force when simple
negotiating fails. You have offered me nothing. With you, it is this or
nothing. No wonder the world is at war.”
Corydon had had enough. He nodded to Quentin, who barked an
order. The nine men, Quentin included, surrounded Sezja with their
shields out and their arc-swords ready. Corydon was just a single
word away from ordering her beaten or worse, and as much as
Favian wanted to see what Sezja was capable of, he didn’t want to
see her hurt for some reason. He’d become attached to these three
survivors. Nadie was not unlike Licia had been, swollen, bloated, and
disfigured. Yet she was holding on. Sezja and Synnove weren’t
exactly like any others he had been companion to, but they had still
been put under his care, and he didn’t want to see any of them killed
here and now. They were his responsibility, and he would be remiss
to let harm come to them now, after they’d survived the
transformation.
Sezja ground her teeth audibly and tensed her muscles until they
stood out like cords tautly stretched between joints. There was
eagerness in her eyes and her stance, a readiness to start
something, and Favian wasn’t sure she’d lose, even against nine
men. Her hands could twist metal with apparent ease and she had
something dark about her that suggested great power. Pressure built
up in the air of the chamber until Favian’s ears popped. Dust and
pebbles on the ground began to roll away from Sezja, as if she’d
stomped her feet and caused a gust of air to push out from around
her, but she remained stationary. Quentin’s men took a step back,
giving the girl room.
“I see your awakening has brought something with it. Has Anthea
unleashed her powers? Have you responded in kind?”
Sezja didn’t respond immediately. She was eyeing Quentin instead,
as if he would be the first to fall under her attack, to be rent to pieces
like she’d done to the cage.
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“She wants to go to Anthea, to kill her.” Favian announced for her.
“While that does coincide with my plans, I can’t see how I can trust
her to accomplish that on her own.” Corydon replied offhandedly,
preparing to give his men the go-ahead.
“I will go with her.” Favian offered. “I will guarantee her success with
my life.”
Sezja relaxed an almost imperceptible amount and looked his way.
The slightest incline of an eyebrow and an accompanying
diminishing of the bloodlust in her eyes were the only signs she
might not commit to an attack regardless of his offer.
“Why would I entrust her to you, and the two of you to such an
important task?” Corydon demanded. “It is a task, I might add, which
has brought about failure and ruin for several who have tried.”
Favian stammered for a couple Saycunds before coming up with a
suitable answer for Corydon. “Because your experiments here are
finished and wasted if you do not use the survivors. You thought
before that I had untapped talents that were being wasted as a mere
patrol Guardian. If I have served you well here, I am again at your
disposal. Let me do this, or give me another task if you would. If you
are going to send someone with Sezja on this mission, only Biagio
knows her better than me, and he is not a trained soldier.”
Transition Assistant Biagio started, his eyes going wide. Corydon
glanced at him again and grinned as the man attempted to hide his
fear. Despite his transformation, the man was still gutless. He was an
adequate nurse and doctor, but he would make a horrible escort and
protector. Favian was the only once worthy of accompanying Sezja,
supposing she would leave at all.
“What if I send the pair of you and she hasn’t got what it takes to kill
Anthea?” Corydon supposed. “I see that Synnove is attuning herself
to flowers well, and Nadie is rolling about her cage with surprising
alacrity for one with such a misshapen body, but what can Sezja
do?”
Sezja moved without warning, knocking aside two men without
even touching them. Several of them shouted in surprise, but their
shouts were drowned out in a death cry of another Guardian who’d
just had Sezja’s left hand punch through his breastplate, shattering
his ribs and the organs so poorly protected beneath them. She
moved again, not fluidly or even gracefully, but quick nonetheless.
Another lashing out of her hand crushed a man’s arm, Quentin’s. His
sword went clattering aside.
The Guardians threw themselves at her without being commanded
to do so. Arc-swords rang free of their scabbards to hack and slice at
Sezja’s exposed back and sides, only to turn aside in before they
could hit her, sometimes striking glancing blows upon their allies
instead. Even direct stabs stopped in midair, as if hitting something
solid half a Mayter or more from Sezja’s actual body. A sweep of her
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flattened hand shattered two arc-swords into splinters of bronzecolored alloys, and then she came to an abrupt stop.
Favian realized he’d drawn his own blade. He let its point down
toward the floor, and then he looked at Corydon. The man was
immensely pleased with what he saw. Linnea, on the other hand,
looked confused; her head was swinging back and forth like she was
drying to shoo a fly away from her face without using her hands. The
shadow boiled optimistically beside her.
“She’s the flipside of Synnove’s coin, the darkness and antithesis of
everything good about Anthea.” Corydon explained. “Sezja, I could
not be more happy with your progress and your abilities. You may
go, and Favian will accompany you, since he has offered his
services so kindly.”
Sezja relaxed for real this time, letting her hands and guard down.
“It was never your choice, Father. I was going, through or around
you. It was just your choice how I went.”
“Go with my blessing and help, daughter.” Corydon bid her. “You
will have a Flier, an escort, and supplies.”
Sezja took one look back at Synnove and Nadie, and then turned to
Favian. “Come, we have things to be about. There is a girl that we
need to kill.”
Linnea moaned again, and she scratched at her arms with her
fingernails, drawing runnels of blood along her forearms. Corydon
seized her arms again and shook her until the fit subsided.
“I must gather my belongings.” Favian replied, trying to ignore the
scene Linnea was making. “I will be but a short time.”
Favian hoped she wouldn’t see through his deceit, or she wouldn’t
comment on it if she did. He needed to send word to Iago. So many
things had happened, and his last report through Cira had been
sketchy. He’d learned many things todee, and they were key parts to
the whole puzzle of Corydon and his secret armies.
“I will wait for you. Father can surely spare a man to show me to the
Flier. Perhaps this charming fellow with the broken arm would be so
kind.” Sezja cooed at Quentin and sympathetically clicked her tongue
a few times.
“Quentin, see to it.” Corydon ordered, uncaring of the man’s
wounds. Quentin was, after all, a Dark Aurean, and capable of
dealing with the pain for a short while. If he wasn’t, he was
expendable. “Favian, be quick about it. I want you leaving within the
Ouer.”
Corydon looked around, frowning at the way Linnea was rolling her
head about on her shoulders. He found her behavior was quite odd.
“I must say a brief hello to Synnove and Nadie, and then I will be off.
Illias and I have things to plan.”
Favian, Quentin, and Sezja took that as their cue to leave. Quentin,
with two other men flanking Sezja, left the chamber. Favian followed
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them, going a separate route, for his path would lead him in a
roundabout fashion to his fellow informant, Cira, before it led him to
the Flier pad where Sezja would be awaiting his arrival.
For all he knew, this might be his last report to Iago.
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CHAPTER 123
Like pieces in a great game, figures move through the wheels,
gears, and cranks of the machine that is politics. Anyone could be in
the right place at the right time, but it takes a man or woman with
extraordinary insights to be able to seize those chances and use
them for their own good. The worlds of money and war act similarly,
and both of those things can be used in politics…
- Excerpt from Tiombe’s ‘Tactics and Lessons of War’
th

 Fyvesdee, the 25 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Illias shifted uncomfortably in his seat. Flier flights were anything
but smooth, even on a good Dee, but todee they were flying high,
lying in wait for the Grand Helion’s decoy to happen by. Once they
spotted the decoy, they would descend, blast away any resistance,
and then wedge Fliers under and around the decoy vessel. After they
forced their way in, they would take the decoy as one of their own, by
means of a forced complete transfusion. This was not like the normal
transformation transfusions, but rather of a new sort, a continuous
sort instead of one of many doses. It would be one long procedure,
and then it would be over.
In the traditional way, half a Layter to a Layter of blood would be
slowly added and exchanged for several Waykes, bringing the
transformations and dark resistances that made an Aurean into a
Dark Aurean. This was done from a collective tank that other Dark
Aureans donated to regularly, giving a little bit of themselves to help
bring in the new generation of Dark Aureans. On the other hand,
utilizing this new fashion, a Lost Ones Soldier – or sometimes more
than one soldier if the case warranted it for the sake of speed –
would link vein to vein with another man. Their hearts would
exchange blood until the second man had transformed into a Lost
Ones Soldier, skipping the intermediate step of being a Dark Aurean
first. Granted, the men wouldn’t take on the same mass and
characteristics of a Dark Aurean, but they would be loyal, machinelike soldiers waiting to do whatever they were ordered to do. The
advantages of this new method were the high transformation
success rate and the quick transformation, attainable in a few Dees
rather than a full Saysuhn.
Corydon looked at his arms, shorn of the darker hair they’d grown
after his transformation, replacing the downy blonde that he had
during his life as a regular Aurean. His hair had been lightened, he’d
slimmed down as a result of his wounding at Porfirio’s hands, and all
told, he looked like a large Aurean rather than the Dark Aurean he
was. Similar things had been done to the men in his Flier and in the
Fliers near his. They would be convincing enough, as they were
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smaller Dark Aureans or their appearances had been altered enough
that no one would suspect, least of all the elated citizens of Tibusin,
who would be proud of their Grand Helion’s daring for making such a
treacherous flight.
Even on the outside chance their duplicity was discovered, Illias
was sure they’d make it out Tibusin intact. If they were discovered
immediately, they could fight their way off any platforms, with his
escort of disguised Fliers. All of their gunnery holes had been
covered and their armaments had been drawn back to better
resemble traditional Fliers, though it was nothing more than a thin
disguise that could be tossed aside in favor of battle-readiness.
Supposing they were admitted to the city and then trapped, any
armed force would have quite a time dealing with four-score of
armed men that he had with him, a mix of mostly Lost Ones Soldiers,
who were worth three or four Guardians apiece.
Then, there was the most likely circumstance, which was that they
would be admitted to Tibusin and allowed to go about their business,
presumably the Tournea Observatori. Perhaps they would be
discovered, but it would be too late by the time the citizens of Tibusin
realized. The false Grand Helion, under the control of the Lost Ones,
as Corydon had explained, would make speeches, meet with the
governing figures in Tibusin, and the like. Such high-profile persons
made for great targets for the Lost Ones conversion. When their
leaders had all been changed into Lost Ones, the city would be Illias’
for the ruling. He would have the Helion of Tibusin killed, captured, or
transformed within five Dees of arriving, and the captains of the
Guardians with him. The whole power structure of the Grancitta
would be loyal to Corydon, even if the citizens were not. Within
Waykes the whole city would be captured.
Illias did not worry about the city’s garrisons either. The other men
in the Grand Helion’s delegation would be bunking, drinking, and
gaming with the Guardians of Tibusin, lulling them into a sense of
complacency. They would become fast friends in a short time.
Common soldiers would expect nothing. They’d be integrated into
the Dark Aurean armies one way or another. The sixty Lost Ones
with him would become about a hundred and twenty, which would
become two hundred and forty, four hundred and eighty, and so
forth. Every Wayke the number would double until it was in the
thousands. And there would be more than sixty Lost Ones to begin
with.
Already there were pockets of Lost Ones being secreted about the
city, snuck in the same ways that former refugees had escaped.
Corydon’s agents in the Grancitta nearest his own were quite strong.
There were hundreds who would aid in the transformations, the
taking of the city, or his escape from the city should that be
necessary. Corydon had hedged his bets though, and the need for
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escape was an outside chance. Even supposing that it was all a trap,
which Corydon had considered, seeing how they’d been leaked this
information at such a critical time, their losses would be minimal.
Either the decoy was not a decoy, but a trap to kill Illias or another
important general who would be entrusted to the project, or the
whole plan was to trap them when they landed. In either case,
Corydon risked little, but gained a lot.
Illias knew he was taking all the risks for Corydon, but his master
couldn’t be expected to do everything on his own, and there were
few others worth trusting with such important duties. Aram was busy
with the Elegians, while Orsen and Chael, his other two generals,
were pressing into the Östlichreich. Corydon’s new man of the Ouer,
Favian, was occupied with the Kerathi girl, Sezja, who was supposed
to kill Anthea. He was a little saddened to see another man get a
stab at something Genero, his brother Leander, and even he had
failed at. Although, when he considered one girl’s importance
compared to the taking of a Grancitta, Anthea was a poorer task for
someone of his talents to be wasted on.
He was going to take Tibusin, securing the manpower that Corydon
and the other generals would need to continue the attack. As for
Corydon, he had other things of his own to deal with. Cenalium was
still in the midst of its transformations, and while there were fewer
rebellions now than before, Illias was certain that some would try
after they survived the transformations and found their families and
friends dead from the transformations, or, even worse, changed with
them. The Daughters of Fate and their preaching wouldn’t stop that.
Illias snorted and turned a Lenseye southward at a lower altitude,
where he thought he saw a flash of what could be Flier wings. The
Lenseye was a miniature model of a Farsight Outlook, with
exchangeable lenses for different magnifications and distances, in
addition to its telescoping length, which could be adjusted for focus.
It never ceased to amuse him how war brought about such changes
in technology. Corydon’s soldiers’ weapons and armor had
undergone retrofitting for various applications and missions. Fliers
had been modified for better flight control, more firepower, more
speed, and, his personal favorite, the inclusion of bombs. Even
simple viewing mechanisms had been redesigned for better military
applications.
He swapped a lens once, using one marked for a five Kilome
distance. As the field of grayish clouds came into focus, he focused
on what he thought he had seen. Sure enough, there were six Fliers,
in a five-pointed star pattern with one carefully nestled in their midst.
“Come about.” He barked. “I need a better view of their formation to
see which one the Grand Helion is in.”
The pilot and navigator did as asked. One even decided to hazard a
guess of his own, “Wouldn’t he be in that center Flier?”
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Illias grunted, wishing for a brief Saycund that even these two in the
cockpit with him were Lost Ones Soldiers. They didn’t talk or ask
questions. “You’d like to think that, but the enemy isn’t always going
to be so obvious. Sometimes even a decoy has a decoy.”
He focused the Lenseye and watched, unblinking, for several
Mynettes before reaching his conclusion. The central Flier was
indeed the decoy’s decoy. The lead Flier in the vanguard position
was the one carrying the Grand Helion. Just to be certain, he would
order both taken, and the others would be shot out of the sky.
Boarding Fliers was a difficult task, and he couldn’t risk the men, the
Fliers, and the time trying to take them all. Greed would not benefit
him here as well as efficiency, especially when he had a spare
Grand Helion look-alike from Cenalium. Granted, that extra was of
lesser believability than they expected to find in the approaching
Fliers, but Corydon had found one in case of an accident when they
captured the Flier or transformation death. His master was certainly
thorough in his methods.
When the Fliers were almost directly beneath them, he had his
orders signaled to the other Fliers. They began their attack on his
mark. His fliers pelted the Grand Helion decoy’s escort Fliers with
Auger Bombs from above. The bore-shaped weights were nothing
special really; their weight and sleek shape were more destructive
than the small charges in their heavy tips that helped them penetrate
through the thin shells of alloys that made up a Flier’s skin. With
small puffs of smoke where their tips met Fliers, the heavy bodies of
the oblong bombs crushed through the slight holes they punctured
on initial contact. The impacts alone could be enough to crumple a
Flier’s structure if they hit just right, but the sudden jolts of weight
threw off a pilot’s control and sent a couple of the Fliers spiraling to
the seas below, and made the others easy targets for their more
heavily armed adversaries. Arc-lance fire burned through window
portals and hulls alike, sending two more Fliers to their watery
graves. The remaining two were surrounded and braced up in the
air.
Grapples ensured that a Flier could not escape, but they had to
double and triple up, just to make sure that the pilots didn’t try a
suicide run that would drag their enemies with them into the dark
waters far below. At high speeds, hitting water was no softer and no
more forgiving than hitting the side of a mountain.
Illias laughed at the pitiful resistance that was put up as they forced
open the hatches of the two Fliers they’d ensnared. It was almost like
they were expected here, a feeling he felt even more strongly when
he met the Grand Helion’s decoy. There was expectation in his eyes,
no matter how he feigned fear and indignation. Soon after, when his
veins were hooked up to three Lost Ones’ Soldiers, there was little in
his eyes but the glassy look of one struggling to fight off the
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encroaching darkness of the Lost Ones invading and erasing one’s
will. The whole thing was finished in Mynettes, even if the decoy’s
transfusion would continue for a couple more Dees.
The decoy was even kind enough to furnish codes to flash at to the
Torredi Lampada towers to announce their ‘authentic’ arrival. It
couldn’t have been easier, and that worried him, but not so much as
the success elated him. Let them try to stop me, he thought.
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EPILOGUE
The way of the Sky Spirit’s life will be a way of trials. The betrayal
will loom ever near, but her nature will be in flux, and that is her most
important trial by far. She will have to come to terms with what she
has become if she is to defeat those who lives are not their own. Still,
the marked one will be with her, and others of growing power. Even
the world will stir in reaction to all she does…
- Excerpt from Dorjan the Seer’s ‘The Destiny of the Forgotten’
th

 Sayvensdee, the 27 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
“We cannot wait any longer.” Makan declared regretfully, staring out
the window of their apartments toward the road, hoping that Anthea
would waltz up at any Saycund to announce her return.
Sagira nodded, knowing this to be true even before Makan had said
it. It had been the unspeakable thought on their minds for the last
few Dees, one that could no longer be ignored. She chewed her lip
thoughtfully, trying to come up with an appropriate response for a
matter of such gravity. “I’m sure she is fine.” She began, regretting
the words immediately after voicing them. The words felt inadequate.
“We will ready things here for her, as she wished. She will return and
find an army waiting for her.”
“An army?” Makan sounded doubtful. The reddish-brown skin of his
forehead furrowed with worry.
Lately they’d been meeting dignitaries, councilmen, minor lords and
ladies, and merchantmen from all across the three Aynglican
provinces, though the vast majority still came from Fairport and
Greater Aynglica. Sagira had become something of a celebrity in the
local political world. Her voice, her beauty, her wisdom and foresight,
they were all spoken of in taverns and the halls of great men and
women alike.
She had not let her status go to her head, even if it required her to
act a certain way around certain folks to garner their respect and
support. Certainly it was minimal acting, as these were men and
women who would see through such façades and flattery, but there
was always a little bit of that thing to sweeten otherwise bitter news
and difficult suggestions.
“Do you think we’ll get what we want in Alacazzare? Or will it just be
more fawning and exchanges of empty words?” Makan wondered.
“Empty words are the social grease that move the great wheels of
government, my dear. I can order, I can scream, and I can cry, but it
won’t make things happen. I must appeal to some men’s senses of
duty, vanity, greed, or otherwise if I am to get them to align their
causes with ours.”
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“I know it, and you know I do, but it is difficult to sit in fine clothes
and sip fine vintages of Aynglica wines from the Vinlands when I
know Anthea is out there, struggling against something we cannot
help her with. I’d rather be out there, even if it meant another iceberg
ride.”
“I know.” Sagira sighed. “I felt that ripple in her consciousness, the
tie she has with us. We both felt it, and yet we can’t drop what we’re
doing here to go check on her. If she has really gone to Nishan and
Tuari, with Rolf at her side, what can we do that the four of them
cannot?”
“We can stay here and gather her support.” Makan concluded with
an unhappy sigh of his own.
“Well, not here exactly, but we can go to Alacazzare and do that.
That is the figurative center of Aynglican government. The monarchs
will not wish to be seen as backward and resistant if the Council of
Great Lords decides this is something that they wish to be a part of.”
“Shouldn’t we be speaking to the Council of Great Lords then?”
“Would that it was that easy, but the Council doesn’t yet want to
speak with us, because we lack the clout. The monarchs are much
more willing to entertain the most recent local celebrity than the
Council is. After we’ve met the monarchs of the Aynglican people,
the Council will have greater interest in us.”
“In you.” Makan corrected. He knew very well that he was merely a
bodyguard with a fancy spear, or walking cane as the Aynglicans
fancied it, one that helped draw more attention and mystique to her
position.
“Yes, well, being noticed by the monarchs like this will only solidify
our reputation as persons worthy of notice. After that, people will
start seeking to garner favor with us, seeing our cause as one worth
jumping on, lest they miss the bandwagon.”
“And while we are hobnobbing with the rich, what will Catrin do
here? What if she comes under attack because of her ties to us, or
even to Anthea?”
Sagira grimaced. “I had thought of that, but as of yet I have not
been able to decide upon a good solution. We cannot bring her with
us.”
“Bring who with you?” Catrin asked, sweeping gracefully into the
room from the side entrance.
Makan looked out the front window again and noticed that the girl’s
coach was not out front.
“I slept here, in Rolf’s room. I woke early and went to say my
devotions to Chaveaoux.” The Goddess of Invention had become
Catrin’s favorite deity since Rolf’s ordeal in building the rifle and his
subsequent disappearance.
“We didn’t hear you come or go.” Makan replied, wondering how
long the girl’s devoutness would last.
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Her face brightened and she winked at the Mueran. “I sleep light
and step lighter still, when necessary.”
“Does that walking lightly extend to social matters, too?” Sagira
asked critically, shattering the sense of ease that Catrin’s arrival had
nearly brought. “When we are gone, Catrin, you are likely to come
under intense scrutiny from those who are my enemies and from
those who are the enemies of Anthea. You will need to tread
carefully, and distance yourself from us while keeping an eye and an
ear open for news. You are our go-between now, our conduit to
Anthea, and hers to us.”
Catrin indignantly planted her hands upon her hips and stared
Sagira in the eyes. “I am no foolish girl, despite my Yarres and my
possessive, girlish affections for Rolf. I am a Fabbro, and as such, I
am trained in matters both social and economic. You needn’t fear for
me. I will never be unescorted.” The speech seemed more to
reassure herself than for either of them, although how well it worked
was unclear.
Sagira was not convinced, despite Catrin’s proud and confident
declarations. “Our enemies have long arms, arms that stretch even
here, Catrin. Do not forget that these are the same people that
sacked Qinor and have laid ruin to most of the Kerathi Clan Isles. A
few house guards and a beautiful smile will not stop them from doing
what they wish to do. It is better yet to make yourself invisible and
unimportant. Forget you know us in all but your heart. Use men like
Romney the Quick to listen for rumors. Do nothing with your own two
hands that you can do discretely through another…”
“I understand. I will do my best.” Catrin vowed, looking for a
moment as if she were older than her few Yarres.
“We will be leaving todee?” Makan asked Sagira.
Sagira looked outside at the weather, and then nodded. “That
would be best. Anthea is likely not resting, so we shall not either.”
She turned to Makan then. “Can you be ready todee, dearest?”
Makan admired the planes of her sandy skin for a brief moment. He
took in the luster of her almond-shaped eyes and the graceful curls
of her dark hair, curls expensively maintained in keeping with her
status. She was a dark beauty, a beauty that was dangerous and
unlike Catrin’s youthful, girlish attractiveness. “I will be ready. I would
only see that Anthea’s flowers are moved from here, and all traces of
us are erased.”
“You needn’t worry about the flowers. I already promised her that I
would care for them, watering and rotating them as required. I will
care for the flowers as if they were jewels.” Catrin replied, keeping to
her promise to take care of them during Anthea’s absence. And, if it
bothered her to do so much on the behalf of the girl who had stolen
her man away for a time, she made no sign that it did. She was more
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than willing to care for a few flowers if Anthea would care for her man
and return him safely.
Makan nodded. “Then we need only to pack.”
“It is decided. We will leave for Alacazzare todee.” Sagira
proclaimed, her breast swelling with the confidence that comes from
facing a known task after so much has been indefinite.

Iago’s feet whispered familiarly down the halls of Aetheline.
Outside of the offices that had been her home for several Munths,
Tahirah walked at his side. Of course, being out in the open as she
was, she’d been costumed appropriately to minimalize the attention
she drew. She wore Aurean dress in strictly the Aurean fashion,
including thin gloves of a translucent white silk that helped hide the
darkness of her arms even if they did nothing about her face. Her
hair had been lightened as well, to help dispel such a strong notion
of foreignness. Looking at her face, one didn’t have to look too
closely to see that she was not Aurean. Even after her nose had
been painfully straightened, restoring some of the regality to her
appearance, she didn’t look Aurean. No amount of time indoors
without sunlight to tan her richly colored skin would change that.
Inwardly, she was elated to experience the freedom, but she was
careful not to show such things, since it would give Iago something
more to use against her if he needed to or so felt the compunction to
punish her. It was a bold move to allow her such freedom, to attract
attention to her, but Haig’s watchful eyes were always on the lookout
for those who sought to hurt Iago or his attachments – even the
Elegian ones. Haig had never been far from her while Iago was
gone, and even now after Iago’s return, Haig trailed behind the pair,
a constant watchdog.
“Things are moving according to what I have predicted.” Iago
announced, almost smugly, except that he was rarely smug these
Dees. The halls were empty, though, and the only men permitted in
were men that had already past his test of loyalty. They were his
men, through and through.
“What of Porfirio? He did not perish in the attack on Qinor.” Her lips
quirked up into a smile, and she added, “thankfully.” Iago clearly
didn’t like the man, or his power in Choraeyn. He was one of the few
great figures in Aurean society who was immune, to an extent, to
Iago’s influences.
“Yes, indeed. The man is quite fortunate, and an asset to our
people. He is currently pursuing the training of more pilots in
Erstusis, under the tutelage of one Nico, a daring young commander
to watch for certain. I shall have to give that one more attention.”
“How much will such things help when Corydon expands his battle
further?”
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“Minimally,” Iago admitted, “but the Grand Helion must look as if he
is doing something.”
The two of them passed by a group of scribes and officials hurrying
ostensibly to a meeting of one sort or another. Haig stopped to have
a word with them, as he knew some of them and most everyone else
who wandered these halls these Dees. With Haig occupied, Iago and
Tahirah III ducked into a side corridor, and then made their way into
a small turreted tower, a nonagon with one approach and eight
windows taking up the other sides. The eight windows overlooked
the entries to a popular meeting hall in Aetheline. Iago watched the
comings and goings of officials and their assistants for a time before
commenting again.
“The Grand Helion is coming to be a non-issue. My careful work to
expose his incompetence is almost complete. He has been unable to
gather the proper support during is Tournea Observatori, he has
been unable to protect his Grancittas, and soon he will be part of the
loss of Tibusin to the rebels. That will solidify him as a failure in the
people’s eyes.”
“Corydon will be in control of two of the eight Grancittas though.
That is a quarter of your people, and on top of that, Cenalium is the
largest city.”
“He will have need of the people, too, if he is to continue his war.
We’ve been monitoring his progress, and with the losses of Fliers he
has sustained thus far, even with what he will get from taking
Tibusin, he will not have enough to complete his war. He loses too
many Fliers in his attacks. The Kerathi die in great numbers, and
while they do they whittle down Corydon’s forces, including Fliers.
Once my adversary’s air superiority is gone, he will have to rely on
more traditional methods of war.”
“Meaning soldiers, cannons, and boats.” Tahirah III surmised.
“Yes. That is why he needs Tibusin. He lacks the men and Fliers to
do all that he plans.”
“Can you not prevent his taking of it? Wouldn’t that stall Corydon
and put him on the defensive?”
“I could have.”
“Could have?”
“It’s already too late. That would have only served to preserve the
world as it is now anyway, with the Grand Helion leading our people,
the Elegian Empire intact, and the greedy Aynglicans fighting the
Kerathi over islands they have long disputed. We must make
progress, at least we Aureans, or all of this bloodshed is
meaningless.”
“What is it you hope for then?”
“The abolishment of the position of Grand Helion.” Iago replied.
“Once he is discredited as a failure, he must be removed, either
officially or by some de facto method requiring careful social
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maneuvering. That would create a power vacuum, and that power
would then fall upon my shoulders. As the leader of Aurean religious
and social life, the political power would have to go to me, as we are
also lacking a Greater Helion. Corydon has seen to that, and he is
now seeing to the destruction of the last post in our government that
can pose any challenge to my supremacy.”
“But what will you do with the power? It seems that you were
always happy to pull strings from behind the scenes before.”
“What indeed, will I do?” Iago smiled secretively, running a
blackened finger from his poison hand across his lips. “There will be
changes, Empress, changes aplenty. They are not far off.” Perhaps
he might have spoken more at length, but Haig’s approaching
footsteps ended any more revelations he might have offered. He
trusted Haig, but that didn’t mean the man needed to know
everything.
Tahirah III fell in beside the two men when they continued their walk
and Iago began explaining to Haig more of what had to be done in
Cenalium. It was mostly mundane, so she thought instead about
Iago’s plans.
All she could determine was that there was a tie between the
discrediting of the Grand Helion and Tibusin’s fall to Corydon, which
seemed to indicate some cooperation, intentional or not, between the
two opposing leaders. She kept a watchful eye, waiting for more
hints as to what might happen, or news from her former homeland.
The more she knew, the better she could position herself for the
future and whatever it might bring. While she lived, she still had a
role to play.

Bedros, flanked by his three companions, skipped from wave top to
wave top. While they ran, the four pooled their mental energies to
commune with White-Hoof and One-Ear’s herds, on opposite sides
of the Broken Crown though they were. The mind and the spirit of the
land that connected them cared not about distances, not for the
duration of their sharing anyway. The world was vast, as vast as the
seas that covered most of it, but even muffled beneath the waters,
the voice of the world was strong in Bedros’ ears, and it was a
conduit for the conversation that he had with the two greatest leaders
of his kind.
“You delay unnecessarily.” One-Ear criticized. “Uman, the Rumani
God, stirs even as we speak. His birth is at hand.”
White-Hoof grunted assent. “We have been calling to the world to
hold the infant God down in its core, but it works to eject him, like
chaff caught in its windpipe that must be coughed up.”
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“I cannot do what I must if I am not one with all lands.” Bedros
replied. It was not an admission of guilt or fault, but rather a simple
stating of how things were.
“This I do not claim to understand in full. Never before have we
required such a strange bonding of Ox-Man and the lands when
Singing the World Alive.” One-Ear said.
“In the past our herds weren’t as diminished in comparison with the
evils being wrought upon the lands. Never before have we had to
deal with the poisons of the Lost Ones’ dark blood tarnishing the
spirit of the northern lands. Never before, have we managed to fix
everything in a permanent manner. A new problem always arises,
and I plan to end all problems, once and for all.” Bedros said firmly.
“To do that, I must connect with all the lands, because we need a
stronger connection than before if we are to sing alive our
beleaguered world.”
“What is it that you plan to do when you are one with all the lands?”
One-Ear demanded.
“I will wake the world permanently, raising it much in the way that
Uman is now waking.”
“To what end?”
“A waking being can protect itself, where a sleeping one cannot.
The world must not return to dormancy after it is awoken this time.”
One-Ear was astounded by what he heard. “You propose to let the
world defend itself? What use are we to it if it is to do its own work?
We have always been its stewards and caretakers in the past.”
“A job that we have oft failed to do adequately.” Bedros pointed out,
causing stirs of dissent within both of the great herds.
For several Mynettes, White-Hoof and One-Ear fended off the
comments and worries of incensed shamans, many of which were
survivors of the efforts they had undertaken to restore Bedros and
return him to the Broken Crown. Much had been given on his behalf,
and still he slighted the past efforts of both them and their
predecessors. When the angry shamans quieted, some leaving the
communion of minds entirely, too angry to focus and continue in the
union of minds, the conversation between the three continued.
“What will be our role in this new world you propose, after the world
is roused to defend itself and it remains awake? What reason will we
have to exist?” White-Hoof asked.
“The world being constantly alive will not negate our reasons for
existence.” Bedros argued. He refused to see things in such cut and
dry absolutes. “Doing this will likely free us from old duties, but
perhaps we will be given new duties, or a World God of our own to
worship.”
“You aim to see us with a God of our own, as if we are the
Landdeaf? This is a mad course of action. Have your travels upon
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ice and water addled your mind? You have too much water in your
blood and foreign ideas in your brain.” One-Ear criticized.
Of the two leaders, it had been longest since Bedros had seen
One-Ear, and the shaman did not seem disposed to thinking that
traveling so far abroad had done him any good. Bedros was not
going to give in to some unkind and unjust words though.
“Worldspeak will not be a purposeless thing, even with the world
awoken. If anything, I predict that our ability to interact with it on a
regular basis will grant us more power, the power to change and
adapt the world to the interferences of man whenever it is necessary.
Try as we might, we cannot make all the Landdeaf hear the world’s
voice, though there is hope that some may, in time.”
“Mankind will never listen to the world. It is a selfish species,
unwilling to care about anything beyond the growling of its stomach,
the desires of its loins, and the intense hatreds of its many varieties.”
One-Ear replied.
White-Hoof jumped in quick to agree with his peer. “Greed and
consumption are all that mankind can know. They cannot learn.”
“You know not the Uleaut people then, or even the Muerans, in a
lesser way. Many of these peoples learn to work with the world and
its animals. More will learn when the voice of the world is easier to
hear. Some will even hear that voice much louder than those of their
petty Gods. I know it will be so. I have seen it in my mind, this new
religion of the world that even men can understand and follow.”
White-Hoof and One-Ear didn’t seem to believe that anything good
could come of this, let alone something to that extent. The pair
conversed at length for some time before One-Ear declared, “There
is much to discuss. This is not at all what we had planned.”
“Yet I hear the world’s voice more clearly than any, and so you
should defer to me.” Bedros replied. “You may be older and wiser,
but my ears are better. Sometimes hearing a lot is much better than
hearing a little and applying greater wisdom to decipher what was
not heard.”
Neither could argue the point. Conceding defeat in a way that was
more of a postponing of the next stage of the conversation, WhiteHoof said, “Continue on your way for now. We will talk more after
you have reached Zaraig and connected with that land. Your ‘ears’
my hear even better then.”
“I will hurry.” Bedros promised, dropping out of the sharing of
minds.
He was aware that his three companions, Coat-of-Dust, Red-Tail,
and Wandering-Eyes, continued to talk to White-Hoof and One-Ear
for some time as they ran, even though their footsteps never faltered.
Let them talk. That was fine, so long as they didn’t try to turn his
course.
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Dacian found himself face to face with Chione, and she was quite
displeased. Her dark features were heavy with shadows, lit only with
the flickering of a smoky torch. Dacian cleared his throat as he eyed
the poleaxe she aimed at him; the length of its haft had been
shortened to make it easier to wield in the close quarters of the
caverns they had inhabited for over a Munth.
“I’m tired of your deceptions, Aurean. I know you’re concealing the
location of the tunnels from me, and I mean to know why.” Her eyes
flashed dangerously, and as the two of them were alone, she meant
business.
Dacian’s silver eyes did not show fear. Instead they gleamed with
calculation, something the woman opposite him didn’t miss, even in
the dim light. “I do believe the fumes of the torches and the
underground gases have finally gotten to you.” He replied, lightly
pushing the poleaxe aside with a finger.
“Don’t.” She warned him. She moved the poleaxe back toward him,
close to the hollow of his neck.
“I have been deceiving you, you are correct.”
“I knew it!” She hissed, backing away as if to take a swing at him,
but her curiosity defeated her anger and she pulled up short instead.
“But, why are you admitting it only now?”
“Well, aside from the sharp object at my throat, we needed to
displace a good number of troops from Qinor before it was hit. We’ve
secreted a sizeable army up here, though no doubt Corydon knows
of its existence by now if not its size. What is important is that we are
a knife at his throat.”
“Any knife that isn’t used might as well be a dull one or not a knife
at all. We should have moved after the Qinor fleet headed south.”
Chione grimaced. “Aziza is probably wondered what in Juria’s name
I’m doing up here.”
“You’re looking for tunnels.” Dacian supplied helpfully, trying not to
smile too much.
Chione glared at Dacian, finding nothing funny about his answer.
“You will tell me and show me where the tunnels are. Immediately.”
“While I am pleased to comply, I must remind you that we are
partners. I am not under your command.”
“And I must remind you that you could be considered as having
acted treasonously toward the Empire by delaying us as you have. I
could kill you for what you’ve done.”
Dacian wore an unimpressed look when he replied, saying, “I am
not a member of your Empire and I care little for your laws, but I
must share with you that we can do very little until the poisons
arrive.”
“Poisons? Another of your unshared secrets?” Chione asked
suspiciously.
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“My master has arranged for the delivery of a city’s worth of
poisons, which we will generously add to Cenalium’s aquifers, thus
poisoning the soldiers and citizens of Cenalium before we attack.
Need I explain further?”
Chione lowered her poleaxe a respectable distant and regarded at
him contemplatively. “When are these poisons arriving?”
“Within two or three Waykes, I suspect, and none too soon.”
“What do you mean?”
“Corydon has been trying to alter the entire population of Cenalium.
I fear that while he’s done the task of poisoning many of our enemies
for us. Many of them won’t survive the transformation, and those that
do will have a much stronger resistance. That might be part of the
reason why so much poison, and therefore so much preparation, is
required.” Dacian explained.
“Even with these poisons in hand, it will not be easy to carry them
all the way to Cenalium, through hundreds of Kilomes of tunnels,
which are likely not flat nor straight.”
Dacian nodded. “Truly, the tunnels are not an easy way to travel.
That was part of the reason for our staying here so long. There will
be times when there will be nothing more than a few Aurean crystal
pods for lighting, and they will be few and far between. Once we
begin, there will be no turning back for several Dees, perhaps
Waykes. We will encounter severe darkness, pressures, damp
conditions, a lengthy lack of sun, blind creatures that would delight in
an Elegian to snack upon, and a hundred other things that can
madden or kill a man.” With a slightly wicked smile, Dacian added,
“Or a woman.”
Chione’s hard look finally softened, partially because she was
finally let in on the secret, and partially because she was worried
about what he had just told her. “Your warnings are well received. I
see the wisdom in the delays now, but I cannot forgive you for
withholding such things from me. I would have complied with this
training, and I would have been able to do it more effectively if I had
been in on the secret from the beginning.”
“My dear compatriot, you know how it is. I am certain there are
many things you know that I cannot be told. So do not be surprised
that things are not likewise with me. Besides, you now have several
experienced pathfinders and cavers who you did not have before.
We’ve grown used to this life in the Waykes we’ve been here, and
our mission has a greater chance of success because of it.”
“I said I understood your reasons. However, if I find you doing
something like this again in the future, your life will be put in
jeopardy.” She warned him.
The Aurean chuckled and shook his head. “Our lives are always in
jeopardy when we are pawns of great men and women.”
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“Well said.” Chione hated liking the man. Despite being a
treacherous snake, he was likeable, and said things that made her
think. That was rare in an Elegian man, who more often than not just
tried to please her. “Now, show me those tunnels. All of them.”

Favian looked over at Sezja. The girl gave him a feral smile, and
then looked back out the portal of the Flier they rode in. She ignored
the group of a dozen Guardians that crowded in around her,
displeased with their presences, but accepting of the fact that they
were a necessary evil.
Prior to their departure, on the Flier landing no less, there had been
an argument with Corydon about them accompanying her and in
what numbers, but he had not wavered in the topic. He refused to
send such an important asset alone, or nearly alone. As it was, he
wanted to send more Fliers to accompany her with even more
soldiers, but he had agreed to just this group of twelve and the two
men it took to pilot and navigate. Favian had been part of the
agreement, of course. After all the soldiers Corydon had lost to
Anthea and her companions, twelve seemed a small force to throw
at them, except for the fact that Sezja accompanied them. She would
neutralize the threats of enchantments, so long as the others could
deal with Anthea’s companions.
Favian was officially in charge of the outing, though he was to
escort Sezja just about anywhere she wished to go. The field
commission of commander seemed a rather thin veneer that could
not hide the fact that they were really following the whims of a
bloodthirsty woman with undeterminable abilities. Her potential was
great, of that no one had a doubt, but her limitations might be just as
great, and that was something that endangered them all.
Endangerment. What did that mean, really? It certainly hadn’t been
a cozy position working to root out traitors in Upper Cenalium, and it
hadn’t been very safe working with Biagio either, especially when
their lives were measured to be the same lengths as their charges.
Had the three women not survived, neither would they have. Now he
most certainly couldn’t return to Cenalium without Sezja. Maybe he
wouldn’t return at all if something happened to Sezja, some fate that
didn’t send him to Nelius’ House of Endless Rooms with her. Iago
surely had other spies that could carry on if he could not. Maybe they
were not as well placed as he was, but they were spies nonetheless.
Or, even if they managed to subdue or kill Anthea, there was always
the chance that they could run off and hide from Corydon’s merciless
war. Could he leave Cira to her own devices? He didn’t owe the
woman his life or anything like that, but why should she continue if
he did not? The quiet woman had a stony resolve that he’d come to
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admire greatly, and even thinking about not going back seemed like
a betrayal; he knew he must return in one way or another.
Favian caught Sezja eyeing him critically. “What?” He snapped at
her, disliking the smug gleam in her eyes.
“We’re not so different, you and I.” She whispered conspiratorially.
“I doubt that.”
“We’ve both been changed by Corydon, and we both have our
causes.”
“Your cause is to kill a girl you’ve never met. Mine is to serve my
people. Do not ever compare us. We are night and Dee, you and I.”
The gleam dimmed in her eyes at his words. “Yet you are my
companion, even the commander of this mission to kill this girl,
whom I guess that you have never met either.”
Favian scowled. She was right. No matter what his part was in this
plot, he was still part of it. “I do what I must to serve my kind. You
betray your own kind.”
“I have no kind now. I am a singular being, unlike even those other
two who were changed with me. You must consider who it is I am to
betray, as well.” Her eyes resumed their devilish gleam. “Besides,
what exactly is your kind? Do you mean the old or the new?”
Favian moved away from Sezja, retreating to the stateroom at the
back of the Flier. The girl was trouble, and worse than that, he wasn’t
sure if she meant to betray Corydon, him, or Anthea. If Anthea
already posed a threat, Sezja and Anthea joining forces would be
incredibly devastating. If they asked, would he even dare join the pair
in an attempt to bring down Corydon? Would Sezja trust him to do
such a thing? He was certain she saw through his loyalties to
Corydon, but she couldn’t possibly know enough about Aurean
politics to know that Iago was his master. His brow furrowed and he
settled onto the bunk in the small compartment.
He had at least a Wayke to puzzle it out, maybe two. After that he
had to be ready to make his move.

Nishan smacked his dry lips and swallowed roughly. He choked
and needed a swig of water to dry his parched throat. He’d slept
poorly, as was to be expected lately. Tuari and Rolf were near,
finishing their watches. Usually he took most of the guard duty,
allowing Tuari and Rolf the ability to scavenge and hunt for food. He
figured they might as well get something done if he wasn’t going to
sleep anyway.
“Are you okay?” Tuari asked, watching Nishan swallow a couple
more mouthfuls of rain runoff they’d collected.
“I am as well as can be expected. My lungs still bother me, even
after Anthea’s enchantments that saved us. There was something
odd about the dust of those creatures. I cannot explain it.”
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“And your eyes?”
“They burn constantly, but at least my vision isn’t blurred. It’s either
getting better or I’m getting used to it.”
“Perhaps it is both.” Tuari offered understandingly. He’d been there
during the fever spells and the wounding itself.
Nishan capped the water, leaving some for later. Every drop they
had needed to be painstakingly collected from leaves or from strips
of canvas they left out in strategic places around the ruins. There
wasn’t a lot of morning dew, but there were occasional rains, and
they gathered all they could before the ground drank it up thirstily.
Then they boiled it, careful to trap the steam, lest that much water
dissipate in vapor form.
Their food supply was gathered in a similar, laborious fashion. They
might have been well provisioned before they set out from Fairport,
but Anthea’s enchantments had done strange things to the supplies,
accelerating the growth of molds that rotted them quicker than was
normal. Sure, there were some things that would have lasted for
Munths under optimal conditions, and those were still fine, if aging
more rapidly than they should’ve, but they had need of a fresh food
source.
Rolf was the most familiar with environs of the like, as Maethlin
wasn’t much further south than Ka’Shann. Certainly it was closer to
Ka’Shann’s latitudes than Rummas or Tuari’s Uleaut home. Together
with Tuari, Rolf had brought down a roe deer during the second Dee
of their hunting. Tuari and Rolf had spent their time since skinning
the animal and preparing the meat, as well as gathering the firewood
and necessities to smoke or roast it. Tuari had proved rather adept at
butchering and skinning the deer, even if a roe deer wasn’t like one
of his Ugruk seals or Qaluk fish. The Uleaut boy was just good at
anything hunting related, and tedious tasks were something he
excelled at. Besides, the patient waiting of hunting was something he
and Rolf both needed, since it allowed them a mixture of rest to heal
while waiting for prey and exercise while getting to and from the
forest that they hunted within, both things their recovering bodies
required.
Strangely, they found that sleeping near Anthea’s cocoon,
chrysalis, or bud – it was hard to determine what it should be called –
seemed to cause them to heal faster. It was as if time worked faster
or the air itself inspired bodies to work harder at rejuvenating
themselves. Wounds and aches could heal a Wayke’s worth in just a
few Dees, less than half the time.
This had the opposite effect on their food source. Even their fresh
meat would spoil in double or triple time. They found this out the hard
way when the deer meat, even what they had smoked, rotted quite
faster than expected. Since then Rolf and Tuari’s food stores and
hunting/butchering enterprises had drifted half a hundred Mayters
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westward, somewhat outside of the range of the effect surrounding
Anthea.
Rolf came over, having finished cleaning his rifle. He sat down near
Anthea’s cocoon, looking at it closely. Her leaf wrappings had
hardened and stretched further skyward; all told, the leaves and the
large stalk that supported them were nearly five Mayters tall now.
They glistened constantly, drinking in every bit of sun or moon they
could. Even in the dead of night, there was a warm glow coming from
inside the cocoon, enough that they could sometimes make out the
rough silhouette of the girl within.
“It’s not exactly sporting to use that gun on wildlife, is it?” Nishan
asked Rolf. He’d spoken to the Kerathi just the Dee before about the
specifics of his strange weapon.
“Faith never misses.” Rolf replied, shrugging. “If Chaveaoux wishes
me to use this weapon for her causes, she might as well let me stay
well-fed while she’s at it. I can’t do her bidding if I’m dying of
starvation.”
“I guess it would not work if it wasn’t being used in accordance with
her desires anyway, correct?”
“Your guess is as good as mine, though that sounds right. I just
built this thing after all. I’m not fully versed in how it functions. It is
curious how the deer don’t disappear like the creatures did, though.”
“Curious, yes.” Nishan agreed, turning away from Rolf to look
northeast. “The answer to that lies that way, but I do not wish to go
that way just yet.”
“What will we find that way?” Tuari wondered.
“We’ll find some of the secrets of my people, things that must be
unveiled finally.” Nishan’s eyes flashed eagerly as he spoke both of
Ka’Shann and of Uman stirring to the south.
“I, for one, want to wait for Anthea before we do anything more.”
Rolf said, nodding toward Anthea’s cocoon. “We don’t know what it is
that we will face up there, and if it’s anything like the last, I think we
will need her.”
Nishan nodded. “As do I.”
Tuari did not open his mouth to agree with them. His thoughts
drifted elsewhere, and his hand grasped within his pocket for the
nautilus shell, the Aumoana. He drew it out of his pocket and
grasped it between his two palms while he said a silent prayer to
Yenis, because he missed the predictability of his home, and to
Gandahar, for luck. Then he sat guard over Anthea while Rolf
polished his gun and Nishan gazed northeast or sometimes to the
south.
There would be a time for action soon, but for now it was time to
rest. In the Uleaut lands or not, there were times to save your energy
for the deeds to come. This was one of them.
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POST-EPILOGUE
The Dark Pair do much that is mistakenly accredited to their nicer
cousins. Part of their guile is that they are often believed to be other
Gods or Goddesses, and many who work for them do it unknowingly.
They believe that they are working for one of the Pantheon, only to
find out later that it was not Haestos, Cainel, or Gandahar whose
bidding they did, that it was not Kaneitha, Juria, or Maletos that
visited them in their dreams, but rather to Porceth or Wainseth that
did these things. The most important part of deceit is finding people
willing to deceive themselves for want of something you can offer…
- Excerpt from Raghnall’s ‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’
th

 Aytesdee, the 28 of Planting, 769 A.E. 
Amidst the whirl of light and the endless debate of the divine, a
conversation came to the attention of the collective group. Some
voices remained silent, but all listened.
“I don’t understand what is happening here.” Maletos said testily.
“That is no big surprise.” Kaneitha commented in a snarky fashion.
“You have never been one for nuances.”
Maletos glared at her raven-haired sister, causing her to back into
the shadows she was so fond of. “Sister, another time I might laugh
at your petty attempts at inciting my anger, but now is not the time for
your humor. Things are spiraling out of control.”
“Please! This is not helping things.” Oria proclaimed with great
emotion. The woman was beside herself, almost in hysterics with all
the fighting going on between the races of the Broken Crown.
“Save all of your worthless blubbering for later, you peacemonger.
We’re at war, and there are bound to be disputes, even among our
ranks.” Cainel said, leaning aggressively toward the Goddess of
Peace and Cooperation, who cowed under his dangerous gaze.
Greveth burst into the conversation, charging into the midst of the
group. “Uman.” She gasped breathlessly, sweating as her large,
pregnant belly heaved. “He’s coming soon!”
Holeitha put a maternal arm around Greveth. “There, there. It won’t
be long now.”
Tulis and Marceaupo exchanged smiles, amused that their fieryhaired elder sister was so close to giving birth to the God she’d
claimed would never come to be. Now she was irrationally pregnant
with the Rumani God, a sliver of the creator long lost in the molten
depths of the world, which she was conveniently Goddess of. Any
Rumani who had been blessed with greater senses than the norm
could sense him coming, as did some of the Muerans, whose
volcanic isles shifted uneasily with the pending birth.
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“Uman is a newborn God, or will be soon enough. He is of little
importance right now. We need to be discussing Anthea and the Lost
Ones.” Maletos insisted, getting frustrated by the interruptions.
“My son is not important?” Greveth growled. She threw off
Holeitha’s arm and pointed a finger at Maletos. The finger and then
the whole hand flared brightly with elemental fire. “You shortsighted
fool, when was the last time a God or Goddess was born? The
Pantheon has been at the present number for Yarres untold, and you
think the birth of another to strengthen our ranks is immaterial?” Like
her hand, the rest of her body took on a great glow, hot enough that
the others backed away from her, except for her siblings, who
steamed slightly, and Maletos.
Maletos, Goddess of the Sun, was not the least bit frightened of
fire. “Don’t babble at me. Your pregnancy and subsequent
childrearing render you useless to me. Go now, spit out that
graceless Rumani dream, and leave us to our discussions.”
Greveth seethed, but knew better than to press the issue with
Maletos, her superior in both ranking and power. Even Juria, the
Goddess of Royalty, didn’t seem willing to jump in and help out, a
rarity, since she always liked irritating Maletos. Juria was a perpetual
thorn in the Queen Goddess’ side, but for once she decided against
playing her role. When Greveth saw that she had no allies, she left in
a huff. Her reddish raiment smoldered in accord with her great rage
as she descended to the Broken Crown. Tulis, her younger brother,
and Marceaupo, her younger sister and the middle of the three
siblings, went with her. Greveth was, despite her fiery disposition,
their sister after all.
“Now that those three are gone, perhaps we can continue with a
less hormonal variety of conversation.” Maletos said smugly,
chuckling at her own wit.
Haestos shook his head disapprovingly. “My dearest, discord
among us will assist Porceth and Wainseth as surely as our inaction.
It is their hands I feel in this. The Dark Pair are who I suspect in
Anthea’s sudden turning.”
Cainel scoffed. “How can that be? Anthea is merely responding to
her attackers. They have pushed her to step up her efforts. She will
be reborn as a perfect warrior.” He drew a great broadsword and
swung it around a few times, as if such a gesture could properly
illustrate her supposed upcoming prowess.
“I must agree with Cainel in this.” Chaveaoux remarked. Her
inquisitive eyes were trapped between furrowed brows that meant
she was considering something deeply. “If Wainseth’s hands are on
anyone, they are on that new Voice of the Firmament that is
controlling Maletos’ folk.”
Maletos cleared her throat. “Such a thing is impossible. My children
have not been tainted by the Dark Pair. I can assure that.”
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“Dark things lie ahead.” Elecin announced, raising his cowled face
from his divining mirror.
“Your vagaries are not helpful.” Haestos replied with a sigh, rubbing
his temples with his graceful hands. “We need to focus. Already we
have gifted Sagira,” he nodded acknowledgement at a beaming
Juria, “and she is raising an army, or moving toward that at least.
Rolf has completed Chaveaoux’s weapon, and has used it on those
dark creatures, whatever they were.”
A few people cast looks at Kaneitha at that point; she held up her
hands and shook her head. “They weren’t mine.” Her words lacked
conviction and didn’t convince anyone. “Honestly, they weren’t. They
were likely some blood magick developed by the Rumani. You know
they’ve always been a strange folk.”
Gandahar and Sellae nodded in assent. They knew the Rumani as
well as any.
Haestos took control over the conversation again. “Even with her
silver tongue, can Sagira actually raise an army of a worthy size?”
Braccen, the God of Commerce and Greed, spoke up when
Haestos looked to him as one of the major Aynglican Gods. “I can
offer certain incentives to push some of the greater men and women
toward such an eventuality.” He offered smoothly, his eyes shaded
gold and silver with the greed that his moneychangers and
merchants shared.
Maletos cut back in forcefully, taking over for her mate, who backed
away gracefully, accepting understanding looks from both Juria and
the frosty Yenis. “Next, we have to think about the Ox-Men and the
Lost Ones. Both are dangers to our company of heroes. We believe
that the Lost Ones are poisoning the world. Perhaps this is a part of
the reason for Greveth’s moods or Uman’s sudden surge to get born
after sleeping so long. The Ox-Men herds seem to be positioning
themselves for another great world change. I need not say that this is
something we cannot allow. The last time they did that, it cost the
lives of many of our followers, leaving us weakened.”
“In that we are agreed.” Juria offered in her sultry smooth voice, like
rich red silk. “Furestes and I will attempt to stall the Ox-Men’s
prophet, this former Guardian of Anthea’s that has gone turncoat and
hopes to join with the world. We will try to stop him when he arrives
on Elegius.”
Furestes nodded meekly, lifting a miscellaneous farming implement
with his left hand and a heavy hammer with his right. Then he
nodded a second time, dusting them all in some of the fine grit that
had accumulated about his person through his labors. He did not
meet Juria’s eyes or speak though, knowing she was his better.
“It’s unfortunate that you chased off Tulis and Marceaupo. Their
storms might have stalled the Ox-Man from reaching Zaraig.”
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Vorcinth remarked, swatting Maletos across the buttocks with his
scepter. The bells upon his motley jingled as he laughed.
Maletos struck the God of Trickery and Deceit in the face with her
fist, knocking him over. “Then why don’t you go stall him, clown?”
Then, seeing that Aaren looking upon Vorcinth with pity, she said,
“You can go with him too, Aaren. Your winds can do as much the
waves might, and I tire of your sensitive cares.”
Aaren folded his arms across his chest. His robes billowed about
him when he nodded. “I will go with him.”
Vorcinth got to his feet and swayed woozily. “Looks like it’s you and
me, breezy.” He frowned at his damaged wand.
Gandahar looked less than pleased, as Vorcinth was his brother,
even if they were not close. It was hard to be close to such a
prankster. Yenis, too, looked displeased, for she was ever on the
side of Aaren, who had shown her great kindnesses in the past.
Maletos glared at the both of them, daring them to challenge her.
Neither did.
Thuraish spoke next, hoping to get them back on the topic of
Anthea. “Anthea will come into her power soon, as the Saysuhns
change. Her full powers will be terrible, but they will not solve
anything.” Thuraish, in his toddler form, predicted. As the Saysuhn
neared completion, he was moving closer toward his third form.
Unfortunately, the younger he was in form, the less they listened,
and he was still too young to warrant much notice from the others.
“The best time to strike at the enemy is when you are strongest.”
Cainel declared, slapping his brother Comrain on the shoulder.
Comrain punched his brother in the shoulder and then mused for
some time before replying, “I would agree, except that when you
hunt a great prey like this Corydon and his Lost Ones have become,
it is better to wait for them to be weak than for you to be strong.”
“It’s the same thing.” The God of Battle said dismissively.
“Regardless of timing, Anthea cannot strike without an army.
Braccen must help maneuver the money-minded Aynglicans into the
war, Juria and Furestus can whip the commoners and the nobility of
the Elegians into a fury, and Cainel can strengthen both of their
armies.” Maletos smiled radiantly, trusting her plan already.
“I think I’m going to be quite busy, busier than even before.” Nelius
surmised grimly.
“What are you going to be doing while we are all so busy, great
Queen?” Juria asked.
Maletos stammered, taken aback by such an insulting question.
Only after she recovered her wits did she answer. “If you must know,
I’ll be working with my folk, the Aureans. They need a religious
revival – one greater than this Iago has been giving them. I think I’ll
visit him.”
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The conversation went on, various semantics and theories being
explored. The divine had all the time in the world to consider the
minutiae and no reason not to. Before they were done they’d look at
it in a thousand ways, only to review them all again later.
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GLOSSARY OF PEOPLE
Alistair – Aynglican – He is Raghnall’s understudy, a young man
who shares his teacher’s passion for history. 738Anika – Kerathi – She is perhaps the prettiest girl in Harsbrukke.
752Anthea – Aurean/Kerathi – She is a young girl with the powers of a
Kerathi Flower-Enchantress but the Aurean weakness of darkness.
She is the daughter of Orestes and Linnea, which makes her the
first Aurean half-breed ever. 754- [Also See Appendix A]
Apiatan – Uleaut – He is a male hunter of Tuari’s tribe. 750-769 A.E.
Aram – Aurean – One of Illias’ three trusted commanders. He’s
perhaps the cruelest and most clever. He excels in his use of fire
and explosives. 722Argus – Kerathi – He is one of three Sammenkomst Observers to
ever die during his duties. He was burned to death in a home that
was set afire during a raid. His state of alcohol-induced
unconsciousness would not permit him to flee the building. 481503 A.E.
Ayman – Elegian – He is one of Ife’s attendants. 729Aziza – Elegian – The Right Hand of the Empress, which is the
General of domestic forces. 736Bedros – Ox-Man – He was a servant to the household of Orestes
and appointed bodyguard of Anthea. He has been bred to have
greater intelligence and a more human appearance than the
average Ox-Man, due to the aesthetic needs of the Aurean people.
As of yet he is unmated. 757- [Also See Appendix A]
Beljd – Kerathi – Lamont’s father and the second husband of Rolf’s
mother. He cares little for Rolf and would like to see Lamont inherit
Rolf’s home. 728Biagio – Aurean – One of the assistants in Corydon’s project to
make a Kerathi girl with Anthea’s powers by injecting her with Dark
Aurean blood. He was assigned to watch over Synnove, who was
an early hopeful of the project. 722Boniface the Calm – Aurean – He was Grand Helion from 584-633
A.E. The Grand Helion who replaced Severino the Cruel. He was a
mild-mannered man who had nothing to do with the violent
deposing of his predecessor, which was one of the reasons why he
was chosen for the job. 503-633 A.E.
Cassius the Extravagant – Aurean – He was Grand Helion from
633-644 A.E. The greatest and most expensive party in the history
of the world was thrown after his election. It became known as the
Immensia Celebrazione. Following Junius the Skywatcher’s
examples, Cassius tried to erect a monument to his rule, and in
doing so spent more money and materials in his tenure as Grand
Helion than any other Grand Helion did during their reigns. His
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contribution to Aurean society was the Aviaries of Aaren,
completed in 642 A.E. Following his rule there were stricter
confines on how money was spent. Cassius died a very large man,
poisoned by his own excesses of food and drink. 556-644 A.E.
Catrin Fabbro – Aynglican – An Aynglican girl Rolf met in Rummas.
Of Fairport, her father is an influential man in metal trades. Her
sisters are Ronda and Wendi, both older and less attractive than
her. 751Cerelia – Aurean – She is the wife of Genero, Guardian Captain.
722Chael – Aurean – One of Illias’ three trusted commanders. He is
possibly the least skilled of the three, but he takes orders well and
his loyalty is unquestionable. 733Chione – Elegian – The Left Hand of the Empress, which is the
General of offensive forces. 735Chogan – Uleaut – A respected lead hunter in Tuari’s hunting party.
747-769 A.E.
Cira – Aurean – One of Iago’s spies in Cenalium. She works in a
communications station, one of the Torredi Lampada towers, and
aids Favian. 712Coat-of-Dust – Ox-Man – An Ox-Man with an abnormally dusty coat
of fur, who was assigned to accompany Bedros on his trek around
the Broken Crown. 749Corydon – Aurean – He was a friend to Orestes in the past, but
possibly his betrayer when Orestes tried to flee from Cenalium.
683Crooked-Tail – Ox-Man – He was a lesser shaman of White-Hoof’s
herd that volunteered to give his life’s energy to restore Bedros in
part. 761-768 A.E.
Cybele – Kerathi – A girl from Rolf’s village who suffered a traumatic
head wound as a child. It resulted in her being cross-eyed, mute,
and of lowered mental capacity. 746Dacian – Aurean – Another of Iago’s men, a trust lieutenant. He is
assigned to aiding the Elegian counterattack. 692Davin – Kerathi – One of Lamont’s friends, a troublemaker with
scars to show for it. 751-768 A.E.
Demario – Aurean – An able commander out of Durenia who joined
Porfirio in his defense of Qinor, where the Aureans assisted the
Elegian Empire. 669-769 A.E.
Dominic – Aurean – A stylish and mild-mannered spy in the employ
of Iago. He was sent with others to infiltrate Cenalium and
Corydon’s ranks. 688-768 A.E.
Dorjan the Seer – Rumani – A famous heretic, who claimed to be
the messenger of Uman, that was executed by Elegian forces that
briefly occupied Rummas during the time of the Empire. Ultimately,
it was the backlash from his execution that caused the Elegians to
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back out from their brief and tenuous hold on the trio of islands.
During his short life, he left a collection of prophecies and writings.
1074-1096 Y.E.
Edvard Farsail – Aynglican/Rumani – He was a famous sailor of
mixed heritage. His last name was a nickname given to him by the
Mueran people. He made it his life’s work to study the various
vessels constructed by the peoples of Elegia. He traveled to every
corner of the Broken Crown, sailing for a time with Elegian Cutters
in the Hundred Isles, with an Aynglican Merchant fleet, with a
whaling ship out of Rummas, and with a Mueran Oceanwalker. His
greatest disappointment was that he was never allowed to crew a
Kerathi longship because of the long history of bad blood between
his father’s Aynglican race and the Kerathi. 628-701 A.E.
Egil – Kerathi – He was supposedly the first Kerathi. He could kill
any animal and walk through fire. He fathered thousands with his
wife Elin, who he made from the bones of his prey. ? B.T.
Elin – Kerathi – She was the wife of Egil and also the mother of the
Kerathi people. ? B.T.
Ernst Baeln – Aynglican – The leader of the rebellious forces from
Outer Aynglica during the Aynglican Civil War. He and his fellow
general Mark Leforre of Lesser Aynglica both fell in the Battle of
Four Bridges, ending the civil war. 549-606 A.E.
Esben – Kerathi – He was the Hersker or chieftain of Harsbrukke.
He’s a fierce warrior with many scars and trophies to his name.
719-768 A.E.
Ezhno – Uleaut – Perhaps the only known Uleaut philosopher to
have put words down that were shared outside their people. An
Aynglican trader, who refused to take any credit for the work,
putting only Ezhno’s name on the volume, dictated his wisdom and
thoughts into Low Elegian. He was only known outside of the
Uleaut realm posthumously. 565-596 A.E.
Favian – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. He was sent with
others to infiltrate Cenalium and Corydon’s ranks. 696Femi IX – Elegian – An Empress known as ‘the Builder’ who tried to
restore some of the Empire’s former glory by retaking the islands
that bordered Elegius. She also set about rebuilding many of the
destroyed or damaged temples and cities on Elegius and the
islands it bordered. 169-254 A.E.
Fidelio – Aurean – A man who may have once been known as
Severino the Cruel, one of the worst men in Aurean history. He
serves as head priest at the temple complex in Thracaeum, which
lies astride Lake Silicia, the Mirror of Haestos. 584-769 A.E.
Gaetan – Aurean – An able commander out of Durenia who joined
Porfirio in his defense of Qinor, where the Aureans assisted the
Elegian Empire. 664-
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Geistervergeltung – Kerathi – A nickname for Torgny, given to him
after an impassioned speech that called for retribution for Bode
and the other travesties committed by the Aureans. Literally, it
means Spirit of Retribution. See also Torgny. 722-769 A.E.
Genero – Aurean – A Guardian Captain assigned to investigate
Orestes and Anthea’s disappearance. His wife is named Cerelia.
718-768 A.E.
Gerik – Kerathi – The massive warrior who battled against Illias
outside of Vaasa. He was known for fighting with his heavy, spiked
maces on long chains. 730-769 A.E.
Grand Helion – Aurean – This is the title given to the leader of all
the Aurean people. He resides in Aetheline, except when he is on
his Tournea Observatori. In 760 A.E. he was elected to his post,
surrendering ties to his family and his name until the time of his
death, whenever that may be. 704Greater Helion – Aurean – This is the title given to the political
leader of Cenalium. The current Greater Helion assumed the title
in 717 A.E. He, and all before him, surrendered their birth names
for this title upon receiving it. 691Haig – Aurean – He was a delegate from Reselhine at Iago’s
coronation ceremony as Voice of the Firmament. He was the first
to submit himself to Iago’s test of worthiness. 702- A.E.
Haole the White – Mueran – A Mueran of the Kanaka’e group. He
was born an albino and was considered by many to have been
touched by the Gods. He showed remarkable foresight and ability
to know things without being told of them or seeing them himself.
739-769 A.E.
Halima VI – Elegian – An Empress who can be credited with the
beginning of the Empire’s conquests. She began pushing for the
solidifying of Elegius and its neighboring isles into one military
state under her control. She wanted to go beyond that, subjugating
the other lands of the Broken Crown, too. The resources weren’t
available in her time, though. 482-573 Y.E.
Hans Karllack – Aynglican – Leader of a band of warriors known as
the Bold Company during the Outer Aynglican War. They helped
retake lands that had been stolen from Aynglica during the
Inselnsie Ergreifen. They tried to discipline him for treason after the
war, but his popularity was too great for them to do anything but
strip him of command. He lived out the rest of his life in Outer
Aynglica after that, where he was hailed a hero. 623-688 A.E.
Harris Ducheyne – Aynglican – The Lord Marshal who defeated the
rebel forces in the Battle of Four Bridges, effectively ending the
Aynglican Civil War. He was granted the title ‘Preserver of the
Royal Line’ and was given a high position in the Council of Great
Lords. He was responsible for the building of the monument at
Four Bridges. His later accomplishments are mostly unknown. He
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died in relative obscurity after retiring from his post, a relic of times
past. 551-629 A.E.
Hilde of Norsakke – Kerathi – She was an infamous Kerathi
Thaumaturge. She was considered mentally unbalanced even
before she poisoned the settlers on the island of Fogreate and had
the weakened survivors put to death. She died of mysterious
circumstances shortly after the end of the War of Sixteen Islands.
708-733 A.E.
Iago – Aurean – He is the most trusted advisor of the Grand Helion
in Aetheline. 685Ife – Elegian – Sagira’s employer and a merchant of some small
renown in Miniya, though he is not as rich or as powerful as he
often pretends to be. 735Ilario – Aurean – an infamous Greater Helion who seized a chance
at becoming Grand Helion when false rumors of the Grand
Helion’s death reached him. When the real Grand Helion surprised
him by showing up in Cenalium, Ilario had him arrested. Ilario died
shortly after his coup came to a violent end and the Grand Helion
was rescued and upheld. 240-319 A.E.
Illias – Aurean – The leader of Corydon’s specially trained squad of
Guardians. He speaks High and Low Elegian. 726Ince – Rumani – He is an elderly salesman and modest
painter/craftsman with an eye for younger girls. He’s also a source
of many rumors and information for the right price. He looks a lot
more decrepit than he should for his age. 708Inoke – Mueran – A Mueran girl Tuari befriends on Kunoeha. 759Istas – Uleaut – A young girl in Tuari’s hunting party that he finds
attractive. 756Jendayi IV – Elegian – A particularly strong Empress who had no
qualms about executing her own kin to maintain her hold on the
throne. 984-1063 Y.E.
Jovan – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. He’s a man with few
admirable traits. He was sent with others to infiltrate Cenalium and
Corydon’s ranks. 714-768 A.E.
Junius the Skywatcher – Aurean - He was Grand Helion from 386426 A.E. Following after Placido’s enlightened rule, Junius chose
not to try to distinguish himself through political means, but rather
through the arts and sciences. His greatest accomplishment was
the Observatori Delsolluna, which was completed in 410 A.E. and
stands even now as a memorial to him. 309-426 A.E.
Karena – Kerathi – A Kerathi Thaumaturge who was born with a
fatal disease she could not heal. She worked her hardest to fix and
heal all that she could in those around her, and died working a last
enchantment to cure a man in her home village. She never left her
home island. 466-484 A.E.
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Keagan – Aynglican – He is the captain of the vessel named
Seacrest. 727Kelii – Mueran – A Far Mueran Rolf befriends as a drinking
companion. 751Kiersten – Kerathi – She is mother of Rolf, and second wife of Beljd,
who is the father of Lamont, Rolf’s antagonist in the village of
Harsbrukke. 732King Brant III – Aynglican – He was a king who brought an ill-fated
war to the Kerathi during a conflict known as the War of Sixteen
Islands. He died in a coup staged as part of the political backlash
from the loss of the war. 698-733 A.E.
Kort – Kerathi – He was a friend of Lamont, a pretty boy who is
deadly with his hand pistols. 751-768 A.E.
Kostya – Rumani – A great prophet of the Rumani people, one who
was believed at his time to be the voice of Uman even at a young
age. They thought he could lead them to founding a New Rummil,
which he said they must make for themselves rather than wait for it
to be literally handed to them by their God. His efforts resulted in
the short-lived glories of Ka’Shann. His own disciples murdered
him and his efforts were destroyed with the city. 1-48 A.E.
Lamont – Kerathi – A giant man, only a Yarre Rolf’s elder even if his
size makes him look much older. 751-768 A.E.
Latham – Kerathi – He was a common man with no ambition to fight.
Yet the mistreatment of the Halbe Männer, or non-warrior men and
women among the Kerathi prompted him to lead his famous
Latham’s Strike on the unassailable fortress Schevode. 692-757
A.E.
Leander – Aurean – Another of Corydon’s specially trained
Guardians. He also speaks both High and Low Elegian, so he’s the
backup translator/interrogator for the squad in case Illias dies or
isn’t present. 729-768 A.E.
Left Hand of the Empress – Elegian – The title given to the general
in charge of naval and offensive forces in the Elegian Empire. See
also Chione.
Licia – Aurean – A spy in the employ of Iago. She puts on the image
of an empty-headed woman while she secretly schemes. She was
sent with others to infiltrate Cenalium and Corydon’s ranks. 731769 A.E.
Linnea – Kerathi – deceased wife of Orestes and mother of Anthea.
She died under suspicious circumstances that Orestes was never
able to solve. She taught what she knew of Kerathi thaumaturgy to
her daughter. 734-760 A.E.?
Lisette d’Achelaine – Aynglican – An historian of Aynglican birth,
unique in that she was a woman. She was one of the first in her
field to be female, as it was previously believed to be a male
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pursuit. Even in her final Ouers she worked on finishing her
historical works. 597-697 A.E.
Macon – Kerathi/Aynglican – An artificer who has made hundreds of
things for Chaveaoux. He’s presently spending the end of his life
as the caretaker of the Temple of Chaveaoux in Fairport, though
he is from Thistedt. 697Maddock Flint – Aynglican – A coal baron in Fairport with a fair
share of the market. 723Makan – Mueran – He is a proud sailor and warrior with a silent
strength that runs deep. He speaks usually only when he has
something worth saying. He is steadfast and dependable in a way
most people cannot be, because he doesn’t expect life to give him
anything easily. 732- [Also See Appendix A]
Marcellus the Just – Aurean – He was the first Grand Helion. He
was elected in 214 A.E. and he reigned until his death. 127-284
A.E.
Mark Leforre – Aynglican – The leader of the rebellious forces from
Lesser Aynglica during the Aynglican Civil War. He and his fellow
general Ernst Baeln of Outer Aynglica both fell in the Battle of Four
Bridges, ending the civil war. 541-606 A.E.
Mortimer Tightfist – Aynglican – He was the richest Aynglican to
ever live. It’s said he single-handedly financed half a dozen
conflicts between his people and the Kerathi. 641-733 A.E.
Nadie – Kerathi – One of the captured girls used in Corydon’s
Kerathi experiments, and one of three to survive the transition. She
was turned into a twisted, pained figure that was hardly human
anymore. Her body was ruined and she could not move about on
her own after the transition. 751Nantai – Uleaut – An elder among Tuari’s hunting party. Due to his
age and experience, he is greatly respected. 732Neith II – Elegian – She was the Empress who ended the slaughter
of Ox-Men for sport or any other reason within the Empire. Her
peacemaking with Silverhorns, the leader of the last herd on
Elegius is famous. 340-395 Y.E.
Nico – Aurean – A daring young Guardian captain from the
Menocitta of Erstusis, which is near Miniya on the Empress’ Arm,
who brought a wing of Fliers to join Porfirio in his defense of Qinor,
where the Aureans assisted the Elegian Empire. 722Nishan – Rumani – He is a Rumani male with strong appetites in the
way of women and alcohol. He’s been gifted with strong senses
and quick wits. He has a dark sense of humor and is prone to deep
contemplation about his purpose in life. 748- [Also See Appendix
A]
Nohoheleu – Mueran – While the individual names of these Far
Mueran Deepcrossers are either kept secret or forgotten in favor of
the collective name, there are a few distinguishing members of the
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group. One is known for the crab claws they wear in their hair.
Another wears the white Seaskins of a stillborn baby beluga whale.
A father and son are part of the group; the father wears tan
leathery hides of a ray, while the son wears a green set of
Seaskins of unknown origin. There is also a blind member in the
group, and her grey eyes are her most noticeable feature. Still
another member seems to have gills on his neck, and his voice is
alternately loud and tremblingly soft. [Also See Nohoheleu entry in
Glossary of Things]
Okapi – Elegian – A famed Elegian hunter/herbalist who explored
the Broken Crown and its outlying islands to investigate and better
understand plant and animal life. Many consider him one of
Raghnall’s greatest influences, even if Raghnall turned to
anthropology and history rather than plant and animal lore. 639712 A.E.
Olin – Kerathi – He was a man who is something of a neutral party in
the feud between Lamont and Rolf. He’s a lumberjack by trade and
built in a way that shows it. 751One-Ear – Ox-Man – He is the leader of the herd of Ox-Men on The
Vale. He is head of their shamans. 742Orestes – Aurean – He is the father of Anthea, and a disgraced and
fallen warrior now being hunted as a fugitive. 704-768 A.E.?
Orsen – Aurean – One of Illias’ three trusted commanders. He is the
oldest and the most straightforward of the three in terms of tactics.
He believes in confronting an enemy head-on, but with a few dirty
tricks to tilt things in his favor. His ruined face bears testament to
the mixed results of such tricks. 728Paiva – Kerathi – A famous Kerathi Thaumaturge from the Fall of the
Empire era. She was famous for helping to drive the Elegian forces
out of Kerathi lands, though she died before she saw the last of
them retreat from clan islands. 1110-1129 Y.E.
th
Pekelo – Mueran – A rather normal Mueran up until his 30 Yarre,
when he developed a sudden urge for exploration. Called by the
seas, he became a Deepcrosser. Each time he returned he came
with collections of writings he’d done, all inspired by the Whales,
he said. He was lost at sea and never seen again. 492-538 A.E.
Placido the Wise – Aurean – He was a famous Grand Helion,
though initially considered weak. His most notable
accomplishments were the establishment of the Guardians and his
efforts to codify and standardize the laws of the Aurean people.
245-386 A.E.
Porfirio – Aurean – The Sword of Choraeyn is a famous warrior from
the Grancitta on the island north of Elegius. He has lived in
Choraeyn and served its masters ever since becoming a Guardian
long ago. He is known to be a very fast warrior and he wears a
distractingly shiny costume. 686-
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Pravat – Mueran – A Mueran who held no love for the sea. Instead,
he put the efforts of his short life into understanding the Ox-Men.
He felt that if his kind understood the sea best of all races, then the
Ox-Men understood the land best of all races. Yet they were
misunderstood, so he put his efforts into studying them. Many
people think his study subjects killed him, as he disappeared
mysteriously, leaving only a collection of notes that was published
posthumously on his behalf. 654-683 A.E.?
Quentin – Aurean – One of Corydon’s personal Guardians. 688Raghnall – Aynglican/Kerathi – He is a historian of some renown.
He has studied the Kerathi in depth and has been a guest of the
Kerathi Sammenkomst on numerous occasions. He is also one of
the few outsiders to be allowed into Aurean cities. 700Ramessef – Elegian – A researcher and historian who sought to
explain his people and the downfall of the empire. Raghnall called
him his greatest inspiration and the reason why he became a
historian as well. 458-513 A.E.
Rashid – Elegian – A young boy who works in the employ of Iago
who also happens to be one of the Empress’ lovers. He was
chosen for his attractiveness and his rapid healing, which is a
prerequisite considering Tahirah III’s tastes in pleasure. 755-769
A.E.
Red-Tail – Ox-Man – An Ox-Man with a reddish rump, who was
assigned to accompany Bedros on his trek around the Broken
Crown. 749Rehan – Rumani – A Rumani singer and songwriter of great renown.
Her songs have been heard in all corners of the Broken Crown,
and many are still famous. Like many Rumani, she lived fast and
brightly only to die an early death, supposedly at the hands of a
spurned lover. 618-643 A.E.
Renford Hayes – Aynglican – A sweaty, slightly heavyset factory
manager in Fairport. He is missing a few fingers and a thumb, but
his strong voice and sharp wit kept him in a job. He runs the place
for Catrin Fabbro’s father. 726Right Hand of the Empress – Elegian – The title given to the
general in charge of domestic defense in the Elegian Empire. See
also Aziza.
Rolf – Kerathi – He is a young man with misfortune in his past and a
chip on his shoulder. He alternates between being kind and being
fierce and abrasive. He’s not in control of his passions. 752- [Also
See Appendix A]
Romney the Quick – Aynglican – A messenger boy in Fairport on
Greater Aynglica. He’s fast and claims to get his information from
whores. 760- A.E.
Ronda Fabbro – Aynglican – The unmarried, eldest sister of Catrin
Fabbro. Of Fairport, her father is an influential man in metal trades.
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Her sisters are Catrin and Wendi. She is something of a shrew.
743Sagira – Elegian – A disgraced female warrior captain (as all Elegian
officers are female) with unpopular ideas about her role in the
military, which ultimately led to her choice to disobey orders in
order to save lives. 747- [Also See Appendix A]
Sanura II – Elegian – The current Empress-in-Waiting of the Elegian
Empire. She is currently ruling Miniya with an iron fist. She’s known
for her bigotry and mistrust of other races. 742Sef – Elegian – He is a messenger and spy of Empress-in-Waiting
Sanura II. 738Severino the Cruel – Aurean – He was Grand Helion from 571-584
A.E. An infamously cruel and petty Grand Helion. He murdered
and mistreated the people of Aetheline for Decayarres before he
was overthrown and was believed murdered in the coup that
resulted of his misdeeds. 514-584 A.E.?
Sezja – Kerathi – One of the captured girls used in Corydon’s
Kerathi experiments, and one of three to survive the transition. She
was driven mad, and made into a very bestial creature by the
transition. 753Shani I – Elegian – She was the first Empress. She consolidated the
power of the three major city-states at the time and proclaimed
herself Empress. She reined 47 Yarres before dying and leaving
her daughter to take her place. ?-47 Y.E.
Siarnak – Uleaut – The name Tuari gave to the lead Nanuq polar
bear with the strange splash of grey fur across its chest. 762-769
A.E.
Silverhorns – Ox-Man – He is a famous Ox-Man, and perhaps the
only one whose name is widely known by other races. He and
Empress Neith II reached a peaceful accord that ended the
slaughter of Ox-Men on Elegius. He was also possibly the longestlived Ox-Man in history, dying at 49, having outlived the Empress
who spared his life. 348-397 Y.E.
Sinnik – Uleaut – An unfortunate young man who died of
sleepwalking in the icy wastes the Uleaut people inhabit. 755-768
A.E.
Svein – Kerathi – A boy with Torgny where he made his stand on
Trounedlag. Only before the battle began, Torgny sent him away to
warn the other islands and prepare them for the coming Aureans.
752Synnove – Kerathi – One of the thirty girls taken for Corydon’s Dark
Aurean Transfusion project whose end result was to make a sort of
compass for finding Anthea. 754Tahirah III – Elegian – She is the current Empress of the Elegian
Empire. She’s known for her moderate and conservative policies.
702-
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Theoris – Elegian – Chione’s subordinate and commander in her
stead, while she is occupied preparing for the assault on Cenalium.
729Tiombe – Elegian/Aynglican – A woman of mixed blood who rose to
fame and power as a warrior leader in Zaraig. She was one of the
greatest influences and leaders in the resistance that ended the
Aynglican occupation of Zaraig. It is believed that pillaging and
looting Aynglicans raped her mother when they took the island,
and she dedicated her life to avenging her mother, who died giving
birth to her. 495-534 A.E.
Torgny – Kerathi – An outspoken and unsympathetic Kerathi warrior
of some Yarres that Rolf encounters and curses on Rummas. 722769 A.E.
Tuari – Uleaut – He is a young boy, gifted with Afieldsight, who was
shown a vision of Anthea’s coming and the need to help her. 758[Also See Appendix A]
Vin the Defender – Aurean - He was Grand Helion from 532-571
A.E. He is known for having built defenses and expanding the
Guardians. The message relay stations, known as the Torredi
Lampada, were his greatest achievement. Though he did not build
them, he expanded them and codified the rules about their
protection and the zoning of the responsibilities of their usage.
437-571 A.E.
Vitalis – Aurean – He is a relatively young Guardian who tries to
stop Orestes and his family from fleeing. 736Voice of the Firmament – Aurean – an ongoing position of
constantly changing people. When one dies, another who also
relinquishes their name to become the Voice replaces them. Illias
killed one in Cenalium, and Iago became the new one. See also
Iago.
Wandering-Eyes – Ox-Man – A ponderous Ox-Man assigned to
accompany Bedros on his trek around the Broken Crown. 749Wendi Fabbro – Aynglican – An unmarried, older sister of Catrin
Fabbro, and the middle of three. Of Fairport, her father is an
influential man in metal trades. Her sisters are Ronda and Catrin.
She’s the smartest of the three, and perhaps the least attractive.
745White-Hoof – Ox-Man – He is the leader of the herd of Ox-Men on
Lesser Aynglica. He is head of their shamans. 744-
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GLOSSARY OF PLACES
Aetheline – Aurean – This is the Aurean settlement that Orestes
chose as the place to flee to from Cenalium. It’s also the home of
the Grand Helion. This city was founded in 212 A.E. This is the
southernmost of the Grancittas and perhaps the most beautiful. It
was the seventh to be built.
Aisle of Silk – Rumani – This is a famous street in Rummas known
for its seamstresses and clothing, which is modeled by beautiful
Rumani women.
Alacazzare – Aynglican – The fortress city that is the seat of the
monarchy on Greater Aynglica. It is also known as the House of
Kings.
Amber Plains – Aynglican/Ox-Men – The home to White-Hoof’s
herd on Lesser Aynglica. Generally these plains are left alone, so
that the Ox-Men live in peace even if there are settlements of
Aynglicans around the periphery of the plains.
Atriondi Giuramenti – Aurean – The great ceremonial hall where a
Grand Helion and the Voice of the Firmament are both sworn in.
Literally it means the Hall of Oaths.
Aviaries of Aaren – Aurean – The famed aviaries of Aetheline which
hold the widest and largest collection of birds assembled anywhere
in the Broken Crown. Cassius the Extravagant completed them in
642 A.E.
Aynglica – Aynglican – This is the name for the islands that
comprise the Aynglican kingdoms. It is sometimes dissected into
the three major provinces: Greater Aynglica, Lesser Aynglica, and
Outer Aynglica, which is made up of three major islands and a few
minor ones. While these kingdoms may share a name, that is
about all they share. The rulers of Aynglica are a jealous lot, and
the feuds among them are many.
Aynglican Gap – This is an opening in the Northern Fringe that
allows some storms to sweep down onto Outer Aynglica.
Banwha – Elegian – A major port city just north of the Bay of Seals.
Due to its length stretching north and south, it is in effect two ports,
one to the south entering the Bay of Seals, and the larger one
facing north toward Qinor and Miniya.
Bay of Kings – Aynglican – The silty bay at the mouth of the Sorne
River.
Bay of Seals – Elegian – A bay formed on the south side of the
isthmus that connects the Empress’ Arm to the mainland of
Elegius. The rocky islets along the Empress’ Arm side of the bay
make it popular mating grounds for seals.
Bode – Kerathi – Another Kerathi port hit by Illias. It’s also the home
of Torgny, who took up arms against Illias after seeing his
hometown burnt.
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Brentholm – Kerathi – A port city on an island near Maethlin. It was
chosen as the point for the first of Illias’ attacks on the vessels of
the Kerathi.
Broken Crown – The term for the circle of islands and landmasses
that makes up the known lands of Elegia. There are a few outlying
islands but they are generally considered to be part of the Broken
Crown. Mueran Deepcrossers speak of lands that lie beyond
known maps and of the strange peoples that inhabit them, but
there is little or no solid proof of their existence.
Browntree River – Aynglican – The middle of the three major
tributaries of the Sorne River system. Its deep waters feed the
lumber-rich woods on the western side of Greater Aynglica.
Cashelle – Aynglican – This is an Aynglican island that lies on a key
trade route. Its famous fortress, Schevode, was the site of
Latham’s Strike during the War of Sixteen Islands.
Cevallius – Aurean – An industrial Menocitta on the Crooked Ridge
near Aetheline.
Cenalium – Aurean – This is the largest Aurean city and the center
of Aurean life. It was also the first one built after they had to leave
the lowlands. It was finished in 32 A.E. It is situated on top of the
mountain in the center of the Kerathi controlled island of Maethlin.
Cennae – Aurean – A Menocitta under Choraeyn’s jurisdiction that is
south of Qinor, in the mountains to the west of The Vale.
Choraeyn – Aurean – This is one of the Aurean Grancittas. It was
the fourth built. It was finished in 68 A.E. It was also the first
Grancitta built in a mountain over Elegian territories.
Clan Islands – Kerathi – The collective name for the group of
Kerathi inhabited islands. There are dozens of islands with even
more Clans on them. The interrelations between clans can be
confusing, even to them. As a result, it’s sometimes hard to tell
who will be fighting alongside who and why. Because of the
cultural differences between east and west in the clan islands, the
Clan Islands are often broken into two halves: The Westlichreich
and the Östlichreich (Western and Eastern Kingdoms). Part of this
was caused by the differing primary enemies of each half of the
clan islands, the Aynglicans in the east and the Elegians in the
west.
Colonnadi Dignitae – Aurean – This is the central tower in
Aetheline, and therefore the greatest and tallest one. It’s also the
home of the Grand Helion.
Crooked Ridge – Aurean – This is a long and mostly narrow island,
with the exception of two large bulging protrusions of land, which
makes up the southwestern border of the Broken Crown. Aetheline
lies in the eastern bulge, while Lake Silicia lies in the western
bulge. The entire island tends to get rather cold. Other than
Aetheline and a few Menocittas, it is almost entirely uninhabited,
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as there is no arable land to grow food on and it; however, seal
and whale hunters sometimes camp in the shallows north of the
Crooked Ridge.
Crown of Gods – The name for the great collection of landmasses
prior to its breaking by the Ox-men’s song and subsequent
renaming as the Broken Crown. This happened during the Fall of
Rummil. The Crown of Gods lasted from the time the Lost Ones
were banished up until the beginning of the Elegian Empire. The
total span of Yarres is unknown; although it is surely longer than
the remaining landmasses have been collectively known as the
Broken Crown.
Daryut – Elegian – The city on the Gulf of Royals to the east of
Banwha.
Daughter’s Palace – Elegian – Also known as the Palace of Future
Empresses, it is the house, center of commerce and government,
and also largest temple in Miniya all wrapped into one artistically
rendered building. It is nothing compared to some of the greater
buildings and palaces of mainland Elegius though.
Drylands – Elegian – This is the name given to the deserts that
make up most of the southern half of Elegius.
Durenia – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the sixth
built. It was finished in 125 A.E. This was the second one built in a
mountain overlooking Elegian lands.
Elegia – The world. Not to be confused with the island Elegius nor
the Elegians, who are a race that named themselves after the
world, or vice versa. No one remembers which way it happened.
Elegian Gap – A gap in the Broken Crown between the Empress’
Arm and the Northern Fringe.
Elegius – Elegian – The mainland and heart of the Elegian Empire,
which is now in a much diminished state compared to its former
glory. It is perhaps the most populous island in all of the Broken
Crown.
Empress’ Arm – Elegian – A mountainous peninsula of Elegius that
protects most of the landmass from the storms coming through the
Elegian Gap. It also forms one side of the lands that form the Gulf
of Royals.
Empress’ Bounty – Elegian – The name for not only the large river
that nearly splits Elegius in two from east to west, but also for all of
its tributaries. While this collective name for quite an extensive
river system can be confusing, the Empresses insist on keeping
the name.
Empress’ Sands – Elegian – The name for the sandy white island
off the southwestern corner of Elegius. The purest sands in the
world come from there.
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Erstusis – Aurean – A Menocitta under Durenia’s jurisdiction that is
situated in the mountains of the Empress’ Arm, north of the Elegian
island city of Miniya.
Eye of Tulis – A maelstrom of trapped storms and currents between
islands at the end of Greveth’s Mercy.
Fairport – Aynglican – The great city astride the mouth of the Sorne
River on Greater Aynglica. Aside from Rummas and Jhiza, there
are no greater ports in the Broken Crown.
Far Muera – Mueran – A collection of isles beyond the Broken
Crown. It lies unprotected from the elements and is often battered
by the storms of the Outer Seas. It is home to the most remote and
xenophobic Muerans.
Fedemere – Aynglican – The home of the Council of Great Lords,
the governing and interceding body of all Aynglican territories. The
disputes between regions are settled there in hopes of preventing
another civil war.
Fjorlen – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of Maethlin, which
also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and Norsjalde.
Fogreate – Kerathi – An island once held by the Aynglicans before
the ruthless Thaumaturge Hilde of Norsakke poisoned and killed all
the inhabitants. Presently, a small clan of Kerathi who are distantly
related to Hilde holds the island.
Forsaken Isles – Independent – A trio of volcanic islands that lie to
the west of the Broken Crown. They are home to exiles, the mad,
the Deepcrossers, and other people who wish not to be found.
Because of their remoteness, the Elegian Empire never conquered
them.
Four Bridges – Aynglican – A small village that was decimated in
606 A.E. during the final battle of the Aynglican Civil War. It was
rebuilt in 609 A.E., but only as a monument to the restructuring and
reorganization of the Aynglican government system. Four large
towers were raised in the four corners of the old city and the
broken bridges were never rebuilt. New fords were used and new
bridges were erected.
Fulajyd – Kerathi – A large island lying at the western side of the
Östlichreich. It forms the middle zone between the western and
eastern Kerathi Clan Islands. Because of its size and richness, as
well as its location, it is one of the most important islands that the
Kerathi control.
Gap of Storms – The southeastern quarter of the Broken Crown.
The Mueran Belt lies in this quarter, where there are no
mountainous islands to break the storms of the Outer Seas.
Gap of Winds – An opening in the Broken Crown between the
Crooked Ridge and the Empress’ Arm. The winds are very violent
in this Gap and laden with moisture that they have robbed from
Elegius, which results in the Drylands.
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Gevaud – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the second
built. It was finished in 37 A.E. and it marked the first expansion of
Aurean culture after so many died making the transition from
lowland life to mountain living.
Gnat Marshes – Independent – The name for a region on the island
of Zaraig, which lies north of the Crooked Ridge. It has been a
territory of both the Elegian Empire and of the Aynglicans, but the
spread of the unpleasant and very buggy marshes for which it is
named have rendered it all but uninhabitable. Only the heartiest
and most stubborn settlers or those who don’t wish to be found live
there now. This makes it a popular place for brigands to hide.
Grancittas – Aurean – The collective term for the major cities of the
Aurean people. They are in order of founding: Cenalium (32 A.E.),
Gevaud (37 A.E.), Tibusin (51 A.E.), Choraeyn (68 A.E.),
Reselhine (97 A.E.), Durenia (125 A.E.), Aetheline (212 A.E.), and
Muralius (232 A.E.).
Great Stairs – Aurean – The set of stairs that was carved into the
mountains to lead from the Inner Seas side of the Crooked Ridge
up to the city of Aetheline. This was built in hopes of eventual
resumption of cooperation with the Lowlands. The Great Stairs
were added after the city’s completion, and were finished in 225
A.E.
Greater Aynglica – Aynglican – The main kingdom of Aynglica,
where the noblest and purest of blood reside.
Greveth’s Mercy – A long island, hundreds of Kilomes long that
protects Aynglica from the ravaging storms of the Outer Seas. It
forms the eastern and northeastern portion of the Broken Crown. It
terminates at the Eye of Tulis. While there are settlements on it,
the entire island is not officially claimed by any group.
Greysand River – Aynglican – The southernmost and smallest of
the tributaries of the Sorne River system. It terminates at Lake
Chasseralle.
Gulf of Royals – Elegian – The broad expanse of water between the
Empress’ Arm and Elegius. Miniya lies within this gulf.
Hall of Oaths – Aurean – See Atriondi Giuramenti
Hall of Wisdom – Elegian – The term used to refer to the
monumental-sized throne room of the Empress. This is but one
small part of the House of She in Jhiza.
Harsbrukke – Kerathi – This was Rolf’s home clan village, also on
the island of Maethlin, just like Norsjalde and Fjorlen.
Hill of a Thousand Eyes – Rumani – a cliff on the north side of the
main island of Rummas that is riddled with caves sea birds nest in.
It’s a famous sight, and it’s considered to be good luck if you can
visit all of the cliffs. This is a feat rarely accomplished before death
by old age or from falling off the cliffs.
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Hiloa – Mueran – The northernmost inhabited island in the Mueran
Belt. There are actually a few islands further north, but they’re
islets of little worth, mostly sandy shoals, coral beds that protrude
from the water, or something uninhabitable by men.
House of Kings – Aynglican – See Alacazzare
House of She – Elegian – See The World Seat of the One Who
Walks Among us as a Goddess Incarnate
Hundred Isles – Elegian – The name for what is actually a bit less
than a hundred isles that lie at the mouth of the Empress’ Bounty.
Many are little more than glorified sandbars, but a few of them
have small fishing settlements and trading ports on them. Because
they form the entrance to the inner lands of Elegius, the Elegian
navy heavily patrols them.
Inner Seas – A collective term for dozens of smaller seas that make
up the waters between the major known landmasses of Elegia,
which form something of a ringed barrier against the harsh weather
of the Outer Seas.
Jhiza – Elegian – The capital city of Elegius and therefore the
Elegian Empire. It is here that the Empress’ Palace is situated, as
well as the largest body of royal guards in Elegius, the Royal
Temple of Juria, and a number of other official buildings. It is the
most magnificent city in the Empire, with more history than any
other cities. It was never completely destroyed even in the Fall of
the Empire.
Jierjah – Elegian – The city on the Gulf of Royals to the west of
Banwha.
Ka’Shann – Rumani – The greatest colony of the Rumani since the
Loss of Home. Founded on the plains of the northern elbow in
Greveth’s Mercy in 13 A.E., it was the longest-lasting chance for
the Rumani to have a new land of their own. It grew rapidly into
prominence and showed great promise until their Prophet Kostya
died of treachery, murdered by his own jealous disciples. The city
fell into anarchy in 48 A.E. and was destroyed. Even now its bones
exist, but none will build too near the place because it is believed
to be ill luck.
Kerathi Gap – An opening in the Northern Fringe that allows some
storms to sweep down onto the Clan Islands.
Kunoeha – Mueran – The largest island in Far Muera. Mount
Loakea is on this island.
Lake of Grey – Elegian – The Lake that splits the Vale from Elegius.
It’s named such because the reflections of the mountains that
surround most of it give its waters a grey color.
Lake Chasseralle – Aynglican – The Lake at the end of the
Greysand River on Greater Aynglica.
Lake Silicia – Aurean – The highest lake in the world, located in the
heart of the mountains in the western bulge of the Crooked Ridge,
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somewhat distant from Aetheline. It’s also known as the Mirror of
Haestos because of the way the winds die down until the surface is
like glass and it reflects the moonlight in the deepest part of clear
evenings.
Lesser Aynglica – Aynglican – A smaller province of Aynglica, as
well as a separate island. It is home to the lesser nobles, and is
split into a series of small duchies.
Loch Laseen – Aynglican – The small lakelet at the end of the
Redwine River.
Lower Cenalium – Aurean – Corydon’s hidden settlement within the
mountain that Cenalium rests atop. There is where the darkresistant Aureans are being bred.
Lowlands – Aurean – An Aurean term that refers to anywhere not
populated by Aureans, who only live on top of mountains.
Lunde – Kerathi – A port city where Torgny makes his first stand
against Illias’ assault team. His results are mixed, but are
considered a success by most.
Maethlin – Kerathi – The Island on which the cities of Fjorlen,
Harsbrukke, and Norsjalde are located.
Marceaupo’s Foot – Mueran – A collection of islands at the eastern
end of the Mueran Belt that resembles a foot.
Mediya – Rumani – A lawless settlement on the northwestern crook
of Greveth’s Mercy, a remnant of Ka’Shann’s former inhabitants,
though of much lesser glory. It’s a dangerous city filled with
outlaws and undesirables.
Mehitte – Mueran – A western island in the Mueran Belt that is the
starting and ending point of their once a Yarre 4000 Kilome race
called the Tauwhawhai.
Menocittas – Aurean – The collective term for the minor cities of the
Aurean people. Sometimes these are so small that they do not
even have a proper Lesser Helion. Dozens of these settlements
pepper the mountaintops around the Broken Crown.
Mere Marcella – Aynglican – The large lake at the end of the Sorne
River on the western side of Greater Aynglica.
Miniya – Elegian – An island city just east of the Empress’ Arm in
the Gulf of Royals. It’s presently a place for disgraced soldiers,
servants, and other people who have displeased the Empress in
some way, though it used to have a more dignified purpose before
The Fall of the Empire. The Daughter’s Palace is here.
Mirror of Haestos – Aurean – See Lake Silicia
Mount Loakea – Mueran – The tall mountain on the Far Mueran
island of Kunoeha, which is one of the tallest mountains in all of
the Broken Crown.
Mueran Belt – Mueran – An archipelago of islands in the
southeastern portion of the Broken Crown. They lie on the Gap of
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Storms, and the weather there can be exceedingly harsh and
stormy.
Muralius – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the eighth
built and last to be built. It was finished in 232 A.E. It lies
overlooking the Eye of Tulis, and more distantly Lesser Aynglica.
Nairbo – Aurean – A Menocitta on the Northern Fringe, north of
Thistedt Island, that lies in the jurisdiction of Gevaud.
New Rummil – Rumani – A legendary kingdom that is forthcoming.
They believe that there will be one of their own who will help them
build a new kingdom. There have been many who claimed to be
the one sent by Uman who would lead them back into prosperity,
but all have met with failure. Some blame this on their kind
becoming too accustomed to wandering and not wanting to settle
down again.
Norsjalde – Kerathi – a coastal city on the island of Maethlin, which
also holds the cities of Harsbrukke and Fjorlen.
Norsakke – Kerathi – The ancestral home of Hilde. It was one of the
islands involved in the War of Sixteen Islands.
Northern Fringe – A row of thin, mountainous islands that serve as
a storm barrier that protects the Kerathi Clan Islands and Aynglica
from most of the harsh weather of the Outer Seas. Kerathi, some
Rumani, exiles and miners, and other people who wish to avoid
more civilized and lawful regions settled on some of these islands.
Observatori Delsolluna – Aurean – The grand celestial observatory
in Aetheline. Grand Helion Junius the Skywatcher built the
observatory in 410 A.E.
Östlichreich – Kerathi – The eastern half of the Clan Islands. The
Kerathi there are known to be a little bit lighter skinned because of
their interbreeding with the Aynglicans, though this occurs mostly
because of warriors and soldiers raping village women in the
enemy’s lands.
Outer Aynglica – Aynglican – This is a series of smaller holdings
and the islands other than Greater and Lesser Aynglica. The
lowest nobles, titled lords, and faithful servants of the highest
nobility of Greater Aynglica might be gifted with a small fief on one
of these islands.
Outer Seas – These might be more truly named as the oceans of
Elegia, which dominate the greater part of the known world. With
few sparse islands to break the storms of the open seas, there is
little to keep the storms in check. The Outer Seas are treacherous,
and are tread upon only in times of great need, except by the
braver of the Mueran, who are fearless on any body of water.
Palace of Future Empresses – Elegian – See Daughter’s Palace
Pashia – Aynglican – A mining settlement of great size on a
triangular peninsula along the western side of Greveth’s Mercy.
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Outer Aynglica rules it, even if it often finds ways around the laws
of Aynglica, on account of its remote location.
Punaei – Mueran – The name of the sizeable island in the Mueran
Belt just to the east of Mehitte.
Qinor – Elegian – A heavily defended settlement and naval grounds
on an island northwest of The Vale.
Redwine River – Aynglican – The northernmost and greatest of the
tributaries of the Sorne River system.
Relcivyk – Kerathi – An island that lies along the western, concave
side of Fulajyd.
Reselhine – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the fifth
built. It was finished in 97 A.E. after a forty Yarre period of slowing
expansion. This one was the first built over what is usually
considered Aynglican territory.
Rihyas – Independent – This is the lone settlement on Zaraig of any
size, the only others being the encampments of rebels and raiders
living within the Gnat Marshes. It is independent from the greater
governments of any race, and its population is a diverse mix of
misfits and folk to stubborn to give up on what everyone else
deems a failing settlement. It’s been destroyed many times in
various proportions, but never so bad as in 532 A.E. when pirates
burned it and ended Aynglican occupation.
Royal Temple of Juria – Elegian – The largest temple in the Broken
Crown. Only the Empress and her offspring may worship in the
inner sanctum, while the important and loyal upper class may
worship in the outer sanctum. The temple is in the Elegian
Empire’s capital city of Jhiza.
Rummas – Rumani – A trio of islands that some believe are all that
is left of Rummil. It’s the largest gathering of Rumani on Elegia,
and also very lawless. All the other Rumani are scattered to the
edges of the world. It exists independently because of its position
on a trading route between Aynglica and Elegius, and because it’s
remote enough that ruling it would be a hassle for any empire.
Rummil – Rumani – The lost kingdom of the Rumani. No one knows
where it existed, and there are half a dozen sites where it
supposedly was. Treasure hunters and historians still seek it.
Schevode – Aynglican – A key fortress during the War of Sixteen
Islands. It was captured during Latham’s Strike. It was reclaimed
for a large sum of money and a few small islands after the war was
over.
Seundsvalle – Kerathi – Another port city attacked by Illias’ fleet.
Sky Row – Aynglican – The nickname for the winding series of
rooftop pathways in Fairport used by thieves, messengers, spies,
and other folks whose trades depend on stealth.
Sorne River – Aynglican – The largest river system in the Broken
Crown, situated on Greater Aynglica and irrigating the entire
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island. Its major tributaries are: The Redwine River, The
Browntree, and The Greysand Rivers.
Thistedt – Kerathi – A rocky island south of the Northern Fringe and
west of Outer Aynglica. It’s known for its modest dwellings and
rocky terrain. Few folks live there, as much because of the weather
and terrain as because of the frequent raids by both Kerathi and
Aynglicans. It’s a frequently disputed territory, but is currently more
commonly associated with the Kerathi Östlichreich even if it has
ties with Outer Aynglica as well.
Thracaeum – Aurean – A small Menocitta to the west of Aetheline,
one built on the high shores of Lake Silicia. Mostly priests, who
have a history of producing the men who will become Voice of the
Firmament, inhabit the small settlement.
Tibusin – Aurean – One of the Aurean Grancittas. It was the third
built. It was finished in 51 A.E. It lies on the Northern Fringe
overlooking Kerathi clan lands.
Trents – Aynglican – A city in the western isles of Outer Aynglica.
It’s the site of the first Aurean attack on Aynglican lands.
Trounedlag – Kerathi – A Kerathi Clan Island near Maethlin. It was
the site of the first major conflict in Illias’ campaign against the
Kerathi, where Torgny and Illias faced off for a second time.
Vaasa – Kerathi – The large city on the southern end of the island of
Fulajyd.
Vadser – Kerathi – Another port city attacked by Illias’ fleet.
Vale – Elegian/Ox-Men – An open stretch of grassy lands between
two mountain groupings on an island to the north of Elegius. The
island is also known by this name. It’s home to one of the largest
gatherings of Ox-Men on Elegia, as well as a few small Elegian
defensive settlements, as negotiated by Empress Femi IX.
Vinlands – Aynglican – The wide and fertile vineyard-laden valleys
that border the Redwine River on Greater Aynglica.
Waihailei – Mueran – The name of the largest island in the Mueran
Belt.
West Lane – Elegian – The name of a broad and important
thoroughfare that runs through the city of Miniya. The West Market
lies along this road.
Westlichreich – Kerathi – The western half of the Clan Islands.
They are known to be a little bit darker skinned because of their
interbreeding with the Elegians, though this occurs mostly because
of warriors and soldiers raping village women in the enemy’s lands.
World Seat of the One Who Walks Among us as a Goddess
Incarnate – Elegian – The official name for the Empress’ Palace in
Jhiza. It’s also known as The House of She. This is the largest
structure in the Broken Crown, with a population larger than many
cities have.
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Zaraig – Independent – A presently independent island that lies
north of the Crooked Ridge and east of Elegius. It is still policed by
the Elegian Empire, but not frequently. They usually send a force
to clean up brigands when complaints of attacks reach the ears of
the Empress. This can be rather seldom.
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GLOSSARY OF THINGS
A.E. – After Empire, or sometimes referred to as After Elegia by
those who have a less than favorable opinion of the Elegians. The
current calendar system on Elegia was instated following the
collapse of the Elegian Empire, after which a dark age known as
The Godless Yarres occurred. The Aurean people arrived then and
helped the peoples of Elegia rebuild their broken nations and gave
them their own calendar system. Prior to A.E., Y.E. was used to
number the Yarres. [Also see Appendix D for timeline]
Afieldsight – Uleaut – The name the Uleaut people give to a
condition whereby a person might leave their body and look afar
with their mind’s eye. Usually it’s considered a gift of Aaren, who
controls the winds. It’s a rare ability.
Aiviq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘walrus.’
Amarok – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘wolf.’
Antipode Devices – Aurean – Developed by Iago’s scientists, these
defensive countermeasure devices use opposing charges to attract
attacking arc-lance fire. The arc-lance fire is converted back into
energy and is stored in batteries used to power weapons that can
be used to counterattack.
Arc-Lance – Aurean – A spear-like weapon with a curved handle
that can give off light and expend arcs of electrical current to
shock, kill, or incapacitate enemies.
Arc-Sword – Aurean – A roughly broadsword-shaped weapon with a
curved handle that can give off light and expend arcs of electrical
current to shock, kill, or incapacitate enemies.
Auger Bombs – Aurean – Heavy bombs with explosive tips used for
penetrating and crushing Fliers or sometimes even small buildings.
Their aerodynamic shape allows them to drop relatively straight
down at high speeds. Their explosive tips aid in piercing hulls or
structures, while hooks at the tail end tear as they continue
through. Their impacts are damaging and their weight can
seriously upset a Flier’s course, causing it to spiral out of control or
crash.
Aumoana – Mueran – A nautilus shell, believed to be good luck and
a charm for protection of the bearer.
Aurean Calendar – While it is Aurean in origin, all peoples of the
Broken Crown use this calendar. The exception is the Ox-Men.
They have no known method for keeping track of the passage of
time. [Also see Appendix D for timeline]
Aurean Measures – All the peoples of Elegia use this measurement
system. This was another gift of the Aureans to the people of
Elegia. It was one of the many things the Aureans shared with the
lowlanders during an era of cooperation and enlightenment.
Because the other races adopted this system, even the Elegians
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chose to use the system to be able to ease commerce between
their people and the others. And, because it was based on sets of
10, they saw it as superior to their own existing system that had a
series of complicated conversions when changing from one unit to
the next smaller or larger unit. See also Mayter, Kilome, Layter,
and Kee.
Aureans – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Aynglican Civil War – Aynglican – A vicious war between the
citizens of Lesser Aynglica and Outer Aynglica and the ruling
classes of Greater Aynglica. The conflict lasted four bloody Yarres,
starting with the revolt of Lesser Aynglica in 602 A.E., and ending
with the Battle of Four Bridges in 606 A.E., where the ruling class
won out. While the rebels lost, the Aynglican way of life underwent
a great number of changes.
Aynglicans – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Apuyyaq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for their snow huts and
shelters.
Battle of Four Bridges – Aynglican – The final battle of the
Aynglican Civil War in 606 A.E. This is the bloodiest moment in
Aynglican history. The death toll for that single battle was
supposedly over 50,000.
Beforetimes – These were the Yarres before the Elegian Empire
was established. This term describes an unknown number of
Yarres preceding both the Yarres A.E. and Y.E. [Also See
Appendix D for timeline]
Bold Company – Aynglican – The legendary freedom fighters out of
Lesser Aynglica, who broke orders and went to the aid of their
countrymen in Outer Aynglica during the Outer Aynglica War.
Under their leader, Hans Karllack, they had a series of victories
that lifted the Kerathi occupation of at least three isles. To this Dee,
there is a company of soldiers in Outer Aynglica who carry the
same name in honor of the first Bold Company.
Bosoms of Yenis – Uleaut – The name they chose, honoring their
favorite Goddess, for the flowers that grow among the ice fields
that offer bulbs full of milky fluid. The Uleaut people feed this milk
to their young and ill, as it is full of nourishment.
B.T. – See Beforetimes
Butcher’s Accord – Elegian/Ox-Men – The agreement worked out
by Silverhorns and Empress Neith II that ended the slaughter of
Ox-Men and gave them the grazing lands of the Vale as their own
in 382 Y.E.
Centi – 1/100 Mayter. Compare to Centimeters.
Common Coinage – Aynglican – See Pennies
Council of Great Lords – Aynglican – The ruling body of the
Aynglican territories. Representatives from all of the titled peerage
work together in very bureaucratic and ceremonial sessions that
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eventually result in the laws that govern the three regions of
Aynglica. It’s an imperfect and pompous system. It seems to
prevent all major conflicts, even if there is still a lot of infighting and
disappearing representatives. Founded in 608 A.E., two Yarres
after the end of the Aynglican Civil War.
Crown Coinage – Aynglican – See Markes
Crystal Pods – Aurean – This is an Aurean invention similar to a
light bulb. It expends collected energy to give off light in houses
and buildings in Aurean cities, projecting constant light in times
that would otherwise be dark.
Dark Aureans – Aurean – The name Orestes gave to the Aureans
changed by their blood transfusion project that allowed them to
withstand the dark.
Dark Pair – This is a term referring to the Dark God Porceth and his
wife, the Dark Goddess Wainseth. This term is used to avoid
mentioning either of them by name, which is considered an ill
omen. [Also see Appendix C for Deities]
Dark Poisoning – Aurean – The progressively more serious and
eventually lethal condition by which the lack of light begins to make
an Aurean feel physically ill, then delirious, and finally deathly ill.
Darksight Outlooks – Aurean – The name some give to the
modified Farsight Outlooks that act as weapons instead of
instruments of spying and reconnaissance.
Darkwatchers – Aurean – This is a type of priest that oversees the
dead of the Aurean race. They wait a full Dee in a dark chamber
for Nelius to claim the dead. They are allowed to have only a single
small source of light within the dark room as they hold their vigil.
Some also consider them servants of Kaneitha, the Goddess of
Darkness and Shadows.
Daughters of Fate – Aurean – Corydon’s answer to the Voice of the
Firmament. Meant as a counterpoint that would balance out
against the traditional values and religion of his people, the three
women that make up the Daughters of Fate were an attempt to
move toward dogmatism that he felt his people needed. They are a
substitute and a sort of new religion of opportunity he has created.
Deaths of Brothers – Aurean – See Fratello Muerte
Decayarre – ten Yarres. [Also see Appendix E for Calendar and
Time]
Deci – 1/10 Mayter. Compare to decimeter.
Dee – a full turn of the sun and moon amounting to ten Ouers. The
ten different Dees are Einsdee, Tewsdee, Thraysdee, Fohrsdee,
Fyvesdee, Sechsdee, Sayvensdee, Aytesdee, Noinsdee, and
Zehnsdee. [Also see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Deepcrossers – Mueran – Mueran Oceanwalkers who attempt to
cross the outer seas, circle the world, and reach the Forsaken
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Islands. They usually leave from Far Muera, the most remote of
Mueran holdings.
Ehrenschuld – Kerathi – This is the Kerathi word for ‘debt of honor.’
Elegian Empire – Elegian – The expansion of the Elegian culture to
near total dominion over most of the peoples of Elegia and most of
the islands within the Broken Crown. The Fall of the Empire is
arguably the most significant event in the history of Elegia. Only
the arrival of the Aureans and the Godless Yarres can compare.
Elegians – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Empresses – Elegian – This is the name for Elegian coinage, which
has depictions of Elegian Empresses, past and present, on them.
They come in three shapes/denominations: round golden coins,
triangular silver coins, and the pentagonal bronze coins. The
number of sides helps determine how many are worth the next
step up. Therefore, one would need five of the pentagonal bronze
Empresses to equal one silver Empress. Then one would need
three of the triangular silver Empresses to equal one gold
Empress. Promissory notes are often used between regular
business partners instead of ferrying large piles of coins back and
forth.
Experientialists – Lost Ones – The original name for the group of
the creator’s offspring that eventually came to be known as the
Lost Ones.
Faestivul – One of five ceremonies during a Yarre, one for each
Saysuhn. They are: the Faestivul of Coming Growth, of Coming
Heat, of Coming Plenty, of Coming Cold, and of Renewal. [Also
see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Fall, The – Elegian – Anytime someone mentions The Fall they refer
to the violent end of the Elegian Empire’s occupations of most of
the lands of the Broken Crown. Following the bloody wars that
resulted in the Empire’s collapse back to Elegius and a few minor
holdings, The Godless Yarres set in. It also marks the shift from
calendar Yarres from Y.E. to the A.E. scale delineated by the
Aurean Calendar. 0 A.E.
Familienheime – Kerathi – family homes of the Kerathi. They are
arrayed around the Stammheim of the settlement, which is the clan
house that doubles as a sort of fortress.
Far Muerans – Mueran – A specific subgroup of Muerans who live
only in Far Muera, which has much harsher conditions than even
the Mueran Belt does. See also Muerans.
Farsight Outlooks – Aurean – An Aurean observation post situated
in the mountains. They use a series of precisely ground crystal
lenses set in a tube to watch the world below. Often, fog and
clouds obscure their line of sight. The first was reportedly built in
39 A.E.
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Fear, The – Aurean – This is a theory as well as Corydon’s term for
the psychological condition by which Aureans were made
dependent on light.
Flash Towers – Aurean – See Torredi Lampada
Flextainers – Aurean – elastic Aurean beverage containers. They’re
practically indestructible unless exposed to severe heat.
Flier – Aurean – See Guardian Fliers
Flower Enchanter – Kerathi – See Kerathi Thaumaturge
Forlatett – Rumani – An abandoned folk who live in the wilds
surrounding Mediya on Greveth’s Mercy. They live off the land and
dwell in the hills and forests. Their social order is unknown, but
there is some hierarchy of a sort. They are mostly Rumani, with
some Aynglican and a little Kerathi blood mixed in. See also
Rumani.
Fourth Chance – Mueran – This was a Mueran ship bought in
Rihyas to carry Anthea and her companions to Aetheline. Initially it
was named The Chance, but with some graffiti, Rolf made the
name into a joke about Makan’s sailing abilities.
Fratello Muerte – Aurean – The bloody battle in Cenalium that
occurred when loyalists to Grand Helion Placido confronted the
usurping forces of Greater Helion Ilario. This is sometimes referred
to as The Death of Brothers or The Kinslaying as well, though the
proper name is most widely recognized and used. 319 A.E.
Gods’ Storms – Mueran – The term the Muerans use for when a
storm of the Outer Seas meets a storm of the Inner Seas, or when
the vastly differing air currents of both bodies of water meet and
cause a horrible storm.
Godless Yarres – This is the name given to the thirty Yarres of
plague, bloody war, and anarchy that followed the collapse of the
Elegian Empire. This is seen as a time when the Pantheon of Gods
and Goddesses turned their faces from Elegia and let the people
fall into darkness. Some claim it was punishment for overthrowing
their chosen race, the Elegians. The Aurean people arrived then,
from no one knows where, built their cities, and helped the races of
Elegia put aside their feuds and rebuild. The thirty Dees of
Faestivuls in each Yarre of the new calendar system
commemorate these thirty Yarres. 1-31 A.E.
Grand Helion – Aurean – Arguably the most important person in
Aurean society, though it depends on how strong the person
holding this title is. There are often times when the Voice of the
Firmament is considered to be the greatest person of Aurean
society. The Grand Helion tours every major Aurean city each
Yarre in a custom-made Guardian Flier. His home is Aetheline.
Upon death their name is restored to them along with an honorary
title.
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Grand Mercantile Association of Aynglica – Aynglican – This
group was made in answer to the Council of Great Lords, which
was consolidating power and raising taxes as well as trying to
control tariffs and inter-island trade. It aims to protect financial and
commercial interests of independent parties, companies,
associations, and guilds. With its great wealth and heavy support,
it has powerful lobbying ability within the Council of Great Lords.
Some smaller merchants resent the cuts of their profits assumed
by the Association though. Founded in 610 A.E., two Yarres after
the founding of the Council of Great Lords.
Great Conquest – Elegian – The period between 609 and 760 Y.E.
when the Empire was at war with all of the nations of the Broken
Crown. Beginning with Rummas and Zaraig, they expanded to
Mehitte and the Mueran Belt. After that, they began attacking the
Kerathi and the Aynglicans, who finally surrendered in 760 and 755
respectively.
Greater Helion – Aurean – The third most important person in
Aurean society. He is in charge of Cenalium, but is expected to
answer to the Grand Helion and the Voice of the Firmament.
Guardians – Aurean – Aurean warriors and defenders. They
typically wear bronze, gold, and white and are armed with arcswords and/or arc-lances.
Guardian Fliers – Aurean – a flying vessel powered by the sun and
driven by powerful fans that allows the vessel to fly, if slowly. They
are so costly to make that they are almost impossible to replace.
They tend to come in three sizes: recon, incursion, and force. They
hold approximately 3, 8, and 20 passengers/crew members,
respectively.
Halbe Männer – Kerathi – A term once used as an insult aimed
toward men among the Kerathi who would not openly fight, but
rather chose more peaceful ways to support a war, such as
providing food, making weapons, and other non-combat roles.
After Latham’s Strike, it was a term used only in reverence to those
who aid war from off the battlefield.
Hands of the Empress – Elegian – The names for the two major
generals of the Elegian Empire. The Right Hand of the Empress is
in charge of maintaining the order and defense of the Empire,
while the Left Hand of the Empress is in charge of offensive
actions and maneuvers.
Haykee – ½ Kee.
Hectoyarre – a hundred Yarres or ten Decayarres, [Also see
Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Hersker – Kerathi – A term meaning Ruler in the Kerathi dialect of
Low Elegian. This title is used to refer to clan chieftains.
High Elegian – Elegian/Aurean – The tongue of Elegian nobility.
Also adapted for use by the Aureans.
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House of Endless Rooms – This is the fabled home of the God
Nelius, where the dead go to rest.
Ice-Walkers – Aurean – The term Aureans use for the Uleaut
people.
Immensia Celebrazione – Aurean – The name of Cassius the
Extravagant’s election festival, the richest party in Aurean history.
Innsmen – Aynglican – Men, usually, who help inns and other
places for rent find customers to fill their vacancies. They ply the
docks and city entry points, offering their best deals for the shrewd
and their best swindles for the foolish.
Inselnsie Ergreifen – Kerathi – The Kerathi seizure of many small
islands from Outer Aynglica in 607 A.E., shortly after the Aynglican
Civil War. Literally it means capture or seizure of islands. With its
garrisons and ships spread thin and unable to defend itself, Outer
Aynglica was ripe when the Kerathi attacked and took much from
them. Some of the islands remained in Kerathi hands even now,
though some were retaken in the Outer Aynglican War.
Kanaka’e – Mueran – This is the term they give to the lawless ones
who ride the seas and range far from Far Muera. Literally it means
‘strangers.’ See also Muerans.
Kee – the basic unit of weight. Compare to a kilogram.
Kerambits – Mueran – Hooked Mueran knives with holes in them to
slide fingers through. They function like talons at the end of a fist,
and it’s almost impossible to disarm someone with them.
Kerathi – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Kerathi Pox – Mueran – The name they gave to a plague spread by
sick Kerathi soldiers who washed up on one of their islands and
began killing, stealing, and raping.
Kerathi Thaumaturge – Kerathi – A woman of the Kerathi race that
is able to perform feats of magick with the use of flowers and
chanting. There are usually six or less. [Also see Appendix F]
Kilome – 1000 Mayters. Compare to a kilometer.
Kriegegesetze – Kerathi – These are Kerathi laws set by the
Sammenkomst that describe how a war between clans may be
carried out. There are severe consequences for deviating from
these laws.
Kringmerk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for their local breeds of
‘dog.’
Land’s Children – Ox-Men – The name the Gods give to the OxMen, who are not born from them or created by them. See also
Ox-Men.
Landborn – Ox-Men – See Ox-Men
Landbound – Mueran – A Mueran term for those among their kind
that live most of their time on the islands rather than living the
typical life of a Mueran on a boat. The reasons for doing this vary,
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so this is a collective term. Some use it as an insult, especially the
more traditional-minded elders among the Mueran.
Landdeaf – Ox-Men – The term the Ox-Men use for all other races.
Latham’s Strike – Kerathi – The famous attack on Schevode
fortress during the War of Sixteen Islands. Latham led a civilian
army, and through the use of unconventional tactics, he captured
the fortress where the Kerathi armies had failed siege attempts
three times before. 729 A.E.
Layter – the basic unit of capacity, compare to a liter.
Lenseye - Aurean – A sort of telescope or view scope with
interchangeable lenses for different distances.
Lesser Helion – Aurean – An Aurean governor in charge of a
settlement or Menocitta.
Longrunner Galleys – Kerathi – A Kerathi war galley, some of
which are converted over into cargo ships during times of peace.
These ships have the most range of any Kerathi ship, and they’re
most likely to be seen in places far from the Clan Islands, as the
other ships can’t always make the sea crossings.
Loss of Home – Rumani – The name given for the event by which
the Rumani were deprived of their kingdom. There is still no
definitive evidence whether it happened by the destruction of their
cities or a natural calamity that caused their island to sink into the
seas. Many theories exist about the event and the location of the
kingdom. The approximated date of this occurrence is 145 Y.E.
Lost Ones – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Lover’s Bracelets – Rumani – These are primarily an item used in
Rummas, though they’ve grown in popularity throughout the
Broken Crown, especially among Aynglican couples. They depict
The God Solmin and the Goddess Ithilia engaging in carnal acts.
They’re always sold in pairs, one for each lover.
Low Elegian – A tongue used by the common folk in the Elegian
Empire, as well as the tongue of the subjugated peoples ruled over
by the Elegian Nobility. Aynglicans, Kerathi, Rumani, and the
Mueran now use it as their prime languages, although each race
has made certain adaptations in the centuries since the fall of the
Elegian Empire.
Markes – Aynglican – Also called crown coinage; this is the currency
and coinage for noblemen and the upper class of Aynglica. They,
like their common currency cousins the pennies, come in three
varieties. Those varieties are silver, gold, and platinum. Five silver
markes equal one gold marke, and ten gold markes equal one
platinum marke. Also note that if you go from the rich standard to
the common standard, one silver marke equals ten pewter
pennies. See also Pennies.
Mayter – the basic unit of length. Compare to a meter.
Mueran – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
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Mulo – Rumani – The spirits of the dead.
Munth – thirty Dees or three Waykes. [Also see Appendix E for
Calendar and Time]
Mynette – a hundred Saycunds and a hundredth of an Ouer. [Also
see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Nanuq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘polar bears.’ They regard
them with respect, as they are their greatest predators and
competitors.
Nohoheleu – Mueran – A collective title for the greatest
Deepcrossers of Far Muera. They’re a venerable bunch that has
seen more of the world’s oceans and seas than any other living
people. See also Muerans. [Also see Nohoheleu entry in Glossary
of People]
Oceanwalker – Mueran – A title of respect gifted onto a Mueran by a
tribal loremaster. It is a title given only to the greatest of sailors
among the tribe, sailors who have ranged far and wide on the inner
and outer seas.
Ouer – a hundred Mynettes [Also see Appendix E for Calendar and
Time]
Our Place Before – Aurean – The Aurean term for their unknown
and greatly debated place of origin.
Outer Aynglican War – Kerathi/Aynglican – A conflict between the
easternmost islands of the Kerathi Östlichreich and Outer Aynglica.
Greater Aynglica refused to get involved, saying that it was their
problem. They didn’t hesitate to benefit from selling arms and
supplies to Outer Aynglica at a profit both during and after the war.
This conflict served to highlight the disparities and injustices still
plaguing Aynglican society. The war took place from 656-672 A.E.
Ox-Men – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Paipiiraq Tupiq – Uleaut – The phrase in Uleaun for ‘the house of
babies’ or the ‘mating house.’ This is a dedicated shelter in an
Uleaut camp where men of good standing may take a woman for a
few Dees to mate with her, creating more children with his
desirable traits.
Pantheon – They are the Gods of the Broken Crown. [Also see
Appendix C for Deities]
Peacekeepers – Rumani – The law enforcement force on Rummas.
It started as a joke name, for while they may keep the peace they
do it in such a savage way that those who had a taste for such
humor found such a name funny. The nickname stuck. Founded in
582 A.E.
Pennies – Aynglican – Also called common coinage; this is the base
currency and coinage of the common man in Aynglican lands.
They come in varieties of Steel, Brass, and Pewter. Six steel
pennies equal one brass penny, and four brass pennies equal a
pewter penny, so twenty-four steel pennies also equal one pewter
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penny. Ten pewter pennies equal one silver marke. See also
Markes.
Pictoimage – Aurean – An engraved and shaded image created by
machines in an Aurean city. They’re expensive to do, but nearly
indestructible. Many rich lovers exchange them.
Pinaohua – Mueran – A pink and green fruit of the tropical isles.
Compare to dragon fruit.
Po-Polohua – Mueran – The name of a bluish Kanaka’e vessel. The
name means ‘sea blue.’
Preserver of the Royal Line – Aynglican – The honorary title given
to Lord Marshal Harris Ducheyne, who defeated the rebellious
Aynglican forces in the Battle of Four Bridges, effectively ending
the Aynglican Civil War. He was also given a position in the
Council of Great Lords, but it was the honorary title he favored
most. Since the death of the Lord Marshal, there have been few
instances when the title has been bestowed on new holders, but
sometimes it has been deemed warranted, so it has been given,
but only after the greatest of services.
Qaluk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘fish’ in general, though
usually they mean the large breeds that can grow over two
Mayters in length.
Quattroperdite – Aurean – This is literally ‘the four failures or
losses.’ This is the collective term by which the four Grand Helions
from 284-318 A.E. are known as. They were strongly opinionated
and poor leaders. They accomplished little, and each of the
venerable men resigned in favor of his successor. Their true
names are forgotten.
Racheneid – Kerathi – An oath of vengeance that may be declared
by a Kerathi before an altar of Cainel. Until the vengeance is taken,
the oath taker is clanless. If he fails, his name is erased from clan
records, but if he succeeds he may rejoin his clan.
Rasiermessergesicht – Kerathi – Literally meaning ‘Razor Faces,’ it
refers to the men who shaved their faces and betrayed their
countrymen during the Elegian occupation of the Kerathi Clan
Islands. These men wanted to emulate their Elegian oppressors,
and so they shaved their faces and betrayed their own kind to
receive special treatment and in some cases positions of
governance.
Relay Stations – Aurean – See Torredi Lampada.
Rumani – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Rumman – Rumani – The language of the Rumani, which they only
speak to others of their race, never to outsiders.
Saek Hehmet – Elegian – A caste of people within Elegian society
that do nothing except clean the sand and dust from the city
streets. They are neither respected nor disrespected. They simply
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are. Often they are the disowned or cast-offs of society. Their
dusty grey robes most easily mark them for who they are.
Samiels – Elegian – The name given to the dwellers of the Drylands
on Elegius. They’re a strong-willed people who can survive in a
place with little water and Sandcats. See also Elegians.
Sammenkomst – Kerathi – The Kerathi Council of Chieftains that
makes laws for all clans to follow. They also send observers to
preside over inter-clan wars. They meet once a Yarre, or more if
needed. This practice started in 108 A.E.
Sandcat – Elegian – A yellowish-brown large predatory cat of the
Drylands. Their kind likes to lie in the sands and let the winds
cover them up, all but their eyes and mouth. They lie in wait for
prey to come by. They’re fearless when faced with prey that is
larger than them.
Saycund – the smallest unit of time, a hundredth of a Mynette. [Also
see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Saysuhn – a period comprised of two Munths and a Faestivul. There
are five every Yarre: Brown, Green, Red, Orange, and White.
They’re 65 to 75 Dees, depending on the Yarre and Saysuhn.
[Also see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Seacrest – Rumani – The name of a vessel out of Aynglica that
Nishan had supposedly arranged passage out of Rummas on.
Seaskins – Mueran – The name for Mueran clothing. Each man
assembles and tailors his own set of clothes from animals and fish
they kill. Because of their nature of the skins they take to make
them, the clothes are resistant to water, insulate well, and do not
bind or restrict movement. There are some who believe that they
even grant powers to the wearers, dependant on the animals used
to create the clothing, and the wearer’s personality.
Second Loss – Rumani – The name given to the loss of the new
home for the Rumani people that was built in Ka’Shann. It was the
death of Kostya and the fall of what many felt to be their last
chance for a real kingdom in 48 A.E., though some say it was
already falling by the time of Kostya’s death. Rummas may have
survived as the sole remaining territory in Rumani control, but it
had none of the grandeur that Ka’Shann had possessed even in its
brief period of existence.
Seimodella Luminosa – Aurean – The six great constellations
marked by Grand Helion Junius the Skywatcher. There is one for
each of the Grancittas, excepting Aetheline and Cenalium. While
there are also some other minor constellations, they are less
known than these six. The six are: the goat of Muralius, the
snowflake of Reselhine, the bird of Gevaud, the pickaxe of
Durenia, the mountain lion of Choraeyn, and the gemstone of
Tibusin. From Aetheline, each constellation is visible over its
corresponding city during the Faestivul of Renewal.
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Silt Striders – Elegian – The name given to the folks who live at the
mouth of the Empress’ Bounty. They inhabit the shifting lands
known as the Hundred Isles. See also Elegians.
Singing the World Alive – Ox-Men – The name of the process by
which the Ox-Men awaken the world to shift and change things to
better things as they see it. They do this only when they feel that
the world as a whole is threatened. To date, it has only occurred
twice. The first time was when the Lost Ones were banished from
the Aureans in the Beforetimes. The second was when they
destroyed Rummil to keep the Rumani from awakening Uman.
Stammheim – Kerathi – These is a Kerathi fortresses that double as
the meeting hall for the clan. They often have palisades of heavy
logs and ramparts of rock and earth. On larger Stammheim, there
are also towers built for sharpshooters.
Stormchaser – Rumani – A smuggler ship operating in the waters
around Aynglica and Mediya. Nishan and Tuari took this ship to get
to the Ruins of Ka’Shann by way of Mediya.
Sworn Sons – Elegian – oath-sworn suicidal protectors and soldiers
of the Empress. In the past, some of them were literally sons of the
Empress or her closest relatives and trusted friends. Each of them
was taken from infancy and raise to be a fanatical servant of the
Empress and the Empire.
Taitoatanga – Mueran – This is the proper name for the trials of
manhood a Mueran male must go through. They consist of
constructing a boat and living alone for a Yarre on the seas.
Tauwhawhai – Mueran – The once a Yarre Mueran 4,000 Kilome
race that starts at Mehitte and circles Far Muera before returning to
Mehitte. It’s a dangerous race that many don’t survive. The first
one occurred in 458 A.E.
Thaumaturge of War – Kerathi – A condition triggered by any
number of events, by which a Flower-Enchanter becomes addicted
and dependent on the use of enchantments, usually in increasing
magnitudes, until their body gives out. This condition is also
accompanied by the greening of eyes and hands, a symptom that
has no known purpose or side effects beyond the cosmetic
differences. See also Kerathi Thaumaturge
Thinkers – The original name for the group of the creator’s offspring
that eventually came to be known as the Gods.
Thuraish’s Lapses– An abnormally long Saysuhn or a shift in the
Saysuhns by more than a Wayke. These tend to happen once per
Hectoyarre. The most recent two were in 614 and 701 A.E.
Tireganierk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘arctic fox.’
Torredi Lampada – Aurean – The name used for the Aurean relay
stations, which are very small and defensible message towers that
rely on coded flashes of light to send messages between each
other as well as to and from the Menocittas and Grancittas. Many
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more were built during the enlightened rule of Grand Helion Vin the
Defender, who developed many of the rules about their
governance and usage that are still in use. Often they are simply
referred to as relay stations or flash towers.
Tournea Observatori – Aurean – The annual trip of the Grand
Helion to visit all the Grancittas. Typically, the Grand Helion will
stay a Munth in each of the Grancittas, but two Munths in
Cenalium. The first took place during 214 A.E.
Transition Assistants – Aurean – Doctors and technicians who aid
Aureans (or Kerathi) in their transition to Dark Aureans.
Tuktu – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for Caribou/Elk/Deer, which
they lump together as one animal.
Tunne – 1000 Kees.
Uakea – Mueran – The name of Haole the White’s Kanaka’e vessel.
The name means ‘mist.’
Ugruk – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘Seal.’
Ukalliq – Uleaut – The word in Uleaun for ‘Rabbit.’
Ula – Aynglican – whaling ship out of an Aynglican port, though its
crew is less than half Aynglican.
Uleauts – [See Appendix B for race description and info]
Uleaun – Uleaut – The throaty language of the Uleauts. It shares
nothing in common with Elegian, which they rarely use.
Venutia Deguidina – Aurean – The coronation of the first Grand
Helion following the completion of Aetheline. The term also means
‘The Coming of a Guide,’ referring to the common direction the
Grand Helion would bring to the Aurean people. 214 A.E.
Voice of the Firmament – Aurean – The head priest of Maletos and
Haestos in Aurean culture, and therefore the human figurehead of
all religion of the Aurean nation regardless of which mountaintop
they call home. Like Grand Helions, they relinquish their names
upon assumption of the position. Unlike Grand Helions, they do not
get their name back or a title upon their death.
Waikuluna – Mueran – A fermented juice of island fruits and potent
liquor.
War of Sixteen Islands – Aynglican/Kerathi – A conflict that united
the clans of the Kerathi to drive out an Aynglican armada sent by
King Brant III. This was the bloodiest conflict to date between the
Aynglicans and the Kerathi. There have been many other smaller
conflicts though, both before and since. 716-732 A.E.
Wayke – ten Dees. [Also see Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Whale Swimmers – Mueran – A term and honorary title referring to
Mueran divers with the ability to stay underwater for extended
periods of time on a single breath of air. The longest recorded dive
time is over thirty Mynettes.
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Worldspeak – Ox-Men – The name they give to the voice of the
world itself, which speaks about the condition and the will of the
world. Also, communicating with the voice and will of the world.
Yarre – 330 or 335 Dees spread across five Saysuhns. [Also see
Appendix E for Calendar and Time]
Yataghan – Elegian – Curved Elegian knives a little less than 1/3 of
a Mayter long (10-12 inches).
Y.E. – Before the A.E. scale of time was used, Yarres were labeled
as Y.E., which meant Yarre of the Empire. The empire lasted
centuries. The Empire fell in the Yarre 1132 Y.E. Note that their
dominance over the other lands of Elegia was a comparatively
short segment of those 1132 Yarres. Time before the Elegian
Empire, which is the oldest known civilization on Elegia, is known
as the Beforetimes. [Also see Appendix D for timeline]
Yenis’ Milk – Uleaut – The name for the drink made from the
Bosoms of Yenis.
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GLOSSARY OF SOURCES
‘Brethren Apart, A’ – Pravat – This text is devoted to studying the
Ox-Men written by a Mueran scholar.
‘Chronicle of Elegius, A’ – Ramessef – This is a text written on the
Elegian Empire, from its early beginnings, to its fall, as well as its
return to a lesser glory following the Godless.
‘Circumstances Governing Monetary Affairs’ – Mortimer Tightfist
– This is a collection of financial advice and economical wisdom
written by the richest merchant in Aynglican history.
‘Destiny of the Forgotten, The’ – Dorjan the Seer – A collection of
prophetical rants and imagery by a prophet, a Rumani who claimed
to have been sent by Uman and who was executed publicly by
Elegian occupation forces before the Fall of the Empire.
‘Flora and Fauna of the Broken Crown’ – Okapi – A series of
essays, notes, and observations about the plants and animals
found in the regions of the Broken Crown collected by the Elegian
adventurer/herbalist/hunter Okapi.
‘History of Thaumaturges, The’ – Alistair – This is a text on Kerathi
Thaumaturges or Flower Enchanters written by Alistair, understudy
to Raghnall.
‘History of the Kerathi’ – Raghnall – This is a semi-controversial
text on the Kerathi people written by Raghnall. Due to his heritage,
the Kerathi questions his writings.
'Kerathi Flower-Enchanter’s Mantra' – unknown – A traditional
mantra used by classically trained Thaumaturges.
‘Legacies of the World’- Karena – This is a short series of
optimistic writings by a sickly Kerathi girl who also happened to be
a Thaumaturge.
‘Monarchs and Leaders of the Great Kingdom’ – Lisette
d’Achelaine – This is a historical treatise discussing many of the
major leaders of the Aynglican people and their impacts on the
events and social happenings of their respective reigns.
‘Musings about Gods and Goddesses’ – Raghnall – A text of
random thoughts and theories about the Pantheon and about all
that has happened on Elegia in recorded history.
‘Of the Ocean People’ – Alistair – A collected series of essays by
Raghnall’s understudy Alistair on the Mueran culture and rumors
surrounding their people.
‘Ports and Vessels of the Broken Crown’ – Edvard Farsail – This
is a compiled collection of essays, anecdotes, and sailing
research.
‘Songs for the Lost’ – Rehan – This is a compilation of Rumani
songs by the bard Rehan. Many are silly and light-hearted, though
some are quite somber and contemplative.
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‘Study of the Mountain Folk, A’ – Raghnall – This is a text on the
Aurean people and their hidden secrets and unknown origins.
‘Tactics and Lessons of War’ – Tiombe – This is a basic primer of
military advice written by a particularly elusive and successful
renegade from Zaraig.
‘Trust Unfounded’ – Iago – This is a series of thoughts and essays
written by Iago on the subjects of politics, spying, espionage, and
assassination.
‘Uncovered Truths’ – Corydon – This is the title given by Corydon
to his collection of essays, ranting, and thoughts, mostly in
reference to the nature of world politics and the origins of Aureans.
Most of what he has written is deemed heretical and inflammatory.
‘Way of Things, The’ – Ramessef – This is a book of quotations and
general musings on the way life works. It offers snippets of the
writer’s wisdom and hints at his brilliance. It’s studied by many of
the well-educated on Elegia.
‘Wisdom of the Whales’ – Pekelo – A Mueran philosophical text
written by a Deepcrosser named Pekelo. It shows the
temperament and mindset of the ocean people.
‘World is Still Blue, The’ – Ezhno – A series of commentaries
written by Ezhno, the most respected Uleaut Wiseman to ever live.
This is also the only written book in known existence that was
dictated by an Uleaut.
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APPENDIX A – Character Profiles
I thought it’d be nice to have some more detailed information on the
physical attributes and other personal information of the main
characters, the ones in the main party at least. The information
included is as of the beginning of the third volume. I’ve also included
English Imperial measurements for your ease of comparison.
 Anthea:
th
Age – 15, born on the 8 of Planting, 754 A.E.
Race – Half-Aurean (father) and Half-Kerathi (mother)
Height – 1.75 Mayters ~ 5 feet 8 inches (not fully grown)
Weight – 42 Kees ~ 92 pounds
Build – Very slim all around
Hair – Silvery Blonde with purple or blue iridescent highlights
Eyes – Green with yellow flecks
Skin Tone – Porcelain white in the absence of light, though she
takes on golden or rosy pink hues in the sun
Blessings/Gifts – Kerathi Thaumaturge. She’s also able to send her
spirit along with the sun’s rays, which is a gift from Haestos and
Maletos.
 Bedros:
th
Age – 12, born on the 30 of Mud, 757 A.E.
Race – Physically altered Ox-Man
Height – (originally 2.6 Mayters) after rebuilding 2.8 Mayters ~ 9 feet
1 inches
Weight – (originally 300 Kees) after rebuilding 250 Kees ~ 550
pounds
Build – Massively muscled upper body with a heavy neck/head and
broad shoulders
Hair – (originally dark brown and black) after rebuilding a lighter
grey-brown with grey
Eyes – Deep brown
Skin Tone – grayish-brown, though hard to see under the fur and
body hair
Blessings/Gifts – He’s been repaired by his own kind and is
beloved of the mountains, fields, and icy lands to the south. He
draws power from each land he becomes attuned to.
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 Makan:
th
Age – 37, born on the 4 of Greening, 732 A.E.
Race – Mueran
Height – 1.65 Mayters ~ 5 feet 4 inches
Weight – 66 Kees ~ 145 pounds
Build – Barrel-chested with thick limbs
Hair – Black, with no facial hair
Eyes – Dark brown, almost black
Skin Tone – Mahogany
Blessings/Gifts – Makan has been given a holy tusk from a
Narwhal, which has the blessings of Yenis, through the Uleaut
people, as well as Tulis and Marceaupo. The tusk is therefore
granted with some elemental control powers. Fallu’s children aid
him when they can. He is an Oceanwalker and a Whale
Swimmer of modest renown.
 Nishan:
th
Age – 21, born on the 15 of Falling, 748 A.E.
Race – Rumani with an Aynglican grandmother
Height – 1.85 Mayters ~ 6 feet 0 inches
Weight – 70 Kees ~ 154 pounds
Build – Athletic and wiry muscled.
Hair – Dark and wavy and past his shoulders; he also has a modest
beard
Eyes – Golden with brown streaks
Skin Tone – Olive
Blessings/Gifts – Elecin has touched his eyes so that he might see
the future. Despite his thinking to the contrary, it is Rishalt who
has gifted him with greater senses.
 Rolf:
th
Age – 17, born on the 17 of Heat, 752 A.E.
Race – Kerathi with some distant and unacknowledged Aynglican
blood
Height – 2.0 Mayters ~ 6 feet 6 inches
Weight – 84 Kees ~ 185 pounds
Build – Tall but solidly built
Hair – Dark brown and long with some red in his beard, which is
fully-grown in and thick
Eyes – Dark green, almost pine colored
Skin Tone – White with some freckling
Blessings/Gifts – He’s been given visions from Chaveaoux, who
helps to empower the weapons he builds.
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 Sagira:
st
Age – 22, born on the 1 of Thawing, 747 A.E.
Race – Elegian
Height – 1.7 Mayters ~ 5 feet 6 inches
Weight – 54 Kees ~ 118 pounds
Build – Of an average build, but deceptively strong
Hair – Black with sun-lightened streaks
Eyes – Nearly black
Skin Tone – Coffee
Blessings/Gifts – Juria has given her the gift of speaking, and those
who hear her voice will be unable to resist her call to arms.
Likewise, the children of Furestus, the commoners, will hear her
voice.
 Tuari:
rd
Age – 11, born on the 3 of Harvest, 758 A.E.
Race – Uleaut
Height – 1.4 Mayters ~ 4 feet 6 inches (not fully grown)
Weight – 43 Kees ~ 94 pounds
Build – Stocky with short limbs
Hair – Dark and coarse
Eyes – Dark
Skin Tone – Dusky brown
Blessings/Gifts – Yenis and Kaneitha have given him camouflaging
abilities. Aaren gave him the ability of Afieldsight so that he can
see things from afar if he casts his spirit onto the winds. Rishalt’s
blood is on the spear he carries.
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APPENDIX B – Races
The following Racial profiles are alphabetically organized. They’re
located here instead of the glossaries to allow for greater depth and
detail.
 Aureans:
Physical – They need light to survive. Long periods without light
cause them to become weak, then ill, and it is finally lethal. As a
people, they are a tall and thin people who are light haired and
have eyes every color of the rainbow. They average 1.8-2.0
Mayters (5’10”-6’6”) in height, though their very slender bodies
often make them look taller. They have nearly twice the lifespan of
any of the other races, sometimes reaching 200 Yarres of age.
Regions – They are a mountain folk who live on a few scattered
settlements, always in high altitudes. Their largest settlements are
called Grancittas, and their smaller ones are called Menocittas.
Language – Aureans speak High Elegian, a dialect they adapted
from the Elegians.
Culture – They are a very advanced people compared to the others.
They’ve developed, or in some cases brought with them from
another place, ways to prolong and capture the Dee’s light so that
their mountaintop cities are always lit up. They keep apart from the
lowland folk usually, though sometimes they use them as slaves
who can go into dark places they cannot, or as ambassadors to the
lowlanders. They worship Aaren, Haestos, and Maletos. While they
do not worship Kaneitha, they do respect her and offer her gifts to
keep her and her darkness away.
Subgroups – They are a mostly homogenous people, varying little
despite their geographic seclusion from each other. Dark Aureans
could be considered a subgroup of Aureans, except that their
natures have changed so drastically by artificial means that they
should be considered a separate race.
Origins – Little is known of their existence before they appeared in
the Broken Crown around the era of the Godless Yarres. Their
sharing of medicine and other ideas saved many lives even if their
motives for doing so were unclear. Then, inexplicably, they
disappeared into the mountains when they could no longer tolerate
the dark of the lowlands.
 Aynglicans:
Physical – They’re fair-skinned with blue or green eyes, never
brown. They grow light beards that are usually trimmed back
fashionably and never allowed to get shaggy and large like those
of the Kerathi. They are of lighter builds than the Kerathi, though
they are larger than the Elegians. They are perhaps the most
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flexible of all the races in terms of adaptability to their situations
and environments. They average 1.7-1.9 Mayters (5’6”-6’2”) in
height. The average Aynglican lives to a ripe age of about 65,
though the peasant class has a life expectancy closer to 55 Yarres.
Regions – They live in temperate regions, usually in coastal cities
with wide outlying agricultural lands. Most of their people are
united under a monarchy with loose allegiances to the central
throne, but there are some outlying settlements that refuse to
swear fealty to the monarch and remain independent. The three
major sections of Aynglica are Greater Aynglica, Lesser Aynglica,
and Outer Aynglica. It is common for each section to act
independently and even make war on the others. Each region has
certain geographic and historical traits that make full integration as
one nation difficult.
Language – Aynglicans speak Low Elegian, the dialect of
commoners in the old Empire. They have added many new terms
in relation to commerce, art, and architecture, which are their
favored fields of study.
Culture – They are a race of craftsmen, builders, and discoverers of
things both cartographic and scientific. Many say that they have
taken Elegian concepts and have improved upon them, learning
from the mistakes of the greatest empire ever seen on Elegia.
Their engineers build the best cities and public works. They’re not
a particularly warlike people, preferring to live in excess and luxury,
but the Aynglican dedication to invention, medicine, and science
has made them able killers. They use the most advanced firearms,
with the exception of those of the Aureans, in the known world.
Fortunately, they’d rather trade than fight. They worship Braccen,
Chaveaoux, Deneurs, and Ocel.
Subgroups – Typically Aynglicans are divided into three hierarchal
subgroups based on where they live: Greater, Lesser, and Outer
Aynglicans. The physical differences are minor. Greater
Aynglicans consider themselves to be the most pure, followed by
the Lesser Aynglicans who have mixed to an extent with the
Rumani and other races. Outer Aynglicans, because of their
frequent and violent interactions with the Kerathi, tend to look like a
mixed breed of the two races.
Origins – The Aynglicans believe that they were an improvement on
a flawed formula used to make the other peoples of the Broken
Crown. They look upon the Muerans and Uleaut people with strong
disdain, and find the Kerathi, Rumani, and Elegians to be wanting
in many aspects. They feel that they were given a greater mind for
artistry, invention, and commerce than the more brutish and
warlike Kerathi and the more hedonistic and dishonest Rumani.
The fact that the Elegian Empire fell only proved, in the minds of
the Aynglicans at least, that they were not to be the ones who were
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destined to rule over the Broken Crown. They think themselves to
be a peaceful folk who have dedicated themselves to achieving
greater understanding of the world through invention, art, science,
medicine, and commerce.
 Dark Aureans:
Physical – Unlike their cousins, the Aureans, the Dark Aureans do
not require light to survive. Exposure to both light and dark will not
harm them, but some access to sunlight is required for peak
conditioning. They average 1.8-2.0 Mayters (5’10”-6’6”) in height,
and are heavier of build than regular Aureans, more closely
resembling the Rumani or Aynglicans in build. Their average
lifespans are currently unknown.
Regions – Cenalium, specifically Lower Cenalium, is their place of
origin; they have spread to hold all of Maethlin and other locations.
Language – Aureans speak High Elegian and sometimes Lower
Elegian, since they have moved into the Lowlands.
Culture – They have the same technologies as regular Aureans, for
most parts, but they have developed ways to subvert and change
those technologies into weapons and means of war. They have
given up worship of all Gods in the Pantheon, and instead have
begun a fledgling religion based around Linnea, who was the
inspiration for the Daughters of Chance.
Subgroups – Most Dark Aureans are quite similar. The lone
subgroup of this race would be the Lost Ones Soldiers, who are
possessed by the spirits of the Lost Ones, and have therefore
surrendered their free wills.
Origins – Corydon’s experimentations with mixing Lowlander blood
and Aurean blood through a series of transfusions brought about a
transformation that has allowed an approximation of the original
Aureans to return to the Broken Crown. Granted, they have some
Kerathi traits.
 Elegians:
Physical – These men and women are noticeably darker than even
the Mueran. Males of their race shave their entire bodies unless
they are of the working caste, in which case they are required to
wear their hair long. Women are somewhat opposite in that they
wear their hair long, but they may only have long hair if they are of
the royal caste. The lower they are on the social hierarchy, the
shorter their hair must be. The Elegians are a modestly
proportioned race. Their women are trimly built, and their men are
not known to grow large and overly muscled. They average about
1.7 Mayters (5’6”) in height for both men and women. They are
perhaps the longest-lived of the lowland peoples, though the
Aynglicans are not far behind. They have records of a rare man
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and woman reaching ages in excess of 100 Yarres, but the
average is closer to 70.
Regions – They dwell on the massive land of Elegius, and a few
sandy isles in the subtropics, all that is left of a formerly
widespread Empire.
Language – Elegians speak both High Elegian, which is the tongue
of royalty, and Low Elegian, which is the tongue of the commoners
and merchants. Both of these languages have undergone
modification in the Yarres since The Fall of the Empire.
Culture – The Elegian Empire has been and always will be a
Matriarchal Society. Despite their failures in the past, they still hold
to the old ways and insist that the way of things is as it should be.
Elegians are often accused of dwelling too much in the past, and
many of their great cities of marble, sandstone, and mudbrick have
been forgotten by time. They build great effigies to their dead
heroes, empresses, and artists, but they make no new legends.
Their civilization peaked long ago and is on the far end of a
downfall. They claim to be the first people of Elegia, hence their
name. They are also very fond of animals, especially dangerous
ones. They see them as an allegory of their own darker nature.
They worship Furestus, Juria, and Nelius, and Rishalt. Rishalt’s
shrines pepper their lands, designated by effigies of mostly
predatory animals.
Subgroups – Elegians can be divided into a few minor subgroups.
The first would be the royalty, which is more of a cultural and caste
difference than any physical difference. They resemble the majority
of the people on Elegius. The Samiels, dwellers of the Drylands,
are a shorter, more slender, and hard folk than the other people of
the mainland. Another subgroup, known as the Silt Striders,
inhabits the Hundred Isles at the mouth of the Empress’ Bounty.
Their diet of fish and other seafood, and their frequent time around
water has given them softer, shorter bodies than other Elegians.
Finally, there is another subgroup of people made up of renegades
or cast-off Elegians who live on Zaraig. The climates there have
made them a harsh, severe people, who can weather almost any
trial.
Origins – The Elegians claim to have been the first people, the
children of the Gods and Goddesses who were set free in the
Broken Crown. It is this divine ancestry that many felt justified their
rule over the other peoples of the islands during the Yarres of the
Empire. This kind of thinking had to be forced rethought after the
Empire fell, and a number of conflicting theories still exist as to the
reason for the Elegian peoples’ presence in the world.
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 Kerathi:
Physical – As a people, they are a broadly built and large breed of
dark haired and dark eyed men and women. They are the tallest of
the lowland races, averaging 1.9-2.1 Mayters in height (6’2”-6’10”).
Other than the Ox-Men, who are not entirely human, they are the
largest race in terms of height and weight in the lowlands. The men
are heavily bearded and fierce, and the women are also hearty and
strong. They tend to wear leather and furs. The Kerathi are warlike,
so many of them die young, but in times of general peace - for they
are always at war with each other if someone else is not at war
with them - they can expect to live 50 to 60 Yarres. The women,
since they are not warriors, tend to live an average of 10 Yarres
longer than their male counterparts.
Regions – They live in rugged settlements on clan islands. They’re
at home in forests as well as on the sea. They’re also
accomplished miners and metalworkers, though these talents they
use mostly for making war.
Language – Kerathi speak a rugged dialect of Elegian, really a
branch of Low Elegian that has been adapted and changed.
Pronunciations are heavier on the consonants than regular Low
Elegian. They also have a large vocabulary of their own words that
they have added to the language.
Culture – the Kerathi are a tribe of warriors and traders. They place
great stock in battle prowess and how many kills or victories a man
has. What they can’t make themselves, they often go to war for,
but they believe in bartering when that is an option. They live in
clans on many of the isles in great longhouses. Their ships are
sleek and fast, but not built for long ocean trips, hugging the
shores instead. They’re accounted as savages by many of the
other races, and they tend to be resistant to accepting new
discoveries until it is necessary. Instead, they rest their trust in the
traditional magick of their female thaumaturgists. They worship
Cainel, Comrain, Greveth, and Nelius.
Subgroups – Kerathi are, for the most part, divided into two
subgroups, which would be the citizens of the Westlichreich and
the citizens of the Östlichreich. The Kerathi of the western islands,
the Westlichreich, have fought with, as well as interbred to a minor
extent, the Elegians. The folks of the eastern isles in the
Östlichreich have mostly fought with the Aynglicans, and they have
mixed with them, though few will admit it. The Kerathi also have a
special breed among their people, the Thaumaturges, of which
there are never more than six. The creation of these special
women, who can do enchantments with pieces of plants or flowers,
is a mystery. No one knows how a girl is chosen, why, or when. In
every case there is no connection or pattern between those who
become a Thaumaturge.
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Origins – They believe that when Cainel and Comrain wrestled over
Greveth’s hand, the blood they spilled mixed with the fiery tears of
Greveth to form the first Kerathi. Supposedly, the first Kerathi was
named Egil. He could kill any animal with his bare hands and walk
through fire. He even shaped his own bride out of the bones of the
animals he’d killed. The offspring he had with his wife, Elin, were a
fractious lot who loved to squabble. Supposedly each of Egil’s
many male offspring formed their own clan.
 Lost Ones:
Physical – They once had form and were a beautiful race to behold,
they have been formless since they gave up physical form to
inhabit the Aureans they created. The creation of the Dark Aureans
has given them a chance to reoccupy humanoid forms.
Regions – Their spirits float across the oceans of the world, for the
most part asleep and aimless.
Language – They speak a language of emotion and thought. There
are only words as perceived by those they speak to, because
simpler minds require words to form thought.
Culture – They have no culture left, and they hunger only for
revenge upon the Gods who have been their enemies since
Beforetimes. Previously, they were a people prone to free thinking
and discovery of the senses.
Subgroups – There are none. At present, they are a single entity
without physical form.
Origins – They were one of the two original races, the other being
what became known as the Gods. They were born from some of
the greater fragments of the Creator that rained down upon the
world. They created the Aureans. They went to war with the Gods
when they created the other races of the world. The Ox-men dealt
them their defeat after their war against the Gods ravaged the
world.
 Muerans:
Physical – Mueran men and women alike are quite dark-skinned, as
well as dark of hair and eyes. They are very stout, with broad
shoulders and great round stomachs. Men and women are of like
heights, usually about 1.7 Mayters (5’6”). Men do not grow beards.
They wear clothing fashioned from reeds and from skins of fish
and other marine animals called Seaskins. They also use the
feathers of seabirds as decorative pieces for their costumes. They
are considerably long-lived despite their hard lifestyles on the open
seas. They live an average of 45-50 Yarres, with a few elders
among their kind approaching 80 Yarres of age.
Regions – They are islanders and seafarers, usually in a tropical or
subtropical climate. They live among the Mueran Belt and in Far
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Muera, but due to their seafaring ways, they are often found away
from their home islands.
Language – The Mueran speak Low Elegian, though like the
Kerathi, they have long since adapted the language to include
many of their traditional words. Their original tongue was lost
during the time they lived under Elegian rule. Very few people have
any knowledge of that lost language, and they are only the muchrevered loremasters of the Mueran.
Culture – Their rickety-looking, but surprisingly sturdy craft ply the
oceans and Outer Seas for long periods of time. A young male will
take a Mueran boat they have constructed out onto the seas, either
by himself or with other young males, and he will not return for a
Yarre. This is part of the trials of manhood that each of them must
go through. The formal name for these trials is the Taitoatanga.
While they are not a war-like people, they have a reputation for the
voracity in which they defend their own people and islands. Before
war, they will create a war costume out of teeth, scales, skins,
bones, feathers, and other parts of animals they have hunted. The
result is often quite fearsome or grotesque, if not distracting to the
enemy in battle. This practice has resulted in many legends of
Muerans who can become animals in battle. They are a hardworking bunch. They worship Fallu, Holeitha, Marceaupo, and
Tulis.
Subgroups – The biggest division of the Muerans would be between
the Muerans of the Mueran Belt and the Muerans of Far Muera.
Far Muera is a difficult place to survive on, and their bodies are
leaner, more durable, and stronger for it. Other groups among the
Muerans include the Nohoheleu, a group of Deepcrossers and
Oceanwalkers who rarely touch land. Their bodies have adapted to
take the strains of the Outer Seas, sometimes to the point where
they might be considered another race entirely. The Kanaka’e, a
caste of Oceanwalkers made up of mostly Far Muerans, are
another subgroup of note, though their differences from other
Muerans are more cultural than physical.
Origins – They believe Fallu, the father and king of all whales,
carried them on his back until they were old enough and wise
enough to survive on the land. They missed the sea so much that
they never truly settled. Most of them live on boats even thousands
of Yarres later. Because of their ties to Fallu, they will not hunt or
kill whales even in the direst of circumstances. Any foreigners who
are seen doing this might even be met with open hostility for their
actions.
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 Ox-Men:
Physical – they are a humanoid species that is much apart from the
other races, though this is especially noticeable in terms of
appearance. They stand at an imposing 2.5-3 Mayters tall (8’2”9’8” ft), each with a massive oversized head that resembles a
bison or an Ox, depending on whom you ask. Their males have
curved horns, while their females do not. The females look little
different from the males, other than the absence of horns and
slighter builds. The thick body hair continues down most of the
body, thinning a bit around the waist to expose their genitals, which
they cover with modest loincloths. They also have a small tail.
Their legs are relatively bare of hair. They have large hoofed feet.
The average Ox-Man has a lifespan of about 40 Yarres. They’re
adult at 5 and considered elderly at 35. The oldest known one,
Silverhorns, was 49 when he died.
Regions – grassland dwellers, though they have no country of their
own. Some live among the other races. The Ox-Men people do not
build cities of their own, preferring to live under the skies on the
open range.
Language – Because of the shape of their mouths, they cannot
speak any human tongues. Instead they have a complex language
of gestures, grunts, and body language. They can, however, write
human words, if clumsily, and they can understand human
languages if taught to do so. There is also evidence of the sharing
of memories or ideas between members of different social groups,
but the mechanism for doing such is not understood.
Culture – Most are less intelligent than your average human, but
they are powerful, tireless, and steadfast, which is why many of
them are hired or occasionally enslaved as workers by other races.
Strangely, breeding often makes them dumber, as their mind
switches to a breeding gear that is nearly irreversible once
engaged. They will breed incessantly until they die. They worship
no known Gods, though they do have shamans or leaders who are
evident by their ritualistic tattooing, which no one has ever
discerned a purpose for.
Subgroups – They are divided geographically, rather than
physically. Their two great herds reside on almost opposite ends of
the Broken Crown. One is in the Vale, north of Elegius, while the
other is on the Amber Plains of Lesser Aynglica. There are
occasional pockets of Ox-Men in other places, but most of them
have gone dumb and silent, forgetting the ways of their people.
The two great herds mourn these lost brothers, for they are little
more than animals anymore.
Origins – If the Ox-Men folk have any stories of their origins, they
are unknown. They do not speak of their beginnings.
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 Rumani:
Physical – Male and female alike, they’re gifted with sculpted looks,
luxurious swathes of wavy hair, and notoriously deft hands around
money. The women are seductively curvy and the men are
dashing and handsome in a masculine way. They tend to be
slender with long, lithe limbs. Their average heights are about 1.8
Mayters for the females and 1.9 for the males (5’10” & 6’2”
respectively). Their life expectancies are somewhat lower than
Aynglicans, Kerathi, or Elegians, due to their lifestyles. Many of the
Rumani die at 35-40 Yarres of age, often due to dangerous trades
or excesses of drink and other pleasures. The more conservative
Rumani, and there are few, have been known to live in excess of
70 Yarres.
Regions – The Rumani are a scattered folk. They once had a land of
their own named Rummil, which they supposedly squandered the
wealth of, until their enemies fell upon them to collect debts owed
to them, and destroyed the kingdom, forever scattering the Rumani
to the ends of the world. Strangely, the actual location of their lost
kingdom is unknown. Some believe that it sank beneath the sea,
but no one knows why or how. . They wait for the coming of one
who will lead them to a new kingdom, the legendary New Rummil.
Language – The Rumani speak Low Elegian and Rumman, which is
a language they only use amongst each other. They will not speak
it in the presence of outsiders.
Culture – Presently, they are an often-reviled group of entertainers,
singers, prostitutes, and thieves. A few of them also work as
diviners and fortune tellers, calling on the God Elecin to grant them
sight into things beyond what their mere eyes can see. Where you
find one Rumani, you often find a small family group of them
operating in various jobs or functions both legal and illegal to
support each other. Family, and especially marriage is of utmost
importance to them. They worship Elecin, Gandahar, Sellae,
Vorcinth, Uman, and all the others in some way, shape, or form if it
is seen as beneficial at the time.
Subgroups – The Rumani, despite where they live, are typically very
similar. Certainly in their long exile from a true homeland they have
adapted to the culture, climates, and locations they live in, but as a
whole they are still very similar. The only major exception to this is
the Forlatett, the wild people from the areas around Mediya. They
are a sort of lost Rumani.
Origins – They believe that Uman dreamt of them during his long
and continuing slumber. His dreams took shape and form, resulting
in the first Rumani people. Because they were dreams, they feel
that they best appreciate life for what it is, living it to its fullest
because they can still feel the vibrancy of their origins.
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 Uleauts:
Physical – They wear heavy furs and whale or sealskins. They are
surprisingly dark colored for as little sun sees much more than their
faces and hands. They tend to be around 1.5-1.7 Mayters tall
(4’10”-5’6”). Also, after they reach five or six Yarres of age, they
become color blind, possibly as a result of their exposure to the
bright light of the sun reflecting off the ice. They see in very sharp
distinctions of grays, whites, and blacks and their range of sight is
quite long. This also allows them great night vision. Curiously,
young children who have moved south before losing the ability to
see color usually lose most of their color sight. In such a harsh
climate, for an Uleaut to live past the age of 30 is considered a
privilege and a blessing from Yenis.
Regions – They are the hearty folk of the Polar Regions, mostly far
to the south of the Broken Crown. They live on the ice nearly Yarre
round, following packs of seals, walruses, and whales.
Language – The Uleauts live in lands that were never part of the
Elegian Empire, therefore they have never been conquered and
forced to take the language of the Elegians. Some still speak it for
purposes of trade, but most speak Uleaun, which has a lot of clicks
and throaty guttural noises. They have over 100 words for various
shades of white, grey, and black because of their color-blindness.
Culture –They travel in hunting packs that they have organized in a
very hierarchal social pattern. They use their long kayaks to ply the
shifting seas of ice and dark polar seas. They do not distinguish
between males and females socially. Each person is only worth
what they contribute to the hunting party, and it is the highest
producers of food and viable offspring who are allowed to breed
the most. If one person is deemed not worth keeping around, they
banish them from the group to seek their fortune elsewhere,
though this is usually in effect a death sentence. The exception to
this is children, which they have many of to make up for the many
that die of such a hard life. Yenis is their favored Goddess, and
they believe that she offers their children sustenance from her
teats through the flowers known as the Bosoms of Yenis. They
worship Aaren, Fallu, Thuraish, and Yenis.
Subgroups – Like the Rumani, the Uleaut people are still quite
similar to each other, despite living in small pockets apart from
each other.
Origins – They believe that they were the result of Yenis’ icy tears
caught in Aaren’s winds. The wind kept the tears aloft until they
gained consciousness. The tears fell to the ice floes in human
form. There, they found the flowers that came to be known as the
Bosoms of Yenis. They drank the nourishment they offered and
learned the ways of the lands that loved their mother best.
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APPENDIX C – Deities
While there are some on Elegia that do not believe in any of the
Gods, or who have turned their back on religion, they are in the
minority. Most people, of all races on Elegia, have at least a small
token of favor blessed by priests of a God or Goddess their people
favor, if not their own small shrine or statuette in their home. Of
course, even among a particular race, each settlement may favor
one God over another, depending on the particular history and
situation in that locale. Also, being that most of the races on Elegia
have splintered factions and are not a unified people of any singular
nation of that race, the religious customs of each kingdom can vary,
sometimes significantly.
The most common belief in terms of where the Gods came from is
that they were greater beings that lived beyond the confines of the
world, formless and drifting in the vacuum of the void beyond the
world. It was the people of Elegia that gave them form and purpose,
and in return for their worship, the Gods began to perform miracles
and deeds for those who they favored most. However, as time
passed and the population of Elegia grew it became harder for the
Gods and Goddesses to choose whom they favored, because there
were so many people that worshipped them. Therefore, their
interventions grew fewer and fewer, and they began to act only in the
direst of situations when prayed to by the most earnest of
worshippers. On these rare occasions when one of the Pantheon’s
members did interfere with the affairs of Elegia the effect was often
great, even to the extent that it left no doubt that there had been
some sort of divine intervention.
The exceptions to this belief are the Goddess Wainseth and the
God Porceth, who are collectively known as The Dark Pair. This pair,
with the children they have bore or will bear, forms the duality that is
believed responsible for all that goes wrong in Elegia, even if they
are never directly blamed. It’s believed that saying the name of either
is to curse both the speaker and the target of the utterance. It’s also
believed that these two never need worshipping, as they feed on
misfortune, ill chance, defeat, ruin, and most other negative twists of
fate and fortune. Seeing how these things are always in good supply,
they never go without their choice of ‘sustenance.’ On rare occasions
over history, there have been cults or groups that have worshipped
Wainseth and Porceth, each for their own reasons, but they have
always met with disaster of human or divine causes.
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 DEITIES 
Aaren – God of the Skies, Winds, and Birds – Aaren is shown in
images as a very scrawny man in a voluminous cloak that billows
in his winds like wings.
Aphelia – Dark Goddess of Hatred and Fear – She is the first
offspring of Porceth and Wainseth. She was born sickly and
malformed and was cast aside by them upon seeing her. She
survived and hates them for it, but she fears the coming of her
brother, Efficeth.
Braccen – God of Commerce and Greed – He’s a lesser God who is
depicted usually as a fat man counting his money. On the positive
side, he represents prosperity, but he can also represent greed.
Cainel – God of the Battle – He is the elder brother of Comrain. He
is easily angered and is always looking for a way to prove himself.
Chaveaoux – Goddess of Invention and Ingenuity – She is
sometimes known as the Tinkerer Wizardess. She’s usually
represented as a woman poring over books and experiments.
Comrain – God of the Hunt – He is the younger brother of Cainel.
He has an interesting relationship with Rishalt in that they both
need each other. Comrain strengthens the beasts of Rishalt
through hunting, which culls the weaker animals. It in turn provides
a better hunt for Comrain’s followers when the strong and crafty
survive to breed.
Dark Pair – Dark God and Goddess – The name referring to Porceth
and Wainseth. Also see Porceth and Wainseth.
Deneurs – God of Builders and Craftsmen – He is also known as the
Builder.
Efficeth – Dark God of World’s End – He is the yet unborn child of
Porceth and Wainseth, one rarely known about or mentioned. It is
believed that the Dee he is born the world will end. Others have
claimed that he and Uman are one and the same.
Elecin – God of the Future and of Diviners – Elecin is depicted as a
man in robes with a looking glass for the future and a divining
glass to discern the present.
Fallu – King of the Whales – He is Maletos’ pet. He was the first
whale and the father of all whales after him. He is said to be the
size of an island, and the Mueran were raised on his back until
they were old enough to live on their own. Many on Elegia revere
whales, because Elegia is mostly water, and because the whales
of Elegia grow to be of great size.
Furestus – God of Laborers and Peasants – Furestes is depicted in
images by a collection of the tools of laborers that form a greater
being, and never a humanoid form. It is a metaphor for how one
man cannot do the work of many, and many can move mountains.
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Gandahar – God of Fortune and Chance – He is the husband of
Sellae and brother of Vorcinth. Dice and cards usually represent
him.
Greveth – Goddess of Earth, Mountains, and Fire – Greveth is the
elder sister of Marceaupo and Tulis, though she ignores their
struggle. She has a fierce temper that boils slowly before
exploding, much like the volcanoes that she is Goddess over.
Haestos – God of the Moon and Firmament – He is the husband of
Maletos, and is sometimes called the King of the Gods. Juria
jealously regards his union to Maletos, feeling slighted that she
was not picked to be at his side.
Holeitha – Goddess of the Homestead and of Children – She is
depicted in many houses of most of the races across Elegia as the
Matron. She’s heavyset with a childbearing figure and a babe in
her arms.
Ithilia – Goddess of Love and Seduction – Ithilia, and her
counterpart Solmin, are considered lesser Gods, but they are
widely worshipped by all the human races of the Broken Crown.
She is usually portrayed as a rather voluptuous woman, often to
the point of being overweight, attired in scandalous clothes and
with heavily rouged lips and cheeks.
Juria – Goddess of Royalty, Empires, and Beauty – Perhaps the
most beautiful Goddess of the Pantheon, she is sometimes
honored by young women who wish to be seen by others as more
beautiful, and many things are sold that are said to have her
blessing in granting beauty. There are, however, stories of her
competing jealously with Maletos for Haestos, who is rather taken
with beautiful women.
Kaneitha – Goddess of Darkness and Shadow – She is the sister of
Maletos. Where Maletos is bright, kind, and open, Kaneitha is dark,
mysterious, and brooding. Some also consider her the mother of
thieves, assassins, and all ne’er-do-wells that skulk about at night.
Maletos – Goddess of the Sun – She is the beautiful wife of
Haestos. She is often referred to as the Queen of the Gods. It’s
important to note that she is considered to be of higher status than
her husband Haestos. While most societies on Elegia are not
matriarchal, each honors the ability of women to bring life into the
world, especially the Aurean people.
Marceaupo – Goddess of the Outer Seas – She is unforgiving to
those who pay her less respect than she is due. She is the proud
and sometimes arrogant older sister of Tulis, but younger sister to
Greveth.
Nelius – God of Death and the Afterlife – He is a trickster that steals
life from the unwary at inopportune times. Yet he is also the man
who carries souls into the afterlife to rest in his House of Endless
Rooms. In representations his face is always shrouded.
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Sometimes he is considered to be the third of the ‘evil Gods’ with
Porceth and Wainseth.
Ocel – God of Flocks and Agriculture – He is usually denoted by an
image of a shepherd. He is a God of Peace and friend of Rishalt,
acknowledging the cycle of predator and prey.
Oria – Goddess of Peace and Cooperation – She is a lesser
Goddess, one who is rarely mentioned except at times of war and
during peace talks between nations.
Porceth – Dark God of Illness, Misfortune, and Ruin – He is the
brother and enemy of Haestos. He, with his wife Wainseth rule
over all that is wrong with the world. His name is rarely if ever
invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention from him. He is one half
of The Dark Pair.
Rishalt – God of the Beasts – He is often considered a lesser God,
and images of him always show a humanoid being with the mixed
features of many animals as well as some human features. He is a
friend of Ocel, though they must sometimes compete because of
their natures.
Sellae – Goddess of Luck and Gambling – She is the wife of
Gandahar. Illustrations of her are in nearly every reputable and
disreputable gaming house in the Broken Crown.
Solmin – God of Love and Romance – As the act of love requires a
partner, Solmin is Ithilia’s counterpart and partner. He and she are
lesser Gods. He is usually depicted as a rather well endowed man
of fair looks. The two of them are rarely shown apart, as it’s an
omen of ended love and relationships.
Thuraish – God of Time and the Saysuhns – He’s always
represented as a series of five images, one for each Saysuhn: a
baby, a toddler, a young adult, a full-grown man, and finally an old
man. It is said he lives in a hall filled with clocks, and the he winds
one for each person in the world. When a person’s clock stops, the
person dies.
Tulis – God of the Inner Seas – He jealously guards his own waters,
which is supposedly why the places where the Inner Seas meet
with the Outer Seas are so rough. He is the younger brother of
Marceaupo and Greveth.
Uman – God of the Forsaken and Dreams – This is a God that many
people claim was ‘made up’ as something for the downtrodden
Rumani to whisper to about their many trials and their poor lot in
life. Those other than the Rumani never speak of Uman except
with disregard. The Rumani believe him to be the culmination of
the spirits of their dead and all of their Yarres of suffering and
prayer. One Dee he will arise and forge them a new island from the
sea to live upon as their own. Because of this, he is also known as
the Earthmaker, and according to the Rumani he is to be the mate
of Greveth. They also believe that he will send one before his
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coming to ready them for receiving their new kingdom. Many have
claimed to be this person, but rarely are they believed.
Vorcinth – God of Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers – Brother to
Gandahar, he is often designated by a jester or a clown. While he
is not an evil God, he is not one that honest people often want to
attract the attention of.
Wainseth – Dark Goddess of Defeat, Failure, and Loss – She is the
sister and enemy of Maletos. She, with her husband Porceth, rule
over all that is wrong with the world. Her name is rarely if ever
invoked in fear that it will draw ill attention from her. She is one half
of The Dark Pair.
Yenis – Goddess of Ice, Rain, and Snow – She is also known as the
Frozen Queen. She is beloved of the Uleaut people, and is said to
nurse their young from her icy teats. This is really just a metaphor
for a flower-like plant that grows in the icy wastelands, supposedly
a boon from her. The flowers, named The Bosoms of Yenis, grow
many bulbs of milky fluid that Uleaut mothers feed their young.
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 HIERARCHY 
While the actual strengths of the Gods and Goddesses among the
Pantheon are debated endlessly among scholars and theologians
among the peoples of the Broken Crown, none can accurately know
the inner workings of the greater beings. Following is a generalized
list of the most accepted rankings of the Gods and Goddesses
according to power and/or importance. They have been ordered in
pairs or groupings as best makes sense according to their category
of powers.
Upper Tier – The Celestial Bodies and Major Forces
a. Maletos (Sun) and Haestos (Moon and the Firmament)
b. Thuraish (Time and Saysuhns), Elecin (Diviners and the
Future), and Nelius (Death and the Afterlife)
II. Middle Tier – The Elements and Lesser Forces
a. Kaneitha (Shadows and Darkness) and Juria (Royalty,
Empires, and Beauty)
b. Gandahar (Fortune and Chance) and Sellae (Luck and
Gambling)
c. Cainel (Battle) and Comrain (Hunt)
d. Aaren (Skies, Winds, and Birds), Greveth (Earth, Mountains,
and Fire), Yenis (Ice, Rain, and Snow), Marceaupo (Outer
Seas), and Tulis (Inner Seas)
III. Lower Tier – Animals, Domestics, and The Traits
a. Holeitha (Homesteads and Children), Deneurs (Builders and
Craftsmen), Furestus (Peasants and Laborers), and Braccen
(Commerce and Greed)
b. Oria (Peace and Cooperation), Solmin (Love and Romance),
Ithilia (Seduction and Romance), Chaveaoux (Invention and
Ingenuity), and Vorcinth (Trickery, Deceit, and Entertainers)
c. Ocel (Flocks and Agriculture), Rishalt (Beasts), and Fallu
(Whales)
IV. Others – Unknown abilities or Dark Gods and their offspring
a. Uman (the Forsaken and Dreams)
b. Wainseth (Defeat, Failure, and Loss) and Porceth (Illness,
Misfortune, and Ruin)
c. Aphelia (Hatred and Fear) and Efficeth (World’s End)
I.
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APPENDIX D – Timeline of the Broken Crown
Following is a collection of important dates from both the Y.E. and
A.E. sections of history. There are no entries for Beforetimes,
because there were no measurements of time being used then.
 IMPORTANT DATES 
768 A.E. – Corydon deposes the Greater Helion of Cenalium and
begins his war on the lowlanders.
760 A.E. – The current Grand Helion is elected to his post.
760 A.E. – Linnea, wife of Orestes, dies.
754 A.E. – Anthea, the first ever child of half-Aurean descent, is born
to Orestes, Guardian Captain, and Linnea, Kerathi Thaumaturge.
Orestes resigns his commission and ceases activities with his
partner Corydon.
753 A.E. – Guardian Captain Orestes takes Linnea, a Kerathi
Thaumaturge, as his wife.
738 A.E. – Alistair, apprentice and understudy of Raghnall, is born.
735 A.E. – Esben, who distinguished himself in the War of Sixteen
Islands, is given his own clan despite his young age. The famed
war leader Latham’s recommendation figures strongly in this
decision. He takes with him some of his comrades and their mates.
733 A.E. – Mortimer Tightfist, Aynglican tycoon, dies of old age.
732 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands ends between the Aynglicans
and the Kerathi, though minor hostilities continue indefinitely.
729 A.E. – Latham initiates his famous strike on Schevode, tipping
the momentum in the War of Sixteen Islands.
718 A.E. – Corydon begins the first of his experiments with Aurean
blood. His deep suspicions are that there is something amiss about
Aurean nature.
716 A.E. – The War of Sixteen Islands starts between the Aynglicans
and the Kerathi.
712 A.E. – Okapi, the famous Elegian hunter and herbalist, dies of
old age, leaving behind a strong legacy of herbal and animal lore
that is still consulted in the present.
707 A.E. – Bedros’ Ancestors are kidnapped and Corydon begins his
Ox-Men breeding projects.
704 A.E. – The current Grand Helion is born. He is yet unnamed, as
he has not died after assuming his post.
701 A.E. – The famed sailor of mixed Aynglican and Rumani
descent, Edvard Farsail, dies in the harsh Saysuhn of White.
701 A.E. – Thuraish has another lapse, and the Saysuhn of White is
nearly twice as long as it should have been.
700 A.E. – Raghnall, famed chronicler of Aynglican and Kerathi
descent, is born.
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697 A.E. – Lisette d’Achelaine dies at 100, penning a few last words
in her historical treatises even as she died.
683 A.E. – Pravat, a Mueran who devoted his life to the study of the
Ox-Men, disappears and is presumed dead. No further signs of
him are ever found. The notes he left behind are published
posthumously.
672 A.E. – The Outer Aynglican War between the Östlichreich and
Outer Aynglica comes to a close. The results are mixed. A few
islands swap hands and thousands die.
656 A.E. – The Outer Aynglican War between the eastern islands of
the Kerathi, the Östlichreich, and Outer Aynglica begins after a
particularly vicious Kerathi raid on Aynglican lands.
654 A.E. – Pravat, a Mueran who devoted his life to the study of the
Ox-Men, is born.
644 A.E. – Cassius the Extravagant, Grand Helion, dies. All of his
people breathe sighs of relief, as his reckless spending comes to
an end.
643 A.E. – Rehan, famed Rumani singer and songwriter, dies. A
jilted lover is believed to have murdered her.
642 A.E. – Cassius the Extravagant completes his project, the
Aviaries of Aaren.
641 A.E. – Mortimer Tightfist is born.
639 A.E. – Okapi, the famous Elegian hunter and herbalist, is born.
633 A.E. – Cassius the Extravagant is elected as Grand Helion. He
celebrates his election with the most expensive feast in the history
of his people: The Immensia Celebrazione.
633 A.E. – Boniface the Calm dies, leaving little as his legacy but a
time of peace.
629 A.E. – The Lord Marshal who won the Aynglican Civil War,
Harris Ducheyne, dies.
628 A.E. – Edvard Farsail, one of the greatest explorers ever, is
born.
621 A.E. – A lost Kerathi longship washes up on a Mueran island
and they begin pillaging. The Muerans rise up and strike them
down, but the losses are heavy due to the illnesses brought with
the Kerathi soldiers. The plague ravages many Mueran islands, a
plague that is remembered as the Kerathi Pox.
618 A.E. – The famous Rumani singer and songwriter, Rehan, is
born.
614 A.E. – Thuraish has a lapse in the Saysuhn of Red that results in
a massive drought that sweeps the Broken Crown.
610 A.E. – The Grand Mercantile Association of Aynglica is founded
in answer to the Council of Great Lords. It aims to protect financial
and commercial interests of independent parties, companies,
associations, and guilds.
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609 A.E. – The city of Four Bridges is rebuilt as a war monument in
Greater Aynglica.
608 A.E. – The Council of Great Lords, the new governing body for
all Aynglican Territories, is officially founded, the results of the
changes begun in 606 A.E. after the end of the Aynglican Civil
War.
607 A.E. – Opportunistic Kerathi warriors begin attacking Aynglican
holdings, knowing that the Aynglicans are weakened after their
exhaustive civil war. They seize several disputed holdings. This
campaign of pillaging and conquering comes to be known as the
Inselnsie Ergreifen.
606 A.E. – The Aynglican Civil War comes to a close at the Battle of
Four Bridges where the ruling elite on Greater Aynglica narrowly
defeat the rebels. The results were the gradual restructuring of the
entire Aynglican government and a shift in the way laws and taxes
are administered. Greater Aynglica continues to rule to an extent,
but Lesser Aynglica and Outer Aynglica are granted some
measures of independence.
603 A.E. – Nobles in Outer Aynglica join in the revolt, expanding the
conflict and greatly increasing the death toll in the Aynglican Civil
War.
602 A.E. – Discontented nobles on Lesser Aynglica revolt and begin
a bid for independence.
597 A.E. – Lisette d’Achelaine is born.
596 A.E. – Ezhno, Uleaut philosopher, dies.
584 A.E. – Boniface the Calm is elected as Grand Helion as
Severino’s replacement.
584 A.E. – The Aurean Grand Helion Severino the Cruel is deposed.
His advisors throw him from the high tower of the Colonadi
Dignitae. His replacement is much milder.
582 A.E. – The Rummas Peacekeepers are formed, beginning their
bloody history.
571 A.E. – The Aureans elect Severino as Grand Helion.
Immediately trouble begins, but it’s minor things at first, growing
worse as time passes.
571 A.E. – Vin the Defender, Aurean Grand Helion, dies, leaving the
Torredi Lampada towers as his legacy.
565 A.E. – Ezhno, Uleaut philosopher, is born.
551 A.E. – Harris Ducheyne is born.
538 A.E. – Last known sighting of Pekelo, Mueran Deepcrosser and
philosopher.
534 A.E. – Tiombe, leader of the resistance forces that brought the
end to Aynglican occupation of Zaraig, dies. It is believed that
Aynglicans who resented her part in the conflict assassinated her.
532 A.E. – Vin the Defender, Aurean Grand Helion, assumes power.
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532 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig ends with the burning of
Rihyas by pirates.
514 A.E. – Severino, notorious Aurean Grand Helion, is born.
513 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef dies, possibly of
poison.
503 A.E. – Boniface the Calm is born.
503 A.E. – Argus, Sammenkomst Observer, dies in a burning hut
during a raid, having drunk himself into unconsciousness before
the attack.
495 A.E. – Tiombe is born in Zaraig.
494 A.E. – Aynglican occupation of Zaraig begins.
492 A.E. – Mueran Deepcrosser and philosopher, Pekelo is born.
484 A.E. – Karena succumbs to a disease she was born with,
leaving a short collection of writings and many goods deeds as her
legacies.
466 A.E. – Karena, Kerathi Thaumaturge and writer, is born.
458 A.E. – The famed Elegian chronicler Ramessef is born.
458 A.E. – The first Mueran Tauwhawhai race is held.
437 A.E. – Vin the Defender is born.
426 A.E. – Grand Helion Junius Skywatcher dies. He is mourned and
respected deeply.
410 A.E. – The Observatori Delsolluna is completed in Aetheline.
386 A.E. – Grand Helion Junius Skywatcher is elected.
386 A.E. – Grand Helion Placido dies of old age, ending his long
Yarres of reform and restructuring of the Aurean nation.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Guardians are Formed.
319 A.E. – The Aurean Fratello Muerte occurs after Yarres of
mismanagement and weak leadership since Marcellus the Just’s
death. Ilario revolts when misinformed about Grand Helion
Placido’s supposed death and surprise appearance in Cenalium.
318 A.E. – Placido is elected as Grand Helion. He begins as a weak
leader, like those who preceded him.
318 A.E. – The last of the four Quattroperdite Grand Helions resigns,
setting the stage for Placido’s election.
309 A.E. – Junius the Skywatcher is born.
284 A.E. – The Aurean government starts its period of rule under the
Quattroperdite, the four poor Grand Helions.
284 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, first Aurean Grand Helion, dies of very
old age.
254 A.E. – Elegian Empress Femi IX, known as Femi the Builder,
dies. She leaves behind many uncompleted projects for her
successors to continue, and also many completed projects as her
legacy of rebuilding the Empire.
245 A.E. – Placido the Wise is born.
232 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Muralius, the last to date, is built.
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225 A.E. – The Great Stairs of Aetheline are completed. They are an
invitation to the Lowlanders.
214 A.E. – The first Tournea Observatori for the Grand Helion of the
Aureans.
214 A.E. – The Aurean Venutia Deguidina elects Marcellus the Just
as first ever Grand Helion.
212 A.E. – The Aurean Capital Grancitta, Aetheline, is built on the
Broken Ridge.
169 A.E. – Elegian Empress Femi IX, who will become known as
Femi the Builder, is born.
127 A.E. – Marcellus the Just, the first Aurean Grand Helion, is born.
125 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Durenia is built.
108 A.E. – The first Kerathi Sammenkomst convenes.
97 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Reselhine is built.
68 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Choraeyn is built.
51 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Tibusin is built.
48 A.E. – Ka’Shann falls to treachery and infighting after the prophet
Kostya dies. The new cities that were to be the hope of the Rumani
people are all gone. Small settlements spring up around the dead
city, but none have its glory. This comes to be known as The
Second Loss.
39 A.E. – The first Aurean Farsight Outlook is built.
37 A.E. – The Aurean Grancitta of Gevaud is built.
32 A.E. – The first Aurean Grancitta, Cenalium, is built. Survivors
flock to the last hope of a dying people, and they begin to recover.
31 A.E. – The Aureans retreat to the mountains for unknown
reasons, pulling out of Lowland politics and culture after being the
most important force in the push toward rebuilding. Many are
witnessed dying.
31 A.E. – The Godless Yarres for the Broken Crown end. Life begins
rebuilding rapidly.
20 A.E. – The Aureans come to the Broken Crown in great numbers.
They make themselves known among the other peoples and begin
spreading their inventions and ways to whomever they meet.
18 A.E. – The new Rumani colonies have all failed, all save one
called Ka’Shann on Greveth’s Mercy, which prospers as the
survivors from the other colonies run to it and help build it up.
13 A.E. – After ten Hectoyarres (or 1000 Yarres) of Wandering for
the Rumani people, they attempt to establish new colonies and
kingdoms across the Broken Crown, hoping that they can stabilize
the Broken Crown. The prophet Kostya is key in this push, even in
his young age. They have immediate mixed results, and those that
seem like they may succeed fall under the scrutiny of worried
neighbors, who attack mercilessly and jealously.
1 A.E. – Kostya, visionary Rumani prophet is born.
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1 A.E. – The Godless Yarres for the Broken Crown begin. Famine,
death, murder, lawlessness, and crime rule the lands of the Broken
Crown.
0 A.E. – The beginning of the New After Empire Scale as later
denoted by the Aurean calendar that is adopted across the Broken
Crown after the Godless Yarres end. This Yarre was mostly
comprised of the falling apart of political alliances that had formed
to depose the Elegians and the further bloodshed that set the
stage for the famine and disease to follow in its wake.
1132 Y.E. – The Yarre of the official Fall of the Elegian Empire, a
Yarre marked by horrific slaughters and widespread death and
war.
1130 Y.E. – Elegian forces withdraw from Rummas and their
remaining Aynglican territories, returning to defend the homeland.
1129 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, dies in battle. Before she
dies she completes a campaign that drives the Elegians out of a
dozen islands and starts the push toward Elegius.
1127 Y.E. – The revolts in Rummas reach a new fever pitch. The
Elegians have a hard time containing the citizens.
1122 Y.E. – The Elegians retreat from their posts in the Mueran Belt.
The Mueran holdings are seen as less important than holding back
the Aynglicans and the Kerathi.
1110 Y.E. – Paiva, Kerathi Thaumaturge, is born.
1105 Y.E. – The Aynglicans begin their own revolts.
1103 Y.E. – The Kerathi revolt again, this time in great force.
1096 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is executed
for his prophecies, which caused several Yarres of minor scuffles
between his followers and the Elegian occupation forces in
Rummas.
1074 Y.E. – Dorjan the Seer, famous Rumani prophet, is born.
1063 Y.E. – Elegian Empress Jendayi IV dies on the throne, literally
clutching onto it even after dying. She is as stubborn about
relinquishing the throne in death as she is in life.
984 Y.E. – Elegian Empress Jendayi IV is born. In her long climb to
power to ascend the throne as Empress, she will alienate and
destroy many. She will kill many of her possible successors,
including her own offspring, to avoid losing power.
832-844 Y.E. – The Kerathi revolt. It ends badly for them.
760 Y.E. – The Great Conquest ends. The Elegian Empire controls
almost all of the Broken Crown, with its garrisons and governors
controlling nearly every major settlement. Resistance continues,
but the languages and culture of Elegia begin to enter all levels of
life in their controlled territories.
760 Y.E. – The Kerathi surrender.
755 Y.E. – Outer Aynglica surrenders.
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743 Y.E. – Greater Aynglica surrenders.
693 Y.E. – Lesser Aynglica falls to Elegian troops, resisting to the
last.
684 Y.E. – The Empire starts its campaign against the Aynglica.
667 Y.E. – The Empire starts its campaign against the Kerathi.
659 Y.E. – The rest of the Mueran Belt surrenders, but the Far
Muerans refuse.
630 Y.E. – Mehitte surrenders.
627 Y.E. – The Empire starts its campaign against the Muerans.
622 Y.E. – Rummas surrenders.
612 Y.E. – Zaraig surrenders.
609 Y.E. – The Empire starts its campaign against Rummas and
Zaraig.
609 Y.E. – The Great Conquest begins. For a hundred and fifty
Yarres, Elegia will be a vast rolling war machine bent on total
conquest.
573 Y.E. – Empress Halima VI dies, but her legacy of expansion will
continue.
567 Y.E. – The Hundred Isles become a part of the Elegian Empire.
544 Y.E. – The Samiels of the Drylands bend a knee to Empress
Halima VI’s soldiers.
482 Y.E. – Empress Halima VI is born. When she begins her reign of
conquest, she will start an outward push that will not end until The
Fall of the Empire.
397 Y.E. – The famous Ox-Man Silverhorns dies at 49, the oldest
Ox-Man ever recorded.
395 Y.E. – Empress Neith II dies.
382 Y.E. – The Butcher’s Accord is negotiated between the Elegians
and the Ox-Men. Empress Neith II and the Ox-Man Silverhorns
orchestrated this.
348 Y.E. – The Ox-Man Silverhorns is born on Elegius.
340 Y.E. – Empress Neith II born.
145 Y.E – The Rumani experience their Loss of Home.
145 Y.E. – The Uleaut people flee to the south, splitting from what
will become their cousin race, the Muerans.
145 Y.E. – The Ox-Men sing the world alive. The resulting climatic
changes and reordering of the islands causes the Crown of Gods
to become the Broken Crown. Rummil is lost, the Muerans change
their lifestyles to live among the harsh storms of the newly formed
Mueran Belt, and the Uleaut people flee far to the south. These are
perhaps the greatest among many other changes…
68-144 Y.E. – The Rumani people in Rummil set their eyes on the
whole world, spreading out and taking control of many islands.
They seem unstoppable.
47 Y.E. – Shani I, the first Empress of the Empire dies. Her daughter
of the same name takes over.
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1 Y.E. – The first Yarre of the Empire, as denoted by the beginning
of the enlightened rule of the first Empress, Shani I.
Beforetimes – Prior to the Empress Shani I, time was not recorded
with accurate calendars. Only after the beginning of her rule were
the stars and heavens charted and searched for patterns so that
the earliest calendars could be created.
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 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
In the Beginning… the original creator, a nameless creature known
only to the Gods and the Lost Ones, expended so much energy
creating the world that afterward he fell asleep forever and became
the sun. Bits of him crumbled off as he slept and fell to the world,
creating life. Some of the smallest fragments became plant life or
early animal life that quickly began reproducing, but the bigger
pieces became thinking beings.
The thinking beings developed language, culture, and thought. With
thought arose differences. Personalities formed. They split into two
camps: the thinkers and the experientialists. The experientialists
created Aureans in what they felt was the image of perfection. The
Aureans began to flourish and in doing so they empowered the
experientialists, who lived among them and bred with them. The
greater the Aureans became, the more power the experientialists
had.
The thinkers, not to be outdone, began creating their own races that
could worship them and empower them. Their approach depended
not specifically on the power and greatness of the races they made,
but rather on the fervor of the worship there was for them. Of their
creative efforts, six main races emerged: the Aynglicans, the
Elegians, the Kerathi, the Muerans, the Rumani, and the Uleaut.
Though they were not known as these things then, they would
become them in time.
The creation of the different races angered the experientialists, and
they made war on the thinkers for encroaching upon what they felt
was their field. As they fought each other, the created races fought
each other too. Many lives were lost before things began to swing
into the favor of the thinkers, whose varied peoples proved to be
more than a match for the Aureans. Yet when things looked worst for
the experientialists, they vanished. They gave up physical form to
dwell within the Aureans they’d created. From within the Aureans,
they were able to drive back the thinkers.
It looked as if the Aureans might dominate everything, but then a
third power stepped in then - the Ox-men. They were another form of
the creator’s offspring, but they were more in tune with his creations
and less desiring of power. They Sang the World Alive and banished
the Lost Ones, as they would come to be known, from holding
physical form or enslaving the form of another.
With the loss of form, the Lost Ones could no longer fight or pursue
revenge. Their sprits floated across the waters of the world, unable
to influence things as they once could. The experientialists had lost.
The remainder of the thinkers rebuilt the shattered land as best they
could, pushing the lands together to form the Crown of Gods. This
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creation of this collection of all the landmasses of the world killed
many of the Ox-Men in the process and scattered many others
across the landscape, destroying the single great herd. Their power
was divided. The creation of the Crown of Gods also accomplished a
second task, and that was to move all the Aureans that had survived
far from the other races, where they might not harm anyone but
themselves.
In the Crown of Gods, the created peoples of the world began to
flourish and advance beyond what they had ever accomplished prior
to the great battle between the thinkers and the Lost Ones. They
settled into their own lands and began to squabble amongst each
other. One of the greatest points of contention was which of the
Gods to worship.
Now at the point of their own birth, the thinkers were mostly
uniform, with small differences in personality caused by the worship
they received. The continuing worship of the thinkers molded them
into the Gods the races of the world felt they needed. The thinkers
became the designated Gods of the peoples who worshipped them,
even down to the traits and powers assigned to them by their
worshippers. This designation of powers actually limited and curbed
the powers of the thinkers, and the continued worship of them in
these roles actually made them mostly forget what they had once
been. In some respects they served the races they had created, who
in turn recreated them.
There were two among the Gods who had always sworn off all
worship from the created races, fearing what it may do to them and
scorning those who accepted it. As they saw their brethren change,
they grew to fear and even hate the created races. They decided that
they would devote themselves to the downfall of the created races.
They sewed seeds of betrayal, death, and war where they could. Yet
even they, despite swearing off the worship of the created races,
were forced into a role and changed by them. They became Porceth
and Wainseth, who together are blamed for most of the ills in the
world. The pair lives only to destroy the races of the world.
The Ox-men, usually content to live simply and let the Yarres pass
by, were forced once more into action as they saw fighting escalate
once more because of Porceth and Wainseth’s meddling. The last
straw for them was the growth of the Rumani people into a power to
contend with, especially with their God Uman stirring in the bowels of
the world, eager to be born. Rather than deal with yet another greedy
God, the Ox-men sang the world alive once more and reordered the
Crown of Gods. Rummil was shattered and lost, many islands were
swamped or destroyed, and many of the greater landmasses shifted
around. The biggest change occurred in the southeastern section of
the Crown, which was mostly destroyed, leaving only a belt of
islands that the Muerans would come to inhabit. Seeing the danger
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of living in such lands, the Uleauts – once a brother people to the
Muerans despite their love of cold lands instead of the seas – fled for
the shifting fields of ice far to the south of the Broken Crown. Many of
them perished as they learned the ways of those new lands.
The efforts of the Ox-men may have stalled the growing conflicts
between the races of the world, but it did not prevent them. If
anything it just gave the races more time to advance and grow
before the Elegian empire moved in and brought an even greater war
to the peoples of the Broken Crown with its rise and eventual fall.
The Gods, ever jealous of their creations, began to respond to the
urges of Porceth and Wainseth, and they pushed the races that were
each worshipped by into making war on each other and competing
for their affections. The result of these urges caused the rise and the
Fall of the Elegian Empire. The deaths caused by these conflicts
destroyed large portions of the bases of worshippers for many of the
Gods. That weakened the Gods enough that the Aureans could
return from banishment, enlightened by their many Hectoyarres living
without strife. Their forgotten origins as the offspring of the
experientialists made them prime inventors and scientists, ever
willing to push things to the next level.
The coming of the Aureans, whose darker plots the Ox-men
understood even if the other races could not see their intentions, into
an already unstable situation was a great cause for worry among the
Ox-men. Yet as they prepared to sing the world alive one more time
to rid the Broken Crown of the Aurean plague, as they saw them to
be, the Goddess Maletos dealt with them herself. Her curse upon
them killed most of their number and forced them into the mountains
to live as close as they could to the sun and moon.
At that same time, fearful of their power, the Gods quietly urged
their peoples to hunt and kill the Ox-Men to limit their power by
culling their herds. Their efforts were not without success, but many
people were unwilling to destroy the Ox-Men. Two great herds still
exist in the Broken Crown, although on opposite sides, and there are
also a few scattered and weak herds on the isles. They have not
forgotten how their inaction brought them vulnerability.
Now… the Aurean people are splintering, and at every corner
opportunists lurk to usurp the authority of the Grand Helion. Spies
working for the Aureans are in every avenue of politics within the
Broken Crown, pursuing goals only known to Corydon or the Grand
Helion. The Kerathi have been battered, but are far from defeated,
and the other races watch and listen nervously for an escalation in
the conflict should the Aureans turn their greedy gaze their way.
The Ox-men begin to stir once more as they see another great war
on the horizon. They begin to train the one who will lead their people
together to sing the world alive once more, perhaps for the last time.
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In the depths of the earth lies an unopened seed of the creator. It’s
a fragment of the greater being that may become Uman if enough
Rumani prayers are heard to give it form and purpose. They are
tailoring their own God to the needs of their people, as has
happened so many times before. Only this time there will be no
intermediate stage as a thinking being. He may come into being as
they have prayed for him.
Amidst all this, Anthea and her guardians find themselves propelled
ever onward by the wills of the Gods, who seek to uphold their power
against the enemies that would threaten…
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APPENDIX E – Calendar and Time
All the peoples of Elegia use this calendar system. Some say that
this calendar system was brought with the Aureans from their place
before, but most believe that the Aureans developed it after Yarres of
studying the stars. They gifted it to the lowland people during a
period of greater cooperation between them and the lowland races.
The system has basically gone without modification since then, as it
is a rather accurate system. Because the early Aurean settlers
worked most closely with the Kerathi, the names of the days (Dees)
took on a Kerathi flavor. Their interaction with the other races,
sometimes on the behalf of the Aureans, spread the Calendar
system further.
Prior to this current system, which measures Yarres in A.E. (After
Empire), there was the Y.E. (Yarre of the Empire) scale using the
Elegian Calendar, which has since been discarded. Before that,
there was only the Beforetimes, but there was no specific number of
Yarres in the B.T. scale.
 IN A YARRE 
A Yarre is 330 Dees, except on extended Yarres – which are much
like our leap years – where there are 335 Dees. These 330 (or 335
Dees in the case of an extended Yarre) are broken up into five
Saysuhns instead of our four seasons. The Saysuhns are named
after colors associated with the weather that occurs most commonly
during them. The Saysuhns are: Brown, Green, Red, Orange, and
White. Brown would be late winter and early spring, green is spring
to early summer, red is the heat of summer, orange is fall, and white
is winter.
Each Saysuhn is divided into two halves called Munths with a
Faestivul celebrating its end; this makes for a total of ten Munths.
The Saysuhn of Brown is divided into the Munths of Thawing and
Mud, Green into Greening and Planting, Red into Growing and Heat,
Orange into Harvest and Falling, and White into Frost and Snowing.
Therefore, the ten Munths in order are: Thawing, Mud, Greening,
Planting, Growing, Heat, Harvest, Falling, Frost, and Snowing.
Each Munth is split into three Waykes; this makes for a total of thirty
Waykes in a Yarre. A Wayke is similar to our weeks, except that they
have ten Dees each. This means there are thirty Dees per Munth.
Dees are slightly longer than our Days, as Elegia has a longer period
of rotation that the Earth does. The ten Dees in each Wayke are:
Einsdee, Tewsdee, Thraysdee, Fohrsdee, Fyvesdee, Sechsdee,
Sayvensdee, Aytesdee, Noinsdee, and Zehnsdee. These names are
easy to remember for the most part, as they sound rather close,
phonetically, to the corresponding number of their order, except for
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Zehnsdee. Each Dee is divided further into Ouers, Mynettes, and
Saycunds. Within a Dee there are ten Ouers. Notice that this sounds
suspiciously like ‘hours.’ There are 1,000 Mynettes in the Dee, 100
per Ouer. There are 100,000 Saycunds in the Dee, 10,000 per Ouer,
100 per Mynette.
Faestivuls, despite having a strange spelling, are festivals
dedicated to different seasonal themes. There are five of them per
Yarre, one per Saysuhn. They are not to be considered part of any
Munth, but rather a separate entity serving as an ending to a
Saysuhn. Typically they look forward to the coming Saysuhn rather
than reviewing the one just past. They are named: the Faestivul of
Coming Growth, the Faestivul of Coming Heat, the Faestivul of
Coming Plenty, the Faestivul of Coming Cold, and the Faestivul of
Renewal. Coming Growth has themes of birth and family, Coming
Heat of fire and industry, Coming Plenty of harvest and flocks,
Coming Cold of ice and snow, and finally, Renewal has themes of
beginnings and ends as well as other contrasting pairs like light and
dark. In terms of duration, the first four of these Faestivuls are only
five Dees each, with the last Faestivul lasting ten Dees, except every
tenth Yarre when it’s fifteen Dees instead of ten. These Dees don’t
have Dee names, but are instead referred to as Dee x of x. I.E.
Faestivul of Coming Growth, Dee one of five.
You’ll note that there are a lot of differently spelled terms that sound
a lot like our normal time and calendar system: Yarre/Year,
Saysuhn/Season, Munth/Munth, Wayke/Week, Dee/Day, Ouer/Hour,
Mynette/Minute, and Saycund/Second. Hopefully they’re easy
enough to remember in these pairs because they are so similar. Also
note that terms like holidee, somedee, todee, nextdee, yesterdee,
and middee are used instead of holiday, someday, today, tomorrow,
yesterday, and midday.
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Saysuhn of Brown – a time of melting snow and mud
Munth of Thawing (30 Dees)
Munth of Mud (30 Dees)
Faestivul of Coming Growth – birth and family (5 Dees)
Saysuhn of Green – plants are growing and life is returning
Munth of Greening (30 Dees)
Munth of Planting (30 Dees)
Faestivul of Coming Heat – fire and industry (5 Dees)
Saysuhn of Red – the weather is getting hot
Munth of Growing (30 Dees)
Munth of Heat (30 Dees)
Faestivul of Coming Plenty – harvest and flocks (5 Dees)
Saysuhn of Orange – harvest time and falling leaves
Munth of Harvest (30 Dees)
Munth of Falling (30 Dees)
Faestivul of Coming Cold – ice and snow (5 Dees)
Saysuhn of White – cold times and snow
Munth of Frost (30 Dees)
Munth of Snowing (30 Dees)
Faestivul of Renewal – beginnings and ends, light and dark (10 or
15 Dees)
 TIME CONVERSIONS 
To ease your reading, I’ve made some comparisons and
conversions. The math is already done for you. Basically everything
you need should be here:
Saycund (base unit) = 1 Second
Mynette (100 Saycunds) = 1.67 Minutes
Ouer (100 Mynettes) = 2.78 Hours
Dee (10 Ouers) = 1.15 Days
Wayke (10 Dees) = 11.5 Days
Munth (30 Dees) = 34.5 Days
Saysuhn (65 to 75 Dees, depending) = Part of a Season or 74 to
86 Days.
Yarre (330 Dees spread across 5 Saysuhns) = 379.5 Days
Decayarre (10 Yarres) = ~10.4 Years
Hectoyarre (100 Yarres or 10 Decayarres) = ~104 Years
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APPENDIX F – Flower Enchanting
Thaumaturges are unique to Kerathi culture. With a combination of
an utterance, a flower, and a focused will, they are able to perform
deeds that sometimes border on the miraculous. Their powers are
inborn, and most Kerathi who exhibit a strong interest in horticulture
or the tending of plants are tested for ability. The Kerathi greatly
respect their Thaumaturges, even if they choose a path in life that is
often less violent and forceful than is typical for their warlike people.
The more contact a Thaumaturge has with the plant they use in
their enchanting, the more powerful the effect. For best results, a
Thaumaturge has to plant, tend, pick, and preserve each of their
flowers. If they pick it, their abilities are diminished significantly, and
if they try to use a flower that is handed to them by another, only the
most meager enchantments can be created.
Because of the usefulness of a good Thaumaturge, the Kerathi
often went to war to possess them. This often caused the
Thaumaturges to refuse to help their captors or to enchant in ways
counter to what their captors would want. Of course, this would
anger the captors and they’d end up killing the Thaumaturge. This
led to a Sammenkomst ban on all such activities, as well as the
declaration that not only may a Thaumaturge in no way be retained
or held against their will, but also that they are effectively members
of no clan, or clanless.
This declaration is at once both the freedom and the misery of the
Thaumaturges. While they may roam free, they never quite feel at
home, and have been alienated to the point where most are hermits
or drifters. A few still take up residence with their old clansmen or in
a place they feel possesses many kindred spirits with whom they can
be comfortable.
 ANTHEA’S ENCHANTMENTS 
Note that I left the familiar names of plants and flowers for the
purposes of the story. I felt that if I came up with a new name for
each, as I did with units of time and measure, it would detract too
much from the story. You’d almost have to read the whole glossary
and all of the appendices to be able to follow along.

 Acorn – Chapter 8 – a germinated oak acorn used to heal
Bedros’ wounds.

 Angelica – Chapter 121 – An empowering green plant Anthea
needed to use in conjunction with Poppy and Chicory while in
Ka’Shann.
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 Angel’s Trumpet – Chapter 25 – a pink-tinged-white flower



















shaped much like the instrument it is named after. Anthea used it
to look on Harsbrukke from afar.
Anthea’s Orchid – Prologue – a special purple orchid crossbred
and tended by her. She used it to draw clouds around a
Guardian Flier to aid in their escape.
Bittersweet – Chapter 105 – a sprig with many small leaves and
reddish-orange blossoms. Anthea did a searching with it, trying
to determine who in or near Aynglica could be of hindrance or
assistance to them.
Chicory – Chapter 121 – A soft blue colored, many-petaled
flower Anthea used to open her mind and spirit to greater
abilities hidden within. She used this in conjunction with Angelica
and Poppy.
Comfrey – Chapter 119 – A purplish bell-shaped flower Anthea
used to transport her and Rolf from Fairport to the Ruins of
Ka’Shann.
Crocus – Chapter 65 – A purplish blue flower that Anthea used
to have a shared vision of how to escape Uleaut lands.
Edelweiss – Chapter 36 – A whitish blade-leafed flower that
grows in high altitudes sometimes. Anthea used it to kill the
Guardians that threatened her in the passes on the way to
Aetheline and partially heal her companions.
Heather – Chapter 29 – Reddish-purple bell-shaped flowers that
Anthea used in conjunction with Lotus to drive away the
Peacekeepers in Rummas.
Lotus – Chapter 29 – A pinkish group of petals arranged in
concentric rings around a white bulb and green anther stalks. It
was used in conjunction with Heather to drive away the
Peacekeepers in Rummas.
Master of the Woods – Chapter 15 – a four-petaled white flower
used to drive away Genero, Leander, and the Guardians.
Mullein – Chapter 121 – A stalk of tightly bundled leaves and
yellow flowers used like a giant torch and filament whip.
Orange Mock – Chapter 16 – A whitish flower with orange
highlights that Anthea used to speed Makan’s decoy boat away
from Norsjalde. She also made illusions of her, Rolf, and Bedros
to appear on the boat to further the illusion that they were
escaping.
Parsley – Chapter 2 – A green herb used for finding/tracking.
Poppy – Chapter 121 – A colorful flower of potent powers
Anthea used to destroy the creatures in Ka’Shann, save her
companions, and free her hidden abilities. She used this in
conjunction with Angelica and Chicory.
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 Senna – Chapter 108 – An orange, puffy flower resembling a





thistle’s head that has long, green leaves. Anthea used it to
enchant a mirror that would allow her to see or speak with
Nishan after he left for Ka’Shann.
Snowdrop – Chapter 2 – A light bulb shaped blossom that
opens into a white flower that was used for purifying water.
Sunflower – Chapter 19 (recollection) – A large seeded flower
with yellow petals she used to disguise the boat they escaped in
from the Aureans.
Zinnia – Volume 2 Epilogue – A scarlet bloom used to bolster
the spirits and open the hearts of her companions.
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 THE AUTHOR 

Velerion Damarke

Perennials:
Well, things continue. The conflict broadens and the scope grows
wider. I’d like to say I’ll start and finish book four in record time to
finish this tetralogy, but I know it won’t likely be like that. I need time
to regroup and finalize all my ideas for the conclusion. Also, my
return to the USA might slow my progress, as there will be a lot of
things to do. Therefore, I predict that volume four will be finished
about this time next year, 2007.
Website:
If you want to see some of my other work, you’ll have to visit my
new website, since the old one at Spookyweb expired. The new site
is at: http://www.underspace.freedomcity.org/
If that site ever goes down or I change domains again, you can
always find my published work at: http://www.lulu.com/underspace/
Personal:
I’m 26, and still in Korea. However, I plan to return to the United
States with my fiancée this year. Once there, I’ll continue writing, as
further education and employment allow time for.
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All material within is the Copyrighted material (2004) of the
writer. Any similarities to other works or events, real or fictional,
are coincidental. No flowers were used for enchantments during
the writing of this book.
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